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Reference
This article has Endevor reference information about Software Control Language (SCL) statements, the Application
Program Interface (API), and user exits.

SCL Reference
The SCL Reference section provides information about Software Control Language (SCL) statements, and
contains advice on how to read SCL syntax diagrams. SCL enables developers and administrators to perform
certain tasks using batch processing.

API Reference
The API Reference section describes how to implement and use the Endevor Application Program Interface
(API). The API lets you retrieve and update information programmatically from Assembler or an LE-compliant
language.

User Exits Reference
The User Exits Reference section explains how to use Endevor with user exits. The exit interface is designed for
use with exits that are written in Assembler or in high-level languages such as COBOL.

SCL Reference
The SCL Reference section has Software Control Language (SCL) information enabling developers and administrators
perform certain batch processing tasks.

The Software Control Language (SCL) is the language used for the non-interactive (batch) execution of Endevor. SCL is
a freeform language, with English-like statements, that allows you to manipulate Elements, Environment definitions, and
Packages within Endevor. It is a flexible and powerful tool that saves you time in two ways:

• Using SCL allows you to work with as many (or as few) actions as are required to complete a specific job at a
particular time.

• Using SCL eliminates much of the screen navigation that is required to process large numbers of Elements in an
interactive mode.

Because of its consistent nature, SCL is easy to learn and use. For example, you can establish global settings that can
be used over and over. This provides a concise and consistent set of options or location information which can be applied
to any number of actions, and you need code this information only once in each job stream. Conversely, you can override
any pre- established settings by entering like information in a particular request.

Note the features and benefits to using SCL. The following list emphasizes those aspects of SCL that facilitate and
enhance Endevor processing.

• Lets you set up a single list or multiple lists of Element actions for further manipulation in Endevor.
• Lets you manipulate Elements or members singly, on a module-by-module level. SCL also allows you to manipulate

several library members or module Elements at a time. You can tailor your coding to meet your requirements at any
time.

• Is extremely flexible. You can establish global settings for Element action requests (using a SET statement), and
override one or all of your selections on a local level; that is, within each individual Element action request. In addition:
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– You can define the files you want to manipulate either within the language (for example, using a clause such as SET
DSNAME...) or external to the language (for example, using a clause such as SET FILE...).

– You can delay the specification of actions to be run at a particular time, by using the &&ACTION facility. For more
information, see ACTION Statement. This capability lets you define a list of actions for future use and re-use, so you
can code only what you need when you need it.

• Lets you mix Endevor locations within the same execution. You can change Environment, System, Subsystem, or Type
at any time.

• Supports processing in Type-sequence order, automatically sorting Elements according to the specifications
determined by the Endevor administrator in your organization.

• Supports list processing. List processing enables you to:
– Generate a list, edit it as necessary, and break it up into multiple executions instead of keying individual statements.
– Generate lists based on different selection criteria.
– Perform configuration management through the use of a special WHERE COMPONENTS EQUAL option.
– Support a single scan facility that will run against Panvalet, Librarian, a PDS, and Endevor, so you do not need to

use separate utilities to scan source code.
• Serves as a problem-solving tool, by allowing you to quickly isolate System errors. For example, you can use the

WHERE GENERATE FAILED option to generate a list of only those Elements that were not successfully processed at
a specific time.

• Supports vendor interfaces. You can execute SCL from a user-written program, which allows you to write user-defined
front-ends for use with various proprietary or vendor-supplied programs.

• Enables you to integrate Endevor into existing change management/change administration job scheduling Systems.
• Supports release scheduling (job management). For example, moving a group of Elements from a test Environment to

a production Environment any given day.

Statements and Clauses

The SCL language consists of SCL statements written in an easy-to-follow format. The format must always include an
action, an Element, and one or more required clauses. Optional clauses can be added to the request to provide Endevor
with additional information about the selected Elements.

• A statement begins with an action (for example, ADD or DEFINE) and ends with a period (.). A statement consists of
one or more clauses, depending on how you code the SCL syntax.

• A clause is an individual line of information within each statement (for example, FROM ENVIRONMENT TEST or
WHERE CCID EQ 'FIX01'). Any number of clauses may be contained within one statement.

Example: Using Statements and Clauses

In this example, Lines 1-7 form a statement. Line 1 begins with an action (MOVE) and line 7 ends with a period. Lines
2-5 constitute a single clause (a FROM clause). Lines 6 and 7 are individual clauses. Each of these clauses provide
information essential to the statement.

 1.MOVE ELEMENTS COPY01

 2.     FROM       ENVIRONMENT        DEMO

 3.                SYSTEM             FINANCE

 4.                SUBSYSTEM          ACCTPAY

 5.                TYPE               COBOL

 6.     WHERE CCID EQ          FIX'

 7.     OPTIONS                WITH HISTORY.

 

When you use statements and clauses, you must enter the action clause first. You can enter the remaining clauses in any
order.
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In the previous example, you might code the FROM clause last and the OPTIONS clause immediately after the MOVE
ELEMENTS clause.

SCL Statements
View the list of Endevor’s Software Control Language (SCL) statements and examine the usage examples of performing
certain tasks using batch processing.

Endevor features the support of Software Control Language (SCL) that allows you to perform certain tasks using batch
processing. The Software Control Language includes SCL statements. This section lists the following SCL statements that
Endevor supports:

• Set statements
• Clear statements
• EOF (or EOJ) statements
• Element action statements
• Package action statements
• Environment definition statements

NOTE
SET and CLEAR statements apply only to Element action statements.

Set Statements

SET statements are global default statements that establish values for subsequent Element action statements. A SET
statement establishes applicable keyword values (for example, FROM and TO) for specific items that may be omitted from
selected action statements. If a parameter is used (or required) but not coded in an action statement, Endevor looks for
that information in a corresponding SET statement.

SET statements also allow consistency across several actions. To use an option (such as CCID or comments) for several
actions or perform actions against those Elements in a specific location (TO or FROM), code the appropriate SET
statement. The data that you enter is applied to every subsequent action. SET statements are in effect until another SET
statement or a CLEAR statement is encountered or processing ends.

You can define the following SET statements:

• SET ACTION
• SET BUILD
• SET FROM
• SET OPTIONS
• SET STOPRC
• SET TO
• SET WHERE

Clear Statements

A CLEAR statement clears the information designated by a related SET statement. When you are working with a series of
Element actions and need to remove information established in a SET statement, code a parallel CLEAR statement. The
CLEAR statement remains in effect until you enter another related SET statement or until processing ends.

CLEAR statements only apply to SET statements. Similar information entered in an Element action statement is not
affected by a CLEAR statement.

You can use the following CLEAR statements:
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• CLEAR BUILD
• CLEAR FROM
• CLEAR OPTIONS
• CLEAR TO
• CLEAR WHERE

EOF (or EOJ) Statements

The EOF or EOJ (End of File or End of Job) statement instructs Endevor to stop parsing the SCL syntax at a point. Using
this statement eliminates the need to manually delete any statements that you do not want Endevor to perform.

You can enter EOF or EOJ. Use the value to which you are most accustomed.

Element Action Statements

Element action statements (also referred to as action statements) operate against an Element or a group of Elements.
The Element actions consist of the following:

ADD
Puts a member under Endevor control from an external data set.

ALTER
Replaces Element record metadata in the Master Control File with user-specified values.

ARCHIVE
Writes the current version of an Element to a sequential file (or archive data set).

COPY
Copies an Element from an archive data set to a data set external to Endevor.

DELETE
Erases base and delta forms of an Element and removes related information from a master control file or
component list.

GENERATE
Creates an executable form of an Element.

LIST
Creates a list of Elements or members that meet specific selection criteria.

MOVE
Moves Elements between stages, within or across Environments.

PRINT
Prints Element or member information.

RESTORE
Restores Elements to Endevor from an archive data set.

RETRIEVE
Copies Elements from Endevor to an external data set.

SIGNIN
Removes the user signout associated with an Element.

TRANSFER
Transfers an Element from one location to another: Endevor to Endevor, Endevor to an archive data set, or
archive data set to Endevor.

UPDATE
Updates an Element from an external data set.
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VALIDATE
Checks to make sure that Elements were generated correctly, no synchronization errors are detected, and that all
the components exist and are valid.

Package Action Statements

Package action statements provide the ability to perform Package processing in batch using SCL. Package action
statements consist of the following:

APPROVE PACKAGE
Approves a Package for execution.

ARCHIVE PACKAGE
Copies the Package definitions to an external data set.

BACKIN PACKAGE
Backs a Package in, reversing the BACKOUT PACKAGE action.

BACKOUT PACKAGE
Backs out the change Package to restore the executable and output modules to the state they were in prior to
execution.

CAST PACKAGE
Casts a Package, which freezes the data and prevents further changes at that time.

COMMIT PACKAGE
Commits a Package removing all backout/backin data.

DEFINE PACKAGE
Creates or updates an existing Package.

DELETE PACKAGE
Deletes an entire Package from Endevor.

DENY PACKAGE
Denies execution of a Package.

EXECUTE PACKAGE
Executes a Package.

EXPORT PACKAGE
Writes the SCL associated with a Package to an external data set.

INSPECT PACKAGE
Checks each Element for security, signout, and synchronization conflicts and source changes and reports on the
changes in Element status that might effect the successful execution of the Package.

RESET PACKAGE
Resets a Package back to a status of In-edit.

SUBMIT PACKAGE
Submits a JCL job stream to execute one or more Packages.

Environment Definition Statements

Environment definition statements provide the ability to manage Environment definitions for all inventory structures using
SCL. Environment definition statements allow you to create, update, and delete inventory definitions. This feature is
known as Batch Administration (Batch Admin). The statements manage the following Environment definitions:
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• Approver group
• Approver group relationships
• Element Types
• Package shipment data set mapping rules
• Package shipment destination
• Processor groups
• Processor symbols
• Subsystem
• Systems
• Type sequence

Examples: Element Action SCL
The following examples demonstrate different ways you can use the Element action SCL. The four examples
all produce the same result; the only difference is in the number and types of statements and clauses used.

NOTE
The examples shown here apply to the general structure of Environment definition and
Package action syntax. The major difference, and the reason examples are shown for the
Element actions, is the use of SET and CLEAR statements.

Example: Element Action Using Long-hand SCL In this example, the Element action uses long-hand SCL.
The TRANSFER, FROM, TO, WHERE, and OPTIONS statements are repeated for each Element.
TRANSFER ELEMENT COPY01

  FROM  ENVIRONMENT             DEMO    

         SYSTEM                 FINANCE 

         SUBSYSTEM              ACCTPAY 

         TYPE                   COPYBOOK    

         STAGE                  NUMBER2 

  TO    ENVIRONMENT             PROD    

         STAGE                  NUMBER1 

         WHERE    CCID EQ       'FIX01' 

         OPTIONS  COMMENT       'FIX BUG'   

.

TRANSFER ELEMENT COPY02

  FROM  ENVIRONMENT             DEMO    

         SYSTEM                 FINANCE 

         SUBSYSTEM              ACCTPAY 

         TYPE                   COPYBOOK    

         STAGE                  NUMBER2 

  TO    ENVIRONMENT             PROD    

         STAGE                  NUMBER1 

         WHERE    CCID EQ       'FIX01' 

         OPTIONS  COMMENT       'FIX BUG'   

.

TRANSFER ELEMENT PROG02

  FROM  ENVIRONMENT             DEMO    

         SYSTEM                 FINANCE 

         SUBSYSTEM              ACCTPAY 

         TYPE                   COBOL   

         STAGE                  NUMBER2 

  TO    ENVIRONMENT             PROD    

         STAGE                  NUMBER1 

         WHERE     CCID EQ      'FIX01' 
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         OPTIONS    COMMENT     'FIX BUG    

Note that the information coded in the FROM clauses (except in the last FROM clause where TYPE is
different), TO clause, WHERE clause, and OPTIONS clause is the same. Although there is nothing wrong
with coding every line of a request, you may find it time-consuming when you need to code several requests.
Therefore, it is important to consider several "shortcuts" when coding the Element action syntax. Examples 2
- 4 demonstrate these shortcuts. Example: Element Action Using Global Settings In this example, global
settings are used with SET statements to assign the location (FROM and TO) information, and common
WHERE and OPTIONS data.
SET FROM        ENVIRONMENT     DEMO    

                STAGE       NUMBER2.    

SET TO          ENVIRONMENT     PROD    

                STAGE       NUMBER1.    

SET WHERE       CCID EQ         'FIX01' 

SET OPTIONS         COMMENT     'FIX BUG'.  

TRANSFER ELEMENT                COPY01. 

TRANSFER ELEMENT                COPY02. 

SET FROM        TYPE        COBOL.  

TRANSFER ELEMENT                PROG01.

In this example, all SET statements coded at the beginning of the syntax are applied to the first two
TRANSFER action requests. Because the Type is different for the third TRANSFER action request, however,
a new SET FROM statement has been entered that only contains the different information. This new Type
is applied to the subsequent TRANSFER request. But, all other previously-coded information is applied
also. Remember: the data entered in a SET statement remains in effect until a new, like SET statement (or a
CLEAR statement) is encountered. Example: Element Action Using a Combination of Global and Local
Settings In this example, a combination of global and local settings are used, and the SET statements are
applied to all three TRANSFER action requests, with the exception of Type in the third request.
SET FROM        ENVIRONMENT    DEMO 

             SYSTEM       FINANCE   

             SUBSYSTEM    ACCTPAY   

             TYPE         COPYBOOK  

             STAGE        NUMBER2.  

SET TO          ENVIRONMENT   PROD  

             STAGE        NUMBER1.  

SET WHERE        CCID         EQ'FIX01'.    

SET OPTIONS      COMMENT      'FIX BUG'.    

TRANSFER ELEMENT              COPY01.

TRANSFER ELEMENT              COPY02.

TRANSFER ELEMENT              PROG01

   FROM     TYPE          COBOL. 

Remember: a value entered locally overrides a like value in a SET statement. Therefore, coding the clause
FROM TYPE COBOL is all that is required in the third request. The remaining location, WHERE, and
OPTIONS information defaults to the entries coded in the previous SET statements. Example: Element
Action Using a Name-Mask In this example, a name-mask is used to indicate that all Elements beginning
with the indicated letters should be considered for an action.
TRANSFER ELEMENT ABC*

    FROM  ENVIRONMENT       DEMO    

         SYSTEM         FINANCE 

         SUBSYSTEM      ACCTPAY 

         TYPE           *   

         STAGE          NUMBER2 

    TO    ENVIRONMENT   PROD    

         STAGE NUMBER   1   
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    WHERE  CCID EQ      'FIX01'.    

    OPTIONS COMMENT         'FIX BUG'.  

In this example, use of the asterisk alone in the TRANSFER ELEMENTS clause indicates that all Elements-as
long as the remaining selection criteria is met-should be selected for the TRANSFER. Use of the name-mask
in the TYPE clause indicates that any Type is acceptable in the TRANSFER action. Using the name-mask
with the Element name and the Type eliminates the need to set and change SET statements (as was done
in examples 2 and 3). Example 4 instructs Endevor to look for all Elements, no matter what Type, from the
Endevor location indicated (in the Environment, System, Subsystem, and Stage number clauses), associated
with a CCID of FIX01. And, the comment FIX BUG is applied to all Elements meeting that selection criterion.

SCL Statement Syntax Conventions
This article describes the SCL statement syntax that is presented in the Endevor documentation which uses specific
graphic image notation conventions.

The SCL statement syntax presented in the Endevor documentation uses the following notation conventions.

This syntax represents the beginning of a syntax statement:

►►──────────────────────────────────

This syntax represents the end of a syntax statement:

──────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents the continuation of a syntax statement to the following line:

───────────────────────────────────►

This syntax represents the continuation of a syntax statement from the preceding line:

►───────────────────────────────────

This syntax represents a required keyword. Only the uppercase letters are necessary:

►►─ KEYword ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents a required user-defined variable:

►►─ variable ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents an optional keyword. Optional keywords appear below the syntax line. If coded, only the
uppercase letters are necessary:

►►─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ KEYword ─┘

This syntax represents an optional user-defined variable. Optional variables appear below the syntax line:

►►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ variable ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of required, mutually exclusive keywords. You must choose only one keyword:

►►─┬─ KEYword ONE ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ KEYword TWO ───┤

   └─ KEYword THRee ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of required, mutually exclusive, user-defined variables. You must choose only one
variable:

►►─┬─ variable one ───┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   ├─ variable two ───┤

   └─ variable three ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of optional, mutually exclusive keywords. Optional keywords appear below the syntax
line:

►►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ KEYword ONE ───┤

   ├─ KEYword TWO ───┤

   └─ KEYword THRee ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of optional, mutually exclusive, user-defined variables. Optional variables appear below
the syntax line:

►►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ variable one ───┤

   ├─ variable two ───┤

   └─ variable three ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of optional keywords. The boxed-shaped stars (¤) indicate that the keywords are not
mutually exclusive. Do not code any keyword more than once:

►►─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────┬─ ¤ ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

       ├─ KEYword ONE ───┤

       ├─ KEYword TWO ───┤

       └─ KEYword THRee ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of optional user-defined variables. The boxed-shaped stars (¤) indicate that the variables
are not mutually exclusive. Do not code any variable more than once:

►►─ ¤ ─┬──────────────────┬─ ¤ ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

       ├─ variable one ───┤

       ├─ variable two ───┤

       └─ variable three ─┘

NOTE
This syntax represents a choice of required, mutually exclusive keywords, one of which is the default. In this
example, KEYword ONE is the default keyword, because it is shown on the line with an arrow pointing to it:

►►─┬─ KEYword ONE ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ KEYword TWO ───┤

   └─ KEYword THRee ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of required, mutually exclusive, user-defined variables, one of which is the default.In this
example, variable one is the default keyword, because it is shown on the line with an arrow pointing to it:

►►─┬─ variable one ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ variable two ───┤

   └─ variable three ─┘

This syntax represents a choice of optional, mutually exclusive keywords, one of which is the default. In this example,
KEYword ONE is the default keyword, because it is shown on the line with an arrow pointing to it:

►►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ KEYword ONE ◄ ─┤

   ├─ KEYword TWO ───┤

   └─ KEYword THRee ─┘
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This syntax represents a choice of optional, mutually exclusive, user-defined variables, one of which is the default. In this
example, variable one is the default keyword, because it is shown on the line with an arrow pointing to it:

►►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ variable one ◄ ─┤

   ├─ variable two ───┤

   └─ variable three ─┘

This syntax represents a required variable that can be repeated. Separate each occurrence with a comma and enclose all
variables in a single set of parenthesis:

       ┌─ , ────────┐

►►─ ( ─▼─ variable ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents an optional variable that can be repeated. Separate each occurrence with a comma and enclose
all variables in a single set of parenthesis:

►►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │     ┌─ , ────────┐     │

   └─ ( ─▼─ variable ─┴─ ) ─┘

This syntax represents a variable which must be enclosed by parenthesis:

►►─ (variable) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents a variable which must be enclosed by single quotes:

►►─ 'variable' ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents a variable which must be enclosed by double quotes:

►►─ "variable" ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents a reference to a syntax fragment. Fragments are listed on the lines immediately following the
required period at the end of each syntax statement:

►►─ ┤ FRAGMENT REFERENCE ├ ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This syntax represents a syntax fragment:

Expansion of FRAGMENT

├── KEYword ─ variable──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

This syntax represents the period required at the end of all syntax statements:

►────────────────────────.────────►◄

Sample Syntax Diagram
The syntax diagram provides information about constructing a statement or command, including an example of the
Archive Element command’s syntax diagram.

The following is a sample syntax diagram for the Archive Element action.

►►─ ARChive ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ───►

                                    └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                      └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►
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 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬─ TO ──────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────

   └─ DDName ─┘           └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                                        ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                                        └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────────┤

                  ├─ COMment ─ comment ─────┤

                  ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ──────┤

                  └─ BYPass ELEment DELete ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

This sample diagram contains the following syntax:

ARChive ELEment element-name
The keyword ARChive ELEment appears on the main line, indicating that it is required. The variable element-
name, also on the main line, must be coded.

THRough / THRu element-name
The keywords THRough and THRu appear below the main line, indicating that they are optional. They are also
mutually exclusive.

FROm ENVironment ... TYPe type-name
Each keyword and variable in this segment appears on the main line, indicating that they are required.

STAge stage-id / STAge NUMber stage-no
The keywords STAge and STAge NUMber appear on and below the main line, indicating that they are required,
mutually exclusive keywords.

TO ... dd-name
The keyword TO appears on the main line, indicating that it is required. The keywords FILe and DDName appear
on and below the main line, indicating that they are required, mutually exclusive keywords. The variable dd-name
also appears on the main line, indicating that it is required.

WHEre clause
This clause appears below the main line, indicating that it is optional. The keyword WHEre appears on the main
line of the clause, indicating that it is required. CCID and PRO are syntax fragments that appear below the main
line, indicating that they are optional. The boxed-shaped stars (¤) indicate that they are not mutually exclusive.

OPTion clause
This clause appears below the main line, indicating that it is optional. The keyword OPTion appears on the main
line of the clause, indicating that it is required. The keywords CCId, COMment, OVErride SIGNOut, and BYPass
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ELEment DELete all appear below the main line, indicating that they are optional. The boxed-shaped stars (¤)
indicate that they are not mutually exclusive.

CCID fragment
The keyword CCId appears on the main line, indicating that it is required. The OF clause appears below the main
line, indicating that it is optional. If you code this clause, you must code the keyword OF, as it appears on the
main line of the clause. CURrent, ALL, and RETrieve appear above, on, and below the main line of the clause,
indicating that they are required, mutually exclusive keywords. CURrent appears above the main line, indicating
that it is the default. If you code the keyword OF, you must choose one and only one of the keywords.
The keywords EQual and = appear above and below the main line, indicating that they are optional, mutually
exclusive keywords. EQual appears above the main line, indicating that it is the default. You can include only one.
The variable ccid appears on the main line, indicating that it is required. The arrow indicates that you can repeat
this variable, separating each instance with a comma. Enclose all variables in a single set of parenthesis.

PRO fragment
The keyword PROcessor GROup appears on the main line, indicating that it is required. The keywords EQual and
= appear on and below the main line, indicating that they are required, mutually exclusive keywords. You must
include one. The variable group name appears on the main line, indicating that it is required. The arrow indicates
that you can repeat this variable, separating each instance with a comma. Enclose all variables in a single set of
parenthesis.

Rules for Coding Syntax
The following article contains extensive information on the general syntax and parser rules for coding Software Control
Language (SCL) syntax in Endevor.

When coding syntax, certain rules apply regarding valid characters, incompatible clauses, and ending statements. Also,
knowing how the SCL parser processes syntax helps you resolve errors and undesired results. The following information
outlines the rules that you should follow when coding syntax. For more information, see the syntax descriptions for specific
statements.

General Syntax Rules

The following characters are valid for keyword values when coding syntax. For other restrictions, see the documentation
for the specific keyword.

• Uppercase and lowercase letters A through Z. However, for the inventory names, although you can enter the values
in lowercase in the SCL or on the foreground panels, Endevor automatically converts all inventory name values to
uppercase. No error is issued. They are always stored in uppercase.

• Numbers 0 through 9
• National characters:

– At sign @
– Dollar sign $
– Pound sign #

NOTE
The system recognizes the following hexadecimal representations of the U.S. National characters: @ as
X'7C'; $ as X'5B'; and # as X'7B'. In countries other than the U.S., the U.S. National characters represented
on terminal keyboards might generate a different hexadecimal representation and cause an error. For
example, in some countries, the $ character might generate a X'4A' instead of a X'5B'. If your British Sterling
pound sign (£) has X'5B' hexadecimal representation, then it is the same as a U.S. dollar sign ($ - X'5B') and
would be accepted. This is the case for 285 and 1146 IBM code pages (UK EBCDIC flavors).

The following characters are valid when coding syntax, but they must be enclosed in single (') or double (“) quotes). For
more information, see the documentation for the specific statements you are coding.
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• Spaces
• Tabs
• New line
• Carriage return
• Comma (,)
• Period (.). For example, data set name: "TEST.LIB"
• Equal sign (=)
• Greater than sign (>)
• Less than sign (<)
• Parenthesis ( )
• Single quotation marks -- A string containing single quotation marks must be enclosed in double quotation marks.
• Double quotation marks -- A string containing double quotation marks must be enclosed in single quotation marks.

NOTE
Null (X'00') characters are translated to spaces (X'40') in the text of Comments and CCIDs.

WARNING
The characters "*" and "%" are reserved for name-masking.

SCL Parser Rules

The following general syntax rules apply, because of  how the SCL is parsed.

• Use columns 1-72 for input. The SCL parser only reads columns 1-72. If columns 1-72 of the input are blank, the line is
ignored. Information in columns 73-80 of the input is ignored.

• Code a period at the end of each statement. If no period is found, you receive an error message and the job
terminates.

• SCL keyword parameters cannot span lines; however, the parameter values can span lines. All SCL parameter values
that span lines must be enclosed in single or double quotes.

• Embedded blanks are allowed in CCIDs and Comments. When coding CCIDs and Comments, blanks that are
coded at the beginning or end of a line are ignored, except that a blank at the beginning of the first line is accepted.
Embedded blanks are also allowed in Element, and USS file and path names, but special rules apply. For more
information, see Rules for Coding Blanks in Element, USS File and Path Names.

• Duplicate keywords do not make SCL statements invalid. In the case of duplicate keywords, the last keyword is used.
For example, the following SCL statement is valid. Stage 1 and Type ASMPGM are ignored, and Stage 2 and Type
COBOL are used.
 GENERATE ELEMENT XZY FROM ENV 'ENV1' SYSTEM 'ESCM140' SUBSYSTEM 'GA'   3RD STMT

STAGE 1                                                                         

 STAGE 2                                                                        

  TYPE ASMPGM                                                                   

  TYPE COBOL                                                                    

  . 

• To remove information from an existing field, enclose a blank space in single or double quotation marks. For example,
the following statement removes the default CCID for user TCS:
DEFINE USER TCS

DEFAULT CCID " ".

Rules for Comments

You can code comments using the following methods.
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• If you enter an asterisk (*) in column 1, the remainder of the line is considered a comment by the SCL parser and is
ignored during processing.

• Any value found to the right of the period terminating the SCL statement is considered a comment by the SCL parser
and is ignored during processing. A blank space must separate the period from the comment.

• Columns 73-80 are ignored and can be used as a comment area.

The following examples show valid and invalid comments in SCL statements:

• The comment on the last line is valid, because it is to the right of the period and is separated from the period by a
blank space. The comments on the first two lines are valid because they are preceded by an asterisk in the first
column of each line.
** Valid: The comment on the last line is valid because it is to the right of   

** the period and is separated from the period by a blank space.                

GENERATE ELEMENT XZY FROM ENV 'ENV1' SYSTEM 'ESCM140' SUBSYSTEM 'GA'            

TYPE ASMPGM STAGE A                                                             

 . This is a valid comment on an SCL statement.                                 

• The comment on the last line is not valid, because, even thought it is to the right of the period, there is no blank space
after the period.
 GENERATE ELEMENT XZY FROM ENV 'ENV1' SYSTEM 'ESCM140' SUBSYSTEM 'GA'           

  TYPE ASMPGM STAGE NUM 1                                                       

  ., This is an invalid comment on an SCL statement.                            

• The comment on the last line is not valid, because there is no period to separate SCL the from the comment. This error
message would result: E004 INVALID COMMAND WORDING, FOUND: this. The parser catches the word this. If you
add a blank between ASMPGM and /*, /* would be flagged as the invalid command word.
 GENERATE ELEMENT XZY FROM ENV 'ENV1' SYSTEM 'ESCM140' SUBSYSTEM 'GA'           

STAGE 1                                                                         

  TYPE ASMPGM/* this is another invalid comment */   

Incompatible Clauses (Mutually Exclusive)

The following clauses and keywords are incompatible. For more information, see the syntax description for the statement
you are coding.

• THRough and MEMber clauses within any action except LIST
• Endevor location information (Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage) and data set names (DSName)
• File names (DDName) and data set names (DSName)
• The Stage ID (STAge or STAge ID) and the Stage number (STAge NUMber)
• The SET TO Endevor location information and the SET TO MEMber clause
• The Path clause is mutually exclusive with the File or Data Set clauses
• The USSFILE clause is mutually exclusive with a Member clause

Syntax Rules for Element Names

The following syntax rules apply to Element names:

• An Element name can be up to 255 characters long.
• Allowable characters for the Element are:  'blank, ., $, -, _, #, @, a-z, {, A-Z, and 0-9'

The following exceptions apply:
– The left bracket ({) cannot be used as the first character.
– Blanks cannot be used as the first or last character. If coded for the first character, an error is issued. Any

blanks that are coded at the end of a name are ignored.
• When selecting Elements, name-masking can be used. The percent sign (%) can serve as a placeholder character and

an asterisk (*) can serve as a wildcard for the final one or more characters for selection purposes in SCL and some
panels. For more information, see "Name Masking".
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NOTE
IBM allows the left bracket ({) character in the member name of a PDS, but not as the first character. However,
IBM does not allow the left bracket character in a data set name.

Syntax Rules for Member Names

The following syntax rules apply to member names:

• A member name can be 8 characters long, however Panvalet members can be 10 characters.
• Allowable characters for member names: ' ., $,  #, @, {, A-Z, and 0-9'

However, the left bracket ({) cannot be used as the first character.
• When selecting members, name-masking can be used. The percent sign (%) can serve as a placeholder character and

an asterisk (*) can serve as a wildcard for the final one or more characters for selection purposes in SCL and some
panels. For more information, see Name Masking.

Syntax Rules for Path Names

When using the Add, Update, Copy, or Retrieve statements, the following syntax rules apply to the Path clause.

• The Path name value can be up to 768 characters in length.
• The Path name must begin with a forward slash (/) and end with a forward slash (/) and cannot be followed by the file

name.
• Allowable characters for the USS File name are:  'blank, ., $, -, _, #, @, a-z, {, A-Z, 0-9, /, and +'

The following exceptions apply:
– The left bracket ({) cannot be used as the first character.
– Blanks cannot be used as the first or last character. If coded for the first character, an error is issued. Any

blanks that are coded at the end of a name are ignored.
• When selecting path names, name-masking can be used. The percent sign (%) can serve as a placeholder character

and an asterisk (*) can serve as a wildcard for the final one or more characters for selection purposes in SCL and
some panels. For more information, see Name Masking.

• The Path clause is mutually exclusive with the File or Data Set clauses.

Syntax Rules for USS File Names

When using the Add, Update, Copy, or Retrieve statements, the following syntax rules apply to the USS File clause.

• The USS file name can be up to 255 characters in length.
• For USS file names, all IBM supported characters are supported by Endevor.

The following exceptions apply:
– The left bracket ({) cannot be used as the first character.
– Blanks cannot be used as the first or last character. If coded for the first character, an error is issued. Any

blanks that are coded at the end of a name are ignored.
• On Add or Retrieve actions, you can add any USS File into Endevor or retrieve an element to any USS file name.

However, if the USS file name is not a valid Element name, you must specify a valid name for the Element when you
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use the Add action. When using the Retrieve action, you can specify a USS file name that is different from the Element
name. (For Element names, the allowable characters are: blank, ., $, -, _, #, @, a-z, {, A-Z, 0-9.)

• When selecting USS file names, name-masking can be used. The percent sign (%) can serve as a placeholder
character and an asterisk (*) can serve as a wildcard for the final one or more characters for selection purposes in SCL
and some panels. For more information, see Name Masking.

• Do not include any nulls or slash characters in a file name.
• Double-byte characters are not supported in a file name and are treated as single-byte data. Using double-byte

characters in a file name might cause problems. For instance, if you use a double-byte character in which one of the
characters is a . (dot) or / (slash), the file system treats this as a special delimiter in the path name.

• The shells are case-sensitive. The shells distinguish characters as uppercase or lowercase. Therefore, FILE1 is not
the same as file1.

• A file name can include a suffix, or extension, that indicates its file type. An extension consists of a period (.) and
several characters. For example, files that are C code could have the extension .c, as in the filename dbmod3.c.
Having groups of files with identical suffixes makes it easier to run commands against many files simultaneously.

• The USSFILE clause is mutually exclusive with a Member clause.

Rules for Coding Blanks in Element, USS File and Path Names

In SCL Element action statements, embedded blanks can be coded in Element, USS file and path names. Embedded
blanks are allowed when the name is coded all on one line or when the name spans lines. Blanks can be coded at the
beginning or end of a line; however, these blanks are retained or discarded depending on which coding rules you use:

Do not retain blanks where a name spans a line-- If you do not want to retain blanks at the end of a line where the name
spans a line, use these rules:

• One beginning quote, characters to appear only within columns 1-72 of one of more lines, followed by one ending
quote.

• All characters, including embedded blanks, within the quotes are included in the name. However, blanks at the
beginning and end of the lines are ignored.

Example 1: The following coding examples show how blanks entered between characters on the same line are retained.
However, no blanks are retained between the last character on a line and the first character on the next line.
This would result in an element name of: “A BC DE F”: 

ADD ELEMENT   ‘A B                                                    

               C D

               E F                                      ‘

 

This would result in an element name of: “CA Products Endevor”:

ADD ELEMENT   ‘CA Products C                                                    

               A Endevor     ‘              

Retain blanks where a name spans a line-- If the name includes embedded blanks that appear at the beginning or the end
of a line where the name spans lines, and you want to retain those blanks, use these rules:

• Beginning and ending quotes are required on each line.
• All characters, including embedded blanks, within the quotes are included in the name.
• Where a name continues onto the next line,  a comma must follow the ending quote to indicate that the name

continues on the next line.

Using these rules, a name can include embedded blanks that appear at the beginning or the end of a line where the name
spans lines, provided the blanks are included within the quotes. In addition, you can use these rules even when you do
not code blanks where a name spans a line (as in Example 3).

Example 2: Assume that you coded the following Element, USS path and file names:

ADD ELEMENT 'CA Products Endevor’,
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     ‘ V18 MAIN_ENTRY DRIVER’              

FROM PATH   '/u/users/Massachusetts/Framingham/',                

        'Staples Drive/BLDG 100/',                

           'Floor 4/Room 4-62'                

USSFILEILE      ‘V18 Base Line Driver Program' 

The following names would result:

• Element: "CA Products Endevor V18 MAIN_ENTRY DRIVE". In this name, a blank is retained before the second line of
the name.

• USS path: "/u/users/Massachusetts/Framingham/Staples Drive/BLDG 100/Floor 4/Room 4-62". In this name, no blanks
are retained between lines.  

• USS file: "V18 Base Line Driver Program". In this case, the name is all on one line.

Example 3: You can use these rules even when you do not code blanks where a name spans a line. Assume that you
wanted to code no blanks between the lines, you could code the names as follows.

This would result in an element name of: “A BC DE F”: 

ADD ELEMENT   ‘A B’,                                                    

              ‘C D’,

              ‘E F’

This would result in an element name of: “CA Products Endevor”:

ADD ELEMENT   ‘CA Products C’,                                                    

              ‘A Endevor    ’

NOTE

Example 1 and Example 3 show two different ways of coding to get the same result.

How Type Sequence Processing Works
This article details how Endevor processes each element according to a type processing order, if a single batch request
includes multiple element types.

SCL statements and API Element actions are executed in the Type processing order that is defined at the site level in the
Type Sequence member created by the administrator.

NOTE

The type sequence processing described in this article was named "Global Type Sequencing" before
v18 Increment 0. For more information about the name change, see Increment 0 in the Endevor® 18.0
documentation.

All Elements across all Environments follow the same processing sequence. Element actions are processed according
to the defined Type sequence regardless of the inventory location of each action.  Any Types that are not included in
the Type Sequence member are processed after all the Types in the Type Sequence member have completed processing.
They are processed in Type name order.

SCL statements-- The Type that is specified in the FROM or TO clause determines the sequence in which Element
action requests are processed. An Element Type is indicated in the FROM clause or TO clause (or both). The exact Type
entry that is used to determine the processing sequence (that is, Type as defined in the FROM clause or the TO clause)
depends upon the Element action requested. The following table summarizes how the Type sequence is determined.

Element Action Determines Type Sequence
Add TO clause
Alter FROM clause
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Archive FROM clause
Delete FROM clause
Generate FROM clause
List FROM clause
Move FROM clause
Print FROM clause
Retrieve FROM clause
Signin FROM clause
Transfer TO clause
Update TO clause

Example: Using Type Sequencing

Actions are put into the appropriate Type sequence and executed as defined by your administrator. For example, assume
that the system administrator has established the following Type sequence:

1. COPYBOOK
2. MACRO
3. COBOL
4. ASSEMBLER

Given the Element Type sequencing definition, processing would occur in the following sequence, regardless of the
inventory location.

1. ADD ELEMENTS...TYPE COPYBOOK
2. GENERATE ELEMENTS...TYPE MACRO
3. RETRIEVE ELEMENTS...TYPE MACRO
4. ADD ELEMENTS...TYPE COBOL
5. ADD ELEMENTS...TYPE ASSEMBLER

Type Sequencing Process Flow

When Type Sequencing is enabled at your site, SCL and API Element actions execute in Type sequence order that is
defined at the site level by the Endevor administrator, regardless of the action inventory location. Any Types that are not
included in the Type Sequence member are processed after all the Types in the Type Sequence member have completed
processing.

Actions are processed in the following order:

1. All actions that have Archive file as the source location. These are executed first, in the Element order that is found
on the archive file. These actions are: Copy, List from Archive, Restore, Transfer from Archive. The execution of these
Elements is based on the Element placement within the archive file. The order of their execution is not affected by the
Type Sequence option.

2. Nonproduct actions. These include List Member, Print Member, and List ACMQ, which are executed next, in their API/
SCL action order. A List ACMQ request is really a list Element request with the following attributes and restrictions:
– The through Element name cannot be used
– The CCID, date, or Processor where clauses cannot be used
– Restricted to ACM input or related input component clauses
– The through component name option cannot be used
– Build with components and build level none must be specified

3. All other Endevor actions. These are executed in Type sequence order followed by the statement SCL order. The
order of the Type records in the site-defined Type Sequence member determines the Type sequence processing order.
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The following table lists the actions with the Endevor inventory side of each action where inventory expansion and
Type sequencing is done.

Action Inventory Location (where inventory expansion and Type
sequencing occurs)

Add/Update Target

Alter Source

Generate Source

Retrieve Source

Delete Source

Move Source

Archive Source

Transfer to Archive Source

Transfer C1-C1 Target

Signin Source

Print C1 Source

List C1 Source

NOTE
When inventory errors are found during the API/SCL expansion phase, these actions are reported as they occur.
They always appear before any dispatched Endevor action. When a not found condition occurs for an Element
or member name with nonexplicit inventory, such errors are reported last, after all other actions have been
processed.

Set Statements
Learn how Endevor’s Set Statement Description uses applicable keyword values for specific items that are omitted from
subsequent Element action statements.

Set Statement Description

A SET statement sets up applicable keyword values (for example, FROM, TO) for specific items that are omitted from
subsequent Element action statements. If a parameter is required and not specifically coded with an Element action
statement, a corresponding SET statement must precede that action statement. The SET statement can be reissued to
change the default value of a particular keyword any number of times within an SCL stream.

You can remove a SET statement by using a CLEAR statement for the same keyword. Be sure to issue the CLEAR
statement after the related Element action statement; otherwise, the SET statement is canceled and you may receive an
error message. CLEAR statements are explained later in this article.

NOTE
The SET statement establishes default values; it is never executed. Therefore, no Element processing is
involved.

Set Statement Conventions

The following conventions apply to all SET statements.

• SET statements are applied globally to all Element action statements following the entry. Each SET statement remains
in effect until one of the following conditions occurs:
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– Endevor encounters another, like SET statement, which overrides the existing SET statement.
– Endevor encounters a CLEAR statement for that particular SET statement. For example, a CLEAR WHERE

statement would cancel a SET WHERE statement.
– Processing for this job ends; that is, an EOF or EOJ statement is encountered.

• SET statements, and the information contained in each, apply only where similar data appears on a "local" level; that
is, within a specific action statement. For example, if one of the actions following a SET TO statement does not require
any TO data, the SET TO statement is ignored.

• Information in the SET statement will be replaced by any overriding SET values coded locally. That is, if the Element
action syntax contains the variable specified in the SET statement, the like information in the SET statement is ignored.
For example, if you enter System and Subsystem names in the FROM clause for a COPY action, Endevor uses those
names rather than the names coded in the related SET FROM statement.

• If the information is not available in the Element action statement, the like information in the SET statement is applied
to the syntax. For example, if you do not code a System and Subsystem in the FROM clause for the COPY action, the
information will be taken from the related SET FROM statement.

Set Action Syntax
The Endevor SET ACTION statement is used with the &&ACTION statement, and sets the action in all following
&&ACTION statements to the action indicated.

The specified action applies until the System encounters another SET ACTION or a CLEAR ACTION statement, or when
processing is terminated.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ SET ACTion ─┬─ ADD ──────┬─ . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                ├─ ARChive ──┤

                ├─ COPy ─────┤

                ├─ DELete ───┤

                ├─ GENerate ─┤

                ├─ LISt ─────┤

                ├─ MOVe ─────┤

                ├─ PRInt ────┤

                ├─ REStore ──┤

                ├─ RETrieve ─┤

                ├─ SIGnin ───┤

                ├─ TRAnsfer ─┤

                ├─ UPDate ───┤

                └─ VALidate ─┘

When you use this statement, Endevor sets the action in all following &&ACTION statements to the action you indicate
in this statement. The action specified applies until the System encounters another SET ACTION or a CLEAR ACTION
statement, or when processing is terminated.

Although you can enter more than one SET ACTION statement in your syntax, only the action indicated in the SET
ACTION statement immediately preceding the &&ACTION statement is performed.

You can code the following actions in the SET ACTION statement:
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• ADD
• ARCHIVE
• COPY
• DELETE
• GENERATE
• LIST
• MOVE
• PRINT
• RESTORE
• RETRIEVE
• SIGNIN
• TRANSFER
• UPDATE
• VALIDATE

Set Build Syntax
The Endevor SET BUILD statement applies only to the BUILD statement in the LIST action statement, including Action,
Level and With Components options.

ACTION
Determines the action that is placed in the list of action cards that are generated by the LIST request.

LEVEL
Determines whether the Element current version and level is listed.

WITH COMPONENTS
Determines whether a component list should be included in the listing for the specified Element.

NOTE
The WITH COMPONENTS option pertains to the Endevor ACM product only.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ SET BUIld ─ ¤ ─┬───────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─ . ──────────────────────►◄

                   ├─ ACTion ─┬─ &&Action ───┬─┤

                   │          ├─ ADD ────────┤ │

                   │          ├─ ARChive ────┤ │

                   │          ├─ COPy ───────┤ │

                   │          ├─ DELete ─────┤ │

                   │          ├─ GENerate ───┤ │

                   │          ├─ LISt ───────┤ │

                   │          ├─ MOVe ───────┤ │

                   │          ├─ PRInt ──────┤ │

                   │          ├─ REStore ────┤ │

                   │          ├─ RETrieve ───┤ │

                   │          ├─ SIGnin ─────┤ │

                   │          ├─ TRAnsfer ───┤ │

                   │          ├─ UPDate ─────┤ │

                   │          └─ VALidate ───┘ │

                   ├─ LEVel ─┬─ CURrent ─┬─────┤

                   │         ├─ NONe ────┤     │

                   │         └─ ACTUal ──┘     │

                   └─ WITh COMPonent ──────────┘
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SET BUILD ACTION applies to any Element, whether from Endevor or an external file (that is, a sequential file or a
library). The coded action stays in effect until Endevor encounters the next SET BUILD ACTION or a CLEAR BUILD
ACTION statement, or processing ends.

The following can be coded in the SET BUILD ACTION statement:

&&ACTION
Indicates that an action is designated for this Element later.

ADD
Adds an Element to the Environment entry Stage in Endevor.

ARCHIVE
Writes the current version of an Element to a sequential file (or archive data set).

COPY
Copies an Element from an archive data set to a data set external to Endevor.

DELETE
Removes an Element from Stage 1 or Stage 2 in Endevor.

GENERATE
Executes the generate Processor for the current level of the Element.

LIST
Lists Elements from the Master Control File or an archive data set, or lists members from a library.

MOVE
Moves Elements from one map location to another.

PRINT
Prints information relating to an Element (if executed against the product) or the source of the selected members
(if executed against an external library).

RESTORE
Restores an Element from an archive data set back to Endevor.

RETRIEVE
Copies an Element from either Stage to a user data set (a sequential file, library, or PDS).

SIGNIN
Removes the user signout action that is associated with a Stage 1 or a Stage 2 Element.

TRANSFER
Transfers an Element from one location to another (Endevor to Endevor, Endevor to an archive data set, or
archive data set/unload tape to Endevor).

UPDATE
Updates an Element in the Environment entry Stage only.

VALIDATE
Confirms that Elements were generated correctly, no synchronization errors are detected, and that all the
components exist and are valid.

SET BUILD LEVEL
Applies only to Elements in Endevor (as opposed to those Elements currently in external files). The coded level
stays in effect until Endevor encounters the next SET BUILD LEVEL or a CLEAR BUILD LEVEL statement, or
processing ends. The following options apply to the SET BUILD LEVEL statement.
CURRENT

If the WHERE COMPONENTS EQUAL clause has not been coded for the action, or no component list
exists (that is, the Endevor ACM product is not installed), the System defaults to the current level of the
Element.
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NONE
The current version and level of the Element are not to be listed on the action cards generated by the
LIST request.

ACTUAL
The actual level of each component as recorded in the component list, rather than the current level of the
Element as recorded in the Master Control File, should be used to build the Element action statement.
If the WHERE COMPONENTS EQUAL clause has not been coded, or no component list exists, (that is,
Endevor ACM product is not installed), the current level of the Element is listed.

SET BUILD WITH COMPONENTS
Indicates that action cards should be generated for every input component that is associated with the specified
Element. If you enter this clause, you must also have a WHERE COMPONENTS EQUAL clause coded, either in
the LIST action or as part of a SET WHERE statement. SET BUILD WITH COMPONENTS is in effect until the
System encounters a CLEAR BUILD WITH COMPONENTS statement or processing ends.

NOTE
This option pertains to the Endevor ACM product only.

Set From Syntax
The Endevor SET FROM statement applies to Element actions using a FROM clause, remaining in effect until another
statement is used, or when processing ends.

The SET FROM statement applies to each Element action that uses, but does not contain all, or part of, a FROM
clause. The statement remains in effect until the System encounters another SET FROM statement or a CLEAR FROM
statement, or when processing ends.

The exact information used from the SET FROM statement depends on the specific action and the data you have entered
in that action statement. What you enter in the action's FROM clause overrides that particular entry in the SET FROM
statement. For example, you code all Endevor location information (Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage
number or Stage ID) in a SET FROM statement. Then, when coding a RETRIEVE statement, you enter a different Type.
Endevor determines the FROM location by applying all SET FROM information except for the Type, which is taken from
the RETRIEVE statement.

Three types of information can be provided by the SET FROM statement, depending on the action you enter.

• Some actions require only Endevor location information.
• Some actions require only a file name (DDname) or data set name.
• Some actions require a file name (DDname) and Endevor location information.

The following section contains information about each type of information. Refer to the individual Element action
descriptions to determine the requirements for each action.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ SET FROm ─ ¤ ┬────┬─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ──┬────┬ ¤ ───────── . ──────►◄

                 │    │ └─ DDName ─┘            │    │

                 │    └─┤ LOCATION ┤────────────┘    │

                 └─── DSName ─ dataset-name ─────────┘

Expansion of LOCATION

├── SITE site-id ─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ──────────────►

 ►─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name  TYPe ─ type-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┤

                                               ├─ STAge ─ stage-id ───────┤

                                               └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ┘
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SET FROM
Specifies default parameters for the From clause. Often, an action requires that only a file name or data set name
be entered to indicate a From location. Occasionally, you are required to enter a file name and Endevor location
information for the Element. In this case you must enter the file name (DDname) before the location information,
otherwise that data is ignored and you receive an error message. You cannot code a data set name and a file
name (or DDname) or location parameters, or you will receive an error message.

FILE dd-name | DDNAMEdd-name
Specifies the DD name. If you specify a file name (DDname), make sure that the appropriate JCL is coded for the
entry.

DSNAME dataset-name
Specifies a data set name. If there is a period in the name, it must be enclosed in quotes (single or double). For
example, the data set TEST.LIB can be coded as 'TEST.LIB'.

The location parameters specify the Element's location. Elements in Endevor are identified by Environment, System,
Subsystem, Type, and Stage (ID or number). Several actions require all or part of this information in the FROM clause.
Whatever data you do not code in the syntax of the specific action must be entered in the SET FROM statement. You
can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type names, and both Stage indicators. Depending on the particular
action, you may have a choice when entering a Stage indicator (that is, ID or number). In this situation, the indicator is
required, but you decide whether to enter an ID or Stage number. If only one type of Stage indicator appears in the SCL
syntax, enter that specific value.

SITE site-id

Specifies the one-character ID for the location where Endevor is installed.

ENVIRONMENT env-name
Specifies a one- to eight-character name for an Environment in the software lifecycle.

SYSTEM sys-name
Specifies a one- to eight-character name for a System in the specified Environment.

SUBSYSTEM subsys-name
Specifies a one- to eight-character name for a subgroup for the specified System.

TYPE type-name
Specifies a one- to eight-character name for the Element Type classification.

STAGE stage-id
Specifies a one-character Stage ID that identifies a Stage within the specified Environment.

STAGE NUMBER stage-no
Specifies a one-character Stage number that identifies the position of the Stage within the specified Environment.

Set Options Syntax
The Endevor SET OPTIONS applies one or more options to all ensuing actions, until a SET OPTIONS or CLEAR
OPTIONS statement is encountered, or processing ends.

The SET OPTIONS statement tells Endevor to apply one or a series of options to all subsequent actions, until the next
SET OPTIONS statement or a CLEAR OPTIONS statement is encountered, or processing ends. The exact options that
are used depend on the action that is specified and the data that you have entered in that Element action statement:

• Those options that do not apply to the action are ignored.
• If you enter an option in the Element action statement and have coded that option in the SET OPTIONS statement, the

entry in the action statement overrides the SET OPTIONS selection.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:
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►►─ SET OPTions ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬ ¤ ─ . ─►◄

                     ├─ AUTogen ─────┬───────────────────┬─────────┤

                     │               ├─ SPAN NONe ───────┤         │

                     │               ├─ SPAN ALL ────────┤         │

                     │               ├─ SPAN SYStems ────┤         │

                     │               └─ SPAN SUBSystems ─┘         │

                     ├─┬─ BYPass DELete PROcessor  ─────────┬──────┤

                     │ └─ BYPass DUPLICATE output check  ───┤      │

                     │ └─ BYPass ELEment DELete  ───────────┘      │    

                     ├─┬─ BYPass GENerate PROcessor ─────────────┬─┤

                     │ └─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ group name ─┘ │

                     │                     └─ = ──┘                │

                     ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ COMment ─ comment ─────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ COMPonent ───┬─ BROwse ◄ ───┬──────────────┤

                     │               ├─ CHAnge ─────┤              │

                     │               ├─ HIStory ────┤              │

                     │               ├─ SUMmary ────┤              │

                     │               └─ VALIDATIon ─┘              │

                     ├─┬─ COPyback ─┬──────────────────────────────┤

                     │ └─ NOSOurce ─┘                              │

                     ├─ DELete input source  ──────────────────────┤

                     ├─ DETail report   ───────────────────────────┤

                     ├─┬─────────────┬─┬─ BROwse ◄ ──┬─────────────┤

                     │ └─ ELEment ◄ ─┘ ├─ CHAnge ────┤             │

                     │                 ├─ HIStory ───┤             │

                     │                 ├─ SUMmary ───┤             │

                     │                 ├─ MASter ────┤             │

                     │                 └─┤ LISTING ├─┘             │

                     ├─ EXPand includes  ──────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ IGNore generate failed ────────────────────┤

                     ├─ NEW VERsion ─ version ─────────────────────┤

                     ├─ NO SIGNOut  ───────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ NOCc  ─────────────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ ONLy COMPonent ────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ OVErride SIGNOut   ────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ REPlace MEMber ────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ RETain GENerate HIStory ───────────────────┤

                     ├─┬─ RETain SIGNOut ────────┬─────────────────┤

                     │ ├─ SIGNin ────────────────┤                 │

                     │ └─ SIGNOut TO ─ userid  ──┘                 │

                     ├─┬─ SEArch ─┬───────────────────┬─┬──────────┤

                     │ │          └─┬─ ALL ───────────┤ │          │

                     │ │            └─ FIRst FOUnd ◄ ─┘ │          │

                     │ └─ NOSearch ─────────────────────┘          │

                     ├─ SHOw TEXt ─┬───────────────┬───────────────┤

                     │             └─ PLUs n lines─┘               │

                     ├─ SYNCHRONIZAtion ───────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ SYNchronize ───────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ TERse ───┬────────────┬────────────────────┤

                     │           └─ MESsages ─┘                    │

                     ├─ UPDate if present   ───────────────────────┤

                     └─ WITh HIStory  ─────────────────────────────┘
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Expansion of LISTING

├── LISTING ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────┤

             └─ COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING ─ text-string ─┘

The SET OPTIONS statement tells Endevor to apply one or a series of options to all subsequent actions, until the next
SET OPTIONS statement or a CLEAR OPTIONS statement is encountered, or processing ends. The exact options used
depend on the action you specify and the data you enter in that Element action statement:

You can code the following options in the SET OPTIONS statement:

AUTOGEN | SPAN NONE| SPAN ALL | SPAN SYSTEMS | SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Applicable for Add, Update, and Generate actions in batch requests. This option cannot be used in Packages and
the option does not work if Bypass Generate Processor is set. The Type Sequencing batch processing method
must be enabled. Autogen only acts on components whose Types are listed in the Type Sequencing table. If the
component's Type is not listed in the Type Sequencing table, the Autogen request is ignored. In addition, your site
must have purchased and activated the Endevor SCM Automated Configuration. Autogen can be specified alone
or with various Span keyword options. "Autogen Span" is not a valid option. Valid options follow:

AUTOGEN
Generates all Elements that use the component that is the target of the action. These using Elements are
generated at the target location that is specified in the SCL statement. If they do not exist at the target location,
they are brought back to the target location as sourceless Elements. For more information about sourceless
Elements, see the NoSource option description in Generate Statement. An administrator can change the behavior
of the Autogen feature, by activating AUTOGEN_SOURCE in the Optional Features Table (ENCOPTBL). When
this option is activated, the Generate actions for the using Elements are built with the Copyback, instead of the
NoSource, option.

NOTE

Using Elements are Elements that use the Element that is the target of an Add, Update, or Generate
action. For example, if Autogen is specified for copybook COPYA, the programs that use that copybook
are known as using Elements.

AUTOGEN SPAN NONE
Generates all Elements that use the component being acted upon. This option has the exact same effect as the
option "AUTOGEN."

AUTOGEN SPAN ALL
Generates using Elements that are found in any System and Subsystem combinations within the Environment
and Stage of the component's logical map.

AUTOGEN SPAN SYSTEMS
Generates using Elements found in any System, provided the Element's Subsystem name matches the name
of the Subsystem of the target component. Only Systems found within the Environment and Stage of the
component's logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is different from the Autogen option in
that it includes additional Systems with the same Subsystem name in the search.

AUTOGEN SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Generates using Elements from all Subsystems with the same-named System of the component specified. Only
Subsystems found in the System of the target component within the Environment and Stage of the component's
logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is different from the Autogen option in that it includes
additional Subsystems with the same System in the search.

The following restrictions apply to the SPAN options:
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• – Common libraries must be included in the generate Processor concatenations of the Systems and Subsystems
of the using Elements. If the libraries are not included, the Generate action does include the changes made to the
component Element when searching across Systems or Subsystems.

– The same Systems and Subsystems must exist in each Environment and Stage location. For example, if
ELEMENTA is a using Element in the PROD Environment, systemA, systemA must exist in the DEV Environment.

– SPAN only includes using Elements from Systems or Subsystems located in the target Environment and higher up
the map.

– SPAN does not include using Elements from outside the Environment map.
• BYPASS DELETE PROCESSOR

TellsEndevor not to execute the delete Processor for this Element.
• BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE

Tells Endevor not to automatically delete the Element in the FROM location after performing the action.
• BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR

Indicates that Endevor should not execute the generate Processor for this Element.
• CCID ccid

Specifies an up to 12-character CCID.
• COMMENT comment

Specifies an up to 40-character comment.
• ELEMENT BROWSE | CHANGES | HISTORY | SUMMARY | MASTER | LISTING

Prints Element information for or validates the Element specified. The clause ELEMENT MASTER applies to the Print
action and the Validate action. The BROWSE, CHANGES, HISTORY, SUMMARY, and MASTER printouts provide the
same information as their corresponding online panels.
The BROWSE, CHANGES, and SUMMARY options are not supported on sourceless Elements. When encountered,
the action is skipped and an information message is written to the action log. The MASTER option is supported for
sourced and sourceless Elements.
The following rules apply to the ELEMENT clause:

• – The ELEMENT keyword is implied, so it is not required to be specified with its parameters. For example, if
CHANGES is specified, ELEMENT CHANGES is implied.

– The parameters BROWSE, CHANGES, HISTORY, and SUMMARY can be used with the COMPONENT clause or
the ELEMENT clause.

– Generally, only one COMPONENTS clause or one ELEMENT clause is used on a statement. If a COMPONENTS
clause and an ELEMENT clause, or multiple COMPONENTS and ELEMENT clauses are specified in the same
statement, only the last such clause in the statement is used.

– For the PRINT statement, using a SET OPTIONS MASTER COMP statement executes the element master and
component browse action options. However, a PRINT statement using a SET OPTIONS ELEMENT HISTORY
COMP statement will only execute component history option, which was the last option specified.

– Only one parameter can be specified in a COMPONENTS clause or an ELEMENT clause.
– BROWSE is the default for ELEMENT or COMPONENT.

For example:

• – If neither COMPONENT nor ELEMENT is specified with one of the BROWSE, CHANGES, HISTORY, and
SUMMARY parameters, ELEMENT is the default.

– If neither COMPONENT nor ELEMENT is specified and none of the parameters are specifed, ELEMENT BROWSE
is the default.

– If ELEMENT is specified without any parameters, ELEMENT BROWSE is the default.

Only one of the following parameters BROWSE, CHANGES, HISTORY, SUMMARY, MASTER, or LISTING can be
specified with ELEMENT.
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BROWSE
Prints information about the current Element, indicating the level at which each line was added. If you specify a
level, Endevorprints the source for that level. Default.

CHANGES
Prints all the changes-inserts and deletes-made to the Element at the level specified. If you do not specify a level
in the LEVEL clause, changes for the current level of the Element are shown.

HISTORY
Prints all lines that have ever been in the Element, noting the level at which the line was added, changed, or
deleted. If you specify a level in the LEVEL clause, Endevor prints history for that level.

SUMMARY
Prints a summary line of data for each level of the Element specified, and includes information appropriate to that
level (for example, the number of inserts and the number of deletes).

MASTER
Prints or Validates Master Control File information for the Element, and current data pertaining to the Element
(such as last Processor, Processor return codes, current version or level, and so on).

LISTING
Prints the Element associated output listing.

(optional) COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING text-string
Searches all component output data sets for the specified string.

COMPONENT BROWSE | CHANGES | HISTORY | SUMMARY | VALIDATION
Prints component information or validates components for the Element specified. The COMPONENT keyword
is required to be specified for this clause. The BROWSE, CHANGES, HISTORY, SUMMARY printouts provide
the same information as their corresponding online panels. The VALIDATION parameter applies to the Validate
action.

NOTE
For the Validate action, the component validation option can be specified differently depending upon
whether it is specified on the Validate action statement or in the Set Options statement. The Set Options
statement requires keywords COMPONENT and VALIDATION. However, the component validation
option can also be set by specifiying OPTION COMP in a Validate action statement. Also, although
specifying SET OPTION COMP does not set the component validation option for Valdiate actions, it
does set the component browse option for Print actions.

The Endevor Automated Configuration option is required to use the COMPONENT keyword. Endevor prints as much
information as is available for the component list. For example, if you code COMPONENTS CHANGES but there were no
changes to the output components section, that section would not appear in the associated listing.

The BROWSE, CHANGES, and SUMMARY options are not supported on sourceless Elements. When encountered, the
action is skipped and an information message is written to the action log.

Only one of the following options can be specified with COMPONENT:

•BROWSE
Prints the current component list source, indicating the level at which each line was added. If you specify a level,
Endevorprints the source for that level. Default.

•CHANGES
Prints all changes-inserts and deletes-made to the component list at the level specified. If you do not specify a
level in the LEVEL clause, changes for the current level of the Element are shown.

HISTORY
Prints all lines that have ever been in the component list source, noting the level at which the line was added,
changed, or deleted. If you specify a level in the LEVEL clause, Endevor prints history for that level.
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•SUMMARY
Prints a summary line of data for each level of the Element or component list specified, and includes information
appropriate to that level (for example, the number of inserts and the number of deletes).

•VALIDATION
Confirm that all the components exist and are valid. This option applies to the Validate action.

COPYBACK
Tells Endevor to copy the current level of an Element back to the target Stage for a GENERATE action, prior to
generating the Element. COPYBACK cannot be specified with NOSOURCE.

DELETE INPUT SOURCE
Tells Endevor to delete a member from the library in which it originated.

DETAIL REPORT
Tells Endevor to provide detail information in the Execution Report. Endevor, by default, lists only those Elements
matching the selection criteria you specify. If you select the DETAIL REPORT option, every Element searched is
listed in the report-whether or not a match is found.

EXPAND INCLUDES
Tells Endevor to expand INCLUDE statements when the Element is copied to a source output library.

IGNORE GENERATE FAILED
Enables processing to continue when the generate and/or move Processors associated with an Element have
failed.

JUMP
Tells Endevor to notify the user if an Element exists at an intermediate, non-map Stage between the source and
target stages of a MOVE.

NEW VERSION
Lets you assign a different version number to the TO location Element. enter the number (1-99 inclusive, leading
zeros optional) that you want to use.

NO SIGNOUT
Tells Endevor to retrieve an Element without signing it out.

NOCC
Suppresses the default printing of a header on each page of output. For the PRINT ELEMENT MASTER output,
other line feed characters in column 1 of the output are replaced with a blank space.

NOSOURCE
When the target location has a sourced Element, the Element is generated in place.
When the target location has a sourceless Element, the Element is generated at the target location using the
source of the first occurrence of the Element found up the map.
When the Element does not exist at the target location, the Element is generated at the target location using the
source of the first occurrence of the Element found up the map. The source is not fetched to the target. The MCF
Element that are created at the target location contains data similiar to a fetched back Element except that the
Element base and delta name fields is blank and the record is marked as a sourceless Element.
NOSOURCE cannot be used with COPYBACK. It is not necessary to specify the SEARCH option with
NOSOURCE, because NOSOURCE implies SEARCH. If SEARCH is specified with NOSOURCE, the SEARCH
parameter is ignored.

ONLY COMPONENTS
Lets you delete the component lists for an Element, but not the Element itself.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
Enables you to access an Element that has been signed out to a user ID other than your own. Use OVERRIDE
SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes that are made by another user.
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PROCESSOR GROUP EQUAL/EQ/= group name
Specifies a 1- to 8-character Processor group name.

REPLACE MEMBER
Tells Endevor to replace an existing member in a target library with the Element specified in the Element action
statement.

RETAIN GENERATE HISTORY
Retains the Master Control File last generate information. This option when used with the Transfer to Archive
action can be useful when converting Elements to a new delta type.

RETAIN SIGNOUT
Tells Endevor to retain the current signout for an Element.

SEARCH [ALL | FIRST FOUND] | NOSEARCH
Specifies a logical or physical search of the software inventory that is based on the C1DEFLTS table Environment
definitions. After an Environment Stage is matched, the Stage Master Control File is searched based on other
criteria that are specified in the Endevor action.

SEARCH [ALL | FIRST FOUND]
Specifies a logical search of the software inventory that is based on the mapping of Environment Stages as
defined in the C1DEFLTS table. The search begins with the Environment Stage that is specified on the Element
action From clause and continues along the map. On the From clause, the Environment name must be explicit.
Name-masking is supported on the Stage ID.

NOTE
The ALL and First Found options are ignored by all actions, except the Alter action.

ALL
Identifies all Elements that are found in the logical search.

FIRST FOUND
Identifies the first Element that is found in the logical search.

• NOSEARCH

Specifies a physical search of the software inventory that is based on an exact match to the C1DEFLTS table
Environment definitions, regardless of mapping. The search is limited to the Environment Stage that is specified on the
Element action From clause. Name-masking is supported on the Environment name (for the Alter action only) and on the
Stage ID. If the Environment or Stage is name-masked, more than one Environment Stage can meet the selection criteria.

SHOW TEXT PLUS n LINES
Tells Endevor to print the line of source code that contains a specified text string, plus a designated number of
lines of code before and after the text string.

SIGNIN
Lets you override a RETAIN SIGNOUT or SIGNOUT TO clause in a SET OPTIONS statement.

SIGNOUT TO
Lets you sign out or reassign an Element to another user.

SYNCHRONIZATION
Checks to ensure that an out-of synch condition is not caused by the action being performed. This option applies
to the Validate action.

SYNCHRONIZE
Tells Endevor to create a sync level at a target location when the base level of an Element at a source location is
not the same as the current level of that Element at the target location.

TERSE MESSAGES
Limits the amount of message detail that is written to the C1MSGS1 report file for those messages that result from
the Validate action.
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UPDATE IF PRESENT
Automatically changes an ADD action to an UPDATE action if an Element currently exists in the entry Stage. This
option lets you add the Element to the entry Stage.

WITH HISTORY
Tells Endevor to preserve change history for an Element when transferring or moving that Element.

Actions and the Set Options Statement

This article details the Actions and the Set Options Statement using a table containing actions and option codes,
associated actions, and applicable notes.

The following table indicates the actions for which you can code each option:

Options Actions Notes
AUTOGEN, AUTOGEN SPAN NONE,
AUTOGEN SPAN ALL, AUTOGEN
SPAN SYSTEMS, AUTOGEN SPAN
SUBSYSTEMS

ADD, UPDATE, GENERATE The product option Endevor SCM
Automated Configuration is required to use
the AUTOGEN options. Type Sequencing
must be enabled. Cannot be used with
BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR.

BYPASS DELETE PROCESSOR TRANSFER Cannot be used with BYPASS ELEMENT
DELETE.
Cannot be used for transfer from external
data set to Endevor.

BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE ARCHIVE, MOVE, TRANSFER Cannot be used with BYPASS DELETE
PROCESSOR.
Cannot be used for transfer from external
data set to Endevor.

BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR ADD, RESTORE, TRANSFER, UPDATE Cannot be used for transfer from Endevor
to external data set.
Cannot be used with PROCESSOR
GROUP EQUAL.

CCID ccid ADD, ALTER, ARCHIVE, DELETE,
GENERATE, MOVE, RESTORE,
RETRIEVE, TRANSFER, UPDATE,
VALIDATE

N/A

COMMENT comment Same as for CCID N/A
[COMPONENT] BROWSE PRINT The option Endevor Automated

Configuration is required to use
[COMPONENT]. One clause (BROWSE,
CHANGE, HISTORY, SUMMARY) allowed
per statement.

[COMPONENT] CHANGES PRINT Same as [COMPONENT] BROWSE.
[COMPONENT] HISTORY PRINT Same as [COMPONENT] BROWSE
[COMPONENT] SUMMARY PRINT Same as [COMPONENT] BROWSE
COMPONENT VALIDATION VALIDATE Same as [COMPONENT] BROWSE
COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING PRINT The option Endevor Automated

Configuration is required.
COPYBACK GENERATE Cannot be used with NOSOURCE.
DELETE INPUT SOURCE ADD, UPDATE N/A
DETAIL REPORT LIST N/A
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[ELEMENT] MASTER PRINT, VALIDATE The keyword ELEMENT is required for the
VALIDATE action.

[ELEMENT] LISTING PRINT The option Endevor Automated
Configuration is required.

[ELEMENT] BROWSE PRINT N/A
[ELEMENT] CHANGES PRINT N/A
[ELEMENT] HISTORY PRINT N/A
[ELEMENT] SUMMARY PRINT N/A
EXPAND INCLUDES RETRIEVE N/A
IGNORE GENERATE FAILED TRANSFER Cannot be used for transfer from external

data set to Endevor.
JUMP MOVE N/A
NEW VERSION version number ADD, RESTORE, TRANSFER Cannot be used for transfer from Endevor

to external data set.
NO SIGNOUT RETRIEVE N/A
NOCC PRINT N/A
NOSEARCH ALTER, GENERATE, LIST, PRINT,

RETRIEVE
Cannot be used with SEARCH.

NOSOURCE GENERATE Cannot be used with COPYBACK.
ONLY COMPONENTS DELETE N/A
OVERRIDE SIGNOUT ADD, ALTER, ARCHIVE, DELETE,

GENERATE, RETRIEVE, SIGNIN,
TRANSFER, UPDATE

N/A

PROCESSOR GROUP EQUAL GROUP
NAME

ADD, GENERATE, RESTORE,
TRANSFER, UPDATE

Cannot be used with BYPASS GENERATE
PROCESSOR.

REPLACE MEMBER COPY, LIST, RETRIEVE N/A
RETAIN GENERATE HISTORY RESTORE N/A
RETAIN SIGNOUT MOVE, TRANSFER Cannot be used with SIGNIN or SIGNOUT

TO.
SEARCH ALTER, GENERATE, LIST, PRINT,

RETRIEVE
Cannot be used with NOSEARCH.

SHOW TEXT [PLUS n LINES] LIST N/A
SIGNIN MOVE, TRANSFER Cannot be used with RETAIN SIGNOUT or

SIGNOUT TO.
SIGNOUT TO USERID MOVE, SIGNIN, TRANSFER Cannot be used with SIGNIN or RETAIN

SIGNOUT.
SYNCHRONIZATION VALIDATE N/A
SYNCHRONIZE MOVE, TRANSFER N/A
TERSE MESSAGES VALIDATE N/A
UPDATE IF PRESENT ADD N/A
WITH HISTORY MOVE, TRANSFER N/A

Set STOPRC Syntax
The SET STOPRC statement provides a control for processing during batch execution, and prior to job stream execution,
checks for the SET STOPRC statement.
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If more than one statement has been coded, the return code entered in the last statement found is used.

During execution, Endevor checks the Endevor return code (NDVR RC) for the current action before proceeding with the
next action.

The following is the syntax for set to action:

►►─ SET STOprc ─ return code ─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The STOPRC statement identifies your highest acceptable return code for the current action processing. You can specify
a return code value in the range of 4 through 16. If you do not enter a STOPRC value, Endevor operates as if a STOPRC
of 16 has been coded.

If the Endevor return code is equal to or exceeds the return code entered in the STOPRC statement, Endevor stops
processing. The remaining actions are not executed, and Endevor returns with return code of 12 and error message
C1G0236E. If Endevor encounters a fatal error while executing an action, it does not check for STOPRC and returns with
return code of 16 and error message C1G0210S.

If during concurrent action processing, an action request that was routed to an action processing region returns a return
code that exceeds the STOPRC value, no more requests are dispatched. Concurrent action processing ceases and
any remaining ‘in-flight’ requests are allowed to terminate. Because several requests are in-flight simultaneously, some
requests may continue to completion even though the STOPRC value was reached.

Set To Syntax
The SET OPTIONS applies one or more options to all ensuing actions, until a either SET OPTIONS or CLEAR OPTIONS
statement is encountered, or processing ends.

The SET TO statement applies to each Element action that uses but does not contain all or part of a TO clause, and
remains in effect until Endevor encounters another SET TO statement or a CLEAR TO statement, or when processing
ends.

The exact information used from the SET TO statement depends on the specific action and the data you have entered
in that Element action statement. What you enter the action, TO clause overrides that entry in the SET TO statement.
For example, you code all Endevor location information (Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage ID or Stage
number) in the SET TO statement. Then, when coding an UPDATE statement, you enter a different Subsystem. Endevor
determines the TO location by applying all SET TO information except for Subsystem, which is taken from the UPDATE
statement.

NOTE
The SET TO information you enter differs from action to action. For more information, see Process Element
Actions in Batch. You cannot use a name-mask with any TO location field names.

The following is the syntax for set to action:

►►─ SET TO ─┬─ SYSOut ───────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────►◄

            ├─ C1PRINT ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

            ├─ C1PRTVB ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

            ├─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┤

            │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

            ├─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┤

            │                         └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘ │

            └─┤ LOCATION ├───────────────────────────────────────┘

Expansion of LOCATION

├── ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────┤
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                      ├─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┤

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

SET TO SYSOUT
SYSOUT applies to the LIST action only. Normally when you execute the LIST action, Endevor lists the action
cards in the listing (Execution Report) and the location you have indicated in the TO clause. If you do not enter
any information in the TO clause for the LIST action, Endevor checks the SET TO statement for information. If the
appropriate information has not been entered in the SET TO statement or the SET TO statement indicates only
SYSOUT, Endevor defaults to SYSOUT alone.
When SYSOUT alone is selected, the action cards requested in the LIST action are printed immediately after
the LIST request, as part of the listing. You cannot perform any editing on these action cards because they are
available only in the printout. If you have indicated another location (such as a library) in the TO clause, however,
you can access, and therefore edit, the action cards generated.

SET TO C1PRINT
C1PRINT applies to the PRINT action only. If you do not enter any information in the TO clause for the PRINT
action, Endevor checks the SET TO statement for information. If the appropriate information has not been entered
in the SET TO statement or the SET TO statement indicates C1PRINT, Endevor defaults to C1PRINT and prints
the specified Element or member in a listing. When using C1PRINT, be sure you have included the appropriate
JCL. See the following examples:

• To send your output to the queue, code the following:
//C1PRINT DD SYSOUT=*

• To send your output to an existing file, code the following:
//C1PRINT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=filename

SET TO C1PRTVB
Prints Elements that have records that are longer than 121 characters to a location external to Endevor
(for example, a library, sequential file, or PDS). You must have previously allocated the C1PRTVB data set
appropriately. The recommended DCB for C1PRTVB is LRECL=27994,BLKSIZE=0,RECFM=VB. However, if
the record size of any record is longer than 27978, code a larger record length. You must code a sufficiently
long LRECL for the output file. The LRECL size should be at least 16 bytes longer than the longest record of the
Element. For example, allocate the data set as follows:
//C1PRTVB  DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=my.C1PRTVB,

//         SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),UNIT=SYSDA, 

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=27994,BLKSIZE=0)

SET TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name , DSNAME dataset-name
When the TO location for the Element is external to Endevor (for example, a library, sequential file, or PDS), you
can enter a file name (or DDname) or a data set name in the TO clause.

• When you enter a file name (DDname), be sure that the appropriate JCL is coded for the entry.
• When you enter a data set name, be sure to enclose the name in quotes (single or double) if there is a period

in the name; for example, the data set TEST.LIB must be coded as 'TEST.LIB'.

You cannot code a file name (or DDname) and a data set name.If you do, you receive an error message. You also
receive an error message if you enter Endevor location information along with a data set name.

SET TO ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE
stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

Elements in Endevor are identified by Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage (ID or number). Several
actions require all or part of this information in the TO clause. Whatever data you do not code in the syntax of the
specific action must be entered in the SET TO statement.
A brief definition of each identifier follows.
ENVIRONMENT

The functional areas within an organization. Environment names can be up to 8 characters in length
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SYSTEM
The applications at a site. System names can be up to 8 characters in length.

SUBSYSTEM
Specific applications within a System. Subsystem name can be up to 8 characters in length.

TYPE
Categories of source code. Type names can be up to 8 characters in length.

STAGE-A
Stage in a software life cycle. You refer to stages in SCL statements by one of the following:

• STAGE ID-A 1-character, alphanumeric Stage identifier.
• STAGE NUMBER-1 or 2. Indicates the position of a Stage within the current Environment.

SET TO MEMBER NAME
SET TO MEMBER applies only to the LIST action. If you do not enter a member name in the LIST action,
Endevor checks the related SET TO statement for a member name. If a member name has not been coded, the
System defaults to SYSOUT and the list is produced in the listing immediately following the request.

NOTE
If this statement is used for any other action other than LIST, it is ignored.

Set Where Syntax
The Endevor SET WHERE statement applies to those Element actions that use a WHERE clause, and these will remain
in effect until the end of processing.

The SET WHERE statement applies to each Element action that uses but does not contain all or part of a WHERE clause.
The statement remains in effect until the System encounters another SET WHERE statement or a CLEAR statement, or
processing ends. The exact information used from the SET WHERE statement depends on the specific action and the
data you have entered in that Element action statement. What you enter in the action's WHERE clause overrides that
particular entry in the SET Where statement.

SET WHERE differs from the SET BUILD, SET FROM, and SET TO statements in that the WHERE (and consequently
the SET WHERE) clause is optional. If you do not enter WHERE information for a specific action and a SET WHERE
statement has not been coded, the System continues processing; you do not receive an error message nor does
processing terminate.

The WHERE clause is most useful when you are using a name-mask, as it further qualifies the criteria you have entered
for the Elements. When you use a name-mask, the designated action is performed for only those Elements matching the
WHERE criteria entered (along with any other qualifying data entered).

Each clause is explained in the following section.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

├── SET WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────────┬─ ¤ ─ . ────────────────────────────────────┤

                   ├─┤ CCID ├─────┤

                   ├─┤ GENERATE ├─┤

                   ├─┤ ARCHIVE ├──┤

                   ├─┤ SPEC ├─────┤

                   └─┤ PRO ├──────┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤
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                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of GENERATE

├── GENerate ─┬─ FAIled ───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────┤

              ├─┤ DATE ├───────────┤

              ├─┤ FROM ├───────────┤

              ├─┤ THROUGH ├────────┤

              └─┤ FROM - THROUGH ├─┘

Expansion of ARCHIVE

├──┬─┤ DATE ├───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─┤ FROM ├───────────┤

   ├─┤ THROUGH ├────────┤

   └─┤ FROM - THROUGH ├─┘

Expansion of DATE

├── DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────┤

          └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                   └─ = ──┘

Expansion of FROM

├── FROm ─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────┤

                 └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                          └─ = ──┘

Expansion of THROUGH

├──┬─ THRough ─┬─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────┤

   └─ THRu ────┘        └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                                 └─ = ──┘

Expansion of SPEC

├──┬─ TEXt ─┬─ text-spec ───────────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────┤

   │        │     ┌─ , ─────────┐           ┌─ , ─────────┐     │ │

   │        └─ ( ─▼─ text-spec ─┴─┬─ AND ─┬─▼─ text-spec ─┴─ ) ─┘ │

   │                              └─ OR ──┘                       │

   └─ ACM ─┬─ comp-spec ───────────────────────────────────────┬──┘

           │     ┌─ , ─────────┐           ┌─ , ─────────┐     │

           └─ ( ─▼─ comp-spec ─┴─┬─ AND ─┬─▼─ comp-spec ─┴─ ) ─┘

                                 └─ OR ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

SET WHERE CCID
The SET WHERE statement applies to each Element action that uses but does not contain all or part of a
WHERE clause, and remains in effect until the System encounters another SET WHERE statement or a CLEAR
statement, or processing ends. There are two forms of WHERE CCID SCL:

•WHERE CCID ccid
Limits processing to only those Elements that match one of the CCIDs coded.
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WHERE CCID OF ccid
Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. With this SCL, you can indicate
where you want Endevor to look for the CCIDs:

CURRENT
Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs. This is the
default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified CCIDs. If you have ACM,
Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified CCID(s).

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.

You can use a name-mask with the CCID.

To select Elements identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the CCIDs with
parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if necessary.

This example illustrates the two forms of WHERE CCID SCL.

Example 1: WHERE CCID EQ PROJ00*

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

Example 3: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00*)

SET WHERE GENERATE

WHERE GENERATE SCL lets you set a generation date and, optionally, time as a selection criterion. There are five
possible forms for this clause:

WHERE GENERATE FAILED
Tells Endevor to list only those Elements for which the generate Processor failed.

WHERE GENERATE DATE
mm/dd/yy TIME hh:mm
Tells Endevor to select only those Elements with this generate date, and optionally, this time stamp.

WHERE GENERATE FROM DATE
mm/dd/yy TIME hh:mm
Tells Endevor to select all Elements with a generate date and, optionally, a time stamp on or after the specified
date and time stamps.

WHERE GENERATE THROUGH DATE
mm/dd/yy TIME
Tells Endevor to select all Elements with a generate date and, optionally, a time stamp earlier than and including
the specified date and time stamp.

WHERE GENERATE FROM DATE
mm/dd/yy TIME hh:mm THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy TIME hh:mm
Tells Endevor to select only those Elements with a generate date, and optionally, time stamps within the specified
range.

The dates must be in mm/dd/yy format (leading zeros are not required). The times must be in hh:mm format. If you enter a
time in this clause, enter a date.

SET WHERE ARCHIVE

WHERE ARCHIVE SCL lets you set an archive date and, optionally, time as a selection criteria. There are four possible
forms for this clause:
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WHERE ARCHIVE DATE
mm/dd/yy TIME
Tells Endevor to select only those Elements with this archive date, and optionally, this time stamp.

WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE TIME
Tells Endevor to select all Elements with an archive date and, optionally, a time stamp on or after the specified
date and time stamps.

WHERE ARCHIVE THROUGH DATE
mm/dd/yy TIME
Tells Endevor to select all Elements with an archive date and, optionally, a time stamp earlier than and including
the specified date and time stamp.

WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE
mm/dd/yy TIME hh:mm THROUGH DATE TIME
Tells Endevor to select only those Elements with an archive date and, optionally, a time stamp within the specified
range.

The dates must be in mm/dd/yy format (leading zeros are not required). The times must be in hh:mm format. If you enter a
time in this clause, enter a date.

SET WHERE TEXT text-spec

WHERE TEXT SCL limits a list to Elements that contain (or do not contain) one or more specified 1- to 70-character text
strings.

For example:

This example tells Endevor to list all Elements containing the text string "WO9- LINKAGE":

WHERE TEXT 'WO9-LINKAGE'

• This example tells Endevor to list all Elements that contain the text strings "COPY COPY005" and "COPY COPY010"
between columns 8 and 40 of the Element source:
WHERE TEXT ('COPY COPY005' COLUMN 8 40 AND 'COPY COPY010' COLUMN 8 40)

• This example tells Endevor to list all Elements that do not contain the text string "REMARKS" between columns 8 and
15 of the Element source:
WHERE TEXT DOES NOT CONTAIN 'REMARKS' COLU.MN 8 15

• This example tells Endevor to list all Elements that contain either the text string "M605SUB" or the text string
"M607SUB" and do not contain the text string "M606SUB":
WHERE TEXT (('M605SUB' OR 'M607SUB')AND DOES NOT CONTAIN 'M606SUB')

The WHERE TEXT EQUAL clause cannot be used with the WHERE ACM clauses.

SET WHERE ACM comp -spec
WHERE ACM SCL limits a list to component lists containing (or not containing) the designated component name.
Wildcards are acceptable in the component name specification.

•WHERE INPUT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only input components matching your entry. This is the default.

WHERE RELATED INPUT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only related input components matching your entry.

WHERE OUTPUT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only output components matching your criteria.

WHERE RELATED OUTPUT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only related output components matching your entry.
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WHERE PROCESSOR COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only Processor components matching the criteria.

WHERE ALL COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list for matches within all three types of components.

Additional selection criteria for the component includes the following clauses.

THROUGH (THRU) comp-name
Tells Endevor to list Elements within a specific range of component names. The range begins with the component
name coded in the WHERE COMPONENTS clause, and encompasses all components up to and including the
component specified in this clause. Wildcards are acceptable in the component name specification.

VERSION version
Tells Endevor to list Elements containing components with a specific 1- to 99-character version number. The
version number of the component may differ from the version number of the Element with which it is associated.

LEVEL level
Tells Endevor to list Elements containing components with a specific 0- to 99-character level number. The level
number of the component can differ from the level number of the Element with which it is associated.

ENVIRONMENT env nam
Tells Endevor to list Elements with components located in the specified Environment. If you provide an
Environment name, you must also provide the following information:
SYSTEM-

1 to 8 characters
SUBSYSTEM-

1 to 8 characters
TYPE-

1 to 8 characters
STAGE NUMBER-

1 or 2
FILE (DDNAME)

Tells Endevor to list Elements whose:

• Input components originated from the specified DDname
• Output components were written to the specified DDname
• Components were produced by a Processor step specified by and associated with the designated DDname

DSNAME
data set name
Tells Endevor to list Elements whose:

• Input components originated from the specified data set
• Output components were written to the specified data set
• Components were produced by a Processor step specified by and associated with the designated data set

WHERE ACM comp spec {AND/OR} comp spec
Lets you provide compound component selection criteria, using the same options as described.

NOTE
The WHERE ACM clauses cannot be used with the WHERE TEXT clause.

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP EQ  | = group-name
WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP SCL lets you select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can
use a name-mask when specifying the Processor group name.
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To select Elements identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct Processor
group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with commas. The
Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
This example illustrates the use of this clause.

Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV)

Clear Statements
This article details how CLEAR statements clear SET statement specified information and must be in the same syntax as
the SET statement to which it applies.

A CLEAR statement clears the information that has been designated by a SET statement. The CLEAR statement must
be in the same syntax as the SET statement to which it applies, and must be entered (at some point in your code) after
that SET statement. The CLEAR statement affects all syntax following it until a new SET statement is encountered or
processing ends. The CLEAR statement does not affect the related information coded within each individual Element
action's syntax. Because these statements are not executed, no source or output management is involved.

Clear Build Syntax

The CLEAR BUILD statement clears like information you have entered in the SET BUILD statement. This SCL statement
has the following syntax:

►►─ CLEar BUIld ─ ¤ ─┬──────────────────┬─ ¤ ─ . ─────────────────────────────►◄

                     ├─ ALL ────────────┤

                     ├─ ACTion ─────────┤

                     ├─ LEVel ──────────┤

                     └─ WITh COMPonent ─┘

You can code the following options in the CLEAR BUILD statement.

ALL
Clears every selection designated in the related SET BUILD clause-action, level, and WITH COMPONENTS (if
applicable).

ACTION
Clears the related SET BUILD ACTION clause, no matter which action is coded in that clause.

LEVEL
Clears the level selection designated in the related SET BUILD LEVEL clause.

WITH COMPONENTS
Clears the related SET BUILD WITH COMPONENTS clause.

NOTE
WITH COMPONENTS pertains to the Endevor ACM product only.

Clear To and From Syntax

The CLEAR TO and CLEAR FROM statements clear information from previously coded SET TO and SET FROM
statements. This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ CLEar ─┬─ TO ───┬─ ¤ ─┬───────────────┬─ ¤ ─ . ───────────────────────────►◄

           └─ FROm ─┘     ├─┬─ FILe ───┬──┤

                          │ └─ DDName ─┘  │

                          ├─ DSName ──────┤

                          ├─ MEMber ──────┤
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                          ├─ ALL ─────────┤

                          ├─ SITe ────────┤

                          ├─ ENVironment ─┤

                          ├─ SYStem ──────┤

                          ├─ SUBSystem ───┤

                          ├─ TYPe ────────┤

                          └─ STAge ───────┘

You can enter the following values in the CLEAR TO and CLEAR FROM statements:

FILE/DDNAME
Clears the related SET TO/FROM FILE (DDNAME) clause.

DSNAME
Clears the related SET TO/FROM DSNAME clause.

MEMBER
Clears the related SET TO/FROM MEMBER clause.

ALL
Clears all clauses entered for the related SET statement(s).

SITE
Clears the related SET FROM SITE (site ID) clause.

ENVIRONMENT
Clears the related SET TO/FROM ENVIRONMENT clause.

SYSTEM
Clears the related SET TO/FROM SYSTEM clause.

SUBSYSTEM
Clears the related SET TO/FROM SUBSYSTEM clause.

TYPE
Clears the related SET TO/FROM TYPE clause.

STAGE
Clears the related SET TO/FROM STAGE (ID) or SET TO/FROM STAGE NUMBER clause.

Clear Options Syntax

The CLEAR OPTIONS statement clears any "matching" SET OPTIONS statement coded previously.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ CLEar OPTions ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─────►

                       ├─ ALL ───────────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ AUTogen ───────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ CCId ──────────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─┬─ BYPass DELete PROcessor ─────────┬───────┤

                       │ └─ BYPass DUPLICATE output check ───┘       │                       

                       │ └─ BYPass ELEment DELete ───────────┘       │

                       ├─┬─ BYPass GENerate PROcessor ─────────────┬─┤

                       │ └─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬──────────────┘ │

                       │                     └─ = ──┘                │

                       ├─ COMment ───────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ COMPonent VALIDATIon ──────────────────────┤

                       ├─┬─ COPyback ─┬──────────────────────────────┤

                       │ └─ NOSOurce ─┘                              │
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                       ├─ DELete input source ───────────────────────┤

                       ├─ DETail report ─────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ ELEment ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────┤

                       │           └─ MASter ─┘                      │

                       ├─ EXPand includes ───────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ IGNore generate failed ────────────────────┤

                       ├─ JUMp ──────────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ NEW VERsion ───────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ NO SIGNOut ────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─┬─ NOSearch ─┬──────────────────────────────┤

                       │ └─ SEArch ───┘                              │

                       ├─ ONLy COMPonent ────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ──────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ PRINT ─────────────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ REPlace MEMber ────────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ RETain GENerate HIStory ───────────────────┤

                       ├─ SHOw TEXt ─┬──────────────┬────────────────┤

                       │             └─ PLUs ───────┘                │

                       ├─ SYNCHRONIZAtion ───────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ SYNchronize ───────────────────────────────┤

                       ├──┬─ RETain SIGNOut ──────┬──────────────────┤

                       │  ├─ SIGNin ──────────────┤                  │

                       │  └─ SIGNOut TO ──────────┘                  │

                       ├─ UPDate if present ─────────────────────────┤

                       ├─ WITh HIStory ──────────────────────────────┤

                       └─ TERse ───┬────────────┬────────────────────┘

                                   └─ MESsages ─┘                    

 ►─ . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CLEAR OPTIONS
Clears the options specified. These options were previously set in the Set Options statement. For information about
these options, see Set Options Syntax. Additional information about the keywords you can specify on the Clear Option
statement are provided next:

ALL
Clears all the options previously set.

AUTOGEN
Clears Autogen including any Span options that were previously set.

COMPONENT VALIDATION
Clears the component validation option for the Validate action only. This option does not apply for the Print action.
The statement CLEAR OPTIONS COMP parses without errors; however, it does not clear any of the component
options.

ELEMENT MASTER
Clears the Element master option for the Validate action only. This option does not apply for the PRINT action.

PRINT
Clears all the print options: NOCC, COMPONENT, the display type (browse, change, history, summary, master,
and listing) and the COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING value. PRINT is the only keyword that will clear any of
the options for the Print action; CLEAR ELEMENT MASTER or CLEAR COMPONENT have no effect for Print
actions.
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Clear Where Syntax

The CLEAR WHERE statement clears all related SET WHERE clauses coded previously. This SCL statement has the
following syntax:

►►─ CLEar WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬───────────────────┬─ ¤ ─ . ────────────────────────────►◄

                     ├─ ALL ─────────────┤

                     ├─ TEXt ────────────┤

                     ├─ CCId ────────────┤

                     ├─ GENerate FAIled ─┤

                     ├─ GENerate DATe ───┤

                     ├─ ARChive DATe ────┤

                     └─ ACM ─────────────┘

You can enter the following values in the CLEAR WHERE statement:

ALL
Clears all SET WHERE statements previously coded.

TEXT
Clears the related SET WHERE TEXT EQUALS clause.

CCID
Clears the related SET WHERE CCID clause.

GENERATE FAILED
Clears the related SET WHERE GENERATE FAILED clause.

GENERATE DATE
Clears the related SET WHERE GENERATE DATE (and GENERATE TIME) clause.

ARCHIVE DATE
Clears the related SET WHERE ARCHIVE DATE (and ARCHIVE TIME) clause.

ACM
Clears all information coded in relation to the SET WHERE COMPONENTS EQUAL clause, including:

• Type of component (input, output, Processor, all).
• THROUGH, VERSION, LEVEL in a WHERE COMPONENTS EQUAL clause.
• Component inventory location (Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number).
• File (DDname) or data set name.

Process Element Actions in Batch
Using batch panels for Element action requests with mandatory defined standard execution JCL without additional JCL
coding, except in special situations.

SCL Execution JCL

You can use batch panels to enter your Element action requests. The standard JCL required for execution is defined. You
do not need to code additional JCL, except in special situations (for example, when you reference a file by DDname).

If you do not use the batch panels, code specific JCL to execute your requests. A sample of the required JCL is provided
in the JCL library loaded during installation. The JCL is located in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL member BC1JSCL.

SCL Coding Conventions

A strict coding order applies to the THROUGH, VERSION, and LEVEL clauses, as follows:
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• When coding the THROUGH clause, it must immediately follow the initial action clause. If you enter a THROUGH
clause, however, you cannot specify a level for the action.

• When coding the VERSION clause, it must immediately follow the THROUGH clause. If a THROUGH clause has not
been entered, the VERSION clause must immediately follow the initial action clause.

• When coding the LEVEL clause, it must immediately follow the VERSION clause. If a VERSION clause has not been
entered, the LEVEL clause must immediately follow the initial action clause. If you specify a LEVEL, however, you
cannot enter a THROUGH clause for the action.

All other clauses (following THROUGH, VERSION, and/or LEVEL) can be coded in any order.

NOTE
You can enter VERSION and LEVEL for the following actions, although this is not indicated in the syntax: ADD,
ARCHIVE, GENERATE, MOVE, RESTORE, SIGNIN, TRANSFER, and UPDATE. However, these fields are
ignored during processing.

ACTION Statement
This article describes the Endevor &&ACTION statement which enables you to substitute any action for pre-defined
Elements that are specified at run time.

If you use the &&ACTION statement, you must have previously coded a SET ACTION statement. For more information,
see Set Action Syntax.

The &&ACTION statement lets you substitute any action for a specified Element at run time.

This statement typically is generated when you use the LIST action. If you do not indicate a specific action to be
performed when you request a list, &&ACTION appears at the beginning of each clause. You can input the appropriate
actions later, using the SET ACTION statement. For example, at the beginning of a month, you may want to see a list of
Elements that are involved with a project, although you may not know what actions you requested for those Elements.
If you request the list without indicating any specific actions, &&ACTION appears, instead of a specific action, for every
action card generated. When you are ready to perform individual actions, specify those actions with the necessary SET
ACTION clauses.

Whenever you execute an &&ACTION statement, precede it with a SET ACTION statement that contains the action to be
performed. Depending on the action that is specified, you may need to include supplementary information. For example,
include TO or FROM clauses, in the related SET ACTION statement. For more information, see SCL Statements and The
List Statement.

NOTE
Extra clauses may be required depending on the action that is coded in the SET ACTION statement. Similarly,
more optional clauses are available depending on the action you use. See the individual action descriptions for
detailed information regarding each action requirement and options.

The &&ACTION statement has the following syntax:

►►─ &&Action ELEment ─┬─ Element ─────┬─┬─ THRough ─┬─ Element name ───────►

                      └─ member-name ─┘ └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬─────────┬─┬─────────┬── . ──────────────────►◄

   └─ VERsion ─┘ └─ version ─┘ └─ LEVel ─┘ └─ level ─┘

&&ACTION ELEMENTS Element
member-name
Indicates the Elements that are involved when the designated action is performed. Code the required syntax and
enter the appropriate Element name. Also, you can use a name-mask with the Element name. If you specify a
level (in the LEVEL clause), you cannot use a name-mask with the Element name.
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THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates the range of Elements that are affected by the &&ACTION statement. You can use a name-mask with
the Element name. You cannot have a THROUGH clause and a LEVEL clause.

VERSION version
Indicates the version that you want to see for the specified Element. Acceptable values are 1-99.
Code a full Element name if you want to indicate a version number.
If you code the VERSION clause, it must follow the THROUGH clause.

LEVEL level
Indicates the level that you want to see for the specified Element. Acceptable values are 00-99. By default,
Endevor retrieves the current level of the Element.
If you enter a LEVEL clause, you cannot enter a THROUGH clause. In addition, code a full Element name in the
&&ACTION ELEMENTS clause.
The LEVEL option is not available for all actions. Check the individual action to see if this clause can be used.

Example: &&Action SCL

In this example, the SET ACTION GENERATE statement has been specified, and the appropriate SET OPTIONS and
SET FROM statements.

SET ACTION GENERATE .

SET FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

                   SYSTEM   'PAYROLL'

                   SUBSYSTEM    'REPORTS'

                   TYPE     'COBOL'

                   STAGE NUMBER 1 . 

SET OPTIONS CCID REQ#43023

                   COMMENT  'REGENERATE WITH NEW COPY BOOKS'

                   COPYBACK 

                   SEARCH . 

&&ACTION ELEMENTS PAYRPT* .

Add Statement
The Endevor ADD statement enables you to be able to add an Element to an Environment entry Stage which is explicitly
defined through the C1DEFLTS table.

The Add statement has the following syntax:

►►─ ADD ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

                                └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                  └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ FROm ─┬─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┬─ TO ─────────►

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

          ├─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┤

          │                         └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘ │

          └─ PATH ─ usspath ─ USSFILE ─ filename ──────────────┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ CCId ─ ccid ──────────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ COMment ─ comment ────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ NEW VERsion ─ version ────────────────────────┤
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                  ├─ UPDate if present ────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ DELete input source ──────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ─────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─┬─ BYPass GENerate PROcessor ────────────────┬─┤

                  │ └─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQual ─┬─ group name ─┘ │

                  │                     └─ = ─────┘                │

                  ├─ FINgerprint ──────────────────────────────────┤

                  └─ AUTogen ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────┘

                              ├─ SPAN NONe ───────┤

                              ├─ SPAN ALL ────────┤

                              ├─ SPAN SYStems ────┤

                              └─ SPAN Subsystems ─┘

 ►─ . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ADD ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Element or Elements to be added. You can use a name-mask in the Element name to specify more
than one Element. For more information about syntax rules, see Rules for Coding Syntax.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be added, starting with the Element that is coded in the ADD
ELEMENTS statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the Element name. If you use the THROUGH clause, you cannot enter a member name in the FROM
clause.

NOTE
If you are working with a sequential file, the THROUGH clause is ignored.

FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name DSNAME dataset-name MEMBER member-name PATH usspath USSFILE
filename

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being added. Endevor uses the FROM clause in the
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of the SET FROM statement in SCL Statements.

The SET FROM statement allows you to specify only a file (DDname) or data set name, not a member name.
Enter a FILE, DDNAME, DSNAME, or PATH with USSFILE (enter only one). If you enter a FILE or DDNAME,
code the appropriate JCL DD statement.
Enter a member name if it differs from the Element name that is specified in the ADD ELEMENTS clause. If you
do not enter a member name, Endevor assumes that the Element name and member name are the same. If you
provide a member name:

• The ADD ELEMENTS clause must contain a fully qualified Element name.
• You cannot also code a THROUGH clause.

PATH
The USS directory where the source file resides.

USSFILE
The file in the USS directory that you want to put under the control of Endevor.

TO ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name
The TO clause indicates where the Element is being added. Endevor uses the TO clause in the action and any
preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.
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• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of the SET TO statement in SCL Statements.

Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, and Type for the ADD action. You cannot use a name-mask with
any field in the TO location.

OPTIONS
OPTION clauses let you further specify action requests.

CCID ccid/COMMENT comment
You can enter a 1-character to 12-character CCID and/or a 1-character to 40-character comment.
CCIDs and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the ADD action
fails.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in an ADD action, Endevor treats the CCID and/or COMMENT fields
differently depending on whether you are adding a new Element or an existing Element.

• When you specify a CCID and/or comment in an ADD action for a new Element, Endevor uses this CCID and/
or comment to:
– Set the source and source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
– Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is run.
– Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
– Endevor also clears the Environment entry Stage RETRIEVE CCID and/or COMMENT fields when you add

a new Element.
• When you specify a CCID and/or comment in an ADD action for an existing Element, Endevor uses this CCID

and/or comment to:
– Set the source CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the CCID and/or comment has changed.
– Set the source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
– Set the generate CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is run.
– Set the component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if running the generate Processor creates a

change.
– Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.

Endevor also clears the Environment entry Stage RETRIEVE CCID and/or COMMENT fields when you add an
existing Element. If you use the BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR option, the ADD action does not set the
generate or component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields.

NEW VERSION version
If the Element exists up the map, the version number that is associated with the existing Element is assigned, by
default. If the New Version clause is omitted and the Element does not exist up the map, the Element is assigned
version 1. If the New Version clause is used and the Element exists at the target location or at a location up the
mapped route, the ADD action fails.

UPDATE IF PRESENT
To add an Element to Endevor, that Element cannot currently exist in the entry Stage. This behavior also applies
to a sourceless Element. If the Element is present in the entry Stage, Endevor returns an error message,
regardless of whether the Element at the entry Stage is a sourced or sourceless Element. The UPDATE IF
PRESENT option lets you add the Element even if it is in the entry Stage, by automatically changing the ADD
action to UPDATE.

DELETE INPUT SOURCE
After an Element has been added to Endevor, you can use this option to remove the member from the library in
which it originated.
If you input a sequential file, this option deletes that file.
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OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, you must code this option to perform this
action. This option updates the signout ID at the appropriate Stage, with the user ID of the person performing the
override. Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes that are made by another user.

BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR
Use this option if you do not want the generate Processor that is executed for the Element. Otherwise, as part of
normal processing, Endevor looks for and executes the generate Processor for the Element when it is added.

PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name
You can specify that a particular Processor group is used for this action. If you do not indicate a Processor group
and:

• You are adding a new member, the System defaults to the Processor group associated with the Type to which
the Element is assigned.

• You are adding an existing Element, the System defaults to the Processor group last used for this Element.

FINGERPRINT
Specifies the 16-digit fingerprint of the current source level of the Element. If the fingerprint does not match the
current source, the update action fails. If the Element does not exist at the requested stage, map search is used
to find the Element version to compare the fingerprint to. This is an optional verification mechanism to ensure that
the Endevor Element did not change between a retrieve and a subsequent add or update.

AUTOGEN | SPAN NONE| SPAN ALL | SPAN SYSTEMS | SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Applicable for Add, Update, and Generate actions in batch requests. This option cannot be used in Packages and
the option does not work if Bypass Generate Processor is set. The Global Type Sequencing batch processing
method must be enabled. Autogen only acts on components whose Types are listed in the Global Type
Sequencing table. If the component Type is not listed in the Global Type Sequencing table, the Autogen request
is ignored. In addition, your site must have purchased and activated the Endevor SCM Automated Configuration.
Autogen can be specified alone or with various Span keyword options. "Autogen Span" is not a valid option. Valid
options follow:
AUTOGEN

Generates all Elements that use the component that is the target of the action. These using Elements are
generated at the target location that is specified in the SCL statement. If they do not exist at the target
location, they are brought back to the target location as sourceless Elements.

NOTE

Using Elements are Elements that use the Element that is the target of an Add, Update, or
Generate action. For example, if Autogen is specified for copybook, COPYA, then the programs
that use that copybook are known as using Elements.

For more information about sourceless Elements, see the NoSource option description in Generate
Statement.
Note:Using Elements are Elements that use the Element that is the target of an Add, Update, or
Generate action. For example, if Autogen is specified for copybook, COPYA, then the programs that use
that copybook are known as using Elements.

AUTOGEN SPAN NONE
Generates all Elements that use the component being acted upon. This option has the exact same effect
as the option "AUTOGEN."

AUTOGEN SPAN ALL
Generates using Elements that are found in any System and Subsystem combinations within the
Environment and Stage of the component logical map.
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AUTOGEN SPAN SYSTEMS
Generates using Elements that are found in any System, provided the Element Subsystem name
matches the name of the Subsystem of the target component. Only Systems that are found within the
Environment and Stage of the component logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is
different from the Autogen option in that it includes additional Systems with the same Subsystem name in
the search.

AUTOGEN SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Generates using Elements from all Subsystems with the same-named System of the component
specified. Only Subsystems that are found in the System of the target component within the Environment
and Stage of the component logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is different from
the Autogen option in that it includes additional Subsystems with the same System in the search.

The following restrictions apply to the SPAN options:

• Common libraries must be included in the generate Processor concatenations of the Systems and Subsystems
of the using Elements. If the libraries are not included, then the Generate action does include the changes that
are made to the component Element when searching across Systems or Subsystems.

• The same Systems and Subsystems must exist in each Environment and Stage location. For example, if
ELEMENTA is a using Element in the PROD Environment, systemA, then systemA must exist in the DEV
Environment also.

• SPAN only includes using Elements from Systems or Subsystems that are located in the target Environment
and higher up the map.

• SPAN does not include using Elements from outside the Environment map.

Example: Add SCL

This SCL adds a new Element to the Payroll reporting Subsystem in the Environment PROD. After the ADD action
completes, the source member will be deleted.

ADD ELEMENT 'PAYRPT31'

 TO  ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

     SYSTEM     'PAYROLL'

     SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS'

     TYPE ' COBOL'

 FROM DSNAME 'PAYROLL.SRCLIB'

 OPTIONS DELETE INPUT SOURCE

     CCID REQ#43213

     COMMENT 'ADD THE NEW PAYROLL REPORTING PROGRAM' .

Alter Statement
The Endevor Alter statement changes the Element record metadata at the location where the matching Elements can be
found within the Master Control File.

WARNING
The Alter action changes Master Control File metadata and cannot be easily reversed. Before you submit an
Alter statement, we recommend that you back up the Master Control Files. If you wanted to undo changes, it
might be easier to restore the Master Control Files. Otherwise, you would probably need to code multiple Alter
statements to undo changes that were made using name-masked values.

Use the Alter statement to change Element record metadata in the Master Control File. The Alter action alters the Element
metadata at the location where the matching Elements are found. The action never fetches the Element back to the
specified From location.
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SMF recording must be active for any Environment in which you use the Alter action. If SMF recording is not active, the
Alter action fails. For more information about enabling SMF, see Administrating. For more information about the Alter
action, see Altering Element Record Metadata.

The Alter action statement has the following syntax:

►►─ ALTer ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

                                  └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                    └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ────────────►

 ►─ SUBsystem ─ subsystem-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ───────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─ REPlace ─ ¤ ┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬ ¤ ─►

                ├─ GENerate CCID ─┬────────────────┬─ WITh 'to-value' ────┤

                │                 └─ 'from-value' ─┘                      │

                ├─ LASt ACTion CCID ─┬────────────────┬─ WITh 'to-value' ─┤

                │                    └─ 'from-value' ─┘                   │

                ├─ RETrieve CCID ─┬────────────────┬─ WITh 'to-value' ────┤

                │                 └─ 'from-value' ─┘                      │

                ├─ DEScription ──┬────────────────┬─ WITh 'to-value' ─────┤

                │                └─ 'from-value' ─┘                       │

                ├─ PROcessor GROup ─┬──────────────┬─ WITh to-value ──────┤

                │                   └─ from-value ─┘                      │

                ├─ SIGNOut USERId ─┬────────────────┬─ WITh 'to-value' ───┤

                │                  └─ 'from-value' ─┘                     │

                └────┤ USER DATA ├────────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─── CCId ─ ccid ─────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─── COMment ─ comment ───────────────────────┤

                  ├─── OVErride SIGNOut   ──────────────────────┤

                  ├─┬─ SEArch ───┬───────────────────┬─┬────────┤

                  │ │            └─┬─ ALL ───────────┤ │        │

                  │ │              └─ FIRst FOUnd ◄ ─┘ │        │

                  │ └─ NOSearch ───────────────────────┘        │

                  └─┬─ UPDate ELEment ─────┬────────────────────┘

                    ├─ NOUpdate ELEment ◄ ─┤

                    └─ EXACT MATCH ────────┘

Expansion of USER DATA:

├─ USEr DATA ┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

             └─ (from-position,'from-value') ─┘     

 ►─ WITh (to-position,length,pad,'to-value') ─────────────────────────────┤ 

NOTE
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• You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.

• When the “EXACT MATCH” option is specified to alter the Description, Last Action CCID, Generate CCID,
or Retrieve CCID, all of the characters in the "from-value" are matched to the elements current value for that
field without processing them as name-masking values. If no "from-value" is specified, the current value of
the field to be altered must be blank for there to be a match.
The “EXACT MATCH” option is ignored for the Alter Processor Group, Signout Userid, and User Data fields.

Name-masking is allowed on all values except on the to-value, which is the new value that replaces the current value (the
from-value) in the specified Element record field. Therefore name-masking enables the same Alter statement to make the
following changes:

• Changes can be made to multiple Element instances. More than one Element instance can be updated by one Alter
statement, because name-masking on the Element name and location enables Alter action processing to search for
matches among multiple Element instances.

• Changes can be made to different values. Name-masking on the field from-values (the current value) searches for all
matching values. Omitting the current value or using a full wildcard (*) lets you change a field regardless of its current
value.

• If name-masking is used on the Element instance and on a current metadata field value, then multiple Element
instances can be updated to change multiple current field values.

You can change multiple metadata fields and multiple Element instances in the same Alter statement as follows:

• The same Alter statement can specify changes to different metadata fields. For example, you can change the Last
action CCID and the Description fields on the same statement.

• Each Alter statement can only specify one change to the same metadata field. For example, the Last action CCID field
can only be specified once on the same statement.

Value specifications are case-sensitive, except for the Processor Group field, which is always in upper case.

The Alter action statement clauses are described next:

ALTER ELEMENT element-name THROUGH | THRU element-name
Changes the Master Control File metadata for the specified Elements. You can name-mask the ELEMENT
element-name. However, only the wildcard asterisk is supported on the THRU ELEMENT-NAME element-name.
Long-named Elements are supported.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subsystem-name TYPE
Type-name STAGE stage-id | STAGE NUMBER stage-no

Specifies the inventory location of the Element that you want to alter. Specify an Environment, System,
Subsystem, Type, and Stage or Stage Number. Name-masking is valid on all the variable values. The Search
option searches for the Element beginning with the specified Environment Stage and continues along the map.
The Nosearch option limits the search to the specified Environment Stage. The Alter action alters the Element
metadata at the location where the matching Elements are found and never fetches the Element back to the
specified From location.

REPLACE GENERATE CCID 'from-value' WITH 'to-value' LAST ACTION CCID 'from-value' WITH 'to-
value' RETRIEVE CCID 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'  DESCRIPTION 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'
PROCESSOR GROUP 'from-value' WITH 'to-value' SIGNOUT USERID 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'
USER DATA (from-position,'from-value') WITH (to-position, length, pad, 'to-value')

Replaces the Master Control File metadata with the specified value. One or more options can be specified on the
same Replace clause; they are not mutually exclusive. You can specify multiple Replace clauses on the same
Alter statement. However, you cannot specify the same option more than once per Alter statement. All Replace
from- and to-values are case-sensitive except for Processor Group. All Replace from- and to-values can contain
embedded spaces if enclosed in quotes or double quotes, except for the Processor Group.
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Whenever an Element metadata field is updated, an SMF record is written for the updated field. The Element
metadata field is updated and the SMF record is written, even if the Element metadata field value is identical
before and after the update.
From-value

The from-value variable specifies the current value in the Master Control File and can be name-masked
or omitted. If the “EXACT MATCH” option is specified for the alter Description, Last Action CCID,
Generate CCID, or Retrieve CCID fields, name-masking is not performed and the existing field value must
match the from-value supplied.

• To replace a Master Control File field value regardless of the current field value, omit the from-value or
specify the from-value using a full wildcard (*).

• To limit the field values that are replaced, specify an explicit or partly name-masked from-value. If the
specified from-value matches the current field value, the field value is replaced.

• If the specified from-value does not match the current field value, the field value is not replaced and
the action will have a return code of 4. However any matching replace fields on the request may still
be performed. If none of the specified from-values matched and so the Master Control File record was
not updated at all, then the action will have a return code of 8.

To-value
The to-value is required and specifies the new value. You can use name-mask characters (% and *), but
they are treated as text values.

Specify one or more of the following options:
GENERATE CCID 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'

Specifies the current value and the replacement value for the 1- to 12-character CCID field, for the last
Generate action in the Master Control File. The from-value supports name-masking, but the to-value
treats name-mask characters as text characters. If the from-value is omitted or fully wildcarded, then
the replacement will occur regardless of what is currently in the Master Control File field that is being
interrogated. If the to-value string contains embedded spaces or you want to include leading spaces in the
to-value string, it must be enclosed in quotes. This value is case-sensitive, regardless of the MIXEDFMT
parameter setting in the C1DEFLTS table. You cannot alter the Generate CCID if the Element was never
Generated. Attempting to do so will cause the action to fail and none of the other replacements will
be performed. If the option “EXACT MATCH” is specified for this action, any from-value name-mask
characters are treated as text characters to be matched against.

LAST ACTION CCID 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'
Specifies the current value and the replacement value for the 1- to 12-character CCID value, for the last
action in the Master Control File. The from-value supports name-masking, but the to-value treats name-
mask characters as text characters. If the from-value is omitted or fully wildcarded, then the replacement
will occur regardless of what is currently in the Master Control File field that is being interrogated. If the
to-value string contains embedded spaces or you want to include leading spaces in the to-value string, it
must be enclosed in quotes. This value is case-sensitive, regardless of the MIXEDFMT parameter setting
in the C1DEFLTS table. If the option “EXACT MATCH” is specified for this action, any from-value name-
mask characters are treated as text characters to be matched against.

RETRIEVE CCID 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'
Specifies the current value and the replacement value for the1- to 12-character CCID value, for the last
Retrieve action in the Master Control File. The from-value supports name-masking, but the to-value
treats name-mask characters as text characters. If the from-value is omitted or fully wildcarded, then
the replacement will occur regardless of what is currently in the Master Control File field that is being
interrogated. If the to-value string contains embedded spaces or you want to include leading spaces
in the to-value string, it must be enclosed in quotes. This value is case-sensitive, regardless of the
MIXEDFMT parameter setting in the C1DEFLTS table. You cannot alter the Retrieve CCID if the Element
was never Retrieved. Attempting to do so will cause the action to fail and none of the other replacements
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will be performed. If the option “EXACT MATCH” is specified for this action, any from-value name-mask
characters are treated as text characters to be matched against.

DESCRIPTION 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'
Specifies the Element description to be replaced and the replacement value. Valid values can be 1
through 40 characters in length and are case-sensitive. The from-value supports name-masking, but the
to-value treats name-mask characters as text characters. If the from-value is omitted or fully wildcarded,
then the replacement will occur regardless of what is currently in the Master Control File field that is being
interrogated. If the from-value or to-value string contains embedded spaces or you want to include leading
spaces in the to-value string, it must be enclosed in quotes. To clear the field, enter a blank character in
quotes. This value is case-sensitive, regardless of the MIXEDFMT parameter setting in the C1DEFLTS
table. If the option “EXACT MATCH” is specified for this action, any from-value name-mask characters are
treated as text characters to be matched against.
Note: The description in the Master Control File was originally set by the comment field value coded
when the Element was first added. This value was also placed into the level 0 delta comment field. The
to-value you code updates the Master Control File description field. The level 0 delta comment field is not
modified.

PROCESSOR GROUP from-value WITH to-value
Specifies the name of the Processor Group to be replaced and the replacement value. Valid values
can be one to eight national characters in length. The from-value supports name-masking, but name-
mask characters are not valid on the to-value. If the from-value is omitted or fully wildcarded, then
the replacement will occur regardless of what is currently in the Master Control File field that is being
interrogated. The Processor group specified on the to-value must exist, or the action will fail and none of
the other replacements will be performed.
If *NOPROC* is coded on the from-value or to-value, the asterisk (*) characters are treated as ordinary
characters in the text string instead of name-mask characters.

NOTE
When the Alter action changes a Processor Group, the action does not execute the Delete
Processor on the old Processor Group or the Generate Processor on the new Processor Group.
Performing a Generate action, at any time after the Alter was performed with a Processor group
change, will not necessarily remove any orphaned components or output libraries.

SIGNOUT USERID 'from-value' WITH 'to-value'
Specifies the Signout UserID to be replaced and the replacement value. Valid values can be one to eight
national characters in length and are case-sensitive. Name-masking is supported on the from-value. If the
from-value is omitted or fully wildcarded, then the replacement will occur regardless of what is currently in
the Master Control File field that is being interrogated. No edits are performed on the Signout UserID field.
It is up to the operating system to enforce naming standards.

USER DATA (from-position,'from-value') WITH (to-position, length, pad, 'to-value')
Specifies what part of the current User Data field will be matched and where a new text string will replace
all or part of the current User Data field. The new value overwrites all or part of the current value. Valid
values can be 1 through 80 characters in length and are case-sensitive. Name-masking is supported on
the from-value.
Note: User Data can also be changed through an exit 2 (before action) program on Add, Update, and
Generate actions. When processing the Alter action, the exit 2 field that sets the user data (assembler
field REQUSR or COBOL field REQ-USER-DATA) is ignored. Any Add, Update, or Generate actions that
call an exit 2 program to set the user data field can overwrite a user data value previously set by the Alter
action.

• USER DATA (from-position,'from-value')

Specifies the value to be matched and where the search for that value begins.

• If from data is coded, it must be completely coded. The parentheses are required.
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from-position -- Specifies the position within the User Data field to match against the from-value.
from-value -- Specifies the value to be matched. If the string contains embedded spaces, it must be
enclosed in quotes. Name-masking is supported.

• The from data can be completely omitted. If no from data is coded, no search is performed and the
new text string overwrites the specified position, regardless of the current value of the entire field. For
example, to replace whatever is in columns 21 through 25 with TIME=, code the following: REPLACE
USER DATA WITH (21,5,,'TIME=').

• WITH (to-position, length, pad, 'to-value')
Specifies the value to be added and where to add it. The length and pad values are optional, but either
both must be used or both omitted. If the length and pad values are not used, the commas are still
required, for example: WITH (to-position, , , 'to value’)

• To-position -- Specifies where the replacement value begins.
• Length -- Optional. Specifies the length of the replacement text. If the to-value is longer than the length

variable, an error message is issued.
• Pad -- Optional. Specifies the character that is used to pad the replacement string so that the length of

the replacement string matches the length variable. If the to-value is shorter than the length variable,
the pad character is required to lengthen the replacement text.

• To-value -- Specifies the replacement value. If the string contains embedded spaces, it must be
enclosed in quotes. Name-masking is not supported for the text string. If the * or % characters are
coded, they are treated as text characters.

Examples of valid Replace clauses for User Data follow:

• REPLACE USER DATA WITH (1,5,A,'TASK')
Replaces the text in columns 1 through 5 with TASKA.

• REPLACE USER DATA (1,ZZZ) WITH (25,5,A,'User')
Replaces the text found in positions 25 through 29 with the value of UserA when the from-value found
in position 1 is ZZZ.

• REPLACE USER DATA WITH (1,,,'USERA')
Replaces the text beginning in column 1 with USERA.

OPTION CCID ccid-value COMMENT comment-value OVERRIDE SIGNOUT UPDATE | NOUPDATE
SEARCH [ALL | FIRST FOUND] | NOSEARCH

Specifies processing options.
CCID ccid-value

Specifies a 1- to 12-character CCID to be added to the SMF record for the target Element. For the Alter
action, this option does not update the Master Control File. This value may be case-sensitive depending
on the MIXEDFMT parameter setting in the C1DEFLTS table.

COMMENT comment-value
Specifies a 1- to 40-character comment to be added to the SMF record for the target Element. For the
Alter action, this option does not update the Master Control File. This value may be case-sensitive
depending on the MIXEDFMT parameter setting in the C1DEFLTS table.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
Specifies that you want to update the Element, even if the Element is signed out to someone else. If the
Element is signed out to someone else, you must code this option to perform the Alter action. However,
the Alter action retains the current Signout Userid for the Element; it does not update the Signout UserID
with the user ID of the person performing the Alter action. If you want the Signout Userid Element field to
be changed as part of the Alter action, use the Replace Signout UserID clause.

SEARCH [ALL | FIRST FOUND] | NOSEARCH
Specifies a logical or physical search of the software inventory that is based on the C1DEFLTS table
Environment definitions. After an Environment Stage is matched, the Stage Master Control File is
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searched based on other criteria: the Alter action Element name specification and the Replace and
Options clauses.
SEARCH [ALL | FIRST FOUND]

Specifies a logical search of the software inventory that is based on the mapping of Environment
Stages as defined in the C1DEFLTS table. The search begins with the Environment Stage that is
specified on the Element action From clause and continues along the map. On the From clause,
the Environment name must be explicit. Name-masking is supported on the Stage ID. If the
Stage ID is name-masked, the starting location is Stage 1, regardless of whether that Stage is in
the logical map or is the entry Stage for the Environment. The Alter action changes the Master
Control File for each matching Element at the location where the Element is found.
The ALL and First Found options are ignored by all actions, except the Alter action.
ALL -- Identifies all Elements that are found in the logical search. If the Alter action is run in
Update mode, then all the Elements that are found in the search get updated.
FIRST FOUND -- Identifies the first Element that is found in the logical search. If the Alter action
is run in Update mode, then only the first Element that is found in the search gets updated. The
default.

NOSEARCH
Specifies a physical search of the software inventory that is based on an exact match to the
C1DEFLTS table Environment definitions, regardless of mapping. The search is limited to the
Environment Stage that is specified on the Element action From clause. Name-masking is
supported on the Environment name (for the ALTER action only) and on the Stage ID.
If the Environment or Stage is name-masked, more than one Environment Stage can meet the
selection criteria. For example, If you specified an environment-name of D* and the C1DEFLTS
table includes the unmapped Environments DEV, QA, PRD, and DEMO, then both the DEV and
DEMO Environments would match.

UPDATE | NOUPDATE ELEMENT
Specifies the action mode. Specify one of the following modes:
UPDATE ELEMENT -- Updates the Master Control File.
NOUPDATE ELEMENT -- Identifies the Elements that meet the Alter selection criteria, but does not
update the Master Control File. The default.

NOTE
The UPDATE | NOUPDATE ELEMENT option cannot be coded in the SET statement.

Example: Alter Action Replacement of User Data

The following examples show User Data replacement:

• If the following is coded, the to-length is 80, the replacement text length is 16, the to-position is 1, and the pad
character is a space.
ALTER ELEMENT TESTELM1 OPTION UPDATE ELEMENT REPLACE       

    USER DATA      (1,'ENV1')  WITH (1,80,' ','ENV1234 SYSTEM01')  

 

If the original user data field contained this:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

ENV1    SYSTEM99SUBSYS99TYPE0099                                   TESTUPDATEACT    

 

It would contain this after the replacement:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

ENV1234 SYSTEM01
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• If the following is coded, the to-length is 80, the replacement text length is 13, the to-position is 1, and the pad
character is @.
ALTER ELEMENT TESTELM1 OPTION UPDATE ELEMENT REPLACE       

    USER DATA      (1,'ENV1')  WITH (1,80,'@','ENV1 SYSTEM01')  

 

If the original user data field contained this:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

ENV1    SYSTEM99SUBSYS99TYPE0099                                   TESTUPDATEACT  

 

It would contain this after the replacement:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

ENV1 SYSTEM01@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

If the following is coded, the to-length is 25, the replacement text length is 8, the to-position is 15, and the pad character is
@.

ALTER ELEMENT TESTELM1 OPTION UPDATE ELEMENT REPLACE

USER DATA (1,'ENV1') WITH (15,25,'@','88SYSSUB')

If the original user data field contained this:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8 

ENV1    SYSTEM99SUBSYS99TYPE0099                                   TESTUPDATEACT 

It would contain this after the replacement:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8 

ENV1    SYSTEM88SYSSUB@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@                            TESTUPDATEACT

Archive Statement
The Endevor ARCHIVE statement is used to write the base level and all change levels of an Element to a sequential file,
also known as an archive data set.

In addition, for Endevor ACM users, the ARCHIVE action writes the base level and all change levels of the Component
List to the archive data set.

Use the ARCHIVE action to:

• Maintain a backup copy of the Element source.
• Delete the existing version of a particular Element from Stage 2.
• Maintain an archive version of the Element source, that is, to maintain a version of the Element source outside of

Endevor.

Archive is available in batch only. Once an Element has been archived, COPY, LIST, RESTORE, and TRANSFER actions
can be executed against the archive data set.

Sourceless Elements cannot be archived. When an attempt to archive an explicitly specified sourceless Element is
encountered, the action fails. If a sourceless Element is encountered during wildcard expansion, the Element is skipped
and a warning message is issued.

When the Bypass Element Delete option is not specified, a check is made to see if prior sourceless Elements exist. If one
does exist, the action fails if no other sourced Element exists upstream. The action cannot be allowed to continue because
it would remove source access to the sourceless Element, making it impossible for it to be regenerated.

The Archive statement has the following syntax:
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►►─ ARChive ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ───►

                                    └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                      └─ THRu ────┘

►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬─ TO ──────────────────────►

                     └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 

►─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

  └─ DDName ─┘           └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                                       ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                                       └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────►◄

  └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────────┤

                 ├─ COMment ─ comment ─────┤

                 ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ──────┤

                 └─ BYPass ELEment DELete ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

ARCHIVE ELEMENTS element-name
Indicates the Elements to be archived. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be archived, beginning with the Element coded in the ARCHIVE
ELEMENTS statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the Element name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE
stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being archived. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit. You
can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be one of the
following options:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
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STAGE NUMBER
Enter 1 or 2.

TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name
The TO clause indicates where the Element is being archived. Endevor uses the TO clause in an action and any
preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

The DCB must specify variable blocked records (RECFM=VB), and the DSORG should be PS.

• The minimum LRECL should be 2940 or the TYPE-LENGTH plus (+) 14, whichever is greater.
• When archiving to disk, the recommended block size is one-half a track, and the recommended LRECL is one-

half a track minus (-) 4 unless the previous rule requires a bigger LRECL/BLKSIZE.
• When archiving to tape, the recommended block size is 32760 and the recommended LRECL is 32756.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

WHERE CCID OF ccid
Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this
field.
CURRENT

Tells Endevor to search the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs.
Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified CCIDs. If
you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified CCIDs.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.

To select Elements identified under more than one CCID, specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the CCIDs with
parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs can extend over multiple lines if necessary. The next
examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00V)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name
This clause allows you to select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask
when specifying the Processor group name.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups can extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV)

OPTIONS
OPTIONS clauses allow you to further specify requests.
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CCID ccid/COMMENT comment
You can enter a 1- to 12- character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment.
CCIDS and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the ARCHIVE
action fails.
This is the CCID that Endevor looks for if WHERE ARCHIVE CCID is specified for the LIST, COPY, RESTORE,
and TRANSFER actions.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, code this option to perform this action. Note,
however, that OVERRIDE SIGNOUT does not apply when you select the BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE option
for this action. This option updates the SIGNOUT ID at the appropriate Stage with the user ID of the person
performing the override. Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes that are made by
another user.

BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE
Use this option if you do not want the Element deleted automatically (the default) after it is archived. Otherwise,
Endevor deletes the Element, that is, the base and all change levels.

Example: Archive SCL

This SCL archives all Elements from the Payroll Reporting Subsystem. The archived Elements are written to the
preallocated DD name "ARCHOUT.' The signout status is overridden, if necessary.

ARCHIVE ELEMENT '*'

   FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

                SYSTEM  'PAYROLL'

                SUBSYSTEM   'REPORTS'

                TYPE    'COBOL'

                STAGE NUMBER 1  

  TO DDNAME ARCHOUT

  OPTIONS CCID REQ#44145

                COMMENT     'ARCHIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM PROGRAMS'

                OVERRIDE SIGNOUT .  

Copy Statement
The Endevor COPY statement copies an Element from an archive data set to a user data set: a Panvalet file, a Librarian
file, a PDS, or a sequential file.

The COPY statement copies an Element from an archive data set to a user data set (that is, a data set external to
Endevor). The user data set can be a library (a Panvalet file, a Librarian file, or a PDS) or a sequential file. The Element is
not restored to the Master Control File.

The COPY action is available in batch only.

NOTE
Copy processing is strictly external to Endevor.

The Copy statement has the following syntax:

►►─ COPy ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

                                 └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                   └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─ FROm ─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ──────────────────────►

   └─ VERsion ─ version ─┘        └─ DDName ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────┬─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ──────────►

   └─ SITe ─ site-id ─┘

 ►─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─────►

 ►─ TO ─┬─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

        │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

        ├─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┤

        │                         └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘ │

        └─ PATH ─ hfspath ─ USSFILE ─ filename ──────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ WHERE ─ ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 │                     ┌─ , ────┐     │

                 ├─ CCId ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ─┤

                 │        └─ = ──┘                    │

                 └─ ARChive ─┬─┤ DATE ├────┬──────────┘

                             ├─┤ FROM ├────┤

                             └─┤ THROUGH ├─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTions ─ REPlace member ─┘

Expansion of DATE

├── DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────┤

          └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                   └─ = ──┘

Expansion of FROM

├── FROm ─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────┤

                 └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                          └─ = ──┘

Expansion of THROUGH

├──┬─ THRough ─┬─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────┤

   └─ THRu ────┘        └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                                 └─ = ──┘

COPY ELEMENTS element-name
Indicates the Elements that you want to copy. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name.
In addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that you want to copy a range of Elements, beginning with the Element coded in the COPY ELEMENTS
statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with
the Element name. If you enter the THROUGH clause, however, you cannot enter a member name (in the TO
clause).

VERSION version
Indicates the version of the Element you want to copy. Acceptable values are 1-99.
Code a full Element name if you want to indicate a version number.
If you code the VERSION clause, it must follow the THROUGH clause.
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FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name
TYPE type-name STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being copied. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

The FILE (DDNAME) portion of the clause is required. The file name indicates from which archive file the Element
is being copied. Enter this information first when coding the syntax.
Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number (1 or 2). The Environment name must be
explicit. You can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage.
Entering a site ID is optional. This field further defines the location of the Element being copied.

TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name DSNAME dataset-name MEMBER member-name PATH usspath  USSFILE
filename

NOTE
The TO FILE | DDNAME clause is not supported when coding this Element action in a Package; you
must use the TO DSNAME clause in this case.

The TO clause indicates the file or data set name to which the Element is being copied. Endevor uses the TO
clause in an action and any preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

You must enter either a FILE, a DDNAME, or a DSNAME (enter one and only one). If you enter a FILE or
DDNAME, be sure the appropriate JCL is coded.
Enter a member name if it differs from the Element name that is specified in the COPY ELEMENTS clause.
Remember that you cannot use a name-mask with a TO field name.
If you do not enter a member name, Endevor assumes that the Element name and member name are the same.

• You can enter a member name only if a full Element name has been coded in the COPY ELEMENTS clause;
that is, if you have not used a name-mask.

• If you want to code a member name, you must do so in the COPY statement; the SET TO MEMBER clause
does not apply to the COPY action. If you do enter a member name, you cannot use the THROUGH clause.

PATH
The USS directory to which you want to copy the element. This has a maximum of 768 characters.

USSFILE
The name of the file for the copied element. The file name has a maximum of 255 characters.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

WHERE CCID EQ/= ccid
Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this
field.
To select Elements identified under more than one CCID, specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the CCIDs with
parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs can extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
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Example 1: WHERE CCID EQ PROJ00V

Example 2: WHERE CCID  (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

WHERE ARCHIVE
This clause allows you to select Elements based on the date and, optionally, time that an Element was archived.
WHERE ARCHIVE DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]

Tells Endevor to copy only those Elements with this date, and optionally, timestamp.
WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]

This clause tells Endevor to copy all Elements with a date and, optionally, timestamp on or after the
specified date and timestamps.

WHERE ARCHIVE THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]
Tells Endevor to copy all Elements with a date and, optionally, timestamp earlier than and including the
specified date and timestamp.

WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ] TH ROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]
Tells Endevor to copy only those Elements with a date, and optionally, timestamps within the specified
range. If you enter a time, enter the date with it.

OPTIONS REPLACE MEMBER
If the Element you are copying exists in the target location, Endevor rejects the request unless you code the
REPLACE MEMBER option. Specify this option when you want to replace the existing member in the library.

Example: Copy SCL

This SCL copies the archived version of Payroll program "PAYRPT43" to a user data set. The input is taken from a
DDname that refers to a data set that was created with the ARCHIVE action.

COPY ELEMENT 'PAYRPT43'

            FROM DDNAME ARCHIVE 

                   ENVIRONMENT  'PROD'

                   SYSTEM   'PAYROLL'

                   SUBSYSTEM    'REPORTS'

                   TYPE     'COBOL'

                   STAGE NUMBER 1   

            TO DSNAME   'PAYROLL.SRCLIB' MEMBER 'PAYRPT43'

            OPTIONS REPLACE MEMBER .    

Delete Statement
The DELETE statement is an Endevor Software Control Language (SCL) statement that enables the deletion of an
element from a specified inventory location.

When deleting a sourced Element, if a prior sourceless Element exists and if no other sourced Element exists upstream
from the delete location, the action fails. The action cannot be allowed if there is no sourced instance of the Element
upstream from a sourceless Element. This action would make a regeneration of a sourceless Element impossible.

The Delete statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DELete ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

                                   └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                     └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ────────────────────────►

 ►─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ───────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘ └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                                               ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                                               └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────┤

                  ├─ COMment ─ comment ─┤

                  ├─ ONLy COMPonent ────┤

                  └─ OVErride SIGNOut ──┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

DELETE ELEMENTS element-name
Indicates the Elements to be deleted. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be deleted, beginning with the Element coded in the DELETE
ELEMENTS statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the Element name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE
stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being deleted. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit. You
can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be one of the
following:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
STAGE NUMBER

1 or 2.
WHERE

Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.
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• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

WHERE CCID OF ccid
Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this
field.
CURRENT

Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs.
Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified
CCIDs. If you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified
CCIDs.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.

To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the CCIDs
with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs can extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00V)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name
This clause allows you to select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask
when specifying the Processor group name.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups can extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV)

OPTIONS
OPTIONS clauses allow you to further specify action requests.

CCID ccid/COMMENT comment
You can enter a 1- to 12- character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment.
CCIDs and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the DELETE
action fails.

ONLY COMPONENT
Applicable for Endevor ACM users only. Including this option specifies that only components of elements are
deleted from the specified inventory location, and the elements themselves are not deleted. If this option is not
included, elements and their components are both deleted by default.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, code this option to perform this action. This
option updates the SIGNOUT ID at the appropriate Stage with the user ID of the person performing the override.
Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes that are made by another user.

Example: Delete SCL

This SCL deletes an Element from Stage 2. The signout is  overridden, if necessary.

   DELETE ELEMENT 'PAYRPT03'

      FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'
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          SYSTEM    'PAYROLL'

          SUBSYSTEM     'REPORTS'

          TYPE  'COBOL'

          STAGE NUMBER 2    

      OPTIONS CCID REQ#43034    

          COMMENT   'DELETE AN OBSOLETE PAYROLL PROGRAM'

          OVERRIDE SIGNOUT .    

Generate Statement
The Endevor GENERATE statement is used to execute the generate Processor for the current level of a specific Element,
either in Stage One or Stage Two.

The Generate statement has the following syntax:

►►─ GENerate ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ──►

                                     └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                       └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                 └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ COMment ─ comment ─────────────────────┤

                  ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ──────────────────────┤

                  ├─┬─ COPyback ─┬─ SEArch ───┬─┬───────────┤

                  │ │            └─ NOSearch ─┘ │           │

                  │ └─ NOSOurce ────────────────┘           │

                  ├─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ group name ─┤

                  │                   └─ = ──┘              │

                  └─ AUTogen ─┬───────────────────┬─────────┘

                              ├─ SPAN NONe ───────┤

                              ├─ SPAN ALL ────────┤

                              ├─ SPAN SYStems ────┤

                              └─ SPAN Subsystems ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘
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GENERATE ELEMENTS element-name
Indicates the Elements to be generated. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be generated, beginning with the Element coded in the GENERATE
ELEMENTS statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the Element name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name
STAGE stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being generated. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of the SET FROM statement in SCL Statements.

Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit. You
can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be one of the
following options:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
STAGE NUMBER

1 or 2.
If you use a name-mask, Endevor begins searching for the specified Elements in Stage 1 of the current
Environment, and generates the first Element that matches the specified Element name, regardless of its location,
version, or level.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.
A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these
values.

WHERE CCID OF ccid
Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this
field.
CURRENT

Tells Endevor to search the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs.
Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified
CCIDs. If you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified
CCIDs.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.

To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing
the CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs can extend over multiple lines if
necessary.
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The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00V)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name
This clause allows you to select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask
when specifying the Processor group name.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups can extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV)

OPTIONS
Let you further specify an action request.

CCID ccid/COMMENT comment
You can enter a 1- to 12- character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment.
CCIDs and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the
GENERATE action fails.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a GENERATE action, Endevor updates the CCID and/or
COMMENT fields differently, depending on whether you specify the GENERATE action with or without the
COPYBACK option.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a GENERATE action without the COPYBACK option, Endevor uses
this CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the generate CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Set the component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if running the generate Processor creates a

change.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a GENERATE action with the COPYBACK option, Endevor uses
this CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.

Endevor also uses the CCID and comment associated with the copied-back Element to set the source and source
delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields when you generate that Element using the COPYBACK option.

COPYBACK
If you select this option, Endevor first copies the current level of the Element back to the FROM Stage, then
generates the Element. Endevor searches for the Element first in the current Environment, then in other stages
along the map.
If the Element currently exists in the FROM Stage, Endevor ignores the COPYBACK option and simply generates
the Element.
COPYBACK cannot be used with NOSOURCE.

SEARCH or NOSEARCH
This option is valid only when you have selected the COPYBACK option. The SEARCH option tells Endevor to
look for the Element to be generated with copyback along the map, if it is not in the current Environment.
Code NOSEARCH to restrict the search to the current Environment.

NOSOURCE
When the target location has a sourced Element, the Element is generated in place.
When the target location has a sourceless Element, the Element is generated at the target location using the
source of the first occurrence of the Element found up the map.
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When the Element does not exist at the target location, the Element is generated at the target location using
the source of the first occurrence of the Element found up the map. The source is not fetched to the target. The
MCF Element that is created at the target location contains data similar to a fetched back Element except that the
Element base and delta name fields are blank and the record is marked as a sourceless Element.
NOSOURCE cannot be used with COPYBACK. It is not necessary to specify the SEARCH option with
NOSOURCE, because NOSOURCE implies SEARCH.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, code this option to perform this action. This
option updates the SIGNOUT ID at the appropriate Stage with the user ID of the person performing the override.
Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes that are made by another user.

PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name
Select this option to specify a predefined, named group of Processors. If you do not specify a Processor group,
Endevor defaults to the Processor group last used for this Element.

AUTOGEN | SPAN NONE| SPAN ALL | SPAN SYSTEMS | SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Applicable for Add, Update, and Generate actions in batch requests. This option cannot be used in Packages and
the option does not work if Bypass Generate Processor is set. The Global Type Sequencing batch processing
method must be enabled. Autogen only acts on components whose Types are listed in the Global Type
Sequencing table. If the component's Type is not listed in the Global Type Sequencing table, the Autogen request
is ignored. In addition, your site must have purchased and activated the Endevor SCM Automated Configuration.
Autogen can be specified alone or with various Span keyword options. "Autogen Span" is not a valid option. Valid
options follow:
AUTOGEN

Generates all Elements that use the component that is the target of the action. These using Elements are
generated at the target location that is specified in the SCL statement. If they do not exist at the target
location, they are brought back to the target location as sourceless Elements.

NOTE

Using Elements are Elements that use the Element that is the target of an Add , Update, or
Generate action. For example, if Autogen is specified for copybook, COPYA, then the programs
that use that copybook are known as using Elements.

For more information about sourceless Elements, see the NoSource option description in Generate
Syntax.
Note:Using Elements are Elements that use the Element that is the target of an Add , Update, or
Generate action. For example, if Autogen is specified for copybook, COPYA, then the programs that use
that copybook are known as using Elements.

AUTOGEN SPAN NONE
Generates all Elements that use the component being acted upon. This option has the exact same effect
as the option "AUTOGEN."

AUTOGEN SPAN ALL
Generates using Elements that are found in any System and Subsystem combinations within the
Environment and Stage of the component's logical map.

AUTOGEN SPAN SYSTEMS
Generates using Elements found in any System, provided the Element's Subsystem name matches
the name of the Subsystem of the target component. Only Systems found within the Environment and
Stage of the component's logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is different from the
Autogen option in that it includes additional Systems with the same Subsystem name in the search.

AUTOGEN SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Generates using Elements from all Subsystems with the same-named System of the component
specified. Only Subsystems found in the System of the target component within the Environment and
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Stage of the component's logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is different from the
Autogen option in that it includes additional Subsystems with the same System in the search.

The following restrictions apply to the SPAN options:

• Common libraries must be included in the generate Processor concatenations of the Systems and Subsystems
of the using Elements. If the libraries are not included, then the Generate action does include the changes
made to the component Element when searching across Systems or Subsystems.

• The same Systems and Subsystems must exist in each Environment and Stage location. For example, if
ELEMENTA is a using Element in the PROD Environment, systemA, then systemA must exist in the DEV
Environment also.

• SPAN only includes using Elements from Systems or Subsystems located in the target Environment and
higher up the map.

• SPAN does not include using Elements from outside the Environment map.

Example: Generate SCL

This SCL generates COBOL program PAYRPT01 at Stage 1. The Element are fetched if it does not already exist at Stage
1.

GENERATE ELEMENT 'PAYRPT17'

   FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

            SYSTEM  'PAYROLL'

            SUBSYSTEM   'REPORTS'

            TYPE COBOL  

            STAGE NUMBER 1  

  OPTIONS CCID REQ#43023

            COMMENT     'REGENERATE WITH NEW COPY BOOKS'

            COPYBACK    

            SEARCH .    

List Statement
The LIST statement scans Master Control File Elements or members, an archive data set, or a library, generating criteria
specific lists of Elements/members.

The LIST action is available in batch only. The WHERE clause supplies the selection criteria for the LIST action. It selects
the Elements that are based on content as opposed to the names of the Elements.

The LIST action searches for Elements and/or members in a location that is defined by the data you enter in the FROM
clause. You can request a LIST action from one of the following locations:

• Endevor (Master Control File)
• An archive data set
• An external library

The processing that is involved is the same for each type of LIST request. The clauses that are required, however, depend
on the location being searched. Similarly, the options available depend on the location of the Element or member.

List From Syntax

Learn about the Endevor LIST FROM statement, which lets you generate a list of Elements from the Endevor Master
Control File, including syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

├── LISt ELEment ─ element-name ─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─ FROm ──────────►
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                                 └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSOut ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

          ├─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┤

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

          └─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                                    └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘

 ►─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────┬─ ¤ ────────────────────────────────────►

               ├─┤ CCID ├────────────┤

               ├─┤ GENERATE ├────────┤

               ├─┤ SPEC ├────────────┤

               └─┤ PROCESSOR GROUP ├─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ BUIld ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 ├─ ACTion ─┬─ &&Action ◄ ───┬─┤

                 │          └─ action-name ──┘ │

                 ├─ LEVel ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─────┤

                 │         ├─ NONe ──────┤     │

                 │         └─ ACTual ────┘     │

                 └─ WITh COMPonent ────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────┤

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ REPlace member ──────────────┤

                  ├─ DETail REPort ───────────────┤

                  ├─ SHOw TEXt ─┬───────────────┬─┤

                  │             └─ PLUs n line ─┘ │

                  └─┬─ SEArch ─────┬──────────────┘

                    └─ NOSearch ◄ ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                    ┌─ , ────┐

├─ CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ─────────────┤

         └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of GENERATE

├── GENerate ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ FAIled ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────┤

   ├─ DATe ─┬─ EQual ◄ ─┬─ date ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │        └─ = ───────┘        └─ TIMe ─┬───────────────┬─ date ─┘ │

   │                                      └─ EQual ◄ ─ = ─┘          │
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   ├─┤ FROM ├────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─┤ THROUGH ├─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─┤ FROM-THROUGH ├────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Expansion of FROM

├── FROM ─ DATe ─┬───────────┬─ date ─┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────┤

                 ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQual ◄ ─┬─ time ─┘

                 └─ = ───────┘                 └─ = ───────┘

Expansion of THRough

├──┬───────────────┬─ DATe ─┬───────────┬─ date ──────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ THRough ─┬─┘        ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

     └─ THRu ────┘          └─ = ───────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ TIMe ─┬───────────┬─┘

            ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

            ├─ = ───────┤

            └─ time ────┘

Expansion of FROM-THROUGH

├── FROM ─ DATe ─┬─ EQual ◄ ─┬─ date ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                 └─ = ───────┘        └─ TIMe ─┬───────────┬─ time ─┘

                                               ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                                               └─ = ───────┘

 ►─┬─ THRough ─┬─ DATe ─┬───────────┬─ date ──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ THRu ────┘        ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                        └─ = ───────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ TIMe ─┬───────────┬─ time ─┘

            ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

            └─ = ───────┘

Expansion of SPEC

├──┬─ TEXt ─┬─ text-spec ───────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┤

   │        │ ┌─ , ─────────┐           ┌─ , ─────────┐ │ │

   │        └─▼─ text-spec ─┴─┬─ AND ─┬─▼─ text-spec ─┴─┘ │

   │                          └─ OR ──┘                   │

   └─ ACM ─┬─ comp-spec ───────────────────────────────┬──┘

           │ ┌─ , ─────────┐           ┌─ , ─────────┐ │

           └─▼─ comp-spec ─┴─┬─ AND ─┬─▼─ comp-spec ─┴─┘

                             └─ OR ──┘

Expansion of PROCESSOR GROUP

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬───────────┬─( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────┤

                     ├─ EQuAL ◄ ─┤

                     └─ = ───────┘

Where text-spec is replaced as necessary with:

├──┬──────────────────────────┬─ text ────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ DOEs NOT ─┬───────────┬─┘

                ├─ CONTain ─┤

                ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                └─ = ───────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─┬───────────┬─ start-pos ─ end-pos ─┘

     └─ columns ─┘

Where comp-spec is replaced as necessary with:

├──┬───────────┬─┬─────────────┬─ COMPonent ──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RELated ─┘ ├─ INPut ◄ ───┤

                 ├─ OUTput ────┤

                 ├─ PROcessor ─┤

                 └─ ALL ───────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ comp-name ───────────────────────────────►

   └─┬────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

     └─ DOEs NOT ─┘ ├─ CONTain ─┤

                    ├─ EQ ──────┤

                    └─ = ───────┘

►────── ¤ ┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─── ¤ ──►

          ├─┬─ THRough ─┬─ comp-name ────────────────────────────────┤

          │ └─ THRu ────┘                                            │

          ├ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ ¤ ┬────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ┤

          │                            ├ SYStem ─ sys-name ─────┤    │

          │                            ├ SUBSystem ─ subsy-name ┤    │

          │                            ├ TYPe ─ type-name ──────┤    │

          │                            ├ STAge NUMber ─ stg-n ──┤    │

          │                            ├ VERsion ─ version ─────┤    │

          │                            └ LEVel ─ level ─────────┘    │

          ├─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ───────────────────────────────────┤

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                             │

          └─ DSNname ─ dataset-name ─────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─ RELated ─┬────────────────────┬─ COMPonent ───────────────────────────────►

             └─ OBJect ─ COMment ─┘

►┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►

 └─┬────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ text ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

   └─ DOEs NOT ─┘ ├─ CONTain ─┤        └─┬─────────┬─ start-pos ─ end pos ─┘

                  ├─ EQ ──────┤          └ columns ┘

                  └─ = ───────┘

 ►─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

LIST ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Elements to be listed. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.
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THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be listed, beginning with the Element coded in the LIST ELEMENT
clause, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with the
Element name. If you code the THROUGH clause, you cannot enter a member name (in the TO clause).

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subs-name TYPE type-name STAGE
stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element to be listed. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an action
and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

You must specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit.
You can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be either
one of the following:

• STAGE ID-Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
• STAGE NUMBER-Enter either 1 or 2.

TO
The TO clause indicates where the Element is to be listed. Endevor uses the TO clause in an action and any
preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

TO SYSOUT-
SYSOUT is the default TO location. If you do not provide a TO clause, and no SET TO information has been
coded, Endevor writes the action cards to the Execution Report. The Execution Report appears immediately after
the LIST request and cannot be edited.

TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name or DSNAME dataset- name
Tell Endevor to write action cards to the Execution Report and an external data set by providing a file name
(DDname) or a data set name; if you enter a FILE or DDNAME, code the appropriate JCL. Use this option if you
want to edit the action cards.

TO MEMBER member-name
Enter a member name. This clause is valid only if you are not specifying a sequential file.

• Endevor ignores a member specification if you have coded the TO SYSOUT option.
• The action fails if you code a member name with a file (DDname) or data set name that is sequential.

If you are using PDSs and do not provide a member name, Endevor assigns a temporary name of TEMPNAME. If
you want to use the temporary naming capability, do not code multiple list requests to the same external data set.
If you are using a PDS and have multiple list statements with only one member name on a SET statement, all lists
go to same member name and only first LIST results are available.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

WHERE CCID OF ccid
Limits the list to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this field.
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CURRENT
Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs.
Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified CCIDs.
If you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified CCIDs.
If the Element is sourceless, the source Element delta level CCID checks are not done, because the
Element source and delta files are not present.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.

To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing
the CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs can extend over multiple lines if
necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00V)

WHERE GENERATE
Lets you select Elements that are based on the date and, optionally, time that an Element was generated.
WHERE GENERATE FAILED-

Tells Endevor to list only those Elements for which the generate Processor failed.
WHERE GENERATE DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]-

Tells Endevor to list only those Elements with this date, and optionally, timestamp.
WHERE GENERATE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ] -

Tells Endevor to list all Elements with a date and, optionally, timestamp on or after the specified date and
timestamps.

WHERE GENERATE THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]-
Tells Endevor to list all Elements with a date and, optionally, timestamp earlier than and including the
specified date and timestamp.

WHERE GENERATE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ] THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm]-
Tells Endevor to list only those Elements with date, and optionally, timestamps within the specified range.
If you enter a time, enter the date with it.

WHERE TEXT text spec-
Limits the list to Elements that contain (or do not contain) one or more specified 1- to 70-character text strings. All
“WHERE TEXT” filters are bypassed on sourceless Elements. Examples follow.

• In this example, Endevor lists all Elements containing the text string WO9-LINKAGE:
WHERE TEXT 'WO9-LINKAGE'

• In this example, Endevor lists all Elements containing the text strings COPY COPY005 and COPY COPY010
between columns 8 and 40 of the Element source:
WHERE TEXT ((EQ 'COPY COPY005' COLUMN 8 40) AND EQ 'COPY COPY010' COLUMN 8 40))

• In this example, Endevor lists all Elements that do not contain the text string REMARKS between columns 8
and 15 of the Element source:
WHERE TEXT DOES NOT CONTAIN 'REMARKS' COLUMN 8 15

• In this example, Endevor lists all Elements that contain either the text string M605SUB or the text string
M607SUB and do not contain the text string M606SUB:
WHERE TEXT (('M605SUB' OR 'M607SUB') AND DOES NOT CONTAIN 'M606SUB')

The WHERE TEXT EQUAL clause cannot be used with the WHERE ACM clauses.
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WHERE [ACM] comp spec-
Limits the list to component lists containing the designated component name. Wildcards are acceptable in the
component name specification.

WHERE INPUT COMPONENT
This is the default. It tells Endevor to list input components and related input components matching your entry.

WHERE RELATED INPUT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only related input components matching your entry.

WHERE OUTPUT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list output components and related output components matching your criteria.

WHERE RELATED OUTPUT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only related output components matching your entry.

WHERE PROCESSOR COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list only Processor components matching the criteria.

WHERE ALL COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list matches within all three types of components.

WHERE RELATED OBJECT COMPONENT-
Tells Endevor to list only objects matching your entry.

WHERE RELATED COMMENT COMPONENT
Tells Endevor to list comments matching your entry. This value applies only to comments that have been added to
the component list by the CONRELE utility in a Processor step.

You can further specify the component using the following clauses.

THROUGH (THRU) comp-name
Tells Endevor to list Elements containing one in a specific range of component names. The range begins with
the component name coded in the WHERE COMPONENTS clause, and encompasses all components up to
and including the component that is specified in this clause. Wildcards are acceptable in the component name
specification.

ENVIRONMENT env name
Tells Endevor to list Elements with components located in the specified Environment. If you provide an
Environment name you must also provide the following:
SYSTEM-1 to 8 characters

SUBSYSTEM-1 to 8 characters

TYPE-1 to 8 characters

STAGE NUMBER-either 1 or 2

VERSION version
Tells Endevor to list Elements containing components with a specific version number. Acceptable values are
00-99. The version number of the component may differ from the version number of the Element with which it is
associated.

LEVEL level-
Tells Endevor to list Elements containing components with a specific level number. Acceptable values are 00-99.
The level number of the component may differ from the level number of the Element with which it is associated.

FILE (DDNAME) dd-name-
Tells Endevor to list Elements whose:
Input components originated from the specified DDname;
Output components were written to the specified DDname;
Components were produced by a Processor step specified by and associated with the designated DDname.
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DSNAME data set name-
Tells Endevor to list Elements whose:
Input components originated from the specified data set;
Output components were written to the specified data set;
Components were produced by a Processor step that is specified by and associated with the designated data set.

WHERE ACM comp spec {AND/OR} comp spec
Lets you provide compound component selection criteria. See the previous section for option descriptions. The
WHERE ACM clauses cannot be used with the WHERE TEXT clause.

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP group name
This clause allows you to select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask
when specifying the Processor group name.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1:  WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP  (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2:  WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP  (COBV)

BUILD
Indicates specific information to be applied to each action statement generated by LIST. The data in this clause
assists in building the SCL statements (and builds more SCL statements if you enter WITH COMPONENTS) that
result from your LIST request. You cannot build a generate with copyback request using LIST. This is because
LIST can only build an action for an Element when the Element exists in the FROM Stage.
If you do not enter BUILD information, Endevor looks for a SET BUILD clause containing the appropriate
information. If a SET BUILD clause has not been coded, the System defaults to &&ACTION for BUILD ACTION
and to CURRENT for BUILD LEVEL.
The WITH COMPONENTS clause is optional within the BUILD clause; if it is not coded here or in the SET BUILD
statement, component information is not provided in the list.

BUILD ACTION
Determines the action that appears in the LIST action syntax for the specified Element. Enter a specific action
name or &&ACTION, which indicates that a specific action is designated for this Element later. This action can be
entered manually or using the SET ACTION statement.

BUILD LEVEL
Indicates whether you want the version and level of the specified Element to appear on the action cards that are
generated by the LIST request:

CURRENT
Tells Endevor to include the current version and level of Elements in LIST actions. This is the default if the
WHERE COMPONENTS SPEC clause has not been coded for the action, or no component list exists (Endevor
ACM is not installed). If the where component spec clause has been coded for the action, the default is ACTUAL.

NONE
Tells Endevor not to list the current version and level for the Element.

ACTUAL
When building using ACM information, tells Endevor to include the level of the component as recorded in the
component list in LIST action statements, rather than the current level of the Element as recorded in the Master
Control File. This is the default if a WHERE COMPONENTS SPEC clause has been coded for the action.

When building from source level, create action statements using the VERSION and LEVEL of the source level that
matches the WHERE clause.
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BUILD WITH COMPONENTS
Indicates that action cards should be generated for every input component that is associated with the specified
Element. BUILD WITH COMPONENTS pertains to the Endevor ACM product only, and must be used with the
WHERE ACM clause (explained earlier in this section).

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify action requests.

REPLACE MEMBER
When you specify a PDS and member name in the TO clause, list requests fail if the member exists. Use the
REPLACE MEMBER option if you want to replace the existing member in the TO location library.

DETAIL REPORT
By default, in the Execution Report, Endevor lists only those Elements matching the selection criteria you specify.
If you select the DETAIL REPORT option, every Element searched is listed in the report-whether or not a match is
found.

SHOW TEXT [ PLUS n LINES ]
Lets you print the line of source code that contains a specified text string, plus a designated number of lines of
code before and after the text string.
Code the WHERE TEXT clause if you use the SHOW TEXT option. Otherwise, you receive a syntax error.

SEARCH or NOSEARCH
Tells Endevor to look for and list all occurrences of the Element on the map. The default is NOSEARCH. Code
NOSEARCH to restrict Endevor's list to the current Environment.

List from Archive Data Set Syntax

Learn about the Endevor LIST FROM ARCHIVE DATA SET statement, which can generate a list of Elements from an
archive data set, including syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ LISt ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ─────►

                                 └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                   └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┬──────────────────┬─ ENVironment ─ env-name ──────►

   └─ DDName ─┘           └─ SITe ─ site-id ─┘

 ►─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ──────────►

 ►─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSOut ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

          ├─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┤

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

          └─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                                    └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 ├─┤ CCID ├─────────────────────────┤

                 ├─┤ PRO ├──────────────────────────┤

                 └─ ARChive ─┬─┤ DATE ├───────────┬─┘
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                             ├─┤ FROM ├───────────┤

                             ├─┤ THROUGH ├────────┤

                             └─┤ FROM - THROUGH ├─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BUIld ─ ACTion ─┬─ &&Action ◄ ───┬─┘

                      └─ action-name ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ REPlace member ─────────────┤

                  ├─ DETail REPort ──────────────┤

                  └─ SHOw TEXt ─┬──────────────┬─┘

                                └─ PLUsnlines ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                       ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

          └─ = ──┘

Expansion of DATE

├── DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────┤

          └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                   └─ = ──┘

Expansion of FROM

├── FROm ─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────┤

                 └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                          └─ = ──┘

Expansion of THROUGH

├──┬─ THRough ─┬─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬────────────┤

   └─ THRu ────┘        └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                                 └─ = ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

LIST ELEMENT element-name
Specifies the Elements to be listed. You can specify a name-masked Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Specifies a range of Elements to be listed, beginning with the Element coded in the LIST ELEMENT clause, up to
and including the Element specified in this clause. You can specify a name-masked Element name. If you code
the THROUGH clause, you cannot enter a member name in the TO clause.

FROM FILE (DDNAME)dd-name SITE site-id ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name
SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE NUMBER stage-no

Specifies the location of the Element to be listed. You must code a FILE or DDNAME for the archive data set to
be searched for the specified Element. Enter this information first when coding the syntax. The SITE site-id is
optional.You must specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number (either 1 or 2). The
Environment name must be explicit. You can name-mask the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage.
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The From clause and any preceding Set From statements determine the from criteria for the action. Specify the
from criteria according to the following rules:

• The from criteria must be fully specified, except for the SITE site-id. This includes the archive file ddname and
all the inventory location specifications (Environment, System, Subsystem, Stage, Type, and Stage).

• All the From fields can be specified on a single Set From statement, without the existence of the FROM clause
or any FROM fields within the action syntax.

• All the From fields can be specified within the action syntax, without the existence of a Set From statement.
• To be valid, a Set From statement must specify the archive FILE ddname and one or more of the inventory

location specifications, and no other Set From statements can exist before the action statement.
• If the Set From statement is coded correctly, any of the FROM inventory location field values can be

overridden in the action syntax. The FROM clause on the action must specify any of the criteria missing from
the Set From statement.

In the following cases, an action with an invalid from criteria specification can complete processing, but list
Elements from the production inventory, instead of the archive data set:

• If more than one Set From statement exists. In this case, only the last statement is used, but the location
defaults to the production Environment.

• If any of the criteria are missing, the location defaults to the production Environment.

NOTE
If the action executes against the archive file, the following message appears in the Action Execution
Report:

C1G0213I        FROM ARCHIVE FILE: ARCHFILE

NOTE
If the action executed, but you do not see this message, the action was performed against the
production inventory location that is coded on the request. If the Elements exist in the production
Environment, the action may complete successfully. However, the list will include Elements found in the
production Environment, instead of the archive data set. If the Elements do not exist in the production
Environment, a message is issued that indicates that the ENV env-name is not found.

TO
Specifies where the Element is to be listed. Endevor uses the TO clause in an action and any preceding SET TO
clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

TO SYSOUT-
SYSOUT is the default TO location. If you do not provide a TO clause, and no SET TO information has been
coded, Endevor writes the action cards to the Execution Report. The Execution Report appears immediately after
the LIST action request and cannot be edited.

TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name or DSNAME dataset-name-
You can tell Endevor to write action cards to both the Execution Report and an external data set by providing a file
name (DDname) or a data set name; if you enter a FILE or DDNAME, be sure the appropriate JCL is coded. Use
this option if you want to edit the action cards.

TO MEMBER member-name-
Enter a member name. This clause is valid only if you are not specifying a sequential file.
Endevor ignores a member specification if you have coded the TO SYSOUT option.
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• The action fails if you code a member name with a file (DDname) or data set name that is sequential.
• If you are using PDSs and do not provide a member name, Endevor assigns a temporary name of

TEMPNAME. If you want to use the temporary naming capability, do not code multiple list requests to the
same external data set.

If you are using a PDS and have multiple list statements with only one member name on a SET statement, then
all lists go to same member name and only first LIST results are available.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

WHERE CCID ccid -
Limits the list to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this field.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing
the CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if
necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1:  WHERE CCID EQ PROJ00V

Example 2:  WHERE CCID (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

WHERE ARCHIVE-
This clause allows you to select Elements that are based on the date and, optionally, time that an Element was
archived. There are four possible forms for this clause:
WHERE ARCHIVE DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]
This clause tells Endevor to list only those Elements with this archive date, and optionally, timestamp.
WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]
This clause tells Endevor to list all Elements with an archive date and, optionally, timestamp on or after the
specified date and timestamps.
WHERE ARCHIVE THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm]
This clause tells Endevor to list all Elements with an archive date and, optionally, timestamp earlier than and
including the specified date and timestamp.
WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ] THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]
This clause tells Endevor to list only those Elements with archive date, and optionally, timestamps within the
specified range. If you enter a time, enter the date with it.

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP group name-
This clause allows you to select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask
when specifying the Processor group name.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1:  WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP  (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2:  WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP  (COBV)

BUILD ACTION&&ACTION | action-name
Determines the action that appears in the LIST action syntax for the specified Element. If you do not enter
required BUILD information here, Endevor looks for a SET BUILD clause containing the appropriate information. If
a SET BUILD clause has not been coded, the System defaults to &&ACTION.
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You can enter a specific action (for example, ADD or MOVE) in this clause or the variable &&ACTION.
&&ACTION indicates that a specific action is designated for this Element at a later time. This action can be
entered manually or using the SET ACTION statement.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify action requests.

REPLACE MEMBER
When you specify a PDS and member name in the TO clause, LIST requests fail if the member already exists.
Use the REPLACE MEMBER option if you want to replace the existing member in the TO location library.

DETAIL REPORT
By default, in the Execution Report, Endevor lists only those Elements matching the selection criteria you specify.
If you select the DETAIL REPORT option, every Element searched is listed in the report-whether or not a match is
found.

SHOW TEXT [ PLUS n LINES ]
Lets print the line of source code that contains a specified text string, plus a designated number of lines of code
before and after the text string.

The following examples show valid and invalid from criteria specifications for the List Element From Archive statement.

These examples work as expected to perform the action against the archive location:

• All the FROM fields can be coded on a single SET statement, as shown next.
SET FROM FILE                     

    ARCHFILE                      

    ENV ENV1                      

    SYS 'P7015'                   

    SUB 'P7015'                   

    TYP 'P7015'                   

    STA NUM 1.                      

LIST ELEMENT *                    

    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER LIST1

BUILD ACTION &&ACTION             

 .                                

• All the FROM fields can be coded within the action syntax without the existence of a SET FROM statement containing
inventory location information, as shown next:
SET STOPRC 16 .                                                       

LIST ELEMENT *                                                        

    FROM FILE                                                         

    ARCHFILE                                                          

    ENV 'ENV1' SYSTEM 'P7015' SUBSYSTEM 'P7015' TYPE 'P7015' STA NUM 1

    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER LIST2                                    

BUILD ACTION &&ACTION                                                 

 .                                                                    

• When mixing the FROM fields between a SET statement and the action, the SET FROM FILE and at least one of the
FROM inventory location fields must be specified in a single SET statement and no other SET statement containing
FROM inventory location information can exist. A valid example is shown next:
SET FROM FILE                      

    ARCHFILE                       

    ENV ENV1                       

    TYP 'P7015'                    

    STA NUM 1.                     

LIST ELEMENT *                     

FROM SYSTEM 'P7015' SUBSYSTEM P7015
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    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER LIST4 

BUILD ACTION RESTORE                

 .                                 

• When mixing the FROM fields between a SET statement and the action, the SET FROM FILE and at least one of the
FROM inventory location fields must be specified in a single SET statement and no other SET statement containing
FROM inventory location information can exist. Overrides in the action syntax are supported. A valid example is shown
next:
SET FROM FILE                      

    ARCHFILE                       

    ENV ENVZ                       

    TYP 'ZZZZ'                    

    STA NUM 1.                     

LIST ELEMENT *                     

FROM ENV ENV1 SYSTEM 'P7015' SUBSYSTEM P7015 TYPE P7015 STA NUM 2 

    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER LIST4 

BUILD ACTION TRANSFER                

 .                                 

• In the following example, the BUILD ACTION value is DELETE. This is supported, but the FROM FILE ddname and
WHERE ARCHIVE DATE SCL clauses are suppressed in the generated SCL so they can be executed against an
Endevor Environment instead of an archive file. DELETE is the only action that works this way.
SET FROM FILE                                         

    ARCHFILE                                          

    SUBSYSTEM 'P7015' .                               

LIST ELEMENT *                                        

FROM ENV 'ENV1' SYSTEM P7015 SUBSYSTEM P7015 TYPE 'P7015'  STA NUM 1

    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER DELETE                  

BUILD ACTION DELETE.                                                            

 .  

Generated SCL statements;
SET FROM ENVIRONMENT  ENV1      SYSTEM  P7015     SUBSYSTEM  P7015

         TYPE  P7015     STAGE NUMBER 1

.                           

DELETE   ELEMENT   P7015A        .                           

DELETE   ELEMENT   P7015B        .                           

DELETE   ELEMENT   P7015C        .                           

These examples are coded incorrectly and do not perform the action against the archive location:

• In the following example, more than one SET FROM statement exists. The second SET FROM clears the first
and Endevor assumes the list action is against the production inventory location instead of an ARCHIVE file. This
action may execute successfully depending on whether Elements exist at the production inventory location, but it is
probably not what the request was intended to do. Message C1G0213I will not be found in the Endevor Execution
Report associated with this action.
SET FROM FILE                                         

    ARCHFILE.                                         

SET FROM                                              

    SUBSYSTEM 'P7015' .                               

LIST ELEMENT *                                        

FROM ENV 'ENV1' SYSTEM 'P7015' TYPE 'P7015' STA NUM 1

    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER DELETES                  

BUILD ACTION &&ACTION                                   
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 . 

• In the following example, the second SET FROM statement cancels out the first SET FROM statement. Therefore the
SET FROM including the Subsystem is ignored and the action fails due to the missing Subsystem specification.
SET FROM FILE                                         

    ARCHFILE                                          

    SUBSYSTEM 'P7015' .                               

SET FROM                                              

    SYSTEM    'P7015' .                               

LIST ELEMENT *                                        

FROM ENV 'ENV1'                TYPE 'P7015'  STA NUM 1

    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER TRANSFER                  

BUILD                                                            

 .                                                               

C1BM4100: E010 SUBSYSTEM REQUIRED ON "FROM" CLAUSE FOR THIS ACTION    

• In the following example, the action fails due to the mixed coding (SET and action syntax) of the FROM information.
The action is confused and issues message C1G0218E that is not very informative as to the actual issue.
SET FROM                            

    ENV ENV1                        

    SYS 'P7015'                     

    SUB 'P7015'                     

    TYP 'P7015'                     

    STA NUM 1                       

.                                   

LIST ELEMENT *                      

    FROM FILE ARCHIVE               

    TO DDNAME SCLSTMTS MEMBER BLDMOV

BUILD ACTION MOVE                   

 .

C1G0218E  LIST ACTION NOT ALLOWED AGAINST SEQUENTIAL DATA SET  

List Member Syntax

Learn about the Endevor LIST MEMBER statement, which generates a list of members from an external library or a list of
files from a USS directory (path).

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ LISt ─┬── MEMber ─ member-name ─┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬────────►

          └─ USSFILE ─ filename ────┘  └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ member-name ─┘

                                         └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ FROm ─┬─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

          ├─ DSName ─ dataset-name ────────────────────────────┤

          └─ PATH ─ usspath ───────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ TO ─┬─ SYSout ◄ ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

          ├─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┤

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

          └─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                                    └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ WHEre TEXt ─┬─ text-spec ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                  │    ┌─ , ─────────┐                ┌─ , ─────────┐      │   

                  └─( ─▼─ text-spec ─┴─ )─┬──AND─┬─( ─▼─ text-spec ─┴─ )───┘

                                          └─ OR ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ BUIld ACTion ─┬─ &&Action ◄────┬─┘

                    └─ action-name ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ REPlace member ────────────┤

                  ├─ DETail REPort ─────────────┤

                  └─ SHOw TEXt ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                                └─ PLUsnline ─┘

►►─┬──────────────────────────┬─ text ────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DOEs NOT ─┬───────────┬─┘

                ├─ CONTain ─┤

                ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                └─ = ───────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬──────────┬─ start-pos ─ end-pos ─┘

     └─ column ─┘

LIST MEMBER member-name | USSFILE filename
Indicates the members or USS-supported file to be listed. You can use a name-mask with the member name or
USS file name.
THROUGH (THRU) member-name

Indicates that a range of members should be listed, beginning with the member coded in the LIST
MEMBER clause, up to and including the member that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the member name. If you code the THROUGH clause, you cannot enter a member name in the
TO clause.

FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name |
DSNAME dataset-name   |  PATH usspath

The FROM clause indicates the location of the member or USS file being listed. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• – A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
– If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these values.

NOTE

For more information, see the description of the SET FROM statement in SCL Statements.

For a LIST MEMBER statement, enter a FILE, DDNAME, or DSNAME

• If you enter a FILE or DDNAME, code the appropriate JCL DD statement. The data set you specify in the FROM
clause cannot be a load module library or a sequential file.

For a LIST USSFILE statement, enter a PATH.

•PATH usspath
The USS directory where the file resides.
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TO
The TO clause indicates where the Element is to be listed. Endevor uses the TO clause in an action and any
preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.
A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.
TO SYSOUT

SYSOUT is the default TO location. If you do not provide a TO clause, and no SET TO information has
been coded, Endevor writes the action cards to the Execution Report. The Execution Report appears
immediately after the LIST action request and cannot be edited.

TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name
or DSNAME dataset-name Tells Endevor to write action cards to both the Execution Report and an
external data set by providing a file name (DDname) or a data set name; if you enter a FILE or DDNAME,
code the appropriate JCL. Use this option if you want to edit the action cards.

TO MEMBER
member-name Enter a member name. This clause is valid only if you are not specifying a sequential file.
Endevor ignores a member specification if you have coded the TO SYSOUT option. The action fails if you
code a member name with a file (DDname) or data set name that is sequential.
If you are using PDSs and do not provide a member name, Endevor assigns a temporary name of
TEMPNAME. If you want to use the temporary naming capability, do not code multiple list requests to the
same external data set.
If you are using a PDS and you have multiple list statements with only one member name on a SET
statement, all lists go to the same member name and only first LIST results are available.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses both the WHERE clause in an
action and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.
A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these
values.
WHERE TEXT

text spec Limits the list to Elements that contain (or do not contain) one or more specified 1- to 70-
character text strings.
Examples:
WHERE TEXT 'WO9-LINKAGE'

In this example, Endevor lists all Elements containing the text string WO9-LINKAGE.

•Where TEXT ('COPY COPY005' COLUMN 7 41 AND 'COPY COPY010' COLUMN 7 41)
In this example, Endevor lists all Elements containing the text strings COPY COPY005 and COPY COPY010
between columns 7 and 41 of the Element source.

•WHERE TEXT DOES NOT CONTAIN 'REMARKS' COLUMN 8 15
In this example, Endevor lists all Elements that do not contain the text string REMARKS between columns 8 and
15 of the Element source.

•WHERE TEXT (('M605SUB' OR 'M607SUB') AND DOES NOT CONTAIN 'M606SUB')
In this example, Endevor lists all Elements that contain either the text string M605SUB or the text string M607SUB
and do not contain the text string M606SUB.

BUILD ACTION &&ACTION
action-name Determines the action that appears in the LIST action syntax for the specified Element. If you do
not enter required BUILD information here, Endevor looks for a SET BUILD clause containing the appropriate
information. If a SET BUILD clause has not been coded, the System defaults to &&ACTION.
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You can enter a specific action (for example, ADD or MOVE) in this clause or the variable &&ACTION.
&&ACTION indicates that a specific action is designated for this Element later. This action can be entered
manually or using the SET ACTION statement.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify action requests.

•REPLACE MEMBER
When you specify a PDS and member name in the TO clause, list requests fail if the member already exists. Use
the REPLACE MEMBER option if you want to replace the existing member in the TO location library.

DETAIL REPORT
By default, in the Execution Report, Endevor lists only those Elements matching the selection criteria that you
specify. If you select the DETAIL REPORT option, every Element searched is listed in the report-whether or not a
match is found.

SHOW TEXT [ PLUS n LINES ]
Lets you print the line of source code that contains a specified text string, plus a designated number of lines of
code before and after the text string.
Code the WHERE TEXT clause if you use the SHOW TEXT option. Otherwise, you receive a syntax error.

Example: List SCL

In the first example, the SCL generates a list of all the Elements in the Payroll Reporting Subsystem that contain the text
"COPY PAYCOPY1" in columns 7 through 45, inclusive. SCL is generated for each Element found.

LIST ELEMENT '*'

    FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

                SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'

                SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS'

                TYPE 'COBOL'

                STAGE NUMBER 1

    WHERE TEXT EQ 'COPY PAYCOPY1' COLUMN 7 45

    BUILD ACTION GENERATE .

In the second example, the SCL generates a list of all members in PAYROLL.SRCLIB that begin with "PAYRPT*' and
contain the string "COPY PAYCOPY3" in columns 7 through 45, inclusive. The subsequent report displays the entire line
in which the text was found.

LIST MEMBER 'PAYRPT*'

       FROM DSNAME 'PAYROLL.SRCLIB'

       WHERE TEXT EQ 'COPY PAYCOPY3' IN COLUMN 7 45

       OPTIONS SHOW TEXT .

Move Statement
The Endevor MOVE statement moves Elements between the inventory locations along a map, including Environment,
System, Subsystem, Type and Stage details.

The MOVE statement moves Elements between inventory locations along a map.

►►─ MOVe ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ──────►

                                 └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                   └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬───────────────────────────►
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                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                 └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬───────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ CCId ─ ccid ─────────────┤

                  ├─ COMment ─ comment ───────┤

                  ├─ SYNchronize ─────────────┤

                  ├─ WITh HIStory ────────────┤

                  ├─ BYPass ELEment DELete ───┤

                  ├─┬─ SIGnin ◄ ────────────┬─┤

                  │ ├─ RETAin SIGNOut ──────┤ │

                  │ └─ SIGNOut TO ─ userid ─┘ │

                  └─ JUMp ────────────────────┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

MOVE ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Elements to be moved. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be moved, beginning with the Element coded in the MOVE ELEMENT
statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with the
Element name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE
stage id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being moved. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.
A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these values.
You must specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. You can use a name-mask with the
System, Subsystem, and Type. The Environment name and Stage information must be explicit. The Stage
specification can be one of the following options:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
STAGE NUMBER

1 or 2.
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Moving sourceless Elements:
When the Move Element is sourceless, the Element last level timestamp is checked against the next sourced
Element found up the map. If the timestamps are the same, a sourceless Element record is created at the target
location if no Element exists. The Processor uses the Element source data from the next sourced Element for its
GEN process. If the timestamps are not the same, the move action fails. You need to take corrective action at this
point. You can either delete the sourceless Element or regenerate the sourceless Element and then follow this by
a move.
When the target location has a sourceless Element, its last level timestamp is compared with the next sourced
Element. If the timestamps are not equal, the action fails unless the SYNC option is used.

WHERE
Use the WHERE clause to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

WHERE CCID OF
ccid Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in
this field.

CURRENT
Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCID(s). This is
the default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified CCIDs. If you
have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified CCIDs. If the Element
is sourceless , the source Element delta level CCID checks are not done, because the Element source and delta
files are not present.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing
the CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if
necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1:  WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

  Example 2:  WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00V)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP group name
Lets you select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask when specifying
the Processor group name.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1:  WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP  (COBVS, COBII)

  Example 2:  WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP  (COBV)

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify requests.

CCID ccid/COMMENT
Enter a 1- to 12- character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment.
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CCIDs and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the MOVE
action fails.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a MOVE action, Endevor updates the CCID and/or COMMENT
fields differently, depending on whether you specify the MOVE action with history or without history.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a MOVE action without history, Endevor uses this CCID and/or
comment to set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields. Endevor also:

• Sets the source and generate CCID and/or COMMENT fields to their value at the source location of the move.
• Sets the source and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields to their last value at the source

location of the move.
• Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT field.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a MOVE action using the WITH HISTORY option, Endevor uses this
CCID and/or comment to set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
Endevor also does the following:

• Sets the source and generate CCID and/or COMMENT fields to their value at the source location of the move.
• Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Moves source delta CCIDs and comments with their respective delta levels.
• Moves the current version/level of the Component List.

SYNCHRONIZE
The SYNCHRONIZE option compensates for differences between the base level of a source Element and the
current level of a target Element. Endevor attempts to find a sync level between the source and target Elements,
beginning with the first level at the source, and working forward through the deltas. If Endevor finds a sync level, it
compares the two and creates a new level at the target that reflects the differences. If Endevor cannot find a sync
level and you specify SYNC, Endevor issues an out of sync message. Endevor then compares the last level of the
source and last level of the target, and creates a new level at the target that reflects the differences.
When moving with history, if the sync point is found, Endevor moves the Element from the FROM location to
the TO location, appending the FROM location delta levels after the sync-point Element. If the two levels are
different and if SYNC is specified, Endevor first creates a sync level at the target reflecting the differences
between the base level of the FROM Element and the target, then moves the Element to the TO location and
appends the FROM location delta levels to the target.

WITH HISTORY
The WITH HISTORY option preserves source Element change history. If you specify WITH HISTORY, first
ensures that the current level of the target Element is the same as the base level of the source Element. It then
moves all levels of the Element from source to target, appending the source change history to the target change
history.

NOTE

This option marks the element change levels with an “H” flag, indicating which ones were created with
the History option. The H indicator is visible in the SYNC column shown in the Summary of Levels
section on the Element Browse, History, Changes, and Summary of Levels panels in the Endevor
foreground interface and in Quick Edit.

If you do not code the WITH HISTORY option, Endevor moves the Elements without history. When you move the
Element without history Endevor searches through the Element levels at the source location to find a matching
level at the target location. Endevor then compares the two and creates a new level at the target location that
reflects the differences.
If the base level of the source Element differs from the current level at the target, the move fails unless you code
the SYNCHRONIZE option.

BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE
Tells Endevor to retain the Element in the source Stage after successfully completing the move.
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SIGNIN
Default. This option tells Endevor to sign in all Elements at the target Stage after successfully completing the
move. Code this option to override SET OPTION RETAIN SIGNOUT or SET OPTION SIGNOUT TO clauses.

RETAIN SIGNOUT
This option tells Endevor to retain the source location signouts for all Elements at the target location. This option
applies only if the Element was signed out at the target before the MOVE.

• If the Element was signed out at the target before the MOVE, it is signed out to that same ID-at the target-
after the MOVE.

• If the Element was not signed out at the target before the MOVE, it will not be signed out at the target after
the MOVE.

• If you do not use this option, the Element at the target location is not signed out, regardless of whether it was
signed out at the target before the MOVE took place.

SIGNOUT TO
userid Tells Endevor to sign all Elements out to the specified user ID at the target Stage.

JUMP
The JUMP option tells Endevor to move Elements across Environments even if the Element exists at an
intermediate Stage that is not on the map. If the Element exists at an intermediate Stage, the move fails if REQ
ELM JUMP ACKNOWLEDGE=Y at the System level and the JUMP option is not coded.

In either case, Endevor issues a message informing you that the Element exists in a nonmap Stage between the source
and target stages of the move.

Example: Move SCL

This SCL moves an Element from Stage 1. The Element history are retained at the target Stage.

MOVE ELEMENT 'PAYRPT17'

     FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

          SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'

          SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS'

          TYPE 'COBOL'

          STAGE NUMBER 1

     OPTIONS CCID REQ#43034

          COMMENT 'MOVE INTO PRODUCTION'

          WITH HISTORY.

Print Statement
The Endevor PRINT statement prints selected information about Elements or library members, depending upon the data
that was entered in the FROM clause.

Printing from Endevor

When executing the PRINT action against Endevor, you can request the following information about Elements and
component lists:

• BROWSE (the default) prints all statements in the specified level of the Element, as well as the level at which each
statement was inserted.

• CHANGES shows all inserts and deletes made to the Element at the level specified.
• HISTORY prints all statements in all levels of the Element.
• SUMMARY prints one line of summary information for each level.

You can request the following information about Elements only:
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• MASTER prints Master Control File information for the Element.
• LISTING prints the output listing for the Element. ACM is required.

Printing from Output Library

When you execute the PRINT action against an output library, the source of the selected, footprinted member is printed.

Print Element Syntax

Learn about the Endevor PRINT ELEMENT statement, which describes the syntax required to print selected information
about the Element that you specify.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ PRInt ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────►

                                  └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                    └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─ FROm ─────────────────────────►

   └─ VERsion ─ version ─┘ └─ LEVel ─ level ─┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ───────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─┬─ C1PRINT ◄ ────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

        ├─ C1PRTVB ──────────────┤ └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

        └─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┘               ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

          └─ DDName ─┘                           └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────►◄

   └─ OPTions ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                   ├─┬─ ELEment ◄ ─┬──┬─ BROwse ◄ ─┬─────┤

                   │ └─ COMPonents ┘  ├─ CHAnge ───┤     │

                   │                  ├─ HIStory ──┤     │

                   │                  ├─ SUMmary ──┤     │

                   │                  └─ MASter ───┘     │

                   ├─┬─────────────┬───┤ LISTING ├───────┤

                   │ └─ ELEment ◄ ─┘                     │

                   ├─ EXPLODE ───────────────────────────┤

                   ├─ NOCc ──────────────────────────────┤

                   └─┬─ NOSearch ────────────────────────┤                        

                     └─ SEArch ◄ ──┬─ ALL ── ◄─┬─────────┘                 

                                   └─ FIRST ───┘

Expansion of CCID

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─ ccid ─ ) ────────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─ group name ─ ) ─────────────────────────────┤
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                     └─ = ──┘

Expansion of LISTING

├── LISTING ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────┤

             └─ COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING ─ text-string ─┘

PRINT ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the up to ten character name of the Elements to be printed. You can use a name-mask, unless you
specify a level (in the LEVEL clause).

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be printed, beginning with the Element that is coded in the PRINT
ELEMENT statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with either name. If you enter a THROUGH clause, you cannot enter a LEVEL clause.

VERSION version LEVEL level
Indicates the version and level number that you want to print. Code a full Element name if you want to indicate a
version level. Acceptable version numbers are 1-99. Acceptable level numbers are 00-99. By default, information
for the current version level is printed. VERSION and LEVEL must be specified together. If you enter this clause,
you cannot use the THROUGH clause.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE
stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being printed. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the “from” criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

NOTE
For more information about the SET FROM statement, see the "SCL Statements" topic.

You must specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number (1 or 2). The Environment name
must be explicit. You can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number.

TO C1PRINT | C1PRTVB | FILE dd-name | DDNAME dd-name
The TO clause indicates where the Element prints.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action. For more information
about the SET TO statement, see Set To Syntax.

• If you do not enter any information in the TO clause for the PRINT action, any preceding SET TO statement
information is used.

• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.
• If you do not enter any information in the TO clause for the PRINT action, and if a SET TO clause has not been

entered, the default is C1PRINT.
• C1PRINT

Prints to an internal print queue or file. C1PRINT requires the appropriate JCL. If you print an Element with
records that are longer than 121 characters, then the use of C1PRINT can lead to truncation of the output. To
avoid this issue, use the C1PRTVB ddname. Examples follow:
– To send your output to the queue, use the following: //C1PRINT DD SYSOUT=*
– To send your output to an existing file, code the following: //C1PRINT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=filename

• C1PRTVB
Prints Elements that have records that are longer than 121 characters to an internal print queue or file. You
must have previously allocated the C1PRTVB data set appropriately. The recommended DCB for C1PRTVB is
LRECL=27994,BLKSIZE=0,RECFM=VB. However, if the record size of any record is longer than 27978, code
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a larger record length. You must code a sufficiently long LRECL for the output file. The LRECL size should be
at least 16 bytes longer than the longest record of the Element. For example, allocate the data set as follows:
//C1PRTVB  DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=my.C1PRTVB,

//         SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),UNIT=SYSDA, 

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=27994,BLKSIZE=0)

• FILE dd-name | DDNAME dd-name
Prints to a location external to Endevor (for example, a library, sequential file, or PDS). When you enter a
file name or DDname, be sure that the appropriate JCL is coded. For the ddname value, you can specify
a sequential file with a mandatory fixed record format and an LRECL of 133. If these specifications are not
defined, the PRINT action fails. If you print an Element with records that are longer than 121 characters, then
the use of this data set can lead to truncation of the output. To avoid this, use the C1PRTVB ddname.

NOTE

Partitioned data sets (PDS, PDS/E) have to also have a member name coded within a DD statement.
If you are using PDS libraries, only one member can be used for the same partitioned data set within
one job step. Usage of PDS/E libraries is not restricted.

For example: //PDSLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PDS.LIBRARY(MEMBER)

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an action
and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the “where” criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• IF the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

NOTE
For more information about the SET WHERE statement, see SCL Statements.

WHERE CCID OF ccid
Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this
field.
CURRENT

Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs.
Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified
CCIDs. If you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified
CCIDs. If the Element is sourceless, the source Element delta level CCID checks are not done, because
the Element source and delta files are not present.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field. To select Elements that
are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the CCIDs with
parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if necessary.

The following example illustrates the use of this clause:
Example  1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00V)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP group name
Lets you select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask when specifying
the Processor group name.
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To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause:
Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify an action request.

NOCC
Suppresses the default printing of a header on each page of output. For the PRINT ELEMENT MASTER output,
other line feed characters in column 1 of the output are replaced with a blank space.

ELEMENT | COMPONENTS BROWSE | CHANGES | HISTORY | SUMMARY | MASTER
Prints Element or component information.

ELEMENT
Prints all information for the specified Element, but not its related components. The default.

COMPONENTS
Prints all component information for the specified Element. The  Endevor Automated Configuration option is
required to use the COMPONENTS keyword.
Endevor prints as much information as is available for the component list. For example, if you code
COMPONENTS CHANGES but there were no changes to the output components section, that section would not
appear in the associated listing.
You can specify one, but only one, of the following options in the clause. BROWSE is the default.
BROWSE

Prints the current Element or component list source, indicating the level at which each line was added. If
you specify a particular level, Endevor prints the source for that level. The Default.

CHANGES
Prints all the changes-inserts and deletes-made to the Element or component list at the level specified. If
you do not specify a level in the LEVEL clause, changes for the current level of the Element are shown.

HISTORY
Prints all lines that have ever been in the Element or component list source, noting the level at which the
line was added, changed, or deleted. If you specify a level in the LEVEL clause, Endevor prints history for
that level.

SUMMARY
Prints a summary line of data for each level of the Element or component list specified, and includes
information appropriate to that level (for example, the number of inserts and the number of deletes).

MASTER
Prints Master Control File information that is stored for the selected Element, and the
BROWSE data, which is the current data pertaining to that Element or component
(such as last Processor, Processor return codes, current version or level.) If you code COMPONENTS
with the MASTER option, Endevor prints the Element MASTER information and the component BROWSE
data.

The BROWSE, CHANGES, HISTORY, SUMMARY, and MASTER printouts provide the same information as their
corresponding online panels.
The Element BROWSE, CHANGE, HISTORY and SUMMARY options are not supported on sourceless Elements.
When encountered, the action is skipped and an information message is written to the action log. The MASTER
option is supported for both sourced and sourceless Elements.
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ELEMENT LISTING COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING text-string
Prints the Element associated output listing. The  Endevor Automated Configuration Option is required. Specifying
the keyword ELEMENT is optional. The default value for the LISTING option is LIST. If you want to use the
default value, then do not specify COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING text-string. You can override the default
by specifying a text string using the keyword COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING, or by changing the C1DEFLTS
parameter COMPLISTWD=, which defines the site-wide component listing string ID.

COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING text-string
Specifies the one- to eight-character text-string used to identify the listing data set to print.
To identify the output listing file to be printed, the LISTING option value is matched against the contents of all the
component output data sets. To find the output listing library, all component output data sets are searched for a
particular string. The first one found containing this string becomes the targeted listing data set. All component
output data sets are searched for a match in the following order:

• The text-string you specify with the COMPONENT LIST TEXT STRING keyword. If you did not use this option,
or the string is not found, then

• The COMPLISTWD= parameter in the C1DEFLTS table. The default value for this parameter is LIST. The
default value can be changed on the C1DEFLTS table. You can also change the text string by changing the
value for the LISTING DATASET STRING on the User Default panel.

If you code the LISTING option, do not code the following options:

• NOCC -- Coding NOCC results in a syntax error.
• COMPONENTS
• BROWSE
• CHANGE
• HISTORY
• SUMMARY
• MASTER

If you code multiple display options (browse, change, history, summary), the last one coded is returned.
SEARCH or NOSEARCH

The SEARCH option tells Endevor to look and print all occurrences of the Element on the map.
Code NOSEARCH to restrict the Endevor search to the current Environment.
Default: NOSEARCH.

ALL or FIRST
Specifies whether Endevor prints all occurrences of an element that are found using the SEARCH option, or only
the first occurence of that element.
Default: ALL

EXPLODE
Prints the input component information that is extracted from the ACMQ files (ACMROOT and ACMXREF), for the
specified Element.
When Explode is specified, the print action for the Element jumps to the top of the list to be executed. Therefore,
any Print actions that use the Explode option are processed first before other actions are processed in Type
sequence order.

Print Member Syntax

Learn about the Endevor PRINT ELEMENT statement which contains the syntax that is required to print selected
information about the Element that you specify.

You can print from Endevor or from selected output libraries. This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ PRInt ─┬─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬────────►
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           └─ USSFILE ─ filename ───┘  └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ member-name ─┘

                                         └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ FROm ─┬─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

          ├─ DSName ─ dataset-name ────────────────────────────┤

          └─ PATH ─ usspath ───────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─ TO ─┬─ C1PRINT ◄ ────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

        ├─ C1PRTVB ──────────────┤ 

        └─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┘ 

          └─ DDName ─┘ 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────►◄

   └─ OPTions ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                   ├─── NOCc ────────────────────────────┤      

      

PRINT MEMBER member-name | USSFILE filename
Indicates the members or USS-supported file to be printed. You can use a name-mask with the member name or
USS file name.

THROUGH (THRU) member-name
Indicates that a range of members should be printed, beginning with the member coded in the PRINT MEMBER
clause, up to and including the member that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with the
member name. If you code the THROUGH clause, you cannot enter a member name in the TO clause.

FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name | DSNAME dataset-name | PATH usspath
The FROM clause indicates the location of the member or USS file being printed. Endevor uses the FROM clause
in an action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.
A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action. If the SET FROM
clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause,  Endevor uses these values.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of the SET FROM statement in the "SCL Statements" topic.

• For a PRINT MEMBER statement, enter a FILE, DDNAME, or DSNAME. If you enter a FILE or DDNAME,
code the appropriate JCL DD statement. The data set you specify in the FROM clause cannot be a load
module library or a sequential file.

• For a PRINT USSFILE statement, enter a PATH.

PATH usspath
The USS directory where the file resides.

PRINT MEMBER member-name
Indicates the name of the members to be printed. You can use a name-mask.

THROUGH (THRU) member-name
Indicates that a range of members should be printed beginning with the member coded in the PRINT MEMBER
statement, up to and including the member specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with either
name.

FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name DSNAME dataset-name
The FROM clause indicates the location of the member being printed. Endevor uses both the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.
A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these values.
You must enter a FILE, DDNAME, or DSNAME (enter one); code the appropriate JCL for a FILE or DDNAME. If
you enter any other information in the FROM clause, it is ignored.
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TO C1PRINT | C1PRTVB | FILE dd-name | DDNAME dd-name
The TO clause indicates where the Element prints.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action. For more information
about the SET TO statement, see Set To Syntax.

• If you do not enter any information in the TO clause for the PRINT action, any preceding SET TO statement
information is used.

• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.
• If you do not enter any information in the TO clause for the PRINT action, and if a SET TO clause has not been

entered, the default is C1PRINT.
• C1PRINT

Prints to an internal print queue or file. C1PRINT requires the appropriate JCL. If you print an Element with
records that are longer than 121 characters, then the use of C1PRINT can lead to truncation of the output. To
avoid this, use the C1PRTVB ddname. Examples follow:
– To send your output to the queue, code the following. This is the default:

//C1PRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//C1PRINT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=filename

– To send your output to an existing file, code the following:
C1PRTVB

Prints Elements that have records that are longer than 121 characters to an internal print queue or file.
You must have previously allocated the C1PRTVB data set appropriately. The recommended DCB for
C1PRTVB is LRECL=27994,BLKSIZE=0,RECFM=VB. However, if the record size of any record is longer
than 27978, code a larger record length. You must code a sufficiently long LRECL for the output file. The
LRECL size should be at least 16 bytes longer than the longest record of the Element. For example,
allocate the data set as follows:
//C1PRTVB  DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=my.C1PRTVB,

//         SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),UNIT=SYSDA, 

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=27994,BLKSIZE=0)

FILE dd-name | DDNAME dd-name
Prints to a location external to Endevor (for example, a library, sequential file, or PDS). When you enter a
file name or DDname, be sure that the appropriate JCL is coded. For the ddname value, you can specify
a sequential file with a mandatory fixed record format and an LRECL of 133. If these specifications
are not defined, the PRINT action fails. If you print an Element with records that are longer than 121
characters, then the use of this data set can lead to truncation of the output. To avoid this, use the
C1PRTVB ddname.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify an action request.

NOCC
Suppresses the default printing of a header on each page of output.

Example: Print SCL

In the first example, the SCL prints the current version of Element "PAYRPT19." The output is written to the default
DDname (C1PRINT).

PRINT ELEMENT 'PAYRPT19'

    FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

             SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'   

         SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS'    

         TYPE 'COBOL'   

         STAGE NUMBER 1 .   
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The SCL in the second example prints member "PAYRPT12" from the Endevor Listing Library. The output is sent to the
default Ddname (C1PRINT).

PRINT MEMBER 'PAYRPT12'

    FROM DSNAME 'ENDEVOR.PAYROLL.STAGE1.LISTINGS' . 

Restore Statement
The Restore statement restores an archive data set’s Element back to Endevor, just as it was before the Element was
archived or transferred to the data set.

The RESTORE action can restore Elements from an unload Endevor file.

The Restore action is available in batch only.

►►─ REStore ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ───►

                                    └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                      └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┬──────────────────┬─ ENVironment ─ env-name ───────►

   └─ DDName ─┘           └─ SITe ─ site-id ─┘

 ►─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ───────────►

 ►─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─ TO ─ ENVironment ─ env-name ────────────────────►

 ►─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ───────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬─ ELEment ─ element-name ─────────────────────►

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ WHERE ─ ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 │                     ┌─ , ────┐     │ 

                 ├─ CCId ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ─┤

                 │        └─ = ──┘                    │

                 └─ ARChive ─┬─┤ DATE ├───────────┬───┘

                             ├─┤ FROM ├───────────┤

                             ├─┤ THROUGH ├────────┤

                             └─┤ FROM - THROUGH ├─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──►◄

   └─ OPTions ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                   ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────────────────────────────┤

                   ├─ COMment ─ comment ─────────────────────────┤

                   ├─ NEW VERsion ─ version ─────────────────────┤

                   ├─┬─ BYPass GENerate PROcessor ─────────────┬─┤

                   │ └─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ group-name ─┘ │ 

                   │                     └─ = ──┘                │

        └─ RETain GENerate HIStory ───────────────────┘

Expansion of DATE

├── DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────┤

          └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘
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                                   └─ = ──┘

Expansion of FROM

├── FROm ─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────┤

                 └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                          └─ = ──┘

Expansion of THROUGH

├──┬─ THRough ─┬─ DATe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ date ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────┤

   └─ THRu ────┘        └─ = ──┘        └─ TIMe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ time ─┘

                                                 └─ = ──

RESTORE ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Elements to be restored. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be restored, beginning with the Element coded in the RESTORE
ELEMENT statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the Element name. If you use the THROUGH clause, however, you cannot enter a new Element name
(in the TO clause).

• FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name SITE site-id

• ENVIRONMENT env-name

• SYSTEM system-name

• SUBSYSTEM subsys-name

• TYPE type-name

STAGE NUMBER stage-no
The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being restored. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• – A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
– If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these values.

The first clause of the FROM statement must be a FILE or DDNAME, indicating from which file the Element is being
restored. It must be followed by Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number (1 or 2). The Environment
name must be explicit. You can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number.

The FROM file can be an archive or unload file, or a concatenation of archive files or unload files. You
cannot concatenate archive and unload files in a single RESTORE action.

NOTE
If you code more than one RESTORE statement in your SCL, each RESTORE statement can point to a different
DDNAME and a different file type (archive or unload).

Entering a site ID is optional. This field further defines the location of the Element being restored.

• TO ENVIRONMENT env-name

• SYSTEM system-name

• SUBSYSTEM subsys-name

• TYPE type-name

• STAGE stage-id
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• STAGE NUMBER stage-no

ELEMENT element-name
The TO clause indicates where the Element is being restored. Endevor uses the TO clause in an action and any
preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• – A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
– If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.
If no SET TO clause has been coded, Endevor retrieves the required information from the FROM clause coded for this
action. Environment must be coded first in TO.

• Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be either one of the
following:

•STAGE ID
Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.

STAGE NUMBER
Enter 1 or 2.

Remember that you cannot use a name-mask with a TO field name. Enter a different Element name if you want to change
the Element name specified (that is, the archived Element name) in the RESTORE ELEMENT clause. If you do not enter
an Element name here, Endevor uses the archived Element name.

• You can enter a new Element name only if a full Element name was coded in the RESTORE ELEMENT clause; that is,
if you have not used a name-mask.

• If you enter an Element name here, you cannot use the THROUGH clause.
• If you want to code a different Element name, you must do so in the RESTORE statement. The SET TO MEMBER

clause does not apply to this action.
WHEREUse WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in an
action and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• – A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
– If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these values.

• WHERE CCID  ccidLimits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a
name-mask in this field.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the
CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The following examples illustrate the use of this clause:
Example 1: WHERE CCID EQ PROJ__V

Example 2: WHERE CCID (PROJ__1, PROJ__2, PROJ__4)

WHERE ARCHIVE
Lets you select Elements that are based on the date and, optionally, time that an Element was archived.
WHERE ARCHIVE DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]

Tells Endevor to archive only those Elements with this date, and optionally, timestamp.
WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm]

Tells Endevor to archive all Elements with a date and, optionally, timestamp on or after the specified date
and timestamps.

WHERE ARCHIVE THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]
Tells Endevor to archive all Elements with a date and, optionally, timestamp earlier than and including the
specified date and timestamp.

WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]
THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm ]Tells Endevor to archive only those Elements with date, and
optionally, timestamps within the specified range.
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NOTE
If you enter a time, enter a date with it.

• OPTIONS
• CCID ccid/COMMENT comment-You can enter a 1- to 12-character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment.

CCIDs and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the RESTORE
action fails.When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a RESTORE action for an existing Element, Endevor uses
this CCID and/or comment to:

• – Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is run. Endevor
writes this comment to the Master Control File replacing the comment for that Element. Endevor does not set these
fields if you code BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR.

– Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields. Endevor sets the source, source delta, and RETRIEVE CCID
and/or COMMENT fields that are based on the archive data set.

Endevor sets the source, source delta, and RETRIEVE CCID and/or COMMENT fields based on the archive data set.

NEW VERSION version
Tells Endevor to assign the specific version number to the Element. Acceptable values are 1-99. If the Element
exists at the target location or at a location up the mapped route, the RESTORE action fails.

BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR
Tells Endevor not to execute the generate Processor after restoring the Element.

PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name
Tells Endevor which Processor group to associate with the restored Element. The keywords PROCESSOR
GROUP EQ and BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR are mutually exclusive (you can code one or the other). If
both are coded, the default BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR is used.

RETAIN GENERATE HISTORY
Retain the Master Control File last generate information. This option when used with the Transfer to Archive
action can be useful when converting Elements to a new delta type.

Example: Restore SCL

This SCL restores all COBOL Elements from the archive file that is associated with the ARCHIN DD statement that you
specify in the execution JCL.

RESTORE ELEMENT '*'

  FROM FILE ARCHIN

        ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'  

        SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'    

        SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS' 

        TYPE 'COBOL'    

        STAGE NUMBER 1  

  TO        ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'  

        SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'    

        SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS' 

        TYPE 'COBOL'    

        STAGE NUMBER 1  

  OPTIONS   CCID REQ344145  

        COMMENT 'ARCHIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM PROGRAMS'  .

How Restore Processing Works

Learn how Restore processing works, where, if an Element is present, no action is taken, but if missing, the element is
fully restored to specified location.
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The processing sequence for the Restore action follows:

1. Endevor determines whether the Element is present in the Stage indicated. If the Element exists in that Stage, the
Restore action fails.

2. Restores the Element, if it is not present, to the specified location (Environment, Stage, System, Subsystem, and
Type). This step includes:
– Restoring all base and delta levels for the Element.
– Copying the Element definition to the Master Control File.
– Restoring component lists, if present.
If you use the NEW VERSION option, Endevor assigns the new version number to the restored Element. Otherwise,
the Element retains its version number from the file.

3. Updates the Master Control File.
4. Continues based on the value in the BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR field. If the value in this field is Y, Endevor

does not generate the Element.
If the value in this field is N, Endevor:
– Determines the Processor group to use. It then executes the generate Processor in that group if one has been

specified.

NOTE
If you are performing multiple Element restores, all Elements are restored before the generate Processors
are executed.

– Reads the Type definition for a source output library specification, then writes a copy of the current level of the
Element to that library. If EXPAND INCLUDES = Y, Endevor expands INCLUDE statements in the source. After the
generate Processor has been run for the Element, Endevor updates the information in the Master Control File.

5. Updates the Master Control File after the RESTORE action is successfully completed.

How to Allocate Data Sets for Large Elements

Use the C1WORK01-C1WORK06 DD statements to override the dynamic allocation of data sets for larger elements, and
rerun the Transfer or Restore action.

When you use the C1BM3000 utility to Transfer or Restore an Element, the data sets are dynamically allocated to process
data. The dynamically allocated data sets may not be sufficient, if a large Element is transferred, and the System abort
B37 error may occur. In this case, you can use the C1WORK01 -- C1WORK06 DD statements to override the standard
dynamic allocation of data sets, and run the Transfer or Restore action again. These DD statements override the following
records during the Transfer or Restore actions:

• C1WORK01 -- Merged configuration records
• C1WORK02 -- Configuration delta records
• C1WORK03 -- Configuration base records
• C1WORK04 -- Merged Element records
• C1WORK05 -- Element delta records
• C1WORK06 -- Element base records

You can code any or all previous DD statements. If you code one C1WORK DD statement, then it overrides the equivalent
dynamic allocation of data sets. For example, if a large Element is transferred the regular dynamic allocation of data sets
may not be sufficient for storing Element base, Element delta, and merger Element records. In this case, you can code the
C1WORK04, C1WORK05 and C1WORK06 statements to override the dynamic allocation of data sets.

A sample JCL illustrating how to code these DD statements is shown as follows:

//STEP1     EXEC PGM=C1BM3000,PARM='SCLIN,MSGOUT1,,MSGOUT2'

//MSGOUT1   DD  SYSOUT=A
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//MSGOUT2   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SCLIN     DD  *

//ARC       DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=ARCHIVE.DATASET

//C1WORK04  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)),

//              DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=5000,BLKSIZE=6233)

//C1WORK05  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)),

//              DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=5000,BLKSIZE=6233)

//C1WORK06  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)),

//              DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=5000,BLKSIZE=6233)

//BSTIPT01  DD  *

Retrieve Statement
Learn about how the Endevor RETRIEVE statement lists clauses and the specific syntax that is mandatory in order to
copy an Element to a user data set.

The RETRIEVE statement copies an Element to a user data set.

├── RETrieve ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                                     └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                       └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─ FROm ─────────────────────────►

   └─ VERsion ─ version ─┘ └─ LEVel ─ level ─┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬─ TO ──────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   │ └─ DDName ─┘                                       │

   ├─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─┤

   │                         └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘ │

   └─ PATH ─ usspath ─ USSFILE ─ filename ──────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                 └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────────┤

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────┤

                  ├─ COMment ─ comment ─┤

                  ├─ REPlace member ────┤

                  ├─ NO SIGNOut ────────┤

                  ├─ EXPand include ────┤

                  ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ──┤

                  └─┬─ SEArch ◄ ─┬──────┘

                    └─ NOSearch ─┘

Expansion of CCID
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                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                     ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQual ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ──────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ─────┘

RETRIEVE ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the name of the Elements to be retrieved. You can specify the Element name using a name-mask,
unless you want to retrieve a specific level of the Element.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be retrieved, beginning with the Element coded in the RETRIEVE
ELEMENT statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the Element name.
If you use the THROUGH clause, you cannot enter a member name in the TO clause or a different level in the
LEVEL clause.

VERSION version LEVEL level
Indicates the version and level number that you want to retrieve. Code a full Element name if you want to indicate
a version level. You cannot enter this clause if you use the THROUGH clause. Acceptable version numbers
are 1-99. Acceptable level numbers are 00-99. By default, information for the current version level is retrieved.
VERSION and LEVEL must be specified together. If you enter this clause, you cannot use the THROUGH clause.

• FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name

• SYSTEM system-name

• SUBSYSTEM subsys-name

• TYPE type-name

• STAGE stage-id

STAGE NUMBER stage-no
The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being retrieved. Endevor uses the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• – A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
– If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these values.

Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit. You can use a
name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be one of the following options:

•STAGE ID
Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.

STAGE NUMBER
1 or 2.

If you use a name-mask with the Stage, Endevor begins searching for the specified Element in Stage 1 of the current
Environment, and retrieves the first Element that matches the specified Element name, regardless of its location,
version, or level.

If the Element is sourceless, the source is retrieved from the next sourced Element found up the map. You get a warning
message if the last level timestamp on the retrieved Element is not the same as the sourceless Element.
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• TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name

• DSNAME dataset-name

• MEMBER member-name

• PATH usspath

USSFILE filename

NOTE

The TO FILE | DDNAME clause is not supported when coding this Element action in a Package; you
must use the TO DSNAME clause in this case.

The TO clause indicates where the Element is being retrieved. Endevor uses both the TO clause in an action and
any preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• – A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
– If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

Enter a FILE, DDNAME, DSNAME or PATH with USSFILE (enter one). If you enter a FILE or DDNAME,
code the appropriate JCL.

Enter a member name if it differs from the Element name that is specified in the RETRIEVE ELEMENT clause. Remember
that you cannot use a name-mask with a TO field name.

If you do not enter a member name, Endevor assumes that the Element name and member name are the same. If you
code a member name:

• The RETRIEVE ELEMENT clause must contain a fully qualified Element name.
• You cannot use the THROUGH clause.

The SET TO MEMBER clause does not apply to the RETRIEVE action.
• PATH

The USS directory to which you want to retrieve the Element. This has a maximum of 768 characters.
• USSFILE

The name of the file for the retrieved Element. The file name has a maximum of 255 characters.
• WHEREUse WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses both the WHERE clause in an

action and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.
A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these values.

• WHERE CCID OF ccid Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a
name-mask in this field.

CURRENT
Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the Master Control File to find a specified CCIDs. Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified CCIDs. If you
have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified CCIDs. If the Element
is sourceless, the source Element delta level CCID checks are not done.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.

To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the
CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if necessary. The
following examples illustrate the use of this clause:

Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ__1, PROJ__2, PROJ__4)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ__V)
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WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP group name:
Lets you select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask when specifying
the Processor group name.
To select Elements identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct Processor
group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with commas. The
Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary. The following examples illustrate the use of this
clause.
Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV)

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify action requests.

CCID ccid/COMMENT comment
You can enter a 1- to 12-character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment. CCIDs and/or comments may be
required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the RETRIEVE action fails.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a RETRIEVE action for an existing Element, Endevor uses this
CCID and /or comment to set the RETRIEVE CCID and/or COMMENT fields.

REPLACE MEMBER
If you retrieve an Element to a library, Endevor checks to see whether that Element is currently in the library. By
default, if this condition exists, the request is rejected. The REPLACE MEMBER option, however, enables you
to replace the member currently in the library with the retrieved Element. Specify this option when you want to
replace the existing member in the library.

NO SIGNOUT
NO SIGNOUT enables the Element to be retrieved without signing it out; that is, if you select this option, the
Element is not signed out to your user ID. This option enables another user to retrieve the Element while you are
working with it.
Similarly, if you want to use an Element currently signed out to another user, you can retrieve a copy of it if that
user has selected the NO SIGNOUT option.
If you use NO SIGNOUT, any CCIDS and comments are ignored. The Master Control File is not updated.
The administrator activates the signin/signout option for each system. If signin/signout is not in effect for a system,
the signout user ID is updated depending on NO SIGNOUT value.
If signin/signout is in effect for a system and an element sign out ID contains a blank value, the signout user ID
will be updated depending on the NO SIGNOUT flag regardless of the OVERRIDE SIGNOUT flag.
If signin/signout is in effect for a system and an element is signed out to someone else, the signout user ID will be
updated only in case when OVERRIDE SIGNOUT=YES and NO SIGNOUT=NO.

EXPAND INCLUDESI
ndicates that INCLUDE statements should be expanded when the Element is copied to the external data set.
In addition, the Type definition for this Element must specify an INCLUDE library.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, code this option to perform this action. Use
OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes that are made by another user.

SEARCH/NOSEARCH
Tells Endevor to look for the Element to be retrieved along the map, if it is not in the current Environment. The
default is SEARCH.
Code NOSEARCH to restrict Endevor search to the current Environment.

Example: Retrieve SCL

This SCL retrieves Payroll program "PAYRPT23." The map is searched if the program is not found at Stage 1.

RETRIEVE ELEMENT 'PAYRPT23'

  FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'
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    SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'    

    SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS' 

    TYPE 'COBOL'    

    STAGE 1 

  TO    DSNAME 'PAYROLL.SRCLIB' MEMBER 'PAYRPT31'   

  OPTIONS CCID REQ#43_24

    COMMENT 'RETRIEVE THE FICA TAX REPORTING PROGRAM'   

    SEARCH  

    REPLACE MEMBER .    

Signin Statement
The Signin statement is an Endevor SCL statement that enables you to sign in an element or a range of elements, with or
without the use of a name-mask.

►►─ SIGnin ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ────►

                                   └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                     └─ THRu ────┘

 ►─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ─┬──────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                 └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬───────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ────┤

                  ├─ SIGNOut TO ─ userid ─┤

                  └─┬─ NOSearch ◄ ─┬──────┘

                    └─ SEArch ─────┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

SIGNIN ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Elements to be signed in. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.
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THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be signed in, beginning with the Element coded in the SIGNIN
ELEMENT statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use a name-
mask with the Element name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name
STAGE stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being signed in. Endevor uses both the FROM clause in
an action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.
A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these values.
Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit. You can
use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be either one of the
following:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
STAGE NUMBER

Enter 1 or 2.
If you use a name-mask with the Stage, Endevor begins searching for the specified Elements in Stage 1 of the
current Environment, and signs in the first Element that matches the specified Element name, regardless of its
location, version, or level.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses both the WHERE clause in an
action and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values:
WHERE CCID OF ccid

Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-
mask in this field.

CURRENT
Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs.
Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified
CCIDs. If you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified
CCIDs. If the Element is sourceless, the source Element delta level CCID checks are not done.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field. To select Elements that
are identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the CCIDs with
parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The following examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ__1, PROJ__2, PROJ__4)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ__V)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP group name
Lets you select Elements according to a specified Processor group. You can use a name-mask when
specifying the Processor group name.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple
distinct Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating
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them with commas. The Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary. The following
examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV)

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify action requests.
OVERRIDE SIGNOUTIf the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, code this option to
perform this action. Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes that are made by
another user.
SIGNOUT TOEnables you to sign out or reassign an Element at either Stage to another user. If you have an
Element signed out to your user ID, you can use this option to reassign that Element to the other user.
SEARCH/NOSEARCHThe NOSEARCH option tells Endevor to restrict its search to the current Environment. The
default is NOSEARCH. Code SEARCH to tell Endevor to look for the Element to be signed in along the map, if it
is not in the current Environment.

Example: Signin SCL

This SCL signs in all COBOL Elements that begin with “PAYRPT*” at Stage 1 and are associated with CCID REQ#39934.

SIGNIN ELEMENT 'PAYRPT_'

FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'

SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS'

TYPE 'COBOL'

STAGE NUMBER 1

WHERE CCID OF CURRENT = REQ#39934.

Transfer Statement
The TRANSFER statement can transfer an Element from one Endevor location to another, or to an archive data set, or
from an archive/unload data set to Endevor.

There are three types of transfers:

• Endevor to Endevor transfers Elements from one Endevor location to another.
• Endevor to an archive data set transfers Elements from Endevor to an archive data set.
• Archive/unload data set to Endevor transfers Elements from an archive data set or an unload tape to Endevor.

The TRANSFER action is available in batch only. If the Elements have been transferred to an archive data set, the COPY,
LIST, and RESTORE actions can be executed against that data set.

Sourceless Elements cannot be transferred. When an attempt to transfer an explicitly specified sourceless Element is
encountered, the action fails. If a sourceless Element is encountered during wildcard expansion, the Element is skipped
and a warning message is issued.

When the Element being transferred has a sourceless Element downstream from the source and the target location is not
upstream or is being transferred downstream before the sourceless Element, and no other instance of a sourced Element
exists upstream, while the action has the delete source option on, the action fails. This check is performed before any
source management activities occur. If no source exists upstream for a sourceless Element, this would make it impossible
to regenerate that Element since the source no longer exists.

NOTE

When you use the C1BM3000 utility to Transfer or Restore an Element, the data sets are dynamically allocated
to process data. The dynamically allocated data sets may not be sufficient, if a large Element is transferred,
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and the System abort B37 error may occur. For more information about how to allocate data sets, see How to
Allocate Data Sets for Large Elements.

Transfer from Endevor to Endevor Statement

Learn about the TRANSFER FROM Endevor TO Endevor statement which describes transferring Elements from one
location to another, including detailed examples.

The TRANSFER FROM Endevor TO Endevor statement transfers Elements from one Endevor location to another.

►►─ TRAnsfer ELEment ─ element-name ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────►

                                     └─ VERsion ─ version ─┘ 

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ─┤ DEF ├────────►

   └─ LEVel ─ level ─┘ └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                         └─ THRU ────┘ 

 ►─ TO ─┤ DEF ├─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────►

                └─ ELEment ─ element-name ─┘ └─ WHEre ─┬──────────┬─┘

                                                       ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                                                       └─┤ PRO ├──┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────►◄

   └─ OPTION ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

              ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ COMment ─ comment ─────────────────────────┤

              ├─ NEW VERsion ─ version ─────────────────────┤

              ├─ IGNore generate failed ────────────────────┤

              ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ──────────────────────────┤

              ├─ WITh HIStory ──────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ SYNchronize ───────────────────────────────┤

              ├─┬─ BYPass GENerate PROcessor ─────────────┬─┤

              │ └─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ group-name ─┘ │

              │                     └─ = ──┘                │

              ├─┬─ BYPass ELEment DELete ─────────┬─────────┤

              │ └─ BYPass DELete PROcessor ───────┘         │

              │ └─ BYPass DUPLICATE output check ─┘         │        

              └─┬─ SIGnin ◄ ────────────┬───────────────────┘

                ├─ RETain SIGNOut ──────┤

                └─ SIGNOut TO ─ userid ─┘

Expansion of DEF

├── ENVIronment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ────────────────────► 

 ►─ SUBSYStem ─ Subsystem-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ────────────────────────────► 

 ►─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO
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                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤

                     └─ = ──┘

TRANSFER ELEMENT element-name

Identifies the Elements to be transferred. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In addition,
you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

• VERSION version LEVEL level

Indicates the version and level number you want to transfer. If you want to indicate a version and level, code a full Element
name. If you use the THROUGH clause, you cannot enter this clause i Acceptable Version numbers are 1-99. Acceptable
Level numbers are 00-99. VERSION and LEVEL must be specified together.

If you do not specify a VERSION LEVEL clause, the TRANSFER action transfers all levels to the target location. If you
specify this clause, only the VERSION LEVEL you indicate gets transferred.

If the specified VERSION LEVEL is not the current level, the generate Processor executes at the target location,
regardless of the Processor group definition setting.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name

Indicates a range of Elements for transfer. The range begins with the Element coded in the TRANSFER ELEMENT
statement, up to and including the Element specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with the Element name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name
SYSTEM system-name
SUBSYSTEM subsys-name
TYPE type-name
STAGE stage-id
STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being transferred. Endevor uses both the FROM clause in an
action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these values.

Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit. You can use a
name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be either one of the following:

• STAGE ID-Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
• STAGE NUMBER-Enter 1 or 2.

TO ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE stage-id STAGE

 NUMBER stage-no ELEMENT element-name 

The TO clause indicates where the Element is being transferred. Endevor uses both the TO clause in an action and any
preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.
• If no SET TO clause has been coded or is fully wildcarded and the TO clause System, Subsystem, Type, or Element

fields are not coded or are fully wildcarded, these fields default to the corresponding values coded in the FROM clause.
• The target environment value must be explicitly coded in the TO clause or SET TO clause. Partial wildcarding and

name masking are not allowed for the Environment field.

The Stage specification can be either one of the following:
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• STAGE ID -- Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
• STAGE NUMBER -- Enter either 1 or 2.

Enter a different Element name if you want to change the Element name specified in the TRANSFER ELEMENT clause. If
you do not enter an Element name here, Endevor assigns the FROM location Element name.

• You can enter a new Element name only if a full Element name was coded in the TRANSFER ELEMENT clause; that
is, if you have not used a name-mask.

• If you want to code a different Element name, you must do so in the TRANSFER statement; the SET TO MEMBER
clause does not apply to this action.

WHERE

Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses both the WHERE clause in an action and
any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these values.

WHERE CCID OF ccid -Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a
name-mask in this field.

CURRENT-
Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCID(s). This is
the default.

ALL-
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified CCID(s). If
you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified CCID(s).

RETRIEVE-
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File's RETRIEVE CCID field.

If you need to select Elements identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the
CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if necessary.

The following examples illustrate the use of this clause.

Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ__1, PROJ__2, PROJ__4)

Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ___)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP  group name -This clause allows you to select Elements according to a specified
Processor group. You can use a name-mask when specifying the Processor group name.

If you need to select Elements identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with commas. The
Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary.

The following examples illustrate the use of this clause.

Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COB_)

OPTIONS

OPTIONS clauses allow you to further specify action requests.

CCID ccid/COMMENT comment -You can enter a 1- to 12-character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment.

CCIDs and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the TRANSFER action
fails.
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When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action, Endevor updates CCID and/or COMMENT fields
differently, depending on whether you specify the TRANSFER request without history, with history, or with synchronization.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action without history, Endevor uses this CCID and/or
comment to:

• Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is run.
• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.

Endevor also:

• Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Sets the current source CCID and /or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
• Sets the source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their last delta value in the previous Stage.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action using the WITH HISTORY option, Endevor uses the
CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is run.
• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.

Endevor also:

• Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Sets the current source CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
• Moves source delta CCIDs and COMMENTs with their respective delta levels.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action using the SYNCHRONIZE option, Endevor uses this
CCID and/or comment to:

• Clear the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Set the current source CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
• Set the source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value at the target of the transfer, with a sync flag.

If you use BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR, the TRANSFER action will not  set the generate or component list delta
CCID and/or COMMENT field.

NEW VERSION version-By default, the version number of the FROM location Element-at the time it is transferred-is
assigned to the TO location Element. Use this option to assign a different version number to the TO location Element;
simply enter the number (1-99) inclusive, leading zeros optional) that you want to use.

Endevor allows only one version of an Element at each location. Therefore, if the Element currently exists at the target
location, you cannot update it with another version. For example, if you try to transfer Version 2 of an Element to a target
location that already has an existing Version 1, you must archive or delete the current Version 1 before you transfer the
Version 2. If the Element exists at the target location or at a location up the mapped route, the TRANSFER action fails.

IGNORE GENERATE FAILED-This option applies to the *FAILED* flag previously set for the Element. If the TRANSFER
action is unsuccessful, you receive a message indicating that "the generate failed." Processing for the action normally is
terminated at this point.

If you enter this option, however, you can perform the action whether or not the Element was previously generated or
moved successfully.

BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR-Select this option if you do not want the generate/move Processor (depending on
the Processor group option chosen) executed for the Element.

PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name-Select this option to specify a predefined group of Processors. If you do not
specify a Processor group, Endevor defaults to the Processor group last used for this Element. However, the keywords
PROCESSOR GROUP EQ and BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR are mutually exclusive (you can code one or the
other). If both are coded, the default BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR is used.
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If the FROM Element is associated with a Processor group that does not specify BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR, the
Processor group may be overridden with the Processor group clause. Otherwise, a message will be issued saying that the
Processor group cannot be overridden.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT-If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, you must code this option in
order to perform the this action. Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes made by another
user.

BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE-This option tells Endevor to retain the Element in the FROM location after it is transferred.
When you select this option, the delete Processor is also bypassed.

BYPASS DELETE PROCESSOR-If you select this option, Endevor does not execute the delete Processor.

BYPASS DUPLICATE OUTPUT CHECK–Enabling this option will bypass the check for duplicate processor output on this
transfer action even though the System definition has the Duplicate Processor Output Type check turned on. Message
“IMGR255E REG. ERROR: ELM EXISTS W/SAME PROC GRP O/P TYPE (COPY) AT” will not be generated.

WITH HISTORY-The WITH HISTORY option preserves source Element change history. If you request TRANSFER WITH
HISTORY, Endevor first ensures that the current level of the target Element is the same as the base level of the source
Element. It then transfers all levels of the Element from source to target, appending the source change history to the
target change history.

If you do not code this option, Endevor transfers the Element(s) without history. When you transfer the Element without
history Endevor searches through the Element levels at the source location to find a matching level at the target location.
Endevor then compares the two and creates a new level at the target location that reflects the differences.

If the base level of the source Element differs from the current level at the target, the TRANSFER fails unless you code
the SYNCHRONIZE option.

NOTE

The WITH HISTORY option marks the element change levels with an “H” flag, indicating which ones were
created with the History option. The H indicator is visible in the SYNC column shown in the Summary of Levels
section on the Element Browse, History, Changes, and Summary of Levels panels in the Endevor foreground
interface and in Quick Edit.

The SYNCHRONIZE option compensates for differences between the base level of a source Element and the current
level of a target Element. Endevor attempts to find a sync level between the source and target Elements beginning with
the first level of the source and works forward through the deltas. If Endevor finds a sync level, it compares the two and
creates a new level at the target that reflects the differences. If Endevor cannot find a sync level and you specify SYNC,
Endevor issues an out of sync message. Endevor then compares the last level of the source and last level of the target,
and creates a new level at the target that reflects the differences. When moving with history, if the sync point is found,
Endevor moves the Element from the FROM location to the TO location, appending the FROM location delta levels after
the sync-point Element. If the two levels are different, and SYNC is specified, Endevor first creates a sync level at the
target reflecting the differences between the base level of the FROM Element and the target , then moves the Element to
the TO location and appends the FROM location delta levels to the target.

SIGNIN-This option tells Endevor to sign in all Elements at the target Stage after successfully completing the move. Use
this option to override SET OPTION RETAIN SIGNOUT or SET OPTION SIGNOUT TO clauses.

RETAIN SIGNOUT-This option tells Endevor to retain the source location signouts for all Elements at the target location.
This option applies only if the Element was signed out at the source before the TRANSFER.

• If the Element was signed out at the source before the TRANSFER, it will be signed out to that same ID-at the target-
after the TRANSFER.

• If the Element was not signed out at the source before the TRANSFER, it will not be signed out at the target after the
TRANSFER.

• If you do not use this option, the Element at the target location is not signed out, regardless of whether it was signed
out at the target before the TRANSFER took place.
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SIGNOUT TO userid-This option tells Endevor to sign all Elements out to the specified user ID at the target Stage.

Transfer from Endevor TO Archive Data Set Statement

Learn about the TRANSFER from Endevor TO ARCHIVE DATA SET statement which describes how you can transfer
Elements from Endevor to an archive data set.

Sourceless Elements cannot be transferred to an archive data set. When an attempt to transfer an explicitly specified
sourceless Element is encountered, the action fails. If a sourceless Element is encountered during wildcard expansion,
the Element is skipped and a warning message is issued.

When the action has the delete source option on, it fails if the action’s source Element has a sourceless Element
downstream and no sourced Element upstream from itself. The action fails before any source management activities.

►►─ TRAnsfer ELEment ─ element-name ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────►

                                     └─ VERsion ─ version ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ FROm ─┤ DEF ├────────►

   └─ LEVel ─ level ─┘ └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                         └─ THRU ────┘

 ►─ TO ─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

        └─ DDName ─┘           └─ WHEre ─┬──────────┬─┘

                                         ├─┤ CCID ├─┤

                                         └─┤ PRO ├──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTION ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

              ├─ CCId ─ ccid ─────────────────┤

              ├─ COMment ─ comment ───────────┤

              ├─ IGNore generate failed ──────┤

              ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ────────────┤

              └─┬─ BYPass ELEment DELete ───┬─┘

                └─ BYPass DELete PROcessor ─┘

Expansion of DEF

├── ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ────────────────────►

 ►─ SUBSYStem ─ Subsystem-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

Expansion of PRO

                                  ┌─ , ──────────┐

├── PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ group name ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────┤
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                     └─ = ──┘

TRANSFER ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Element(s) to be transferred. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

VERSION
Identifies the version (1-99) of the Element you want to transfer. If you use this clause you must specify a full
Element name.

LEVEL
Identifies the level (00-99) of the Element you want to transfer. If you use the LEVEL clause you:

• Cannot use the THROUGH clause.
• Must specify a full Element name.

If you do not specify a LEVEL clause, the Transfer action transfers all levels to the target location. If you specify
this clause, Endevor only transfers the level you indicate.
If the specified level is not the current level, the execution of the generate Processor at the target location is
forced, regardless of the setting specified by the Processor group definition.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be transferred, beginning with the Element coded in the TRANSFER
ELEMENT statement, up to and including the Element specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with
the Element name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name
STAGE stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being transferred. Endevor uses both the FROM clause in
an action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.
NOTE
For more information, see the description of the SET FROM statement in SCL Statements.

• You must specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be
explicit. You can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can
be either one of the following:

STAGE ID
Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.

STAGE NUMBER
1 or 2.

TO FILE (DDNAME) dd-name
The TO clause indicates the file or DDname to which the Element is being transferred. Endevor uses both
the TO clause in an action and any preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these

values.

NOTE
The DCB must specify variable blocked records (RECFM=VB), and the DSORG should be PS.
The minimum LRECL should be 2940 or the TYPE-LENGTH plus (+) 14, whichever is greater.
When archiving to disk, the recommended block size is one-half a track and the recommended
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LRECL is one-half a track minus (-) 4 unless the previous rule requires a bigger LRECL/
BLKSIZE. When archiving to tape, we recommend a 32760 block size and a 32756 LRECL.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses both the WHERE clause in an
action and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.

WHERE CCID OF ccid
Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in this
field.
CURRENT

Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCID(s).
This is the default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified
CCID(s). If you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified
CCID(s).

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.
If you need to select Elements identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by
enclosing the CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over
multiple lines if necessary.

The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJV)

WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP group name -- This clause allows you to select Elements according to a specified
Processor group. You can use a name-mask when specifying the Processor group name.
If you need to select Elements identified under more than one Processor group, you can specify multiple distinct
Processor group selectors by enclosing the Processor groups with parentheses and separating them with
commas. The Processor groups may extend over multiple lines if necessary.
The next examples illustrate the use of this clause
Example 1: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBVS, COBII)

Example 2: WHERE PROCESSOR GROUP (COBV)

OPTIONS
OPTIONS clauses allow you to further specify action requests.

CCID ccid/COMMENT comment
You can enter a 1- to 12-character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment. CCIDs and/or comments
may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the TRANSFER action fails.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action, Endevor updates CCID and/or
COMMENT fields differently depending on whether you specify the TRANSFER request without history,
with history, or with synchronization.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action without history, Endevor uses this
CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is
run.

• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Endevor also:
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– Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
– Sets the source CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
– Sets the source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their last delta value in the previous

Stage.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action using the WITH HISTORY option,
Endevor uses this CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is
run.

• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Endevor also:

– Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
– Sets the source CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
– Moves source delta CCIDs and COMMENTS with their respective delta levels.

NOTE
The With History action option marks the Element change levels with an H flag, indicating
which ones were created with the with History option. The H indicator appears in the SYNC
column in the Summary of Levels section on the Element Browse, History, Changes, and
Summary of Levels panels in the Endevor foreground interface and in Quick Edit. The H
indicator is also shown in batch Print output.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action using the SYNCHRONIZE option,
Endevor uses this CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Set the source CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
• Set the source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value at the target of the TRANSFER

with a sync flag.

BYPASS ELEMENT DELETE
Tells Endevor to retain the Element in the FROM location after it is transferred. When you select this option, the
delete Processor is also bypassed.

BYPASS DELETE PROCESSOR
If you select this option, Endevor does not execute the delete Processor.

IGNORE GENERATE FAILED
Applies to the *FAILED* flag previously set for the Element. If the TRANSFER action is unsuccessful, you receive
a message indicating that "the generate failed." Processing for the action normally is terminated at this point.
If you enter this option, however, you can perform the action whether or not the Element was previously generated
or moved successfully.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, you must code this option in order to perform
this action. Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes made by another user.

Transfer From Archive Data Set or Unload Tape to Endevor Statement

Learn about the TRANSFER FROM ARCHIVE/UNLOAD DATA SET TO ENDEVOR statement which transfers elements
from an archive data set or an unload tape to Endevor.

Sourceless Elements cannot be transferred in from an unload tape.

►►─ TRAnsfer ELEment ─ element-name ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────►

                                     └─ VERsion ─ version ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ LEVel ─ level ─┘ └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                         └─ THRU ────┘

 ►─ FROm ─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ─┤ DEF ├──────────────────────────────────────►

          └─ DDName ─┘                    

 ►─ TO ─┤ DEF ├─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────►

                └─ ELEment ─ element-name ─┘ └─ WHEre ─┬────────────┬─┘

                                                       ├─┤CCID   ├──┤

                                                       └─┤ARCHIVE├──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────►◄

   └─ OPTION ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

              ├─ CCId ─ ccid ───────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ COMment ─ comment ─────────────────────────┤

              ├─ NEW VERsion ─ version ─────────────────────┤

              ├─ IGNore generate failed ────────────────────┤

              ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ──────────────────────────┤

              ├─ WITh HIStory ──────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ SYNchronize ───────────────────────────────┤

              ├─┬─ BYPass GENerate PROcessor ─────────────┬─┤

              │ └─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ group-name ─┘ │

              │                     └─ = ──┘                │

              ├─┬─ BYPass ELEment DELete ───┬───────────────┤

              │ └─ BYPass DELete PROcessor ─┘               │

              └─┬─ SIGnin ◄ ────────────┬───────────────────┘

                ├─ RETain SIGNOut ──────┤

                └─ SIGNOut TO ─ userid ─┘

Expansion of DEF

├── ENVIronment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ────────────────────►

 ►─ SUBSYStem ─ Subsystem-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─────────────────┬───────────┬────────── ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

                          ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                          └─ = ───────┘ 

Expansion of ARCHIVE

├─ ARChive ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

            ├──── DATe mm/dd/yy [TIMe hh:mm] ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

            └─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────────┬┘

              └ FROm DATe mm/dd/yy [TIMe hh:mm] ┘ └ THRough DATe mm/dd/yy [TIMe hh:mm] ┘

TRANSFER ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Elements to be transferred. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name. In
addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

VERSION
Identifies the version (1-99) of the Element you want to transfer. If you use this clause, specify a full Element
name.
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LEVEL
Identifies the level (00-99) of the Element you want to transfer. If you use the LEVEL clause you:

• Cannot use the THROUGH clause.
• Must specify a full Element name.

If you do not specify a LEVEL clause, the Transfer action transfers all levels to the target location. If you specify
this clause, Endevor only transfers the level that you indicate.
If the specified level is not the current level, the execution of the generate Processor at the target location is
forced, regardless of the setting that is specified by the Processor group definition.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be transferred, beginning with the Element coded in the TRANSFER
ELEMENT statement, up to and including the Element that is specified in this statement. You can use name ask
with the Element name.

FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-
name TYPE type-name STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element to be transferred. Endevor uses both the FROM clause in
an action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that ction.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

Code a FILE or DDNAME for this request, indicating the archive data set from which the Element is being
transferred. Enter this information first when coding the syntax.
Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage number (either 1 or 2). The Environment name
must be explicit. You can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, and Type names, and the Stage
number.
Entering a site ID is optional. This field further defines the location of the Element being transferred.

TO ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name STAGE
stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no ELEMENT element-name

The TO clause indicates the Endevor location to which the Element is being transferred. Endevor uses the TO
clause in an action and any preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

If no SET TO clause has been coded or is fully wildcarded and the TO clause System, Subsystem, Type, or
Element fields are not coded or are fully wildcarded, these fields will default to the corresponding values coded in
the FROM clause.

NOTE

The target Environment values must be explicitly coded in the TO clause or SET TO clause. Partial
wildcarding and name-masking are not allowed for TO clause target Environment fields.

Specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Stage specification can be either one of the
following:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
STAGE NUMBER

1 or 2.
Remember that you cannot use a name-mask with a TO field location. Enter a different Element name if you
want to change the Element name that is specified in the TRANSFER ELEMENT clause. If you do not enter an
Element name here, Endevor uses the archived Element name.
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• You can enter a new Element name only if a full Element name was coded in the TRANSFER ELEMENT
clause; that is, if you have not used a name-mask.

• If you want to code a different Element name, you must do so in the TRANSFER statement; the SET TO
MEMBER clause does not apply to this action.

WHERE
Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses both the WHERE clause in an
action and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.
• WHERE CCID ccid

Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-mask in
this field.
To select Elements identified under more than one CCID, you can specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the
CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs may extend over multiple lines if
necessary.
The next example illustrates the use of this clause.
WHERE CCID EQ (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

• WHERE ARCHIVE
This clause allows you to select Elements based on the date and, optionally, time that an Element was
archived.

WHERE ARCHIVE DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm]
This clause tells Endevor to transfer only those Elements with this date, and optionally, this timestamp.

WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm]
This clause tells Endevor to transfer all Elements with a date and, optionally, a timestamp on or after the
specified date and timestamps.

WHERE ARCHIVE THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm]
This clause tells Endevor to transfer all Elements with a date and, optionally, a timestamp earlier than and
including the specified date and timestamp.

WHERE ARCHIVE FROM DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm] THROUGH DATE mm/dd/yy [TIME hh:mm]
This clause tells Endevor to transfer only those Elements with a date, and optionally, a timestamp within
the specified range. If you enter a time, enter the date with it.

OPTIONS
OPTIONS clauses let you further specify action requests.
CCID ccid/COMMENT comment

You can enter a 1- to 12-character CCID and/or a 1- to 40-character comment.
CCIDs and/or comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID and/or comment, the
TRANSFER action fails.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action, Endevor updates CCID and/or
COMMENT fields differently, depending on whether you specify the TRANSFER request without history,
with history, or with synchronization.
If you use the BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR option, the TRANSFER action does not set the
generate or component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action without history, Endevor uses this
CCID and/or comment to:
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• Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is
run.

• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Endevor also:
• Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Sets the source CCID and /or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
• Sets the source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their last delta value in the previous Stage.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER action using the WITH HISTORY option,
Endevor uses the CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the generate and component list delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields if the generate Processor is
run.

• Set the last action CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Endevor also:
• Clears the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Sets the source CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
• Moves source delta CCIDs and COMMENTs with their respective delta levels.

NOTE

Option History marks the element change levels with an “H” flag, indicating which ones were
created with the History option. This indicator appears next to the Sync or Consolidation flag
at the SYNC column. The indicators are visible when an element with a Browse, Change,
History, or Summary option is displayed.

When you specify a CCID and/or comment in a TRANSFER actionusing the SYNCHRONIZE option,
Endevor uses this CCID and/or comment to:

• Set the retrieve CCID and/or COMMENT fields.
• Set the source CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value in the previous Stage.
• Set the source delta CCID and/or COMMENT fields from their value at the target of the transfer, with a

sync flag.

NEW VERSION version
Use this option to assign a different version number to the TO location Element. Acceptable values are
1-99. Endevor allows only one version of an Element at each location. For example, if you try to transfer
Version 2 of an Element to a target location that already has an existing Version 1, archive or delete the
current Version 1 before you transfer the Version 2. If the Element exists at the target location or at a
location up the mapped route, the TRANSFER action fails.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element is signed out to another person, code this option to perform this action. Use OVERRIDE
SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes made by another user.

BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR
Use this option if you do not want the generate Processor executed for the Element. Otherwise, Endevor
looks for and executes the generate Processor for the Element when it is transferred.

PROCESSOR GROUP EQ/= group name
Select this option to specify a predefined group of Processors. If you do not specify a Processor group,
Endevor defaults to the Processor group last used for this Element. The keywords PROCESSOR GROUP
EQ and BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR are mutually exclusive (you can code one or the other). If
both are coded, the default BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR is used.
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WITH HISTORY
The WITH HISTORY option preserves source Element change history. If you request TRANSFER WITH
HISTORY, Endevor first ensures that the current level of the target Element is the same as the base level
of the source Element. It then transfers all levels of the Element from source to target, appending the
source change history to the target change history.
If you do not code this option, Endevor transfers the Element without history. When you transfer the
Element without history Endevor searches through the Element levels at the source location to find a
matching level at the target location. Endevor then compares the two and creates a level at the target
location that reflects the differences.
If the base level of the source Element differs from the current level at the target, the transfer fails unless
you code the SYNCHRONIZE option.

NOTE

The WITH HISTORY option marks the element change levels with an “H” flag, indicating which
ones were created with the History option. The H indicator is visible in the SYNC column shown
in the Summary of Levels section on the Element Browse, History, Changes, and Summary of
Levels panels in the Endevor foreground interface and in Quick Edit.

SYNCHRONIZE
When transferring either with or without history, the SYNCHRONIZE option compensates for differences
between the base level of a source Element and the current level of a target Element.
If these levels differ, the SYNCHRONIZE option tells Endevor to create a new level at the target that
reflects the differences. After creating the sync level, Endevor transfers the Elements, either with or
without history.

SIGNIN
This option tells Endevor to sign in all Elements at the target Stage. Use this option to override SET
OPTION RETAIN SIGNOUT or SET OPTION SIGNOUT TO clauses.

RETAIN SIGNOUT
This option tells Endevor to retain the source location signouts for all Elements at the target location. This
option applies only if the Element was signed out at the source before the TRANSFER.

• If the Element was signed out at the source before the TRANSFER, it will be signed out to that same
ID -- at the target -- after the TRANSFER.

• If the Element was not signed out at the source before the TRANSFER, it is not be signed out at the
target after the TRANSFER.

• If you do not use this option, the Element at the target location is not signed out, regardless of whether
it was signed out at the target before the TRANSFER took place.

SIGNOUT TO userid
This option tells Endevor to sign all Elements out to the specified user ID at the target Stage.

Example: Transfer SCL
This example SCL transfers all "PAYRPT*" COBOL Elements to the NEWREPRT Subsystem. All Element
history is retained, and the signout status can be overridden, if necessary.
TRANSFER ELEMENT 'PAYRPT'

FROM ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'

SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS'

TYPE 'COBOL'

STAGE NUMBER 1

TO ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'

SUBSYSTEM 'NEWREPRT'
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TYPE 'COBOL'

STAGE NUMBER 1

OPTIONS CCID REQ#4418

COMMENT 'MOVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM PROGRAMS'

WITHHISTORY

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT .

Update Statement
Learn about the Endevor UPDATE statement which updates an Element in the entry Stage, thereby creating a new level
for the Element in the entry Stage.

The entry Stage for the Environment is defined through the C1DEFLTS table. Elements are updated only if differences
exist between the incoming source in the FROM location and the target entry Stage source.

If the Element at the entry Stage is a sourceless Element, the sourced Element from up the map is fetched back before
the update. Before the fetch, Endevor checks the last level timestamps between the sourceless and sourced Elements. If
both are the same, the action continues. If not, the action fails. If the action fails, determine the corrective action.

      

├── UPDate ELEment ─ element-name ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                                   └─┬─ THRough ─┬─ element-name ─┘

                                     └─ THRu  ───┘

 ►─ FROm ─┬─┬─ FILe ───┬─ dd-name ──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

          │ └─ DDName ─┘                                        │

          ├─ DSName ─ dataset-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┤

          │                         └─ MEMber ─ member-name ──┘ │

          └─ PATH ─ usspath ─ USSFILE ─ filename ───────────────┘

 ►──TO ─ ENVironment ─ env-name ─ SYStem ─ sys-name ────────────────────────►

 ►─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ─────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ──┘

                  ├─ CCId ─ ccid ──────────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ COMment ─ comment ────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ DELete input source ──────────────────────────┤

                  ├─ OVErride SIGNOut ─────────────────────────────┤

                  ├─┬─ BYPass GENerate PROcessor ────────────────┬─┤

                  │ └─ PROcessor GROup ─┬─ EQual ─┬─ group name ─┘ │

                  │                     └─ = ─────┘                │

                  ├─ AUTogen ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────┤

                  │           ├─ SPAN NONe ───────┤                │

                  │           ├─ SPAN ALL ────────┤                │ 

                  │           ├─ SPAN SYStems ────┤                │ 

                  │           └─ SPAN Subsystems ─┘                │

                  ├─ FINgerprint ──────────────────────────────────┤ 

                  └─ SYNchronize ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────┘

                                  ├┬────────┬─ HIStory ─┤

                                  │└─ WITh ─┘           │ 

                                  └─ FINgerprint ───────┘

 ►─ .──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄      
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UPDATE ELEMENT element-name
Indicates the Element(s) to be updated. Code the required syntax and enter the appropriate Element name; up to
255 characters are allowed. In addition, you can use a name-mask with the Element name.

THROUGH (THRU) element-name
Indicates that a range of Elements should be updated, beginning with the Element coded in the UPDATE
ELEMENT statement, up to and including the Element specified in this statement. You can use a name-mask with
the Element name. If you use the THROUGH clause, however, you cannot enter a member name (in the FROM
clause).

NOTE
If you are working with a sequential file, the THROUGH clause is ignored.

FROM FILE (DDNAME) dd-name DSNAME dataset-name MEMBER member-name PATH usspath USSFILE
filename

The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being updated. Endevor uses both the FROM clause in
an action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the "from" criteria for that action.

• A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause, Endevor uses these

values.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of the SET FROM statement, in "SCL Statements".

You must enter a FILE, DDNAME, DSNAME, or PATH in conjunction with the USSFILE (enter one and only
one). If you enter a FILE or DDNAME, be sure the appropriate JCL is coded. Enter a member name (up to 255
characters) if it differs from the Element name specified in the UPDATE ELEMENT clause; you can use a name-
mask with this entry. If you do not enter a member name, Endevor assumes that the Element name and member
name are the same.

• You can enter a member name only if a full Element name has been coded in the UPDATE ELEMENT clause;
that is, if you have not used a name-mask.

• If you want to code a member name, you must do so in the UPDATE statement; the SET FROM clause does
not contain a member name entry. If you do enter a member name, you cannot enter a THROUGH clause.

• If you are working with a sequential file, the MEMBER clause is ignored
• PATH

The USS directory where the Element source file resides.
• USSFILE

The file in the USS directory that you want to put under the control of Endevor.

TO ENVIRONMENT env-name SYSTEM sys-name SUBSYSTEM subsys-name TYPE type-name
The TO clause indicates where the Element is being updated. Endevor uses both the TO clause in an action and
any preceding SET TO clause to determine the "to" criteria for that action.

• A TO clause in an action overrides values in a SET TO clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET TO clause contains values that are not included in the TO clause, Endevor uses these values.

You must specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, and Type. Remember that you cannot use a name-mask
with a TO field location.

OPTIONS
OPTIONS clauses allow you to further specify action requests.
CCID ccid COMMENT comment

You can enter a one- to twelve-character CCID, a one- to forty-character comment. CCIDs, or both.
CCIDs and comments may be required. If you do not provide a required CCID or comment, the UPDATE
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action fails. When you specify a CCID or comment in an UPDATE action for an existing Element, Endevor
uses this CCID or comment to:

• Set the source and source delta CCID or COMMENT fields, if the CCID or comment has changed.
• Set the generate CCID or COMMENT fields, if the generate Processor is run.
• Set the component list delta CCID or COMMENT fields, if running the generate Processor creates a

change.
• Set the last action CCID or COMMENT fields.

Endevor also clears the entry Stage retrieve CCID or COMMENT fields when you update an Element.
If you use the BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR, the UPDATE action will not set the generate or
component delta CCID or COMMENT fields.

DELETE INPUT SOURCE
After an Element has been successfully updated in Endevor, you can use this option to remove the
member from the library in which it originated. If you input a sequential file, this option deletes that file.

OVERRIDE SIGNOUT
If the Element has been signed out to a person other than yourself, you must code this option in order
to perform this action. Use OVERRIDE SIGNOUT with caution to avoid regressing changes made by
another user.

BYPASS GENERATE PROCESSOR
Use this option if you do not want the generate Processor executed for the Element. Otherwise, Endevor
looks for and executes the generate Processor for the Element when it is updated.

PROCESSOR GROUP group name
Use this option to specify a predefined named group of Processors. If you do not specify a Processor
group, Endevor defaults to the Processor group last used for this Element.

FINGERPRINT
Specifies the 16-digit fingerprint of the current source level of the Element. If the fingerprint does
not match the current source, the update action fails. If the Element does not exist at the requested
stage, map search is used to find the Element version to compare the fingerprint to. This is an optional
verification mechanism to ensure that the Endevor Element did not change between a retrieve and a
subsequent add or update.

SYNCHRONIZE
Resolves an Element out-of-sync condition. The condition is resolved by reorganizing the change levels
to change the base Element version to the latest source version of the next Element version on the logical
map path. The Element history is updated to compensate for any differences.
Use this option to tell Endevor that the Element is no longer out of sync when the source that is provided
for the Update action is the result of a manual merge of the current Element version and the next version
on the logical map path.
For more information about how the out-of-sync condition is resolved when using this option, see the
description of the SYNCHRONIZE option in the “Move Statement” article.
WITH HISTORY

When synchronizing the Element, keeps all the change levels. Otherwise only the latest source
level is preserved.

FINGERPRINT
Specifies the fingerprint of the latest source level of the next Element version on the logical map
path. If a fingerprint value is provided and does not match, the update action fails.

AUTOGEN | SPAN NONE| SPAN ALL | SPAN SYSTEMS | SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Applicable for Add, Update, and Generate actions in batch requests. This option cannot be used in Packages and
the option does not work if Bypass Generate Processor is set. The Global Type Sequencing batch processing
method must be enabled. Autogen only acts on components whose Types are listed in the Global Type
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Sequencing table. If the component's Type is not listed in the Global Type Sequencing table, the Autogen request
is ignored. In addition, your site must have purchased and activated the Endevor SCM Automated Configuration.
Autogen can be specified alone or with various Span keyword options. "Autogen Span" is not a valid option. Valid
options follow:
AUTOGEN

Generates all Elements that use the component that is the target of the action. These using Elements are
generated at the target location that is specified in the SCL statement. If they do not exist at the target
location, they are brought back to the target location as sourceless Elements.

NOTE

Using Elements are Elements that use the Element that is the target of an Add , Update, or
Generate action. For example, if Autogen is specified for copybook, COPYA, then the programs
that use that copybook are known as using Elements.

For more information about sourceless Elements, see the NoSource option description in "Generate
Statement".

AUTOGEN SPAN NONE
Generates all Elements that use the component being acted upon. This option has the exact same effect
as the option "AUTOGEN."

AUTOGEN SPAN ALL
Generates using Elements that are found in any System and Subsystem combinations within the
Environment and Stage of the component's logical map.

AUTOGEN SPAN SYSTEMS
Generates using Elements found in any System, provided the Element's Subsystem name matches
the name of the Subsystem of the target component. Only Systems found within the Environment and
Stage of the component's logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is different from the
Autogen option in that it includes additional Systems with the same Subsystem name in the search.

AUTOGEN SPAN SUBSYSTEMS
Generates using Elements from all Subsystems with the same-named System of the component
specified. Only Subsystems found in the System of the target component within the Environment and
Stage of the component's logical map or higher up the map are searched. This option is different from the
Autogen option in that it includes additional Subsystems with the same System in the search.

The following restrictions apply to the SPAN options:

• Common libraries must be included in the generate Processor concatenations of the Systems and Subsystems
of the using Elements. If the libraries are not included, then the Generate action does include the changes
made to the component Element when searching across Systems or Subsystems.

• The same Systems and Subsystems must exist in each Environment and Stage location. For example, if
ELEMENTA is a using Element in the PROD Environment, systemA, then systemA must exist in the DEV
Environment also.

• SPAN only includes using Elements from Systems or Subsystems located in the target Environment and
higher up the map.

• SPAN does not include using Elements from outside the Environment map.

Example: Update SCL
This example SCL modifies the Payroll Reporting program "PAYRPT23." After the update is complete, the source member
will be deleted.

UPDATE     ELEMENT 'PAYRPT23'

   TO      ENVIRONMENT 'PROD'

        SYSTEM 'PAYROLL'    

        SUBSYSTEM 'REPORTS' 
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        TYPE 'COBOL'    

   FROM    DSNAME 'PAYROLL.SRCLIB'

   OPTIONS DELETE INPUT SOURCE

        CCID REQ#42976  

        COMMENT 'CHANGES FOR NEW REPORTING REQUIREMENTS' .  

Validate Statement
The Endevor Validate statement confirms that Elements were generated correctly, with no synchronization errors, and all
the components exist and are valid.

By specifying the Element Master, Component Validation, and Synchronization options in the SCL statement, you
can perform all or some of these Validate checks. The Validate action can be performed at any time, enabling developers
to ensure the integrity of Elements before including them in a Package. The advantage of this feature is that you do not
have to create a Package and attempt to cast it to perform these tasks. (Casting a Package also performs these actions.)
The Validate command can only be specified in batch and cannot be part of Package SCL statements.

The Validate action supports long name Elements. Long name Elements are not available for ISPF dialog processing, but
the long name location information can be manually coded in the SCL.

►►─ VALidate ELEment ─ element-name ─FROm ─ ENVironment ─ env-name ───────────►

 ►─  SYStem ─ sys-name ─ SUBSystem ─ subsys-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ──────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ─ stage-id ────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘ └─ WHEre ─ ¤ ──┤ CCID ├──── ¤ ─┘

►►─ OPTions ─ ¤ ─┬─ ELEment ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─ . ─────►◄

                 │           └─ MASter ─┘                      │

                 ├─ SYNCHRONIZAtion ───────────────────────────┤

                 ├─ COMPonent  ─┬──────────────┬───────────────┤

                 │              └─ VALIDATIon ─┘               │

                 └─ TERse ───┬────────────┬────────────────────┘

                             └─ MESsages ─┘                    

►─ .─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of CCID

                                                     ┌─ , ────┐

├── CCId ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─ ( ─▼─ ccid ─┴─ ) ────────────┤

          └─ OF ─┬─ CURrent ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EQual ◄ ─┤

                 ├─ ALL ───────┤   └─ = ───────┘

                 └─ RETrieve ──┘

VALidate ELEment element-name
Indicates the Element to be validated.

FROM
The FROM clause indicates the location of the Element being validated. A check is performed to
ensure the Element exists at the location that is specified in the action. If not, an E level message is issued.
You must specify an Environment, System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage. The Environment name must be explicit.
You can use a name-mask with the System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage.
ENVIRONMENT env-nameSYSTEM sys-nameSUBSYSTEM subsys-nameTYPE type-nameSTAGE
stage-id | STAGE NUMBER stage-no

The Stage specification can be one of the following options:
STAGE

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier.
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STAGE NUMBER
Enter1 or 2.

NOTE
Endevor uses the FROM clause in an action and any preceding SET FROM clause to determine the
"from" criteria for that action. A FROM clause in an action overrides values in a SET FROM clause that
precedes the action. If the SET FROM clause contains values that are not included in the FROM clause,
Endevor uses these values.

WHERE
(Optional) Use WHERE clauses to further qualify Element selection criteria. Endevor uses the WHERE clause in
an action and any preceding SET WHERE clause to determine the "where" criteria for that action.

• A WHERE clause in an action overrides values in a SET WHERE clause that precedes the action.
• If the SET WHERE clause contains values that are not included in the WHERE clause, Endevor uses these

values.
WHERE CCID OF ccid

Limits the processing to those Elements that match one of the supplied CCIDs. You can use a name-
mask in this field.

CURRENT
Tells Endevor to look through the CCID fields in the MCF (Master Control File) to find a specified CCIDs.
Default.

ALL
Tells Endevor to search both the Master Control File and the SOURCE DELTA levels for a specified
CCIDs. If you have ACM, Endevor also searches the COMPONENT LIST DELTA levels for the specified
CCIDs.

RETRIEVE
Tells Endevor to use the CCID in the Master Control File RETRIEVE CCID field.
To select Elements that are identified under more than one CCID, specify multiple CCIDs by enclosing the
CCIDs with parentheses and separating them with commas. The CCIDs can extend over multiple lines if
necessary.
Although the foreground SCL Generation panel allows you to filter the selection list by using a single
CCID, the SCL supports multiple CCIDs.

The next examples illustrate the use of this clause.
 Example 1: WHERE CCID OF CURRENT (PROJ001, PROJ002, PROJ004)

 Example 2: WHERE CCID OF ALL (PROJ00V)

• OPTIONS
OPTIONS clauses allow you to further specify action requests. The Validate Action statement requires at least
one of the options Element Master, Synchronization, or Component Validation. If none of these items are
coded, then a warning message is issued to inform you of this situation and the action is processed assuming
all three options are enabled.

ELEMENT MASTER
Confirms that the Element is generated correctly. If this option is enabled the following checks are
performed. If any of these conditions are detected, error messages are issued.

• If the Processor is unknown, an error message is issued. This condition may occur when the last
action is a RESTORE and the NOGEN option was specified.

• If the Element is not generated or the last generate failed, an error message is issued. An exception to
this rule is if the last Processor is a delete Processor.

• If this Element is currently locked in a Package, an error message is issued.
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SYNCHRONIZATION
Confirms that an out-of synch condition is not caused by the action being performed. If this option is
enabled, the following checks are performed;

• A check is performed to determine if a second copy of this Element exists up the logical map.
• If a second copy of this Element exists up the logical map, the two copies of the Element are used

as input for the synchronization check processing. The location of the second copy of the Element
displays in the C1MSGS messages file with synchronization messages to indicate the results of the
check.

• If the synchronization check is performed, an additional check is also performed to see if another
copy of the Element exists at a physical location in-between the two copies that were used as input in
the synchronization checking. If a copy is found at an in-between location information messages are
written to the C1MSGS report file.

The synchronization logic for this feature looks up the logical map for another copy of this Element,
starting at the inventory location specified in the action. It ignores other parallel maps that are defined in
the C1DEFLTS table.
The synchronization logic determines if a second copy of this Element resides up the logical map. If a
second copy is not found, an informational message is written to the report and the synchronization logic
is complete. The physical map is not searched.

COMPONENT VALIDATION
Confirms that all components exist and are valid. The Endevor Automated Configuration option must be
installed at your site to use the component validation option. If this option is enabled, the following checks
are performed:

• The components of the Element (parent) specified in the action are obtained and added to the list of
Elements that must be validated.

• The footprints of each component Element are compared against the actual location of that Element
to ensure that the latest copy of each component is included in the parent Element and that the
component exists.

Footprint error messages are issued for any component found to be in error. Totals are displayed as to
how many components were verified and how many contained errors.

TERSE MESSAGES
Limits the amount of message detail that is written to the C1MSGS1 report file for those messages that
result from the Validate action. All action output that is produced by the VALIDATE action is written to the
C1MSGS1 report file. The terse messages option controls the amount of message detail that is written to
that file. It will only write key I level messages and non-I level messages to the C1MSGS report file. If this
option is not specified, then all messages are written to the C1MSGS report file.

Example: Validate Action Syntax with All Options

This Validate action SCL validates all the inventory that is located in the DEV Environment PAYROLL sandbox
Subsystem. All available action options are specified.

VALIDATE ELEMENT 'PAYRPT17' 

FROM ENVIRONMENT 'DEV' 

SYSTEM 'FINANCE' 

SUBSYSTEM 'PAYROLL' 

TYPE * 

STAGE NUMBER *

OPTIONS ELEMENT MASTER 

SYNCHRONIZATION

COMPONENT VALIDATION
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TERSE .

Manage Packages in Batch (Batch Package Facility)
The Endevor Batch Package Facility lets you execute all Package actions in batch mode, where the sample JCL resides
in CSIQJCL member member ENBP1000.

Additionally, the Batch Package Facility:

• Supports all foreground Package actions.
• Provides the additional actions SUBMIT, ARCHIVE, and INSPECT.
• Has the same Package status requirements as those used in foreground.
• Supports before- and after-Package exits.
• Invokes the GENPKGID exit, if installed, to generate a new Package ID.
• Does not support the use of the To File specification in any Copy Element or Retrieve Element actions that are

included in a Package.

Summary of Batch Package Actions
This table summarizes the Endevor Batch Package actions, including a description summary, status requirements, and
both Before and After supported exits.

Action Description Required Status Exits Before Supported After
Approve Package Approves a Package for

execution
In-approval
Denied

X X

Archive Package Copies the Package
definitions to an external
data set

Executed if backouts
exist
Committed if backout is
enabled

X X

Backin Package Backs a Package in,
reversing the BACKOUT
PACKAGE action

Executed X X

Backout Package Backouts Package
changes. Restores output
modules to pre-execution
state.

Executed
Exec-failed

X X

Cast Package Casts a Package, which
freezes the data and
prevents further changes.

In-Edit X X

Commit Package Commits a Package
removing all backout/
backin data, but
retaining Package event
information.

Executed X X

Define Package Creates a new or updates
an existing Package

In-edit for an existing
Package

X X

Delete Package Deletes an entire
Package from Endevor

Any status X X

Deny Package Denies execution of a
Package

In-approval X X
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Execute Package Executes a Package Approved
Exec-failed

X X

Export Package Writes the SCL
associated with a
Package to an external
data set

Any status X X

Inspect Package The Inspect action
checks each Element
for security, signout,
and synchronization
conflicts and source
changes and reports on
the changes in Element
status that might affect
the successful execution
of the Package.

Approved
Exec-failed

Reset Package Resets a Package back
to a status of In-edit.

Any status X X

Submit Package Submits a JCL job stream
to execute one or more
Packages

Approved
Executed if the WHERE
PACKAGE STATUS IS
EXECFAILED clause
is specified and if the
Package execution has
previously failed

Wildcarding in Batch Package Actions

You can use wildcard Package IDs for the following Package actions:

• Archive
• Cast
• Commit
• Delete
• Execute
• Submit

When you wildcard a Package ID, Endevor selects Packages against which you are authorized to perform actions. It is
possible that a Package ID matches the wildcard you specify but is not selected for the following reasons:

• The Package is in the wrong state for the action selected.
• The Package is nonsharable and you are not the owner of the Package.
• The Package has one or more approver groups that are associated with it and you are not a member of any of those

approver groups.

NOTE
SCL inside Packages cannot contain any wildcards.

Batch Package Facility Execution
The Endevor Batch Package Facility, program ENBP1000, performs Package actions by executing SCL statements that
are specified in the ENPSCLIN DD statement.

The following general rules apply to ENBP1000 execution:
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• There is no defined limit to the number of Package actions the facility can process.
• There is no defined limit to the number of SCL statements that you can specify.
• Statements are executed in the sequence provided.
• Statements are parsed before any Package actions are executed.
• If parse errors are detected, none of the actions are executed.
• Actions are processed as long as the action return code is 12 or less. If a return of greater than 12 is received, all

remaining actions are bypassed.
• If the same clause is specified multiple times in a statement, the last clause that is specified is the one used.
• Element name masking and the THRU ELEMENT clause are not allowed in actions coded in a package.

DD Statement Descriptions
ENPSCLIN

Defines the Batch Package Facility control statements. The DD statement can refer to instream data, a sequential
data set, or a partitioned data set with an explicit member.
Where a partitioned data set option is used, only one archive action permitted. You can archive multiple
Packages, however it must be done in the same command. If you use a separate archive action for each Package
being archived, only the last Package in the PDS member appears. For example:
Archive Package to DDN ddname

Options where older than N days archives all eligible Packages to a PDS member. Whereas the SCL:
Archive Package A to DDN ddname

Archive Package B to DDN ddname

results in only Package B residing in the Archive file.
The archive Package file must be defined with variable length records and have a minimum record length of 4200.
The data set blocksize must be 4 bytes greater than the record length. We recommend that you define a blocksize
of 0 and let the System default to the optimum block size.
If any of the data set attributes are incorrect, an error message is written and a return code 12 is set.

C1MSGS1
Defines the destination of the Batch Package Facility execution reports. You can write the Batch Package Facility
Summary report to a different location by uncommenting the C1MSGS2 DD statement in the sample JCL.

JCLIN
Identifies the default location of the JCL jobcard to be used by the SUBMIT PACKAGE action. The data set can
be a sequential data set or a partitioned data set with an explicit member. The DD statement is used only with the
SUBMIT PACKAGE action.

JCLOUT
Identifies the default output of the SUBMIT PACKAGE action. Generally, the DD statement refers to an internal
reader but it can also refer to a sequential data set or a partitioned data set with an explicit member name. The
DD statement is used only with the SUBMIT PACKAGE action.

Validate Input SCL

You can check the syntax of your SCL statements before submitting them for execution by using an optional parameter of
VALIDATE on the JCL PARM statement. When you specify the VALIDATE parameter, the statements in the ENPSCLIN
DD statement are parsed. The statements are not executed. To specify the VALIDATE parameter, change the PARM=
statement on the sample JCL to PARM='ENBP1000VALIDATE'.

Return Codes

The Batch Package Facility passes one of the following return codes after execution is complete:

0
-- All actions were performed successfully.
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4
-- One or more actions that are completed with a warning message.

8
-- One or more actions that are completed with a caution message.

12
-- One or more actions completed with an error message. The action may not have completed successfully.

16
-- An unrecoverable error occurred.

20
-- The C1MSGS1 DD statement was not allocated or the C1MSGS1 file could not be initialized.

Approve Package Syntax
The Endevor APPROVE PACKAGE action is used to approve Packages for execution against a Package only if the
Package has a status of In-approval or Denied.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ APPRove PACkage ─ Package-id ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────►◄

  │                           ┌─ , ───────────┐     │

  └─ OPTions ─ NOTEs ─ = ─ ( ─▼─ 'note text' ─┴─ ) ─┘

APPROVE PACKAGE Package-id
Identifies the Package you are approving. You must use a fully specified Package ID. The Package ID can include
imbedded spaces. If the Package ID contains an imbedded space or if the ID comprises only numeric characters
(for example, 12345), enclose the Package ID in single or double quotation marks.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.

NOTES
Use the NOTES clause to add remarks to the Package definition. Enclose the note text in single or double
quotation marks. If you use multiple text lines, enclose each text line in quotation marks and separate by commas.
You can specify up to 8 note text lines of up to 60 characters each. This text replaces any text that is associated
with the Package.

Example: Approve Package SCL

In this example, the SCL approves the Package named PAYROLLPKGO1.

APPROVE PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01.

Archive Package Syntax
The Endevor ARCHIVE PACKAGE action offloads a Package definition to an external data set, and optionally, deletes it
after writing to the external data set.

The ARCHIVE PACKAGE action can, optionally, delete the Package after it is successfully written to the external data set.
The ARCHIVE PACKAGE action archives the current version of a Package. For promotion Packages, the current version
and all historical versions are archived.
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You can use the ARCHIVE action against a Package that has a status of Executed or against a Package that has a status
of Committed. If the status is Executed, you cannot use the ARCHIVE action with the delete option against any Package
that has backout members.

NOTE
When you archive a Package to a partitioned data set (PDS), you can generate reports only from individual
members of the data set and not the complete data set.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ ARChive PACkage ─ Package-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ───────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

       └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┬───────────┬─┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘

 

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬── . ────────────►◄

  └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬─ WHEre OLDer THAn ─ number ─ DAYs ─┬─ ¤ ─┘

                 └─ DELete ───────┬─────────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ AFTer ARChive ─┘

ARCHIVE PACKAGE
Package-id Identifies the Package that you are archiving. You can either fully specify, partially wildcard or fully
wildcard the Package ID. If you wildcard the Package ID and specify the OPTIONS DELETE AFTER ARCHIVE
clause, specify the WHERE OLDER THAN clause. If you fully specify the Package ID, the WHERE OLDER THAN
clause is ignored.
You can include embedded spaces in the Package ID. If the Package ID contains an embedded space or
comprises only numeric characters (for example, 12345), enclose the Package ID in single or double quotation
marks.

TO DDNAME ddname DSNAME dsname MEMBER member-name REPLACE
The TO clause identifies the data set to which you are archiving the Package. Enter either a
DDname or a data set name. Specify only one of the two statements. The archive Package file
must be defined with variable length records and have a minimum record length of 4200. The data set blocksize
must be 4 bytes greater than the record length. We recommend that you define a blocksize of 0 and let the
System default to the optimum block size.
The TO DDNAME clause identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must reference a
sequential data set or a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

NOTE
When coding multiple ARCHIVE PACKAGE statements with the TO DDNAME clause, use a
DISP=MOD to assure that all data is retained.

The TO DSNAME clause identifies the name of an existing, cataloged data set. If the data set is a partitioned data
set, you can use the member clause to specify a member name to be created. If you do not specify a MEMBER
clause, the member name created is TEMPNAME. The REPLACE clause replaces an existing, like-named
member. You can use the REPLACE clause is only if the MEMBER clause is specified.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.
WHERE OLDER THAN  number  DAYS

Lets you specify the minimum age of the Package you are archiving. The Package must be older than
the number of days you specify for it to be archived. For example, if you specify WHERE OLDER THAN
30 DAYS and the current date is January 31, only Packages that are executed successfully or committed
on or before January 1 are archived. No default value exists for the WHERE OLDER THAN clause.
Specify the WHERE OLDER THAN clause if you wildcard the Package ID and specify the OPTIONS
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DELETE AFTER ARCHIVE clause. If you fully specify the Package ID, the WHERE OLDER THAN clause
is ignored. The WHERE OLDER THAN value must be between 0 and 999, inclusive. You receive an error
message if you specify a value outside this range.

DELETE AFTER ARCHIVE
Deletes the Package after the Package definitions are successfully archived. If this is a promotion
Package, all versions of the Package are deleted.

Example : Archive Package SCL

In this example, the SCL archives all Packages that begin with PAYROLLPKG and are older than 30 days. The Packages
are deleted after they have been archived.

ARCHIVE PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG*

            TO DSNAME 'PAY.PACKAGE.ARCHIVE' 

            OPTIONS WHERE OLDER THAN 30 DAYS    

                    DELETE AFTER ARCHIVE.   

Backin Package Syntax
The BACKIN action reverses BACKOUT, returning outputs to Executed status by using the BACKIN action against a
backed out Package with Executed status.

You can back in an entire Package or specify an Element action for backin. This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BACKIn PACkage ─ Package-id ─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────►◄

  └─ STATEment ┬──────────┬ nnnnn ─ ELEment ─ element-name─┘

               └─ NUMber ─┘

The clauses BACKIN PACKAGE, STATEMENT NUMBER, and ELEMENT can be specified in any order. Name-masking
cannot be used for any variable in the statement.

BACKIN PACKAGE Package-id
Identifies the Package that you are backing-in. Use a fully specified Package ID. You can include embedded
spaces in the Package ID. If the Package ID contains an embedded space or if the ID comprises only numeric
characters (for example, 12345), enclose the Package ID in single or double quotation marks.

STATEMENT NUMBER nnnnn ELEMENT element-name
Specifies the SCL statement number and the Element name for the Element action that you want to back in.
This clause limits the BACKIN PACKAGE clause by enabling you to specify the Element actions that you want to
back in. If you want to back in all Element actions in the Package, do not use this clause. The NUMBER keyword
is optional. For each Element action that is backed out, a separate BACKIN Package action statement with
PACkage, STATEment NUMber, and ELEment clauses must be provided; only one Package Element action can
be backed in per statement. Valid values for nnnnn are 1 - 65535. This batch syntax does not support long-named
Elements. You can back out or back in an individual long-named Element in foreground.

Example: Backin Package SCL

In this example, the SCL backs in the Package named PAYROLLPKG01.

BACKIN PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01.

Backout Package Syntax
The Endevor BACKOUT action backs out a Package after being executed, and restores executable and output modules
to their original status before execution.
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You can back out an entire Package or you can specify an Element action for backout. You can use the BACKOUT action
against a Package only if the Package has a status of Executed, In-execution, or Exec-failed and was created with the
BACKOUT option enabled. This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BACKOut PACkage ─ Package-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────►◄

  └─ STATEment ┬──────────┬ nnnnn ─ ELEment ─ element-name─┘

               └─ NUMber ─┘

The clauses BACKOUT PACKAGE, STATEMENT NUMBER, and ELEMENT can be specified in any order. Name-
masking cannot be used for any variable in the statement.

BACKOUT PACKAGE Package-id
Specifies the Package that you want to back out. Use a fully specified Package ID. You can include embedded
spaces in the Package ID. If the Package ID contains an embedded space or if the ID comprises only numeric
characters (for example, 12345), enclose the Package ID in single or double quotation marks.

STATEMENT NUMBER nnnnn ELEMENT element-name
Specifies the SCL statement number and the Element name for the Element action you want to back out. This
clause limits the BACKOUT PACKAGE clause by enabling you to specify the Element actions you want to back
out. If you want to back out all the Element actions in the Package, do not use this clause. The NUMBER keyword
is optional. For each Element action you want to back out, a separate BACKOUT Package action statement with
PACkage, STATEment NUMber and ELEment clauses must be provided; only one Package Element action can
be backed out per statement. Valid values for nnnnn are 1 - 65535. This batch syntax does not support long-
named Elements. You can back out or back in an individual long-named Element in foreground.

Example: Backout Package SCL

In this example, the SCL backs out the Package named PAYROLLPKG01.

BACKOUT PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01.

Cast Package Syntax
The Endevor CAST action prepares the Package for review and subsequent execution by freezing the Package contents,
and preventing any further changes.

You can use the CAST action against a Package that has a status of In-edit. This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ CASt PACkage ─ Package-id ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─┬─ BACKOut ─┬──────┬ ─ ENAbled ─┬─────┤

                  │ │           └─ IS ─┘            │     │

                  │ └─ BACKOut ─ IS NOT ─ ENAbled ──┘     │

                  ├─┬─ VALidate COMPonent ◄ ────────────┬─┤

                  │ ├─ VALidate COMPonent WITh WARning ─┤ │

                  │ └─ DO NOT VALidate COMPonent ───────┘ │

                  ├─ EXECUTion WINdow ─┤ FROM TO ├ ───────┤

                  │             ┌─ , ───────────┐         │

                  └─ NOTE= ─ ( ─▼─ 'note-text' ─┴─ ) ─────┘

Expansion of FROM TO

├── FROmfrom-datefrom-time ─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────┤

                            └─ TOto-dateto-time ─┘
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CAST PACKAGE
Package-id
The CAST PACKAGE clause identifies the Package that you are casting. The Package ID can be fully specified,
partially wildcarded, or fully wildcarded.
You can include embedded spaces in the Package ID. If the Package ID contains an embedded space or if the
ID is composed of only numeric digits (for example, 12345) then enclose the Package ID in single or double
quotation marks.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.

BACKOUT IS ENABLED/NOT ENABLED
Indicates whether the backout facility is available for this Package.

VALIDATE COMPONENTS
Enables component validation within the Package. You can only use this clause if your site allows you to specify
whether component validation is to be performed.
The VALIDATE COMPONENTS clause causes the action to fail if component validation fails. The VALIDATE
COMPONENTS WITH WARNING clause generates a warning if component validation fails.
Component validation provides the assurance before a promotion that all dependencies are included in the
promotion, and that all programs have been compiled with the current iteration of the copy members. Such
dependencies include Copy Member, Include Member, and macros.

EXECUTION WINDOW FROM TO
Lets you change the execution window of the Package as part of cast processing. You can use the EXECUTION
WINDOW clause only if the Package ID is fully qualified. Specify date values in DDMMMYY format and the time
values in HH:MM format. If you specify the from-date, specify the from-time. If you specify the to-date, specify the
to-time.

NOTES
Use the NOTES clause to add remarks to the Package definition. Enclose the note text in single or double
quotation marks. If you use multiple text lines, enclose each text line in quotation marks and separate by commas.
You can specify a maximum of 8 note text lines of up to 60 characters each. This text replaces any text that
is associated with the Package.

Example: Cast Package SCL

In this example, the SCL casts a Package that is named PAYROLLPKG01.

CAST PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01.

Commit Package Syntax
The COMMIT PACKAGE action removes all backout/backin data but retains Package event information only if the
Package has an Executed or Exec=failed status.

You can use the COMMIT action against a Package only if the Package has a status of Executed or Exec-failed. This SCL
statement has the following syntax:

►►─ COMMit PACkage ─ Package-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────►◄

   └─ OPTion ─ ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                  ├─ WHEre OLDer THAn ─ number ─ DAYs ─┤

                  └─ DELete PROMotion HIStory ─────────┘
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COMMIT PACKAGE
Package-id The COMMIT PACKAGE clause identifies the Package you are committing. You can use a fully
specified, partially wildcarded or fully wildcarded Package ID. If you wildcard the Package ID, specify the WHERE
OLDER THAN clause. If you fully specify the Package ID, the WHERE OLDER THAN clause is ignored.
You can include embedded spaces in the Package ID. If the Package ID contains an embedded space or
comprises only numeric digits (for example, 12345), enclose the Package ID in single or double quotation marks.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.

OLDER THAN DAYS
Lets you specify the minimum age of the Package you are committing. A Package must be older than the number
of days you specify to commit it. For example, if you specify WHERE OLDER THAN 30 DAYS and the current
date is January 31, only Packages executed successfully on or before January 1 are committed. There is no
default value for the WHERE OLDER THAN clause. If you wildcard the Package ID, specify the WHERE OLDER
THAN clause. The WHERE OLDER THAN value must be between 0 and 999, inclusive. You receive an error
message if you specify a value outside this range.

DELETE PROMOTION HISTORY
This option is for promotion Packages and it deletes all the promotion history associated with previous versions of
the Package.

Example: Commit Package SCL

This example commits a specific Package named PAYROLLPKG01.

Example One

COMMIT PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01.

Example Two

This example commits all Packages that begin with PAYROLLPKG and are more than 30 days old.

COMMIT  PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG*

            OPTIONS WHERE OLDER THAN 30 DAYS.   

Define Package Syntax
The Endevor DEFINE PACKAGE action can create a Package, or if it is used to update an existing Package, that
Package is required to be in In-edit status.

The DEFINE PACKAGE action creates a Package or updates an existing one. If you use the DEFINE PACKAGE action
to update an existing Package, the Package must be in In-edit status. If you are using the DEFINE PACKAGE action
to update an existing Package and do not specify a DESCRIPTION, IMPORT SCL FROM, COPY PACKAGE, or any
OPTIONS, you receive a caution-level message indicating that the update is not performed because no information was
provided to update the Package.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

├── DEFine PACkage ─ Package-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────► 

 ►─┬─ COPy ─┬────────┬ ─ PACkage ─ Package-id ────────────────────────────┬───►

   │        └─ FROm ─┘                                                    │

   └─ IMPort SCL FROm ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ──────────────────────────────┬─┘

                       └─ DSName ─ 'dsname' ─┬────────────────┬─┘

                                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘ 

 ►─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ DO NOT APPEnd ◄ ─┤

   └─ APPEnd ──────────┘ 
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 ►─ DEScription ─ description-text ─┬───────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────┤

                                    └─ OPTion ─┤ OPTIONS ├ ─┘

Expansion of OPTIONS

├── ¤ ─┬─┬─ STANdard ◄ ─┬─┬───────────┬────────┬─ ¤ ───────────────────────────┤

       │ └─ EMErgency ──┘ └─ PACkage ─┘        │

       ├─┬─ NONsharable ◄ ─┬─┬───────────┬─────┤

       │ └─ SHArable ──────┘ └─ PACkage ─┘     │

       ├─┬─ BACKOut ─┬──────┬ ─ ENAbled ◄ ───┬─┤

       │ │           └─ IS ─┘                │ │

       │ └─ BACKout ─┬──────┬ ─ NOT ENAbled ─┘ │

       │             └─ IS ─┘                  │

       ├─ EXECUTion WINdow ─┤ FROM TO ├ ───────┤

       │                 ┌─ , ─────────┐       │

       ├─ NOTEs ─ = ─ ( ─▼─ note_text ─┴─ ) ───┤

       ├─ DO NOT VALIDATE SCL ─────────────────┤

       └─┬─ NONPromotion ◄ ─┬─┬───────────┬────┘

         └─ PROMotion ──────┘ └─ PACkage ─┘

Expansion of FROM TO

├── FROm ─ from-date ─ from-time ─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────┤

                                  └─ TO ─ to-date ─ to-time ─┘

DEFINE PACKAGE
Package-id
Identifies the Package that you are creating or updating. An update occurs if the Package ID exists and a create
occurs if it does not exist.
Use a fully specified nonblank Package ID. If you specify a blank Package ID and have the GENPKGID exit that is
defined, the GENPKGID exit invokes to generate a new Package ID. If you have not installed the GENPKGID or
if the GENPKGID exit does not supply a Package ID, an error message generates and the DEFINE PACKAGE
action fails.
To specify a blank Package ID place one or more blanks in single or double quotation marks as the DEFINE
PACKAGE Package-id statement. A blank Package ID implies that the Package is to be created.

COPY FROM PACKAGE Package-id
(Optional) Directs the DEFINE action to copy the SCL from the Package that you specify into the Package that
you are creating or updating. Use a fully specified Package ID.

IMPORT SCL FROM
(Optional) Directs the DEFINE action to copy the SCL from the DD statement or data set name that you specify
into the Package that you are creating or updating.

APPEND/DO NOT APPEND
Indicates whether to append the SCL you are adding to the existing Package SCL or to replace it. You can only
use the clause if you specify the COPY PACKAGE or IMPORT SCL FROM clauses. The default is DO NOT
APPEND.

DESCRIPTION
Lets you associate a 50-character description with the Package. Specify this clause if you are creating a Package.
If you are updating an existing Package the clause is optional. If the description text contains embedded spaces
enclose it in single quotation marks. Your description text is not converted to uppercase. Lowercase characters
remain in lowercase.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.
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STANDARD/EMERGENCY PACKAGE
Lets you specify the Package type. If you do not specify the STANDARD/EMERGENCY PACKAGE clause and
you are creating a Package, the Package defaults to a STANDARD Package.

SHARABLE/NONSHARABLE PACKAGE
Lets you specify whether this Package can be edited by more than one person when in In-edit
status. If the Package is sharable, it can be edited by someone other than the Package creator.
If the Package is nonsharable, it can only be edited by its creator. If you do not specify the SHARABLE/
NONSHARABLE PACKAGE clause and you are creating a Package, the Package defaults to a NONSHARABLE
Package.

BACKOUT IS ENABLED/NOT ENABLED
Indicates whether you want to have the backout facility available for this Package. Use this clause when creating
a Package only. The default is BACKOUT IS ENABLED.

PROMotion/NONPromotion PACkage
Lets you define the Package as a promotion Package or a nonpromotion Package. If you do not specify the
PROMOTION/NONPROMOTION PACKAGE clause and you are creating a Package, the Package defaults to a
NONPROMOTION Package.

EXECUTION WINDOW FROM TO
Lets you specify the time frame within which to execute the Package. Specify date values in DDMMMYY format
and the time values in HH:MM format.
If you specify the from-date, specify the from-time. If you specify neither the from-date nor the from-time and you
are creating a Package, the from-date and the from-time default to the current date and time, respectively.
If you specify the to-date, specify the to-time. If you specify neither the to-date nor the to-time and you are
creating a Package, the to-date and the to-time default to 31DEC79 and 00:00, respectively.

NOTES
Use the NOTES clause to add remarks to the Package definition. Enclose the note text in either single or double
quotation marks. If you use multiple text lines, enclose all the lines in parentheses () and enclose each text line in
single quotation marks, separated with a comma. You can specify up to 8 text lines of up to 60 characters each.
A note line cannot be split across syntax lines (that is, the beginning and ending quote must be on the same line).
The text including the last quote cannot exceed column 72. The text replaces any text which is already associated
with the Package.

DO NOT VALIDATE SCL
If you specify the DO NOT VALIDATE SCL option, the Package components are not validated while creating or
updating a Package.

Example: Define Package SCL

In this example, the SCL defines a new Package named PAYROLLPKG01, to be used to implement a new payroll
System. The SCL is copied from the data set specified by the IMPORT SCL FROM DSNAME clause.

DEFINE  PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01

            DESCRIPTION 'PACKAGE TO IMPLEMENT THE NEW PAYROLL SYSTEM'   

            IMPORT SCL FROM DSNAME 'PAY.PACKAGE.SCL' MEMBER 'ADDSCL01'  

            OPTIONS EXECUTION WINDOW FROM 01JAN93 00:01 TO 31DEC93 23:59    

            BACKOUT IS ENABLED  

            SHARABLE PACKAGE    

            STANDARD PACKAGE    

            NOTES=('THIS PACKAGE IMPLEMENTS THE NEW PAYROLL SYSTEM.',   

            'THE SCL FOR THIS PACKAGE WAS IMPORTED','FROM SERVICE PACK SP01.',  

            'THE PACKAGE MUST BE CAST AND APPROVED BY JUNE 30.').   
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Delete Package Syntax
Learn how to use the Endevor DELETE PACKAGE action to delete Packages of any status type, and also specifies the
SCL statement syntax and useful examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DELEte PACkage ─ Package-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────►◄

   └─ OPTions ─ ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                   ├─ WHEre OLDer THAn ─ number ─ DAYS ─┤

                   └─┤ WHERE PACKAGE STATUS ├───────────┘

Expansion of WHERE PACKAGE STATUS

                                        ┌──────── OR ────────┐

                                        │                    │

                                        │                    │

►─ WHEre PACkage STATus ─┬──────┬ ───── ▼ ─┬─ ALLstate ────┬─┴────────────────┤

                         └─ IS ─┘          ├─ INEdit ──────┤

                                           ├─ INApproval ──┤

                                           ├─ DENied───────┤

                                           ├─ APPROVED─────┤

                                           ├─ INEXecution──┤

                                           ├─ EXECUTED─────┤

                                           ├─ EXECFailed───┤

                                           └─ COMMITTEd ───┘

DELETE PACKAGE
Package-idIdentifies the Package that you are deleting. You can use a fully specified, partially wildcarded or fully
wildcarded Package ID. If you wildcard the Package ID, specify the WHERE PACKAGE STATUS IS clause. If you
use a fully specified Package ID, the WHERE PACKAGE STATUS IS and the WHERE OLDER THAN clauses are
ignored.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.

WHERE OLDER THAN
numberDAYSUse this clause to specify the minimum age of the Packages you are deleting. A Package must be
older than the number of days you specify to delete it. This number of days is compared against the create date of
the Package to determine if the Package meets the criterion of the WHERE OLDER THAN clause.

WHERE PACKAGE STATUS
Specifies the statuses of the Packages you are deleting. You can only use this clause when you wildcard the
Package ID. If you do not specify the WHERE PACKAGE STATUS clause, the DELETE PACKAGE action deletes
Packages of any status type.

Example: Delete Package SCL

In this example, the SCL deletes all Packages that begin with PAYROLLPKG, are older than 30 days, and are in the In-
edit status.

DELETE  PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG*

            OPTIONS WHERE OLDER THAN 30 DAYS    

        WHERE PACKAGE STATUS IS INEDIT.
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Deny Package Syntax
The Endevor DENY PACKAGE action changes the status of a Package to Denied, and you can use the DENY action
against a Package with a status of In-approval.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DENY PACkage ─ Package-id ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───►◄

                               └─ OPTion ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘

                                          │ ┌─ , ──────────────────┐ │

                                          └─▼─ NOTE=('note-text') ─┴─┘

DENY PACKAGE
Package-id Identifies the Package you want to deny. Use a fully specified Package ID.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.

NOTES
Use the NOTES clause to add remarks to the Package definition. Enclose the note text in single or double
quotation marks. If you use multiple text lines, enclose each text line in quotation marks, and separate by
commas. You can specify up to 8 text lines of up to 60 characters each. The text replaces any text that is
associated with the Package.

Example: Deny Package SCL

In this example, the SCL denies the Package named PAYROLLPKG01 and replaces any Package notes associated with
the Package.

DENY PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01

    OPTIONS NOTES=('THE PACKAGE WAS DENIED BECAUSE ALL OF THE DOC- ',   

'UMENTATION WAS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE.',

'NOTE: THESE NOTES WILL REPLACE ANY EXISTING',

'PACKAGE NOTES.').

Execute Package Syntax
The EXECUTE PACKAGE action executes a Package, and can be used on Approved or Execfailed status Packages,
defaulting to execute only approved Packages.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ EXECUTE PACkage ─ Package-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─►◄

  └ OPTions ─ ¤ ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                │                              ┌───── OR ───────┐   │  

                │                              │                │   │   

                ├ WHEre PACkage STATus ─┬────┬ ▼ ┬ APPROVED ◄ ─┬┴───┤

                │                       └ IS ┘   └─ EXECFailed─┘    │

                └ EXECUTIon WINdow ─┤ FROM TO ├ ────────────────────┘ 

Expansion of FROM TO

├── FROmfrom-datefrom-timeTOto-dateto-time ────────────────────────────────────┤

EXECUTE PACKAGE
Package-id Identifies the Package that you want to execute. You can use a fully specified, partially wildcarded,
or fully wildcarded Package ID. When the Package-id is fully specified, the WHERE PACKAGE STATUS clause
is ignored and the parser issues a warning message.
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OPTIONS
Lets you further specify action requests.

EXECUTION WINDOW FROM TO
to-date to-time Specifies the time frame within which to execute the Package. Specify date values in DDMMMYY
format and the time values in HH:MM format. If you specify the from-date, also specify the from-time. If you
specify the to-date, you must also specify the to-time. You can only use the EXECUTION WINDOW clause if the
Package is fully qualified and the existing execution window is closed.

WHERE PACKAGE STATUS
Specifies the statuses of the Packages that you want to execute. You can only use this clause when you wildcard
the Package-id. The default is to execute Packages that have a status of Approved. Use the WHERE PACKAGE
STATUS IS EXECFAILED clause to re-execute Packages that have previously failed. Use the OR clause to
indicate that Packages of either status should be executed.

Example: Execute Package SCL

In this example, the SCL executes the Package named PAYROLLPKG01.

EXECUTE PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01.

Export Package Syntax
The Endevor EXPORT PACKAGE action writes the SCL associated with a Package to an external data set and can be
used against a Package of any status type.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ EXPort PACkage ─ Package-id ─ TO ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────►◄

   └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                        └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                └─ REPlace ─┘

EXPORT PACKAGE  Package-id
Identifies the Package that you are exporting. Use a fully specified Package ID.

TO DDNAME ddname DSNAME dsname MEMBER member-name REPLACE
Identifies where to write the Package SCL. Enter either a DDname or a data set name, not both. The data set
defined by the TO DDNAME/DSNAME clause must be allocated with either fixed or variable length records. If
fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at least 84.
The TO DDNAME clause identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must reference a
sequential data set or a partitioned data set with an explicit member.
The TO DSNAME clause identifies the name of an existing cataloged data set. If the data set is a partitioned data
set, you can use the member clause to specify a member name to be created. If you do no specify a MEMBER
clause, the member name that is created is TEMPNAME. The REPLACE clause replaces an existing like-named
member. You can only use the REPLACE clause if the MEMBER clause is specified.

Example: Export Package SCL

In this example, SCL exports the Package SCL to the data set named PAY.PACKAGE.SCL. The MEMBER clause
specifies a member to be created named PAYPKGO1. It replaces any like-named member.

EXPORT PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01

   TO DSNAME 'PAY.PACKAGE.SCL' MEMBER 'PAYPKG01' REPLACE.
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Inspect Package Syntax
Learn about the Endevor Inspect Package action that checks the Elements that are contained within a Package against
conflicts that would affect execution.

This action checks for security, signout, and synchronization conflicts and source changes.

Use this action to inspect Packages that have the following status:

• In-approval
• Approved
• Exec-failed

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ INSpect PACkage ─ Package-id ─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

INSPECT PACKAGE
Identifies the Package that you are inspecting. You can use a fully specified, partially wildcarded, or fully
wildcarded Package ID. If you partially or fully wildcard the Package ID, the product only inspects Packages that
have a status of in-approval, approved, or exec-failed.

Reset Package Syntax
The Endevor RESET PACKAGE action sets the Package status back to In-edit, which allows modifications, and can be
used against any Package status type.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ RESet PACkage ─ Package-id ───────────────────────────────────────── . ───►

                              

RESET PACKAGE
Identifies the Package that you are resetting. Use a fully specified Package ID. The RESET PACKAGE action
resets a Package of any status type.

Example: Reset Package SCL

In this example, the SCL resets the Package called PAYROLLPKGO1 back to the status of In-edit.

RESET PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG01.

Submit Package Syntax
The Endevor SUBMIT PACKAGE action, a replacement for Batch Package Submission Utility C1BM6000, submits a JCL
job stream to execute one or more Packages.

Users of C1BM6000 must migrate from C1BM6000 to ENBP1000.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ SUBmit PACkage ─ Package-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ JOBCard ─┬─ DDName ─┬─ JCLIN ◄ ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

               │          └─ ddname ──┘                         │

               └─ DSName ─ 'dsname' ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                                     └─ MEMber ─ member-name ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ TO ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

          ├─ INTernal ─ REAder ─ DDName ─┬─ JCLOUT ◄ ─┬─┤

          │                              └─ ddname ───┘ │

          └─ CA7 ───────────────────────────────────────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►

  └ OPTions ─ ¤ ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─┘

                │                              ┌───── OR ───────┐   │  

                │                              │                │   │   

                ├ WHEre PACkage STATus ─┬────┬ ▼ ┬ APPROVED ◄ ─┬┴───┤

                │                       └ IS ┘   └─ EXECFailed─┘    │ 

                ├─ MULtiple JOBStreams ─────────────────────────────┤

                ├─┬─ INCrement JOBName ◄ ──────┬────────────────────┤

                │ └─ DO NOT INCrement JOBName ─┘                    │

                └ JCL PROcedure ┬────────┬─┬──────┬─┬─ ENDEVOR ◄ ─┬─┘

                                └─ NAMe ─┘ └─ IS ─┘ └─ procname ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────►◄

   └─ CA7 ─ OPTIONS ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┘

                     └─ DEPEndent ─ JOB ─ jobname ─

SUBMIT PACKAGE
Package-id Identifies the Package that you are submitting for execution. You can use a fully specified, partially
wildcarded, or fully wildcarded Package ID. When the Package-id is fully specified, the WHERE PACKAGE
STATUS clause is ignored and the parser issues a warning message.
JOBCARD DDNAME JCLIN DDNAME ddname DSNAME dsname MEMBER member-name

The JOBCARD clause identifies the location of the data set that contains the JCL jobcard. The location can be a
DDname or data set name. If you do not specify the JOBCARD clause, the JCLIN DD statement is used by
default as the JCL jobcard location. If you specify this clause, the clause must identify a sequential or a partitioned
data set with an explicitly specified member name. The data set must have fixed-length records. The record
length (LRECL) must be exactly 80.

INTERNAL READER DDNAME
Identifies the name of a preallocated DD statement to which the JCL is written. Generally, this is allocated as DD
SYSOUT=(class,INTRDR). The DD statement can also reference any sequential or partitioned data set with an
explicit member that has a record length (LRECL) of 80. If you do not specify the INTERNAL READER DDNAME
clause, the SUBMIT PACKAGE action writes the JCL to the JCLOUT DD statement.

CA7
If the TO CA7 clause is specified, neither the MULTIPLE JOBSTREAMS nor the INCREMENT JOBNAME
parameters may be specified.
If the TO CA7 clause is not specified, any specifications for CA7 options are ignored.

OPTIONS
Lets you further specify Package actions.

WHERE PACKAGE STATUS
Specifies the statuses of the Packages that you want to submit. You can only use this clause when you wildcard
the Package-id. The default is to submit Packages that have a status of Approved. Use the WHERE PACKAGE
STATUS IS EXECFAILED clause to re-execute Packages that have previously failed. Use the OR clause to
indicate that Packages of status should be submitted.

MULTIPLE JOBSTREAMS
Use the MULTIPLE JOBSTREAMS clause to submit a separate, unique job for each Package. This clause is
equivalent to the C1BM6000 MULTJOBS JCL parameter. If you do not specify this clause, a single job that has
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a unique job step for each Package is submitted. A maximum of 200 Packages can be processed in a single job
stream. If more than 200 Packages meet the selection criteria, the SUBMIT action submits additional jobs, each
with up to 200 steps, until all eligible Packages have been submitted.

NOTE
C1BM6000 has been replaced by the Batch Facility (ENBP1000). Users of C1BM6000 must migrate
from C1BM6000 to ENBP1000.

INCREMENT JOBNAME
Directs the Batch Package Facility to increase the last character in the jobcard you provide. In general, use the
INCREMENT JOBNAME clause with the MULTIPLE JOBSTREAM clause to increase the last character in the
JCL jobcard for each job stream you submit.
You can also use the INCREMENT JOBNAME clause when you submit a single job stream and more than
200 eligible Packages are found. If an additional job stream is created, the INCREMENT JOBNAME clause
controls whether the additional job names are incremented. The SUBMIT action uses the following rules when
incrementing the last character in the job name:

• – If the character is numeric, the next number is selected with wrap-around to '0'.
– If the character is alphabetic, the next letter is selected with wrap-around to 'A'.
– If the character is neither numeric nor alphabetic, it is not incremented.

• JCL PROCEDURE NAMEIdentifies the name of the JCL procedure that you want to invoke in the SUBMIT PACKAGE
action JCL. The name must be one to eight characters long and constructed to accept the Package ID as the only
parm. The symbolic to pass the Package ID is PKGID. For example:
//ENDEVOR PROC  PKGID=

//PSO1  EXEC  PGM=NDVRC1,PARM=(C1BM3000,,&PKGID).

If you do not specify the JCL procedure name, the SUBMIT PACKAGE action creates JCL to invoke the ENDEVOR
procedure. A sample JCL procedure is supplied in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL member ENDEVOR. Copy this procedure into
an existing PROCLIB defined to JES on your System, or use it as a model for your JCL batch Package PROC.

• CA7 OPTIONS DEPENDENT JOB jobname
• DEPENDENT JOBSpecifies a single predecessor job which must complete while demanded job is waiting.

For example:

CA7 OPTIONS DEPENDENT JOB CICSDOWN
This means that Package ENDEVOR does not run until jobname cicsdown is successfully completed.

SCL Example:

     SUBMIT PACKAGE 'ENDEVOR'

      JOBCARD DSNAME 'BST.ENDEVOR.JCLLIB'

          MEMBER 'JOBCARD'  

      TO CA7    

      OPTIONS WHERE PACKAGE STATUS IS APPROVED  

         JCL PROCEDURE NAME IS ENDEVOR  

      CA7 OPTIONS DEPENDENT JOB CICSDOWN.   

CA7 translates the aforementioned SCL into CA7 syntax similar to this sample:

   DEMAND,JOB=PILRO01C,DEPJOB=CICSDOWN,

        SET=NDB,JCLLIB=&ENDEVOR.    

Example: Submit Package SCL

The following is an example of SUBMIT PACKAGE SCL. The SCL submits for execution all Packages that begin with
PAYROLLPKG. Each Package has a unique jobstep, the jobname is not incremented.

SUBMIT PACKAGE PAYROLLPKG*
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    OPTIONS DO NOT INCREMENT JOBNAME.   

Manage Environments in Batch (Batch Admin)
Define objects to each Environment, such as Systems, Subsystems, and Types after lifecycle Environments in the
Defaults table (C1DEFLTS) have been defined.

These objects are as follows:

• The inventory structure objects, which include Systems, Subsystems, and Types.
• Other objects that are associated to an Environment. These objects can include Approver groups, Approver group

relations, Processor groups, Processor symbols, and a Type Sequence.

To enable the Package Ship facility, define the Package Ship objects: Package Shipment Destinations, Package Shipment
Map Rules, and Package Shipment Map Rules for USS-supported files. However, the Package Ship objects are not
defined to a particular Environment.

As an administrator, you can manage the Environment objects and Package Ship objects in batch processing mode using
the Batch Environment Administration facility (Batch Admin). Most of the objects can be created, updated, or deleted in
batch. Alternatively, you can manage the objects using the foreground panels. However, Batch Admin is more efficient.
Batch Admin eliminates the need to navigate multiple screens, lets you build new objects that are based on existing ones,
and supports name-masking on object values which automatically expands a single statement into multiple actions.

In addition to managing Environment objects, you can use Batch Admin to create an Environment that is based on an
existing Environment, including its inventory structure and associated objects.

Batch Admin lets you manage Environment objects in batch by executing the following types of SCL statements:

Build statements
Create Define statements from an existing object and its subordinates.

Define statements
Create or update an existing, object. You can create Define statements for a single Environment object (for
example, a System, Subsystem, or Type) or for an entire Environment structure (for example, all the objects for
the Production Environment).

Delete statements
Delete an existing object.

You can execute multiple Define, Build, and Delete statements in the same Batch Admin job or even the same job step.
However, if you execute a Build statement, which creates a Define statement, execute Batch Admin again to execute the
Define statement. For example, if you execute a Build statement for a Subsystem to define a new Subsystem, you would:
1) execute the build in one job; 2) edit the Define statement to change the Subsystem object name to the new name; and
3) execute Batch Admin again to execute the modified Define statement.
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Complete these steps:

1. Create SCL for Environment definitions.
2. Execute the Batch Environment Administration facility.

Example: Create a System

Suppose you want to start a new release of a software application. You need a new inventory location for the new code.
 You have a System defined for the prior release, so you can easily create a new System from the old one. The following
example shows how to do this task:

1. Code the Build SCL for System statement.
The following is an example of the Build SCL for System statement. The example builds Define SCL for the System
ACCT using Environment DEVEL. The optional clause Include Subordinates is specified. Therefore, Define SCL is
built for all inventory definitions that are associated with System ACCT. The SCL is written to the PDS data set named
ENDEVOR.SCLOUT in member SYSACCT. The Replace clause replaces the contents of the member if the member
already exists in the PDS. If you do not use this clause and the member already exists in the PDS, you get an error.
BUILD SCL FOR SYSTEM "ACCT"

    FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

    INCLUDE SUBORDINATES

    TO DSNAME "ENDEVOR.SCLOUT"

        MEMBER "SYSACCT"

                 REPLACE .  

2. Update the ENESCLIN DD statement in the Batch Admin job. Sample JCL is located in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL
installation library, member name ENBE1000. Add the statement instream or reference the data set where the Build
SCL for System statement is located. Execute the job.
Define SCL statements for the ACCT System with Define statements for all the ACCT subordinates (Subsystems,
Types, Processor Groups, and so on) are written to ENDEVOR.SCLOUT(SYSACCT).

3. Edit the Define SCL statements that were built and perform a global change of the old System name to the new
System name for the new release. Update the ENESCLIN DD statement in Batch Admin JCL ENBE1000 to reference
the location of the Define SCL statements, ENDEVOR.SCLOUT(SYSACCT). Execute the job.
The new Environment objects are now defined to Endevor. Other considerations such as data set naming conventions
and data set allocations must be addressed.

Create SCL for Environment Objects
To manage Endevor both Environment objects and Package Ship objects in batch, you can code SCL statements to
control the actions that you want to perform.
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Code the Build, Define, or Delete statement syntax for the object that you want to create, update, or delete. The Batch
Admin job can refer to the SCL statements as instream data, a sequential data set, or a partitioned data set. To create the
SCL, use the following methods:

• Write the SCL statements following the syntax rules. For more information, see Build Statements, Define Statements,
or Delete Statements.

• Use the ISPF/PDF edit macros to create model Build, Define, and Delete statements that are defined with default
values. Edit the default values as appropriate.

Code the SCL as appropriate to perform the task that you want to perform. The following tasks can be performed for the
Environment objects: Approver Groups, Approver Relations, Systems, Subsystems, Types, Processor Groups, Processor
Symbols, Environments, and Type Sequence:

• To create an Environment object that is based on an existing object definition, code the Build statement for the existing
definition. After the job has run and created the Define SCL, edit the Define statements to specify the name of the new
definitions. Also, update any data set names as appropriate for the new definitions.

• To update an existing Environment object definition, code the Build statement for the definition you want to update.
After the job has run and created the Define SCL, edit the Define statements to specify the change you want to make.

• To create an Environment object, code the appropriate Define statement.
• To delete an existing Environment object, code the appropriate Delete statement.

Batch Admin Edit Macros

Use the Batch Environment Administration facility (Batch Admin) edit commands to create model SCL statements for
the Build, Define, and Delete SCL statements. These commands are implemented as ISPF/PDF edit macros. You can
invoke the commands in an ISPF/PDF edit session that has the Endevor iprfx.iqual.CSIQCLS0 installation library that
is allocated to its SYSPROC concatenation. The edit macros are written in REXX. Therefore, they are only available on
TSO/E Version 2 or higher and ISPF/PDF Version 2.3 or higher. To invoke a command, open a blank member in a PDS
data set and execute the command name and object type. The syntax for the edit command is:

├── command name ─ object_type ─┬───────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────┤

                                └─ object_name ─┘

Command Name
Identifies the SCL action that you are creating and places model SCL statements at the current cursor location of
the data set you are editing. The following general rules apply to the SCL created by the edit commands:

• SCL actions that contain optional clauses with default values are generated using the default value. For
example, the Define System action includes the optional clause Comments Not Required.

• SCL actions that contain required clauses are generated with a place holder in which you can enter the
appropriate information. The place holder is a string of question marks ('?'). For example, the ENBUILD
command generates the following To Dsname clause: TO DSNAME ????????? .

• There is one SCL clause on each data record. If necessary, an SCL clause can span multiple lines.
• The ENDEFINE command and the ENBUILD command generate the Stage Number, instead of the Stage ID,

on the To clause.

Specify one of the following commands:
ENDEFINE

Generates model SCL statements for DEFINE statements.
ENDELETE

Generates model SCL statements for DELETE statements.
ENBUILD

Generates model SCL statements for BUILD statements.
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For more information about the edit macros, enter ENBUILD HELP, ENDEFINE HELP, or ENDELETE HELP on
the ISPF/PDF edit session command line to view tutorials.

Object_Type
Identifies the kind of Environment definition that you are creating.
The following table provides a list of valid object types and their abbreviations and the corresponding Environment
definition created. Object types are only valid for the commands that are marked with an "x" in this table.

Object_Name
(Optional.) Names the Environment definition for which you are creating SCL. The macro substitutes the
object_name into the SCL generated.

Object_type Object_type
Abbreviations

Environment
Definition Created

Valid for ENDEFINE Valid for
ENDELETE

Valid for ENBUILD

SYSTEM SYS System x x x

SUBSYSTEM SUB Subsystem x x x

TYPE TYP Element Type x x x

APPROVER APP Approver Group x x x

RELATION REL Approver Group
Relation

x x x

GROUP GRO Processor Group x x x

SYMBOL SYM Processor Symbol x x x

SEQUENCE SEQ Type Sequence* x x

ENVIRONMENT ENV Environment* x

DESTINATION DES Package Shipment
Destination

x x x

MAPRULE MAP Package Shipment
Map Rule for Data
Sets*

x x

USSMAPRULE USS Package Shipment
Map Rule for USS
Path Names*

x x

*Note:

Type Sequence: You cannot create or delete a Type Sequence. You can only update and build based on an exisiting Type
Sequence.

Environment: You cannot delete an Environment. You can use ENBUILD to generate Define SCL that can be used
to update the subordinate objects of the Environment or to define a new Environment that is based on the existing
Environment and its subordinate objects.

Package Shipment Map Rules: You can only define or delete map rules. You cannot build a map rule that is based on an
existing map rule.

Examples: Batch Admin Edit Macro Commands

The following examples show how to code Batch Admin edit macro commands in an ISPF/PDF edit session to create SCL
statements.

• To create Define SCL for a System, enter one of the following options:
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– ENDEFINE SYSTEM
– ENDEFINE SYS
The result is a model Define System statement that is coded with default options. All variable values are indicated by
question marks to indicate where you must specify a value. You can change the default options.
DEFINE SYSTEM '????????'                        

  TO ENVIRONMENT '????????'                     

  DESCRIPTION '???????? '                       

  NEXT SYSTEM '????????'                        

  COMMENTS NOT REQUIRED                         

  CCID NOT REQUIRED                             

  DUPLICATE ELEMENT CHECK IS NOT ACTIVE         

  DUPLICATE PROCESSOR OUTPUT CHECK IS NOT ACTIVE

  ELEMENT JUMP ACKNOWLEDGMENT REQUIRED          

  SIGNOUT IS NOT ACTIVE                         

  SIGNOUT DATASET VALIDATION IS NOT ACTIVE      

  STAGE ONE LOAD LIBRARY IS                     

     '???????? '                                

  STAGE ONE LIST LIBRARY IS                     

     '???????? '                                

  STAGE TWO LOAD LIBRARY IS                     

     '???????? '                                

  STAGE TWO LIST LIBRARY IS                     

     '???????? '                                

• To create a Delete statement for a Subsystem that is named SUB1, enter one of the following options:
– ENDELETE SUBSYSTEM SUB1
– ENDELETE SUB SUB1
The result is a model Delete Subsystem statement that is coded with the Subsystem name you specified. The
Environment and System names are required.  If you decide on another name, edit the object name SUB1.
DELETE SUBSYSTEM 'SUB1'      

  FROM ENVIRONMENT '????????'

       SYSTEM '????????'  

Execute or Validate Batch Admin SCL
Learn to use the Endevor Batch Environment Administration facility (Batch Admin), sample JCL member ENBE1000, so
they can be validated before execution.

Batch Admin lets you administer Environment objects and Package Ship objects in batch mode by executing SCL
statements that are specified in the ENESCLIN DD statement.

The following general rules apply to ENBE1000 execution:

• There is no defined limit to the number of statements you can specify and process in a single execution.
• Statements are executed in the sequence you provide.
• Statements are parsed before execution.
• If any syntax errors are found, none of the statements are processed.
• Statements are processed as long as the action return code is less than or equal to 12. If a return of greater than 12 is

received, all remaining statements are bypassed.

1. Locate the Batch Environment Administration facility. Sample JCL resides in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL member name
ENBE1000.

2. Edit the following DD statements as needed:
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ENESCLIN
Defines the Batch Environment Administration facility SCL statements. The DD statement can refer to instream
data, a sequential data set, or a partitioned data set with an explicit member.
If the ENESCLIN DD statement refers to a data set, the data set must have fixed length or variable length records.
If the records are fixed length, the record length must be exactly 80. If the records are variable length, the record
length must be at least 84. If any of the data set attributes are incorrect, an error message is written and a return
code of 12 is set.

C1MSGS1
Defines the destination of the Batch Environment Administration facility execution reports. By default the Action
Execution report and the Action Summary report are written to the C1MSGS1 DD statement. If you code the
C1MSGS1 and C1MSGS2 DD statements the Action Execution Report is written to the C1MSGS1 file and the
Execution Summary report is written to the C1MSGS2 file.

3. (Optional) Code the validate mode instead of execute mode. To do this, change the PARM= statement on the sample
JCL to PARM='ENBE1000VALIDATE'.
Validate mode lets you check the syntax of your SCL statements before submitting them for execution. In validate
mode, the statements that are specified in the ENESCLIN DD statement are parsed, but not executed.

4. Add a job card and execute the ENBE1000 job.
5. See the return code and execution reports. The job can result in the following return codes and execution reports:

– The Batch Environment Administration facility passes one of the following return codes after execution is complete:
– 0 -- All actions were performed successfully.
– 4 -- One or more actions that are completed with a warning message.
– 8 -- One or more actions that are completed with a caution message.
– 12 -- One or more actions that are completed with an error message. The action may not have completed

successfully.
– 16 -- An unrecoverable error occurred.
– 20 -- The C1MSGS1 DD statement was not allocated or the C1MSGS1 file could not be initialized.
– As the Batch Environment Administration facility is processing, Endevor writes a report to the C1MSGS1 DD

statement. The report is divided into the following sections:
The Statement Summary ReportWhen you submit batch Environment definition actions, Endevor validates the
SCL syntax and assigns a statement number to each SCL statement. The Statement Summary Report lists your
SCL statements and error messages. If no errors are detected, processing continues and the Action Execution
Report and the Action Summary Report are produced. If any errors do exist, processing terminates.
The Action Execution ReportLists the messages that are generated by each action during its processing.
The Action Summary ReportSummarizes the actions that are performed by the Batch Environment Administration
facility. The report contains one line for each Environment object that is processed by each action. The report line
identifies the action, the Environment object, and the action return code. The Stmt Number refers to the number this
statement is assigned in the Action Summary Report. The Action Number refers to the action number assigned to
this request in the Execution Report. If specified, this report is written to the C1MSGS2 data set.

Build Statements
Learn about using Endevor’s BUILD statements to be able to create DEFINE statements from an existing Environment,
including applicable general conventions.

You can create DEFINE statements for a single Environment definition (for example a System, Subsystem, or Type) or for
an entire Environment structure (for example the Production Environment).

The statements are written to a sequential data set or a partitioned data set member. You can modify the data set that the
BUILD action creates.

The following general conventions apply to all BUILD statements:
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• The Environment names you specify in the BUILD statement can have a maximum of eight characters with the
exception of SHIPMENT DESTINATION, which can be no longer than seven characters, and APPROVER GROUP,
which can be no longer than 16 characters.

• The Environment names you specify in the BUILD statement cannot include embedded spaces and must consist of
national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, # or $).

• Name-masking is supported on some variable values. For details, see the product documentation for each Build
statement.

• If the data set name you specify in the TO DSNAME clause contains embedded periods you must enclose it in
quotation marks.

• Variable values can be enclosed in double or single quotes, but quotes are not required, except for data set names. All
variable values on Define statements created by Build statements are enclosed in quotes by default.

Build SCL for Approver Group Syntax

Learn about using Endevor’s Build SCL for Approver Group statement to build DEFINE statements for specified approver
groups, including syntax details.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ APProver GROup ─ group-name ────────────────────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

        └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.

BUILD SCL FOR APPROVER GROUP group-name
Builds DEFINE statements for the specified approver groups. The FOR keyword is optional. You can specify a
name-masked approver group name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name
Identifies the Environment location of the approver group.You can specify a name-masked Environment name.

TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
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MEMBER member-name
(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Approver Group SCL

This example builds DEFINE SCL using the approver group called ACCTPAY1. The SCL is written to the data set named
ENDEVOR.SCLOUT. The member ACCTSPAY replaces any existing like-named member.

BUILD SCL FOR APPROVER GROUP ACCTPAY1

    FROM ENVIRONMENT DEVEL  

    TO DSNAME "ENDEVOR.SCLOUT"

    MEMBER ACCTSPAY

          REPLACE .

Build SCL for Approver Relation Syntax

Learn about Endevor’s Build SCL for Approver Relation statement to be able to build DEFINE statements that relate an
approver group to an inventory area.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ APProver RELation ──────────────────────────────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ APProver GROup ─ group-name ──────►

 ►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

        └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.

BUILD SCL [FOR] APPROVER RELATION
Builds DEFINE statements that relate an approver group to a particular inventory area. The FOR keyword is
optional.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name APPROVER GROUP group-name
Indicates the approver group and the Environment where that approver group is located.
ENVIRONMENT environment-name

Specifies the Environment location of the approver group from which you are building DEFINE SCL. You
can specify a name-masked Environment name.

APPROVER GROUP group-name
Specifies the approver group associated with the Environment. You can specify a name-masked approver
group name.
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TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Approver Relation SCL

This example builds DEFINE SCL that relates the ACCTPAY1 approver group to Environment DEVEL. The SCL is written
to DD statement SCLOUT.

BUILD SCL FOR APPROVER RELATION

      FROM ENVIRONMENT DEVEL    

           APPROVER GROUP ACCTPAY1  

      TO DDNAME SCLOUT .    

Build SCL for Environment Syntax

The BUILD SCL FOR ENVIRONMENT action builds DEFINE SCL statements for several inventory definitions that are
associated with the Environment you specify.

The BUILD SCL FOR ENVIRONMENT action builds DEFINE SCL statements for inventory definitions including System,
Subsystem, Type, and so on, associated with the Environment you specify. However, if the Global Type Sequencing
option is enabled at your site, Type sequence statements will not be built. This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►── BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─────────────────────►

                └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

        └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name Masking.

BUILD SCL [FOR] ENVIRONMENT environment-name
Builds DEFINE statements for the specified Environment. You can specify a name-masked Environment name.
The FOR keyword is optional.
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TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Environment

This example builds DEFINE SCL for an Environment called DEVEL. The SCL is written to the data set named
ENDEVOR.SCLOUT. The member DEVEL replaces any existing member named DEVEL.

BUILD SCL FOR ENVIRONMENT DEVEL

           TO DSNAME "ENDEVOR.SCLOUT"   

                    MEMBER DEVEL    

                   REPLACE .    

Build SCL for Processor Group Syntax

Learn about using Endevor’s Build SCL for Processor Group statement to build DEFINE statements to set up Processor
groups, including syntax specifications.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ PROcessor GROup ─ group-name ───────────────────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INCLUDE SUBOrdinates ─┘

 ►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

        └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘
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NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.

BUILD SCL [FOR] PROCESSOR GROUP group-name
Builds DEFINE statements for the specified Processor group. You can specify a name-masked Processor group
name. The FOR keyword is optional.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name TYPE type-name STAGE ID stage-id |
STAGE NUMBER stage-no [INCLUDE SUBORDINATES]

Specifies the inventory location of the Processor group. You must specify an Environment, System, Type, and
Stage. You can use a name-mask with the Environment, System, Type, and Stage ID. The Stage specification can
be one of the following:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier. Name-masking is supported.
STAGE NUMBER

Enter 1 or 2. Name-masking is not supported.
INCLUDE SUBORDINATES

(Optional) Create DEFINE SCL for the Processor symbols associated with the Processor group.
TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]

Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Processor Group SCL

This example builds DEFINE SCL for the Processor group named COBNBL1. The optional clause INCLUDE
SUBORDINATES is specified, therefore, DEFINE SCL is built for all Processor symbols associated with the Processor
group. The SCL is written to the data set named ENDEVOR.SCLOUT. The member PROCGR1 replaces any existing like-
named member.

BUILD SCL FOR PROCESSOR GROUP "COBNBL1"

            FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"    

             SYSTEM "ACCT"  

             TYPE "COBOL"   

             STAGE ID "U"   
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              INCLUDE SUBORDINATES  

            TO DSNAME "ENDEVOR.SCLOUT"  

            MEMBER "PROCGR1"    

                    REPLACE .   

Build SCL for Processor Symbol Syntax

Use Endevor’s Build SCL For Processor Symbol action to build DEFINE statements to define the Processor symbol
overrides associated with a Processor group.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ PROcessor SYMbol ───────────────────────────────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─ PROcessor GROup ─ group-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

        └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name Masking.

BUILD SCL FOR PROCESSOR SYMBOL
Builds DEFINE statements for Processor symbols. You must specify this clause.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name TYPE type-name STAGE ID stage-id |
STAGE NUMBER stage-no PROCESSOR GROUP group-name

Specifies the inventory location of the Processor symbols. You must specify an Environment, System, Type,
Processor group, and Stage. You can use a name-mask with the Environment, System, Type, Processor group,
and Stage ID. The Stage specification can be either one of the following:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier. Name-masking is supported.
STAGE NUMBER

Enter 1 or 2. Name-masking is not supported.
TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]

Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.
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DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Processor Symbol

This example builds DEFINE SCL for Processor symbols using the Processor group COBNBL1. DEFINE SCL for all
symbols associated with the Processors in Processor group COBNBL1 is built. The SCL is written to the data set named
ENDEVOR.SCLOUT. The member PROCSYM1 replaces any existing like-named member.

BUILD SCL FOR PROCESSOR SYMBOL

      FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

             SYSTEM "ACCT"

             TYPE "COBOL"

             STAGE ID "U"

             PROCESSOR GROUP "COBNBL1"

     TO DSNAME "ENDEVOR.SCLOUT"

             MEMBER "PROCSYM1"

             REPLACE .

Build SCL for Shipment Destination Syntax

Endevor’s Build SCL For Shipment Destination action builds SCL to define a Package shipment destination and to define
all data set and USS mapping rules.

In association with the Package shipment destination, the Build SCL For Shipment Destination action defines all data set
and USS mapping rules.

It is not possible to build SCL to define an individual data set or USS mapping rule. This SCL statement has the following
syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ SHIPMent ─ DESTination ─ destination-name ──────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

        └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘

BUILD SCL [FOR] SHIPMENT DESTINATION destination-name
Identifies the one- to seven-character name of the shipment destination from which you are building DEFINE SCL.
The FOR keyword is optional.You can specify a name-masked destination name.

TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
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DDNAME ddname
Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Shipment Destination SCL

This example builds DEFINE SCL for a shipment destination named DEST001. The SCL is written to the DD statement
SCLOUT.

BUILD SCL FOR SHIPMENT DESTINATION "DEST001"

                   TO DDNAME "SCLOUT" . 

Build SCL for Subsystem Syntax

Learn about Endevor’s Use the Build SCL For Subsystem action to be able to build DEFINE statements for Subsystem
definitions, including syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ SUBSystem ─ subsystemsystem-name ─────────────────────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────►

 

►►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

        └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                     └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.

BUILD SCL[FOR] SUBSYSTEM Subsystem-name
Identifies the 1- to 8-character name of the Subsystem from which you are building DEFINE SCL. The FOR
keyword is optional. You can specify a name-masked Subsystem name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name
Identifies the inventory location of the Subsystem from which you are building DEFINE SCL. You must also
enter the name of the System to which the Subsystem is defined. You can use name-masking to specify the
Environment name and the System name.
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TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Subsystem SCL

This example builds DEFINE SCL for all Subsystems using Environment DEVEL and System ACCT. The SCL is written to
the DD statement SCLOUT.

BUILD SCL FOR SUBSYSTEM "*"

    FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

          SYSTEM "ACCT" 

    TO DDNAME "SCLOUT" .

Build SCL for System Syntax

Learn about using Endevor’s Build SCL For System action in order to be able to build the required DEFINE statements for
your site’s System definitions.

However, if the Global Type Sequencing option is enabled at your site, Type sequence statements are not built.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ SYStem ─ System-namesystem-name ───────────────────────────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────►

                                           └─ INCLUDE SUBOrdinates ─┘

►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

       └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                    └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.
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BUILD SCL [FOR] SYSTEM system-name
Identifies the one- to eight-character name of the System from which you want to build DEFINE SCL. The FOR
keyword is optional. You can specify a name-masked System name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name [INCLUDE SUBORDINATES]
Identifies the Environment location of the System from which you are building DEFINE SCL. You can specify a
name-masked Environment name.
INCLUDE SUBORDINATES

(Optional) Create DEFINE SCL for the Subsystem, Type, Type sequence, Processor group, and
Processor group symbolic definitions associated with this System.

TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for System SCL

This example builds DEFINE SCL for the System ACCT using Environment DEVEL. The optional clause INCLUDE
SUBORDINATES is specified, therefore, DEFINE SCL is built for all inventory definitions associated with System ACCT.
The SCL is written to the data set named ENDEVOR.SCLOUT. The member SYSACCT replaces any existing like-named
member.

BUILD SCL FOR SYSTEM "ACCT"

    FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

    INCLUDE SUBORDINATES

    TO DSNAME "ENDEVOR.SCLOUT"

        MEMBER "SYSACCT"

                 REPLACE .  

Build SCL for Type Syntax

Learn to use Endevor’s BUILD SCL FOR TYPE action to build DEFINE SCL statements for Type definitions, including
variable value and syntax specifications.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ TYPe ─ type-name ───────────────────────────────────►

               └─ FOR ─┘
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 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘ └─ INCLUDE SUBOrdinates ─┘

►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

       └─ DSName ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                    └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.

BUILD SCL [FOR] TYPE type-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the Type from which you are building DEFINE SCL. The FOR
keyword is optional. You can specify a name-masked Type name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name STAGE ID stage-id | STAGE NUMBER
stage-no [INCLUDE SUBORDINATES]

Specifies the inventory location of the Type. You must specify an Environment, System, and Stage. You can use a
name-mask with the Environment, System, Type, and Stage ID. The Stage specification can be either one of the
following:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier. Name-masking is supported.
STAGE NUMBER

Enter 1 or 2. Name-masking is not supported.
INCLUDE SUBORDINATES

(Optional) Creates DEFINE SCL for the Processor group and Processor group symbol definitions
associated with the Type.

TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Type SCL
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This example builds DEFINE SCL for all Types using Environment DEVEL, System ACCT, and Stage number 1. The SCL
is written to the DD statement SCLOUT.

BUILD SCL FOR TYPE "*"

            FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"    

                   SYSTEM "ACCT"    

                   STAGE NUMBER 1   

            TO DDNAME "SCLOUT" .    

Build SCL for Type Sequence Syntax

The Build SCL For Type Sequence action builds Type sequence definition DEFINE statements by assigning sequence
numbers from 5, then adding 10 for each Type.

NOTE

The Batch Build SCL for Type Sequence function described in this article is no longer fully supported. The
documentation is provided for users who still rely on this function. However, this documentation refers to the pre-
v18 Type Sequencing method. The pre-v18 Type Sequencing method is now supported only to prevent your
existing Type Sequence definitions from failing. This support is temporary and will be removed in a future
release.
Before v18 Increment 0, there were two type sequencing methods— Global Type Sequencing and Type
Sequencing. Beginning with v18 Increment 0, only the Global Type Sequencing method is fully supported;
however, this method has dropped “Global” from the name and is now called “Type Sequencing.” All users
should implement this method to avoid issues when the old method is no longer supported.
For more information about this change, see Increment 0.

If the Global Type Sequencing option is enabled at your site, the statement is rejected. This SCL statement has the
following syntax:

►►── BUIld SCL ─┬───────┬─ TYPe SEQuence ──────────────────────────────────────►

                └─ FOR ─┘

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

►─ TO ─┬─ DDName ─ ddname ─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────►◄

       └─ DSNname ─ dsname ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ MEMber ─ member-name ┬───────────┬┘

                                                    └─ REPlace ─┘

NOTE

You can use name-masking to specify some variable values. A name-masked value is not explicit, because
it includes a full (*) or partial (for example, ENV*) wildcard, multiple placeholders (%), or both. For more
information about name-masking, see Name-Masking.

BUILD SCL FOR TYPE SEQUENCE
Create DEFINE SCL from an existing Type sequence definition. You must specify this clause.
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FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name STAGE ID stage-id | STAGE NUMBER
stage-no

Specifies the inventory location of the Type sequence. You must specify an Environment, System, and Stage. You
can use a name-mask with the Environment, System, Type, and Stage ID. The Stage specification can be one of
the following:
STAGE ID

Enter a single alphanumeric Stage identifier. Name-masking is supported.
STAGE NUMBER

Enter 1 or 2. Name-masking is not supported.
TO DDNAME ddname | DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]

Indicates where you want the BUILD SCL written to. The data set defined by this clause must be allocated with
fixed or variable length records. If fixed, the record length must be 80. If variable, the record length must be at
least 84. Specify the DDNAME parameter or the DSNAME parameter, but not both.
DDNAME ddname

Identifies the name of an allocated DD statement. The DD statement must define a sequential data set or
a partitioned data set with an explicit member.

DSNAME dsname [MEMBER member-name REPLACE]
Identifies the name of an existing catalogued data set. If the data set name contains embedded periods,
enclose it in quotation marks. If the data set is a partitioned data set, you can use the MEMBER clause to
define a member name to be created.
MEMBER member-name

(Optional) Names the member to be created, if the data set is a partitioned data set. If the data
set is partitioned data set and you do not specify the MEMBER clause, the member name created
is TEMPNAME.

REPLACE
(Optional) Indicates that an existing like-named member will be replaced. REPLACE is valid only
if you specify the MEMBER clause.

Example: Build SCL for Type Sequence SCL

This example builds DEFINE SCL for a Type sequence using Environment DEVEL, System ACCT, and Stage ID U. The
SCL is written to the data set named ENDEVOR.SCLOUT. The member ACCTSEQ1 replaces any existing like-named
member.

BUILD SCL FOR TYPE SEQUENCE

    FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"    

         SYSTEM "ACCT"  

         STAGE ID "U"   

    TO DSNAME "ENDEVOR.SCLOUT"

         MEMBER "ACCTSEQ1"

           REPLACE .    

Define Statements
Use the Endevor DEFINE statement to either create a previously non-existent Environment definition or to update an
already existing Environment definition.

The following general conventions apply to all DEFINE statements:
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• Names that you specify in the DEFINE clause can have a maximum of eight characters with the exception of
SHIPMENT DESTINATION, which can be no longer than sevencharacters, and APPROVER GROUP, which can be no
longer than 16 characters.

• You can use partially or fully wildcarded names in DEFINE clauses. Wildcarded names indicate that an update is to be
performed on existing Environment definitions that match the name you specify.

• You cannot specify names that include embedded spaces, non-alphabetical, non-numeric, or non-national characters.
However, this guideline does not fully apply to the PROCESSOR OUTPUT TYPE, which can contain any characters or
embedded spaces, but it cannot start with a leading blank.

• Updating an inventory definition does not change the settings that are not specified in the Define statement used to
update the inventory definition. For example, after the first DEFINE statement creates the inventory definition, the
second DEFINE statement only updates the settings specified in the second DEFINE statement. Any settings not
specified in the second DEFINE statement are not changed.

• Variable values can be enclosed in double or single quotes. Quotes are only required for data set names. All variable
values on Define statements created by Build statements are enclosed in quotes by default.

Define Approver Group Syntax

Learn how to use the Endevor DEFINE APPROVER GROUP action to be able to either create or update approver group
definitions, with syntax and SCL examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine APProver GROup ─ group-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ TITle ─ title-text ─────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ QUOrum SIZe ─ IS ─┬─ 0 ◄ ───┬─┘

                        └─ value ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─────────┬────────────────────┬─┬────┬───┬─ N ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ DISQualification ─┘ └ IS ┘   └─ Y ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──. ─►◄

   │                         ┌────────────── , ───────────────────┐     │ 

   └─ APProver ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ ( ─ id ──, ─┬─ REQuired ─────┬ ) ─┴─ ) ─┘

                └─ = ──┘                    └─ NOT REQuired ─┘

DEFINE APPROVER GROUP group-name
Identifies the up to sixteen-character name of the approver group you are creating or updating. You can specify
a partially or fully wildcarded approver group name. A wildcarded approver group name updates all matching
approver group definitions.

TO ENVIRONMENT environment-name
Identifies the Environment to which you are defining the approver group. You must use a fully specified and non-
wildcarded Environment name.

TITLE title-text
Identifies a 1- to 50-character description of the approver group you are creating or updating. You must specify
the TITLE clause if are creating an approver group. The clause is optional if you are updating an approver group.
If the text contains embedded spaces, enclose it in single or double quotation marks.

QUORUM SIZE IS value
Specifies the minimum number of approvers who must approve a Package before it can be executed. The
quorum size is optional when both creating and updating an approver group definition. If you specify this clause,
the value must between 0 and 16. If you do not specify this clause, the default is 0.
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DISQUALIFICATION IS
Sets the Disqualification option on or off at the Approver Group level. This setting has no effect if the site-wide
ENCOPTBL option APPROVER_DISQUALIFIED is ON, that is, the site-wide option overrides the Approver Group
option. If the site-wide option is not on, the Approver Group Disqualification option can prevent approvers in this
Approver Group from approving a package if they have updated the package or an element within the package.
The Disqualification setting allows administrators to implement the Disqualification feature by Approver Group
instead of using the site-wide option.  This allows for a more gradual implementation and does not require an
update to the Option Feature Table ENCOPTBL
Valid values are:
Y- Disqualification processing for approvers will take place. Therefore, approvers can be disqualified (prevented)
from approving packages that they worked on.
N- Disqualification processing for approvers will not take place. Therefore, approvers cannot be disqualified
(prevented) from approving packages that they worked on.

APPROVER EQ = id, REQUIRED/NOT REQUIRED
Specifies whether the approver ID is required to approve the Package. The clause contains two fields, the
approver ID field and the REQUIRED or NOT REQUIRED field. If you specify more than one approver ID, enclose
the fields in parentheses and separate by commas. For example, to define IDs USER01 and USER02 as required
approvers, the APPROVER clause would be specified as:
APPROVER=((USER01,REQUIRED),(USER02,REQUIRED))

When creating or updating an Approver Group definition, the APPROVER clause is optional. If an Approver Group
has no approvers, Endevor uses external approvers and uses the approver group name as the external security
group or profile name.

Example: Define Approver Group SCL

This example creates an Approver Group named ACCTPAY. This group contains five User IDs. Two of the five User
IDs are required for approval. A quorum size of three means that one of the not required users must also approve the
Package. In addition, approvers may be disqualified (prevented) from approving packages that they worked on.

DEFINE APPROVER GROUP "ACCTPAY1"

      TO ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"    

          TITLE "Accounts Payable Approver Group"   

      QUORUM SIZE IS 3

      DISQ is Y

      APPROVER EQ ( (USER001, REQUIRED),    

                    (USER002, NOT REQUIRED),    

                    (USER003, NOT REQUIRED),    

                    (USER004, REQUIRED),    

                    (USER005, NOT REQUIRED) ) .

 

Define Approver Relation Syntax

Learn how to use the DEFINE APPROVER RELATION action to create an approver junction, which defines which
inventory locations an approver group protects.

This definition is recorded in the Master Control file as a junction record. You cannot update an existing approver relation
definition. This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine APProver RELation ─ FOR ─ APProver GROup ─ group-name ─────────────►

 ►─ TO ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ───────────────►

 ►─ SUBSystem ─ Subsystem-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ────────────────────────────►
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 ►─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────►◄

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘ └─ TYPe ─ IS ─┬─ STANdard ◄ ─┬─┘

                                               └─ EMErgency ──┘

DEFINE APPROVER RELATION
Indicates that you create a approver relation definition. This clause is required.

FOR APPROVER GROUP group-name
Identifies the 1- to 16-character name of the approver group for which an inventory relationship is being built. Use
a fully specified and non-wildcarded approver group name.

TO ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM Subsystem-name TYPE type-
name STAGE ID stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

Identifies the inventory location to which you are defining the approver relation. A fully qualified Environment
name is required.
The TO SYSTEM, SUBSYSTEM, TYPE, and STAGE clauses you specify can be either fully qualified or fully
wildcarded. You cannot use partially wildcarded names.
You must use the STAGE ID clause if you wild card the Stage. Values that are specified in a wildcarded STAGE
clause are not expanded. The approver group relationship is built with the wildcarded values.

TYPE IS STANDARD/EMERGENCY
Specifies the approver type for this approver group. This clause is required when creating an approver group
relation definition.

Example: Define Approver Relation SCL

This example creates an Approver Relation for Approver Group ACCTPAY. This Approver Relation is for the Environment
DEVEL, System ACCT, Subsystem ACCTPAY, Type COBOL, Stage number 1.

DEFINE APPROVER RELATION

           FOR APPROVER GROUP "ACCTPAY" 

       TO ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

          SYSTEM "ACCT" 

          SUBSYSTEM "ACCTPAY1"  

          TYPE "COBOL"  

              STAGE NUMBER 1    

          TYPE IS STANDARD .    

Define Environment Syntax

Learn how to use the DEFINE ENVIRONMENT SCL syntax to be able to create, update, and manage a dynamic
environment in Endevor, including syntax examples.

To define a dynamic environment, you must first allocate Master Control Files (MCF) for the environment.  If the MCF
files are not allocated, DEFINE ENVIRONMENT fails with a message that says that the MCF files do not exist. All
other libraries can be allocated when first required if the Deferred File Creation feature is enabled. For more information
about the Deferred File Creation feature, see the "Enable Deferred File Creation" topic.

All DEFINE ENVIRONMENT parameters correspond to their counterparts in a C1DEFLTS TYPE=ENVRNMNT macro.
The only exception is the LIKE parameter. For more information about the TYPE=ENVRNMNT macro parameters, see the
"Defaults Table C1DEFLTS" topic.

NOTE
Any parameter that is available in the C1DEFLTS ENVRNMNT section can be specified in the Define
Environment SCL. Specifying parameters in the Define Environment SCL overrides values that were inherited
from the "LIKE" environment.
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This SCL has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine ENVironment ─ environment-name ─────────────────────────────►

►─ TITle ─ environment-title ──────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─ NEXt ENVironment ─ next-env-name ─┬────────────────────────────┬┘

                                       └─ STAge ID ─ next-stage-id ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

  └─ LIKe ─ like-env-name ─┘

►─ STAge ONE MCF ─┬──────┬─ 'stage1-dataset-name' ─────────────────────►

                  └─ IS ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  └─ STAge ONE TITle ─┬──────┬─ 'stage1-title' ─┘

                      └─ IS ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

  └─ STAge ONE NAMe ─┬──────┬─ stage1-name ─┘

                     └─ IS ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  └─ STAge ONE ID ─┬──────┬─ stage1-id ─┘

                   └─ IS ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

  └┬── STOp ─────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬────┬─ STAge ──── ONE ──┘

   └ DO NOT STOp ┘ └ PROmotion PACkages ┘ └ AT ┘         

►─ STAge TWO MCF ─┬──────┬─ 'stage2-dataset-name' ─────────────────────►

                  └─ IS ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  └─ STAge TWO TITle ─┬──────┬─ 'stage2-title' ─┘

                      └─ IS ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

  └─ STAge TWO NAMe ─┬──────┬─ stage2-name ─┘

                     └─ IS ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  └─ STAge TWO ID ─┬──────┬─ stage2-id ─┘

                   └─ IS ─┘

►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

  └┬── STOp ─────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬────┬─ STAge ──── TWO ──┘

   └ DO NOT STOp ┘ └ PROmotion PACkages ┘ └ AT ┘         

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

  └─ ENTry STAge  ─┬──────┬──┬─┬ ONE ─┬─┬─┘

                   └─ IS ─┘  │ └─ 1 ──┘ │

                             └─┬ TWO ─┬─┘

                               └─ 2 ──┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

  └─ IDMS BRIdge ─┬──────┬──┬─ AVAilable ─────┬─┘

                  └─ IS ─┘  └─ NOT AVAilable ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

  └─ IDMS BRIdge ─┬──────┬──┬─ ACTIVe ─────┬─┘

                  └─ IS ─┘  └─ NOT ACTIVe ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─ L-SERV JOUrnal GROup ID ─ group-id ── SUBSystem ID ─ subsys-id ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

  └─┬─ WRIte ────────┬─ SMF ELEment ──┬──────────────────┬┘
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    └─ DO NOT WRIte ─┘                └─ ACTion RECords ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►

  └─┬─ WRIte ────────┬─ SMF ADMinistration ──┬──────────────────┬┘

    └─ DO NOT WRIte ─┘                       └─ ACTion RECords ─┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

  └─┬─ WRIte ────────┬─ SMF SECurity ──┬───────────┬┘

    └─ DO NOT WRIte ─┘                 └─ RECords ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ SYNchronization LOCation ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                               └─ NO ──┘      

      

where:

DEFine ENVironment environment-name
Specifies the name of the environment to be created or updated. The name should not already exist as an
environment defined in C1DEFLTS.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

TITle environment-title
Specifies a descriptive title for the environment.
Limits: 1 to 40 characters

NEXt ENVironment next-env-name
(Optional) Specifies the name of the next environment on the environment map.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

STAge ID next-stage-id
(Optional) Specifies the stage ID of the next environment on the environment map.

LIKe like-env-name
Specifies the name of the environment from which all parameters except the STAGE ONE/TWO MCF parameters
are copied. Parameters that are specified on the DEFINE statement override the copied value. If LIKE is omitted,
the default values for non-mandatory parameters are the same as in a C1DEFLTS TYPE=ENVRNMNT macro.

STAge ONE NAMe stage1-dataset-name
Specifies the Master Control File data set name for Stage 1. The MCF file name must be fully qualified, without
symbolics, and the data set must exist at the time that the dynamic environment is created.

STAge ONE TITle stage1-title
Specifies a descriptive title for Stage 1. This name is used on various panels and reports to describe this stage.
Limits: 1 to 20 characters

STAge ONE NAMe stage1-name
Specifies the name of Stage 1. The stage name must be unique across all environments within a site (that is,
within the Defaults Table). The stage name can include any of (but only) the following characters: A-Z, 0-9, @, #,
$. Some commonly used Stage 1 names are: PREPROD, QA, STAGE1ID, and TEST.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

STAge ONE ID stage1-id
Specifies the one-character identifier for the first stage, used during processing to select or identify the stage that
you want. Commonly used identifiers are 1 or A.
Default: 1

STOp | DO NOT STOp PROmotion PACkages AT STAge ONE
Specifies whether the stop-at-stage feature for promotion packages is active. You can activate this feature for one
or both stages within the same environment. To activate this feature for a second stage, use STOp PROmotion
PACkages AT STAge TWO. You can also activate this feature in more than one environment (for example, in
QA/1 and PRD/1).
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STAge TWO MCF stage2-dataset-name
Specifies the Master Control File data set name for Stage 2. The MCF file name must be fully qualified, without
symbolics, and the data set must exist at the time that the dynamic environment is created.

STAge TWO TITle stage2-title
Specifies a descriptive title for Stage 2. This name is used on various panels and reports to describe this stage.
Limits: 1 to 20 characters

STAge TWO NAMe stage2-name
Specifies the name of Stage 2. The stage name must be unique across all environments within a site (that is,
within the Defaults Table). The stage name can include any of (but only) the following characters: A-Z, 0-9, @, #,
$.
Limits: 1-8 characters

STAge TWO ID stage2-id
Specifies the one-character identifier for the second stage, used during processing to select or identify the stage
that you want. Commonly used identifiers are 2 or B.
Default: 2

STOp | DO NOT STOp PROmotion PACkages AT STAge TWO
Specifies whether the stop-at-stage feature for promotion packages is active. You can activate this feature for
one or both stages within the same environment. To activate this feature for the first stage, use STOp PROmotion
PACkages AT STAge ONE. You can also activate this feature in more than one environment (for example, in QA/1
and PRD/1).

L-SERV JOUrnal GROup ID group-id SUBSystem ID subsys-id
Specifies the L-Serv journal group ID which relates the package data set that is named in the C1DEFLTS table to
a specific set of L-Serv journal files. Enables journaling in the package control files and is required for the Point-in-
Time Recovery (PITR) feature.

• group-id
The one- to eight-character Point-In-Time Recovery journal group ID that is associated with the package
journal files.

• subsys-id
The one- to four-character L-Serv journal group subsystem ID.

SMF ELEment
Specifies whether Endevor should write out SMF element action records.

SMF ADMinistration
Specifies whether Endevor should write out SMF admin action records.

SMF SECurity
Specifies whether Endevor should write out SMF security records.

SYNchronization LOCation
Specifies whether the Environment is a source synchronization location.
Values: YES or NO

IDMS BRIDGE ACTIVE
Indicates that the Endevor-to-Endevor/DB for IDMS Bridge is active.

IDMS BRIDGE AVAILABLE
Indicates that the Endevor-to-Endevor/DB for IDMS Bridge is available.

Example: Define Environment 'DEVB'

In this example, all parameters except the STAGE ONE and STAGE TWO MCF values are taken from the liked
environment DEV for environment DEVB. This means that the next environment and stage for DEV and DEVB are the
same.
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DEFINE ENVIRONMENT 'DEVB'

     LIKE  'DEV'

     STAGE ONE MCF IS 'SPRFX.SQUAL.DEVB1.MCF'

     STAGE TWO MCF IS 'SPRFX.SQUAL.DEVB2.MCF'.

Example: Define Environment 'WRK'

In this example, the next environment/stage and several other parameters are specified. All other parameters are taken
from the DEV environment.

DEFINE ENVIRONMENT 'WRK'

    TITLE 'WORK ENVIRONMENT'

    NEXT ENVIRONMENT 'DEV' STAGE ID '1'

    LIKE  'DEV'

    STAGE ONE MCF IS 'BST.AR1600S.WRK1.MCF'

    STAGE TWO MCF IS 'BST.AR1600S.WRK2.MCF'

    STAGE ONE TITLE 'WRK STAGE 1'

    STAGE TWO TITLE 'WRK STAGE 2'

    STAGE ONE NAME  'WORKSTG1'

    STAGE TWO NAME  'WORKSTG2'

    STAGE ONE ID    'A'

    STAGE TWO ID    'B'

    ENTRY STAGE IS 1

    WRITE SMF ELEMENT

    DO NOT WRITE SMF SECURITY.

Define Processor Group Syntax

Learn how to use the DEFINE PROCESSOR GROUP action to either create or update an existing Processor group
definition in Endevor, including syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine PROcessor GROup ─ group-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─ DESCription ─ description ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ ¤ ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─ . ──►◄

       ├─ NEXt PROcessor GROup ─ group-name ──────────────────────┤

       ├─ PROcessor OUTput TYPe ─┬────────┬─┬──────┬─┤ Option ├───┤

       │                         └─ NAMe ─┘ └─ IS ─┘              │

       ├─ GENerate PROcessor ─┬────────┬─┬──────┬─┤ Option ├──────┤

       │                      └─ NAMe ─┘ └─ IS ─┘                 │

       ├─ DELete PROcessor ─┬────────┬─┬──────┬─┤ Option ├────────┤

       │                    └─ NAMe ─┘ └─ IS ─┘                   │

       ├─ MOVe PROcessor ─┬────────┬─┬──────┬─┤ Option ├──────────┤

       │                  └─ NAMe ─┘ └─ IS ─┘                     │
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       ├─ MOVe ACTIOn USEs─┬─ GENerate ─┬─┬─────────────┬─────────┤

       │                   └─ MOVe ◄ ───┘ └─ PROcessor ─┘         │

       └─ TRANSFer ACTIOn USEs─┬─ GENerate ◄ ─┬─┬─────────────┬───┘

                               └─ MOVe ───────┘ └─ PROcessor ─┘

Expansion of Option

├── processor-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────┤

                    ├─ ALLow FOREground EXEcution ◄ ──────┤

                    └─ DO NOT ALLow FOREground EXEcution ─┘

DEFINE PROCESSOR GROUP group-name
Identifies the 1- to 8-character name of the Processor group you are creating or updating. You can specify a
partially or fully wildcarded Processor group name. A wildcarded Processor group name updates all matching
Processor group definitions.

TO ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name TYPE type-name STAGE ID stage-id
STAGE NUMBER stage-no

Identifies the inventory location to which the Processor group is defined or is to be defined. Names in the TO
clause must all be fully specified.

DESCRIPTION description
Use the DESCRIPTION clause to enter text of up to 50 characters in length describing the Processor group. If the
text contains embedded spaces, enclose it in either single or double quotation marks. The description clause is
required when creating a Processor group definition and optional when updating a Processor group definition.

NEXT PROCESSOR GROUP group-name
Identifies the name of the Processor group at the next map location. If you do not specify the NEXT
PROCESSOR GROUP clause, the clause defaults to the name of the Processor group that you are defining.

PROCESSOR OUTPUT TYPE
Designates the type of output in this Processor group. The character default of 16 is concatenation of Type names
and Processor group names. This parameter is used with the Element registration feature and can be user-
defined. Any string of 16 characters is allowed; however, the string cannot start with leading spaces and must be
contained within double quotes.

GENERATE/DELETE/MOVE PROCESSOR NAME processor-name
Identifies a one- to-eight character alpha-numeric name of the Processors that make up the Processor group. The
GENERATE/MOVE/DELETE PROCESSOR NAME clauses are optional when creating or updating a Processor
group definition.
If you do not specify the clause, the Processor name defaults to *NOPROC*. If the Processor name identifies one
of Endevor reserved Processor names (GPPROCSS, DPPROCSS, BASICGEN, or BASICDEL), the Processor
name converts to *NOPROC*. You cannot use the clauses MOVE ACTION USES or TRANSFER ACTION USES
with *NOPROC*.

MOVE ACTION USES GENERATE/MOVE PROCESSOR
Indicates whether Endevor is to execute the generate or the move Processor as part of the MOVE action. You
cannot use this clause with a Processor name of *NOPROC*.

TRANSFER ACTION USES GENERATE/MOVE PROCESSOR
Indicates whether Endevor is to execute the generate or the move Processor as part of the TRANSFER action.
You cannot use this clause with a Processor name of *NOPROC*.

Example: Define Processor Group SCL

The example updates Processor group COBNBL1. This example updates the transfer action so that the TRANSFER
action uses the move Processor instead of the generate Processor.

DEFINE PROCESSOR GROUP "COBNBL1"

      TO ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"
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                SYSTEM "ACCT"   

            TYPE "COBOL"    

            STAGE ID "U"    

           TRANSFER ACTION USES MOVE PROCESSOR .    

Define Processor Symbol Syntax

Learn how to use the DEFINE PROCESSOR SYMBOL action to be able to either define or update symbols in Processors,
including detailed SCL syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine PROcessor SYMbol ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ───────────────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─ PROcessor GROup ─ group-name ─ PROcessor TYPe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─ GENerate ─┬────►

                                                   └─ = ──┘ ├─ MOVe ─────┤

                                                            └─ DELete ───┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─SYMbol──symbol-name ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ override-value ──┴── . ──────────────────►◄

                          └─ = ──┘

DEFINE PROCESSOR SYMBOL
Indicates that you are to define or update symbols in Processors. You must specify this clause.

TO ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name TYPE type-name STAGE ID stage-id
STAGE NUMBER stage-no PROCESSOR GROUP group-name PROCESSOR TYPE EQ/= GENERATE/MOVE/
DELETE

Identifies the inventory location of the Processor group to which the Processor symbols are defined or are to be
defined, the Processor group, and a Processor type within the group.
You must fully specify the Environment name, System name, and Type name.
You can fully specify, partially wildcard or fully wildcard the Processor group name. A wildcarded Processor group
name updates matching Processor symbolic definitions. The Processor group name cannot be '*NOPROC*'.
Specify either a generate, move, or delete Processor type.

SYMBOL symbol-name EQ/= override-value
Identifies the one- to eight-character name of the Processor symbol you are modifying. The symbol must be
defined in the Processor.
The override value identifies the up to 65-character override value to be associated with the symbol. If the
override value contains imbedded single quotation marks enclose the field in double quotation marks. Likewise,
if it contains imbedded double quotation marks enclose it in single quotation marks. The override value cannot
contain both single and double quotation marks. You can specify multiple symbolic values by repeating the
SYMBOL clause as many times as needed.

Example: Define Processor Symbol SCL

This example updates Processor symbols for Processor group COBNBL1. The symbols for the generate Processor are
updated.

DEFINE PROCESSOR SYMBOL

    TO  ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

                SYSTEM "ACCT"   
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                TYPE "COBOL"    

                STAGE ID "U"    

                PROCESSOR GROUP "COBNBL1"   

                PROCESSOR TYPE EQ GENERATE  

    SYMBOL SYSOUT EQ "A"

    SYMBOL PARMCOB EQ "NOLIB, LANGLVL(1)"

    SYMBOL WRKUNIT EQ "SYSDA"

    SYMBOL EXPINC EQ "N" .

Define Shipment Destination Syntax

Learn how to use the DEFINE SHIPMENT DESTINATION action to either define or update Endevor destinations to which
you can ship all your Package outputs.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine SHIPMent DESTination ─ destination-name ─────────────────────────────►

 ►─ DESCription ─ description ─ TRANSMission METhod ─ method-name ──────────────►

 ►┬ REMote NODename ─ nodename ─────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

  └─ REMote IPName ─ ipname IPPORT ─ ipport─────┘    

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ DO NOT SHIp ◄ ─┬ ─ COMPLementary DATASet ─┘

     └─ SHIp ──────────┘

 ►─ HOSt DATASet PREfix ─ value ¤ ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─────►

                                   ├─ HOSt DISposition ─┬─ DELete ◄ ─┬┤

                                   │                    └─ KEEp ─────┘│

                                   ├─ HOSt UNIt ─┬─ SYSDA ◄ ─┬────────┤

                                   │             └─ value ───┘        │

                                   └─ HOSt VOLume SERial ─ value ─────┘

 ►─ REMote DATASet PREfix ─ value ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─►

                                     ├─ REMote DISposition ─┬─ DELete ◄ ─┬┤

                                     │                      └─ KEEp ─────┘│

                                     ├─ REMote UNIt ─┬─ SYSDA ◄ ─┬────────┤

                                     │               └─ value ───┘        │

                                     └─ REMote VOLume SERial ─ value ─────┘

 ►─USS HOSt PATh NAMe PREfix 'path-value' ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └ USS HOSt PATh DISposition ─┬─────────────┬┘

                                └┬ DELete ◄ ┬─┘

                                 └ KEEp ────┘

 ►─USS REMote PATh NAMe PREfix 'path-value' ──────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └ USS REMote PATh DISposition ─┬─────────────┬┘

                                  └┬ DELete ◄ ┬─┘

                                   └ KEEp ────┘

 ►─ REMote JOBcard ─┬─ EQ ─┬ ─┤ JOBCARD ├─ . ──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ = ──┘
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Expansion of JOBCARD

├── ( ─ 'jobcard1' ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ) ──┤

                   └─ ,'jobcard2' ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ ,'jobcard3' ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                                                   └─ ,'jobcard4' ─┘

DEFINE SHIPMENT DESTINATION destination-name
Identifies the one- to seven-character name of the destination you are creating or updating. The destination name
that you specify must be a fully qualified value.

DESCRIPTION description
Describes the destination. A valid value is up to 30 characters in length. If the text contains embedded spaces,
enclose it in either single or double quotation marks. You must specify this clause when creating a shipment
destination. It is optional when updating a shipment destination.

WARNING
You must specify the TRANSMISSION METHOD clause when creating a Package shipment destination. The
clause is optional when updating a Package shipment destination.

TRANSMISSION METHOD method-name
Defines the transmission method that is to be used to ship the Package to the remote destination. The following
transmission methods are valid, but you must specify the method that corresponds to the transmission utility
enabled at your site.
BDT

Specifies the transmission method for the transmission utility Bulk Data Transfer version 2 or above.
BDTNJE

Specifies the transmission method for the transmission utility Bulk Data Transfer version 1 (NJE).
LOCAL

Specifies the transmission method for the transmission utility IEBCOPY.
NDM

Specifies the transmission method for the transmission utility Network DataMover
NETVIEWFTP

Specifies the transmission method for the transmission utility NetView File Transfer Program
XCOM

Specifies the transmission method for the transmission utility XCOM

NOTE
For the LOCAL and BDTNJE transmission methods, the REMOTE NODENAME and IPNAME are ignored and,
therefore, are not required for those transmission methods.

REMOTE NODENAME nodename
Specifies the 1-to 16-character site name to which Package outputs are to be shipped. You must specify the
REMOTE NODENAME clause when creating a shipment destination. The clause is optional when updating a
shipment destination. For the XCOM transmission method, you can specify the VTAM NODENAME or a TCP/IP
IPNAME address, but not both.

REMote IPName ipname IPPort ipport
Specifies the TCP/IP address to which the Package outputs are to be shipped. This option is only valid with the
XCOM transmission method. For the XCOM transmission method, you can specify a REMOTE NODENAME or a
REMOTE IPNAME, but not both. If IPNAME is specified, then IPPORT is required.
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IPName ipname
Specifies the 1- to 63- character TCP/IP IPNAME shipment destination address for a shipment performed
using the XCOM transmission method. If the value contains special characters, which it usually does, it
must be enclosed in single quotes. If IPNAME is specified, then IPPORT is required.

IPPort ipport
Specifies the one to five character IPPORT number within the IPNAME address. The IPPORT value must
be in the range of 1 to 65535. This parameter must match the XCOM SERVPORT specification of the
target server. If IPNAME is specified, then IPPORT is required.

SHIP/DO NOT SHIP COMPLEMENTARY DATASET
Indicates whether or not data sets can be shipped along with Package shipments. The default is DO NOT SHIP
COMPLEMENTARY DATASET.

HOST DATASET PREFIX value
Defines the 1 to 14 character prefix to be assigned to the staging data sets that are created at the host node. You
must specify the HOST DATASET PREFIX clause when creating a Package shipment destination. The clause is
optional when updating a Package shipment destination.

HOST DISPOSITION DELETE/KEEP
Specifies the disposition of the host staging data sets after the Package shipment utility is complete. The default
disposition is DELETE.

HOST UNIT SYSDA/value
Specifies the 1 to 8 character alpha-numeric unit type on which the staging data set is allocated. The default value
is SYSDA. The utility does not verify that the value you specify is defined to the System.

HOST VOLUME SERIAL value
Identifies the 1 to 6 character volume on which the host staging data sets will be allocated. The utility does not
verify that the volume serial you specify is defined to the System.

NOTE
For the LOCAL transmission method, the REMOTE staging clauses DATASET PREFIX, DISPOSITION, UNIT,
and VOLUME SERIAL cannot be used.

REMOTE DATASET PREFIX value
Defines the prefix to be assigned to the staging data sets that are created at the remote node. It can be any
number of data set name qualifiers of up to 14 characters in length. The clause is required when creating a
Package shipment destination and optional when updating a Package shipment destination.

REMOTE DISPOSITION DELETE/KEEP
Specifies the disposition of the remote staging data sets after the Package shipment utility is complete. The
default disposition is DELETE.

REMOTE UNIT SYSDA/value
Specifies the unit type on which the staging data set will be allocated. The default value is SYSDA. You can use
any string of up to eight alphanumeric characters. The utility does not verify that the value you enter is defined to
the System.

REMOTE VOLUME SERIAL value
Identifies the volume on which the remote staging data sets will be allocated. You can use any alphanumeric
string of up to six characters in length. The utility does not verify that the volume serial you enter is defined to the
System.

USS HOST PATH NAME PREFIX path-value
Assigns this prefix to the staging USS files that are created at the host node.
When creating a Package destination, if this clause is not specified, a default prefix of /tmp/ is defined for
USS transmission types (LOCAL, NDM,XCOM). This clause is not valid for non-USS transmission types
(BDT,BDTNJE,NETVIEWFTP).
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When updating a Package destination, if the transmission type changes from USS to non-USS, the Package
record’s USS HOST PATH NAME PREFIX length field is set to zero and the name is initialized to binary zero. A
warning message and the original prefix value are printed when this occurs.
When a path name value is assigned to the definition, the prefix path name field is padded with blanks.
Valid path-values meet the following requirements:

• Can be up to 732 characters.
• Must start and end with a forward slash (/). If the starting character is not a slash, a syntax error is issued. If

the last character is not a slash, a slash is generated.
• If the path name contains a single quote character, use double quotes to enclose the text. A path name cannot

contain both a single and a double quote character.
• If the path name cannot fit on a single statement, the overflow may be specified on subsequent lines. Enclose

the first string in single quotes then follow it with a comma to indication that an additional line text exists. The
pathname specification can not exceed 14 text string values.

USS HOST PATH DISPOSITION DELETE/KEEP
Specifies the disposition of the USS host staging files after the Package shipment utility is complete. The default
disposition is DELETE. This clause is not valid for non-USS transmission types (BDT,BDTNJE, NETVIEWFTP).
On an update, if the transmission type changes from USS to non-USS, the Package record’s USS disposition field
is set to blanks.

USS REMOTE PATH NAME PREFIX path-value
Assigns this prefix to the staging USS files that are created at the remote node.
When creating a Package destination, if this clause is not specified, a default prefix of /tmp/ is defined for
USS transmission types (LOCAL, NDM,XCOM). This clause is not valid for non-USS transmission types
(BDT,BDTNJE,NETVIEWFTP).
When updating a Package destination, if the transmission type changes from USS to non-USS, the Package
record’s USS REMOTE PATH NAME PREFIX length field is set to zero and the name is initialized to binary zero.
A warning message and the original value are printed when this occurs.
When a path name value is assigned to the definition, the prefix path name field is padded with blanks.
Valid path-values meet the following requirements:

• Can be up to 732 characters.
• Must start and end with a forward slash (/). If the starting character is not a slash, a syntax error is issued. If

the last character is not a slash, a slash is generated.
• If the path name contains a single quote character, use double quotes to enclose the text. A path name cannot

contain both a single and a double quote character.
• If the path name cannot fit on a single statement, the overflow may be specified on subsequent lines. Enclose

the first string in single quotes then follow it with a comma to indication that an additional line text exists. The
pathname specification can not exceed 14 text string values.

USS REMOTE PATH DISPOSITION DELETE/KEEP
Specifies the disposition of the USS remote staging files after the Package shipment utility is complete.
The default disposition is DELETE. This clause is not valid for non-USS transmission types (BDT,BDTNJE,
NETVIEWFTP).
On an update, if the transmission type changes from USS to non-USS, the Package record’s USS disposition field
is set to blanks.

REMOTE JOBCARD EQ/= jobcard
Specifies the JCL jobcard to be used at the remote site. If the jobcard statement contains a single quotation
mark enclose the entire jobcard in double quotation marks. Each jobcard can be no longer than 65 characters,
excluding the delimiting quotation marks. The REMOTE JOBCARD clause is required when creating a Package
shipment destination and is optional when updating a Package shipment destination.

Example: USS Path Names in Define Shipment Destination Statements
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The path-names in the following clauses are properly specified:

USS REMOTE PATH NAME PREFIX  ‘/u/users/endevor’,

   ‘/stg/’   

USS REMOTE PATH NAME PREFIX ‘/u/users/endevor/’,

   “dir’stg1/” ,

   ‘dirastg2/’

The following example shows an invalid path name specification, because it contains a single- and double-quote
character:

USS REMOTE PATH NAME PREFIX ‘/u/users/endevor/’,

   “dir’stg1/” ,

   ‘dir”stg2/’

Example: Define Destination Shipment SCL for Network DataMover

This example creates a shipment destination named BOSTNDM. The transmission method is Network DataMover (NDM).

CREATE a Shipment Destination named BOSTNDM. The Transmission Method is NDM (Network DataMover).

DEFINE SHIPMENT DESTINATION 'BOSTNDM'

            DESCRIPTION 'BOSTON DATA MOVER NODE'    

            TRANSMISSION METHOD 'NDM'   

            REMOTE NODENAME 'CHINNDM'   

            DO NOT SHIP COMPLEMENTARY DATASET   

            HOST DATASET PREFIX 'USER01.NDVR'   

            HOST DISPOSITION DELETE 

            HOST UNIT SYSDA 

            REMOTE DATASET PREFIX 'USER01.NDVR' 

            REMOTE DISPOSITION DELETE   

            REMOTE UNIT SYSDA   

            REMOTE JOBCARD =    

 ("//JOBNAME JOB (ACCOUNT),'JOHN DOE'") ,

 "//*" ,

 "//*" ,

 "//*" )

Example: Define Destination Shipment SCL for XCOM Transmission

This Define Destination Shipment SCL defines a shipment destination named JPMXCOM for the XCOM transmission
method. The REMOTE IPNAME and IPPORT define the TCP/IP address to which the Package outputs will be shipped.

DEFINE SHIPMENT DESTINATION 'JPMXCOM'

            DESCRIPTION 'LOCAL XCOM TO AB31'    

            TRANSMISSION METHOD '   XCOM'

            REMOTE NODENAME 'XCPS'  

 REMOTE IPNAME 'VERY.LONG.REMOTE.IPNAME.AAAA.BBBB.CCCC.DDDD.EEEE.FFFF.GGGG.23'  IPPORT 8044

        HOST DATASET PREFIX 'PUBLIC'    

        HOST DISPOSITION DELETE 

        REMOTE DATASET PREFIX 'PUBLIC'  

        REMOTE DISPOSITION DELETE   

            REMOTE JOBCARD EQ   

 ("//USER02S JOB 108300000,PSHIPXCM,USER=USERR02,",

 "//  REGION=6M,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID        ",

 "/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=AB31                          ",

 "//*                                            " )
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Define Shipment Mapping Rule Syntax

Use the Endevor DEFINE SHIPMENT MAPPING RULE action to either create or update mapping rules that exist between
the host and the remote data set names.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine SHIpment MAPping RULe ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─ DESTination ─ destination-name ─ DESCription ─ description ──────────►

 ►─ HOSt DATASet ─ 'dsname' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ APPROXimate HOSt ─ MEMBERS PER CYLinder ─ nnn ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────── . ─►◄

   ├─ MAPS TO ─┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────┤

   │           └─ REMote DATASet ─ 'dsname' ─┘          │

   └─ EXClude ──────────────────────────────────────────┘

DEFINE SHIPMENT MAPPING RULE
Indicates that you are creating or updating a mapping rule between a host data set name and a remote data set
name. You must specify this clause.

TO DESTINATION destination-name
Identifies the 1- to 7-character name of an existing Package shipment destination. Specify a fully specified value.

DESCRIPTION description
Use the DESCRIPTION clause to enter text of up to 40 characters describing this data set map. If your text
contains embedded spaces, enclose it in single or double quotation marks. If you want to embed part of the
description in quotes, enclose the description in single quotes to embed double quotes or double quotes to embed
single quotes. Specify the DESCRIPTION clause when creating a shipment mapping rule. You cannot specify this
clause when you are updating a shipment mapping rule. If you specify the DESCRIPTION clause when updating
a shipment mapping rule, a caution message is issued and the DESCRIPTION clause is ignored.

HOST DATASET dataset-name MAPS TO REMOTE DATASET dataset-name
Identifies the 1- to 44-character name or mask of the host data set name and the 1- to 44-character name or mask
of the remote data set name. If you do not specify the MAPS TO REMOTE DATASET clause, the EXCLUDE
clause is the default mapping rule. You must use the HOST DATASET clause when creating a shipment mapping
rule. The clause is optional when updating a shipment mapping rule.

APPROXimate HOSt MEMBERS PER CYLinder nnn
Use this field to enter an approximation of the number of members that one cylinder might contain for data sets
that map to this rule. You can enter in increments of .01 for values from .01 thru .99 and increments of 1 for values
from 1 thru 999. If you omit this field or enter a 0, the field defaults to 16.
When Packages are staged for shipment, the actual number of members being staged is divided by this value and
the result is allocated plus 1 cylinder of primary and secondary space for the staging data sets. If you normally
ship large members, you want this value to be a small number.

EXCLUDE
Use the EXCLUDE clause if you do not want to transmit the Package outputs of a data set. You can only use the
EXCLUDE clause if you do not specify the MAPS TO REMOTE DATASET clause. The two clauses are mutually
exclusive.

Example: Define Shipment Mapping Rule SCL

This example creates a shipment rule for the shipment destination named BOSTNDM.
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DEFINE SHIPMENT MAPPING RULE

      TO DESTINATION 'BOSTNDM'  

      DESCRIPTION "MOVE OBJECTS"    

      HOST DATASET 'ENDEVOR.QAFIN.OBJLIB*'  

        MAPS TO REMOTE DATASET 'ENDEVOR.RMTFIN.OBJLIB*' .   

Define Shipment USS Mapping Rule Syntax

Use the Endevor DEFINE SHIPMENT USS MAPPING RULE action to either create or update mapping rules between a
host USS path name and a remote USS path name.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine SHIPMent USS MAPping RULe ─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─ DESTination ─ destination-name ─ DESCription ─ description ──────────►

 ►─ USS HOSt PATh NAMe ─ 'path-value' ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────── . ─►◄

   ├─ MAPS TO ─┬────────────────────────┬─ 'path-value' ─┤

   │           └─ USS REMote PATh NAMe ─┘                │

   └─ EXClude ───────────────────────────────────────────┘

DEFINE SHIPMENT USS MAPPING RULE
Creates or updates a mapping rule between a host USS path name and a remote USS path name.

TO DESTINATION destination-name
Specifies the one- to seven-character name of an existing Package shipment destination. Name-masking is not
supported.

DESCRIPTION description
Describes the USS mapping rule that is being created or updated. The text can be up to 40 characters.
Embedded spaces are valid if the text is enclosed in either single or double quotation marks. This clause must be
specified when creating a USS shipment mapping rule and is optional on an update.

USS HOST PATH NAME path-value MAPS TO USS REMOTE PATH NAME path-value
Specifies the 1- to 768-character host path name and the 1- to 768-character remote path name. Name-masking
is supported. If the remote path name is omitted, the EXCLUDE clause is the default mapping rule. The HOST
PATH NAME must be specified when creating or updating a mapping rule.
Valid path-values meet the following requirements:

• Must start and end with a forward slash (/). If the starting character is not a slash, a syntax error is issued. If
the last character is not a slash, a slash is generated.

• If the path name contains a single quote character, use double quotes to enclose the text. A path name cannot
contain a single- and a double-quote character.

• If the path name cannot fit on a single statement, the overflow may be specified on subsequent lines. Enclose
the first string in single quotes. Follow it with a comma to indicate that more line text exists. The pathname
specification cannot exceed 14 text string values.

If path-values are masked, node masking resolutions between Host and Remote rules are resolved from right to
left.
The MAPS TO clause can be specified with or without the USS REMote PATh NAMe sub-clause. The following
examples are valid:
MAPS TO path-value

MAPS TO USS REMote PATh NAMe path-value
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On an update, if the MAPS TO clause is omitted, the EXCLUDE clause is assumed.
EXCLUDE

Does not transmit the USS outputs from the USS HOST PATH NAME specification. The EXCLUDE clause can
only be used if the MAPS TO clause is omitted. The two clauses are mutually exclusive.

Define Subsystem Syntax

Learn to use the Endevor Define Subsystem statement to be able to either create or update a Subsystem definition,
including SCL statement syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►── DEFine SUBSystem ─ Subsystem-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ TO ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ────────────────►

 ►─ DESCription ─ description ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

                               └─ NEXt SUBSystem ─ Subsystem-name ─┘

 ►─┬─ DO NOT EXClude DUPlicate PROcessor OUTput CHEck ◄ ────┬──────────── . ───►◄

   └─ EXClude DUPlicate PROcessor OUTput CHEck ─────────────┘

DEFINE SUBSYSTEM Subsystem-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the Subsystem you are creating or updating. Name-masking is
allowed. A name-masked Subsystem name updates all matching Subsystem definitions.

TO ENVIRONMENT Environment name SYSTEM system-name
Specifies the inventory location to which you are defining the Subsystem. The Environment name and System
name must be fully specified; name-masking is not allowed.

DESCRIPTION description
Describes this Subsystem with text of up to 50 characters in length. If the text contains embedded spaces,
enclose it in single or double quotation marks. The Description clause is required when you create a Subsystem
definition. The clause is optional, when you update a Subsystem definition.

NEXT SUBSYSTEM Subsystem-name
Specifies the name of the Subsystem in the next Environment. If you do not specify the Next Subsystem clause,
the value defaults to the name of the Subsystem you are creating or updating.

DO NOT EXCLUDE | EXCLUDE DUPLICATE PROCESSOR OUTPUT CHECK
Specifies whether to exclude this Subsystem from being checked, if the Duplicate Processor Output Type Check
is active for the System where this Subsystem is located. The default is Do Not Exclude Duplicate Processor
Output Check.

Example: Define Subsystem SCL

This example creates a Subsystem named GENLEDG for System ACCT.

DEFINE SUBSYSTEM "GENLEDG"

    TO ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

       SYSTEM "ACCT"

    DESCRIPTION "The General Ledger Subsystem"

    NEXT SUBSYSTEM "GENLEDG" .
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Define System Syntax

Learn to use the Endevor Define System statement, to create or update System definitions, including SCL clauses, and
options, with SCL syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine SYStem ─ system-name ─ TO ENVironment ─ environment-name ──────────►

 ►─ DESCription ─ description ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ ¤ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ¤ ─────────────►

       ├─ NEXt SYStem ─ system-name ────────────────────────┤

       ├─ COMMent ─┬─ NOT REQuired ◄ ─┬─────────────────────┤

       │           └─ REQuired ───────┘                     │

       ├─ CCId ─┬─ NOT REQuired ◄ ─┬────────────────────────┤

       │        └─ REQuired ───────┘                        │

       ├─┬─┤ DUPlicate ELEment ├───┬────────────────────────┤

       │ └─┤ DUPlicate PROcessor ├─┘                        │

       ├─ ELEment JUMp ACKnowledgement ─┬─ REQuired ◄ ───┬──┤

       │                                └─ NOT REQuired ─┘  │

       ├─ SIGnout ─┬─ IS NOT ACTIVe ◄ ─┬────────────────────┤

       │           └─ IS ACTIVe ───────┘                    │

       └─ SIGnout DATASet VALidation ─┬─ IS NOT ACTIVe ◄ ─┬─┘

                                      └─ IS ACTIVe ───────┘

 ►─ STAge ONE LOAd LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dataset-name' ─────────────────────────►

                            └─ IS ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ STAge ONE LISt LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dataset-name' ─┘

                              └─ IS ─┘

 ►─ STAge TWO LOAd LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dataset-name' ─────────────────────────►

                            └─ IS ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ STAge TWO LISt LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dataset-name' ─┘

                              └─ IS ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─┤ RETain ELEment LEVel BY AGE ├───┤

   └─┤ RETain COMPOnent LEVel BY AGE ├─┘

Expansion of DUPlicate ELEment

├──┬─ DUPlicate ELEment ─ name ─ CHEck IS NOT ACTIVe ◄ ─────────────┬──────────┤

   └─  DUPlicate ELEment ─ name ─ CHEck IS ACTIVe ─┬─────────────┬──┘

                                                   └─ ┤ error ├ ─┘

Expansion of DUPlicate PROcessor OUTput

├─ DUPlicate PROcessor OUTput type ┬ CHEck IS NOT ACTIVe ◄ ┬───────────────────►

                                   └── CHEck IS ACTIVe ────┘

►─┬───────────────────┬─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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  └ ACRoss Subsystems ┘ └┤ error ├┘

Expansion of error

├──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ error ─ SEVerity LEVel ─ is ─ W|E|C ─┘

Expansion of RETain ELEment LEVel BY AGE

├──┬─ DO NOT RETain ELEment LEVel BY AGE ◄ ──────────────────────────────┬─────┤

   ├─ RETain ELEment LEVel BY AGE ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┤ 

   │                               └─ RET ELE LEV FOR ─ nnn ─ MONths ──┘ │ 

   └─ RET ELE LEV FOR ─ nnn ─ MONths ────────────────────────────────────┘

Expansion of RETain COMPOnent LEVel BY AGE

├──┬─ DO NOT RETain COMPOnent LEVel BY AGE ◄ ───────────────────────────────┬──┤

   ├─ RETain COMPOnent LEVel BY AGE ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┤ 

   │                                 └─ RET COMPO LEV FOR ─ nnn ─ MONths ─┘ │ 

   └─ RET COMPO LEV FOR ─ nnn ─ MONths ─────────────────────────────────────┘

The Define System statement includes the following clauses and options.

DEFINE SYSTEM system-name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the System you are creating or updating. Name maskName-
masking is allowed. A name-masked System name updates all matching System definitions.

TO ENVIRONMENT environment-name
Specifies the Environment to which you are defining the System. The Environment name that you specify must be
fully qualified; name-masking is not allowed.

DESCRIPTION description
Describes this System with text of up to 50 characters in length. If the text contains embedded spaces, enclose
it in single or double quotation marks. This clause is required when you create a System definition. The clause is
optional, when you update a System definition.

NEXT SYSTEM system-name
Specifies the name of the System in the next Environment. If you do not specify this clause, the value defaults to
the name of the System you are creating or updating.

COMMENTS REQUIRED | NOT REQUIRED
Specifies whether comments are required for actions against Elements in this System. The default is
COMMENTS NOT REQUIRED.

CCID REQUIRED | NOT REQUIRED
Specifies whether CCIDs are required for actions against Elements in this System. The default is CCID NOT
REQUIRED.

DUPLICATE ELEMENT NAME CHECK IS ACTIVE | IS NOT ACTIVE
Specifies whether the Element name registration feature is active. If this clause is omitted, the default is
DUPLICATE ELEMENT NAME CHECK IS NOT ACTIVE. The following option applies to this clause:
ERROR SEVERITY LEVEL

Specifies the message severity level for messages that result when errors are found during an Element
name registration check. This clause is only valid if the Define System statement includes the clause
DUPLICATE ELEMENT NAME CHECK IS ACTIVE. Valid values are:
W

- Warning
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C
- Caution

E
- Error - The default, if this clause is omitted.

DUPLICATE PROCESSOR OUTPUT TYPE CHECK IS ACTIVE | IS NOT ACTIVE
Specifies whether the duplicate Processor output type check is active. If active, Endevor compares Element
names across types and Processor groups for the same Processor output type. A conflict occurs if a user
attempts to add or create an Element, and an Element with the same name and Processor output Type exists in
the same System, even if the Element is of a different Type. If this clause is omitted, the default is DUPLICATE
PROCESSOR OUTPUT TYPE CHECK IS NOT ACTIVE. The following options apply to this clause:
ACROSS SUBSYSTEMS

Specifies whether the check extends to the Subsystems defined to this System. This clause is only valid if
DUPLICATE PROCESSOR OUTPUT TYPE CHECK IS ACTIVE.

ERROR SEVERITY LEVEL
Specifies the message severity level for messages that result when errors are found during a duplicate
Processor output Type check. This clause is only valid if the Define System statement includes the clause
DUPLICATE PROCESSOR OUTPUT TYPE CHECK IS ACTIVE. Valid values are:
W

- Warning
C

- Caution
E

- Error - The default, if this clause is omitted.
ELEMENT JUMP ACKNOWLEDGMENT REQUIRED | NOT REQUIRED

Specifies whether users must use ACKNOWLEDGE ELM JUMP=Y when moving Elements. Endevor uses this
field when it finds an Element being moved at a nonmapped Stage between the from and to locations of the
move. The default is ELEMENT JUMP ACKNOWLEDGMENT REQUIRED.

SIGNOUT IS ACTIVE | NOT ACTIVE
Specifies whether the signin/signout facility is active for this System. If this option is active, Endevor performs
signin and signout processing. The default is SIGNOUT IS NOT ACTIVE.

SIGNOUT DATASET VALIDATION IS ACTIVE | NOT ACTIVE
Specifies whether data set validation is active for this System. If this option is active when an Element is retrieved,
the name of the data set to which the Element was retrieved to (and member name if the data set is a library) is
placed in the Element master record. When an Add or Update action is performed against an Element, Endevor
compares the retrieve to data set name (and member name if applicable) to the source input data set and
member name that is specified for the action. If the data set (and member) names match, the action continues. If
the names do not match, Endevor checks the override signout value on the request. If the override signout value
is Y, processing continues, if N, the action fails.
The default is SIGNOUT DATASET VALIDATION IS NOT ACTIVE.

STAGE ONE | TWO LOAD LIBRARY is dataset-name
Specifies the data set names of the Processor load libraries for the System. The data set name must meet the
following requirements:

• Fully qualified and no longer than 44 characters in length.
• Predefined and cataloged in the System catalog.
• Partitioned data set.
• Undefined record format (DCB=RECFM=U).
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This clause is required when creating the System definition. The clause is optional when updating a System
definition.

STAGE ONE | TWO LIST LIBRARY is dataset-name
Specifies the Processor listing libraries for this System.

RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE | DO NOT RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE | RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL
FOR nnn MONTHS

Optional. Specifies whether old Element delta levels are retained and for how many months they are retained.
When creating a System, the clause has the following effect:

• If you do not code any of the options, then the default is DO NOT RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE.
• You can code RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE alone or with RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL FOR nnn

MONTHS.
– If you code RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE alone, then the retention time defaults to 999 months.
– If you code RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS alone, then RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE

is assumed.

When updating a System, the clause has the following effect:

• If the existing System is coded with DO NOT RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE and you want to enable the
retention feature, then you must code RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE. If you want to specify a retention
time less than 999 months, you must also code RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS.

• If the existing System is coded with RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE and you want to specify a retention
time less than 999 months, then you only need to code RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS.

• If the existing System is coded with RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE and you want to turn off the retention
feature, you must code DO NOT RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE.

• RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE
Specifies that aged delta level retention for Elements is in effect. If this clause is specified, but the RETAIN
ELEMENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS clause is not, then Elements are retained for 999 months.

• DO NOT RETAIN ELEMENT BY AGE
Specifies that aged delta level retention of Element is not in effect. This clause is the default if neither RETAIN
ELEMENT LEVEL BY AGE nor RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS are specified.

• RETAIN ELEMENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS
Specifies that aged delta level retention for Elements is in effect and the number of months that Element levels
are retained. Valid values are 1 through 999. This clause can be specified alone or with RETAIN ELEMENT
LEVEL BY AGE. When used either way the effect is the same.

RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE | DO NOT RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE | RETAIN
COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS

Optional. Specifies whether old component delta levels are retained and for how many months they are retained.
When creating a System, this clause has the following effects:

• If you do not code any of the options, then the default is DO NOT RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE.
• You can code RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE alone or with RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn

MONTHS.
– If you code RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE alone, then the retention time defaults to 999 months.
– If you code RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS alone, then RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL

BY AGE is assumed

When updating a System, this clause has the following effects:
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• If the existing System is coded with DO NOT RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE and you want to enable
the feature, then you must code RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE. To specify a retention time less than
999 months, you must also code RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS.

• If the existing System is coded with RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE and you want to specify a
retention time less than 999 months, then you only need to code RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn
MONTHS.

• If the existing System is coded with RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE and you want to turn off the
feature, you must code DO NOT RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE.

• RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE
Specifies that aged delta level retention for components is in effect. If RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE
is specified, but the RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS clause is not, then components are
retained for 999 months.

• DO NOT RETAIN COMPONENT BY AGE
Specifies that aged delta level retention of component is not in effect. This clause is the default if neither
RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE nor RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS are specified.

• RETAIN COMPONENT LEVEL FOR nnn MONTHS
Specifies that aged delta level retention for components is in effect and the number of months that component
levels are retained. Valid values are 1 through 999. This clause can be specified alone or with RETAIN
COMPONENT LEVEL BY AGE. When used either way, the effect is the same.

Example: Define System SCL

In this example DEFINE SYSTEM statement, a System that is named ACCT is created in the DEVEL Environment. When
a user performs an action against any Element in this System, the user must enter a comment. Endevor signin/signout
processing and signout data set validation are active for this System. This statement also specifies the location of the
optional Stage One and Stage Two List libraries.

DEFINE SYSTEM "ACCT"

    TO ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"  

    DESCRIPTION "The Accounting System" 

    COMMENTS REQUIRED   

    SIGNOUT DATASET VALIDATION IS ACTIVE    

    SIGNOUT IS ACTIVE   

    STAGE ONE LOAD LIBRARY IS "ENDEVOR.LOAD1.ACCT"  

    STAGE ONE LIST LIBRARY IS "ENDEVOR.LIST1.ACCT"  

    STAGE TWO LOAD LIBRARY IS "ENDEVOR.LOAD2.ACCT"  

    STAGE TWO LIST LIBRARY IS "ENDEVOR.LIST2.ACCT" .    

Define Type Syntax

Learn how to use the Endevor DEFINE TYPE action to be able to either create or update type definitions, with applicable
SCL statement syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine TYPe ─ type-name ─ TO ENVironment ─ environment-name ──────────────►

 ►─ SYStem ─ system-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬───────────────────────►

                          └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─ DESCription ─ description ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

                               └─ NEXt TYPe ─ type-name ─┘

 ►─ BASe LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dsname' ─ DELta LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dsname' ─────►

                  └─ IS ─┘                            └─ IS ─┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INCLUDE LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dsname' ─┘

                       └─ IS ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ DO NOT EXPand INCLUDES ◄ ─┬─┘

     └─ EXPand INCLUDES ──────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ SOUrce OUTput LIBRARY ─┬──────┬─ 'dsname' ─┘

                             └─ IS ─┘

 ►─ DEFAult PROcessor GROup ─┬──────┬─┬─ *NOPROC* ◄ ─┬────────────────────────►

                             └─ IS ─┘ └─ group-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ELEment DELTa FORMat ─┬──────┬─┬─ FORWard ◄ ─┬─┘

                            └─ IS ─┘ ├─ REVerse ───┤

                                     ├─ IMAge ─────┤

                                     └─ LOG ───────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ COMPRess BASe ◄ ──────┬─┘

     └─ DO NOT COMPRess BASe ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ REGression PERCentage ─┬─────────────┬─┬──────┬─┬─ 50 ◄ ──┬─┘

                             └─ THReshold ─┘ └─ IS ─┘ └─ value ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ REGression SEVerity ─┬──────┬─┬─ CAUtion ◄ ───┬─┘

                           └─ IS ─┘ ├─ INFormation ─┤

                                    ├─ WARning ─────┤

                                    └─ ERRor ───────┘

 ►─ SOUrce ELEment LENgth ─┬──────┬─ value ───────────────────────────────────►

                           └─ IS ─┘

 ►─ COMPAre ─┬────────┬ ─ COLumn ─ value ─┬──────┬─ value ────────────────────►

             └─ FROm ─┘                   └─ TO ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ CONsolidate ELEment ─┬──────────┬─ ◄ ─┤

   │                       └─ LEVels ─┘     │

   └─ DO NOT CONsolidate ELEment LEVels ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ CONsolidate ELEment AT LEVels ─┬─ 96 ◄ ──┬┘

                                     └─ value ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ NUMber OF ELEment LEVELS TO CONsolidate ─┬─ 50 ◄ ──┬─┘

                                               └─ value ─┘

 ►─ LANguage ─┬──────┬─ language-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

              └─ IS ─┘
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 ►─┬─ PANvalet ──┬ ─ LANguage ─┬──────┬─ language-name ───────────────────────►

   └─ LIBRARian ─┘             └─ IS ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DATa FORMat ─┬──────┬─┬─TEXt ◄ ─┬─┘

                   └─ IS ─┘ └─BINary──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ELEment RECfm IS─┬── FIXed ──────┬┘

                       ├─ VARiable ────┤

                       └─ NOT DEFINED ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ FILe EXTension ─┬──────┬─ file-extension ─┘

                      └─ IS ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ CONsolidate COMPOnent ─┬──────────┬ ◄ ─┤

   │                         └─ LEVELS ─┘    │

   └─ DO NOT CONsolidate COMPOnent LEVELS─ ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ COMPOnent DELTa FORMat ─┬──────┬─┬─ FORWard ◄ ─┬─┘

                              └─ IS ─┘ └─ REVerse ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ CONsolidate COMPOnent AT LEVel ─┬─ 96 ◄ ──┬─┘

                                      └─ value ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─ NUMber OF COMPOnent LEVELS TO CONsolidate ─┬─ 50 ◄ ──┬─┘

                                                 └─ value ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ USS RECFM ─ IS ─┬─ NL ◄ ─┬─┘

                      ├─ F  ───┤

                      ├─ CR  ──┤

                      ├─ CRLF ─┤

                      ├─ LF ───┤

                      ├─ COMP ─┤

                      └─ V ────┘

DEFINE TYPE type-name
Identifies the 1- to 8-character name of the Type you are defining or updating. You can partially or fully wildcard
the Type name. A wildcarded Type name updates all matching Type definitions.
If you specify PROCESS as the Type name you must specify the language name in the LANGUAGE clause
as CNTLPROC. If you use the PANVALET/LIBRARIAN LANGUAGE clause, the language name you specify
cannot be CNTLPROC. Likewise, if the Type name you specify in the DEFINE TYPE clause is not PROCESS, the
language name you specify in the LANGUAGE clause and the PANVALET/LIBRARIAN cannot be CNTLPROC.

TO ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name STAGE ID stage-id STAGE NUMBER
stage-no

Identifies the inventory location to which you are defining or updating the Type. Names in the TO clause must be
fully specified and nonwildcarded. Enter the System name and a Stage ID or Stage number to which the Type is
defined.
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DESCRIPTION description
Use the DESCRIPTION clause to enter text of up to 50 characters in length describing this Type. If the text
contains embedded spaces enclose it in single or double quotation marks. Use the DESCRIPTION clause when
creating a Type definition. The clause is optional when updating a Type definition.

NEXT TYPE type-name
Identifies the name of the Type at the next map location. If you do not specify the NEXT TYPE clause, it defaults
to the name of the Type you are defining. The NEXT TYPE name cannot differ from the current TYPE, because
Type name changes across the map are not allowed.

BASE LIBRARY IS dataset-name
Identifies the base library for this Type. Use a fully qualified data set name of no longer than 44 characters
in length. The data set can include the &C1 symbolic variables. If the data set name does not contain a &C1
symbolic, the data set must be catalogued. If the data set name does not contain any &C1 symbolic values and
the data set organization is partitioned, the data set record length must be greater than or equal to the SOURCE
ELEMENT LENGTH. Specify the BASE LIBRARY clause when creating a Type definition. The clause is optional
when updating a Type definition.

NOTE
For more information about using symbolics, see Rules for Using Symbolics in Dataset Names in Type
Definition Parameters.

DELTA LIBRARY IS dataset-name
Identifies the name of the delta library for the Type. Ue a fully qualified data set name of no longer than 44
characters in length. The data set can include the &C1 symbolic variables. If the data set name does not contain
a &C1 symbolic, the data set must be cataloged. If the data set name does not contain any &C1 symbolic values
and the data set organization is partitioned, the data set record length must be greater than or equal to the
SOURCE ELEMENT LENGTH. Specify the DELTA LIBRARY clause when creating a Type definition. The clause
is optional when updating a Type definition.

INCLUDE LIBRARY IS dataset-name
Identifies the name of the partitioned data set, Panvalet, Librarian, or ELIB containing the include members for the
Type. You must use a fully qualified data set name of no longer than 44 characters in length. If the data set name
does not contain a &C1 symbolic, the data set must be cataloged. If the data set name does not contain any &C1
symbolic values and the data set organization is partitioned, the data set record length must be greater than or
equal to the SOURCE ELEMENT LENGTH.
EXPAND/DO NOT EXPAND INCLUDES
You can specify if members should be expanded from this library. The default is DO NOT EXPAND INCLUDES.
You can only specify the EXPAND INCLUDES clause if you specify the INCLUDE LIBRARY clause.

SOURCE OUTPUT LIBRARY IS dataset-name
Identifies the data set name of the source output library. If the data set name does not contain a &C1 symbolic,
the data set must be cataloged. If the data set name contains any &C1 symbolic values and the data set
organization is partitioned, the data set record length must be greater than or equal to the SOURCE ELEMENT
LENGTH.

DEFAULT PROCESSOR GROUP IS *NOPROC* | group-name
Identifies the Processor group for this Type. The Processor group name must be fully specified and not contain
embedded blanks. The default is *NOPROC*.
If you are creating a Type definition and you do not specify the DEFAULT PROCESSOR GROUP clause and the
Type name you specify on the DEFINE TYPE action is 'PROCESS', the default value is set to PROCESS. If you
are creating a Type definition and you do not specify the DEFAULT PROCESSOR GROUP clause and the Type
name you specify in the DEFINE TYPE action is not 'PROCESS', the default value is set to *NOPROC*.

ELEMENT DELTA FORMAT IS FORWARD | REVERSE | IMAGE | LOG
Specifies the delta storage format for Elements of this Type. If you do not specify the ELEMENT DELTA FORMAT
clause and you are creating a Type definition, the delta format defaults to FORWARD.
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If sourced Elements exist, you cannot change the Element Type definition to log delta or to image delta format
from another format, nor can you change the definition from log or from image to another format.

COMPRESS | DO NOT COMPRESS BASE
Indicates whether to compress the base form of Elements that are stored in reverse delta format. The default is
COMPRESS BASE.

REGRESSION PERCENTAGE THRESHOLD IS 50 | value
Specifies the maximum acceptable regression percent for Elements of this Type. Specify a numeric value
between 0 and 99, inclusive. If you are creating a Type definition and do not specify this clause, the value defaults
to 50. The use of a regression percentage of 0 turns off regression testing for that Type -- no change or base
regression messages are issued. If the delta storage format for this Type is full-image delta or log delta format, the
regression percent must be 0.
You can abbreviate PERCENTAGE to PERC, but not to PER.

REGRESSION SEVERITY IS INFORMATION | WARNING | CAUTION | ERROR
Identifies the severity of the error message that issues when Endevor detects regression. The default is
CAUTION.

SOURCE ELEMENT LENGTH IS value
The SOURCE ELEMENT LENGTH identifies the logical record length in source statements. The maximum
allowable value is 32,000. If the Type is PROCESS, the source Element length must be exactly 80. Specify the
SOURCE ELEMENT LENGTH clause when creating a Type definition. The clause is optional when updating a
Type definition. When updating an existing Type, do not modify this value if any Elements of that Type already
exist.

COMPARE FROM COLUMN value TO value
Identifies the position within each statement at which Endevor begins comparing to identify changed statements.
The values that you specify must be between one and the SOURCE ELEMENT LENGTH. The value that you
specify in the COMPARE FROM clause must be less than or equal to the value you specify in the COMPARE TO
clause. Specify the COMPARE FROM COLUMN clause when creating a Type definition. The clause is optional
when updating a Type definition.

CONSOLIDATE | DO NOT CONSOLIDATE ELEMENT LEVELS
Identifies whether Endevor is to consolidate Element change levels. The default is to consolidate change levels.
If you specify the DO NOT CONSOLIDATE ELEMENT LEVELS clause you must set the corresponding NUMBER
OF ELEMENT LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE clause to zero. If you are updating a Type definition and if you specify
the DO NOT CONSOLIDATE ELEMENT LEVELS clause but do not specify the NUMBER OF ELEMENT LEVELS
TO CONSOLIDATE clause, the NUMBER OF LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE clause is set to zero and you receive
a warning message.
If you specify the CONSOLIDATE ELEMENT LEVELS clause, the value you specify in the corresponding
NUMBER OF ELEMENT LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE clause must be greater than zero.

CONSOLIDATE ELEMENT AT LEVEL 96 | value
Specifies the level number at which Endevor consolidates change levels. The default is 96.

NUMBER OF ELEMENT LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE 50 | value
Indicates the number of deltas to consolidate when the number of levels reaches the figure in the CONSOLIDATE
ELEMENT AT LEVEL clause. You can specify a value between 1 and 96. The default is 50.

USS RECFM
Identifies the record delimiter used in an USS file. A record delimiter is necessary due to the nature of USS files.
USS files contain one large data stream; therefore, a delimiter is used to identify individual records within that data
stream. If a delimiter is not specified, the System defaults to NL.
Acceptable delimiter values are:
COMP

Variable length records compressed by Endevor
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CR
Carriage return. ASCII and EBCDIC value "CR". The hex value is '0D'.

CRLF
EBCDIC carriage return \ line feed. The hex value is '0D25'.

CRNL
ASCII carriage return \ new line. The hex value is '0D0A'.

F
Fixed Length

LF
EBCDIC line feed. The hex value is '25'.

NL
Default. EBCDIC new line character. This value is the delimiter is used by the OEDIT and OBROWS
Editor.

V
Variable. The first two bytes of the record contain the RDW (record descriptor word). The RDW contains
the length of the entire record, including the RDW.

LANGUAGE IS language-name
Defines the source language of the Type. You can use any alphanumeric string of up to eight characters in length.
Specify the LANGUAGE clause when creating a Type definition. The clause is optional when updating a Type
definition.
If the language you specify in the LANGUAGE IS clause is one of the languages in this table, the values you
specify in the COMPARE FROM clause are compared to determine if they fall within the following ranges.

Language Compare From Compare To
ANSCOBOL 7 72
ASM 1 72
ASSEMBLR 1 72
BAL 1 72
COBOL 7 72
COBOL-72 7 72
COBOL-74 7 72
COBOLF 7 72
COBOLVS 7 72
DATA 1 80
FORTRAN 1 72
FORT 1 72
JCL 1 72
LNKCARD 1 72
PL1 1 72
PLI 1 72
PL/1 1 72
PL/I 1 72
RPG 6 74
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PANVALET | LIBRARIAN LANGUAGE IS language-name
Identifies the Panvalet or Librarian source language for this Type. Specify this clause when creating a Type
definition and if Panvalet or Librarian support is not active. The clause is optional when updating a Type definition.
If you do not specify the PANVALET/LIBRARIAN LANGUAGE clause but specify a LANGUAGE clause, Endevor
uses the language name in the LANGUAGE clause for the PANVALET/LIBRARIAN LANGUAGE.
This table lists acceptable names for Panvalet and values within which the names must fall for the COMPARE
FROM clause.

Panvalet Language Compare From Compare To
ALC 1 72
ANSCOBOL 7 72
AUTOCODE 6 75
BAL 1 72
COBOL 7 72
COBOL-72 7 72
DATA 1 80
FORTRAN 1 72
JCL 1 72
OBJECT 1 72
OTHER 1 72
PL/1 1 72
PL/I 1 72
RPG 6 74
USER180 1 80
USER780 7 80

The following table lists acceptable names for Librarian and values within which the names must fall for the COMPARE
FROM clause.

Librarian Language Compare From Compare To
ASM 1 72
CBL 7 72
CB2 7 72
CB3 7 72
COB 7 72
DAT 1 80
DB2 1 72
FOR 1 72
JCL 1 72
PLI 1 72
RPG 6 74
SAS 1 80
TXT 1 80
VSB 1 80
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DATa FORMat IS BINary | TEXt
Indicates whether the Element is in binary or text format.

ELEment RECfm IS FIXed | VARiable | NOT DEFINED
Specifies whether the Element has fixed-length records or variable length records. This parameter is used by the
Endevor SCM Quick Edit option only. During a Quick Edit session, a temporary ISPF edit data set is allocated
to hold the Element to be edited. The edit data set is allocated as variable or fixed. If this clause is omitted or
Not Defined is specified, the record RECFM is determined by the input data set record lengths. For example, the
data set is allocated as variable if the Element already exists and the Element records have varying lengths. It
is allocated as fixed if the Element already exists and all the Element records are the same length. It is always
allocated as fixed if a Quick Edit Create command is executed to create a new Element. If it is allocated as fixed
length, the record length is the Type source length that is defined by the Source Element Length parameter.

FILE EXTENTION IS file-extension
Identifies the eight-character file extension for this Element. Valid values are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, or all blanks. Trailing
blanks are supported, but embedded blanks are not.

NOTE
For more information about data format and file extensions, see the Change Manager Enterprise
Workbench Installation and Configuration Guide.

CONSOLIDATE | DO NOT CONSOLIDATE COMPONENT LEVELS
Identifies whether Endevor is to consolidate component change levels. The default is to consolidate change
levels.
If you specify the DO NOT CONSOLIDATE COMPONENT LEVELS clause you must set the corresponding
NUMBER OF COMPONENT LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE clause to zero. If you are updating a Type definition
and specify the DO NOT CONSOLIDATE COMPONENT LEVELS clause but do not specify the NUMBER
OF COMPONENT LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE clause, the NUMBER OF COMPONENTS LEVELS TO
CONSOLIDATE clause is set to zero and you receive a warning message.
If you specify the CONSOLIDATE COMPONENT LEVELS clause, the value you specify in the corresponding
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE clause must be greater than zero.

COMPONENT DELTA FORMAT IS FORWARD | REVERSE
The COMPONENT DELTA FORMAT clause specifies the delta storage format for component list information. If
you do not specify this clause and you are creating a Type definition, the delta format defaults to FORWARD.

CONSOLIDATE COMPONENT AT LEVEL 96 | value
Specifies the level number at which Endevor consolidates change levels. You can specify a value
between 1 and 96.
Default: 96.

NUMBER OF COMPONENT LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE 50 | value
Indicates the number of deltas to consolidate when the number of levels reaches the figure in the CONSOLIDATE
COMPONENTS AT LEVEL clause. You can specify a value between 1 and 96. The default is 50.

Example: Define Type SCL

The following is an example of the DEFINE TYPE SCL. The example creates a Type that is named COBOL.

DEFINE  TYPE "COBOL"

   TO   ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

            SYSTEM "ACCT"   

            STAGE NUMBER 1  

   DESCRIPTION "The TYPE COBOL"

   BASE LIBRARY IS "ENDEVOR.BASE1.SOURCE"

    DELTA LIBRARY IS "ENDEVOR.DELTA1.SOURCE"    

    INCLUDE LIBRARY IS "ENDEVOR.INCLLIB.COPYBOOK"

   DEFAULT PROCESSOR GROUP IS "COBNBL1"
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   ELEMENT DELTA FORMAT IS REVERSE

   SOURCE ELEMENT LENGTH IS 80

   COMPARE FROM COLUMN 7 TO 72

   CONSOLIDATE ELEMENT AT LEVEL 80

   NUMBER OF ELEMENT LEVELS TO CONSOLIDATE 30

   LANGUAGE IS "COBOL"

   PANVALET LANGUAGE IS "COBOL" .

Rules for Using Symbolics in Data Set Names in Type Definition Parameters
Learn to use both the Endevor symbols (&C1) and user-symbols (&#) which can be used in the data set definitions for
several TYPE definition parameters.

The TYPE definition parameters include the following: BASE LIBRARY, DELTA LIBRARY, INCLUDE LIBRARY, and
SOURCE OUTPUT LIBRARY. Endevor symbols and user-defined symbols can be nested to form a valid user-defined
symbol name that is resolved at run time. A character string beginning with &# can also be concatenated with one or more
Endevor symbols to form a valid user-defined symbol name that is resolved at run time.

Endevor symbols (&C1) and user-symbols (&#) can be used in the data set definitions for the TYPE definition parameters
BASE LIBRARY, DELTA LIBRARY, INCLUDE LIBRARY, and SOURCE OUTPUT LIBRARY. Endevor symbols and user-
defined symbols can be nested to form a valid user-defined symbol name that is resolved at run time. A character string
beginning with &# can also be concatenated with one or more Endevor symbols to form a valid user-defined symbol name
that is resolved at run time.

NOTE
Be careful when coding nested and concatenated User-defined and Endevor-defined symbols. When using
these coding techniques, the data set name is not finally resolved until run time. If an incorrect data set name is
specified, the result could be an allocation error at run time.

Example--Endevor Symbol Defined in BASE LIBRARY IS dataset-name

This example shows an Endevor symbol (&C1) in the BASE LIBRARY IS dataset-name.

IPRFX.IQUAL.&C1SUBSYS.BASE

Example--User-defined Symbol in BASE LIBRARY IS dataset-name

This example shows a user-defined symbol (&#) defined in the dataset-name.

IPRFX.IQUAL.&#USERVAL.BASE

Example-Nested User-defined Symbol in BASE LIBRARY IS dataset-name

This example shows nested user-defined symbol that forms a valid user-defined symbol name that is resolved at run time.

IPRFX.IQUAL.&#&SUBSYS.BASE

In this example &#&C1SUBSYS would be resolved at run time to &#PAY which would then be resolved to the value
defined for the User symbol #PAY.

Example-Nested Character String Beginning with &# in BASE LIBRARY IS dataset-name

This example shows a character string beginning with &# can also be concatenated with one or more Endevor symbols to
form a valid User-defined symbol name that is resolved at run time.

 

IPRFX.IQUAL.&#DIV&SUBSYS.BASE
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In this example, &#DIV&C1SUBSYS would be resolved at run time to &#DIVPAY which would then be resolved to the
value defined for the User symbol #DIVPAY.

Define Type Sequence Syntax

Learn to use the Endevor DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action to update the relative sequence of processing for Element
Types that are defined within a System.

NOTE

The Batch Define SCL for Type Sequence function described in this article is no longer fully supported. The
documentation is provided for users who still rely on this function. However, this documentation refers to the pre-
v18 Type Sequencing method. The pre-v18 Type Sequencing method is now supported only to prevent your
existing Type Sequence definitions from failing. This support is temporary and will be removed in a future
release.
Before v18 Increment 0, there were two type sequencing methods— Global Type Sequencing and Type
Sequencing. Beginning with v18 Increment 0, only the Global Type Sequencing method is fully supported;
however, this method has dropped “Global” from the name and is now called “Type Sequencing.” All users
should implement this method to avoid issues when the old method is no longer supported.
For more information about this change, see Increment 0.

Use the DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action to update the relative sequence of processing for Element Types defined
within a System. The DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action merges the existing Type sequence information with the
sequence information you specify in the DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action. If the option Global Type Sequencing is in
effect at your site, a DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action generates a warning message; however the SCL statement is still
executed.

NOTE
You cannot create a Type sequence using the DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action. The Type sequence definition
is automatically created when you define a new System.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DEFine TYPe SEQuence ─ TO ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ───────────────►

 ►─ SYStem ─ system-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬───────────────────────►

                          └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

                           ┌─ , ───────────────────────────┐

 ►─ SEQuence ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ (type-name,sequence number) ─┴─ ) ─ . ───────────►◄

              └─ = ──┘

DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE
Indicates that you are updating the relative sequence of processing for the various Element types that are defined
within a System. You must specify this clause.

TO ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name STAGE ID stage-id STAGE NUMBER
stage-no

Identifies the inventory location to which you are defining the Type sequence. Names on the TO clause must be
fully qualified.

SEQUENCE EQ/= type-name,sequence number
Defines the processing sequence for Processors for the types you indicate. The SEQUENCE clause contains a
list of Type name and sequence number pairs. The Type name represents an existing Element Type name that
must be defined to the System and Stage you specify. The sequence number is a number between 0 and 9999
that is not a multiple of 10. You can specify Type names and sequence numbers more than once. Specify at least
one Type name and sequence number pair. Enclose multiple pairs in parentheses and separate by commas. For
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example, to define the Type sequence for types COBOL and COPYBOOK, the SEQUENCE clause would be
specified as:
SEQUENCE=((COBOL,15),(COPYBOOK,25))

The DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action merges the existing Type sequence information with the sequence
information you specify in the DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action. The merged information is used to create the
Type sequence record. The existing Type sequence numbers are assigned 10 and are incremented by 10. For
example, assume that the Type sequence record for System Payroll is defined as follows:
COPYBOOK, MACRO, COBOLPGM, ASSEMPGM, JCL.

The COPYBOOK Type is assigned sequence number 10, MACRO is assigned 20, COBOLPGM is assigned 30.
Further, assume that the DEFINE TYPE SEQUENCE action specified the following SEQUENCE clause:
SEQUENCE=((COBOLPGM,35),(ASSEMPGM,25)).

The updated TYPE SEQUENCE record would be defined as follows:
COPYBOOK, MACRO, ASSEMPGM, COBOLPGM,JCL

Example: Define Type Sequence SCL

This example updates the Type sequence for System ACCT.

DEFINE  TYPE SEQUENCE

    TO  ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

            SYSTEM "ACCT"   

            STAGE ID "U"    

            SEQUENCE = ( (LINK, 05),    

                   (COBOL, 15), 

                   (ASM, 25),   

                   (JCL, 35) ) .    

Before the update the sequence numbers are:

LINK = 5

COBOL = 15

ASM = 25

JCL = 35

After the update the sequence numbers assigned are:

LINK = 10

COBOL = 20

ASM = 30

JCL = 40

Delete Statements
The Endevor DELETE statement can delete existing Environment definitions which do not have any Elements that are
defined to that Environment definition.

For example, you cannot delete a System if any Subsystems or Types are defined to that System. You must delete the
Subsystems and Types before you can delete the System.

There is no action to delete a Type sequence definition. The DELETE SYSTEM action deletes the Type sequence
definitions.

The following general conventions apply to all DELETE statements:
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• Names that you specify in the DELETE clause can have a maximum of eight characters with the exception of
SHIPMENT DESTINATION, which can be no longer than seven characters, and APPROVER GROUP, which can be
no longer than 16 characters.

• The DELETE action allows wildcarded names in all non-Environment inventory location fields.
• Environment names that you specify in the FROM clause must be fully specified.
• Names cannot include embedded spaces, non-alphabetical, non-numeric, or non-national characters.

Delete Approver Group Syntax

Use the Endevor DELETE APPROVER GROUP action to delete approver group definitions and any associated approver
relate rules, including SCL syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DELete APProver GROup ─ group-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────►◄

   │                         ┌─ , ───────┐     │

   └─ APProver ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ user-id ─┴─ ) ─┘

                └─ = ──┘

DELETE APPROVER GROUP group-name
Identifies the up to sixteen character name of the approver group you are deleting. You can use a partially or fully
wildcarded approver group name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name
Identifies the Environment location of the approver group you are deleting. You must specify a fully qualified
Environment name.

APPROVER EQ/= user-id
The APPROVER clause identifies one or more approver user IDs to be deleted from the Approver Group
definition. If you specify more than one user ID, enclose the IDs in parentheses and separate by commas. If you
do not specify the APPROVER clause, Endevor deletes the entire Approver Group definition.

Example: Delete Approver Group SCL

This example deletes certain approvers from the approver group named ACCTPAY1. Using the DELETE statement in
this way acts like an update. The list of users that are currently in approver group ACCTPAY1 are (USER001, USER002,
USER003, USER004, USER005). This example removes USER001 and USER004 from the Approver Group.

DELETE APPROVER GROUP "ACCTPAY1"

          FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"  

          APPROVER EQ ( USER001,

                        USER004 ).  

Delete Approver Relation Syntax

Use the Endevor DELETE APPROVER RELATION action to delete approver relation definitions and any associated
approver groups, including SCL syntax examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►── DELete APProver RELation ─ FOR APProver GROup ─ group-name ───────────────►
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 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────►

 ►─ SUBSystem ─ Subsystem-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────►◄

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘ └─ TYPe ─ IS ─┬─ STANdard ◄ ─┬─┘

                                               └─ EMErgency ──┘

DELETE APPROVER RELATION
Indicates that you are deleting a approver relation definition. You must specify this clause.

FOR APPROVER GROUP group-name
Specifies the name of the approver group associated with the approver relationship. You can specify a name-
masked approver group name. If the value is name-masked, the value expands during processing and all
matching references are deleted.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name SUBSYSTEM Subsystem-name TYPE
type-name STAGE ID stage-id STAGE NUMBER stage-no

Identifies the inventory location to which the approver group is related. You must use a fully specified Environment
name. You can fully specify or fully wildcard the System name, Subsystem name, and Type name. They cannot
be partially wildcarded. The Stage number must be 1 or 2. The Stage ID can be explicit or an asterisk (*) wildcard
to indicate both stages.

TYPE IS STANDARD/EMERGENCY
Identifies the approver type for this approver group. An approver group designated as standard can only approve
standard Packages. Likewise, an approver group designated as emergency can only approve emergency
Packages.
Default: TYPE IS STANDARD.

Example: Delete Approver Relation SCL

This example deletes an approver relation for approver group ACCTPAY1.

DELETE  APPROVER RELATION

   FOR  APPROVER GROUP "ACCTPAY1"

   FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

            SYSTEM "ACCT"   

            SUBSYSTEM "GENLEDG" 

            TYPE "COBOL"    

            STAGE NUMBER 1  

            TYPE IS STANDARD .  

Delete Environment Syntax

Learn how to apply the Endevor DELETE ENVIRONMENT command syntax that is necessary to be able to delete a
dynamic environment, including syntax example.

►►─ DELete ENVironment ─ environment-name ────────────────────────────►◄   

      

where:

DELete ENVironment environment-name
Specifies the name of the environment to be deleted.

For more information about dynamic environments, see Enable Dynamic Environments.
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Delete Processor Group Syntax

Use the Endevor DELETE PROCESSOR GROUP action to delete Processor group definitions and all Processor group
symbols associated with the Processor group.

NOTE
You cannot delete a Processor group if the Processor group is associated with an Element at that Stage.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►── DELete PROcessor GROup ─ group-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─────────────►

 ►─ TYPe ─ type-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬─ . ────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

DELETE PROCESSOR GROUP group-name
Identifies the up to eight-character name of the Processor group you are deleting. You can partially or fully
wildcard the Processor group name.

• FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name

• SYSTEM system-name

• TYPE type-name

• STAGE ID stage-id

STAGE NUMBER stage-no
Identifies the inventory location to which the Processor group you are deleting is defined. Names in the FROM
clause must be fully specified.

Example: Delete Processor Group SCL

This example deletes all Processor groups in Environment DEVEL, System ACCT, Type COBOL, and Stage ID "U".

DELETE  PROCESSOR GROUP "*"

   FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

        SYSTEM "ACCT"

            TYPE "COBOL"    

            STAGE ID "U".   

Delete Processor Symbol Syntax

Learn how to use the Endevor DELETE PROCESSOR SYMBOL action to delete Processor symbol overrides, including
clauses, SCL statement syntax, and examples.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►── DELete PROcessor SYMbol ─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ──────────►

 ►─ SYStem ─ system-name ─ TYPe ─ type-name ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬─ PROcessor GROup ─ group-name ───────────────►

   └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

 ►─ PROcessor TYPe ─┬─ EQ ─┬─┬─ GENerate ─┬───────────────────────────────────►

                    └─ = ──┘ ├─ MOVe ─────┤
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                             └─ DELete ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────►◄

   │                       ┌─ , ───────────┐     │

   └─ SYMbol ─┬─ EQ ─┬─ ( ─▼─ symbol-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

              └─ = ──┘

DELETE PROCESSOR SYMBOL
Indicates that you are deleting symbols in Processors. You must specify this clause.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name TYPE type-name STAGE ID stage-id
STAGE NUMBER stage-no PROCESSOR GROUP group-name PROCESSOR TYPE EQ/=GENERATE/MOVE/
DELETE

Identifies the inventory location of the Processor group to which the Processor symbols are defined, the
Processor group name, and a Processor type within the group. The environment name, System name, and Type
name you specify in the FROM clause must all be fully specified. You can fully specify, partially wildcard or fully
wildcard the Processor group name. The Processor group must exist in the Processor load library. The Processor
group name cannot be '*NOPROC*. Specify either a generate, move, or delete Processor type for this Processor
symbol.

SYMBOL EQ/= symbol-name
Identifies one or more symbol names that are to be deleted from the symbol override. If you specify more than
one name, enclose the symbol names in parentheses and separate by commas. Deleted symbols revert to the
defaults specified in the Processor definition. If you omit the SYMBOL clause, all the symbols associated with the
Processor group are deleted.

Examples: Delete Processor Symbol SCL

This example deletes all generate Processor symbols from Processor group COBNBL1 in Environment DEVEL, System
ACCT, and Stage ID U:

 DELETE  PROCESSOR SYMBOL                                                  

    FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"                                                

         SYSTEM "ACCT"                                                      

         TYPE "COBOL"                                                       

         STAGE ID "U"                                                       

         PROCESSOR GROUP "COBNBL1"                                          

         PROCESSOR TYPE GENERATE.                                           

This example deletes generate Processor symbols SYMBOL1 and SYMBOL2 from Processor group COBNBL1 in
Environment DEVEL, System ACCT, and Stage ID U:

 DELETE  PROCESSOR SYMBOL                                                   

    FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"                                                

         SYSTEM "ACCT"                                                      

         TYPE "COBOL"                                                       

         STAGE ID "U" 

         PROCESSOR GROUP "COBNBL1"                                            

         PROCESSOR TYPE GENERATE                                              

    SYMBOL EQ SYMBOL1                                                         

    SYMBOL EQ SYMBOL2.                                                        

 

This example also deletes generate Processor symbols SYMBOL1 and SYMBOL2 from Processor group COBNBL1 in
Environment DEVEL, System ACCT, and Stage ID U:

 DELETE  PROCESSOR SYMBOL                                                     

    FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"                                                  
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         SYSTEM "ACCT"                                                        

         TYPE "COBOL"                                                         

         STAGE ID "U"                                                         

         PROCESSOR GROUP "COBNBL1"                                            

         PROCESSOR TYPE GENERATE                                              

    SYMBOL EQ (SYMBOL1,SYMBOL2)

Delete Shipment Destination Syntax

Learn how to use the Endevor DELETE SHIPMENT DESTINATION clause to delete the destinations to which Package
outputs are shipped, including SCL examples.

NOTE
The DELETE SHIPMENT DESTINATION clause also deletes all mapping rules that are associated with the
destination. Data set mapping rules and USS mapping rules are deleted.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►── DELete SHIPMent DESTination ─ destination-name ─ . ───────────────────────►◄

DELETE SHIPMENT DESTINATION destination-name
Identifies the up to seven-character name of the destination you are deleting. You can partially or fully wildcard the
destination name.

Example: Delete Shipment Destination SCL

This example deletes the shipment destination named "BOSTNDM".

 DELETE SHIPMENT DESTINATION "BOSTNDM" .

Delete Shipment Mapping Rule Syntax

Learn to use the Endevor DELETE SHIPMENT MAPPING RULE action to be able to delete mapping rules between a host
data set name and a remote data set name.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DELete SHIPMent MAPping RULe ─ FROm ─ DESTination ─ destination-name ────►

 ►─ HOSt DATASet ─ dsname ─ . ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

FROM DESTINATION destination-name
Identifies the up to seven-character name of an existing Package shipment destination from which you are
deleting a mapping rule. You must use a fully specified value.

HOST DATASET
Identifies the up to 44-character name or mask of the host data set name.

Example: Delete Shipment Mapping Rule SCL

This example deletes a shipment mapping rule from shipment destination named "BOSTNDM".

DELETE SHIPMENT MAPPING RULE

   FROM DESTINATION "BOSTNDM"

   HOST DATASET "ENDEVOR.QAFIN.SRCOUT" .
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Delete Shipment USS Mapping Rule Syntax

Learn to use the Endevor DELETE SHIPMENT USS MAPPING RULE action to delete the mapping rules between the
USS host path name and the USS remote path name.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DELete SHIPMent USS MAPping RULe ─ FROm ─ DESTination ─ destination-name ──►

 ►─ USS HOSt PATh NAMe ─ path-value ─ . ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

FROM DESTINATION destination-name
Specifies the name of an existing Package shipment destination from which you are deleting a mapping rule.
Name-masking is not supported.

USS HOST PATH NAME path-value
Specifies the 1- to 768-character host path name. Name-masking is supported. Valid path-values meet the
following requirements:

• The path-value must start and end with a forward slash (/). If the starting character is not a slash, a syntax
error is issued. If the last character is not a slash, a slash is generated.

• If the path name cannot fit on a single statement, the overflow can be specified on subsequent lines. Enclose
the first string in single quotes. Follow it with a comma to indication that an additional line text exists. The
pathname specification cannot exceed 14 text string values.

• If the path name contains a single quote character, enclose it in double quotes.

For example, the following path-value in this clause is properly specified:

    USS HOST PATH NAME  ‘/u/users/endevor’,    

        ‘/stg/’     

Delete Subsystem Syntax

Use the DELETE SUBSYSTEM action to delete a Subsystem definition, which also removes approver group junction
definitions associated with the Subsystem.

NOTE
You cannot delete a Subsystem if any Elements are associated with the Subsystem at Stage 1 or Stage 2.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DELete SUBSystem ─ Subsystem-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ SYStem ─ system-name ─ . ──────────►◄

DELETE SUBSYSTEM Subsystem-name
Identifies the 1- to 8-character name of the Subsystem you are deleting. You can partially or fully wildcard
Subsystem name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name SYSTEM system-name
Identifies the inventory location to which the Subsystem is defined. Names in the FROM clause must be fully
specified.

Example: Delete Subsystem SCL

This example deletes all Subsystems using Environment DEVEL, and System ACCT.

DELETE  SUBSYSTEM "*"

   FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"
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            SYSTEM "ACCT" . 

Delete System Syntax

Learn to use the Endevor DELETE SYSTEM action to delete a System definition, which also deletes the Type sequence
definition at both Stage 1 and Stage 2.

NOTE
You cannot delete a System if any Subsystems or Types are associated with it at Stage 1 or Stage 2.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►── DELete SYStem ─ system-name ─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ─ . ──►◄

DELETE SYSTEM system-name
Identifies the 1- to 8-character name of the System you are deleting. You can partially or fully wildcard the System
name.

FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-clause
Identifies the Environment to which the System is defined. You must use fully specified Environment name.

Example: Delete System SCL

This example deletes a System named ACCT from Environment DEVEL.

DELETE SYSTEM "ACCT"

   FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL" .

Delete Type Syntax

The DELETE TYPE action deletes a Type definition, also deleting any Processor group and Processor group symbol
records associated with the Element Type.

NOTE
You cannot delete a Type definition if Elements are associated with it at the Stage specified.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─ DELete ─ TYPe ─ type-name ─ FROm ─ ENVironment ─ environment-name ────────►

 ►─ SYStem ─ system-name ─┬─ STAge ID ─ stage-id ─────┬─ . ───────────────────►◄

                          └─ STAge NUMber ─ stage-no ─┘

DELETE TYPE type-name
Indicates that you are deleting a Type definition. You can specify a name-masked Type name.

• FROM ENVIRONMENT environment-name

• SYSTEM system-name

• STAGE ID stage-id

STAGE NUMBER stage-no
Identifies the inventory location to which the Type is defined. The Environment and Stage must be explicitly
specified. You can specify a name-masked System name.

Example: Delete Type SCL

This example deletes all Types using Environment DEVEL, System ACCT, and Stage ID U.

DELETE  TYPE "*"
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   FROM ENVIRONMENT "DEVEL"

            SYSTEM "ACCT"   

            STAGE ID "U”.   

Clone System Syntax
The CLONE SYSTEM action copies definitions of one or more Systems to another Environment, including the original
System’s processor list and load libraries.

This SCL statement has the following syntax:

►►─CLONE SYStem wc-sysname───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─FROM ENVironment from-env─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─TO ENVironment to-env─────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─ INCLUDE ────────┬─ SUBSystems ────────────────────────────►

    └─ DO NOT INCLUDE ─┘

 ►──┬─ INCLUDE ────────┬─ TYPes ────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ DO NOT INCLUDE ─┘

    

where:

CLONE SYStem wc-sysname
Specifies the name of the System definition or definitions that you want to clone. Wildcarding is supported.

FROM ENVironment from-env
Specifies the Environment in which the original System or Systems that you want to clone reside.

TO ENVironment to-env
Specifies the target Environment in which you want to create the cloned System or Systems.

INCLUDE SUBSystems
Indicates that you also want to clone the Subsystem definitions that are associated with the specified System or
Systems.

DO NOT INCLUDE SUBSystems
Indicates that you do not want to clone the Subsystem definitions that are associated with the specified System or
Systems.

INCLUDE TYPes
Indicates that you also want to clone the Type definitions that are associated with the specified System or
Systems.

DO NOT INCLUDE TYPes
Indicates that you do not want to clone the Type definitions that are associated with the specified System or
Systems.

Example: Clone the 'FINANCE' System from 'DEV' to 'WORK'
In this example, the system FINANCE is copied from the DEV environment to the WRK environment. The subsystem and
type definitions are also copied.
CLONE SYSTEM 'FINANCE'

        FROM ENV 'DEV'

        TO ENV 'WRK'

  INCLUDE SUBSYSTEMS

  INCLUDE TYPES.

Example: Copy Systems from Existing Environment to New Environment
In this example, all systems that are defined in reference environment REFENV are copied to a new environment,
NEWENV. The subsystem and type definitions in each system are also copied.
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CLONE SYSTEM *  

        FROM ENVIRONMENT 'REFENV'

        TO ENVIRONMENT 'NEWENV'  

  INCLUDE SUBSYSTEMS  

  INCLUDE TYPES.

API and User Exits Reference
Information about the implementation and application of the Endevor Application Program Interface (API) reference, as
well as the user exits reference.

This section includes the following content:

API Reference
The API Reference section describes how to implement and use the Endevor Application Program Interface
(API). The API lets you retrieve and update information programmatically from Assembler or an LE-compliant
language. For more information, see API Reference.

User Exits Reference
The Endevor exit interface is designed for use with exits written in assembler or in high-level languages such as
COBOL. This section explains how to use the product with user exits. For more information, see Exits Reference.

API Reference
The API Reference section details how to implement and utilize the Endevor Application Program Interface (API) to both
retrieve and update information.

The API lets you retrieve and update information programmatically from Assembler or an LE-compliant language. The API
uses structures to request and receive information from Endevor. To help you get started using the API, source code for
sample COBOL and Assembler programs is provided in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN data set.

The audience for this information is assumed to have the following knowledge: an understanding of Endevor and how it is
implemented at your site; knowledge of COBOL or Assembler programming concepts; and an understanding of the layout
and runtime usage of structures.

API Support
The API retrieves from, and updates information in Endevor, supporting Inventory Query and List, Element Extract and
Element Action product functions.

The API supports the following product functions.

Inventory Query and List Functions
Lets you request inventory lists and perform queries. This option includes Elements, Environments, Systems,
Subsystems, and all other inventory information that is stored in the Master Control File.

Element Extract
Lets you extract Element source, component source, or both from the base and delta libraries. Also, you can
extract summary, changes, and history information that is associated with Element or component data.

Element Actions
Lets you perform one of the Element actions, such as ADD, GENERATE, MOVE, or PRINT ELEMENT. These
functions retrieve information from the MCF and base and delta libraries, and may update these files, depending
on the function.
The SCL SET OPTIONS clause is not supported. All SCL syntax is supported unless otherwise noted.
Unsupported Actions:
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• ARCHIVE
• COPY
• LIST from archive
• LIST member from external library
• RESTORE
• TRANSFER element to archive data set
• TRANSFER from archive data set or unload tape

Package Actions
Lets you perform package list and update actions such as approve, cast, delete, or execute.
Masking is not allowed for any of the package update actions. Specify the fully qualified package ID. The following
limitations exist for package update actions:

• Commit does not support 'older than' clause.
• Delete does not support 'older than' and 'package status' clauses.
• Execute does not support 'execution window' and 'package status' clauses.

API Function Calls
This section describes the field details contained in the control, request, request extension, and response structures for
each Endevor API function call.

The information is grouped by Element actions, Package actions, and Inventory List actions. The Assembler macro
layouts and COBOL copybook layouts are delivered in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN installation library.

Before issuing an API function call, initialize the control, request, request extension, and response structures. You must
also populate some of the data areas in the control and request structures.

Endevor functions supported by the API can be categorized into the following groups:

Element Actions
Lets you perform one of the element actions, such as ADD, GENERATE, MOVE, or PRINT ELEMENT. These
functions retrieve information from the MCF and base and delta libraries, and may update these files, depending
on the function.

Element Extract
Lets you extract element and/or component source from the base and delta libraries. Also, you can extract
summary, changes, and history information that is associated with element or component data.

Inventory Query and List Functions
Lets you request inventory lists and perform queries. This includes elements, environments, packages, systems,
subsystems, and all other inventory information that is stored in the MCF. You can also request directory lists and
component/where-used lists.

Package Actions
Lets you perform package actions. This action includes APPROVE, BACKOUT, CAST, COMMIT, DEFINE,
DELETE, DENY, EXECUTE, RESET, or SUBMIT.

WARNING

Where the response field provides a Y/N response, leaving this field blank should be interpreted as "N"

API Request and Response Structures

The Endevor API Request and Response structures provide Assembler macros and the corresponding COBOL
copybooks which correspond to the function calls.
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These are delivered in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN data set.

For each Assembler API macro, except the initialization macro, API$INIT, there is a corresponding COBOL copybook with
a similar name. For example, the ENHALENV Assembler macro has a corresponding COBOL copybook of a similar name
except that Assembler macros begin with ENH and COBOL copybooks begin with ECH. In addition, COBOL users have a
copybook, .ECCCNST, that contains Endevor API constants.

The following list summarizes the types of API function calls that you can make and their corresponding structure names.
Each extract and list function call has its own unique request and response structure. Response structures are not
applicable for element action function calls. Where x is N for Assembler macros and C for COBOL copybooks.

API Function Call Macro/Copybook Name Request Structure Name Response Structure Name
Add Element ExHAEADD AEADD_RQ N/A
Approve Package ExHAPAPP APAPP_RQ N/A
Backin Package. ExHAPBKI APBKI_RQ N/A
Backout Package ExHAPBKO APBKO_RQ N/A
Cast Package ExHAPCAS APCAS_RQ N/A
Commit Package ExHAPCOM APCOM_RQ N/A
Define Package ExHAPDEF APDEF_RQ N/A
Delete Element ExHAEDEL AEDEL_RQ N/A
Delete Package ExHAPDEL APDEL_RQ N/A
Deny Package ExHAPDEN APDEN_RQ N/A
Execute Package ExHAPEXE APEXE_RQ N/A
Extract Element/Component
Request

ExHAEELM AEELM_RQ AEELM_RS

Generate Element ExHAEGEN AEGEN_RQ N/A
List Approver Group ExHALAGR ALAGR_RQ ALAGR_RS
List Approver Group Junction ExHALAGJ ALAGJ_RQ ALAGJ_RS
List Components ExHALCMP ALCMP_RQ ALCMP_RS
List Dataset ExHALDSN ALDSN_RQ ALDSN_RS
List Directory ExHALDIR ALDIR_RQ ALDIR_RS
List Element ExHALELM ALELM_RQ ALELM_RS
List Environment ExHALENV ALENV_RQ ALENV_RS
List Package Action Summary ExHALSUM ALSUM_RQ ALSUM_RS
List Destination API ExHALDST ALDST_RQ ALDST_RS
List Package Approvers ExHALAPP ALAPP_RQ ALAPP_RS
List Package Backout
Information

ExHALBKO ALBKO_RQ ALBKO_RS

List Package Cast Report ExHALCAS ALCAS_RQ ALCAS_RS
List Package Correlation ExHALCOR ALCOR_RQ ALCOR_RS
List Package Header ExHALPKG ALPKG_RQ ALPKG_RS
List Package SCL ExHALSCL ALSCL_RQ ALSCL_RS
List Processor Group ExHALPGR ALPGR_RQ ALPGR_RS
List Site ExHALSIT ALSIT_RQ ALSIT_RS
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List SMF ExHALSMF ALSMF_RQ ALSMFA_RS,
ALSMFS_RS
ALSMFEA_RS
ALSMFEB_RS
ALSMFEC_RS
ALSMFED_RS
ALSMFEE_RS
ALSMFEF_RS
ALSMFEG_RS
ALSMFEH_RS
ALSMFEI_RS
ALSMFEJ_RS
ALSMFEK_RS
ALSMFEL_RS

List Stage ExHALSTG ALSTG_RQ ALSTG_RS
List Subsystem ExHALSBS ALSBS_RQ ALSBS_RS
List System ExHALSYS ALSYS_RQ ALSYS_RS
List Type ExHALTYP ALTYP_RQ ALTYP_RS
Move Element ExHAEMOV AEMOV_RQ N/A
Package Correlation ExHAPCOR APCOR_RQ N/A
Print Element ExHAEPRE AEPRE_RQ N/A
Print from External Library ExHAEPRM AEPRM_RQ N/A
Reset Package ExHAPRES APRES_RQ N/A
Request Extension ExHAAREB AAREB_RQ N/A
Retrieve Element ExHAERET AERET_RQ N/A
Signin Element ExHAESIG AESIG_RQ N/A
Transfer Element ExHAETRA AETRA_RQ N/A
Update Element ExHAEUPD AEUPD_RQ N/A
SCL Action ExHAUSCL AUSCL_RQ N/A

COBOL Users: COBOL copybook field names are similar to the names used by the Assembler macros except that
COBOL substitutes the underscore character (_) with a hyphen (-). For example, ALELM_RQ_PATH appears as ALELM-
RQ-PATH.

NOTE
For detailed information about each API function call and its use, see API Function Calls.

API Control Structure

The Endevor API control structure contains the field which allows you to shut down the API server to be able to define the
response and message files.

The structure also contains the return code, the reason code, and the selection count for the function call that you have
performed.

The first call to the API server automatically starts it. The server remains open until the SHUTDOWN field is set to Y.

The control structure also contains the information about the output files that is used by the API on each function call.
Each function call opens and closes a response file which is defined in this structure. If two or more function calls use
the same response file, only the response to the last function call is maintained. Data from the prior function call is
overwritten.
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Assembler: ENHAACTL

COBOL: ECHAACTL

AACTL Control Structure Fields

This list details the fields and options that are contained in the control structure:

AACTL_MSG_DDN
Message file DD name. Endevor messages, such as the Execution Report and Source and Inventory
Management errors (if any), are recorded to this data set. This is NOT a required field, but it is highly
recommended that a file name be provided. If one is not specified, a default DD name of APIMSGS is used. It is
the responsibility of the user to allocate this data set before executing an API function call. Field length is eight
characters.

AACTL_LIST_DDN
Response file DD name. Inventory list response records, extract element response records and package list
response records are written to this data set. The layout of each record corresponds to the response structure.
This field is not required. It is ignored by API element and package update type action processing. Allocate
this data set before executing an API request. The file DCB must be: RECFM=VB,LRECL=2048 (calculate
the minimum record size by adding 4 to the size of the response structure for the function you are requesting.
In most cases, 2048 works). Field length is eight characters.

NOTE
If you request the list component/where-used function with the build SCL option, the file DCB must be:
RECFM=FB,LRECL=80.

AACTL_HI_MSGID
The API updates this field with the highest message ID encountered while processing the request. Field length is
eight characters.
Format: APIxxyyyz
xx = return code
yyy = reason code
z = severity letter

AACTL_SHUTDOWN
API server Startup/Shutdown flag. Set to N to invoke the API server. Set to Y to shut down the server. Field length
is one character.

AACTL_RTNCODE
Return code from processing the request. Updated by the API. Field length is 4 characters.

AACTL_REASON
Reason code from processing the request. Updated by the API. Field length is 4 characters.

AACTL_#SELECTED
The number of responses that meet your selection criteria. If you are attempting to perform a query and you are
only interested in the total count, this field contains that value. This value is also displayed on the Execution
report. Field length is eight characters.
For the element list function, it is possible for the #SELECTED count to be greater than the #RETURNED count.
This situation can occur if the "from/to" extension records exist and you request them.

NOTE
If you specify the CSECT option in the List Directory function request structure, the returned count
(AACTL_#RETURNED) contains the number of members that are processed and the selected count
(AACTL_#SELECTED) contains the total number of CSECTs found in the returned members.
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AACTL_#RETURNED
The number of responses that were written to the response or list file. If you do not specify a response file DDN,
the value of this field will be 1. This value indicates that one response structure was returned to the calling
program. This value is also displayed on the Execution report. Element action function calls do not use this field.
Field length is eight characters.

NOTE
If you specify the CSECT option in the List Directory function request structure, the returned count
(AACTL_#RETURNED) contains the number of members that are processed and the selected count
(AACTL_#SELECTED) contains the total number of CSECTs found in the returned members.

AACTL_STOPRC
Maximum allowable processing return code. This value is used only when you specify wildcarding on the request,
for example, add element ab*. If not specified, the default value of 16 is used. In cases where the location
information is fully qualified, the field is ignored. Field length is two bytes binary.

NOTE
You can set the default to 12 in the Optional Features Table.

AACTL_ERRMSG
First most severe message. Field length is one to 132 characters.

AACTL_CMDMSG_DDN
Package execution log message report file DD name. All execution messages that are created by the package
execute action are written to this report file. This field is not required. If a value is not specified, a default DD name
of C1EXMSGS is used. Allocate this data set before executing an API request. Field length is eight characters.

Understanding Logical and Physical Mapping Requests

This section describes how the use of multiple request structures in Endevor can require you to specify whether the
mapping path is logical or physical.

Many request structures ask you to specify whether the mapping path is logical or physical:

• Logical mapping refers to how the system administrator logically sets the route for the inventory.
• Physical mapping refers to a direct physical path.

Within an environment, inventory always goes from Stage 1 to Stage 2, but when an administrator maps across to another
environment, the administrator can choose Stage 1 or Stage 2 of that environment. If the administrator chooses Stage 1 of
the second environment, Stage 1 and Stage 2 of that environment represent the route. If the administrator chooses Stage
2 of the second environment, Stage 1 of that environment does not become part of the logical map, but it does remain part
of the physical map.

This example illustrates the difference. If you have Environment A and Environment B, both with Stage 1 and Stage 2.
Suppose further that the system administrator maps Environment A to Stage 2 of Environment B.

In a physical mapping, the inventory route always includes Stage 1 of Environment B even though the system
administrator maps to Stage 2:

1. Environment A / Stage 1
2. Environment A / Stage 2
3. Environment B / Stage 1
4. Environment B / Stage 2

In a logical map, the inventory route bypasses Stage 1 of Environment B, and the inventory route becomes:

1. Environment A / Stage 1
2. Environment A / Stage 2
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3. Environment B / Stage 2

NOTE
Requests operate according to path specification. For example, if a List Type request specifies Path=physical,
then all stages on the mapped environments are examined to satisfy the request. On List Type with
Path=logical, only the environment/stage locations that are mapped together are used. In the prior example,
stage 1 of environment B is skipped.

API Request Extension

This article details how the Endevor API request extension defines the parameters necessary to process either long name
elements or USS file structures.

Unlike the request structures, there is only one request extension call to support all the API functions. If you are not
processing long name elements or USS files, you can ignore the API request extension. If specified, it must be the third
parameter in the calling sequence to the API interface program, ENA$NDVR, following the function call.

Assembler: ENHAAREB

COBOL: ECHAAREB

AAREB_RQ Request Extension Structure Fields

The API request extension defines the parameters necessary to process long name elements or USS file structures.
When using the AAREB structure, specify all element and member information in the AAREB structure while the element,
member, data set and DD name fields in the request structure must remain blank. The one exception to this rule is on the
RETRIEVE action. You can specify a TO FILE/DDN/DSN and an up to eight character member name in the request block
where you are retrieving a LFS/USS element to a PDS.

AAREB_RQ_ELM
Element name. Field length is 2 to 255 characters.
Alignment. One character.

AAREB_RQ_ELM_THRU
Through element name. Field length is 2 to 255 characters.
Alignment. One character.

AAREB_RQ_ELM_TELM or AAREB_RQ_USSFILE_THRU
Target element name or through USS file name. Field length is 2 to 255 characters.
Alignment. One character.

AAREB_RQ_PATH
USS path name. Field length is 768 characters.

AAREB_RQ_USSFILE
USS file name. Field length is 2 to 255 characters.

AAREB_RQ_RESERVE
** Reserved field ** Field length is 2 characters.
Alignment. Two characters.

Add Element Action

This article describes the add element action API function call which allows you to add an element to Endevor for either
Assembler or COBOL environments.

This function call includes:
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Assembler: ENHAEADD

COBOL: ECHAEADD

AEADD_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEADD_RQ request structure. The request structure is where
you set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

AEADD_RQ_ELM
Limits: 10 characters. Element name.

AEADD_RQ_ELM_THRU
Limits: 10 characters. Through element name.

AEADD_RQ_DDN
Limits: eight characters. File or DD name where members reside. Specify DDN or DSN, but not both.

AEADD_RQ_DSN
Limits: 44 characters. Data set name where members reside. Specify DDN or DSN, but not both.

AEADD_RQ_MBR
Limits: 10 characters. From PDS member name.

AEADD_RQ_ENV
Limits: eight characters. Environment name.

AEADD_RQ_FINGERP
Limits: 16 characters hex digits timestamp.

AEADD_RQ_SYSTEM
Limits: eight characters. System name.

AEADD_RQ_SUBSYS
Limits: eight characters. Subsystem name.

AEADD_RQ_TYPE
Limits: eight characters. Type name.

AEADD_RQ_CCID
Limits: 12 characters. Change control ID.

AEADD_RQ_COMM
Limits: 44 characters. Comment.

AEADD_RQ_NEWVER
Limits: two characters. New version (1-99).

AEADD_RQ_UPDT
Values: Y, N. Update if present.

AEADD_RQ_DEL
Values: Y, N. Delete the input source.

AEADD_RQ_OVESIGNO
Values: Y, N. Override sign out.

AEADD_RQ_BYP_GEN
Values: Y, N. Bypass generate processor.

AEADD_RQ_PROGRO
Limits: eight characters. Processor group name.
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AEADD_RQ_RESERVE
Limits: three characters. ** Reserved field **

Delete Element Action

This article describes how the Endevor Delete Element action API function call enables you to delete an element from the
specified inventory location.

Assembler: ENHAEDEL

COBOL: ECHAEDEL

AEDEL_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEDEL_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

The where CCID clause is limited to eight CCID values and the where processor group clause is limited to eight processor
group names.

AEDEL_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name

AEDEL_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through element name

AEDEL_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

AEDEL_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

AEDEL_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name

AEDEL_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

AEDEL_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. Specify stage ID or stage number, but not both.

AEDEL_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2). Specify stage ID or stage number, but not both.

AEDEL_RQ_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. Change control ID

AEDEL_RQ_COMM
Field length is 44 characters. Comment

AEDEL_RQ_ONLY_CMP
Field length is one character. Only delete components (Y or N)

AEDEL_RQ_OVESIGNO
Field length is one character. Override signout (Y or N)

AEDEL_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **
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AEDEL_RQ_WCCID_ TYP
Field length is one character. Where CCID type (A/C/R). C is the default value. If activated, the
CCID_WHERE_ALL optional feature changes the default to A.

AEDEL_RQ_WCCID
Field length is 12 characters. 1st where CCID value
Field length is 84 characters. 2nd through 8th where CCID values

AEDEL_RQ_WPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. 1st where processor group value
Field length is 56 characters. 2nd through 8th processor group values

Extract Element and Component Data

The Endevor extract element and component data API function call extracts elements and component data matching
AEELM_RQ request structure specified criteria.

The Endevor extract element and component data API function call then places the extracted elements and component
data in the response file defined in the control structure.

AEELM_RS, the response structure, contains information about the location and inventory classification of the element, as
well as the number of records returned by the function call and the record length of the longest record.

Through the API, you can retrieve element data in both unformatted and formatted display styles and component data in
formatted display style. You can also retrieve change and history information for both element and component data.

The API Extract Element data request does not return element data when the request is made against a sourceless
element. The API return and reason code of 04,016 is set when nothing is returned to an API element browse, change,
or history request. If any qualifying sourced elements are found, the API returns their element data and ignores any
sourceless elements whose inventory specification satisfied the API request. When the extract results in at least one item
being returned, the return and reason code is set to 0.

API Extract Element Component data requests are valid on both sourced and sourceless elements.

Assembler: ENHAEELM

COBOL: ECHAEELM

Element and Component Extraction Types

The extract element and component data function call provides seven types of extractions. These are specified with the
AEELM_RQ_FORMAT and the AEELM_RQ_RTYPE fields:

• The AEELM_RQ_RTYPE field determines whether element or component data is extracted.
• The AEELM_RQ_FORMAT field determines the format that the information will appear in the response file.

The nine extraction types that result in different output record layouts are:

Element extract
Unformatted

Element extract, Browse
Browse element record format

Element extract, Change
Change element record format

Element extract, History
History element record format
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Element extract, Summary
Summary element record format

Component extract, Browse
Browse component record format

Component extract, Change
Change component record format

Component extract, History
History component record format

Component extract, Summary
Summary component record format

AEELM_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEELM_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following:

AEELM_RQ_FORMAT
Field length is one character.
Blank - No format, just extract element to response file; use only with RTYPE of 'E' (for element).
B - Endevor Browse format.
C - Endevor Change format. Not valid for elements stored in Log or Image delta format.
H - Endevor History format. Not valid for elements stored in Log or Image delta format.
S - Endevor Summary format.

AEELM_RQ_RTYPE
Field length is one character.
Extraction record type:
E - Element
C - Component

AEELM_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. This field cannot contain a wildcard character.

AEELM_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name. This field cannot contain a wildcard character.

AEELM_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name. This field cannot contain a wildcard character.

AEELM_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name. This field cannot contain a wildcard character.

AEELM_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name. This field cannot contain a wildcard character.

AEELM_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. This field cannot contain a wildcard character.

(Optional) VERSION
Field length is two characters. Version number. If not specified, current version is assumed.

(Optional) AEELM_RQ_LEVEL
Field length is two characters. Level number. If not specified, current level is assumed. For the Log delta format,
the only valid entry is to leave the field blank or enter the current level of the element.
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AEELM_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the AEELM_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following:

AEELM_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

AEELM_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

AEELM_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

AEELM_RS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name

AEELM_RS_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name

AEELM_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

AEELM_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

AEELM_RS_RECCNT
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Number of records written to the response file.

AEELM_RS_MAXLEN
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Maximum record length encountered.

You can use the AEELM_RS_RECCNT and AEELM_RS_MAXLEN fields to determine the number of records written to
the output file and the maximum record length encountered. The API server also identifies the record number and the
record length for each record it writes to the response file. For each record, it replaces:

• The AEELM_RS_RECCNT field with the AEELM_RS_REC# (or in COBOL AEELM-RS-RECNUM) field, which
identifies the record number.

• The AEELM_RS_MAXLEN field with the AEELM_RS_RECLEN field, which contains the record length, excluding any
headers.

Element Extract and Component Data Record Layouts

Each element record returned in this format has two parts:

• The first part is the prefix which contains the location, inventory classification, the record number, and the record length
of the extracted element record.

• The second part of the record contains the request element data.

Each component record returned has two parts:

• The first part is the prefix which contains the location, inventory classification, record number, and the record length of
the specified element.

• The second part of the record contains the requested component data, including information about the component
level, processor, symbol and macros.

To view element and component records, go to the Display Element menu and select the display option you want to view.
The options include: no format (hexadecimal format), browse, change history, browse component, change component,
and history component.
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Generate Element Action

This article describes how the Endevor Generate Element action API function call executes the generate processor for the
current level of an element.

Assembler: ENHAEGEN

COBOL: ECHAEGEN

AEGEN_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEGEN_RQ request structure. The request structure is where
you set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

The where CCID clause is limited to eight CCID values and the where processor group clause is limited to eight processor
group names.

AEGEN_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name

AEGEN_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through element name

AEGEN_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

AEGEN_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

AEGEN_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name

AEGEN_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

AEGEN_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. Either stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both.

AEGEN_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2). Either stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not
both.

AEGEN_RQ_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. Change control ID

AEGEN_RQ_COMM
Field length is 44 characters. Comment

AEGEN_RQ_COPYBACK
Field length is one character. Copy back element (Y or N)

AEGEN_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character. Search map (Y or N). Y is the default

AEGEN_RQ_OVESIGNO
Field length is one character. Override signout (Y or N)

AEGEN_RQ_PROGRO
Field length is eight characters. Processor group name

AEGEN_RQ_AUTOGEN
Field length is one character. Use Autogen (Y or N). N is the default.
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AEGEN_RQ_NOSOURCE
Field length is one character. Use sourceless element (Y or N). N is the default. When set to Y, the following logic
applies:

• When the target location has a sourced element, the element is generated in place.
• When the target location has a sourceless element, the element is generated at the target location using the

source of the first occurrence of the element that is found up the map.
• When the element does not exist at the target location, the element is generated at the target location using

the source of the first occurrence of the element that is found up the map. The source is not fetched to the
target. The MCF element that is created at the target location contains data that is similar to a fetched-
back element except that the element base and delta name fields are blank and the record is marked as a
sourceless element.

AEGEN_RQ_NOSOURCE cannot be used with AEGEN_RQ_COPYBACK=Y.
AEGEN_RQ_RESERVE

Field length is one character. ** Reserved field **
AEGEN_RQ_WCCID_ TYP

Field length is one character. Where CCID type (A/C/R). C is the default value. If activated, the
CCID_WHERE_ALL optional feature changes the default to A.

AEGEN_RQ_WCCID
Field length is 12 characters. 1st where CCID value
Field length is 84 characters. 2nd through 8th where CCID values

AEGEN_RQ_WPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. 1st where processor group value
Field length is 56 characters.2nd through 8th processor group values

List Element

Learn how the Endevor list element API function call produces a list of elements, writing all generated responses to an
external data set, if specified.

The list element API function call lets you produce a list of elements. Depending on the response file DDN
(AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first response structure is placed in your defined response area, ALELM_RS.
This placement lets you scan the response quickly for a specific element. If you specified a file output DD name in the
control structure, the API also writes all responses that are generated by your request to an external data set. For more
information, see API Control Structure.

NOTE
The API list response field definitions provided in this documentation are logically ordered and do not represent
the sequence that is returned by the API list requests. For the sequence that is returned by the API list element
request, refer to the following assembler DSECT definition or the following COBOL copy member:

• Assembler: ENHALELM
• COBOL: ECHALELM

ENHALELM and ECHALELM are located in the Endevor® SCM CSIQOPTN installation data set.

ALELM_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALELM_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list:
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ALELM_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. Name masking is permitted when ALELM_RQ_PATH=P,
ALELM_RQ_RETURN=A and ALELM_RQ_SEARCH=N.

ALELM_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALELM_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALELM_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALELM_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALELM_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID as defined in the C1DEFLTS table. You can code either stage ID or stage
number but not both. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALELM_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2). You can code either stage ID or stage number but not both.

ALELM_RQ_TOENV
Field length is eight characters. Ending Environment name. Used with the "B"etween or "R"ange SEARCH
options. A wildcard character is not allowed.

ALELM_RQ_TOSTG_ID
Field length is one character. Ending Stage ID. Used with the "B"etween or "R"ange SEARCH options. A wildcard
character is not allowed.

(Optional) ALELM_RQ_TOELM
Field length is 10 characters. To Element name. If specified, this field can contain a wildcard.

ALELM_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through Element name.
Note: ALELM_RQ_ELM_THRU replaces the ALELM_RQ_TO_ELM field. Use the new field name in new
applications. For existing applications, the API continues to support the old field name.

Request criteria considerations:

• If you specify B, or R for the ALELM_RQ_SEARCH search argument, specify the To Environment in the
ALELM_RQ_TOENV field and the To Stage ID in the ALELM_RQ_TOSTG_ID field. You cannot use a wildcard. In
addition, these fields are also ignored unless you use them with the B or R search fields.

• If you specify the ALELM_RQ_TOELM field, To Element Name, the element name must be greater than the
ALELM_RQ_ELM field value, Element Name.

• On nonexplicit environment name specifications, the elements are extracted by environment and stage locations.

Action Options
ALELM_RQ_PATH

Specifies whether your call returns Elements that reside within the physical map (that is, all the relevant
Elements), or returns only Elements that reside within the logical map. For more information on logical and
physical maps, see Understanding Logical and Physical Mapping Requests. Field length is one character.
Mapping path:
L - Logical
P - Physical. Only choice when the environment is not explicit.

ALELM_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F - Return only the first record that satisfies the request.
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A - Return all records that satisfy the request. Only choice when the environment is not explicit.
ALELM_RQ_SEARCH

Field length is one character. Mapping argument:
A - Search All the way up the map.
B - Search Between the two specified environments and stages.
N - No Search. Only choice when the environment is not explicit.
E - Search next specified environment/stage then up the map.
R - Search the Range, between and including the specified environments and stages.

ALELM_RQ_BDATA
Field length is one character.
B or Y - Return only the basic data. If this option is enabled, use the ALELB_RS structure that is defined in
ENHALELM to map the response data fields.
N or blank - Return all element master data. If this option is enabled, use the ALELM_RS structure that is defined
in ENHALELM to map the response data fields.
S - Return element change level summary data. If this option is selected, use the ALELS_RS structure that
is defined in ENHALELM to map the response data fields.
C - Return component change level summary data. If this option is selected, use the ALELS_RS structure that
is defined in ENHALELM to map the response data fields.
For types B and N, you can optionally code ALELM_RS_FDSN, ALELM_RS_TDSN, or both. You do so to obtain
extension records in addition to the basic or full master data.
Note: ALELM_RQ_BDATA replaces the ALELM_RQ_FLAG field. Use the new field name in new applications. For
existing applications, the API continues to support the old field name.

ALELM_RQ_FDSN
Field length is one character. Return the 'from' dataset-member/path-file data as a response record
(ALELM_RS_RECTYP=F).
Y - Return this data.
N - Do not return this data.
If you enable this option, use the ALELX_RS structure that is defined in ENHALELM to map the response data
fields.

ALELM_RQ_TDSN
Field length is one character. Return the 'target' dataset-member/path-file data as a response record
(ALELM_RS_RECTYP=T).
Y - Return this data.
N - Do not return this data.
If you enable this option, use the ALELX_RS structure that is defined in ENHALELM to map the response data
fields.

Selection Criteria
ALELM_RQ_WLPROC_FAIL

Field length is one character. Selection criteria. Where last processor failed (Y or N).
ALELM_RQ_WLPROC_TYP

Field length is one character. Selection criteria. Where last processor type is:
D - Delete Processor
G - Generate Processor
M - Move Processor

ALELM_RQ_WGEN_FDATE
Field length is seven characters. Selection criteria. Where generate from date. Format is DDMMMYY (31JAN01).
To select based on an exact date and time, code the from and through date and time with the identical values.
If you specify the from information and not the through information, the API selects all records starting at the from
date/time and later.
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ALELM_RQ_WGEN_FTIME
Field length is five characters. Selection criteria. Where generate from time. Format is HH:MM (23:59).

ALELM_RQ_WGEN_TDATE
Field length is seven characters. Selection criteria. Where generate through date. Format is DDMMMYY
(31JAN01).
To select based on an exact date and time, code the from and through date and time with the identical values.
If you specify the through information and not the from information, the API selects all records starting at the
through date/time and earlier.

ALELM_RQ_WGEN_TTIME
Field length is five characters. Selection criteria. Where generate through time. Format is HH:MM (24:59).

ALELM_RQ_WCCID_TYP
Field length is one character. Where CCID type (A/C/G/L/R/S).
A - Last action
G - Generate
L - Last level
R - Retrieve
S - Change. For element or component change level summary data only.
C - Current CCID. Compares the WCCID values against the last action, generate and last level CCID values. If
any match is found, the record is selected.

NOTE
If this field is specified, at least one WCCID value must be specified. If this field is not specified, the
WCCID fields are ignored.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID

NOTE
Field length is 12 characters. First where change control ID value.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID2
Field length is 12 characters. Second where CCID clause.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID3
Field length is 12 characters. Third where CCID clause.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID4
Field length is 12 characters. Fourth where CCID clause.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID5
Field length is 12 characters. Fifth where CCID clause.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID6
Field length is 12 characters. Sixth where CCID clause.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID7
Field length is 12 characters. Seventh where CCID clause.

ALELM_RQ_WCCID8
Field length is 12 characters. Eighth where CCID clause.

ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. First where processor group value.

ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO2
Field length is eight characters. Second where processor group clause.

ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO3
Field length is eight characters. Third where processor group clause.
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ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO4
Field length is eight characters. Fourth where processor group clause.

ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO5
Field length is eight characters. Fifth where processor group clause.

ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO6
Field length is eight characters. Sixth where processor group clause.

ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO7
Field length is eight characters. Seventh where processor group clause.

ALELM_RQ_WPROGRO8
Field length is eight characters. Eighth where processor group clause.

Response Structures

The types of list element response structures are as follows:

Master or full
Contains all the fields located in the master control file record about an element. If you specify a value of N in the
ALELM_RQ_BDATA field in the request structure, or leave the field blank, you will receive all the element fields.

Basic
Contains what are considered to be the most important MCF record fields. If you specify a value of B or Y in
the ALELM_RQ_BDATA field in the request structure, you will receive only the basic element fields, which are a
subset of the master response structure.

From and Target Extension Records
Contain the path and file names when processing long name elements. The list element response block
supports long path and USS file names for from and target locations. When enabled, the ALELM_RQ_FDSN and
ALELM_RQ_TDSN fields inform the API to return this data as response records. When activated, the API writes
the from and/or retrieve to path and file data as response records. These records are referred to as extension
records. If you request this data, but no extension records exist, the flag is ignored.
The API can create one, two, or three List Element response records. The element master always exists. The
from element extension record, and the retrieve to extension record only exist if the data does not fit into the
master record. If the path is less than 45 characters and the file name is less than 11 characters, extension
records do not exist. In this case the DSN and MBR fields in the master record contain the actual values. The add/
update from data is blank until an add or update action is performed against this element. The retrieve to data
is blank until a retrieve action is performed against this element. Be aware the add and update actions clear the
retrieve to data.
If there are no extension records, then coding a value of "Y" in ALELM_RQ_FDSN, ALELM_RQ_TDSN, or both,
has no purpose, and the ALELX_RS extension response block is meaningless.
From extension record only exists under the following conditions:

• The from path name is greater than 44 characters, or
• The from file name is greater than 10 characters.

If either condition is met:

• The ALELM_RS_FR_DSN field contains a 1 in position 1, and
• The ALELM_RS_FR_MBR field is blank.

Retrieve to extension record only exists under the following conditions:

• The retrieve to path name is greater than 44 characters, or
• The from file name is greater than 10 characters.

If either condition is met:
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• The ALELM_RS_RET_DSN field contains a 1 in position 1, and
• The ALELM_RS_RET_MBR field is blank.

Change Level Summary Records
Contain information about the element and the change level. Each element will have one or more change level
summary records with one summary for each change level. The element information will be the identical in each
summary record associated with a particular element.

Response Structure Types
Regarding your request type for the response structure, always specify the response structure parameter as the
last parameter in the call to the API (ENA$NDVR). The values specified on the BDATA, FDSN and TDSN fields in
the ALELM_RQ block determine the types of records returned. To map the response data fields, use the following
parameters:

• For full master type records (ALELM_RQ_BDATA=N or blank), use the ALELM_RS structure to map the
response data fields.

• For basic type records (ALELM_RQ_BDATA=B or Y), use the ALELB_RS structure to map the response data
fields.

• For "from" or "to" type records (ALELM_RQ_FDSN=Y, ALELM_RQ_TDSN=Y, or both), use the ALELX_RS
structure to map the response data fields.

• For summary type records (ALELM_RQ_BDATA=S or C), use the ALELS_RS structure to map the response
data fields.

Example: List Element Record

This example shows three records: the “Master” record; the “Add/Update From” record; and the “Retrieve To” record. The
RECTYP field value in position 13 identifies the type of record: M for “Master”; F for “Add/Update From”; or T for “Retrieve
To”.

Preceding the path and USS file name in the “Add/Update From” and “Retrieve To” records is a halfword containing the
length of the value. In this example x’0019’ (25) is the length of the path and x’000F’ is the length of the USS file name.

The 44-character ALELM_RS_FR_DSN and the 44-character ALELM_RS_RET_DSN fields contain a value of 1 in
position 1 to indicate "from" and "target" extension records exist for this element.

.....É..LELSM0DEV     ESCM120 LABDO02 E3CQEXIN  CHDRUSS UNITTEST110001*NOPROC*2010010811174212BUCFR02 0100   

 ADD RETRIEVE000002

02000500DCDEDFCCE44444CECDFFF4DCCCDFF4CFCDCECD44CCCDCCE4EDCEECEEFFFFFF5DDDDDC5FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCECCDFF4FFFF4444CCC44444DCEDCCECFFFFFF

4D00410335324045500000523412003124602053385795003849862045933523110001C567963C201001081117421224369020010000001440000095399555000002

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.....É..LELSF../u/users/endevor/mormi08/..VeryLongNameAdd                                                    

                       

03000500DCDEC016A6AA89A68988A99699998FF600E89AD998D898C88                                                    

                       

09004103353260914142592155455691469490810F559836575145144                                                    

                       

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.....É..LELST../u/users/endevor/mormi08/..VeryLongNameRet                                                    

                       

03000500DCDEE016A6AA89A68988A99699998FF600E89AD998D898D8A                                                    

                       

09004103353230914142592155455691469490810F559836575145953 
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ALELM_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALELM_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following lists.

ALELM_RS_RECTYP
Field length is one character. The response record can be one of the following types:
M

- Master record.
F

- Extension records for long name element “from” data set-member/path-file data.
T

- Extension records for long name element “target” data set-member/path-file data.
ALELM_RS_SITE

Field length is one character. Site ID.
ALELM_RS_ENV

Field length is eight characters. Environment name.
ALELM_RS_SYSTEM

Field length is eight characters. System name.
ALELM_RS_SUBSYS

Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.
ALELM_RS_ELEMENT

Field length is 10 characters. The source Element name that is associated with this activity. If the element name
exceeds 10 characters in length, this field contains a generated short name and ALELM_RS_ELMNAME contains
the full element name. If the name is not greater than 10 characters, ALELM_RS_ELMNAME and ALELM_RS_
ELEMENT are equal.

ALELM_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.

ALELM_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name.

ALELM_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID.

ALELM_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2).

ALELM_RS_STG_REL
Field length is 4 zoned decimal characters. Relative mapped stage number.

ALELM_RS_PROCGRP
Field length is eight characters. Processor group name.

ALELM_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Record update date.

ALELM_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Record update time.

ALELM_RS_SIGNOUT
Field length is eight characters. Signout user ID.

ALELM_RS_ELM_VV
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Current element version number.
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ALELM_RS_ELM_LL
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Current element level number.

ALELM_RS_CMP_VV
Field length is two characters. Current component version number.

ALELM_RS_CMP_LL
Field length is two characters. Current component level number.

Information about the Last Action
ALELM_RS_LMOD_NAME

Field length is eight characters. Last element - modifying action.
ALELM_RS_LACT_NAME

Field length is eight characters. Last action.
ALELM_RS_LACT_RC

Field length is five characters. Endevor return code.
ALELM_RS_LACT_DATE

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Date.
ALELM_RS_LACT_TIME

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Time.
ALELM_RS_LACT_USER

Field length is eight characters. User ID.
ALELM_RS_LACT_CCID

Field length is 12 character. CCID.
ALELM_RS_LACT_COMMENT

Field length is 40 characters. Comment.
Information about the Element Base
ALELM_RS_EBAS_NAME

Field length is 10 characters. Element base member name.
ALELM_RS_EBAS_DATE

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Element base date.
ALELM_RS_EBAS_TIME

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Element base time.
ALELM_RS_EBAS_TOTL

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Number of statements in base.
ALELM_RS_EBAS_LVL

Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Base level number.
ALELM_RS_EBAS_FLG1

Field length is one character.
Y - if Element base is compressed.

ALELM_RS_EBAS_USER
Field length is eight characters. User ID associated with base.

ALELM_RS_EBAS_ COMMENT
Field length is 40 characters. Comment associated with base.

Information about the Element Delta (Last Level)
ALELM_RS_EDLT_NAME

Field length is eight characters. Element delta member name
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ALELM_RS_EDLT_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Element last level date.

ALELM_RS_EDLT_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Element last level time.

ALELM_RS_EDLT_TOTL
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Number of statements in last level

ALELM_RS_EDLT_USER
Field length is eight characters. User ID associated with last level

ALELM_RS_EDLT_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. CCID associated with last level

ALELM_RS_EDLT_ COMMENT
Field length is 40 characters. Comment associated with last level

ALELM_RS_EDLT_INS
Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Number of inserts in last level

ALELM_RS_EDLT_DEL
Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Number of deletes in last level

ALELM_RS_EDLT_FMT
Field length is one character.
F-Forward delta format
R-Reverse delta format
I-Image delta format
L-Log delta format

Information about the Component List Base

ALELM_RS_XBAS_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Component base member name.

ALELM_RS_XBAS_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Component base date.

ALELM_RS_XBAS_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Component base time.

ALELM_RS_XBAS_TOTL
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Number of statements in base.

ALELM_RS_XBAS_LVL
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Base level number.

Information about the Component List Delta

ALELM_RS_XDLT_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Component delta member name.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Component last level date.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Component last level time.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_TOTL
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Number of statements in last level.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_INS
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Number of inserts in last level.
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ALELM_RS_XDLT_DEL
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Number of deletes in last level.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_FMT
Field length is one character.
F-Forward delta format.
R-Reverse delta format.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_MON
Field length is one character.
M - Component list built by monitor.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_CPY
Field length is one character.
C - Component list copied or restored.

ALELM_RS_XDLT_DLTA
Field length is one character.
D - Component list base stored in the delta library.

Information about the Last Element Move

ALELM_RS_MOV_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Element Move date.

ALELM_RS_MOV_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Element Move time.

ALELM_RS_MOV_USER
Field length is eight characters. User ID associated with the move

Information about the Last Add or Update Data Set

ALELM_RS_FR_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Add/Update from data set name. If a from extension record exists for this element,
then position 1 of this field contains a value of 1.

ALELM_RS_FR_MBR
Field length is 10 characters. Add/Update from member name.

Information about the Element Processor Execution

ALELM_RS_PROC_FLG1
Field length is one character.
0 - No processor executed
1 - Last processor was Generate
2 - Last processor was Move
3 - Last processor was Delete
4 - Last processor was unknown

ALELM_RS_PROC_FLG2
Field length is one character.
F - Last processor failed

ALELM_RS_PROC_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Element last processor date.

ALELM_RS_PROC_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Element last processor time.

ALELM_RS_GEN_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Element last generate date.
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ALELM_RS_GEN_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Element last generate time.

ALELM_RS_GEN_USER
Field length is eight characters. User ID associated with last generate.

ALELM_RS_GEN_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. CCID associated with last generate.

ALELM_RS_GEN_ COMMENT
Field length is 40 characters. Comment associated with last generate.

ALELM_RS_PROC_FLG
Field length is eight characters. '*FAILED*' - if last processor failed execution

ALELM_RS_LASTPROC
Field length is eight characters. Name of the last processor executed

ALELM_RS_PROC_RC
Field length is five characters. Processor return code

Information about the Last Element Retrieve

ALELM_RS_RET_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Last Retrieve date.

ALELM_RS_RET_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Last Retrieve time.

ALELM_RS_RET_USER
Field length is eight characters. User ID associated with last retrieve.

ALELM_RS_RET_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. CCID associated with last retrieve.

ALELM_RS_RET_COMM
Field length is 40 characters. Comment associated with last retrieve.

ALELM_RS_RET_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Retrieve-To data set name. If a target extension record exists for this element, then
position 1 of this field contains a value of 1.

ALELM_RS_RET_MBR
Field length is 10 characters. Retrieve-To member name.

Information about the Package Last Executed Against the Element Source
ALELM_RS_SPKG_DATE

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Cast date.
ALELM_RS_SPKG_TIME

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Cast time.
ALELM_RS_SPKG_ID

Field length is 16 characters.-Package ID.
Information about the Package Last Executed Against the Element Outputs
ALELM_RS_OPKG_DATE

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Date.
ALELM_RS_OPKG_TIME

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Time.
ALELM_RS_OPKG_ID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID.
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Information about the Last "FROM" Endevor Location
ALELM_RS_FROM_SITE

Field length is one character. Site ID.
ALELM_RS_FROM_ENV

Field length is eight characters. Environment name.
ALELM_RS_FROM_SYS

Field length is eight characters. System name.
ALELM_RS_FROM_SBS

Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.
ALELM_RS_FROM_ELM

Field length is 10 characters. Element name.
ALELM_RS_FROM_TYPE

Field length is eight characters. Type name.
ALELM_RS_FROM_STG#

Field length is one character. Stage number.
ALELM_RS_FROM_FACT

Field length is eight characters. Action that updated "From" location.
ALELM_RS_FROM_VV

Field length is two characters. Version number.
ALELM_RS_FROM_LL

Field length is two characters. Level number.
Information about the FMID
ALELM_RS_FMID

Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Record created release ID.
Information about the Package for which the Element is Locked
ALELM_LPKG_DATE

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). DATE.
ALELM_LPKG_TIME

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). TIME.
ALELM_LPKG_ID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID
[RESERVED]

Field length is one character. ** Reserved field **
Information about the Element User and Sourceless Element Flag
ALELM_RS_USERDATA

Field length is 80 characters. User data associated with with the element.
ALELM_RS_NOSOURCE

Field length is one character. Sourceless element flag.
Y - Indicates this is a sourceless element.
N - Indicates this is not a sourceless element. The element source and delta are stored at this location.

ALELM_RS_EBAS_VV
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Base version number.

ALELM_RS_XBAS_VV
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Base version number.

Information about Alter Action Metadata
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ALELM_RS_ALTRFTSD
Field length is eight characters. The date (YYYYMMDD) that the first Alter action was performed against this copy
of the element.

ALELM_RS_ALTRFTST
Field length is eight characters. The time (HHMMSSTH) that the first Alter action was performed against this copy
of the element.

ALELM_RS_ALTRLTSD
Field length is eight characters. The date (YYYYMMDD) that the last Alter action was performed against this copy
of the element.

ALELM_RS_ALTRLTST
Field length is eight characters. The time (HHMMSSTH) that the last Alter action was performed against this copy
of the element. If the first date and time matches the last date and time, then the Alter action was only run once.

ALELM_RS_ALTRLUID
Field length is eight characters. The user ID associated with the last Alter action performed against this copy of
the element.

ALELM_RS_ALTRFCNT
Field length is five characters. The total number of times that any Master Control File metadata fields were
updated by all the Alter actions performed against this copy of the element.

ALELM_RS_ALTR1CCG
Field length is one character. Whether (Y or N) the last Alter action updated the Generate CCID for this element.

ALELM_RS_ALTR1CCL
Field length is one character. Whether (Y or N) the last Alter action updated the last action CCID for this element.

ALELM_RS_ALTR1CCR
Field length is one character. Whether (Y or N) the last Alter action updated the Retrieve CCID for this element.

ALELM_RS_ALTR1DES
Field length is one character. Whether (Y or N) the last Alter action updated the Description for this element.

ALELM_RS_ALTR1PRG
Field length is one character. Whether (Y or N) the last Alter action updated the Processor Group for this element.

ALELM_RS_ALTR1SGN
Field length is one character. Whether (Y or N) the last Alter action updated the Signout UserID for this element.

ALELM_RS_ALTR1USR
Field length is one character. Whether (Y or N) the last Alter action updated the User Data for this element.

ALELM_RS_SIGNDATE
Field length is seven characters. Signout date.

ALELM_RS_FILEEXT
Field length is eight characters. File extension. The value that is defined on the Type definition associated with
this Element. This value can be used when fetching this Element to a distributed file system.

ALELM_RS_RESERVED
Field length is one character. Available for future use.

Information about the Element Suffix
ALELM_RS_ELMNAME

Binary (2 bytes)-Length of element name. Possible values are 1 to 255.
ALELM_RS_ELMNAME

Field length is 1 to 255 characters. Full element name. If the element name exceeds 10 characters in length, this
field contains the full element name and ALELM_RS_ELM contains a generated short name. If the name is not
greater than 10 characters, ELMNAME and ELM are equal.
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[RESERVED]
Field length is one character. ** Reserved field **

ALELB_RS Response Structure Fields

The base fields contains what are considered to be the more important MCF record fields and are a subset of the master
response structure.

ALELB_RS_RECTYP
Field length is one character. The response record can be one of the following types:
B

- Basic data only.
F

- Extension records for long name element “from” dataset-member/path-file data.
T

- Extension records for long name element “target” dataset-member/path-file data.
ALELB_RS_SITE

Field length is one character. Site ID.
ALELB_RS_ENV

Field length is eight characters. Environment name.
ALELB_RS_SYSTEM

Field length is eight characters. System name.
ALELB_RS_SUBSYS

Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.
ALELB_RS_ELEMENT

Field length is 10 characters. Element name.
ALELB_RS_TYPE

Field length is eight characters. Type name.
ALELB_RS_STG_NAME

Field length is eight characters. Stage name.
ALELB_RS_STG_ID

Field length is one character. Stage ID.
ALELB_RS_STG_NUM

Field length is one character. Stage number.
ALELB_RS_STG_REL

Field length is 4 zoned decimal characters. Relative stage number.
ALELB_RS_PROCGRP

Field length is eight characters. Processor group.
ALELB_RS_UPD_DATE

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Record update date.
ALELB_RS_UPD_TIME

Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Record update time.
ALELB_RS_SIGNOUT

Field length is eight characters. Signout userid.
ALELB_RS_ELM_VV

Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Current element version number.
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ALELB_RS_ELM_LL
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Current element level number.

ALELB_RS_CMP_VV
Field length is two characters. Current component version number.

ALELB_RS_CMP_LL
Field length is two characters. Current component level number.

ALELB_RS_EDLT_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Element last level date.

ALELB_RS_EDLT_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Element last level time.

ALELB_RS_NOSOURCE
Field length is one character. Sourceless element flag.
Y - Indicates this is a sourceless element.
N - Indicates this is not a sourceless element.The element source and delta are stored at this location.

ALELB_RS_FILEEXT
Field length is eight characters. File extension. The value that is defined on the Type definition associated with
this Element. This value can be used when fetching this Element to a distributed file system.

ALELB_RS_RESERVED
Field length is one character. Available for future use.

ALELB_RS_ELMNAMEL
Binary (2 bytes)-Length of element name. Possible values are 1 to 255.

ALELB_RS_ELMNAME
Field length is 1 to 255 characters. Full element name. If the element name exceeds 10 characters in length, this
field contains the full element name and ALELB_RS_ELM contains a generated short name. If the name is not
less than 10 characters, ELMNAME and ELM are equal.

ALELX_RS Response Structure Fields

If you enable the ALELM_RQ_FDSN or ALELM_RQ_TDSN options, use the ALELX_RS structure defined in ENHALELM
to map the response data fields.

ALELX_RS_RECTYP
Field length is one character. The response record can be one of the following types:
M

- Master record.
B

- Base data only.
F

- Extension records for long name element “from” dataset-member/path-file data.
T

- Extension records for long name element “target” dataset-member/path-file data.
ALELX_RS_EXTDATA

Field length is 1027 characters.-Extension record data. The format of this area consists of a two-byte binary path
length, followed by a variable length path name, followed by a two-byte binary file name length, followed by a
variable length file name.
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• FROM/TO PATH name length. Field length is 2 bytes (halfword).
• FROM/TO PATH name. Field length is 45-768 bytes (variable).
• FROM/TO FILE name length. Field length is 2 bytes (halfword).
• FROM/TO FILE name. Field length is 11-255 bytes (variable).

Change Level Summary

The Change Level Summary records include information about the element or component change level summary. Each
element or component will have one or more change level summary records with one summary for each change level. In
each summary record associated with a particular element or component, the element or component information will be
identical.

Element Information

The following information is the same for all Change Level Summary records for the same element.

ALELS_RS_RECTYP
Field length is one character. The response record can be one of the following types:
S - Element or component change level summary records.

ALELS_RS_DTYPE
Field length is one character.
E or C - The data type indicating this record contains either (E)lement or (C)omponent Change Level Summary
data.

ALELS_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALELS_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name.

ALELS_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALELS_RS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.

ALELS_RS_ELEMENT
Field length is 10 characters. Element name.

ALELS_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.

ALELS_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name.

ALELS_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID.

ALELS_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character.
1 or 2 - Stage number.

ALELS_RS_STG_REL
Field length is four characters. Relative Stage number.

ALELS_RS_PROCGRP
Field length is eight characters. Processor Group.

ALELS_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight characters. Update Date.
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ALELS_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight characters. Update Time.

ALELS_RS_SIGNOUT
Field length is eight characters. Signout ID.

ALELS_RS_ELM_VV
Field length is two characters. Current Element Version.

ALELS_RS_ELM_LL
Field length is two characters. Current Element Level.

ALELS_RS_CMP_VV
Field length is two characters. Current Component Version.

ALELS_RS_CMP_LL
Field length is two characters. Current Component Level.

ALELS_RS_RECCNT
Field length is four characters. Number of Change Level Summary Records for this Element.

Change Level Summary Information

Contain information about the element and the change level. Each element will have one or more
change level summary records with one summary for each change level. The element information
will be identical in each summary record associated with a particular element.

ALELS_RS_RECNUM
Field length is four characters.
0001 through ALELS_RS_RECCNT - Relative summary record number for this instance of an Element.

ALELS_RS_VV
Field length is two characters. Change Level Version.

ALELS_RS_LL
Field length is two characters. Change Level.

ALELS_RS_USER
Field length is eight characters. The user ID associated with this Change Level.

ALELS_RS_DATE
Field length is eight characters. The date associated with this Change Level (yyyymmdd).

ALELS_RS_TIME
Field length is eight characters. The time associated with this Change Level (hhmmsstt).

ALELS_RS_STMTS
Field length is eight characters. The number of statements contained in the Element at this Change Level.

ALELS_RS_INS
Field length is eight characters. The number of inserts associated with this Change Level.

ALELS_RS_DEL
Field length is eight characters. The number of deletes associated with this Change Level.

ALELS_RS_SYNC
Field length is one character.
C, S or blank - Indicates whether or not (blank) this Change Level is a (C)onsolidation Level or a
(S)ynchronization Level.

ALELS_RS_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. The CCID associated with this Change Level.
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ALELS_RS_COMM
Field length is 40 characters. The comment associated with this Change Level.

ALELS_RS_ELMNAMEL
Binary (2 bytes)-Length of element name. Possible values are 1 to 255.

ALELS_RS_ELMNAME
Field length is 1 to 255 characters. Full element name. If the element name exceeds 10 characters in length, this
field contains the full element name and ALELS_RS_ELM contains a generated short name. If the name is not
less than 10 characters, ELMNAME and ELM are equal.

Move Element Action

This article describes how the Endevor Move Element Action API function call can be used to move elements between the
inventory locations along a map.

This function call includes:

Assembler: ENHAEMOV

COBOL: ECHAEMOV

AEMOV_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEMOV_RQ request structure. The request structure is where
you set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

The where CCID clause is limited to eight CCID values and the where processor group clause is limited to eight processor
group names.

AEMOV_RQ_ELM
Element name. Field length is ten characters.

AEMOV_RQ_ELM_ THRU
Through element name.Field length is ten characters.

AEMOV_RQ_ENV
Environment name. Field length is eight characters.

AEMOV_RQ_SYSTEM
System name. Field length is eight characters.

AEMOV_RQ_SUBSYS
Subsystem name. Field length is eight characters.

AEMOV_RQ_TYPE
Type name. Field length is eight characters.

AEMOV_RQ_STG_ID
Stage ID. Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both. Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_STG_NUM
Stage number (1 or 2). Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both. Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_CCID
Change control ID. Field length is 12 characters.

AEMOV_RQ_COMM
Comment. Field length is 40 characters.
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AEMOV_RQ_SYN
Synchronize (Y or N). Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_WIT_HIS
Move with history (Y or N). Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_BYP_DEL
Field length is one character. Bypass element delete (Y or N)

AEMOV_RQ_SIGNIN
Sign-in element (Y or N). Y is the default. Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_RETA_ SIGNO
Retain sign-out (Y or N). Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_SIGNO_TO
Sign-out element to userid. Field length is eight characters.

AEMOV_RQ_JUMP
Move across environment. Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_RESERVE
** Reserved field ** Field length is three characters.

AEMOV_RQ_WCCID_ TYP
Where CCID type (A/C/R). C is the default value. If activated, the CCID_WHERE_ALL optional feature changes
the default to A. Field length is one character.

AEMOV_RQ_WCCID
1st where CCID value. Field length is twelve characters.
2nd through 8th where CCID values. Field length is 84 characters.

AEMOV_RQ_WPROGRO
1st where processor group value. Field length is eight characters.
2nd through 8th processor group values. Field length is 56 characters.

Print Element Action

The Endevor Print Element Action API function call prints selected element or library member information, depending on
the data entered in the FROM clause.

You can print from Endevor or selected output libraries (for example, a PDS).

Assembler: ENHAEPRE

COBOL: ECHAEPRE

AEPRE_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEPRE_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

The where CCID clause is limited to eight CCID values and the where processor group clause is limited to eight processor
group names. The stage ID field is supported by the API, but not by SCL.

AEPRE_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name.

AEPRE_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through element name.
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AEPRE_RQ_VERSION
Field length is two characters. Element version (1-99).

AEPRE_RQ_LEVEL
Field length is two characters. Element level (0-99).

AEPRE_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name.

AEPRE_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

AEPRE_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.

AEPRE_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.

AEPRE_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both.

AEPRE_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2). Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both.

AEPRE_RQ_DDN
Field length is eight characters. File or DD name. C1PRINT is the default.

AEPRE_RQ_NOCC
Field length is one character. Suppress headings (Y or N).

AEPRE_RQ_COMP
Field length is one character. Request is for component data (Y or N).

AEPRE_RQ_PRT_OPT
Field length is one character. Type of print requested (B/C/H/M/S/L). B is the default. The M and L options are not
allowed if the request is for component data.

AEPRE_RQ_LISTSTR
Field length is eight characters. All component output data sets are scanned for the specified character string.
The first one found to contain the string becomes the targeted listing data set. This field is optional. If omitted, the
value of the site's C1DEFLTS parameter COMPLISTWD= is used as the search string. If this parameter is not
defined, then the string defaults to LIST.

AEPRE_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character. Search map (Y or N). Y is the default.

AEPRE_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

AEPRE_RQ_WCCID_TYP
Field length is one character. Where CCID type (A/C/R). C is the default value. If activated, the
CCID_WHERE_ALL optional feature changes the default to A.

AEPRE_RQ_WCCID
Field length is 12 characters. 1st where CCID value.
Field length is 84 characters. 2nd through 8th where CCID values.

AEPRE_RQ_WPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. 1st where processor group value.
Field length is 56 characters. 2nd through 8th processor group values.

AEPRE-RQ-READONLY
Field length is one character. Specifies whether to access Endevor in read-only mode. Valid values follow:
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Y -- Allow read-only access to files. Y is only valid if L has been specified for AEPRE-RQ-PRT-OPT.
N -- Allow update mode access to files. N is the default.

Print Member Action

This article describes how to use the Endevor print member action API function call to be able to print selected information
about the member you specify.

You can print from Endevor or from selected output libraries (for example, a PDS).

Assembler: ENHAEPRM

COBOL: ECHAEPRM

AEPRM_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEPRM_RQ request structure. The request structure is where
you set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

AEPRM_RQ_MBR
Field length is 10 characters. Member name.

AEPRM_RQ_MBR_ THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through member name.

AEPRM_RQ_DDN
Field length is eight characters. Source file or DD name where members reside. Specify DDN or DSN, but not
both.

AEPRM_RQ_DSN
Field length is 44 characters.Source data set name where members reside. Specify DDN or DSN, but not both.

AEPRM_RQ_TDDN
Field length is eight characters. Target file or DD name. C1PRINT is the default.

AEPRM_RQ_NOCC
Field length is one character. Suppress headings (Y or N).

Retrieve Element Action

This article describes how to utilize the Endevor Retrieve Element Action API function call to be able to copy an element
to a specified user data set.

Assembler: ENHAERET

COBOL: ECHAERET

AERET_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AERET_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

The where CCID clause is limited to eight CCID values and the where processor group clause is limited to eight processor
group names.
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AERET_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name

AERET_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through element name

AERET_RQ_VERSION
Field length is two characters. Element version (1-99)

AERET_RQ_LEVEL
Field length is two characters. Element level (0-99)

AERET_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

AERET_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

AERET_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name

AERET_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

AERET_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both.

AERET_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2). Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both.

AERET_RQ_DDN
Field length is eight characters. Target file or DD name. DDN or DSN must be specified, but not both

AERET_RQ_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Target data set name. DDN or DSN must be specified, but not both

AERET_RQ_MBR
Field length is 10 characters. Target PDS member name must be blank when through element name is specified.

AERET_RQ_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. Change control ID

AERET_RQ_COMM
Field length is 40 characters. Comment

AERET_RQ_REPLACE
Field length is one character. Replace member (Y or N)

AERET_RQ_NO_SIGNO
Field length is one character. No signout (Y or N)

AERET_RQ_EXPAND
Field length is one character. Expand includes (Y or N)

AERET_RQ_OVESIGNO
Field length is one character. Override signout (Y or N)

AERET_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character. Search map (Y or N). Y is the default.

AERET_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **
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AERET_RQ_WCCID_ TYP
Field length is one character. Where CCID type (A/C/R). C is the default value. If activated, the
CCID_WHERE_ALL optional feature changes the default to A.

AERET_RQ_WCCID
Field length is 12 characters. 1st where CCID value
Field length is 84 characters. 2nd through 8th where CCID values

AERET_RQ_WPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. 1st where processor group value
Field length is 56 characters. 2nd through 8th processor group values

Signin Element Action

The Signin Element Action API function call removes a user signout associated with an element and lets you sign out or
reassign an element to another user.

Assembler: ENHAESIG

COBOL: ECHAESIG

AESIG_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AESIG_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

The where CCID clause is limited to eight CCID values and the where processor group clause is limited to eight processor
group names.

AESIG_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name

AESIG_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through element name

AESIG_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

AESIG_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

AESIG_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name

AESIG_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

AESIG_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

AESIG_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2)

AESIG_RQ_OVESIGNO
Field length is one character. Override signout (Y or N)

AESIG_RQ_SIGNO_TO
Field length is eight characters. Signout to userid
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AESIG_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character. Search map (Y or N). Y is the default.

AESIG_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

AESIG_RQ_WCCID_TYP
Field length is one character. Where CCID type (A/C/R). C is the default value. If activated, the
CCID_WHERE_ALL optional feature changes the default to A.

AESIG_RQ_WCCID
Field length is 12 characters. 1st where CCID value
Field length is 84 characters. 2nd through 8th where CCID values

AESIG_RQ_WPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. 1st where processor group value
Field length is 56 characters. 2nd through 8th processor group values

Transfer Element Action

The Transfer Element Action API function call transfers an element from one location to another, but only Endevor to
Endevor type transfer action is supported.

Assembler: ENHAETRA

COBOL: ECHAETRA

AETRA_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AETRA_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

The where CCID clause is limited to eight CCID values and the where processor group clause is limited to eight processor
group names.

AETRA_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. From element name

AETRA_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through element name

AETRA_RQ_VERSION
Field length is two characters. From element version (1-99). Not allowed if thru element is specified.

AETRA_RQ_LEVEL
Field length is two characters. From element level (0-99). Not allowed if thru element is specified.

AETRA_RQ_TELM
Field length is 10 characters. Target element name. Not allowed if thru element is specified.

AETRA_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. From environment name

AETRA_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. From system name

AETRA_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. From subsystem name
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AETRA_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. From type name

AETRA_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. From stage ID. Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not both.

AETRA_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. From stage number (1 or 2). Stage ID or stage number must be specified, but not
both.

AETRA_RQ_TENV
Field length is eight characters. Target environment name

AETRA_RQ_TSYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. Target system name

AETRA_RQ_TSUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Target subsystem name

AETRA_RQ_TTYPE
Field length is eight characters. Target type name

AETRA_RQ_TSTG_ID
Field length is one character. Target stage ID. Target stage ID or target stage number must be specified, but not
both.

AETRA_RQ_TSTG_NUM
Field length is one character. Target stage number (1 or 2). Target stage ID or target stage number must be
specified, but not both.

AETRA_RQ_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. Change control ID

AETRA_RQ_COMM
Field length is 40 characters. Comment

AETRA_RQ_NEWVER
Field length is two characters. New target element version

AETRA_RQ_IGN_GFAIL
Field length is one character. Ignore generate fail

AETRA_RQ_BYP_ GENPRO
Field length is one character. Bypass generate processor

AETRA_RQ_PROGRO
Field length is eight characters. Processor group name

AETRA_RQ_OVESIGNO
Field length is one character. Override signout (Y or N)

AETRA_RQ_BYP_ ELEDEL
Field length is one character. Bypass element delete (Y or N)

AETRA_RQ_BYP_ DELPRO
Field length is one character. Bypass delete processor (Y or N)

AETRA_RQ_WIT_HIS
Field length is one character. Move with history (Y or N)

AETRA_RQ_SYN
Field length is one character. Synchronize (Y or N)
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AETRA_RQ_SIGNIN
Field length is one character. Sign-in element (Y or N)

AETRA_RQ_RETA_ SIGNO
Field length is one character. Retain sign-out (Y or N)

AETRA_RQ_SIGNO_TO
Field length is eight characters. Sign-out element to this user

AETRA_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

AETRA_RQ_WCCID_ TYP
Field length is one character. Where CCID type (A/C/R). C is the default value. If activated, the
CCID_WHERE_ALL optional feature changes the default to A.

AETRA_RQ_WCCID
Field length is 12 characters. 1st where CCID value
Field length is 84 characters. 2nd through 8th where CCID values

AETRA_RQ_WPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. 1st where processor group value
Field length is 56 characters. 2nd through 8th processor group values

Update Element Action

The Endevor Update Element Action API function call updates an element in the entry stage, thereby creating a new level
for the element in the entry stage.

Elements are updated only if there are differences between the incoming source in the FROM location and the target entry
stage source. The entry stage is defined in the C1DEFLTS table.

Assembler: ENHAEUPD

COBOL: ECHAEUPD

AEUPD_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AEUPD_RQ request structure. The request structure is where
you set your selection criteria.

All request selection fields are explained in the following list. For default values, see SCL Reference.

AEUPD_RQ_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. Element name.

AEUPD_RQ_ELM_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through element name.

AEUPD_RQ_DDN
Field length is eight characters. File or DD name where member(s) reside. DDN or DSN must be specified, but
not both.

AEUPD_RQ_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Data set name where member(s) reside. DDN or DSN must be specified, but not
both.

AEUPD_RQ_MBR
Field length is 10 characters. PDS member name.
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AEUPD_RQ_FINGERP
Field length is 16 characters hex characters. Fingerprint ID.

AEUPD_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

AEUPD_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.

AEUPD_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.

AEUPD_RQ_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. Change control ID.

AEUPD_RQ_COMM
Field length is 40 characters. Comment.

AEUPD_RQ_DEL
Field length is one character. Delete input source (Y or N).

AEUPD_RQ_OVESIGNO
Field length is one character. Override signout (Y or N).

AEUPD_RQ_BYP_ GENPRO
Field length is one character. Bypass generate processor (Y or N).

AEUPD_RQ_PROGRO
Field length is eight characters. Processor group name.

AEUPD_RQ_SYNC
Field length is one character. Synchronize Element (Y or N).
If set to Y, the Update Element action attempts to synchronize the Element in place after updating that Element.
An update happens only if the Element is actually out of sync and the optional feature for sync-in-place is turned
on. Default is N.

AEUPD_RQ_HIST
Field length is one character. Synchronize with history (Y or N).
This option is taken into account only if the AEUPD_RQ_SYNC option is turned on. If set to Y, all existing change
levels of the Element are kept by the sync-in-place, and moved on top of the new base level and sync level. If set
to N, only the last level is kept, which is equivalent to compressing all changes from the existing level into one
level. Default is N.

AEUPD_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is one character. ** Reserved field **

AEUPD_RQ_FINGERP
Field length is 16 characters. Fingerprint of the last source level of the element being updated.

AEUPD_RQ_FINGERP2
Field length is 16 characters. This option is taken into account only if the AEUPD_RQ_SYNC option is turned on.
If provided, a fingerprint is matched against the Element version that the current Element would be synchronized
with. If there is no match, the update action fails. If AEUPD_RQ_FINGERP2 is unspecified, the check is not
carried out.

Enterprise Package Function

The Enterprise Package function can be used to manage all of the enterprise packages that are linked to Endevor through
the Change Manager Enterprise.
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Change Manager Enterprise Workbench is a web-based administrator's tool. This facility provides a way of linking
Endevor and CA SCM for Distributed and CM packages together. It consists of a web-based front-end that enables you to
perform package actions against CA SCM for Distributed CM and/or Endevor.

This feature includes fields for panels and storage structures to identify and allow enterprise package selection. It also
includes tools to enforce restrictions on package actions.

Enterprise Package Fields

You can use include/exclude selection criteria on the Package Foreground Options Menu for enterprise packages. This
feature operates just like the existing status selection flags. You can use these three values:

• A-List all packages.
• E-Limit the list to enterprise packages.
• X-Exclude enterprise packages from the list.

The default value is A. You can change the default by modifying the ENTERPRISE_PKG field in the Configuration table,
ENDICNFG. Shown below is a copy of the modified panel.

---------------------- Package Foreground Options Menu ------------------------

 Option ===>

  1 DISPLAY                -Display Package Information

  2 CREATE/MODIFY          -Create or Modify Package

  3 CAST                   -Prepare Package for Review

  4 REVIEW                 -Approve or Deny Package

  5 EXECUTE                -Submit or Execute Package

  6 SHIP                   -Ship Packages

  7 BACKOUT                -Perform Backout or Backin Processing

  8 COMMIT                 -Clear Backout Information

  9 UTILITIES              -Reset, Delete, or Export Package

  L DistribuLink           -Perform Product Collection Request

     Package ID ===>

 Limit selection list options. These options are used by the

 DISPLAY and UTILITIES functions:

    In-Edit......... Y      In-Execution.... Y

    In-Approval..... Y      Executed........ Y

    Denied.......... Y      Committed....... Y

    Approved........ Y      Enterprise Pkg.. A

The Display Package panel indicates if the current package is an enterprise package.

Several enterprise package-related fields exist in the ENHALPKG list package structure. The field ALPKG_RQ_ENTPFLG
exists in the request structure data area. You can use this field to limit which packages are selected and returned to the
calling program. The allowed values are:

• blank - If left blank, a default value of A is assumed.
• A - Select all packages.
• E - Limit the list to only enterprise packages.
• X - Exclude enterprise packages.
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The field ALPKG_RS_FLG_ECOR exists in the ENHALPKG response structure data area. This field indicates if a
package is an enterprise package. Possible values displayed in this field are:

• Y - This package is an enterprise package.
• N - This package is not an enterprise package.

A new field, PECBENPK, was added to the $PECBDS Package Exit control structure to indicate if the current package is
an enterprise package. Possible values displayed in this field are:

• Y - This package is an enterprise package.
• N - This package is not an enterprise package.

Enterprise Package Restrictions

API enterprise package rules exist to ensure the enterprise packages remain in sync. Listed below are the enterprise
package restrictions:

• You can create or modify an Endevor enterprise package only by using the Endevor package facility.
• You can correlate a package to a Change Manager Enterprise Workbench package prior to execution by using Change

Manager Enterprise Workbench. In other words, the package must be in a status prior to IN-EXEC in order to be
correlated to a Change Manager Enterprise Workbench package.

• An Enterprise package can be comprised of multiple CA SCM for Distributed packages and/or multiple Endevor
packages. A single CA SCM for Distributed and/or single Endevor package, however, can only be associated with
one Enterprise package. For example, CA SCM for Distributed packages HARPKG1 and HARPKG2 and Endevor
packages ENDPKG1 and ENDPKG2 can be associated with Enterprise package ENTPGK1, but HARPGK1 and
ENDPKG1 can not also be associated with ENTPGK2.

• Cast a package using Change Manager Enterprise Workbench and/or the Endevor package facility.
• Approve or deny a package using Change Manager Enterprise Workbench and/or the Endevor package facility.
• You must use Change Manager Enterprise Workbench to execute, reset or delete a package.
• You cannot reset an Endevor package if it is associated with an Enterprise package. You must first remove the

correlation.
• Use the RESTRICT_BACKOUT option in the Optional Features Table to control the rules related to the backout

and backin actions. By default, you can perform the backout and backin actions using Change Manager Enterprise
Workbench or the Endevor package facility. If you activate the RESTRICT_BACKOUT option, you can only use
Change Manager Enterprise Workbench to backout or backin enterprise packages.

• Commit packages using Change Manager Enterprise Workbench or the Endevor package facility.
• You can use Change Manager Enterprise Workbench to perform actions against Endevor packages that are not

correlated to a Change Manager Enterprise Workbench package.

If you request one of the restricted actions against an enterprise package and Endevor determines that Change Manager
Enterprise Workbench did not initiate the request, error message PKMR410E or caution message PKMR410C (in case
of wildcarded request) is generated and the return code is set to 12 (reason codes 14) or to 8 in the case of a caution
message. This is the text associated with the messages:

PKMR410E ENTERPRISE PACKAGES REQUIRE THE USE OF CA CHANGE MANAGER ENTERPRISE WORKBENCH (CMEW)

PKMR410C ENTERPRISE PACKAGES REQUIRE THE USE OF CA CHANGE MANAGER ENTERPRISE WORKBENCH (CMEW)

If you initiated the request from one of the ISPF package panels, an 'action failed' short message appears in the panel
message area. If you enter the PF1 key at this point, the long message text described above appears.
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Approve Package

The Endevor Approve Package API function call can be utilized to approve a package, and APAPP request structure field
syntax is also included.

The approve package API function call allows you to approve a package.

Assembler: ENHAPAPP

COBOL: ECHAPAPP

APAPP_RQ Request Structure Fields
APAPP_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to approve a package.

APAPP_RQ_UPDT_NOTES
Field length is one character. Update Notes Flag (Y or N or blank). If this flag is set to a value of Y, the value
specified in the notes field will replace the existing notes associated with this package.
If left blank or set to N, the existing notes associated with the package will remain intact.

APAPP_RQ_NOTES
Field length is 480 characters.This field is ignored if the update notes flag is not set to a value of Y.
Notes associated with this package. The value specified will replace the existing notes associated with this
package. If left blank, the existing notes associated with the package will be removed.

APAPP_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

Backin Package

The Endevor Backin Package API function call can be utilized to backin a package, and APBKI-RQ request structure field
syntax is also included.

Assembler: ENHAPBKI

COBOL: ECHAPBKI

APBKI_RQ Request Structure Fields

APBKI_RQ_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to backin a package.

APBKI_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

Backout Package

The Endevor Backout Package API function call can be utilized to backout a package, and APBKO-RQ request structure
field syntax is also included.

Assembler: ENHAPBKO

COBOL: ECHAPBKO
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APBKO_RQ Request Structure Fields

APBKO_RQ_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to backout a package.

APBKO_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

Cast Package

How to perform the Endevor Cast Package function, including details about the optional package ID fields.

If left blank, the existing values specified when the package was created or modified are used.

Assembler: ENHAPCAS

COBOL: ECHAPCAS

APCAS_RQ Request Structure Fields
APCAS_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to cast a package.

APCAS_RQ_VALCMP
Field length is one character. Validate Components indicates whether Endevor should validate package
components when casting the package. Valid values are:

• Blank, use existing value from package header
• Y - validate components and do not allow the cast if validation fails
• N - do not validate components
• W - validate components, but do not fail the cast if there are errors

APCAS_RQ_BOENABLED
Field length is one character. Backout enabled indicates whether the backout/backin facility is available for this
package. Valid values are:

• Blank, use existing value from package header
• Y - backout/backin facility is enabled
• N - backout/backin facility is not enabled

APCAS_RQ_EWF_DATE
Field length is seven characters. Execution window from date indicates the time frame within which you can
execute a package. Valid values are blank, use existing date from the package header, or a valid date in the
format of DDMMMYY (30JUN00). If you specify the from date, then you must specify the from time. If you leave
the from date blank, the from time is ignored.

APCAS_RQ_EWF_TIME
Field length is five characters. Execution window from time indicates the time frame within which you can execute
a package. Valid values are blank, use existing time from the package header, or a valid time in the format of
HH:MM (23:59). If you specify the from date, you must specify the from time. If you leave the from date blank, the
from time is ignored.

APCAS_RQ_EWT_DATE
Field length is seven characters. Execution window to date indicates the time frame within which you can execute
a package. Valid values are blank, use existing date from the package header, or a valid date in the format of
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DDMMMYY (30JUN00). If you specify the to date, you must specify the to time. If you leave the to date blank, the
to time is ignored.

APCAS_RQ_EWT_TIME
Field length is five characters. Execution window to time indicates the time frame within which you can execute
a package. Valid values are blank, use existing time from the package header, or a valid time in the format of
HH:MM (23:59). If you specify the to date, you must specify the to time. If you leave the to date blank, the to time
is ignored.

APCAS_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters

APCAS_RQ_UPDT_NOTES
Field length is one character. Update Notes Flag (Y or N or blank). If this flag is set to a value of Y, the value
specified in the notes field will replace the existing notes associated with this package.
If left blank or set to N, the existing notes associated with the package will remain intact.

APCAS_RQ_NOTES
Field length is 480 characters. This field is ignored if the update notes flag is not set to a value of Y.
Notes associated with this package. The value specified will replace the existing notes associated with this
package. If left blank, the existing notes associated with the package will be removed.

NOTE
All cast execution messages are written to the package cast report. You can view this on-line or by executing an
API List Cast action.

Commit Package

The Endevor Commit Package API function call can be utilized to commit a package, and APCOM_RQ request structure
field syntax is also included.

Assembler: ENHAPCOM

COBOL: ECHAPCOM

APCOM_RQ Request Structure Fields
APCOM_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to commit a package.

APCOM_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

APCOM_RQ_DEL_PROMHIST
Field length is one character. Delete the history associated with this promotion package. Valid values are Y or N.
This field defaults to a value of N.

Define Package

The Endevor Define Package API function call can be used to create or modify a package, and APDEF_RQ request
structure field syntax is also included.

For the modify function, if a field is not specified, the existing data is retained. This is also true for the SCL; if none of the
COPY_PKGID, IMPORT_DDN or IMPORT_DSN fields are specified, the existing SCL is retained.

Assembler: ENHAPDEF
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COBOL: ECHAPDEF

NOTE
All DEFINE package execution messages are written to the package execution report file. The DD name of this
file is also C1MSGS1. Make sure a DD statement is specified in your JCL for this report file.

APDEF_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the APDEF_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria.

APDEF_RQ_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. This field is required. If the GENPKGID exit7 is installed at your site
and you are performing the create function, you can leave the package ID blank.

APDEF_RQ_FUNC
Field length is one character. Function. Valid values are (C)reate or (M)odify. This field is required.

APDEF_RQ_DESC
Field length is 50 characters. Package description. This field is required for the create function.

APDEF_RQ_TYPE
Field length is one character. Type of package. Valid values are (S)tandard or (E)mergency. This field will default
to S for the create function.

APDEF_RQ_SHARE
Field length is one character. Sharable package (Y or N). This field defaults to N for the create function.

APDEF_RQ_APPEND
Field length is one character. Append SCL to existing package. This is only valid for the modify function. One of
the COPY FROM SCL or IMPORT FROM SCL must be specified with this field. This field will default to N.

NOTE
One and only one of the COPY_PKGID, IMPORT_DDN or IMPORT_DSN fields must be specified with
the APPEND option.

APDEF_RQ_BOENABLED
Field length is one character. Backout enabled flag (Y or N). This field will default to Y for the create function.

APDEF_RQ_EWF_DATE
Field length is seven characters. Execution window from date (DDMMMYY). This field is optional.
If not specified and the function is modify, the existing from date and time are retained. If not specified and the
function is create, the values default to the date and time this function is executed.

APDEF_RQ_EWF_TIME
Field length is five characters. Execution window from time (HH:MM). Valid values are 00:00 through 23:59.

APDEF_RQ_EWT_DATE
Field length is seven characters. Execution window through date (DDMMMYY). This field is optional.
If not specified and the function is modify, the existing through date and time are retained. If not specified and the
function is create, the values default to 31DEC79 and 00:00.
You are allowed to specify the through date and time without specifying the from date and time for the create
function. In this case, the from date and time default is used. In order to modify the through date and time, you
must specify the from date and time.

APDEF_RQ_EWT_TIME
Field length is five characters. Execution window through time (HH:MM). Valid values are 00:00 through 23:59.

APDEF_RQ_COPY_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Copy SCL from package ID.
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NOTE
For the create function, you must specify one and only one of the COPY_PKGID, IMPORT_DDN or
IMPORT_DSN fields.

APDEF_RQ_IMPORT_DDN
Field length is eight characters. Import SCL from DD name.

NOTE
For the create function, you must specify one and only one of the COPY_PKGID, IMPORT_DDN or
IMPORT_DSN fields.

APDEF_RQ_IMPORT_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Import SCL from dataset name.

NOTE
For the create function, you must specify one and only one of the COPY_PKGID, IMPORT_DDN or
IMPORT_DSN fields.

APDEF_RQ_IMPORT_MBR
Field length is 10 characters. Import SCL from member name. Only valid when an PDS import dataset name is
specified.

APDEF_RQ_RMTSCL
Field length is one character. Import SCL file is remote.

APDEF_RQ_DONOTVAL_SCL
Field length is one character. Do not validate SCL. Specifies if the SCL package input should be validated while
creating or updating a package. Valid values are:
Y-the SCL package input should not be validated.
N-the SCL package input should be validated. N is the default value.

APDEF_RQ_PROMPKG
Field length is one character. Indicates whether or not this is a promotion package. Valid values are Y, N, or blank.
This field will default to a value of N.

Notes Fields

WARNING
API programs created under release 4.0 process package notes line by line until finding a blank line. Starting
with SP02, if APDEF_RQ_UPDT_NOTE=Y, Endevor replaces all existing notes with the contents of the notes
field in the package modify request.

APDEF_RQ_UPDT_NOTES
Field length is one character. Update Notes Flag (Y or N or blank). If this flag is set to a value of Y, the value
specified in the notes field will replace the existing notes associated with this package.
If left blank or set to N, the existing notes associated with the package will remain intact.

APDEF_RQ_NOTES
Field length is 480 characters. This field is ignored if the update notes flag is not set to a value of Y.
Notes associated with this package. The value specified will replace the existing notes associated with this
package. If left blank, the existing notes associated with the package will be removed.

APDEF_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is one character. ** Reserved field **

Delete Package

The Endevor Delete Package API function call can be used to to delete a package, and APDEL_RQ request structure
field syntax is also included.
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The older than clause and the package status clause are not currently supported.

Assembler: ENHAPDEL

COBOL: ECHAPDEL

APDEL_RQ Request Structure Fields
APDEL_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to delete a package.

APDEL_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

Deny Package

The Endevor Deny Package API function call can be used to deny the approval of a package, and APDEN_RQ request
structure field syntax is also included.

The notes clause is not currently supported.

Assembler: ENHAPDEN

COBOL: ECHAPDEN

APDEN_RQ Request Structure Fields
APDEN_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to deny approval of a package.

APDEN_RQ_UPDT_NOTES
Field length is one character. Update Notes Flag (Y or N or blank). If this flag is set to a value of Y, the value
specified in the notes field will replace the existing notes associated with this package.
If left blank or set to N, the existing notes associated with the package will remain intact.

APDEN_RQ_NOTES
Field length is 480 characters. This field is ignored if the update notes flag is not set to a value of Y.
Notes associated with this package. The value specified will replace the existing notes associated with this
package. If left blank, the existing notes associated with the package will be removed.

APDEN_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

Execute Package

The Endevor EXECUTE PACKAGE API function call executes a package, however, the execution window and package
status clauses are not currently supported.

All execute action messages are written to the package execution report file. The DD name of this file is determined by the
value specified in the AACTL_CMDMSG_DDN field. If you do not specify a value, a default value of C1EXMSGS is used.
Make sure you specify a DD statement in your JCL for this report file.

Assembler: ENHAPEXE

COBOL: ECHAPEXE
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APEXE_RQ Request Structure Fields
APEXE_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to execute a package.

APEXE_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

List Package Action Summary

The Endevor List Package Action Summary API function lists element actions associated with a package, with
ALSUM_RQ request structure field syntax included.

Assembler: ENHALSUM

COBOL: ECHALSUM

NOTE
For exit programs written in high-level languages such as COBOL. The offset from the beginning of the block
ALSUM-RS starts at position 1.

ALSUM_RQ Request Structure Fields
ALSUM_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Name masking is supported. Security rules and user exits play a part in
whether the package data is returned or not.

ALSUM_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

ALSUM_RQ_PROMHIST
Field length is one character. Return all records for the current version of the package and all previous versions.
Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

ALSUM_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALSUM_RS response structure. This response structure maps
the action summary data associated with a package. The information contained in the response structure is explained in
the following:

ALSUM_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID.

ALSUM_RS_STMTNO
Field length is five characters. SCL statement number. Value is right justified and padded with spaces.

ALSUM_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALSUM_RS_ACTN
Field length is eight characters. Element action.

ALSUM_RS_NDVRRC
Field length is 4 characters. Highest Endevor return code encountered.

ALSUM_RS_PROCRC
Field length is 4 characters. Highest processor return code encountered.
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ALSUM_RS_BEXD
Field length is seven characters. Beginning of execution date.

ALSUM_RS_BEXT
Field length is five characters. Beginning of execution time.

ALSUM_RS_EEXD
Field length is seven characters. End of execution date.

ALSUM_RS_EEXT
Field length is five characters. End of execution time.

ALSUM_RS_CCID
Field length is 12 characters. CCID associated with this action.

ALSUM_RS_COMM
Field length is 40 characters. Comment associated with this action.

ALSUM_RS_RUD
Field length is seven characters. Last physical record update date.

ALSUM_RS_RUT
Field length is five characters. Last physical record update time.

ALSUM_RS_RUU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with last physical record update.

ALSUM_RS_IPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Internal Package ID. This field contains the internal package ID while
ALSUM_RS_PKGID contains the external or original package ID. In the case of nonpromotion packages or the
current version of a promotion package, these fields contain the same value.
In the case of a historic version of a promotion package, this field contains the generated package name that is
stored with the package.

ALSUM_RS_PKGVER
Binary 2- Package Version Number. The package version number is zero for nonpromotion packages. For
promotion packages, it reflects the sequence of the package headers returned. The current version number is 1,
the current-1 is 2, and so on. This is a calculated field; it is not stored on the package file.

Source Location Information
ALSUM_RS_SAPREQ

Field length is one character. Approval required flag. Possible value are (Y)es or blank.
ALSUM_RS_SVAREQ

Field length is one character. Validation required flag. Possible value are (Y)es or blank.
ALSUM_RS_SLOC

Field length is one character. Source location. Possible values are:
C-Endevor location
F-File or DDNAME
D-Data set
A-Endevor archive
P-Path

Data Available When Location is C or A
ALSUM_RS_SSITE

Field length is one character. Site ID
ALSUM_RS_SENV

Field length is eight characters. Environment
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ALSUM_RS_SSYS
Field length is eight characters. System

ALSUM_RS_SSBS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem

ALSUM_RS_SELMOFF
BINARY (2 bytes)-Element area offset from beginning of record. This area is within the ALSUM_RS_DAREAS
field described at the end of this structure and points to a two-byte binary length value followed by a data value.

ALSUM_RS_STYP
Field length is eight characters. Type

ALSUM_RS_SSTG
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2)

ALSUM_RS_SSTGN
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALSUM_RS_SSTGI
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALSUM_RS_SVVLL
Field length is five characters. Version/level number. Format is 'VVLL'.

ALSUM_RS_SDD
Field length is seven characters. Last delta level date

ALSUM_RS_SDT
Field length is five characters. Last delta level time

ALSUM_RS_SGD
Field length is seven characters. Last generate date

ALSUM_RS_SGT
Field length is five characters. Last generate time

ALSUM_RS_SPD
Field length is seven characters. Last processor date

ALSUM_RS_SPT
Field length is five characters. Last processor time

ALSUM_RS_SPPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Previous package ID associated with source. Only available after package
execution.

ALSUM_RS_SPPKGTS
BINARY (8 bytes)-Cast timestamp associated with source. Used to provide package ID uniqueness. Only
available after package execution.

Data Available When Location is D, F or P
ALSUM_RS_SFILEOFF

BINARY (2 bytes)-Offset from beginning of this record to the dataset or path name area. This area is within the
ALSUM_RS_DAREAS field described at the end of this structure and points to a two-byte binary length value
followed by a data value.

ALSUM_RS_SNAMEOFF
BINARY (2 bytes)-Offset from beginning of this record to the member or file name area. This area is within the
ALSUM_RS_DAREAS field described at the end of this structure and points to a two-byte binary length value
followed by a data value.
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ALSUM_RS_SPPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Previous package ID associated with source.

ALSUM_RS_SPPKGTS
BINARY (8 bytes)-Cast timestamp associated with source. Used to provide package ID uniqueness.

Target Location Information
ALSUM_RS_TAPREQ

Field length is one character. Approval required flag. Possible value are (Y)es or blank.
ALSUM_RS_TVAREQ

Field length is one character. Validation required flag. Possible value are (Y)es or blank.
ALSUM_RS_TLOC

Field length is one character. Target location. Possible values are:
C-Endevor location
F-File or DDNAME
D-Data set
A-Endevor archive

Data Available When Location is C or A
ALSUM_RS_TSITE

Field length is one character. Site ID
ALSUM_RS_TENV

Field length is eight characters. Environment
ALSUM_RS_TSYS

Field length is eight characters. System
ALSUM_RS_TSBS

Field length is eight characters. Subsystem
ALSUM_RS_TELMOFF

BINARY (2 bytes)-Element area offset from beginning of record. This area is within the ALSUM_RS_DAREAS
field described at the end of this structure and points to a two-byte binary length value followed by a data value.

ALSUM_RS_TTYP
Field length is eight characters. Type

ALSUM_RS_TSTG
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2)

ALSUM_RS_TSTGN
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALSUM_RS_TSTGI
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALSUM_RS_TVVLL
Field length is five characters. Version and level number. However, this field is blank.

ALSUM_RS_TDD
Field length is seven characters. Last delta level date

ALSUM_RS_TDT
Field length is five characters. Last delta level time

ALSUM_RS_TGD
Field length is seven characters. Last generate date

ALSUM_RS_TGT
Field length is five characters. Last generate time
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ALSUM_RS_TPD
Field length is seven characters. Last processor date

ALSUM_RS_TPT
Field length is five characters. Last processor time. However, this field is blank.

ALSUM_RS_TPPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Previous package ID associated with target.Only available after package execution.

ALSUM_RS_TPPKGTS
BINARY (8 bytes)-Cast timestamp associated with target. Used to provide package ID uniqueness. Only available
after package execution.

Data Available When Location is D, F or P
ALSUM_RS_TFILEOFF

BINARY (2 bytes)-Offset from beginning of this record to the dataset or path name area. This area is within the
ALSUM_RS_DAREAS field described at the end of this structure and points to a two-byte binary length value
followed by a data value.

ALSUM_RS_TNAMEOFF
BINARY (2 bytes)-Offset from beginning of this record to the member or file name area. This area is within the
ALSUM_RS_DAREAS field described at the end of this structure and points to a two-byte binary length value
followed by a data value.

ALSUM_RS_TPPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Previous package ID associated with target.

ALSUM_RS_TPPKGTS
BINARY (8 bytes)-Cast timestamp associated with target. Used to provide package ID uniqueness.

Data Available When Location is C, A, D, F or P
ALSUM_RS_DAREAS

BINARY (2600 bytes)-Data area within this record that contains the data set, path, element, or file names. One
or more data fields can exist in this area. The offset fields ALSUM_RS_SELMOFF, ALSUM_RS_TELMOFF
ALSUM_RS_SFILEOFF, ALSUM_RS_TFILEOFF ALSUM_RS_SNAMEOFF, and ALSUM_RS_TNAMEOFF
described within this structure each point to an area within this field. Each area consists of a two-byte binary
length value followed by a data value.
For example, assume the source element name offset field, ALSUM_RS_SELMOFF, contains a value
of 372 decimal, which is the beginning of the ALSUM_RS_DAREAS field. The first two bytes of the
ALSUM_RS_DAREAS field contain the length of the source element name, followed by the source element name
value.
Also assume the target element name offset field, ALSUM_RS_TELMOFF, contains a value of 382 decimal, which
is the beginning of the ALSUM_RS_DAREAS field plus the length of the source element area. The first two bytes
at offset 382 of the record contain the length of the target element name, followed by the target element name
value.

List Package Approvers

The Endevor List Package Approvers API function allows you to produce a list of approvers for a package, according to
request selection fields.

Using request selection fields, the list package approvers API function allows you to produce a list of approvers for a
package.

Assembler: ENHALAPP

COBOL: ECHALAPP
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ALAPP_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALAPP_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALAPP_RQ_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Name masking is supported. Security rules and user exits play a part in
whether the package data is returned or not.

ALAPP_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

ALAPP_RQ_PROMHIST
Field length is one character. Return all records for the current version of the package and all previous versions.
Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

ALAPP_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALAPP_RS response structure. This response structure maps the
approver data associated with a package. The information contained in the response structure is explained in the following
list:

ALAPP_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID

ALAPP_RS_GRPNM
Field length is 16 characters. Approver group name.

ALAPP_RS_ENVNM
Field length is eight characters. Approver group's environment.

ALAPP_RS_OUNIQ
BINARY (8 bytes)-Approver group overflow uniqueness.

ALAPP_RS_SEQNO
BINARY (4 bytes)-Record sequence number.

ALAPP_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALAPP_RS_APFLG
Field length is one character. Overall approval status. Possible values are:

• Blank - approval pending
• A - approved
• D - denied

ALAPP_RS_GRPTYP
Field length is one character. Approval group type. Possible values are (S)tandard or (E)xternal. External groups
are groups defined using an external security product such as ACF2 or Top Secret.
Field length is one character. Alignment character.

ALAPP_RS_QUORUM
BINARY (2 bytes)-Quorum count. Minimum number of approvers that must approve this package.

ALAPP_RS_NOAPPR
BINARY (2 bytes)-Number of approvers in this group. For external groups, this number starts at zero and is
incremented each time an approver approves or denies the package. A maximum of 16 approvers may exist per
record.

ALAPP_RS_RUD
Field length is seven characters. Last physical record update date.
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ALAPP_RS_RUT
Field length is five characters. Last physical record update time.

ALAPP_RS_RUU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with last physical record update.

NOTE

The follow area is a fixed length of 576 characters. It consists of 16 segments of  36 characters each. The
ALAPP_RS_NOAPPR field contains the number of approvers segments that currently exist. The unused
segments are initialized to blanks.

ALAPP_RS_APID
Field length is eight characters. Userid of approver.

ALAPP_RS_APD
Field length is seven characters. Approval/denial date.

ALAPP_RS_APT
Field length is five characters. Approval/denial time.

ALAPP_RS_APFLAG
Field length is eight characters. Approval status. Possible values are blank (approval pending), APPROVED,
DENIED, or DISQUAL.

ALAPP_RS_APREQD
Field length is eight characters. Approval required indicator. Possible values are REQUIRED--approval or this
user is required, or blank--approval of this user is optional.

NOTE

The following fields occur once following the 576 fixed-character Approver area.

ALAPP_RS_IPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Internal Package ID. This field contains the internal package ID while
ALAPP_RS_PKGID contains the external or original package ID. In the case of nonpromotion packages or the
current version of a promotion package, these fields contain the same value.
In the case of a historic version of a promotion package, this field contains the generated package name that is
stored with the package.

ALAPP_RS_PKGVER
Binary 2- Package Version Number. The package version number is zero for non-promotion packages. For
promotion packages, it reflects the sequence of the package headers returned. The current version number is 1,
the current-1 is 2, and so on. This is a calculated field; it is not stored on the package file.

ALAPP_RS_ADISQ
Field length is one character.  Y-- Approver Disqualification processing occurs for inventory areas protected by
this approver group. N-- Approver Disqualification processing does not occur for inventory areas protected by this
approver group.

List Package Backout Information

The Endevor List Package Backout Information API function can be utilized to list the backout information that is
associated with a package.

Assembler: ENHALBKO

COBOL: ECHALBKO
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ALBKO_RQ Request Structure Fields
ALBKO_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Name masking is supported. Security rules and user exits play a part in
whether the package data is returned or not.

ALBKO_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

ALBKO_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALBKO_RS response structure. This response structure maps
the backout data associated with a package. The information contained in the response structure is explained in the
following list:

ALBKO_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID.

ALBKO_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALBKO_RS_RUD
Field length is seven characters. Last physical record update date.

ALBKO_RS_RUT
Field length is five characters. Last physical record update time.

ALBKO_RS_RUU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with last physical record update.

ALBKO_RS_LOC
Field length is one character. Source/target location flag. Possible values are:
S-record is associated with source location.
T-record is associated with target location.

ALBKO_RS_DIR
Field length is one character. Backout direction. Possible values are:
I-member has been backed-in.
O-member has been backed-out.

ALBKO_RS_DIRLIT
Field length is ten characters. Backout direction literal. Possible values are:
BACKED-IN-member has been backed-in.
BACKED-OUT-member has been backed-out.

ALBKO_RS_MBR
Field length is eight characters. Current member name.

ALBKO_RS_MBRNEW
Field length is eight characters. New member name.

ALBKO_RS_MBRSAVE
Field length is eight characters. Saved member name in binary format.

ALBKO_RS_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Backout data set name.
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters.

ALBKO_RS_FILETYPE
Field length is three characters. File Type. Possible values are PDS or USS.
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ALBKO_RS_LFILE
Field length is 2-byte binary. Current file name length. If the file type is PDS, this value is zero.

ALBKO_RS_FILE
Field length is 255 characters. Current file name. If the file type is PDS, this field contains blanks.

ALBKO_RS_LFILENEW
Field length is 2-byte binary. New file name length. If the file type is PDS, this field contains blanks.

ALBKO_RS_FILENEW
Field length is 255 characters. New file name. If the file type is PDS, this field contains blanks.

ALBKO_RS_FILESAVE
Field length is eight characters. Save file name. If the file type is PDS, this field contains blanks.

ALBKO_RS_LPATH
Field length is 2-byte binary. Backout path name length. If the file type is PDS, this field contains blanks.

ALBKO_RS_PATH
Field length is 768 characters. Path name. If the file type is PDS, this field contains blanks.

List Package Cast Report

The Endevor List Package Cast Report API function lists a cast report associated with a package, and ALCAS_RQ
request structure field syntax is also included.

Assembler: ENHALCAS

COBOL: ECHALCAS

ALCAS_RQ Request Structure Fields
ALCAS_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Name masking is supported. Security rules and user exits play a part in
whether the package data is returned or not.

ALCAS_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

ALCAS_RQ_PROMHIST
Field length is one character. Return all records for the current version of the package and all previous versions.
Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

ALCAS_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALCAS_RS response structure. This response structure maps
the cast report data associated with a package. The information contained in the response structure is explained in the
following list:

ALCAS_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID.

ALCAS_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALCAS_RS_RUD
Field length is seven characters. Last physical record update date.

ALCAS_RS_RUT
Field length is five characters. Last physical record update time.
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ALCAS_RS_RUU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with last physical record update.
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters.

ALCAS_RS_SEQNO
BINARY (4 bytes)-Report line sequence number, starting with zeros and incremented by 1.

ALCAS_RS_RPT
Field length is 133 characters. Cast report line.
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters.

ALCAS_RS_IPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Internal Package ID. This field contains the internal package ID while
ALCAS_RS_PKGID contains the external or original package ID. In the case of nonpromotion packages or the
current version of a promotion package, these fields contain the same value.
In the case of a historic version of a promotion package, this field contains the generated package name that is
stored with the package.

ALCAS_RS_PKGVER
Binary 2- Package Version Number. The package version number is zero for nonpromotion packages. For
promotion packages, it reflects the sequence of the package headers returned. The current version number is 1,
the current-1 is 2, and so on. This is a calculated field; it is not stored on the package file.

List Package Correlation

The Endevor List Package Correlation API function lists correlation records associated with a package, with ALCOR_RQ
request structure field syntax included.

Assembler: ENHALCOR

COBOL: ECHALCOR

ALCOR_RQ Request Structure Fields
ALCOR_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Name masking is supported. Security rules and user exits play a part in
whether the package data is returned or not.

ALCOR_RQ_TYPE
Field length is one character. Correlation type. Valid values are:
H-Enterprise Package
U-User defined

ALCOR_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters.
** Reserved field **

ALCOR_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALCOR_RS response structure. This response structure maps
correlation data associated with a package. The information contained in the response structure is explained in the
following list:

ALCOR_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID.

ALCOR_RS_TYPE
Field length is one character. Correlation type. Possible values are:
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H - Enterprise package
U - user defined
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters

ALCOR_RS_SEQNO
BINARY (4 bytes)-Record sequence number

ALCOR_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALCOR_RS_RUD
Field length is seven characters. Last physical record update date

ALCOR_RS_RUT
Field length is five characters. Last physical record update tim.

ALCOR_RS_RUU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with last physical record update

ALCOR_RS_CORRID
Field length is 32 characters. Correlation ID

ALCOR_RS_DATA
Field length is 80 characters. Correlation data
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters

List Package Header

The Endevor List Package Header API function produces a list of packages and data associated with each, with
ALPKG_RQ request structure field syntax included.

Assembler: ENHALPKG

COBOL: ECHALPKG

ALPKG_RQ Request Structure Fields
ALPKG_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is supported. Security rules and user exits play a part in
which records are returned.

ALPKG_RQ_PKG_TYPE
Field length is one character. Package type selection criteria. Valid values are blank, (S)tandard or (E)mergency. If
left blank, both types of packages are eligible for selection.

ALPKG_RQ_IN_EDIT
Field length is one character. Package status selection criteria. Valid values are blank, Y or N. If you want to
eliminate packages in this status, specify a value of N in this field. If left blank, a default value of Y is assumed.

ALPKG_RQ_IN_APPR
Field length is one character. Package status selection criteria. Valid values are blank, Y or N. If you want to
eliminate packages in this status, specify a value of N in this field. If left blank, a default value of Y is assumed.

ALPKG_RQ_DENIED
Field length is one character. Package status selection criteria. Valid values are blank, Y or N. If you want to
eliminate packages in this status, specify a value of N in this field. If left blank, a default value of Y is assumed.

ALPKG_RQ_APPROVED
Field length is one character. Package status selection criteria. Valid values are blank, Y or N. Blank and Y
produce the same results. If you want to eliminate packages in this status, specify a value of N in this field. If left
blank, a default value of Y is assumed.
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ALPKG_RQ_IN_EXEC
Field length is one character. Package status selection criteria. Valid values are blank, Y or N. If you want to
eliminate packages in this status, specify a value of N in this field. If left blank, a default value of Y is assumed.

ALPKG_RQ_EXEC
Field length is one character. Package status selection criteria. Valid values are blank, Y or N. If you want to
eliminate packages in this status, specify a value of N in this field. If left blank, a default value of Y is assumed.

ALPKG_RQ_COMMIT
Field length is one character. Package status selection criteria. Valid values are blank, Y or N. If you want to
eliminate packages in this status, specify a value of N in this field. If left blank, a default value of Y is assumed.

ALPKG_RQ_ENTPFLG
Field length is one character. Enterprise package flag. Valid values are blank, (A)ll, (E)nterprise only or e(X)clude
enterprise packages. If left blank, a default value of A is assumed.

ALPKG_RQ_DTE_TYPE
Field length is two characters. Package 'older than days' date type selection criteria. Valid values are blank,
(CR)eate, (MO)dify, (CA)st, (AP)prove/deny, (EX)ecute, (BO)backout, (BI)backin or (CO)mmit. This field is used
with the days old field. This date type in the package record is compared against the current date to determine if
the date is older than the number of days specified. If this field is blank and/or the days old field is zero or blank,
selection is not affected.

ALPKG_RQ_DAYS_OLD
Field length is three characters. Package 'older than days' selection criteria. Valid values are blank and 0-999.
The API right justifies and zero fills this field as necessary. This field is used with the date type field. The date type
in the package record is compared against the current date to determine if the date is older than this number of
days. If this field is blank and/or the date type field is zero or blank, selection is not affected.

ALPKG_RQ_APPRID
Field length is eight characters. Package approver selection criteria. Valid values are blank or a fully qualified
user ID. This selection criteria is applied after all other criteria; package ID, package type, package status, and
days old. If this approver ID appears in any of the groups associated with a package, the package is selected
regardless of whether the user has already approved/denied the package or not.
The API may be unable to apply the selection approver ID against all the approver groups associated with a
package. This condition only occurs under the following conditions:

• The selection approver ID is specified and it is different than the TSO/jobname user ID and the approver group
is an external approver group.

• The API issues message API0091W each time this condition is encountered.
• The message identifies the package ID and approver group name.
• The selection process continues with the next approver group.

ALPKG_RQ_FLAG
Field length is one character. Data request flag. Determines the amount of package header information written to
the response block. Valid values follow:
Blank

Return all fields. If this option is enabled, use the ALPKG_RS structure in ENHALPKG to map the
response data fields.

B
Return only basic data. If this option is enabled, use the ALPKB_RS structure in ENHALPKG to map the
response data fields.

ALPKG_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is two characters. ** Reserved field **
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters
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ALPKG_RQ_PROMFILTY
Field length is one character. Promotion package filter type. Used to eliminate unwanted packages. Valid values
are:
Blank

Return promotion and non-promotion packages
A

Return promotion and non-promotion packages
P

Return only promotion packages
X

Exclude promotion packages. Only return non-promotion packages.
If type X is specified, the promotion history (ALPKG_RQ_PROMHIST) option cannot be requested.
This field was previously labeled ALPKG_RQ_PROMPKG and the Valid values were Y, N or blank. The old label
will still be accepted in your API user written program and a value of Y will be converted to P and a value of N will
be converted to A.

ALPKG_RQ_PROMFILEN
Field length is eight characters. Promotion package target filter environment. This field only applies to promotion
packages. It can only be specified when promotion package filter type is A or P. The API will match the value
in the target environment field against the value in this field. If the values do not match, the package will be
eliminated. Name masking is supported. You are allowed to specify a target environment without specifying a
target stage.

ALPKG_RQ_PROMFILSI
Field length is one character. Promotion package target filter stage ID. This field only applies to promotion
packages. It can only be specified when promotion package filter type is A or P. The API will match the value in
the target stage ID field against the value in this field. If the values do not match, the package will be eliminated.
Name masking is supported. You are allowed to specify a target stage without specifying a target environment.

ALPKG_RQ_PROMHIST
Field length is one character. Return the current version of the package and all previous versions. This list can be
further limited by the use of the where cast date and time fields.

ALPKG_RQ_WCAST_FDATE
Field length is seven characters. Selection criteria. Where cast from date. Format is DDMMMYY (for example,
31OCT06). To select based on an exact date and time, code the from and thru date and time fields with the
identical values. If you specify the from information and not the through information, the API selects all records
starting at the from date and time to the time of the request.

ALPKG_RQ _WCAST_FTIME
Field length is five characters. Selection criteria. Where cast from time. Format is HH:MM (00:00).

ALPKG_RQ _WCAST_TDATE
Field length is seven characters. Selection criteria. Where cast thru date. Format is DDMMMYY (for example,
31JAN07). To select based on an exact date and time, code the from and thru date and time with the identical
values. If you specify the through information and not the from information, the API selects all records starting at
the through date and time and earlier.

ALPKG_RQ _WCAST_TTIME
Field length is five characters. Selection criteria. Where cast through time. Format is HH:MM ( for example,
23:59).

Cast Date and Time Selection

The where cast date and time selection criteria fields return records associated with previous versions of a promotion
package. These fields can also be used for nonpromotion packages. Specifying the cast date and time selection criteria
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and partially or fully masking the package ID, lets you select package records across packages. For example, you can
return a list of packages that were cast last month. If you specify the cast date and time fields, all packages in In-Edit
status are eliminated, because they have not been cast. You can use the cast date and time fields in the following ways:

• To return the records for the latest version of a promotion package code the package ID of the promotion package and
do not set the PROMHIST field.

• To return the records for the current and all previous versions of a promotion package, code the package ID and set
the PROMHIST field to Y.

• To select based on an exact date and time, code the package ID of the promotion package and code the from and thru
date and time fields with the identical values

• The from and thru date and time fields can be used to select a specific version of a package or a range of versions.
– You can code the from fields without the thru fields or the thru fields without the from fields.
– You can code the from date field without a from time value. In this case, a time value of 00:00 is assumed.
– You can code the thru date field without a thru time value. In this case, a time value of 23:59 is assumed.
– If from and thru timestamps are specified, the thru timestamp must be equal to or greater than the from timestamp.

List Package Header Response Structure Fields

The ALPKG_RQ_FLAG request structure field determines the amount of package header information written to the
response block and which List Package Header response structure should be used to map the data. The two List Package
Header response structures are as follows:

• ALPKG_RS - This response structure is for all package header information (full). It contains all the fields located in the
package header for a package. If you leave the ALPKG_RQ_FLAG blank, all the package header fields are returned.

• ALPKB_RS - This response structure is for basic data only. It contains what are considered to be the most important
package header fields. If you specify a value of B in the ALPKG_RQ_FLAG field in the request structure, only the basic
package header fields are returned. These fields are a subset of the entire package header information.

Specify the response structure name ALPKG_RS or ALPKB_RS as the last parameter in the call to the API (ENA$NDVR).
The response structure name you specify depends on the ALPKG_RQ_FLAG setting you specified in the request
structure.

ALPKG_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALPKG_RS response structure. The following information is
contained in the response structure:

ALPKG_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID.

ALPKG_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALPKG_RS_COMMENT
Field length is 50 characters. Comment or description associated with this package.

ALPKG_RS_PKG_TYPE
Field length is 10 characters. Package type selection criteria. Possible values are STANDARD or EMERGENCY.

ALPKG_RS_PSHR
Field length is one character. Package shr option. Possible values are:
Y-anyone can edit or cast package.
N-only the creator can edit or cast package.

ALPKG_RS_BOFLG
Field length is one character. Package backout enabled flag. Possible values are:
Y-backout enabled.
N-backout is not enabled.
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ALPKG_RS_WSD
Field length is seven characters. Execution window start date.

ALPKG_RS_WST
Field length is five characters. Execution window start time.

ALPKG_RS_WED
Field length is seven characters. Execution window end date.

ALPKG_RS_WET
Field length is five characters. Execution window end time.

ALPKG_RS_STAT
Field length is 12 characters. Package status. Possible values are IN-EDIT, IN-APPROVAL, DENIED,
APPROVED, IN-EXECUTION, EXECUTED, EXEC-FAILED or COMMITTED.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_AGRE
Field length is one character. Approver group records exist flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_CARE
Field length is one character. Cast report records exist flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_CORE
Field length is one character. Correlation records exist flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_ECOR
Field length is one character. Enterprise correlation record flag. Indicates whether or not this package as an
enterprise package. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_BONE
Field length is one character. Backout not in effect flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_BORE
Field length is one character. Backout records exist flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_ABN
Field length is one character. Execution of package abnormally terminated flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_PBO
Field length is one character. Package has been backed-out flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_BBHB
Field length is one character. Package backin/backout has begun flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_SAF
Field length is one character. External SAF flag. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_EXRC
Field length is 4 characters. Execution return code. Possible values are blank, 0000, 0004, 0012 or 0016. This
field is blank until the package is executed.

ALPKG_RS_BSTAT
Field length is 10 characters. Package backout status. Possible values are BACKEDOUT or blanks.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_CCOR
Field length is one character. Change order correlation exists. Possible values are (Y)es or (N)o.

ALPKG_RS_NOCORR
BINARY (2 bytes). Number of correlations defined.

ALPKG_RS_CRD
Field length is seven characters. Date package was created.
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ALPKG_RS_CRT
Field length is five characters. Time package was created.

ALPKG_RS_CRU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the create action.

ALPKG_RS_MOD
Field length is seven characters. Date package SCL was last modified.

ALPKG_RS_MOT
Field length is five characters. Time package SCL was last modified.

ALPKG_RS_MOU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the SCL update action.

ALPKG_RS_CAD
Field length is seven characters. Date package was cast.

ALPKG_RS_CAT
Field length is five characters. Time package was cast.

ALPKG_RS_CAU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the cast action.

ALPKG_RS_APD
Field length is seven characters. Date of final approval/denial of package.

ALPKG_RS_APT
Field length is five characters. Time of final approval/denial of package.

ALPKG_RS_EXBD
Field length is seven characters. Package execution begin date.

ALPKG_RS_EXBT
Field length is five characters. Package execution begin time.

ALPKG_RS_EXED
Field length is seven characters. Package execution end date.

ALPKG_RS_EXET
Field length is five characters. Package execution end time.

ALPKG_RS_EXU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the execute action.

ALPKG_RS_BOD
Field length is seven characters. Date package was backed-out.

ALPKG_RS_BOT
Field length is five characters. Time package was backed-out.

ALPKG_RS_BOU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the backout action.

ALPKG_RS_BID
Field length is seven characters. Date package was backed-in.

ALPKG_RS_BIT
Field length is five characters. Time package was backed-in.

ALPKG_RS_BIU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the backin action.

ALPKG_RS_COD
Field length is seven characters. Date package was committed.
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ALPKG_RS_COT
Field length is five characters. Time package was committed.

ALPKG_RS_COU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the committed action.

ALPKG_RS_RUD
Field length is seven characters. Date package header record was last updated.

ALPKG_RS_RUT
Field length is five characters. Time package header record was last updated.

ALPKG_RS_RUU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with the last update.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE1
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE2
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE3
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE4
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE5
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE6
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE7
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.

ALPKG_RS_NOTE8
Field length is 60 characters. Package note record.
Field length is two characters. Alignment characters.

ALPKG_RS_CVAL
Field length is one character. Indicates whether the validate components option is in effect. Possible values are Y,
N, or W.

ALPKG_RS_PROMPKG
Field length is one character. Indicates this is a promotion package. Possible values are Y, N, or blank.

ALPKG_RS_FLG_HISE
Field length is one character. Promotion package history records exist. Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

ALPKG_RS_IPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Internal Package ID. This field contains the internal package ID while
ALPKG_RS_PKGID contains the external or original package ID. In the case of nonpromotion packages or the
current version of a promotion package, these fields contains the same value. In the case of a historic version of a
promotion package, this field contains the generated package name that is stored with the package.

ALPKG_RS_PKGVER
Binary 2-Package Version Number. The package version number is zero for nonpromotion packages. For
promotion packages, it reflects the sequence of the package headers returned. The current version number is 1,
the current-1 is 2, and so on. This is a calculated field; it is not stored on the package file.
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ALPKG_RS_PPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Previous Package ID. Each time a promotion package is executed, a copy of the
current package is created and the generated package ID assigned to that copy is placed into the previous
package ID field of the current package.This field is populated in all promotion package headers, except the
oldest (first) version.

ALPKG_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Contains the target location environment name associated with the move actions
within a promotion package at the time of the last successful cast. This field is only populated for promotion
packages.

ALPKG_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Contains the target location stage ID associated with the move actions within a
promotion package at the time of the last successful cast. This field is only populated for promotion packages.

ALPKG_RS_CVAL
Field length is one character. Component validation flag. Possible values are (Yes), (N)o or (W)arn.

ALPKG_RS_RUDF
Field length is eight characters. RECORD UPDATE DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_RUTF
Field length is eight characters. RECORD UPDATE TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_CRDF
Field length is eight characters. CREATE DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_CRTF
Field length is eight characters. CREATE TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_PUDF
Field length is eight characters. SCL UPDATE DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_PUTF
Field length is eight characters. SCL UPDATE TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_CADF
Field length is eight characters. CAST DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_CATF
Field length is eight characters. CAST TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_ADDF
Field length is eight characters. APPROVE/DENY DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_ADTF
Field length is eight characters. APPROVE/DENY TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_WSDF
Field length is eight characters. EXEC WINDOW START DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_WSTF
Field length is eight characters. EXEC WINDOW START TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_WEDF
Field length is eight characters. EXEC WINDOW END DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_WETF
Field length is eight characters. EXEC WINDOW END TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_EXDF
Field length is eight characters. EXECUTION DATE (yyyymmdd)
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ALPKG_RS_EXTF
Field length is eight characters. EXECUTION TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_BODF
Field length is eight characters. BACKOUT DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_BOTF
Field length is eight characters. BACKOUT TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_BIDF
Field length is eight characters. BACKIN DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_BITF
Field length is eight characters. BACKIN TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_CMDF
Field length is eight characters. COMMIT DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_CMTF
Field length is eight characters. COMMIT TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_EEDF
Field length is eight characters. END EXECUTION DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_EETF
Field length is eight characters. END EXECUTION TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKG_RS_C7DF
Field length is eight characters. CA7 DATE (yyyymmdd)

ALPKG_RS_C7TF
Field length is eight characters. CA7 TIME (hhmmssth)

ALPKB_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALPKB_RS response structure. The information contained in
the response structure is explained in the following list. Use the following ALPKB_RS structure to map the data if you
requested basic data only (ALPKG_RQ_FLAG=B).

ALPKB_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID

ALPKB_RS_COMMENT
Field length is 50 characters. Comment or description

ALPKB_RS_PKG_TYPE
Field length is 10 characters. Package types:

• Standard
• Emergency

ALPKB_RS_STAT
Field length is 12 characters. Package statuses:

• In-edit
• In-approval
• Denied
• Approved
• In-execution
• Executed
• Exec-failed
• Committed
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ALPKB_RS_IPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Internal package ID. This field contains the internal package ID, while
ALPKG_RS_PKGID contains the external or original package ID. In the case of non-promotion packages or the
current version of a promotion package, these fields contain the same value. In the case of a historic version of a
promotion package, this field contains the generated package name that is stored with the package.

ALPKB_RS_PKGVER
Binary 2-Package version number. The package version number is zero for non-promotion packages. For
promotion packages, it reflects the sequence of the package headers returned. The current version number is 1,
the current-1 is 2, and so on. This is a calculated field; it is not stored on the package file.

ALPKB_RS_PROMPKG
Field length is one character. Indicates this is a promotion package. Possible values are Y, N, or blank.

ALPKB_RS_FLG_HISE
Field length is one character. Promotion package history records exist. Possible values are Y, N, or blank.

ALPKB_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Contains the target location environment name associated with the move actions
within a promotion package at the time of the last successful cast. This field is only populated for promotion
packages.

ALPKB_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Contains the target location stage ID associated with the move actions within a
promotion package at the time of the last successful cast. This field is only populated for promotion packages.

List Package SCL

The Endevor List Package SCL API function allows you to list the SCL associated with a package, using request and
response structure field syntax.

Assembler: ENHALSCL

COBOL: ECHALSCL

ALSCL_RQ Request Structure Fields
ALSCL_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is supported. Security rules and user exits play a part in
whether the package data is returned or not.

ALSCL_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **
Field length is one character. Alignment character

ALSCL_RQ_PROMHIST
Field length is one character. Return all records for the current version of the package and all previous versions.
Valid values are Y, N, or blank.

ALSCL_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALSCL_RS response structure. This response structure maps the
SCL data associated with a package. The information contained in the response structure is explained in the following list:

ALSCL_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID

ALSCL_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID
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ALSCL_RS_RUD
Field length is seven characters. Last physical record update date

ALSCL_RS_RUT
Field length is five characters. Last physical record update time

ALSCL_RS_RUU
Field length is eight characters. Userid associated with last physical record update
Field length is one character. Alignment character

ALSCL_RS_NOSTMTS
BINARY (2 bytes)-Number of SCL statements in this record. A maximum of 10 statements may exist in one
record.
Field length is two characters.

NOTE

The follow area is a fixed length of 800 characters. It consists of 10 segments of  80 characters each. The
ALSCL_RS_NOSTMTS field contains the number of SCL segments that currently exist. The unused segments
are initialized to blanks.

ALSCL_RS_SCL
Field length is 80 characters. Package SCL. It is possible to have more than one SCL statement with a single
segment.

NOTE

The following fields occur once following the 800 fixed-character SCL statement area.

ALSCL_RS_IPKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Internal Package ID. This field contains the internal package ID while
ALSCL_RS_PKGID contains the external or original package ID. In the case of nonpromotion packages or the
current version of a promotion package, these fields contain the same value.
In the case of a historic version of a promotion package, this field contains the generated package name that is
stored with the package.

ALSCL_RS_PKGVER
Binary 2- Package Version Number. The package version number is zero for nonpromotion packages. For
promotion packages, it reflects the sequence of the package headers returned. The current version number is 1,
the current-1 is 2, and so on. This is a calculated field; it is not stored on the package file.

List Package Ship

The Endevor List Package Ship API function allows you to list the package ship information for packages, using request
and response structure field data.

Assembler: ENHALPKS

COBOL: ECHALPKS

ALPKS_RQ Request Structure Fields
ALPKS_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters.
Package ID. Wildcarding is supported.

ALPKS_RQ_ROPT
Field length is one character.
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A
Return All

L
Return Last

ALPKS_RQ_ROPT
Field length is seven characters.
Destination ID. Wildcarding is supported.

ALPKS_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALPKS_RS response structure. This response structure maps
the package ship data associated with a package. The information contained in the response structure is explained in the
following list:

ALPKS_RS_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID

ALPKS_RS_CRDT
Field length is seven characters. Shipment create date (ddMMMyy, where MMM is the first 3 letters of the month)

ALPKS_RS_CRTM
Field length is five characters. Shipment create time (hh:mm)

ALPKS_RS_CUID
Field length is eight characters. The user ID or job name that created this Package Shipment request

ALPKS_RS_UPDT
Field length is seven characters. The date this Shipment record was last updated (ddMMMyy)

ALPKS_RS_UPTM
Field length is five characters. The time this Shipment record was last updated (hh:mm)

ALPKS_RS_UPCT
Field length is five characters. The number of times this record was updated

ALPKS_RS_TYPE
Field length is one character. P or B - Whether the executed package (P) or the backed-out package (B) was
shipped

ALPKS_RS_CMPL
Field length is one character. Y or N - Whether complementary files were shipped

ALPKS_RS_CMOV
Field length is one character. O or blank - Whether complementary files were overridden

ALPKS_RS_METH
Field length is one character. Transmission Method Code:
L

Local
X

XCOM
S

BDT1
B

BDT2
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F
NVFT

M
CONN

ALPKS_RS_DSID
Field length is eight characters. The Destination ID of the package

ALPKS_RS_HSRC
Field length is four characters. The return code of the host staging job

ALPKS_RS_HTRC
Field length is four characters. The return code of the host transmission job

ALPKS_RS_RMRC
Field length is four characters. The return code of the remote move job

ALPKS_RS_RJNM
Field length is eight characters. The remote job name

Package Correlation

The Endevor Package Correlation API function can create, delete or modify a correlation record associated with a
package, using request structure field data.

Assembler: ENHAPCOR

COBOL: ECHAPCOR

APCOR_RQ Request Structure Fields
APCOR_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits are not
enforced for this action since it is an internal function.

APCOR_RQ_FUNC
Field length is one character. Function requested. Valid values are:
C-create a correlation record
D-delete a correlation record
M-modify the DATA field value of an existing correlation record

APCOR_RQ_TYPE
Field length is one character. Correlation type. Valid values are:
H-Enterprise package
U-User defined

APCOR_RQ_CORRID
Field length is 32 characters. Correlation ID. ID of the Enterprise package or User defined entity associated with
this package.

APCOR_RQ_DATA
Field length is 80 characters. Free form data, depending of the application.

APCOR_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **
Field length is three characters. Alignment characters
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Reset Package

The Endevor Reset Package API function call can be utilized to reset a package, using APRES_RQ request structure field
data.

Assembler: ENHAPRES

COBOL: ECHAPRES

APRES_RQ Request Structure Fields
APRES_RQ_PKGID

Field length is 16 characters. Package ID. Wildcarding is not supported. Security rules and user exits play a part
in whether the user is allowed to reset a package.

APRES_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

Submit Package Request

The Submit Package Request API function call defines the parameters necessary to submit a batch package job to either
the internal reader or to CA 7.

Specify the jobcard location information, with the 'TO' information and the appropriate action options. The API builds the
appropriate jobstream and submits the job for execution.

Assembler: ENHAPSUB

COBOL: ECHAPSUB

APSUB_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the APSUB_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria.

APSUB_RQ_PKGID
Field length is 16 characters. Package ID of the package you want to submit. Wildcarding is permitted

Jobcard Location Information
APSUB_RQ_JCDDN

Field length is eight characters. File or DD name where a valid jobcard can be found. DDN or DSN must be
specified, but not both.

APSUB_RQ_JCDSN
Field length is 44 characters. Data set name where a valid jobcard can be found. DDN or DSN must be specified,
but not both.

APSUB_RQ_JCMBR
Field length is eight characters.Member name where the jobcard can be found. This field is used with the DSN
field.
Field length is two characters.** Reserved field **

Submit TO Location Information
APSUB_RQ_TOLOC

Field length is eight characters.Submit to location. Enter an internal reader DDNAME or the literal CA7.
Action Options
APSUB_RQ_WSTATUS

Where current package status. Field length is one character. Valid values are:
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A or blank-Approved
F-Execute Failed
B-Both (approved or execute failed)

APSUB_RQ_MULTJS
Multiple jobstreams. Submit a unique job for each package. This parameter comes is a factor if you wildcard the
package ID field. Field length is one character. Valid values are:
Y-Yes
N or blank-No.

NOTE
This field is ignored for CA7 processing.

APSUB_RQ_INCRJN
Increment jobname. Increment the last character in the jobcard you provide. Use this option with the multiple
jobstream field to increment the last character in the JCL jobcard for each job stream you submit. Field length is
one character. Valid values are:
Y or blank-Yes
N-No

NOTE
This field is ignored for CA7 processing.

APSUB_RQ_JCLPROC
JCL procedure name. Identifies the name of the JCL procedure you wish to invoke in the submit package action
JCL. If you do not specify a procedure name, the Endevor procedure is invoked. Field length is eight characters.

CA7 Action Options
APSUB_RQ_DEPJN

Field length is eight characters. Dependent job name. To make this job dependent on another CA7 job, enter the
job name of the dependent job name.
Field length is seven characters.** Reserved field **

List Approver Group

The List Approver Group API function call extracts approver group information from the MCF that meets the defined
criteria in the ALAGR_RQ request structure.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALAGR_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
approver group. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file
output DD name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALAGR

COBOL: ECHALAGR

ALAGR_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALAGR_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALAGR_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request. Only valid when the environment name is explicitly
specified.
A-for return all records that satisfy the request.
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ALAGR_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALAGR_RQ_AGRNAME
Field length is 16 characters. Approver group name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

Map searching is not available for this request. The location value, Environment, and the approver group name can
contain a wildcard.

ALAGR_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALAGR_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following list.

ALAGR_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALAGR_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

ALAGR_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALAGR_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALAGR_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number

ALAGR_RS_AGRNAME
Field length is 16 characters. Approver group name

ALAGR_RS_UPD_CNT
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Record update count

ALAGR_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Update date.

ALAGR_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Update time HHMMSSTT

ALAGR_RS_UPD_USER
Field length is eight characters. Update user ID

ALAGR_RS_FMID
Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Record created release ID

ALAGR_RS_QUORM
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Quorum count

ALAGR_RS_TITLE
Field length is 50 characters. Title

ALAGR_RS_AUSER
16 * Field length is eight characters. 16 Approver user IDs

ALAGR_RS_AUREQ
16 * Field length is one character. 16 Approver Required flags-blank or 'Y'

ALAGR_RS_ADISQ
Field length is one character.  Y-- Approver Disqualification processing occurs for inventory areas protected by
this approver group. N-- Approver Disqualification processing does not occur for inventory areas protected by this
approver group.
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List Approver Group Junctions

The Endevor List Approver Group Junctions API function call extracts the requested approver group information from the
MCF and passes it to the response.

The Endevor list approver group junctions API function call extracts information about the approver group from the
MCF that satisfies the criteria you define in the ALAGJ_RQ request structure. Depending on the response file DDN
(AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in your defined response area,
ALAGJ_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific approver group junction. The
API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file output DD name in
the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALAGJ

COBOL: ECHALAGJ

ALAGJ_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALAGJ_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALAGJ_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request. Only valid when the environment name is explicitly
specified.
A-for return all records that satisfy the request.

ALAGJ_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALAGJ_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name. This field may be wildcarded by leaving it blank. If the system
name is specified, it must be explicit.

ALAGJ_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name. This field may be wildcarded by leaving it blank. If the
subsystem name is specified, it must be explicit.

ALAGJ_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name. This field may be wildcarded by leaving it blank. If the type name is
specified, it must be explicit.

ALAGJ_RQ_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number. This field may be wildcarded by leaving it blank. If the stage number
name is specified, it must be explicit.
Map searching is not available for this request. Because junction records can be defined with wild card values in
the keyword fields (system, subsystem, type, and stage), you can only specify a blank in these fields to signify a
fully wild field request. That is, the keywords System, Subsystem, Type, and Stage can be individually wildcarded
by leaving the field blank. Otherwise, the values specified for these fields are treated as explicit key values.

Wildcarding is also permitted on the environment location. Approver group junction information is extracted individually
from each environment that meets its selection criteria. Unlike the system, subsystem, type and stage specification, the
environment name uses an asterisk (*) to represent a wild character.

ALAGJ_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALAGJ_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following list.
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ALAGJ_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALAGJ_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name.

ALAGJ_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALAGJ_RS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.

ALAGJ_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.

ALAGJ_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number.

ALAGJ_RS_UPD_CNT
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Record update count.

ALAGJ_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Update date.

ALAGJ_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Update time.

ALAGJ_RS_UPD_USER
Field length is eight characters. Update user ID.

ALAGJ_RS_FMID
Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Record created release ID.

ALAGJ_RS_JUN_TYPE
Field length is two characters. Junction type:
ST-Standard
EM-Emergency

ALAGJ_RS_AGNME
Field length is 16 characters. Approver group name.

List Components/Where-used

The Endevor List Components API function call produces a component or a 'where used' list for either an element,
member, related object or related comment.

The list components API function call allows you to to produce a component list for an element or a 'where used' list for
an element, member, related object or related comment. You can specify output filters to limit the list to a specific location.
Only responses matching the filter criteria are selected.

The format of the output depends on the value specified in the ALCMP_RQ_RECTYP and APCMP_RQ_BLDSCL fields.
Refer to the description of these fields for additional information. Partial or full wildcarding is permitted on all the inventory
location and output filter fields. Leaving a field value blank is equivalent to specifying an '*'.

By fully qualify the location data, you are requesting a list for a specific version of the element, member, object or
comment. In most cases, however, you may find the results to be more meaningful if all the location data fields, except for
the element, member, object or comment name are left blank or set to '*' (wildcard).

Assembler: ENHALCMP

COBOL: ECHALCMP
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ALCMP_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALCMP_RQ request structure. The request structure is where
you set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following:

ALCMP_RQ_RQTYPE
Type of entity the request is for. Set one of the following values:

1. E-Footprinted element
2. M-Non-footprinted member
3. O-Related object
4. C-Related comment

Length: one character.
Element Location Data-Request Type (E)
ALCMP_RQ_ELM

Element you want to obtain relationship data for. The inventory location data is applied to the element name.
Length: ten characters.

ALCMP_RQ_ENV
Environment name. Length: eight characters.

ALCMP_RQ_SYSTEM
System name. Length: eight characters.

ALCMP_RQ_SUBSYS
Subsystem name. Length: eight characters.

ALCMP_RQ_TYPE
Type name. Length: eight characters.

ALCMP_RQ_STG_NUM
Stage number (1 or 2). Length: one character.

ALCMP_RQ_DIR
Direction indicator:

1. C-Component list request for an element
2. W-Where used list request for a component

Length: one character.
ALCMP_RQ_ENV

Environment name. Length: eight character.
ALCMP_RQ_RESERVE

** Reserved field ** Length: 26 characters.
Member Location Data-Request Type (M)
ALCMP_RQ_MBR

Member you want to obtain relationship data for. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_DSN

Data set name. Length: 44 characters.
ALCMP_RQ_RESERVE

** Reserved field ** Length: 16 characters.
Object Location Data-Request Type (O)
ALCMP_RQ_OBJNAME

Related object you want to obtain relationship data for. Length: 70 characters.
CASCMM--Comment Location Data-Request Type (C)
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ALCMP_RQ_COMMNAME
Comment you want to obtain relationhship for. Length: 70 characters.

Output Filters-Request Type (C, E, M, O)
ALCMP_RQ_EXCLREL

Exclude related element or member data (Y or N). Length: one character.
ALCMP_RQ_FENV

Filter environment name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_FSYSTEM

Filter system name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_FSUBSYS

Filter subsystem name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_FTYPE

Filter type name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_FSTG_NUM

Filter stage number (1 or 2). Length: one character.

Build Generate Action SCL

ALCMP_RQ_BLDSCL
Build GENERATE action SCL statements (Y or N). If you code a value of Y in this field, the output consists of 80
character SCL statements. If you code a value of N, standard API response records, mapped by ALCMP_RS,
are returned. When selecting this option, you must define AACTL_LIST_DDN as a fixed block, 80 character file.
Length: one character.
ALCMP_RQ_GENV

Environment name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_GSYSTEM

System name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_GSUBSYS

Subsystem name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_GTYPE

Type name. Length: eight characters.
ALCMP_RQ_GSTG_ID

Stage ID as defined in the C1DEFLTS table. You can code stage ID or stage number, but not both.
Length: one character.

ALCMP_RQ_GSTG_NUM
Stage number (1 or 2). You can code stage ID or stage number, but not both. Length: one character.

ALCMP_RQ_GCCID
CCID action option. Length: 12 characters.

ALCMP_RQ_GCOMMENT
Comment action option. Length: 40 characters.

ALCMP_RQ_GCOPYBACK
Copyback element action option (Y or N). Length: one character.

ALCMP_RQ_GSEARCH
Search map action option (Y or N). Length: one character.

ALCMP_RQ_GOVESIGNO
Override signout action option (Y or N). Length: one character.
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ALCMP_RQ_GPROGRO
Field length is eight characters. Processor group name. Length: eight characters.

Note: If you code a value of N in the ALCMP_RQ_BLDSCL field, all the ALCMP_RQ_G fields are ignored. If you
code a value of Y, the values specified in these fields appear in the GENERATE action SCL statements.

CASCMM--Additional Output Filters-Request Type (C, E, M, O)
ALCMP_RQ_EXCLCIR

Specifies whether circular relationships are to be included in the output data returned. If you leave the field blank,
the value defaults to N.
Y - Exclude circular relationship records.
N - Include circular relationship records.

ALCMP_RQ_EXCLIND
Specifies whether indirect relationships are to be included in the output data returned. If you leave the field blank,
the value defaults to N.
Y - Exclude indirect relationship records.
N - Include indirect relationship records.

ALCMP_RQ_EXCLREL
Specifies whether related relationships are to be included in the output data returned. If you leave the field blank,
the value defaults to N.
Y - Exclude related relationship records.
N - Include related relationship records.

ALCMP_RS Response Structure Fields

This response structure defines the layout of the data returned by the API. If you code a value of Y in the
ALCMP_RQ_BLDSCL field, 80 character GENERATE action SCL statements are returned instead of the data shown
below. A variable, ALCMP_RS_SCLSTMT, defined as an 80 character field, exists to allow you to reference the SCL
statement records.

ALCMP_RS_RECTYP
Field length is one character.
Type of entity this response is:
1-Footprinted element
2-Non-footprinted member
3-Related element
4-Related member
5-Related object
6-Related comment

ALCMP_RS_LEVEL
Field length is two characters. Possible values are 01, 02 or 03. Level 1 is always the record that matches
the entity (element, member, comment or object) you specified in the request structure. If occurrences of the
requested entity are found at more than one location, then multiple sets of records are returned. The meaning of
the values vary, depending on the request type (E, M, O or C) and direction (C or W) you specify.
List component for element - (01) Element, (02) Component
List where-used for element - (01) Element, (02) Parent element, (03) Parent element of level 2 element
List where-used for member - (01) Member, (02) Parent element
List where-used for comment or object - (01) Comment/Object, (02) Parent element 5.

ALCMP_RS_INDIRECT
Contains an asterisk (*), if either the record or one of its parents is related through an indirect relationship.

RECTYP 1 or 3 Format
ALCMP_RS_ELM

Field length is 10 characters. Element name
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ALCMP_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

ALCMP_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

ALCMP_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

ALCMP_RS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name

ALCMP_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number. Possible values are 1 or 2

ALCMP_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID as defined in the C1DEFLTS table

ALCMP_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name as defined in the C1DEFLTS table
Field length is two characters. 0-** Reserved field **

ALCMP_RS_RELATED
Field length is one character. Contains the value R, if either the record or one of its parents is related through
the CONRELE extended processor utility, which includes entities related to an element in a component list when
generating component list reports and when using the LIST action.

ALCMP_RS_CIRCULAR
Field length is one character. Contains the value C, if either the record or one of its parents is related through a
circular relationship.
Field length is 11 character. ** Reserved field **

RECTYP 2 or 4 Format
ALCMP_RS_NFPDSN

Non-FP data set name. Field length is 44 characters.
ALCMP_RS_NFPMBR

Non-FP member name. Field length is 10 characters.
** Reserved field ** Field length is 18 characters.

ALCMP_RS_RELATED
Field length is one character. Contains the value R, if either the record or one of its parents is related through
the CONRELE extended processor utility, which includes entities related to an element in a component list when
generating component list reports and when using the LIST action.

ALCMP_RS_CIRCULAR
Field length is one character. Contains the value C, if either the record or one of its parents is related through a
circular relationship.
** Reserved field ** Field length is 11 characters.

RECTYP 5 or 6 Format
ALCMP_RS_RELTEXTL

2 bytes Binary-Length of object name or comment data
ALCMP_RS_RELTEXT

Field length is 70 characters. Object or comment data
ALCMP_RS_RELATED

Field length is one character. Contains the value R, if either the record or one of its parents is related through
the CONRELE extended processor utility, which includes entities related to an element in a component list when
generating component list reports and when using the LIST action.
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ALCMP_RS_CIRCULAR
Field length is one character. Contains the value C, if either the record or one of its parents is related through a
circular relationship.
** Reserved field ** Field length is 11 characters.

List Data Set

The Endevor List Data Set API function call extracts data set information from the MCF that meets criteria you define in
the ALDSN_RQ request structure.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALDSN_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
data set. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file output
DD name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALDSN

COBOL: ECHALDSN

ALDSN_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALDSN_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALDSN_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request. Only valid when the environment name and stage are
explicitly specified.
A-for return all records that satisfy the request.

ALDSN_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALDSN_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALDSN_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALDSN_RQ_DSNID
Field length is two characters. Data Set ID. This field can contain a wildcard character.

Map searching is not available for this request. On requests where wildcard and/or placeholder characters are used for
environment and/or stage ID values, the return-first option cannot be used. Records are extracted by environment and
stage locations.

ALDSN_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALDSN_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following lists.

ALDSN_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALDSN_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

ALDSN_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name
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ALDSN_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALDSN_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALDSN_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2)

ALDSN_RS_DSNID
Field length is two characters. Data set record ID

ALDSN_RS_DSNTY
Field length is two characters. Data set type: PO, PV, LB, EL, VK

ALDSN_RS_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Data set name

ALDSN_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Record update date.

ALDSN_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Record update time.

ALDSN_RS_UPD_CNT
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Record update count

ALDSN_RS_UPD_USER
Field length is eight characters. Update user ID

List Destination

The Endevor List Destination function lets you produce a list of destinations that packages can be shipped to, using
ALDST_RQ request structure field data.

Assembler: ENHALDST

COBOL: ECHALDST

ALDST_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data of the ALDST_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you set
your request criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALDST_RQ_DESTID
Field length is seven characters. A wildcard character (*) can be specified as the last character in this field. One or
more placeholder characters (%) can be specified in this field. If this field is left blank, full wildcarding is assumed.

ALDST_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is one character. **Reserved field.**

API List Destination Response Structure

Immediately following the header is the data of the ALDST_RS response structure. The response structure maps the list
destination data returned by the API. Listed below are the fields found in the response structure.

ALDST_RS_DESTID
Indicates the destination ID. Field length is seven characters.

ALDST_RS_DESC
Indicates the destination description. Field length is 30 characters.
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ALDST_RS_XMT_CDE
Indicates the transmission method code. Field length is one character. Possible values are:

• B-Bulk Data Transfer Version 2
• F-NetView File Transfer Program
• L-Local (IEBCOPY)
• M-Network Data Mover
• N-NetView Distribution Manager
• S-Bulk Data Transfer via NJE/NJI
• X-XCOM

ALDST_RS_XMT_DESC
Indicates the transmission method description. Field length is 11 characters.

ALDST_RS_XMT_NODE
Indicates the transmission node name. Field length is 16 characters.

ALDST_RS_CMPL_FLG
Indicates the complementary files flag (Y or N). Field length is one character.

ALDST_RS_HDSNPFX
Indicates the host data set name prefix. Field length is 14 characters.

ALDST_RS_HDISP
Indicates the host data set disposition. Field length is six characters. Possible values are DELETE or KEEP.

ALDST_RS_HUNIT
Indicates the host data set device unit. Field length is eight characters.

ALDST_RS_HVOLSER
Indicates the host data set volume serial number. Field length is six characters.

ALDST_RS_RDSNPFX
Indicates the remote data set name prefix. Field length is 14 characters.

ALDST_RS_RDISP
Indicates the remote data set disposition. Field length is six characters. Possible values are DELETE or KEEP.

ALDST_RS_RUNIT
Indicates the remote data set device unit. Field length is eight characters.

ALDST_RS_RVOLSER
Indicates the remote data set volume serial number. Field length is six characters.

ALDST_RS_SITE
Indicates the site ID. Field length is one character.

ALDST_RS_RCD
Indicates the record creation date. Format is DDMMMYY (31DEC0). Field length is seven characters.

ALDST_RS_RCT
Indicates the record creation time. Format is HH:MM (23:59). Field length is five characters.

ALDST_RS_RCU
Indicates the user ID associated with create. Field length is eight characters.

ALDST_RS_RUD
Indicates the last record update date. Format is DDMMMYY (31DEC04). Field length is seven characters.

ALDST_RS_RUT
Indicates the last record update time. Format is HH:MM (23:59). Field length is five characters.
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ALDST_RS_RUU
Indicates the user ID associated with last update. Field length is eight characters.

ALDST_RS_RESERVE
Reserved for future use. Field length is one character.

ALDST_RS_XMT_IPNAME
Indicates the IPNAME specified on the destination definition for an XCOM transmission. Field length is 63
characters.

ALDST_RS_XMT_IPPORT
Indicates the IPPORT specified on the destination definition for an XCOM transmission. Field length is five
characters.

ALDST_RS_HUSSPFX
Indicates the USS host path name prefix. Field length is 732 characters.

ALDST_RS_HUDISP
Indicates the USS host path disposition. Field length is six characters. Possible values are DELETE or KEEP.

ALDST_RS_RUSSPFX
Indicates the USS remote path name prefix. Field length is 732 characters.

ALDST_RS_RUDISP
Indicates the USS remote path disposition. Field length is six characters. Possible values are DELETE or KEEP.

List Directory

The Endevor List Directory API function call can build either a directory list of a file or a list of CSECT for one or more
members of a load library.

The list directory API function call allows you to build either a directory list of a file or a list of CSECT for one or more
members of a load library. Specify a DDN or DSN along with a member and optional through member name. The API
returns a list of members found in that file, along with any footprint information. Wildcarding is permitted on the member
and through member name fields.

This function supports USS file structures. No fields in the function call are required when processing an USS file
structure, but you must specify an initialized copy of this function as a parameter when calling the API. You must specify
the path and file names in the Request Extension block (ENHAAREB) for this type of request. Wildcarding is permitted on
the file name field.

Assembler: ENHALDIR

COBOL: ECHALDIR

ALDIR_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALDIR_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALDIR_RQ_DDN
Field length is eight characters. File or DD name where member(s) reside. You must specify either DDN or DSN,
but not both.

ALDIR_RQ_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. Data set name where member(s) reside. You must specify either DDN or DSN, but
not both.

ALDIR_RQ_MBR
Field length is 10 characters. Member name. Wildcarding is permitted.
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ALDIR_RQ_MBR_THRU
Field length is 10 characters. Through member name. Wildcarding is permitted.

ALDIR_RQ_CSECT
Field length is one character. Request CSECT flag. If specified, the API builds a list of CSECTs for the member(s)
of the load library specified. To activate this feature, code a value of 'Y' in this field.
If you specify this option the returned count (AACTL_#RETURNED) contains the number of members processed
and the selected count (AACTL_#SELECTED) contains the total number of CSECTs found in the returned
members.

ALDIR_RQ_SUBDIR
Field length is one character. This option is for USS processing. By default you only receive a list of files that exist
within the directory you specified. If you want to include all the sub-directories along with the files in the list, code
a value of 'Y' in this field. The ALDIR_RS_MODE field in the response structure indicates the type associated with
each entry.
Field length is two characters. ** Reserved field **

ALDIR_RS Response Structure Fields

This response structure defines the layout of the data returned by the API. The CSECT field is blank unless you specify
the CSECT option in the request structure and the input file is a load library. Endevor footprint data only appears for
members within Endevor controlled libraries.

ALDIR_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

ALDIR_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

ALDIR_RS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name

ALDIR_RS_ELEMENT
Field length is 10 characters. Element name

ALDIR_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

ALDIR_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number. Possible values are 1 or 2.

ALDIR_RS_VVLL
Field length is five characters. Version and level. Format is VVLL (0199).

ALDIR_RS_DATE
Field length is seven characters. Footprint date. Format is DDMMMYY (31JAN01).

ALDIR_RS_TIME
Field length is five characters. Footprint time. Format is HH:MM (23:59).

ALDIR_RS_SITEID
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALDIR_RS_LD_FLAG
Field length is one character. Load utility flag. Possible values are 'Y' or blank.

ALDIR_RS_CSECT
Field length is eight characters. CSECT name. This field is blank unless you specify the CSECT option in the
request structure and the input file is a load library.
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ALDIR_RS_MODE
Field length is one character. USS file mode. Used with USS files. Indicates if this entry is a directory name or an
USS file name.
Possible values are:
D-directory
F-file
U-unknown
Field length is one character. ** Reserved field **

ALDIR_RS_MBRL
Binary (2 bytes)-Length of member or USS file name. Possible values are 1-255.

ALDIR_RS_MBR
Field length is 255 characters. 1-255 long member name, or USS file name.
Field length is three characters. ** Reserved field **

List Environment

The List Environment API function call extracts environmental information about Endevor environments meeting defined
criteria in the ALENV_RQ request structure.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALENV_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
environment. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file
output DD name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALENV

COBOL: ECHALENV

ALENV_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALENV_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALENV_RQ_PATH
Field length is one character.
Mapping path:
L-for Logical
P-for Physical. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALENV_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request.
A-for return all records that satisfy the request. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALENV_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character.
Mapping argument:
A-for Search All the way up the map. Only choice when environment is not explicit.
B-for Search Between the two specified environments.
N-for No Search.
E-for Search next specified environment then up the map.
R-for Search the Range, between and including the specified environments.

ALENV_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. This field can contain a wildcard character.
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(Optional) ALENV_RQ_TOENV
Field length is eight characters. To environment name. If specified, this field cannot contain a wildcard character.

The following considerations apply to the criteria you define in the ALENV_RQ request structure:

• If you specify 'E', 'B', 'N', or 'R' for the ALENV_RQ_SEARCH search argument, you cannot use a wildcard in the
Environment name.

• If you specify 'B', or 'R' for the ALENV_RQ_SEARCH search argument, you must specify the To Environment in the
ALENV_RQ_TOENV field. You cannot use a wildcard.

• If you specify the To Environment in the ALENV_RQ_TOENV field, it will be ignored unless you also specify the 'B' or
'R' search option.

• To get a complete list of environments, wildcard the environment, set Search to 'A', Path to 'P' and Return to 'A'.
• To get a mapped environment list, specify the starting environment name and set Search to 'A', Path to 'L', and Return

to 'A'.
• If the environment name is explicitly specified and Path is set to 'P', only that environment's information is returned.

ALENV_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALENV_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following list.

ALENV_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALENV_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment ID

ALENV_RS_TITLE
Field length is 40 characters. Description

ALENV_RS_USEC
Field length is eight characters. User security name table

ALENV_RS_RSEC
Field length is eight characters. Resource security name table

ALENV_RS_SMFSEC
Field length is one character. SMF Recording - Security. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_SMFACT
Field length is one character. SMF Recording - Actions. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_SMFENV
Field length is one character. SMF Recording - Environment. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_DBAVL
Field length is one character. DB Bridge Available. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_DBACT
Field length is one character. DB Bridge Active. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_DBOPT1
Field length is one character. DB Bridge Option 1. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_DBOPT2
Field length is one character. DB Bridge Option 2. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_DBOPT3
Field length is one character. DB Bridge Option 3. Value Y for Yes or N for No.
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ALENV_RS_DBOPT4
Field length is one character. DB Bridge Option 4. Value Y for Yes or N for No.

ALENV_RS_SYNCLOC
Field length is one character. Indicates whether the environment is a source synchronization location as indicated
by the setting for the SYNC@BLOC parameter for this environment in the C1DEFTLS table. Value Y for Yes or N
for No.

ALENV_RS_NXT_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Next Environment ID as defined in the logical map.

List Processor Group

The Endevor List Processor Group API function call extracts MCF information meeting criteria in the ALPGR_RQ request
structure about the processor group.

It will also extract any symbolic overrides that have been defined for any of the group's processors.

A record is produced for each processor within a group. Processor group information that relates to the whole group is
replicated on each processor record. Also, if overrides exist for any processor, the whole record is replicated with an
override value appended to the record. For example, if a group has two processors defined, and the first processor has
two overrides while the second only has one, three records are produced:

• The first record contains the group's information. The first processor information is followed by the first symbolic
override data.

• The second record contains the same group and processor information followed by the second override data.
• The third record contains the same group information, the second processor information, followed by the symbolic

override data pertaining to the second processor.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALPGR_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
processor group. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file
output DD name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALPGR

COBOL: ECHALPGR

ALPGR_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALPGR_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALPGR_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name This field can contain a wildcard.

ALPGR_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name This field can contain a wildcard.

ALPGR_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name This field can contain a wildcard.

ALPGR_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID This field can contain a wildcard.

ALPGR_RQ_PGRP
Field length is eight characters. Processor group name This field can contain a wild card.

ALPGR_RQ_PATH
Field length is one character. Mapping path:
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L-for Logical
P-for Physical. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALPGR_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request.
A-for return all records that satisfy the request. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALPGR_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character. Mapping argument:
A-for Search All the way up the map.
B-for Search Between the two specified environments and stages.
N-for No Search. Only choice when environment is not explicit, or when specifying a single stage environment.
E-for Search next specified environment/stage then up the map.
R-for Search the Range, between and including the specified environments and stages.

(Optional) ALPGR_RQ_TOENV
Field length is eight characters. To environment name. Required with Search Between and Search the Range.
Cannot contain a wildcard and/or placeholder characters.

(Optional) ALPGR_RQ_TOSTG_ID
Field length is one character. To stage ID. Only valid against the Search Between and Search the Range. If
specified the field cannot contain a wildcard character.

Map searching is available for this request only when the environment name is explicitly specified.

The Path, Search, and Return options are restricted as shown in the prior table. Mapping is valid only when the
environment name is explicitly specified. For explicit environment specification requests, processor group data is returned
in map order. On non-explicit environments, processor group data is extracted based on environment and stage locations.

Mapping is not supported between non-explicit environment and stage locations.

ALPGR_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALPGR_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following lists.

ALPGR_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALPGR_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

ALPGR_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

ALPGR_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

ALPGR_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALPGR_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALPGR_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number (1 or 2)

ALPGR_RS_PGRP
Field length is eight characters. Processor group name
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ALPGR_RS_PROTY
Field length is four characters.
Processor type:
DEL-for delete processor
GEN-for generate processor
MOVE-for move processor

ALPGR_RS_SYM# and ALPGR-RS-SYMNUM (COBOL)
Field length is 4 zoned decimal characters. Symbolic override number. If no symbolic overrides exist for this
processor, this value will be set to zero.

ALPGR_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Record update date.

ALPGR_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Record update time.

ALPGR_RS_UPD_USER
Field length is eight characters. Update User ID

ALPGR_RS_DESC
Field length is 50 characters. Processor group description

ALPGR_RS_NEXT_PGR
Field length is eight characters. Next pathed processor group

ALPGR_RS_PGRTYPE
Field length is 16 characters. Output type

ALPGR_RS_PMOVE
Field length is one character.
Processor to use on Move actions:
G-for Generate
M-for Move

ALPGR_RS_PROFG
Field length is one character. Foreground Processing flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALPGR_RS_PRONME
Field length is eight characters. Processor name

ALPGR_RS_PXFER
Field length is one character.
Processor to use on Transfer actions:
G-for Generate
M-for Move

ALPGR_RS_SYM_LEN
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Override symbol length

ALPGR_RS_SYM
Field length is eight characters. Override symbol

ALPGR_RS_SVAL_LEN
Field length is 4 zoned decimal characters. Override symbol value length

ALPGR_RS_SVAL
Field length is 256 characters. Override symbol value
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List Site

The List Site API extracts site information, writing the data to an external data set if a control structure file output DD name
is specified.

The list site API function call extracts information about sites. Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN)
field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in your defined response area, ALSIT_RS. This allows you to
check the response quickly if you are looking for specific site information. The API also writes this data to an external data
set if you specified a file output DD name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALSIT

COBOL: ECHALSIT

ALSIT_RQ Request Structure Fields

The ALSIT_RQ request structure defines your List Site fields, which in this case is only the Site header. No additional data
can be specified.

ALSIT_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALSIT_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following list.

ALSIT_RS_NDVRREL
Field length is six characters. Endevor release identifier.

ALSIT_RS_SITEID
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALSIT_RS_SITENAME
Field length is 50 characters. Site name

ALSIT_RS_DFLTDATE
Field length is eight characters. C1DEFLTS assembly date

ALSIT_RS_DFLTTIME
Field length is eight characters. C1DEFLTS assembly time

ALSIT_RS_APPRREQD
Field length is one character. Approvals required

ALSIT_RS_EXITAUTH
Field length is eight characters. APF-authorized library for exits.

ALSIT_RS_LINESPP
Field length is two zoned decimal characters. Lines per page (reports and logs)

ALSIT_RS_MACLIB
Field length is 44 characters. Endevor installation macro library

ALSIT_RS_PKGCSEC
Field length is one character. Perform Security Check at Cast flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_PKGISEC
Field length is one character. Perform Security Check at Inspect flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_PKGCVAL
Field length is one character. Component Validation flag
O-for Optional
Y-for required
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ALSIT_RS_PKGTSO
Field length is one character. Package Execution Valid in Foreground flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_MFMTCCID
Field length is one character. Mixed Case for CCID flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_MFMTCMNT
Field length is one character. Mixed Case for Comment flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_MFMTDESC
Field length is one character. Mixed Case for Description flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_PKGDSN
Field length is 44 characters. Endevor Package data set name

ALSIT_RS_CCIDVAL
Field length is 44 characters. Endevor CCID Validation table

ALSIT_RS_MODHLI
Field length is eight characters. High Level Qualifier for DISP=MOD temporary data set names on processor
executions.

ALSIT_RS_ACCSTABL
Field length is eight characters. ESI access security table

ALSIT_RS_ACMOPT
Field length is one character. Endevor ACM Option Available flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_DB2OPT
Field length is one character. Endevor DB2 Option Available flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_ESIOPT
Field length is one character. Endevor ESI Option Available flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_JRNLGRP
Field length is 14 characters. Point-in-time recovery journal group.

ALSIT_RS_LPVOPT
Field length is one character. ELIB/PNV Option Available flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_PDMOPT
Field length is one character. Endevor PDM Option Available flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_PRCOPT
Field length is one character. Endevor Processor Option Available. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_QEDOPT
Field length is one character. Endevor Quick Edit Option Available flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_SOFETCH
Field length is one character. Signout Source on Fetch (Retrieve Action) Option flag. Value Y for Yes and N for
No.

ALSIT_RS_SMFREC# and ALSIT-RS-SMFRECNUM (COBOL)
Field length is three zoned decimal characters. SMF record number

ALSIT_RS_RACFUID
Field length is eight characters. Endevor alternate RACF userid

ALSIT_RS_E2ELOGMBR
Field length is eight characters. Endevor End-to-End logging member.

ALSIT_RS_LIBENV
Field length is two characters. Panvalet, Librarian (PV/LB) environment
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ALSIT_RS_LIBPGM
Field length is eight characters. Librarian interface program name

ALSIT_RS_LISTSTR
Field length is eight characters. Character string used to determine the listing data set name from the element's
output component data. Default is LIST.

ALSIT_RS_RJCLROOT
Field length is 4 characters. Package ship remote JCL root model member

ALSIT_RS_SPFEDIT
Field length is eight characters. Reserve QNAME for non-load libraries

ALSIT_RS_SYSIEWLP
Field length is eight characters. Reserve QNAME for load libraries

ALSIT_RS_TSOE
Field length is one character. TSO-E Installed flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_WRKUNIT
Field length is eight characters. Esoteric non-vio work unit name.

ALSIT_RS_WRKVOL
Field length is six characters. Work unit VOLSER

ALSIT_RS_BATCHID
Field length is one zoned decimal character.
Batch Id flag:
1-Userid taken from user= parameter. Beginning with Endevor Version 19.0, this is the only valid value; values 0
and 2 are obsolete.

ALSIT_RS_UIDLOCO
Field length is one zoned decimal character. Userid offset in jobcard

ALSIT_RS_UIDLOCL
Field length is one zoned decimal character. Userid length in jobname

ALSIT_RS_VIOUNIT
Field length is eight characters. Esoteric VIO unit name

ALSIT_RS_PARMLIB
Field length is 44 characters. 4Endevor parameter library

ALSIT_RS_TYPESEQMBR
Field length is eight characters. Endevor Type Sequence member

ALSIT_RS_SYNCCHK
Field length is one character. Indicates whether source sync checking is active. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSIT_RS_SYNCMSV
Field length is one character. Indicates what severity level is assigned to any out-of-sync messages that are
written to the action log when an out-of-sync condition is found. Possible values are as follows:
I - Informational
W - Warnings
C - Cautions

ALSIT_RS_DESTCFGMBR
Field length is eight characters. Endevor Destination Configuration member.
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List SMF Data

The List SMF data API function lists the SMF record data corresponding to security violations recorded by Endevor or
activity related to Endevor actions.

The SMF record data also includes activity related to Endevor Administrative updates

Assembler: ENHALSMF

COBOL: ECHALSMF

ALSMF_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the 12-character API header is the data area of the ALSMF_RQ request structure. The request
structure is where you set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list:

FUNC
Identifies the type of SMF records you are requesting.
A -- Action activity request
S -- Security violation request
E – Admin Activity request

DDN
Identifies the DDname of the SMF extract file used as input to this request. The Default is SMFDATA. Field length
is one to eight characters.

RECID
Numbers 0 through 255, left justified or with leading zeroes, usually 230 or 222. The default is the SMFREC#
parameter value specified in C1DEFLTS. Field length is one to three characters.

ALSMF_RQ_OBJTYPE
Specifies the type of Admin object that is being requested. This field is applicable only to the Admin Activity
request. Valid values are the letters A through M, which correspond to the following SMF Admin objects:

• A – APPRGRP (Approver Group)
• B – APPRREL (Approver Relation)
• C – PROCGRP (Processor Group)
• D – PROCSYM (Processor Symbols)
• E - SYSTEM
• F – SUBSYS (Subsystem)
• G - TYPE
• H – TYPEDSN (Type Data Set)
• I – DEST (Destination)
• J – DSNMAP (DSN Mapping)
• K – USSMAP (USS Mapping)
• L - CLONE SYSTEM
• M - DYNENV (Dynamic Environments)

ALSMFS_RS Response Structure Fields for Security Requests

Immediately following the 12-character API header is the data area of the ALSMFS_RS response structure.

ALSMFS_RS_RTYPE
Field length is one character. S - SMF Security record.

ALSMFS_RS_RECID
Field length is three characters. The SMF record ID.
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ALSMFS_RS_DATE
Field length eight characters. The date of the security violation (yyyymmdd).

ALSMFS_RS_TIME
Field length eight characters. The time of the security violation (hhmmsstt).

ALSMFS_RS_CPUID
Field length is four characters. The CPU ID associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_USER
Field length eight characters. The user ID associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_ACTION
Field length eight characters. The action associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_ERR
Field length is four characters. The error code associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_MSG
Field length is 132 characters. The error message associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. The Site ID associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_ENV
Field length eight characters. The Environment name associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_STG
Field length eight characters. The Stage name associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_STGID
Field length is one character. The Stage ID associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. 1 or 2 - The relative Stage number associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_SYS
Field length eight characters. The System name associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_SBS
Field length eight characters. The Subsystem name associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. The source Element name that is associated with the security violation.
If the element name exceeds 10 characters in length, this field contains a generated short name and
ALSMFS_RS_LELM contains the full element name. If the name is not greater than 10 characters, ALSMFA_RS_
LELM and ALSMFA_RS_ ELM are equal.

ALSMFS_RS_TYPE
Field length eight characters. The Element Type associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. The dataset name associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_MBR
Field length eight characters. The dataset member name associated with the security violation.

ALSMFS_RS_LELML
Binary (2 bytes). The full element name length. Possible values are 1 to 255

ALSMFS_RS_LELM
Field length is 1 to 255 characters. The full element name that is associated with the security violation. If the
element name exceeds 10 characters in length, this field contains the full element name and ALSMFS_RS_ELM
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contains a generated short name. If the name is not greater than 10 characters, ALSMFS_RS_ LELM and
ALSMFS_RS_ ELM are equal.

ALSMFA_RS_Response Structure Fields for Activity Requests

Immediately following the 12-character API header is the data area of the ALSMFA_RS response structure. The
information that is contained in the output file for the List SMF data activity function is divided within each SMF activity
record into the following groups:

SMF Header Information

ALSMFA_RS_RTYPE
Field length is one character: A - SMF Activity record.

ALSMFA_RS_RECID
Field length is three characters. SMF record ID.

ALSMFA_RS_DATE
Field length is eight characters. The date that is associated with this activity (yyyymmdd).

ALSMFA_RS_TIME
Field length is eight characters. The time that is associated with this activity (hhmmsstt).

ALSMFA_RS_CPUID
Field length is four characters. The CPU ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_USER
Field length is eight characters. The user ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_ACTION
Field length is eight characters. The action that is associated with this activity.

Environment Information

ALSMFA_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. The Site ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. The source Environment name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_STG
Field length is eight characters. The source Stage name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_STGID
Field length is one character. The source Stage ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_STG#
Field length is one character. 1 or 2 - The source Stage number that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_SYS
Field length is eight characters. The source System name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_SBS
Field length is eight characters. The source Subsystem name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_ELM
Field length is 10 characters. The source Element name that is associated with this activity. If the element name
exceeds 10 characters in length, this field contains a generated short name and ALSMFS_RS_LELM contains the
full element name. If the name is not greater than 10 characters, ALSMFA_RS_ LELM and ALSMFA_RS_ ELM
are equal.

ALSMFA_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. The source Element Type that is associated with this activity.
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ALSMFA_RS_PRGRP
Field length is eight characters. The Processor Group name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_VV
Field length is two characters. The source version of the Element that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_LVL
Field length is two characters. The source level of the Element that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. The data set name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_MBR
Field length is eight characters. The data set member name that is associated with this activity.

Element Last Level Information

ALSMFA_RS_LLDT
Field length is eight characters. The Element Last Level Date at the time of this activity (yyyymmdd).

ALSMFA_RS_LLTM
Field length is eight characters. The Element Last Level Time at the time of this activity (hhmmssth).

ALSMFA_RS_LLUS
Field length is eight characters. The user ID that is associated with the last level at the time of this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_LLAC
Field length is eight characters. The action associated with the last level at the time of this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_LLST
Field length is eight characters. The number of statements contained in the Element as of the last level at the time
of this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_LLCM
Field length is 40 characters. The Element Last Level Comment at the time of this activity.

Last Processor Information

ALSMFA_RS_LPRNM
Field length is eight characters. The Processor name that is associated with the last processor execution at the
time of this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_LPRDT
Field length is eight characters. The date that is associated with the last processor execution at the time of this
activity (yyyymmdd).

ALSMFA_RS_LPRTM
Field length is eight characters. The time that is associated with the last processor execution at the time of this
activity (hhmmssth).

ALSMFA_RS_LPRUSR
Field length is eight characters. The user ID that is associated with the last processor execution at the time of this
activity.

ALSMFA_RS_LPRRC
Field length is four characters. The return code that is associated with the last processor execution at the time of
this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_LPRNRC
Field length is four characters. The action return code that is associated with the last processor execution at the
time of this activity.

Action Options
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ALSMFA_RS_PCCID
Field length is 12 characters. The Change Control ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_PCOMM
Field length is 40 characters. The Comment that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_PSOOV
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether signout override was requested.

ALSMFA_RS_PRCO
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether the Retrieve action specified copy only (Retrieve action
only).

ALSMFA_RS_PXINC
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether the Retrieve action requested to expand includes
(Retrieve action only).

ALSMFA_RS_PREPL
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether the Retrieve action requested to replace an existing
member (Retrieve action only).

ALSMFA_RS_PDEL
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether the element was deleted upon completion of the request.

ALSMFA_RS_PIGF
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether ignore generate failed was requested.

ALSMFA_RS_PBYPG
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether bypass generate processor was requested.

ALSMFA_RS_PBYPD
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether bypass delete processor was requested.

ALSMFA_RS_PSYNC
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether the SYNC option was specified.

ALSMFA_RS_PDOC
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether to delete only components.

ALSMFA_RS_PHIST
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether this is a Move or Transfer With History.

ALSMFA_RS_PUPD
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether this is an Add With Update.

ALSMFA_RS_PPGOV
Field length is eight characters. The name of the Processor Group when requested as an override.

ALSMFA_RS_PSOTO
Field length is eight characters. The sign-out to user ID if specified.

ALSMFA_RS_PRC
Field length is four characters. The execution return code that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_PRGRP
Field length is eight characters. The element's processor group that is associated with the action.

Validate Action Options and Autogen Options

ALSMFA_RS_SRCHR
Indicates whether an update of either element source or component data by the Search and Replace utility was
specified. Field length is one character.
E - Indicates element source processing by the Search and Replace utility.
O - Indicates output component processing by the Search and Replace utility.
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ALSMFA_RS_EMCHK
Indicates whether the Validate action with the option Element Master was specified. Field length is one character:
Y or N.

ALSMFA_RS_SYCHK
Indicates whether the Validate action with the option Synchronization was specified. Field length is one character:
Y or N.

ALSMFA_RS_CMCHK
Indicates whether the Validate action with the option Component Validation was specified. Field length is one
character: Y or N.

ALSMFA_RS_TMSGS
Indicates whether the Validate action with the option Terse was specified. Field length is one character: Y or N.

ALSMFA_RS_AUTOGEN
Indicates whether the Autogen element option was specified on the Add, Update or Generate action. Possible
values are: Y (Yes) or N (No). If the value of this field is Y, the value of the SM2AUTX field will be N.

ALSMFA_RS_AUTOGENX
Indicates whether this where-used element was generated on behalf of a component element. Possible values
are: Y (Yes) or N (No). If the value of this field is Y, the value of the SM2AUTG field will be N.

ALSMFA_RS_NOSOURCE
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether the NoSource option was specified on the Generate
action.

ALSMFA_RS_AUTGSPAN
Indicates whether one of the Autogen Span options was specified on the Add, Update or Generate action.
Possible values are: N (span none), A (span all), S (span Systems), B (span Subsystems).

ALSMFA_RS_AEXACT
Indicates whether the Exact Match option was specified on the Alter action. Possible values are: Y (Yes) or N
(No).

ALSMFA_RS_NODOC
Field length is one character: Y or N. Indicates whether bypass duplicate processor output check was requested.

Environment Information

ALSMFA_RS_TENV
Field length is eight characters. The target Environment name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TSTG
Field length is eight characters. The target Stage name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TSTGID
Field length is one character. The target Stage ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TSTG#
Field length is one character. 1 or 2 - The target Stage number that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TSYS
Field length is eight characters. The target System name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TSBS
Field length is eight characters. The target Subsystem name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TTYPE
Field length is eight characters. The target Element Type that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TELM
Field length is 10 characters. The target Element name that is associated with this activity.
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ALSMFA_RS_TVV
Field length is two characters. The target version of the Element that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFA_RS_TLVL
Field length is two characters. The target level of the Element that is associated with this activity.

Alter Action Fields

ALSMFA_RS_AFLDID
Contains the field ID requested for an Alter action. Possible values are 1 through 7 as follows:
1 -- Indicates the Alter action requested the replacement of a Generate CCID value in the Master Control File.
2 -- Indicates the Alter action requested the replacement of a Last Action CCID value in the Master Control File.
3 -- Indicates the Alter action requested the replacement of a Retrieve CCID value in the Master Control File.
4 -- Indicates the Alter action requested the replacement of a Description value in the Master Control File.
5 -- Indicates the Alter action requested the replacement of a Processor Group value in the Master Control File.
6 -- Indicates the Alter action requested the replacement of a Signout Userid value in the Master Control File.
7 -- Indicates the Alter action requested the replacement of a User Data value in the Master Control File.

ALSMFA_RS_AUPDT
Indicates whether the Master Control File was updated. Valid values are Y or N:
Y -- Indicates that the Master Control File record was updated.
N -- Indicates that the Master Control File record was not updated.

Alter Action Data Area

For the Alter action data area, only one field exists per record. The field area is redefined for each field. Each field
corresponds to one of the Alter action field IDs. Refer to ALSMFA_RS_AFLDID for field ID values. The field area is 251
characters in length. The field area contains the before, after, and mask values for the Master Control File element record
field that is being processed.

ALSMFA_RS_ADATA
Indicates that this is the beginning of the Alter action field data area.

• Generate CCID field
ALSMFA_RS_ACCGB

Indicates the 12-character value of the Generate CCID before it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ACCGA

Indicates the 12-character value of the Generate CCID after it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ACCGM

Indicates the 12-character mask value that was specified as the from-value for the Generate CCID.
Reserve area is 215.

• Last Act CCID field
ALSMFA_RS_ACCLB

Indicates the 12-character value of the Last Act CCID before it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ACCLA

Indicates the12-character value of the Last Act CCID after it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ACCLM

Indicates the 12-character mask value that was specified as the from-value for the Last Act CCID.
Reserve area is 215.

• Retrieve CCID field
ALSMFA_RS_ACCRB

Indicates the 12-character value of the Retrieve CCID before it was changed by the Alter action.
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ALSMFA_RS_ACCRA
Indicates the 12-character value of the Retrieve CCID after it was changed by the Alter action.

ALSMFA_RS_ACCRM
Indicates the 12-character mask value that was specified as the from-value for the Retrieve CCID.

Reserve area is 215.
• Description field
ALSMFA_RS_ADESB

Indicates the 40-character value of the Description before it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ADESA

Indicates the 40-character value of the Description after it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ADESM

Indicates the 40-character mask value that was specified as the from-value for the Description.
Reserve area is 131.

• Processor Group field
ALSMFA_RS_APRGB

Indicates the 8-character value of the Processor Group before it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_APRGA

Indicates the 8-character value of the Processor Group after it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_APRGM

Indicates the 8-character mask value that was specified as the from-value for the Processor Group.
Reserve area is 227.

• Signout UserID field
ALSMFA_RS_ASGNB

Indicates the 8-character value of the Signout Userid before it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ASGNA

Indicates the 8-character value of the Signout Userid after it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_ASGNM

Indicates the 8-character mask value that was specified as the from-value for the Signout Userid.
Reserve area is 227.

• User Data field
ALSMFA_RS_AUSRB

Indicates the 1- to 80-character value of the User Data before it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_AUSRA

Indicates the 1- to 80-character value of the User Data after it was changed by the Alter action.
ALSMFA_RS_AUSRM

Indicates the 1- to 80-character mask value that was specified as the from-value for the User Data.
ALSMFA_RS_AUSR_FPOS

Indicates the binary (2-byte) User Data from-position coded on the Alter action request.
ALSMFA_RS_AUSR_FTXL

Indicates the binary (2-byte) length of the User Data from-value coded on the Alter action request. This is
the actual length of the text string specified in the request.

ALSMFA_RS_AUSR_TPOS
Indicates the binary (2-byte) User Data to-position coded on the Alter action request. If the Alter action
matches the User Data from-value, then replacement of the Master Control File starts at this User Data
to-position.
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ALSMFA_RS_AUSR_TLEN
Indicates the binary (2-byte)User Data to-length value coded on the Alter action request. This indicates
the total length of the current value in the Master Control File that will be replaced.

ALSMFA_RS_AUSR_TTXL
Indicates the binary (2-byte) length of the User Data to-value coded on the Alter action request. This is
the actual length of the text string specified in the request.

ALSMFA_RS_AUSR_TPAD
Indicates the 1-character User Data pad character coded on the Alter action request. The pad character
indicates the character that is used to pad the replacement string value. This pad character is only used if
the to-length is greater than the actual length of the to-value text.

Element Area

For every activity record, the long element name area will always appear at the end of the record, following the field area.

ALSMFA_RS_LELML
Binary (2 bytes). The full element name length. Possible values are 1 to 255.

ALSMFA_RS_LELM
Field length is 1 to 255 characters. The full element name that is associated with this activity. If the element name
exceeds 10 characters in length, this field contains the full element name and ALSMFA_RS_ELM contains a
generated short name. If the name is not greater than 10 characters, ALSMFA_RS_ LELM and ALSMFA_RS_
ELM are equal.

ALSMFEn_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Requests

Immediately following the 12-character API header is the data area of the ALSMFEn_RS response structures, where
“n” is the letter A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K or L. The letter value corresponds to an SMF Admin object requested in
ALSMF_RQ_OBJTYPE:

• A – APPRGRP (Approver Group)
• B – APPRREL (Approver Relation)
• C – PROCGRP (Processor Group)
• D – PROCSYM (Processor Symbols)
• E - SYSTEM
• F – SUBSYS (Subsystem)
• G - TYPE
• H – TYPEDSN (Type Data Set)
• I – DEST (Destination)
• J – DSNMAP (DSN Mapping)
• K – USSMAP (USS Mapping)
• L - CLONE SYSTEM

The first 11 response fields for Admin requests are common for all types of Admin Objects. The response structures that
follow the common response fields are specific to the Object Type requested. 

The common response fields are as follows:

ALSMFEn_RS_RTYPE
Field length is one character: E - SMF Admin record.

ALSMFEn_RS_RECID
Field length is three characters. SMF record ID.

ALSMFEn_RS_DATE
Field length is eight characters. The date that is associated with this activity (yyyymmdd).
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ALSMFEn_RS_TIME
Field length is eight characters. The time that is associated with this activity (hhmmsstt).

ALSMFEn_RS_CPUID
Field length is four characters. The CPU ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFEn_RS_USER
Field length is eight characters. The user ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFEn_RS_OBJECT
Field length is eight characters. The Admin Object type, one of the following 12 values:

• APPRGRP
• APPRREL
• PROCGRP
• PROCSYM
• SYSTEM
• SUBSYS
• TYPE
• TYPEDSN
• DEST
• DSNMAP
• USSMAP
• CLONE

ALSMFEn_RS_FUNCTION
Field length is eight characters. The function associated with this activity:

• DEFINE-- The inventory object was created.
• UPDATE-- The inventory object was updated.
• DELETE-- The inventory object was deleted.
• CLONE-- The inventory object was cloned. Only applies to Systems.

ALSMFEn_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. The Site ID that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFEn_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. The Environment name that is associated with this activity.

ALSMFEn_RS_WRITR
Field length is one character. How this activity was performed, “E” indicates Endevor foreground, “S” indicates
through Endevor SCL.

The following response structures are specific to the Object Type requested.  The fields described for each structure
follow the eleven common fields.

ALSMFEA_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object APPRGRP – Approver Group

ALSMFEA_RS_AGR_NAME
Field length is sixteen characters. The Approver Group name.

ALSMFEA_RS_AGR_QUORUM
Field length is five characters. The minimum number of approvals required for this approver group.

ALSMFEA_RS_AGR_GRP_DSQ
Field length is one character. Indicates whether this group is subject to the approver disqualification process, Y or
N.
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ALSMFEA_RS_AGR_DESC
Field length is fifty characters. The Approver Group description.

ALSMFEA_RS_AGR_USER
16 * Field length is eight characters. 16 Approver user IDs.

ALSMFEA_RS_AGR_USR_REQ
16 * Field length is one character. 16 Approver Required flags-blank or 'Y'.

ALSMFEB_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object APPRREL – Approver Group Relation

ALSMFEB_RS_AGJ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name related to the Approver Group.

ALSMFEB_RS_AGJ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name related to the Approver Group.

ALSMFEB_RS_AGJ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name related to the Approver Group.

ALSMFEB_RS_AGJ_STGID
Field length is one character. Stage ID related to the Approver Group.

ALSMFEB_RS_AGJ_STG#
Field length is one characters. Stage number related to the Approver Group.

ALSMFEB_RS_AGJ_REL_TYP
Field length is nine characters. Type of relation: Standard or Emergency.

ALSMFEB_RS_AGJ_AGRNAME
Field length is sixteen characters. Approver Group name.

ALSMFEC_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object PROCGRP – Processor Group

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name for the Processor Group.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name for the Processor Group.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Processor Group name.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_NXT_PGR
Field length is eight characters. Next Processor Group name.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_DESC
Field length is fifty characters. Processor Group description.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_OUT_TYP
Field length is sixteen characters. Processor Group Output Type.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_PMOVE
Field length is one character. Processor Type to use for Move action: G (generate) or M (move).

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_PXFER
Field length is one character. Processor Type to use for Transfer action: G (generate) or M (move).

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_GEN_PRO
Field length is eight characters. Generate Processor name.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_GEN_FG
Field length is one character. Generate Processor foreground execution: Y or N
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ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_DEL_PRO
Field length is eight characters. Delete Processor name.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_DEL_FG
Field length is one character. Delete Processor foreground execution: Y or N

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_MOV_PRO
Field length is eight characters. Move Processor name.

ALSMFEC_RS_PGR_MOV_FG
Field length is one character. Move Processor foreground execution: Y or N

ALSMFED_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object PROCSYM – Processor Symbols

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_PG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Processor Group name.

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_PRO_NAM
Field length is eight characters. Processor name.

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_PRO_TYP
Field length is three characters. Processor type: GEN/DEL/MOV.

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_SYM_NAM
Field length is eight characters. Processor Symbol name.

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_DEF_VAL
Field length is seventy characters. Processor Symbol default value.

ALSMFED_RS_PSY_OVR_VAL
Field length is seventy characters. Processor Symbol override value.

ALSMFEE_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object SYSTEM

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_NXT_SYS
Field length is eight characters. Next System name.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_DESC
Field length is fifty characters. System description.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_COMM_RQ
Field length is one character. Comments Required, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_CCID_RQ
Field length is one character. CCID Required, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_SISO
Field length is one character. Signin/Signout active, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_SO_DSN
Field length is one character. Signout Data Set Validation, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_ELM_JMP
Field length is one character. Element Jump Acknowledgment, Y/N.
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ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_DUP_ELM
Field length is one character. Duplicate Element Name Check, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_DUP_EML
Field length is one character. Duplicate Element Name Check Error Severity Level: W/C/E.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_DUP_OUT
Field length is one character. Duplicate Processor Output Type Check, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_DUP_OSB
Field length is one character. Duplicate Processor Output Type Check Across Subsystems, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_DUP_OML
Field length is one character. Duplicate Processor Output Type Check Error Severity Level: W/C/E.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_ELM_AGE
Field length is one character. Retain Element Level by Age, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_ELM_LVL
Field length is three characters. Retain Element Level For nnn Months.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_CMP_AGE
Field length is one character. Retain Component Level by Age, Y/N.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_CMP_LVL
Field length is three characters. Retain Component Level For nnn Months

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_S1_LOAD
Field length is forty-four characters. Stage One Load Library.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_S1_LIST
Field length is forty-four characters. Stage One List Library.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_S2_LOAD
Field length is forty-four characters. Stage Two Load Library.

ALSMFEE_RS_SYS_S2_LIST
Field length is forty-four characters. Stage Two List Library.

ALSMFEF_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object SUBSYS - Subsystem

ALSMFEF_RS_SBS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALSMFEF_RS_SBS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.

ALSMFEF_RS_SBS_NXT_SBS
Field length is eight characters. Next Subsystem name.

ALSMFEF_RS_SBS_DESC
Field length is fifty characters. Subsystem description.

ALSMFEF_RS_SBS_EXC_OUT
Field length is one character. Do Not Exclude | Exclude Duplicate Processor Output Check, Y/N.

ALSMFEG_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object TYPE

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.
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ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_NXT_TYP
Field length is eight characters. Next Type name.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_DESC
Field length is fifty characters. Description.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_DFLT_PG
Field length is eight characters. Default Processor Group.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_BASE
Field length is forty-four characters. Base library.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_DELTA
Field length is forty-four characters. Delta library.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_INCLUDE
Field length is forty-four characters. Include library.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_SOL
Field length is forty-four characters. Source output library.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_EXP_INC
Field length is one character. Do Not Expand | Expand includes in source output library, Y/N.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_DLT_FMT
Field length is one character. Element delta format

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_CMP_FMT
Field length is one character. Component delta format

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_COMPR
Field length is one character. Do Not Compress | Compress base, Y/N.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_RGR_PCT
Field length is two characters. Regression percentage threshold.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_RGR_SEV
Field length is one character. Regression severity.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_SRC_LNG
Field length is five characters. Source Element length.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_CMPR_FR
Field length is five characters. Compare from column.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_CMPR_TO
Field length is five characters. Compare to column.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_ELM_LVL
Field length is one character. Do Not Consolidate | Consolidate element levels, Y/N.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_ELM_AT
Field length is three characters. Consolidate Element at Level.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_ELM_NUM
Field length is three characters. Number of element levels to consolidate.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_CMP_LVL
Field length is one character. Do Not Consolidate | Consolidate component levels, Y/N.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_CMP_AT
Field length is three characters. Consolidate component at level.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_CMP_NUM
Field length is three characters. Number of component levels to consolidate.
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ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_USS_RFM
Field length is four characters. USS record delimiter.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_LANG
Field length is eight characters. Language.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_PL_LANG
Field length is eight characters. Panvalet | Librarian language.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_DAT_FMT
Field length is one character. Data format.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_ELM_RFM
Field length is one character. Element record format.

ALSMFEG_RS_TYP_FIL_EXT
Field length is eight characters. File extension.

ALSMFEH_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object TYPEDSN – Type Data Sets

ALSMFEH_RS_DSN_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALSMFEH_RS_DSN_REC_ID
Field length is two characters. The Record ID of the updated data set name.

ALSMFEH_RS_DSN_DSN_TYP
Field length is two characters. Data set type, PO/PS.

ALSMFEH_RS_DSN_DSN
Field length is forty-four characters. Updated data set name.

ALSMFEI_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object DEST – Destination

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_DEST_ID
Field length is eight characters. Destination name.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_DESC
Field length is thirty characters. Destination description.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_XMIT_CD
Field length is one character. Transmission method code.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_NOD
Field length is sixteen characters. Transmission method remote node name.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_COMPLEM
Field length is one character. Ship complementary files, Y/N.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_HST_PFX
Field length is fourteen characters. Host data set prefix.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_HST_DSP
Field length is one character. Host data set disposition.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_HST_UNT
Field length is eight characters. Host data set unit.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_HST_VOL
Field length is six characters. Host data set volume.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_PFX
Field length is fourteen characters. Remote data set prefix.
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ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_DSP
Field length is one character. Remote data set disposition.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_UNT
Field length is eight characters. Remote data set unit.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_VOL
Field length is six characters. Remote data set volume.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_IP_NAME
Field length is sixty-three characters. Remote TCP/IP for the XCOM transmission method.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_IP_PORT
Field length is five characters. Remote Port for the XCOM transmission method.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_HUSSPFX
Field length is seven hundred thirty-two characters. Host USS prefix.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_HUSSDSP
Field length is one character. Host USS disposition.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RUSSPFX
Field length is seven hundred thirty-two characters. Remote USS prefix.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RUSSDSP
Field length is one character. Remote USS disposition.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_JC1
Field length is seventy-two characters. Remote JCL jobcard 1.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_JC2
Field length is seventy-two characters. Remote JCL jobcard 2.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_JC3
Field length is seventy-two characters. Remote JCL jobcard 3.

ALSMFEI_RS_DST_RMT_JC4
Field length is seventy-two characters. Remote JCL jobcard 4.

ALSMFEJ_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object DSNMAP – Data Set Mapping Rules

ALSMFEJ_RS_DMR_DEST
Field length is eight characters. Data set mapping rule destination name.

ALSMFEJ_RS_DMR_DESC
Field length is forty characters. Data set mapping rule description.

ALSMFEJ_RS_DMR_HST_DSN
Field length is forty-four characters. Name or mask of the host data set name.

ALSMFEJ_RS_DMR_HMBRCYL
Field length is three characters. Number of members per cylinder.

ALSMFEJ_RS_DMR_RMT_DSN
Field length is forty-four characters. Name or mask of the remote data set name.

ALSMFEK_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object USSMAP – USS Mapping Rules

ALSMFEK_RS_UMR_DEST
Field length is eight characters. USS mapping rule destination name.

ALSMFEK_RS_UMR_DESC
Field length is forty characters. USS mapping rule description.
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ALSMFEK_RS_UMR_HST_PTH
Field length is seven hundred sixty-eight characters. Name or mask of the host USS path name.

ALSMFEK_RS_UMR_RMT_PTH
Field length is seven hundred sixty-eight characters. Name or mask of the remote USS path name.

ALSMFEL_RS Response Structure Fields for Admin Object CLONE – Clone System

ALSMFEL_RS_CSY_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALSMFEL_RS_CSY_DESC
Field length is fifty characters. System description.

ALSMFEL_RS_CSY_FRM_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Clone from Environment.

ALSMFEL_RS_CSY_FRM_SYS
Field length is eight characters. Clone from System.

ALSMFEL_RS_CSY_INC_SBS
Field length is one character. Include Subsystems, Y/N.

ALSMFEL_RS_CSY_INC_TYP
Field length is one character. Include Types, Y/N.

List Stage

The List Stage API function call extracts information about stages in Endevor that satisfies the criteria you define in the
ALSTG_RQ request structure.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALSTG_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
stage. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file output DD
name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALSTG

COBOL: ECHALSTG

ALSTG_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALSTG_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALSTG_RQ_PATH
Field length is one character.
Mapping path:
L-for Logical
P-for Physical. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALSTG_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request.
A-for return All. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALSTG_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character.
Mapping argument:
A-for Search All the way up the map.
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B-for Search Between the two specified environments and stages.
N-for No Search. Only choice when environment is not explicit.
E-for Search next specified environment/stage then up the map.
R-for Search the Range, between and including the specified environments and stages.

ALSTG_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

(Optional) ALSTG_RQ_TOENV
Field length is eight characters. To Environment name. If specified, this field cannot contain a wildcard character.

ALSTG_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. This field can be a wildcard character.

(Optional) ALSTG_RQ_TOSTG_ID
Field length is one character. To Stage ID. If specified, this field cannot contain a wildcard character.

If you specify 'B', or 'R' for the ALSTG_RQ_SEARCH search argument, you must specify the To Environment in the
ALSTG_RQ_TOENV field and the To Stage Id in the ALSTG_RQ_TOSTG field. You cannot use a wildcard. In addition,
these fields will be ignored unless the 'B' or 'R' search field is also specified.

ALSTG_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALSTG_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following:

ALSTG_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALSTG_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

ALSTG_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALSTG_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALSTG_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number

ALSTG_RS_TITLE
Field length is 20 characters. Title

ALSTG_RS_DSN
Field length is 44 characters. MCF data set name

ALSTG_RS_ENTRY
Field length is one character.
Stage entry stage:
Y-yes, entry stage
N-no, not an entry stage

ALSTG_RS_STG_PSAS
Field length is one character.
Promotion package stop-at-stage indicator:
Y-yes, promotion package processing will be interrupted at this stage to allow the package to be shipped from this
location.
N-no, promotion package processing will not be interrupted at this stage.

ALSTG_RS_NXT_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Next Environment ID as defined in the logical map
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ALSTG_RS_NXT_STG#
Field length is one character. Next Stage number as defined in the logical map.

List Subsystem

The Endevor List Subsystem API function call extracts MCF subsystem information that satisfies the criteria defined in the
ALSBS_RQ request structure.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALSBS_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
subsystem. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file
output DD name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALSBS

COBOL: ECHALSBS

ALSBS_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALSBS_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALSBS_RQ_PATH
Field length is one character.
Mapping path:
L-for Logical
P-for Physical. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALSBS_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request.
A-for return all records that satisfy the request. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALSBS_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character.
Mapping argument:
A-for Search All the way up the map.
B-for Search Between the two specified environments and stages.
N-for No Search. Only choice when environment is not explicit.
E-for Search next specified environment/stage then up the map.
R-for Search the Range, between and including the specified environments and stages.

ALSBS_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

(Optional) ALSBS_RQ_TOENV
Field length is eight characters. To Environment name. If specified, this field cannot contain a wildcard character.

ALSBS_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. This field can contain a wildcard character.

(Optional) ALSBS_RQ_TOSTG_ID
Field length is one character. To Stage ID. If specified, this field cannot contain a wildcard character.

ALSBS_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALSBS_RQ_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name. This field can contain a wildcard character.
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You can use a wildcard on the environment specification. On a non-explicit environment request specification, subsystem
data is extracted individually from each location (environment/stage) that meets its selection criteria. The Path, Search
and Return options are restricted as shown in the prior table. Mapped data extraction is valid only when the environment
name is explicitly specified.

On non-explicit environment specifications, a blank stage-id value returns one subsystem response record per
environment. An asterisk, “*”, must be used to get both records per environment.

If you specify 'B', or 'R' for the ALSBS_RQ_SEARCH search argument, you must specify the To Environment in the
ALSBS_RQ_TOENV field and the To Stage Id in the ALSBS_RQ_TOSTG_ID field. You cannot use a wildcard. In addition,
these fields will be ignored unless you also specify the 'B' or 'R' search field.

ALSBS_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALSBS_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following list.

ALSBS_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID.

ALSBS_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name.

ALSBS_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.

ALSBS_RS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.

ALSBS_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name.

ALSBS_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID.

ALSBS_RS_STG_REL
Field length is 4 zoned decimal characters. Relative mapped stage number.

ALSBS_RS_UPD_CNT
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Record update count.

ALSBS_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Update date.

ALSBS_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Update time.

ALSBS_RS_UPD_USER
Field length is eight characters. Update user ID.

ALSBS_RS_TITLE
Field length is 50 characters. Subsystem title.

ALSBS_RS_NXT_SBS
Field length is eight characters. Next subsystem name in path.

ALSBS_RS_FMID
Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Record created release ID.

ALSYS_RS_PREGEXC
Field length is one character. Exclude the Subsystem from the duplicate element processor output Type check
flag. Value Y for Yes. Value N for No.
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List System

The list system API function call extracts information about systems from MCF files that satisfies the criteria you define in
the ALSYS_RQ request structure.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALSYS_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
system. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file output
DD name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALSYS

COBOL: ECHALSYS

ALSYS_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the 12-character API header is the data area of the ALSYS_RQ request structure. The request
structure is where you set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list:

ALSYS_RQ_PATH
Field length is one character.
Mapping path:
L-for Logical
P-for Physical. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALSYS_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
F-for return only the first record that satisfies the request.
A-for return all records that satisfy the request. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALSYS_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character.
Mapping argument:
A-for Search All the way up the map.
B-for Search Between the two specified environments and stages.
N-for No Search. Only choice when environment is not explicit.
E-for Search next specified environment/stage then up the map.
R-for Search the Range, between and including the specified environments and stages.

ALSYS_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. You can use a wildcard character in this field.

(Optional) ALSYS_RQ_TOENV
Field length is eight characters. To Environment name. If specified, it cannot contain a wildcard character.

ALSYS_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. You can use a wildcard character in this field.

(Optional) ALSYS_RQ_TOSTG_ID
Field length is one character. To Stage ID. If specified, it cannot contain a wildcard character.

ALSYS_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name. You can use a wildcard character in this field.

If you specify 'B', or 'R' for the ALSYS_RQ_SEARCH search argument, you must specify the To Environment in the
ALSYS_RQ_TOENV field and the To Stage Id in the ALSYS_RQ_TOSTG_ID field. You cannot use a wildcard. In addition,
these fields will be ignored unless you also specify the 'B' or 'R' search field.
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On a non-explicit environment request specification, system data is extracted individually from each location (environment/
stage) that meets its selection criteria. The Path, Search and Return options are restricted as shown in the prior table.
Mapped data extraction is valid only when the environment name is explicitly specified.

ALSYS_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALSYS_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following:

ALSYS_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site ID

ALSYS_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name

ALSYS_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

ALSYS_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALSYS_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALSYS_RS_STG_REL
Field length is 4 zoned decimal characters. Relative mapped stage number

ALSYS_RS_UPD_CNT
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Record update count

ALSYS_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Update date.

ALSYS_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Update time.

ALSYS_RS_UPD_USER
Field length is eight characters. Update user ID

ALSYS_RS_TITLE
Field length is 50 characters. System title

ALSYS_RS_NXT_SYS
Field length is eight characters. Next system name in path

ALSYS_RS_LOADLIB
Field length is 44 characters. Processor load library

ALSYS_RS_LISTING
Field length is 44 characters. Processor listing library

ALSYS_RS_COMMENT
Field length is one character. Comment Required flag. Value is Y for Yes or No for No.

ALSYS_RS_CCID
Field length is one character. CCID Required flag. Value is Y for Yes or No for No.

ALSYS_RS_SISO1
Field length is one character. Signout Required flag. Value is Y for Yes or No for No.

ALSYS_RS_SISO2
Field length is one character. Validate Retrieve Dataset flag. Value is Y for Yes or No for No.
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ALSYS_RS_JUMP
Field length is one character. Jump Option Required flag. Value is Y for Yes or No for No.

ALSYS_RS_BAK_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Backup date.

ALSYS_RS_BAK_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Backup Time.

ALSYS_RS_FMID
Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Record created release ID

ALSYS_RS_DREG
Field length is one character. Duplicate element name registration checking feature. Values are Y for Yes or N for
No.

ALSYS_RS_DREGS
Field length is one character. Duplicate element name registration check message severity level. Values are Y for
Yes or N for No.

ALSYS_RS_PREG
Field length is one character. Duplicate processor output type registration checking feature. Values are Y for Yes
or N for No.

ALSYS_RS_PREGS
Field length is one character. Duplicate processor output registration check message severity level. Acceptable
values are blank, W, C or E.

ALSYS_RS_PREGXSBS
Field length is one character. Duplicate element processor output Type registration check across Subsystems
flag. Value Y for Yes. Value N for No.

ALSYS_RS_EAURET
Field length is one character. Element Level Auto Age Retention flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSYS_RS_EAURETM
Field length is three characters. Number of months to retain element levels.

ALSYS_RS_CAURET
Field length is one character. Component Level Auto Age Retention flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALSYS_RS_CAURETM
Field length is three characters. Number of months to retain component levels.

List Type

The Endevor List Type API function call extracts information about types from the MCF that meet the criteria you define in
the ALTYP_RQ request structure.

Depending on the response file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field value, the first of the last response structure is placed in
your defined response area, ALTYP_RS. This allows you to check the response quickly if you are looking for a specific
type. The API also writes all responses generated by your request to an external data set if you specified a file output DD
name in the control structure.

Assembler: ENHALTYP

COBOL: ECHALTYP
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ALTYP_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALTYP_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list:

ALTYP_RQ_PATH
Field length is one character.
Mapping path:
'L' for Logical
'P' for Physical. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALTYP_RQ_RETURN
Field length is one character.
'F' for return only the first record that satisfies the request.
'A' for return all records that satisfy the request. Only choice when environment is not explicit.

ALTYP_RQ_SEARCH
Field length is one character.
Mapping argument:
'A' for Search All the way up the map.
'B' for Search Between the two specified environments and stages.
'N' for No Search Only choice when environment is not explicit, or when specifying a single stage environment .
'E' for Search next specified environment/stage then up the map.
'R' for Search the Range, between and including the specified environments and stages.

ALTYP_RQ_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name. You can use a wildcard character in this field.

(Optional) ALTYP_RQ_TOENV
Field length is eight characters. To Environment name. If specified, this field cannot contain a wildcard character.

ALTYP_RQ_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID. This field can contain a wildcard character.

(Optional) ALTYP_RQ_TOSTG_ID
Field length is one character. To Stage ID. If specified, this field cannot contain a wildcard character.

ALTYP_RQ_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name. This field can contain a wildcard character.

ALTYP_RQ_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name. This field can contain a wildcard character

If you specify 'B' or 'R' for the ALTYP_RQ_SEARCH search argument, you must specify the To Environment in the
ALTYP_RQ_TOENV field and the To Stage Id in the ALTYP_RQ_TOSTG_ID field. You cannot use a wildcard. In addition,
these fields will be ignored unless you also specify the 'B' or 'R' search field. On a non-explicit environment request
specification, type data is extracted individually from each location (environment/stage) that meets its selection criteria.
The Path, Search, and Return options are restricted as shown in the prior table. Mapped data extraction is valid only when
the environment name is explicitly specified.

ALTYP_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALTYP_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following list.

ALTYP_RS_SITE
Field length is one character. Site name

ALTYP_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name
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ALTYP_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name

ALTYP_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name

ALTYP_RS_TYPENBR
Field length is two characters. Type number ID

ALTYP_RS_STG_NAME
Field length is eight characters. Stage name

ALTYP_RS_STG_ID
Field length is one character. Stage ID

ALTYP_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number

ALTYP_RS_STG_REL
Field length is 4 zoned decimal characters. Relative mapped stage number

ALTYP_RS_UPD_CNT
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters. Record update count

ALTYP_RS_UPD_DATE
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (YYYYMMDD). Update date.

ALTYP_RS_UPD_TIME
Field length is eight zoned decimal characters (HHMMSSTT). Update time.

ALTYP_RS_UPD_USER
Field length is eight characters. Update user ID

ALTYP_RS_FMID
Field length is five zoned decimal characters. Record created release ID

ALTYP_RS_NXT_TYP
Field length is eight characters. Next type name in path

ALTYP_RS_DESC
Field length is 50 characters. Type description

ALTYP_RS_DPGRPNME
Field length is eight characters. Default processor group name

ALTYP_RS_DATAFMT
Field length is one character. Format of this type of data. Possible values are B, for Binary; T, for TEXT; or blank,
for not specified.

ALTYP_RS_FILEEXT
Field length is eight characters. File extension associated with this type of data. Possible values for this 8-
character field are: a-z, A-Z, 0-9 or blanks. Trailing blanks are supported, embedded blanks are not.

ALTYP_RS_EXTLANG
Field length is eight characters. Language

ALTYP_RS_INTLANG
Field length is eight characters. PV/LB Language

ALTYP_RS_REPCT
Field length is two characters. Regression percent

ALTYP_RS_RESEV
Field length is one character. Regression severity
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ALTYP_RS_SLEN
Field length is five characters. Source length

ALTYP_RS_CMPFR
Field length is five characters. Compare from

ALTYP_RS_CMPTO
Field length is five characters. Compare to

ALTYP_RS_AUCON
Field length is one character. Auto Consolidate flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALTYP_RS_AULTC
Field length is three characters. Consolidate level

ALTYP_RS_AUCLE
Field length is three characters. Auto consolidate level

ALTYP_RS_CAUCO
Field length is one character. Component Auto Consolidate flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALTYP_RS_CULTC
Field length is three characters. Component consolidate level

ALTYP_RS_CAUCL
Field length is three characters. Component auto consolidate level

ALTYP_RS_SOEXI
Field length is one character. Expand include in source output library. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALTYP_RS_DELTY
Field length is one character.
F-Forward element delta
R-Reverse element delta
I-Image element delta
L-Log element delta

ALTYP_RS_CDELTY
Field length is one character.
F-Forward component delta
R-Reverse component delta

ALTYP_RS_CMPBA
Field length is one character. Compress Base flag. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALTYP_RS_NNCR
Field length is one character. Not encrypted element name. Value Y for Yes and N for No.

ALTYP_RS_ODSTYP
Field length is two characters. Source output data set type:
PO / PV / LB

ALTYP_RS_ODSNME
Field length is 44 characters. Source output data set name

ALTYP_RS_IDSTYP
Field length is two characters.
Include data set type:
PO / PV / LB

ALTYP_RS_IDSNME
Field length is 44 characters. Include data set name
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ALTYP_RS_BDSTYP
Field length is two characters.
Base data set type:
PO / PV / LB / EL / VK

ALTYP_RS_BDSNME
Field length is 44 characters. Base data set name

ALTYP_RS_UDSTYP
Field length is two characters.
Update data set type:
PO / PV / LB / EL / VK

ALTYP_RS_UDSNME
Field length is 44 characters. Update data set name

ALTYP_RS_ELRECFM
Field length is one character. Element Recfm: N/F/V

ALTYP_RS_USSD
Field length is four characters. USS record delimiter

SCL Format Action

The Endevor SCL Format Action method of building requests is used to enable your user-written program to build and
pass free-form SCL statements.

The SCL is passed to and processed by existing Endevor batch utility programs. Note that SCL formatted input cannot be
used by an API client program from within an Endevor processor.

Assembler: ENHAUSCL

COBOL: ECHAUSCL

AUSCL_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the AUSCL_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained next.

AUSCL_RQ_SCLTYPE
Field length is one character.
Type of SCL request. All the SCL specified in a request must be for the same type.
The following values are valid:
A

For environment administration actions
C

For CSV actions
E

For element actions
P

For package actions
S

For package ship actions
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X
For Batch ACM Query utility actions.

Assembler:

AUSCL_RQ_SCL
Field length is 2000 characters, but is treated as 25 eighty-character fields by the API. Therefore, the SCL syntax
must be coded in positions 1-72 of each field. Positions 73-80 will be treated as comments. The syntax must
conform to the standards described in Rules for Coding Syntax.

• --or--

AUSCL_RQ_SCL1 through AUSCL_RQ_SCL25
Field length is 80 characters.
Contains the SCL statements. One or more actions can be coded in one request; however, they all must be for
the same SCL type. The SCL can include comments.
For the package ship actions (type S), only one action can be coded in each request and the destination ID value
must be located in the first 65 characters.

COBOL:

AUSCL-RQ-SCL
Field length is PIC X(80) and occurs 25 times.
Contains the SCL statements. One or more actions can be coded in one request; however, they all must be for
the same SCL type. The SCL can include comments.
For the package ship actions (type S), only one action can be coded in each request and the destination ID value
must be located in the first 65 characters.

AUSCL_RQ_RESERVE
Field length is three characters. **Reserved field.**

SCL Format Action Execution

To execute the API SCL action, use the same JCL that you use to execute any other API request. The API control
structure (AACTL) is required for each request and it must include the two data fields AACTL_LIST_DDN and
AACTL_MSG_DDN for the response and messages files. Special considerations regarding the JCL and the API control
structure are described in the following sections.

NOTE
Additional requirements apply to SCL package ship (type S) actions. For details, see API SCL Package Ship
Feature.

AACTL_LIST_DDN Response File

Response structure records for API requests that return responses are written to the AACTL_LIST_DDN field. Because
the API SCL function does not return response records, this field should be left blank. If coded, the API SCL function
ignores it. Due to field validation logic, if you do code a value in this field, you must include a DD statement in your JCL.

For the CSV actions (type C), the CSV utility returns responses that are written to the DD name specified on the optional
CSV SCL clause TO DDNAME. If this clause is not specified, the default DD name of APIEXTR is assumed. A DD
statement must be specified in your JCL for the APIEXTR file or the overriding name you code on the TO DDNAME SCL
clause.

AACTL_MSG_DDN Message File

The API SCL function messages are written to the message file named in the AACTL_MSG_DDN field. You must add
a cooresponding DDN to the JCL. This message file data set name should be different than the names of the action
execution message files used by the batch utilities (C1MSGS1, C1BMXLOG and BSTRPTS). If one of the reserved DD
names is coded in this field, messages echoed back by the API SCL function and the action execution messages can be
intermingled in the execution reports.
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Action Execution Message File

Based on the value you code in the AUSCL_RQ_SCLTYPE request structure field, the API calls one of the existing
batch utility programs to execute the actions. A DD statement must be specified in the JCL to collect the action execution
messages returned by the batch utility programs. C1MSGS1 is required for all of the following SCL request types: the
batch environment administration (type A); the CSV utility (type C); the batch element (type E); and the batch package
(type P). The output from the batch facility execution report is written to the C1MSGS1 file and displays the action
execution report and the action summary report (unless you have added a separate DD for C1MSGS2 in your JCL).

NOTE
When running in Foreground (or under Quickedit) the DDname C1MSGS1 is not allocated by default. Therefore,
if an API is executed, for example if the API is called by an Exit, you must ensure that this DD and any other
DDs required by your exit have been allocated prior to the exit. The output from the batch ship facility is written
to the C1BMXLOG file.

DD Names Coded in the SCL

If the SCL you code in the AUSCL_RQ_SCL field contains the DDNAME keyword, a DD statement must be coded in the
JCL for each DD name value. The CSV actions (type C) and some of the element actions (type E) support the optional DD
name clause.

NOTE
For more information on ship actions, see API SCL Package Ship Feature.

API SCL Example

For this example, assume you submit an API SCL CSV action (type C) and your user program set the API list file
(AACTL_LIST_DDN) to a value of SCLLIST and the API SCL message file (AACTL_MSG_DDN) to a value of CSVMSG,
and the SCL contains the TO DDN ddname clause with a file name of CSVLIST. Then the JCL must include DD
statements for the CSVMSG, C1MSGS1, and CSVLIST files. Also, the JCL must include a DD statement for SCLLIST,
although it is ignored by the API SCL function.

The resulting API SCL message file, CSVMSG, shows that the TO LIST DD name of SCLLIST is ignored by the API for
the SCL request and a warning message is issued to inform the user. The return code is set to a value of 4, because a
warning message was issued.

13:39:07   API0101I     BEGINNING OF API ACTION PROCESSING

                 API0100I     API SCL REQUEST

                 API0100I     TO LIST DDNAME: SCLLIST

                 API0100I     MESSAGE DDNAME: CSVMSG

                 API0100I     SCL TYPE: C

                 API0100I     SCL COMMANDS:

                 API0100I     LIST PAC ID FHBEXEC1 TO DDN CSVLIST.

                 API0100I

13:39:07   API0078W   THE AACTL_LIST_DDN FIELD VALUE, SCLLIST IS IGNORED

                                     BY THE API SCL FUNCTION

13:39:07   API0102I       DISPATCHING API ACTION

13:39:12   API0000W    WARNING(S) DETECTED, PROCESSING COMPLETE

                 API0100I

13:39:12   API0000I      PROCESSING COMPLETE - RC=00004 REASON=00000

The resulting action execution messages are written to the CSV execution message file, C1MSGS1, and the CSV file is
written to the file coded on the SCL TO DDNAME clause, CSVLIST.

                                                             S Y N T A X  R E Q U E S T

REQUESTED BY:   USER02
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                      STATEMENT #1

                       LIST PAC ID FHBEXEC1 TO DDN CSVLIST.

                       STATEMENT #2

                       EOF STATEMENT GENERATED

                    END OF SYNTAX REQUEST REPORT, HIGHEST RC=00

                       E N D E V O R  A P I  E X E C U T I O N  R E P O R T

13:39:09    API0101I   BEGINNING OF API ACTION PROCESSING

                  API0100I   LIST PACKAGE HEADER INFO

                  API0100I         PACKAGE ID: FHBEXEC1

                  API0100I        TO   DDNAME: CSVLIST

                  API0100I        MESSAGE DDNAME: C1MSGS1

                  API0100I        STATUS SELECTION OPTIONS:

                  API0100I                     IN-EDIT.....: Y IN-APPROVAL: Y

                  API0100I                      DENIED......: Y APPROVED...: Y

                  API0100I                      IN_EXECUTION: Y EXECUTED...: Y

                  API0100I                      COMMITTED...: Y

                  API0100I

13:39:09   API0102I   DISPATCHING API ACTION

13:39:11   API0000I   RETURNED COUNT=00000001, SELECTED COUNT=00000001

13:39:11   API0000I  PROCESSING COMPLETE - RC=00000 REASON=00000

API SCL Package Ship Feature

You can use Change Manager Enterprise Workbench or your own API program to ship Endevor package outputs (source,
object, listing, or load modules) or package backout members from a host site to another site. A package is eligible to be
shipped if the package status is executed (the package has been successfully executed) and backout records exist for this
package.

How API SCL Package Ship Works

When you request a package ship action using an API program, the request is processed as follows.

• The API Interface program processes package ship requests as API SCL function requests of SCL type S.
• The API Interface performs shipment tasks by invoking the appropriate PROC based on the transmission method

specified in the package data set's destination definition.
• The ship request is submitted to the Endevor host site's Package Ship utility.
• All action processing is handled by the Endevor batch facilities, including security calls.
• An email confirmation is sent to the user who submitted the ship request, provided the ship confirmation feature is

enabled.

How to Install the API SCL Package Ship Feature

To ship packages using an API program, the API SCL Package Ship feature must be enabled at the Endevor host site.

WARNING
Before attempting to use the API SCL Package Ship feature, we recommend that you make sure the Package
Ship facility is operating properly at your site. Prior to using the Package Ship facility, several of the members
delivered in the Endevor iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL library must be edited to meet your site's requirements.

NOTE
For more information about Package Ship, see Build, Track, and Confirm Package Shipments.
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Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the API Ship PROCs in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL library, for the transmission methods you plan to use, are
properly edited. The editing occurred as part of the installation procedure.

NOTE
The PACKAGE SHIP JCL for the local transmission method submits JCL to the internal reader. By doing so,
Package Ship no longer allocates a data set for the AHJOB file. If operation of Package Ship at your site
requires customization of the AHJOB file, then it may be necessary to prevent the submission of the JCL
to the internal reader. The procedure 'SHIPLOCL', which performs the Package Ship for local processing,
contains a DDNAME, 'APIRDR'. This DDNAME directs Package Ship to use the internal reader for the
AHJOB submission. You can override the use of the internal reader by commenting out this statement.

2. Copy the PROCs into the procedure library defined at your site.
3. Optional. To use CONNECT: Direct as a transmission method to ship packages, you must enable this option.
4. Optional. To use XCOM Data Transport as the transmission method to ship packages, you must enable this option.
5. Edit the host JOB statement.
6. Optional. Edit the remote confirmation JCL to enable email notification when a package ship action is submitted.

API Ship PROCs

The following API Ship PROCs are delivered in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL library. A PROC is provided for each transmission
method.

SHIPBDT1
For transmission method Bulk Data Transfer using the NJE/NJI

SHIPBDT2
For transmission method Bulk Data Transfer version 2

SHIPCONN
For transmission method CONNECT:Direct

SHIPNVFT
For transmission method File Transfer Program (FTP)

SHIPLOCL
For transmission method Local (IEBCOPY)

SHIPXCOM
For transmission method XCOM Data Transport

Enable the CONNECT Direct Transmission Method for API SCL Package Ship

If you plan to use CONNECT:Direct as a transmission method to ship packages, you must enable this option.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the name of the CONNECT: Direct Control Card File. There are several skeleton and macro files delivered with
Endevor that contain this file name. Verify that the name of this data set is correctly specified in each of the following
files.
a. Member C1BMXNDM - Skeleton JCL in iprfx.iqual.CSIQSENU
b. Member #PSNWDMT - Macro in iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN
c. Member #PSNWDM8 - Macro in iprfx.iqual:CSIQOPTN
d. Member SHIPCONN - PROC in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL

2. Ensure that the CONNECT: Direct started tasks defined at your local and remote locations have read access to the
following temporary data set,which holds the CONNECT:Direct control card statements. The API SHIP facility creates
this temporary data set to hold the CONNECT: Direct control card statements necessary to process your API SCL
Package Ship request. The data set name has the following format:
&PREFIX..D&SHIPDATE..T&SHIPTIME..CONNCMD.FILE
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PREFIX
Indicates the 1- to 8- character HLQ. If the user did not specify a prefix value, then the HLQ is set to the MODHLI
field value defined in the C1DEFLTS table; however, if the MODHL1 parameter value is blank, then the current
user ID is used.

D&SHIPDATE
Indicates the date of the request. The date format is YYMMDD.

T&SHIPTIME
Indicates the time of the request. The time format is HHMMSS.

CONNCMD.FILE
Identifies the file name's hard coded value.

Enable the XCOM Data Transport Transmission Method for API Package Ship

If you plan to use the XCOM Data Transport transmission method to ship packages, you must enable this option.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the name of the XCOM Data Transport Control Card File. There are several skeleton and macro files delivered
with Endevor that contain this file name. Verify that the name of this data set is correctly specified in each of the
following files.
a. Member C1BMXCOM - Skeleton JCL in iprfx.iqual.CSIQSENU
b. Member #PSXCOME - Macro in iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN
c. Member #PSXCOMT - Macro in iprfx.iqual:CSIQOPTN
d. Member #PSXCOMB - Macro in iprfx.iqual:CSIQOPTN
e. Member SHIPCOM - PROC in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL

2. Ensure that the XCOM Data Transport started tasks defined at your local and remote locations have read access to
the following temporary data set, which holds the XCOM Data Transport control card statements. The API SHIP facility
creates this temporary data set to hold the XCOM Data Transport control card statements necessary to process your
API SCL Package Ship request. The data set has the following format:
&PREFIX..D&SHIPDATE..T&SHIPTIME..XCOMCMD.FILE

PREFIX
Indicates the 1- to 8- character HLQ. If the user did not specify a prefix value, then the HLQ is set to the MODHLI
field value defined in the C1DEFLTS table; however, if the MODHL1 parameter value is blank, then the current
user ID is used.

D&SHIPDATE
Indicates the date of the request. The date format is YYMMDD.

T&SHIPTIME
Indicates the time of the request. The time format is HHMMSS.

XCOMCMD.FILE
Identifies the file name's hard coded value.

Edit the host JOB Statement for API Package Ship

The JCL necessary to execute the API SCL Ship action is the same as the JCL you use to execute any other API request,
with one exception; the APIHJC DD statement containing the location of the host JOB card template must be specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the information in the host JOB statement meets the standards at your site. A copy of the host JOB
statement template is delivered in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL member name SHIPHJC.

2. Create a member for each user, named by user ID, within this JOB statement or within another PDS.The USER and
PASSWORD parameters are required by the ship facility. Usually, you need unique JOB statements for each user.
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NOTE
The ship facility will automatically replace all the occurrences of the $USERID symbolic parameter with the
current USERID mask value at runtime. You may want to use $USERID, if one JOB statement format is valid
for all users.

3. Edit the APIHJC DD statement in the API SCL Ship JCL to specify the location of the PDS containing these JOB
statements.

4. If you are using Change Manager Enterprise Workbench, edit the Change Manager Enterprise Workbench started task
to specify the location of the PDS containing these JOB statements.

5. Edit the C1BMXHJC DD statement in any of the API Ship PROCs you plan to use to specify the location of the PDS
containing these JOB statements.

NOTE
If you specify the name of the PDS containing these members in the API SCL Ship JCL (or Change Manager
Enterprise Workbench started task) without specifying a member name on the DD statement, Endevor
defaults the member name to the current user ID. If the member name &SHIPPER is specified on the
C1BMXHJC DD statement in the API Ship PROCs, the member name of the current user ID is used.

6. If you want to disable the ship host confirmation notification feature, delete or comment out both the Host Confirmation
step (CONFHEX) and Host Confirmation Abend step (CONFHAB).

Enable Ship Confirmation Email Notification

To enable the ship confirmation email notification feature, you must edit the remote confirmation JCL.

NOTE
You must also verify that the Email Notification facility, which is shared with other notification features, is set up
properly.

NOTE
For more information about email notification, see Notification.

NOTE
If you do not want to use the ship confirmation feature, you can disable it using the keyword, SUPPRESS_
SHIPCONF_EMAIL, in the Optional Features Table, ENCOPTBL.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the remote confirmation skeleton JCL, member name SHIPRCN in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL, to meet your site's
requirements. Most of the editing occurred as part of the installation process. Verify that the information in this JCL
meets the standards at you site.Note: The job card information occurs twice within SHIPRCN. Make sure that the
information is correct in both locations.

2. If you move or copy this template to another data set you must modify theC1BMXRCN DD statement in each of the
API SCL PROCs you plan to use to point to this data set. The template can be moved or copied to a sequential data
set or to any PDS using any valid member name.One PROC exists in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL for each transmission
method.

3. We recommend that you specify $USERID, instead of USERID.The ship facility will automatically replace all the
occurrences of the $USERID symbolic parameter with the current USERID mask value.

4. Include a /*ROUTE XEQ hostnode statement as part of the job card, where hostnode is the node name of your host
system.
This enables the confirmation information to be routed back to the hostmachine where the job was initiated.

Example-Job Card for SHIPRCN

 //CONFCOPY EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

 //SYSUT1   DD DATA,DLM=$$

 //$USERIDX JOB (ACCT),'REMOTE CONFIRMATION',

 // CLASS=B,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=$USERID,USER=$USERID,PASSWORD=
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 /*ROUTE XEQ HOSTNODE

 //*

Query API SCL ACM

You can use your API program to extract ACM data using the Batch ACM Query utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Type X in the AUSCL_RQ_SCLTYPE field.
The X indicates that this is a call to the Batch ACM Query utility.

2. Code the SCL statements supported by the Batch ACM Query Utility in the AUSCL_RQ_SCL fields, depending upon
the type of information you want to extract.
a. To extract a list of elements that use the component you specify, use the SCL of the List Elements Using

Components function.
b. To extract a list of components used by the element you specify, use the SCL of the List Components Used by

Elements function.
3. Ensure that the JCL used to execute your program includes all the output DD statements that are required by the

Batch ACM Query utility: ACMOUT, ACMMSGS1, and optionally ACMMSGS2.

Validate Fingerprints

The Validate Fingerprints action compares the fingerprint entry that is in the element with the fingerprint of this element
that is in Endevor.

If the element does not exist, it will be returned in the 'notfound' part of the response JSON. If the element exist, but the
fingerprint is different than the one provided in the request JSON, it will be returned in the 'changed' part of the response
JSON. If the element exists and the fingerprint matches the one in Endevor, it will not show up in the response JSON.

Assembler: ENHALFIN
COBOL: ECHALFIN

ALFIN_RQ Request Structure Fields

Immediately following the header is the data area of the ALFIN_RQ request structure. The request structure is where you
set your selection criteria. All request selection fields are explained in the following list.

ALFIN_RQ_DDNAME
The dataset that contains a list of elements to be verified. The content of the dataset including element name,
environment name, stg number, system name, subsystem name, element type and fingerprint. It is in CSV format.
For example:
"ELMNAME","ENVIRONMENT","STGNUM","SYSNAME","SBSNAME","TYPENAME","FINGERPRINT"

"TESTEL1","DEV","1","MYSYS1","MYSBS1","ASMPGM","FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF"

"TESTELEM","DEV","1","MYSYS1","MYSBS1","ASMPGM","8765432187654321"

"TESTEL3","DEV","1","MYSYS1","MYSBS1","ASMPGM","111122223333EEEE"

ALFIN_RS Response Structure Fields

Immediately following its header is the data area of the ALFIN_RS response structure. The information contained in the
response structure is explained in the following lists.

ALFIN_RS_ENV
Field length is eight characters. Environment name.

ALFIN_RS_SYSTEM
Field length is eight characters. System name.
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ALFIN_RS_SUBSYS
Field length is eight characters. Subsystem name.

ALFIN_RS_ELEMENT
Field length is 10 characters. Element name.

ALFIN_RS_ ELMNAMEL
Binary (2 bytes)-Length of element name. Possible values are 1 to 255.

ALFIN_RS_TYPE
Field length is eight characters. Type name.

ALFIN_RS_STG_NUM
Field length is one character. Stage number.

ALFIN_RS_ FINGERP
Field length is 16 HEX characters. Element fingerprint.

API Architecture
How to utilize the Endevor API Architecture which allows for the processing of API function calls that are using special API
structures.

How the API Processes an API Function Call

To invoke the API, an application program calls the API interface program, ENA$NDVR, passing it two,
three, or four parameters: the control structure, a request structure, and depending on the function call, a
request extension structure and a response structure. List and extract function calls require all three structures. Element
action function calls require the control and request structures.

On the first function call to the ENA$NDVR interface program, the API server is attached and initialized. The user request
is processed and the results are placed into the response structure if it exists. The control structure is also updated with
return code and reason code information. The API server remains active. The server is available to process requests until
a request is received to shut down the API.

The following diagram shows how the API processes an API function call:

Generally, your program that invokes the API must reside in an APF-authorized library. (No other restrictions apply to
compiling or linking a user program.) However, unauthorized programs can call the following API functions:

• All the LIST inventory functions:
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– List Element
– List Environment
– List Site
– List Stage
– List Subsystem
– List System
– List Type

• All the LIST package functions:
– List Package Action Summary
– List Destination API
– List Package Approvers
– List Package Backout Information
– List Package Cast Report
– List Package Correlation
– List Package Header

• List Package SCL
– Extract Element and Component Request
– List Directory
– Print Element
– Print Member

Users executing an unauthorized program must have the requisite security access to the Endevor data sets for the
function requested. The caller security profile must have sufficient ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF, access to the Endevor
control files (catalog, master, package, base, delta), because the Endevor alternate ID facility is not available when
running in an unauthorized mode.

You can also use the CONAPI utility to execute a program that issues API function calls from an Endevor processor.

NOTE
For more information about this utility, see Processors.

To execute a program that issues API function calls outside of a processor, see Executing an API Program.

All programs that call the API, except for the API List SMF function, are API cross-release compatible. Therefore, you do
not need to reassemble and relink these programs each time you install a new version of the API software. However, to
use any enhancements to a particular structure that are introduced in a new version of Endevor, reassemble and relink
your programs.

If you do not reassemble and relink the programs and they use older versions of structures that have been enhanced, the
API converts the structures so that default values are assumed for new request structure fields and new response fields
are dropped.

If API structure conversion is performed, warning messages are displayed in the JES log, provided an EN$TRCNV DD
statement is present in the JCL used to execute the job. If the return code from the action is zero, the JES return code is
set to a value of 4. Sample warning messages follow:

+AACTL-API STRUCTURE CONVERTED FROM VERSION 1 TO 2

+ALxxx_RQ-API STRUCTURE CONVERTED FROM VERSION 1 TO 3

+AAREB_RQ-API STRUCTURE CONVERTED FROM VERSION 1 TO 2

+ALzzz_RS-API STRUCTURE CONVERTED FROM VERSION 3 TO 2 

To eliminate the warning messages, you can re-assemble and re-link your programs to pick up the latest version of the
structures that were enhanced, or you can remove the EN$TRCNV DD statement from the JCL used to execute the job.
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API Structures

There is one control structure used for all types of function calls and a unique request and response structure for each
type of function call. Each structure consists of a header area, followed by a data area. It is the responsibility of the user
program to initialize all the structures prior to calling the API and to populate some of the data area fields in the control
and request structures.

The API Assembler macros and COBOL copybooks are provided in iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN for each API function call.

The structure naming conventions are as follows:

ExHAACTL
Control structure, where x is N for Assembler macro and C for COBOL copybook.

ExHAEeee
Element actions, where x is N for Assembler macro and C for COBOL copybook, and eee is an element action
such as Add, Generate, or Delete.

ExHAPppp
Package actions, where x is N for Assembler macro and C for COBOL copybook, and ppp is a package action
such as Define or Cast.

ExHALiep
List request, where x is N for Assembler macro and C for COBOL copybook, and iep is one of the inventory,
element or package list actions.

ExHAAREB
Request Extension structure, where x is N for Assembler macro and C for COBOL copybook.

NOTE
AAREB is optional, and is required only when you make requests for actions that reference long-named
elements.For more information, see Long-Named Elements.

The Control Structure

The control structure contains fields that:

• Start up and shutdown the API server.
• Define the message and response files where the information from each function call is placed. Each API function call

opens and closes a response file. If two or more API function calls use the same response file, only the response to
the last function call is maintained; data from the prior function call is overwritten.

• Contain the reason and return codes about the function call that you have performed.

NOTE
For a description of the data areas included in the control structure, see API Control Structure.

Request Structure

The request structure contains the fields that are required to perform an API function call. In this structure, you define
location information and action options.

One unique request structure exists for each type of request. The calling program must populate the fields within this
structure. The structure informs the API which action is being requested, provides the 'to and from' location specifications
and indicates which action options are in effect. In cases where an action option has a default value and you intend to use
the default, you do not need to code the option. Except for several noted cases, such as the SEARCH map option, if you
do not code an option, the option is not enabled.

Request Extension Structure

This request block defines the parameters necessary to process long name elements or USS file structures. If you are not
processing long name elements or USS files, this block can be ignored. If specified, it must be the third parameter in the
calling sequence to the API interface program, ENA$NDVR, following the request block.
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Response Structure

The response structure contains header information followed by the data that is related to the request you made. This
structure does not exist for element and package update type action calls. It is returned for list type action calls. Only one
response structure is returned to the calling program. The data that is returned in the response structure is unique for
each type of request.

The response or list file DDN (AACTL_LIST_DDN) field that is defined in the Control Structure determines which response
record is returned to the calling program in the response structure. If you specify a value in this field, the first response is
returned to the calling program in the response structure.

NOTE
All dates return in DDMMMYY (31JAN02) format and all times return in HH:MM (23:59) format.

API Trace Facilities
The Endevor API provides the API Diagnostic Trace-BC1PAPI and API Internal Trace-EN$TRAPI trace facilities to help
you to debug your code.

When a trace facility is executed, it writes the status and current view of the data to a response file when an API call is
executed. If there is a problem completing the call, the trace facilities record the area in which the error occurred.

You can refer to trace data that is found in BSTERR, BSTAPI, and EN$TRAPI DD name data sets if the return code
and reason code from the API request directs you to. Review the files for error messages that might be recorded in the
files. If an internal error occurs, send all traces to Technical Support. If the optional BSTERR data set (trace error log)
is allocated, then messages that usually are written to the job log and displayed on the console appears instead in the
BSTERR data set.

The API provides the following trace facilities:

API Diagnostic Trace-BC1PAPI
Records diagnostic and informational messages for each API transaction. Run the trace only at the request of
Endevor technical support. To activate the trace, include the following DD statement in your JCL stream:
//BSTAPI   DD  SYSOUT=A

API Internal Trace-EN$TRAPI
Records detailed internal trace information with API data block dumps. Only use this trace to debug a problem. To
activate the trace, include the following DD statement in your JCL stream:
//EN$TRAPI DD  SYSOUT=A

Call the API from an Assembler Program
The Endevor Application Program Interface (API) can be called from an Assembler program using a function call similar to
the one in this sample.

The code:

1. Begins by defining the control structure through the ENHAACTL macro, and the list environment function call request
and response structures through the ENHALENV macro.

2. Initializes the ENHAACTL control structure, sets the API server Shutdown field (AACTL_SHUTDOWN) to 'N', and sets
the DD names of the message and list environment response files.

3. Initializes the list environment function call request and response structures.
4. Defines the search criteria for the function call; in this case, the ALENV_RQ fields are set to conduct a logical search

in all environments and return after finding the first occurrence.
5. Loads the addresses of the ENHAACTL control structure, ALENV_RQ request structure, and ALENV_RS response

structure in a parameter list stored in register 1.
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6. Calls the API server using the ENA$NDVR interface program.

             ENHAACTL DSECT=NO

             ENHALENV DSECT=NO

PARMLIST DC   3F'0'

API$INIT STG=AACTL,BLOCK=AACTL      Initialize the ctl block    

MVC  AACTL_SHUTDOWN,C'N'            Do not shutdown API server  

MVC  AACTL_MSG_DDN,=CL8'MSG3FILE'       Set Message DD name 

MVC  AACTL_LIST_DDN,=CL8'EXT1ELM'       Set DD name for List Env    

API$INIT STG=ALENV_RQ,BLOCK=ALENV_RQ    Initialize the req block    

API$INIT STG=ALENV_RS,BLOCK=ALENV_RS    Initialize the rsp block    

MVI  ALENV_RQ_PATH,C'L'             Set to Logical Search   

MVI  ALENV_RQ_RETURN,C'F'               Set to return first hit 

MVI  ALENV_RQ_SEARCH,C'A'               Set search to ALL   

MVC  ALENV_RQ_ENV,=CL8'PRDENV'      Set the environ name    

LA  R1,PARMLIST                 Set up the parm list    

LA  R14,AACTL                   R1 -> parmlist  

ST  R14,0(0,R1)                 0(,R1) = A(AACTL)   

LA  R14,ALENV_RQ                4(,R1) = A(ALENV_RQ)    

ST  R14,4(0,R1)                 8(,R1) = A(ALENV_RS)    

LA  R14,ALENV_RS

ST  R14,8(0,R1)

OI  8(R1),X'80'                  TURN ON HIGHORDER BIT  

L   R15,=V(ENA$NDVR)

BALR R14,R15                     CALL SERVER THRU ENA$NDVR  

Call the API from a COBOL Program
The Endevor Application Program Interface (API) can be called from a Cobol program using a function call similar to the
one in this sample.

Copybooks are provided for all API structures. Following are examples of API function calls from a COBOL program.

Note that the first parameter refers to a control structure, the second a request structure which is followed by a response
structure:

 Template for List and Extract Function Call

CALL EAC-CASCMMF-APINAME  USING AACTL ALELM-RQ ALELM-RS.

 Template for Element Action Function Call

CALL EAC-CASCMMF-APINAME  USING AACTL AEGEN-RQ.

In the previous examples, EAC-CASCMMF-APINAME contains the name of the API interface program which is set to the
value of ENA$NDVR.

In the first example, ALELM-RQ describes a list element request structure and the ALELM-RS describes the list element
response structure. Through the request structure, Endevor inventory data, pathing information, and return options
are specified. After the API processes the list element request, it places the first response in the list element response
structure, ALELM-RS. All data responses, including the first, are written to the file identified by the AACTL-LIST-DDN field.
If this field is not specified, no responses are written to this file.
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Executing an API Program
The Endevor NDVRC1 program allows you to execute a program that issues Endevor API function calls outside of a
processor.

The Endevor NDVRC1 program facilitates the execution of your API programs. Certain API functions can be called by
programs that reside in unauthorized libraries.

You must execute NDVRC1 and pass the name of your program through the PARM= parameter on the EXEC statement.
If your program requires parameter data, you can append it to the parameter string using a comma to separate the
program name from your parameter data.

For example:

 //STEP1  EXEC PGM=NDVRC1,PARM='TESTAPI1,DATA1,DATA2'

 

In this example, NDVRC1 executes program TESTAPI1 and passes the following parameter information to the program
through register 1:

R1 = 00081010
At address 81010 the following is found: 00081020
At address 81020 the following data (shown in HEX) can be found: 000C6BC4C1E3C1F16BC4C1E3C1F2

Where:length value = 12
parm data = ,data1,data2

NDVRC1 reserves the first eight characters of the PARM parameter for the program name. All other parameters, starting
with the ninth character, are passed to the API program as parameter data. For Assembler programs, register 1 contains
an address that points to the parameter data where the first two bytes contain the parameter length followed by the
parameter data.

NOTE
If you do not want the first comma passed to the program, enter the data immediately after the program name
and omit entering the first comma.

Unauthorized Calling Programs: The following API functions can be executed by your program regardless of whether
your program resides in an authorized or unauthorized library: the LIST inventory functions; the LIST package functions;
the EXTRACT ELEMENT and COMPONENT function; the LIST DIRECTORY function; the PRINT ELEMENT function;
and the PRINT MEMBER function.

To execute these API functions, specify:

 //STEP1  EXEC PGM=myapipgm,PARM='TESTAPI1,DATA1,DATA2' 

 

where myapipgm is the name of your program that resides in an unauthorized load library.

Users executing a unauthorized program must have the requisite security access to the Endevor data sets for the function
requested. The caller's security profile must have sufficient Top Secret, ACF2, or RACF, access to the Endevor control
files (catalog, master, package, base, delta), because the Endevor alternate ID facility is not available when running in an
unauthorized mode.

COBOL Users: NDVRC1 reserves the first eight characters of the PARM parameter for the program name. All other
parameters, starting with the ninth character, are passed to the API program and placed into the LINKAGE SECTION
storage provided in the API program. The API program must contain the PROCEDURE DIVISION USING storage clause,
where storage is the 01-level name of the variable specified in the LINKAGE SECTION.

Using the same parameter information as shown in the Assembler example, the storage defined in the LINKAGE
SECTION must be defined as 14 bytes in length and contain the two byte-length value (000C) in binary, PIC 9(2) COMP,
followed by the 12 bytes of parameter data (,data1,data2) in character format, PIC X(12).
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Initialize API Structures
Initialize the Endevor Application Program Interface (API) structures in both your Assembler and COBOL programs to
enable the use of API function calls.

Before you issue an Endevor API function call, you must first initialize the control, request, request extension and
response structures passed with the API function call. It is the responsibility of the user program to initialize all the
structures prior to calling the API and to populate some of the data area fields in the control and request structures.

The following sections explain how to initialize API structures in Assembler and COBOL programs.

Assembler Programs

Assembler users can use the API$INIT macro to initialize the control, request, and response structures. Each structure
has a fixed formatted header and can be initialized by using API$INIT.

NOTE
The twelve-character header must not be initialized or modified by the user program. If it is, the API function
call fails with an "invalid request structure" error condition. The initialization macro, API$INIT properly sets the
header information.

To initialize the ENHAACTL control structure, use this statement:

API$INIT STG=AACTL,BLOCK=AACTL

To initialize a request or response structure, use this API$INIT syntax:

API$INIT STG=structure_name,BLOCK=structure_name

where structure-name is the name of the API macro request or response structure.

For example, these statements initialize the request and response structure for the list environment macro, ENHLENV:

API$INIT STG=ALENV_RQ,BLOCK=ALENV_RQ

API$INIT STG=ALENV_RS,BLOCK=ALENV_RS

COBOL Programs

To initialize API storage structures in COBOL programs, move blanks, zeros, or explicit values in the fields, depending on
the field type.

NOTE
COBOL copybook field names are similar to the names used by the Assembler macros except:

• COBOL substitutes the underscore character (_) with a hyphen (-). For example, AACTL_SHUTDOWN appears as
AACTL-SHUTDOWN and ALELM_RQ appears as ALELM-RQ.

• COBOL does not allow the use of the pound character (#). For example, AACTL_#SELECTED appears as AACTL-
SELECTED.

The code below shows how to initialize the ECHAACTL control structure:

INITIALIZE   AACTL-DATAAREA.

This code shows an example of initializing the request and response data portion of the ECHALELM copybook.

INITIALIZE   ALELM-RQ-DATAAREA.
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INITIALIZE   ALELM-RS-DATAAREA.

NOTE
The control, request, and response header portions of each copybook are initialized by COBOL value clauses.
These values must not be changed.

API Return and Reason Codes
After the Endevor API server processes an API function call, check the return and reason codes returned to the control
structure for error severity and cause.

After the API server processes an API function call, check the return and reason codes returned to the control structure.
The return code indicates the severity of the error and the reason code indicates the cause of the error. For example,
return code 04 combined with reason code 002 indicates a warning message resulting from not finding a requested stage.

To check the return and reason codes that are returned from an API function call, examine the AACTL_RTNCODE and
AACTL_REASON fields in the control structure. You can also check the return code value in register 15 and the reason
code in register 0.

Return code values:

00
I-Informational. Processing concluded normally. Message is issued for informational purposes only.

04
W-Warning. An error was encountered which was not serious enough to terminate processing.

08
C-Caution. An error was encountered that can prevent further processing.

12
E-Error. An error was encountered that terminated processing of the current action but allowed Endevor to
continue with the next action request.

16
S-Severe. A severe error was encountered that prevented Endevor from completing the requested action.
Processing terminates immediately. This category includes internal, system, and I/O errors.

20
F-Fatal. No further processing is possible.

In addition, check the value of the AACTL_HI_MSGID field, which contains one of the following values:

• The highest API message ID encountered while processing the API function call.
• The error message ID returned by Endevor. This error could be a source management error, inventory management

error, and so on.

Return and Reason Code Descriptions

Each return code has a reason code associated with it. The following table lists all possible reason codes that may
accompany a return code. The reason code is presented back to the user via register 0 and through the AACTL_REASON
field.

RC RE Problem Explanation

00 000 No problems Request ended successfully.
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04 001 Environment not found Occurs on ALENV function
calls. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR001E).

04 002 Stage not found Occurs on ALSTG function
calls. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR001E).

04 003 System not found Occurs on ALSYS function
calls. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR005E).

04 004 Subsystem not found Occurs on ALSBS function
calls. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR005E).
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04 005 Type not found Occurs on ALTYP function
calls. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR013E).

04 006 Element not found Occurs on ALELM function
calls. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR009E).

04 007 Processor group not found Occurs on an ALPGR function
call. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR013E).

04 008 Data set not found Occurs on an ALDSN function
call. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR005E).
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04 009 Approver group not found Occurs on an ALAGR function
call. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR018E).

04 010 Approver junction not found Occurs on an ALAGJ function
call. An IMR error message is
associated with this error. The
message can be found in the
output message file specified
through the control structure. If
the EN$TRAPI DD statement
is included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code (for example
IMGR019E).

04 011 No packages found No packages were found to
match the package id specified.
Either no package exists with
that package id or security rules
eliminated that package from
being selected.

04 012 No packages selected No packages were found to
match the selection criteria.
Either the selection criteria
specified in the request
block or a package user exit
caused all the packages to be
eliminated. If you are unable
to determine why no packages
were selected, you can activate
the EN$TRAPI trace to give you
the reason each package was
eliminated. Please note, output
is produced for each package
returned.

04 013 Requested version/level not
found

An element function call was
issued with a version or level
that does not exist or an illogical
element function call was issued
(for example, changes of vv.11
1.00).
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP04013W.
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04 014 No component data exists An element component
function call was issued. The
element exists, but there is no
component data.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP04014W.

04 015 No changes exists No changes exist for the
element or component list you
specified.

08 001 No found condition detected A request was made to perform
a package list action against
an entity that does not exist.
Refer to the E-level messages
for detailed information.

12 001 Reserved field error A request structure contains
data within one of its reserved
fields. The only valid character
is a blank. An error message is
written out to the file reference
by the BSTERR DD statement.
The message contains more
information concerning the error.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12001E.

12 002 Field value error A request structure contains
invalid data within one of its
fields. An error message is
written out to the file reference
by the BSTERR DD statement.
The message contains more
information concerning the error.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12002E.

12 003 $IMR error An IMR error occurred while
processing an extract function
call. The message associated
with this error can be found
in the output message file
which was specified through
the control structure. If the EN
$TRAPI DD statement was
included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The IMR
message code
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12 004 File validation error A validation error was
detected on a response file by
C1SSDVLD. An API message
also with the Endevor validation
error message is written out to
the trace data set (EN$TRAPI),
if specified in the JCL stream. A
WTO message is issued for the
Endevor validation error.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12004E.

12 005 File RECFM error An unsupported RECFM of 'U'
was used on a response file
(either the message file or a list/
extract file). A WTO message
is issued and if the EN$TRAPI
DD statement was included, the
message also appears there.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12005E.

12 006 Response file I/O error An I/O error occurred while
writing a record to the response
file. An API message is written
to the trace file, EN$TRAPI,
if specified. If the user has a
message response file, the
actual Endevor error message is
written there.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12006E.

12 007 Message file I/O error An I/O error occurred while
writing a record to the message
file. An API message is written
to the trace file, EN$TRAPI, if
specified.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12007E.

12 008 $SMR error A $SMR error occurred while
processing an extract function
call. The message associated
with this error can be found
in the output message file
which was specified through
the control structure. If the EN
$TRAPI DD statement was
included, the message also
appears there.
The high message id field in
the control structure: The SMR
message code
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12 009 Extract file I/O error An I/O error occurred while
writing a record to the output
extract file. An API message
is written to the trace file, EN
$TRAPI, if specified. If the
user has a message response
file, the actual Endevor error
message is written there.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12009E

12 010 Storage unavailable Storage was unavailable.
Increase the region size and
try again. An error message is
written out to the file reference
by the BSTERR DD statement.
The message contains more
information concerning the error.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP12010E.

12 011 Security Failure exit 1 The user does not have
the authority to display the
element. Ensure that you have
authorization under the ESI
Security settings. The Endevor
administrator can change this
authorization.

12 012 Request failed by package exit 7 A user defined package exit
7 caused this request to
terminate.

12 013 Invalid status for this request The status of this package is
not in the correct state required
to perform this action. For
example, a package must be IN-
EDIT status in order to cast it or
in APPROVED status in order
to execute the package. IN-
EXEC and EXECUTE status are
also permitted for the execute
action if the package is in a
failed state. See the detailed
error message for a list of value
statuses for the action you are
attempting to perform.
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12 014 Endevor package processing
detected an  error condition

Refer to the E-level PKMR
message in the message file for
detailed information. Most likely,
the requested package does not
exist, or an attempt to create an
existing record occurred.
For the EXECUTE action,
refer to the C1EXMSGS file
for detailed error information.
If the package is an enterprise
package, an action restriction
may have been detected.

12 015 Unable to allocate the
BSTIPT01 file

Unable to allocate the
BSTIPT01 file. This temporary
data set is necessary to
execution a package. This is
an internal error condition. One
of the allocation parameters
specified is not valid at your site.
Review the E-level messages
in the message file for detailed
information.

12 016 An enterprise correlation exists A request was made to
associate an enterprise
correlation with an Endevor
package. A relationship already
exists and only one relationship
is permitted. For a RESET
action, this action is not allowed
if a enterprise correlation exists.

12 017 No enterprise correlation
records are associated with this
package

A request was made to
modify or delete an enterprise
correlation associated with an
Endevor package. No enterprise
correlations are associated with
this package.

12 019 Batch package error detected Errors were detected by the
package facility. This is usually
an allocation error related to one
of the following:
? The IMPORT SCL data set.
? The import DD statement was
not specified in the JCL.
? The import data set or
member specified does not
exist.
Review the C1MSGS1 file for
details.
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12 020 SCL allocation error The Endevor API allocates
a temporary file to hold SCL
statements. The allocation
of this file failed. Review the
message file for details.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP16001S.

12 021 ACM error The ACMQ facility detected an
error when attempting to retrieve
component data.
Review the e-level messages for
detailed information.

16 001 AACTL_SHUTDOWN Invalid characters given. You
must use (Y)es, (N)o or leave
the field blank.

16 002 AACTL_MSG_DDN is invalid The message file's DD name
was not allocated. Make
sure that the DD statement is
specified in the JCL stream. No
error message is produced.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP16002S.

16 003 Too many request structures ENA$NDVR was presented with
a multiple request structure.
Only one request may be
presented to the interface. No
error message is produced.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP16003S.

16 004 No request structure ENA$NDVR was called without
a request structure. No error
message is produced.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP16004S.

16 005 Too many response structures ENA$NDVR was presented with
a multiple response structure.
Only one response may be
presented to the interface. No
error message is produced.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP16005S.

16 006 No response structure ENA$NDVR was called without
a response structure. No error
message is produced.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP16006S.

16 007 Request not response ENA$NDVR was presented with
a response structure that does
not correspond to the request
structure. No error message is
produced.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP16007S.
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16 008 AACTL_LIST_DDN is
invalid

The response file's DD name
was not allocated. Make
sure that the DD statement is
specified in the JCL stream. No
error message is produced.
The high message id field in the
control structure: API6008S.

16 009 C1BMINIT failed Endevor initialization failed -
C1BMINIT. An error message is
written out to the file reference
by the BSTERR DD statement.
The message contains more
information concerning the error.
The API server terminates.

16 012 A severe error was detected
when attempting to execute a
package

Check the JES log for file
related problems. Most likely,
Endevor was unable to allocate
the C1EXMSGS file required
for the package execution
messages due to a missing DD
statement or file attributes.

16 013 Invalid REB id The id associated with the
request extension block is
invalid. Check the header of
the AAREB block to ensure it
contains the proper values.

16 014 Multiple AAREB blocks
encountered

The API expects one and only
one AAREB block per request.
Multiple AAREB blocks exist.

16 015 AAREB block not allowed The AAREB block is only
allowed for actions that support
long names.

16 016 One the AACTL block was
found and shutdown flag is not
Y

If only the AACTL block is
specified, the shutdown flag
must be Y.

16 017 SCL write error Unable to write the SCL to the
temporary file. Internal error.

20 001 Control structure eye-catcher is
invalid

ENA$NDVR was presented with
a control structure which does
not have a valid eye-catcher
string. The control structure
return and reason codes will
not be set. The codes will be
returned through register 15
and 0 respectfully. The control
structure cannot be used to
return the codes since its
structure is damaged.
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20 002 Control structure id is invalid ENA$NDVR was presented
with a control structure which
has an invalid control structure
id. The control structure return
and reason codes will not
be set. The codes will be
returned through register 15
and 0 respectfully. The control
structure cannot be used to
return the codes since its
structure is damaged.

20 003 Control structure version
number is invalid

ENA$NDVR was presented
with a control structure which
does not have a valid version
number. The control structure
return and reason codes will
not be set. The codes will be
returned through register 15
and 0 respectfully. The control
structure cannot be used to
return the codes since its
structure is damaged.

20 004 Control structure length is
invalid

ENA$NDVR was presented with
a control structure which has an
invalid control structure length
value. The control structure
return and reason codes will
not be set. The codes will be
returned through register 15
and 0 respectfully. The control
structure cannot be used to
return the codes since its
structure is damaged.

20 005 ROLLIST error Internal error: ROLLIST error.
The ROLFSPEC is not valid. An
API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20005S.

20 006 ROLFFUNC error Internal error: ROLLIST error.
The ROLFFUNC is not valid. An
API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20006S.

20 007 Type not in ROLLIST Internal error: ROLLIST error.
Type not found in ROL-LIST. An
API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20007S.
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20 008 Invalid type in ROLLIST Internal error: ROLLIST error.
Invalid type found in ROL-LIST.
An API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20008S.

20 009 $PINIT failed $PINIT failure during an API
function call. An API message is
written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20009S.

20 010 REQMSG not in ROLLIST Internal error: ROLLIST error.
OTREQMSG not found in ROL-
LIST. An API message is written
to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20010S.

20 011 $PGET failed $PGET failure during an API
function call. An API message is
written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20011S.

20 012 $PSEND failed $PSEND failure during an API
function call. An API message is
written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20012S.

20 013 $BGETSTG for $API failed Storage could not be obtained.
An API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20013S.

20 014 $BATTACH failed Attach failure. An API message
is written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20014S.

20 015 $PWAIT failed $PWAIT failure during an API
function call. An API message is
written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20015S.

20 016 $PRECV failed $PRECV failure during an API
function call. An API message is
written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20016S.

20 017 $PFREE failed $PFREE failure during an API
function call. An API message is
written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20017S.
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20 018 Internal message area is too
small

Internal error. Storage area
within the ENA$NDVR interface
program is too small to construct
the message request.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20018S.

20 019 Structure cross check Internal error. The structure
pointers in the message request
does not point to the correct
structure headers that are
contained in the message
request. An API message is
written to the BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20019S.

20 020 AAMSG structure improper Internal error. The AAMSG
structure list (message request)
is improper. The pointer list
is not an even multiple. An
API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20020S.

20 021 AAMSG structure not found Internal error. The AAMSG
structure list does not contain
an entry for the structure
returned by the API server. An
API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20021S.

20 022 P2PMSG structure improper Internal error. The P-to-P
structure sent by the API server
is improper. The total structure
size within the AAMSG did not
agree with the P-to-P structure.
An API message is written to the
BSTAPI DD file.
The high message id field in the
control structure: AP20022S.

20 023 ENAPIMGR parameter length
error

Internal error. The API manager
received its parameter list
with an invalid length. An
API message is written to the
BSTERR DD file. The API
server terminates.

20 024 ENAPIMGR parameter
EYE error

Internal error. The API manager
expected to receive a parameter
list that maps to $AAPRM. The
parameter it received did not
contain the identifier string of
'$AAPRM'. An API message is
written to the BSTERR DD file.
The API server terminates.
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20 025 $PHDL failed Internal error. $PHDL
failure during an API server
initialization. An API message is
written to the BSTERR DD file.
The API server terminates.

20 026 Invalid request id not used

20 027 AAMSG structure EYE invalid Internal error. The API received
an invalid message structure
which did not conform to its
expected ENHAAMSG layout.
An API message is written to
the BSTERR DD file. The server
waits for another message
request.

20 028 No control structure in AAMSG The API server received
a request but the control
structure was not found after the
message structure AAMSG. An
API message is written to the
BSTERR DD file. The server
waits for another message
request.

20 029 Control structure is invalid The API server received a
request which had an invalid
control structure. An API
message is written to the
BSTERR DD file. The server
waits for another message
request.

20 030 Structure lengths do not add up The API server expects to
receive a message control
request with four structures:
AAMSG, AACTL, request, and
response structure. During the
validation process the total
lengths of these structures did
not agree with the value stored
in the message structure. An
API message is written to the
BSTERR DD file. The server
waits for another message
request.

20 031 Request structure invalid The request structure within
a message request structure
could not be identified. An
API message is written to the
BSTERR DD file. The server
waits for another message
request.
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20 32 Response structure invalid The response structure within
a message request structure
could not be identified. An
API message is written to the
BSTERR DD file. The server
waits for another message
request.

20 33 Server error A severe error was detected by
the API Server. Review the log
for additional error messages.

Sample API Programs
To start using the Endevor API, source code for both COBOL and Assembler sample programs have been provided in the
iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN data set.

To help you get started using the API, source code for sample COBOL and Assembler programs have been provided in
the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN data set. Each of these programs issues function calls to the API.

• COBOL program, CCIDRPT1, produces a list of elements based on user input and creates a CCID cross-reference
report. This program is distributed as a source module.

• Assembler program, ENHAAPGM, issues a list environment function call to list all the environments defined in the
logical map and writes the output to a file. This program is distributed as a source module.

• Assembler program, ENHAEPGM, executes each of the element action function calls and writes the responses to a
response file. This program is distributed as a source module.

• Assembler program, ENHAPLST, illustrates each of the list package function calls and writes the responses to a
response file. This program is distributed as a source module.

• Assembler program, ENHAPUPD, illustrates each of the update type package action function calls and writes the
responses to a response file. This program is distributed as a source module.

• Assembler program, ENTBJAPI, executes different inventory list function calls based on input. With this program,
you can get familiar with the various inventory list function calls and the output that each function call generates. This
program is distributed as a load module only.

Sample COBOL Program-CCIDRPT1

The COBOL program, CCIDRPT1, produces a list of elements based on user input and creates a CCID cross-reference
report. This program was written to show an application use of the API feature. JCL that you can use to execute this
program appears in JCL to Execute CCIDRPT1 - BC1JRAPI.

CCIDRPT1 Description

The source for this program is distributed with Endevor as member name CCIDRPT1 in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN data
set.

The CCIDRPT1 program performs the following actions:

1. Issues an API list element function call and writes the responses to a response file.
2. Reads each response record.
3. Issues an API extract element function call specifying the change option. A second file is created containing the

changes associated with each element.
4. Extracts the CCID data and writes it to a sort file; the CCID data precedes the element source statements.
5. Reads the sort file and generates a report.
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Only source code is provided for this program. Review the source and make any desired modifications. You must compile
and link-edit this module into the iprfx.iqual.CSIQAUTU library before attempting to execute it. There are no restrictions on
linkage editor AMODE/RMODE parameters. (AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY or AMODE=24,RMODE=24).

JCL to Execute CCIDRPT1-BC1JRAPI

The JCL for this program is distributed with Endevor as member name BC1JRAPI in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL data set.
This job shows how to execute program CCIDRPT1. The load module along with its source is distributed.

Sample List Environment Function Call-ENHAAPGM

The sample Assembler program, ENHAAPGM, produces a list of environments and writes the responses to a response
file. You can use this program as a template for creating other inventory list function calls. For example, you can modify
the request structure field values to produce a list of types or add an additional function call to produce a list of systems.

ENHAAPGM Description

The source for this program is distributed with Endevor as member name ENHAAPGM in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN data
set. The ENHAAPGM program performs the following actions:

1. Issues a request to the API to read the MCF and build a list of all the environments.
2. Writes the list of environments to a response file.
3. Writes any inventory or source management messages to the message data set.

Only source code is provided for this program. Review the source and make any necessary modifications. The names of
the starting and ending environments and the search options are candidates for modifications. You must assemble and
link-edit this module into iprfx.iqual.CSIQAUTU before attempting to execute it. There are no restrictions on linkage editor
AMODE/RMODE parameters (AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY or AMODE=24,RMODE=24).

JCL to Execute ENHAAPGM-BC1JAPGM

The JCL in this section is distributed with Endevor as member name BC1JAPGM in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL data set. This
job can be tailored and used to execute the ENHAAPGM program. The sample API program must be executed from an
APF-authorized library.

The JCL that executes ENHAAPGM can be found in the member BC1JAPGM.

Sample Element Action Function Call - ENHAEPGM

The sample Assembler program, ENHAEPGM, illustrates the use of all the API element action function calls.

ENHAEPGM Description

The source for this program is distributed with Endevor as member name ENHAEPGM in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN data
set. The ENHAEPGM program contains logic to execute each of the element action function calls supported by the API.

Only source code is provided for this program. Review the source and make any necessary modifications. In order for
this program to operate, the name of the input and output data sets must be modified and the name of the member being
ADDed and UPDATEd must exist in the input library. Also, the inventory location information (ENV, SYS, SYSSUB, and so
on) must exist.

You must assemble and link-edit this module into iprfx.iqual.CSIQAUTU before attempting to execute it. There are no
restrictions on the linkage editor AMODE/RMODE parameters. AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY is recommended.

JCL to Execute ENHAEPGM-BC1JEPGM

The JCL in this section is distributed with Endevor as member name BC1JEPGM in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL data set. This
job can be tailored and used to execute the ENHAEPGM program. This sample API program must be executed from an
APF-authorized library.

The JCL that executes ENHAEPGM can be found in the member name BC1JEPGM.
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Sample List Package Action Function Call-ENHAPLST

This Assembler program, ENHAPLST, illustrates the use of all the list package action functions of the API.

ENHAPLST Description

This program operates at your site with minor modifications. As delivered, a package ID of PKGIDVALUE is specified
for each of the package ID request fields. You need to modify these values to a package ID that exists at your site. The
request for the package header information specifies a package ID value of PKGID* to illustrate the use of wildcarding.
We recommend you modify this value to be a partially wildcarded value that causes a reasonable number of packages to
be selected.

JCL to Execute ENHAPLST-BC1JPLST

The JCL in this section is distributed with Endevor as member name BC1JPLST in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL data set. This
job shows how to execute program ENHAPLST, found in member name BC1JPLST.

Sample Update Package Action Function Call-ENHAPUPD

This Assembler program, ENHAPUPD, illustrates the use of all the update type package action functions of the API. This
includes approve a package, backout and backin a package, commit a package, delete a package, deny a package,
create, modify and delete a correlation, execute a package and reset a package.

ENHAPUPD Description

This program operates at your site with minor modifications. As delivered, a package ID of PKGIDVALUE is specified for
each of the package ID request fields. You need to modify these values to a package ID that exists at your site.

JCL to Execute ENHAPUPD-BC1JPUPD

The JCL in this section is distributed with Endevor as member name BC1JPUPD in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL data set. This
job shows how to execute program ENHAPUPD, found in member BC1JPUPD.

Sample Inventory List Function Call-ENTBJAPI

This program allows you to specify input statements to execute inventory list function calls. Based on user input, it builds
control, request, and response structures and executes the API to process the function calls. It writes the responses to a
response file.

ENTBJAPI Description

See comment statements in the JCL stream for a full description of each available API inventory list function call. Each
function call is made up of a control structure statement, a request structure statement, and a RUN statement. The API
structures are created from the control structure statement and the request structure statement. The RUN statement
executes the API. More than one function call can be executed in one job by specifying a set of statements for each
function call. If you are issuing a request to shutdown the API server only, a request structure statement is not required, as
illustrated in the JCL stream.

The QUIT statement should be the last statement coded in the input stream, which terminates the program.

JCL to Execute ENTBJAPI-BC1JAAPI

The JCL in this section is distributed with Endevor as member name BC1JAAPI in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL data set. This
job shows how to execute program ENTBJAPI, found in member BC1JAAPI. This program is distributed as a load module
only.

REXX Procedure to Execute ENTBJAPI-ENTBRAPI

The REXX procedure illustrates how to call the API ENTBJAPI utility program from a REXX procedure. It is distributed
with Endevor as member name ENTBRAPI in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQCLSO data set.
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The JCL builds the control records required to produce a list of all the systems within an environment. You can modify
it to produce other types of data supported by the ENTBJAPI utility program. See the ENTBJAPI request record layout
information in Sample List Inventory Function Call - ENTBJAPI in this section.

Modify the p_envir, p_rspdsn and p_msgdsn parameter values prior to executing the REXX procedure. The procedure
assumes the CSIQLOAD and CSIQAUTH/CSIQAUTU data sets are allocated prior to the execution of the procedure. If
not, it may be necessary to add additional statements into the procedure to allocate them. Also, the API message and
response data sets must be allocated before running the procedure.

Shut Down the API Server
Your first Endevor API function call automatically starts the API server, and your last Endevor API function call must shut
the API server down.

Starting the API server, transfers data to and from your application program.

To shut down the API server, set the ECHAACTL Shutdown field to 'Y'. Below is an example of COBOL code setting the
AACTL-SHUTDOWN field to 'N':

MOVE 'N'    TO AACTL-SHUTDOWN.

Write Messages to the Message File
To write output messages, define a message file, where the API server writes messages to the message file DD name
supplied to the AACTL_MSG)DDN field.

Endevor messages, such as the Execution Report and Source and Inventory Management errors (if any), are recorded
to this data set. This is NOT a required field, but it is highly recommended that a file name be provided. If one is not
specified, a default DD name of APIMSGS is used. It is the responsibility of the user to allocate this data set prior to
executing an API function call. For example, if your JCL contains the following DD statement, assign MSG3FILE to the
AACTL_MSG_DDN field:

//MSG3FILE DD DSN=&&MSG3FILE.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//      UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),

//      DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=13300)

The API server manages this file. It is not necessary to define, open, or close this file in your application program.

Write Responses to a Response File
To write Endevor API responses to a file, define a response file that has a variable block record format and logical record
length of 2048 bytes.

For example:

//EXT1ELM DD DSN=&&EXT1ELM.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//      UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),

//      DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2048,BLKSIZE=22800)

The file DCB must be: RECFM=VB,LRECL=2048 (calculate the minimum record size by adding 4 to the size of the
response structure for the function you are requesting. In most cases, 2048 is large enough).

The API server writes the responses to the response file DD name that you supply to the AACTL_LIST_DDN field. The
API server manages this file. It is not necessary to define, open, or close this file in your application program unless you
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want to read it as input after the API server has finished writing all the responses. If you are only performing a query and
do not need a file of responses, leave this field blank. The total count of records selected is included in the Execution
Report and the AACTL_#SELECTED field. For example, if your JCL contains the DD statement above, assign EXT1ELM
to the AACTL_LIST_DDN field.

NOTE
If you request the list component/where-used function with the build SCL option, the file DCB must be:
RECFM=FB,LRECL=80.

NDUSASCL
NDUSASCL is an Endevor API program that initiates SCL requests and supports passing overrides for the APIMSGS DD
name and SCL type.

NDUSASCL can be used by REXX or CLIST routines to perform Endevor API SCL requests through the AUSCL_RQ
(macro ENHAUSCL) request block.

The input to NDUSASCL is a parameter string of data that contains 80-byte chunks of SCL data that is used to build the
AUSCL request block. An optional first 80 bytes contains the SCL type and a custom DDNAME for the API messages
output.

If this optional first 80-byte SCL type is not provided, the default for field AUSCL_RQ_SCLTYPE is “E” for element actions
and the default for the API messages DDNAME is APIMSGS.

The rest of the SCL request data is used to populate field AUSCL_RQ_SCL. For more information, see AUSCL_RQ
Request Structure Fields.

The format for the optional SCL type and API messages DDNAME is as follows:

• "*SCLTYPE:" in positions 1 to 9
• The single character for the SCL type for the request in position 10, as follows (from AUSCL_RQ_SCLTYPE):

A ENVIRONMENT ADMINISTRATION
C COMMA SEPARATED VARIABLES
E ELEMENT ACTIONS
P PACKAGE ACTIONS
S SHIP ACTIONS

You can also optionally override the default API messages DDNAME with the following:
– "MSGS:" in positions 12 to 16
– ddname in positions 17 to 24

Example: API SCL Request for CSV with API Messages Going to Override DDNAME

To make an API SCL request for CSV where the API messages go to DDNAME CSVAPIMS, you must provide the
following values in the first 80 bytes of data, with bytes 25 to 80 containing blanks:

  ----+----1----+----2---- 

  *SCLTYPE:C MSGS:CSVAPIMS  

    

Example: Request Package Actions with API Messages Going to Default DDNAME

To request package actions and to allow API messages to go to the default DDNAME of APIMSGS you must provide the
following values:

  ----+----1----+----2---- 
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  *SCLTYPE:P  

    

To request element actions with the API messages going to APIMSGS, modify the preceding example to omit providing
SCLTYPE entirely, and use the first 80-byte block of data to contain your first SCL statement.

NOTE
These sample user REXX routines invoke program NDUSASCL: NDUSRXSU and NDUSRXUD. For more
information about NDUSRXSU and NDUSRXUD, see Quick Edit User Extension Points.

Exits Reference
How to utilize Endevor with user exit programs, identification and writing of exits to be applied, and including them in the
User Exits Table (C1UEXITS).

This section explains how to use Endevor with user exits.

To use exit programs with Endevor, you must:

• Identify the exits that you want to use.
• Write the exits.
• Identify the exits to Endevor by including them in the user exits table (C1UEXITS). The user exits table is created

during Endevor implementation, and then updated as necessary.

During session initialization, Endevor loads the Defaults Table and the C1UEXITS table, then loads all exits that are
defined in the C1UEXITS table into storage.

When it reaches an exit point, Endevor:

• Builds one or more control blocks.
• Checks the user exit table to determine the exits to be called.
• Passes the control blocks to the exit program.
• Receives the control blocks from the exit program, displaying messages and modifying information as necessary

based on the control block information.

NOTE
Exits written for package functions differ in some respects from other exits. For more information about package
exits, see Using Package Exits.

The Endevor exit interface is designed for use with exits that are written in either assembler or in high-level languages
such as COBOL. Endevor supports standard IBM calling conventions for all user exits. There is one exception: exit
programs must pass return codes back to Endevor through the exit control block, not through Register 15. They must also
be re-entrant and re-usable.

Endevor has reserved storage subpools 10 to 19 for user exits. Although user exits can use any storage subpool, storage
that is contained in subpools 10 through 19 can be freed at the subpool level without affecting the operation of Endevor.

ENUXSITE

ENUXSITE is an exit that is called at Endevor initialization that allows your site to identify the name of an alternate
Defaults Table based on a user ID or other criteria.

An alternate Defaults Table might be used as a mechanism to test a new configuration at your site. An alternate Defaults
table can also enable you to provide a specific Defaults Table for a group of users based on particular installation criteria.

Because the Defaults table stores the default table names used for the optional Feature table (ENCOPTBL), the Exits
table (C1UEXITS), the Configuration table (ENDICNFG), and the Email look-up table (ESMTPTBL), ENUXSITE can be
used to load a customized version of any of these tables.
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Using ENUXSITE to Override the C1DEFLTS Name

With the application of PTF SO12677, a new sample version of the ENUXSITE exit is available. The new ENUXSITE
exit can be used to override the default C1DEFLTS name, and the new C1DEFLTS name or names can then be pointed
to different configurations, optional features, symbols, or security tables. The source for the new exit is distributed in
iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN .

The new ENUXSITE exit works by searching for a previously allocated DDNAME in the format EN$DFTxx . If a suitable
DDNAME is found, ENUXSITE overlays the last two characters of the default C1DEFLTS table name with the characters
(xx) from the DDNAME.

Example: An ALLOC FILE (EN$DFTAA) DUMMY SHR REU startup routine would tell Endevor to load a defaults table
called C1DEFLAA rather than the standard C1DEFLTS defaults table.

Sites that want to support multiple C1DEFLTS tables can add the following statement to their logon on startup CLISTs:

ALLOC FILE (EN$DFTxx) DUMMY SHR REU

Endevor then automatically selects an appropriate defaults table and propagates that table to any batch jobs that are
submitted through the SCMM@LIB skeleton member. If you are using the new startup clists, you can propagate the
keywords using the DF (xx) keyword or by overtyping the Defaults Suffix value on the Settings panel.

Call ENUXSITE Multiple Times

From Release 18.1 onward, the ENUXSITE exit is called only once when you execute Endevor. If your site requires
ENUXSITE to be called multiple times, specify ENHOPT ALWAYS_CALL_ENUXSITE=ON in the Optional Feature Table
(ENCOPTBL) to restore the pre-18.1 behavior. The option is turned off by default.

Installation Requirements for User Exits

All user exits must:

• be assembled or compiled and linked with the RENT attribute
NOTE
An S0C4 ABEND might occur if you execute an exit program that has been linked with the RENT attribute
but is not reentrant.

• reside in an APF-authorized load library. If one of these modules comes from a non-authorized library, a U0078
ABEND occurs. The U0078 ABEND is accompanied by an eight-digit reason code, the first four digits of which indicate
why the abend occurred:

ABEND=S000 U0078 REASON=00140000
ENUXSITE was not found, or is missing from the APF load library.

ABEND=S000 U0078 REASON=00180000
C1DEFLTS was not found, or is missing from the APF load library.

ABEND=S000 U0078 REASON=001C0000
C1DEFLTS was not linked with the RENT attribute.

NOTE
ISPF services are not available when the ENUXSITE exit is invoked, even if the exit is invoked from Endevor
running in TSO.

Exit Names

Endevor provides a sample exit table with exit program names of C1UEXTnn, where nn is the number of the exit point
where Endevor calls the program. For example, the default name for an exit program to be called at exit point 1 is
C1UEXT01. We recommend that internal names for exits written in a high-level language (for example, COBOL) maintain
this naming convention.
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NOTE
For more information about naming conventions for exits, see the "Exits and High-Level Languages" section of
this article.

If you choose to use another naming convention for your exit programs, be sure to change the names in the sample exit
table before building the table.

Exits and High-Level Languages

Endevor provides an interface program, EPC1UEXT, which makes control blocks available to exit programs that are
written in high-level languages such as COBOL. This program is provided as a load module in the uprfx.iqual.CSIQLOAD
library. Program EPC1UEXT does not support package function exits.

To use EPC1UEXT, link-edit it with the high-level language exit program, naming EPC1UEXT as the entry point. Sample
linkage editor input is shown next:

INCLUDE SYSLIB(EPC1UEXT) *front-end program*

INCLUDE SYSLIB(exit program name) *real exit program*

ENTRY EPC1UEXT

NAME C1UEXTnn(R)

NOTE
Program EPC1UEXT recognizes only one exit program for each exit point. The name of your COBOL exit and
the exit name you code in the C1UEXITS table must be C1UEXT0n, where n is the exit number. For sample JCL
that compiles and links a COBOL exit, see the CSIQJCL installation library, member name BC1JEXIT.

NOTE
If you are using a COBOL compiler that supports address pointer fields, you do not need to use the EPCIUEXT
program. Instead, you must edit the sample exits as follows:

• Redefine all the pointer fields, in the sample exits, as 'USAGE IS POINTER'.
• Use the SET statement in the Procedure Division, to set the address of the control blocks to the pointer field.

Define Multiple COBOL Programs for the Same Exit Point

Follow these steps:

1. Compile the first exit program, for example C1UEXT03.
2. Rename the compiled program. For example, you might rename program C1UEXT03 as XIT3PROG1.
3. Compile the second program for the same exit. This program would also be named C1UEXT03.
4. Rename the second program. For example, you might rename the second C1UEXT03 program as XIT3PROG2.
5. Repeat the compile and rename steps as necessary.
6. Edit the C1UEXITS table to include the renamed exits.

Sample COBOL Linkage Section

A sample COBOL linkage section is provided as member EXITBLKS in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN library. This member
contains COBOL representations of most of the exit control blocks. It can be copied into exits that you are writing in
COBOL.

Store User Exits

We recommend that you store exit programs in an APF-authorized LINKLIST library using the exit name as the load
module name.

NOTE
For testing purposes, the authorization parameter (AUTH=NO) for the @C1UEXIT macro allows you to load the
exit routines from either CONLIB or STEPLIB.
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Debug an Exit Program

Endevor includes a trace facility for use in debugging exit programs and for viewing the information passed to your exit
programs by Endevor. Exit trace output is contained in the User Exit Parameter Trace Log.

To produce the exit trace log, perform one of the following actions:

• In batch mode, do one of the following:
a. Include this statement in a batch job:

//EN$TRXIT DD  SYSOUT=*

b. Allocate a data set with the following DCB parameters: LRECL=133, BLKSIZE=1330, RECFM=FB, DSORG=PS,
and include the following statement in the job:
//EN$TRXIT DD  DSN=data set name, DISP=SHR

• In the foreground, allocate the data set as previously described, and then allocate the file to the foreground session
data set using the following command:
ALLOC FI(EN$TRXIT) DA('data set name') SHR REUS

The exit trace log includes a listing of control block contents for the before- and after-exit points. This allows you to
compare input and output information. If the information in a particular field in the after-exit control block is not what
you expect, there is a bug in your program.

Sample Exit Trace Log

The following illustration is a portion of a sample exit trace log for a before-action (exit 2) program. This sample trace log
lists the libraries that are searched to find the exit program. If CONLIB/STEPLIB is listed, the exit was found in CONLIB,
STEPLIB, LINKLIST, or LPA. If STEPLIB is listed, the exit was found in STEPLIB, LINKLIST, or LPA.
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NOTE
For more information, see the "Exit Point Functions" section of Using Exit Points, and the "Exit Control Blocks"
section of Using Package Exit Control Blocks.

The following illustration is a comparison of the after-action control block information for the modifiable fields. This
indicates that the information has remained the same and the program is functioning normally.
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How to Identify Exits

You identify exit programs to Endevor by adding a @C1UEXIT macro to the source code of the user exits table
(C1UEXITS). The sample source code can be found in the C1UEXITS member in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQSRC library. During
Endevor execution, within each exit number, the exits are called in the order defined in the exit point within the load
module. Use sample JCL BC1JTABL to assemble and link-edit C1UEXITS to your iprfx.iqual.CSIQAUTU outside of SMP/
E or use an SMP/E USERMOD to accomplish this. BC1JTABL can be found in the installation library iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL.

C1UEXIT Macro Statements

The C1UEXITS source consists of a series of @C1UEXIT macro statements. The following list contains three varieties of
@C1UEXIT macros statements:

• @C1UEXIT TYPE=START...
• @C1UEXIT EXIT#=number,NAME=program...
• @C1UEXIT TYPE=END

One TYPE=START macro must be coded as the first macro in the table source. One TYPE=END macro must be coded
as the last macro in the table source. One EXIT#= macro should be coded for each exit program that you identify to
Endevor.

Identifying the Start of the User Exit Table Using the C1UEXIT Macro Statement

@C1UEXIT TYPE=START...identifies the start of the user exit table and sets a default value of Yes or No for PECBBATX.
The format is as follows:

@C1UEXIT TYPE=START,XIT7BAT=YES

Where: XIT7BAT=

Sets a default value for PECBBATX If this keyword is not coded, a severity 4 MNOTE is generated at assembly time and a
default value of "No" is chosen. Acceptable values are:

PECBBATX to "N" during the Setup call.

No
Indicates that all or most package exits cannot run in batch (without TSO services). Those exits that can run in
batch should set PECBBATX to "Y" during the Setup call.

Yes
Indicates that all or most package exits can run in batch (without TSO services). Exits that cannot run in batch
must set PECBBATX to "N" during the Setup call.

Identifying a Program as an Exit Using the C1UEXIT Macro Statement
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Use the @C1UEXIT EXIT#=number,NAME=program to identify a program as an Endevor exit. A single macro is required
for each exit module you want to identify. The format is as follows:

@C1UEXIT EXIT#=1,NAME=C1UEXT01,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES,USE_ALTID=Y,CALLAPF=NO

EXIT#
The exit point where you want Endevor to call the exit program. Acceptable values are 1 through 7.

NAME
Defines the program name. This name must be the same as the name of the called program.

ANCHID
Specifies the anchor ID for this user exit. The valid range for an anchor ID is 0-9999. If an anchor ID is not coded,
the default is zero (0).

AUTH
Specifies whether the exit program is stored in an APF-authorized library. Acceptable values are:
Yes

- Default. Indicates that the user exits are stored in an APF-authorized library.
No

- Indicates that the user exits are stored in either a STEPLIB or CONLIB. Use this option when testing
exits.

USE_ALTID
Specifies how the switch to the alternate ID is done for the exit program. Acceptable values are:
Y

- Default. Indicates that Endevor switches to the alternate ID just before opening a data set. Then
switches back to the user ID on completion of the open.

N
- Indicates that Endevor does not switch to the alternate ID before opening a data set.

+
- Indicates that Endevor switches to the alternate ID just before invoking the user exit. Then switches
back to the user ID on completion of the exit. Coding this value also causes OPENs to be executed under
the security context of the alternate ID.

CALLAPF
Specifies whether the exit program is called in problem program state or in supervisor state.
When CALLAPF=YES is coded, then AUTH=YES is required.
No

- Default. Indicates the exit is called in problem program state.
Yes

- Indicates the exit is called in supervisor state.
For information about executing authorized exits, see the "Executing Authorized Exits and Processor Programs"
topic.

Identifying the End of the User Exit Table Using the C1UEXIT Macro Statement

@C1UEXIT TYPE=END identifies the end of the user exit table. The format is as follows:

@C1UEXIT TYPE=END

Anchor IDs and Multiple User Exits

Anchor IDs allow you to store information produced by one user exit that needs to be passed to one or more other user
exits. To do this, assign the same anchor ID to all the exits that use the information.

Anchor IDs work as follows:
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• Endevor initialization logic builds an anchor ID table, associating each anchor ID with a default value of 0000. Anchor
IDs can have a value of 0-9999. Endevor user exits have an anchor ID of 0.

• Before a user exit is invoked, Endevor copies the value stored in the anchor ID table into the ECBUEXT field in the
$ECBDS DSECT. Endevor then executes the user exit.

• The user exit, if necessary, can modify the ECBUEXT field in the $ECBDS DSECT. After the exit terminates, Endevor
copies the value in the ECBUEXT field into the anchor ID table.

Example: Define Additional Exits for Endevor

In this example, assume you want to specify three additional exits to be supported by Endevor and that the information
produced by exit 1 will be used by exits 3 and 6. You might specify the following exit routines:

• An exit 1 routine called SECEXIT1 with an anchor ID of 2.
• An exit 3 routine called RECEXIT3 with an anchor ID of 2.
• An exit 6 routine called STATEXT6 with an anchor ID of 2.

You would then modify the exit table by adding three lines to the @C1UEXIT macro in the BC1JXIT JCL, as follows:

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

C1UEXITS @C1UEXIT TYPE=START,XIT7BAT=YES

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  SEE Endevor EXITS MANUAL FOR A DESCRIPTION OF    *

*  DEFINING MULTIPLE USER EXITS.                   *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

     @C1UEXIT EXIT#=1,NAME=C1UEXT01,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES

 @C1UEXIT EXIT#=1,NAME=SECEXIT1,ANCHID=2,AUTH=YES

     @C1UEXIT EXIT#=2,NAME=C1UEXT02,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES

     @C1UEXIT EXIT#=3,NAME=C1UEXT03,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES

 @C1UEXIT EXIT#=3,NAME=RECEXIT3,ANCHID=2,AUTH=YES

     @C1UEXIT EXIT#=4,NAME=C1UEXT04,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES

     @C1UEXIT EXIT#=5,NAME=C1UEXT05,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES

     @C1UEXIT EXIT#=6,NAME=C1UEXT06,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES

 @C1UEXIT EXIT#=6,NAME=STATEXT6,ANCHID=2,AUTH=YES

     @C1UEXIT EXIT#=7,NAME=C1UEXT07,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  TYPE=DEFINITION DENOTES THE END OF THE EXIT TABLE.        *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

     @C1UEXIT TYPE=END

     END

When Endevor reaches the first exit point, both program C1UEXT01 and program SECEXIT1 will be called, in the order in
which they are listed. This processing proceeds as follows:

1. Prior to calling program SECEXIT1, Endevor reads the value associated with anchor ID 2 in the anchor ID table, and
copies this value into the ECBUEXT field of the $ECBDS DSECT.

2. Endevor then invokes SECEXIT1, passing the $ECBDS DSECT or one of the parameters.
3. Program SECEXIT1 terminates and returns to Endevor.
4. Endevor copies the value in the ECBUEXT field of the $ECBDS DSECT into the anchor ID table slot associated with

anchor ID 2.

When exit point 3 is reached, Endevor calls both C1UEXT03 and RECEXIT3. Execution of program RECEXIT3 follows
the four steps described previously. Note that the value associated with anchor ID 2 prior to calling RECEXIT3 in the
anchor ID table will be the value in the ECBUEXT field after the execution of program SECEXIT1.
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When exit point 6 is reached, Endevor calls both the C1UEXT06 and STATEXT6 routines. Execution of program
STATEXT6 follows the four steps described above. Note that the value associated with anchor ID 2 in the anchor ID table
prior to calling STATEXT6 will be the value in the ECBUEXT field after the execution of program RECEXIT3.

Exit Program Examples
View the examples of exit programs 2 and 6, which trigger specific actions or macros, where these examples utilize four
installation supplied components.

This example illustrates exits 2 and 6. In this example, exit 2 enforces the use of specific CCIDs for ADD or UPDATE
action requests. Exit 6 deletes the CCID table that is built by the @CCIDTBL macro.

This example uses four components, all of which are supplied at installation in the Endevor CSIQOPTN library.

@CCIDTBL
Macro that creates a table of CCIDs that are valid for ADD/UPDATE requests. Each CCID is qualified by
environment and system.

CCIDTBL
Table of CCID rules, created by @CCIDTBL.

C1UEXT02
Exit 2 program. The logic here examines each ADD/UPDATE action request to determine the environment,
system, and CCID specified for that action, then scans the CCID rule table for a match. If it finds a match based
on all three fields--or if it does not find the environment/system combination at all--exit 2 returns to Endevor with
a return code of zero (0). If it finds a match on environment and system but not on CCID, exit 2 returns an error
(return code 8) to Endevor.

C1UEXT06
Exit 6 (job termination) program. The logic here deletes the CCID table at job termination.

Building the CCID Table for Exit 2

The @CCIDTBL macro builds the CCID table that is used by exit 2 to ensure that a user has permission to perform the
requested action.

     MACRO

     @CCIDTBL &ENV=.,&SYSTEM=.,&CCID=.,&ENTRY=.

     GBLB &FIRST.

**********************************************************************

*  CHECK IF ENTRY= SPECIFIED                                         *

**********************************************************************

     AIF ('&ENTRY'. EQ 'END').RTN200

     AIF (K'&ENTRY. NE 0).ERR100

**********************************************************************

*  VALIDATE PARAMETERS                                               *

**********************************************************************

     AIF (K'&ENV. EQ 0 OR K'&ENV. GT 8).ERR101

     AIF (K'&SYSTEM. EQ 0 OR K'&SYSTEM. GT 8).ERR101

     AIF (K'&CCID. EQ 0 OR K'&CCID. GT 12).ERR101

**********************************************************************

*  FIRST TIME LOGIC                                                  *

**********************************************************************

     AIF (&FIRST).RTN100

&FIRST.  SETB 1

CCIDTBL  CSECT
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**********************************************************************

*  GENERATE CCID TABLE                                               *

**********************************************************************

RTN100  ANOP

     DC  CL4'CCID',CL8'&ENV'.,CL8'&SYSTEM'.,CL12'&CCID'.

     MEXIT

RTN200  ANOP

     DC  CL4'CCID',XL28'00'    END OF TABLE INDICATOR

     END

     MEXIT

**********************************************************************

*  ERRORS                                                            *

**********************************************************************

ERR100  ANOP

     MNOTE 12,'ENTRY=END MUST BE SPECIFIED AS LAST CARD IN TABLE'

     MEXIT

ERR101  ANOP

     MNOTE 12,'ENV= PARAMETER MUST BE 1 TO 8 CHARACTERS'

     MEXIT

ERR102  ANOP

     MNOTE 12,'SYSTEM= PARAMETER MUST BE 1 TO 8 CHARACTERS'

     MEXIT

ERR103  ANOP

     MNOTE 12,'CCID= PARAMETER MUST BE 1 TO 12 CHARACTERS'

     MEND

This table gives the rules for the CCID table. It is created by macro @CCIDTBL.

     @CCIDTBL ENV=BST,SYSTEM=TESTXXXX,CCID=F.BONNA

     @CCIDTBL ENV=BST,SYSTEM=TESTXXXX,CCID=G.FALCON

     @CCIDTBL ENV=BST,SYSTEM=TESTXXXX,CCID=O.PETERSON

     @CCIDTBL ENV=BST,SYSTEM=TESTXXXX,CCID=T.SMIRNOF

     @CCIDTBL ENTRY=END

 

Sample Exit 2 Program

This program checks to see if the CCID associated with an action has been defined. The program loads a table called
CCIDTBL (see preceding section), then searches it for a match on environment name, system name, and CCID name.
If the program does not find a match, the program cancels the action. If it does not find an environment/system entry
for a CCID, it considers that CCID valid. Likewise, if no CCID has been entered, the program considers the CCID valid.
Program C1UEXT06 (termination exit) deletes the table during termination.

C1UEXT02 TITLE 'Endevor EXIT 2 EXAMPLE'

***********************************************************************

*   REGISTERS ON ENTRY:                                               *

*               0(R1) --> $ECBDS     EXIT CONTROL BLOCK               *

*               4(R1) --> $ENVDS     ENVIRONMENT BLOCK                *

*   REGISTER USAGE:                                                   *

*               R3     -> STATUS     INDICATOR                        *

*               R5     -> CCIDS                                       *

*               R6     -> $ENDVS                                      *

*               R7     -> $ECBDS                                      *
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*               R8     -> $REQPDS                                     *

*               R12    -> BASE PROGRAM                                *

*               R13    -> STACK USED FOR STANDARD IBM USAGE           *

***********************************************************************

        TITLE '$ECBDS : EXIT CONTROL BLOCK'

***********************************************************************

*   EXIT CONTROL BLOCK                                                *

***********************************************************************

        $ECBDS

        TITLE '$ENVDS : ENVIRONMENT BLOCK'

***********************************************************************

*   ENVIRONMENT BLOCK                                                 *

***********************************************************************

       $ENVDS

        TITLE '$REQPDS: REQUEST INFORMATION BLOCK'

***********************************************************************

*   REQUEST INFORMATION BLOCK                                         *

***********************************************************************

       $REQPDS

       TITLE 'CCIDDS : CCID TABLE'

***********************************************************************

*   DSECT FOR LOADMODULE CCIDTBL                                      *

***********************************************************************

CCIDS     DSECT

CCIDEYE   DS  CL4                     EYECATCHER 'CCID'

CCIDENV   DS  CL4                     ENVIRONMENT NAME

CCIDSYS   DS  CL4                     SYSTEM NAME

CCIDCCID  DS  CL4                     CCID NAME

CCIDSLN   EQU  *-CCIDS                DSECT LENGTH

          TITLE 'REGISTER EQUATES'

***********************************************************************

*   REGISTER EQUATES                                                  *

***********************************************************************

R0       EQU  0

R1       EQU  1

R2       EQU  2

R3       EQU  3

R4       EQU  4

R5       EQU  5

R6       EQU  6

R7       EQU  7

R8       EQU  8

R9       EQU  9

R10      EQU  10

R11      EQU  11

R12      EQU  12

R13      EQU  13

R12      EQU  14

R15      EQU  15

         TITLE 'MAIN : MAINLINE LOGIC'

***********************************************************************
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*   MAINLINE LOGIC                                                    *

***********************************************************************

C1UEXT02 CSECT

         SAVE (14,12),,'EXAMPLE OF EXIT 2'

         LR  R12,R15                    POINT AT THIS PROGRAM

        USING C1UEXT02,R12

         L   R7,0(R1)                   POINT AT $ECBDS

        USING $ECBDS,R7

         L   R6,4(R1)                   POINT AT $ENVDS #1

        USING $ENVDS,R6

         L   R8,ECBREQA                 POINT AT $REQPDS#1

        USING $REQPDS,R8

        USING CCIDS,R5

        XR  R3,R3                       CLEAR CCID-MUST-MATCH INDICATOR

        CLC  REQCCID,BLANKS             Q: WAS CCID SPECIFIED ?

        BE  MAINEXIT                    A: NO, EXIT IN SUCCESS

        SPACE

***********************************************************************

*   LOAD THE CCIDTBL, IF NECESSARY                                    *

***********************************************************************

        ICM      R5,B'1111',ECBUEXT     Q: TABLE ALREADY BEEN LOADED?

        BNZ      MAIN0100               A: YES, CHECK FOR CCID MATCH

        LOAD     EP=CCIDTBL,ERRET=MAIN0800

        ST       R0,ECBUEXT             AVE THE TABLE ADDR IN THE ECB

        LR       R5,R0                     AND IN R5

        SPACE

***********************************************************************

*   VALIDATE CCID ONLY FOR ADD AND UPDATE ACTIONS                     *

***********************************************************************

         CLC     CCIDEYE,=CL4'CCID'    Q: IS TABLE ENTRY VALID?

         BNE     MAIN0810              A: NO, BAD TABLE

         CLC     ECBFUNC,=A(ECB$ADD)   Q: IS THE ACTION "ADD" ?

         BE      MAIN0100              A: YES, CHECK ENVNEXT

         CLC     ECBFUNC,=A(ECB$UPD)   Q: IS THE ACTION "UPDATE" ?

         BE      MAIN0100              A: YES, CHECK ENVNEXT

         B       MAINEXIT                  OTHERWISE EXIT.

         SPACE

***********************************************************************

*   POINT R6 AT THE TARGET $ENVDS BLOCK : ENVNEXT                     *

***********************************************************************

MAIN0100 DS  0H

         L   R6,ENVNEXT              POINT AT $ENVDS #2

00038000

         SPACE

00039000

***********************************************************************

*   LOOP THROUGH CCID TABLE LOOKING FOR MATCH                         *

***********************************************************************

MAIN0110 DS  0H

         CLC  ENVENVM,CCIDENV        Q: ENVIRONMENT NAME MATCH?

         BNE  MAIN0120               A: NO, CHECK NEXT TABLE ENTRY

         CLC  ENVSYSTM,CCIDSYS       Q: SYSTEM NAME MATCH?

         BNE  MAIN0120               A: NO, CHECK NEXT TABLE ENTRY
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         CLC  REQCCID,CCIDCCID       Q: CCID MATCH?

         BE  MAINEXIT                A: YES, CCID IS VALID

         LA  R3,1                    SAY CCID MATCH MUST OCCUR

MAIN0120 DS  0H                        AND READ NEXT

         LA  R5,CCIDSLN(,R5)         POINT TO NEXT ENTRY

         CLC  CCIDEYE,=CL4'CCID'     Q: IS TABLE ENTRY VALID?

         BNE  MAIN0810               A: NO, BAD TABLE

         CLI  CCIDENV,X'00'          Q: LAST TABLE ENTRY

         BNE  MAIN0110               A: NO, CHECK NEXT TABLE ENTRY

         SPACE 

***********************************************************************

*   ALL ENTRIES HAVE BEEN REVIEWED; CHECK IF MATCH MUST OCCUR         *

***********************************************************************

         LTR  R3,R3                 Q: MUST MATCH OCCUR ?

         BZ  MAINEXIT               A: NO, ALLOW ACTION TO OCCUR

         B   MAIN0820               DO NOT ALLOW ACTION TO OCCUR

         SPACE

***********************************************************************

*   LOAD FAILURE FOR MODULE CCIDTBL                                   *

***********************************************************************

MAIN0800 DS  0H

         MVC  ECBMSG(L'ERROR1),ERROR1 LOAD FAILURE FOR MODULE CCIDTBL

         MVC  ECBMSGCD,=CL4'0001'   SET LOAD FAILURE INDICATOR

         MVC  ECBRTCD,=A(ECB$FAIL)  TELL NDVR NOT TO PERFORM ACTION

         B   MAINEXIT                 AND RETURN

         SPACE

***********************************************************************

*   MODULE CCIDTBL CONTAINS INVALID ENTRY                             *

***********************************************************************

MAIN0810 DS  0H

         MVC  ECBMSG(L'ERROR2),ERROR2 INVALID TABLE ENTRY

         MVC  ECBMSGCD,=CL4'0002'   SET LOAD FAILURE INDICATOR

         MVC  ECBRTCD,=A(ECB$FAIL)  TELL NDVR NOT TO PERFORM ACTION

         B   MAINEXIT                 AND RETURN

         SPACE

***********************************************************************

*   INVALID CCID REQUEST FOR ACTION - CCID NOT FOUND IN TABLE CCIDTBL *

***********************************************************************

MAIN0820 DS  0H

         MVC  ECBMSG(L'ERROR3),ERROR3 INVALID TABLE ENTRY

         MVC  ECBMSGCD,=CL4'0003'   SET LOAD FAILURE INDICATOR

         MVC  ECBRTCD,=A(ECB$FAIL)  TELL NDVR NOT TO PERFORM ACTION

         B   MAINEXIT                 AND RETURN

         SPACE

***********************************************************************

*   RETURN TO CALLER                                                  *

***********************************************************************

MAINEXIT DS  0H

         XR  R15,R15                CLEAR R15 FOR NEATNESS

         RETURN (0,12)                AND RETURN

         SPACE

         TITLE 'PROGRAM CONSTANTS'

***********************************************************************
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*   PROGRAM CONSTANTS                                                 *

***********************************************************************

BLANKS   DC    CL80' '

ERROR1   DC    C'LOAD FAILURE FOR MODULE CCIDTBL '

ERROR2   DC    C'CCIDTBL NOT PROPERLY DEFINED '

ERROR3   DC    C'INVALID CCID REQUESTED FOR THIS ENV/SYS '

         END

Sample Exit 6 Program

Exit 6 deletes the CCID table built by the @CCIDTBL macro at job termination.

 C1UEXT06 TITLE 'Endevor for EXIT 6 EXAMPLE'

 ***********************************************************************

 *  DESCRIPTION: THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE THE CCID TABLE LOADED BY     *

 *               EXIT 2 (C1UEXT02). REVIEW C1UEXT02 FOR MORE           *

 *               INFORMATION.                                          *

 *                                                                     *

 *  REGISTERS ON ENTRY:                                                *

 *                0(R1) -> $ECBDS   EXIT CONTROL BLOCK                 *

 *                                                                     *

 *  REGISTERS USAGE:                                                   *

 *                R6    -> $CCIDS   CCID TABLE                         *

 *                R7    -> $ECBDS   EXIT CONTROL BLOCK                 *

 *                r14   -> BASE PROGRAM                                *

 *                R13   -> STACK USED FOR STANDARD IBM LINKAGE         *

 *                                                                     *

 ***********************************************************************

         TITLE '$ECBDS: EXIT CONTROL BLOCK'

 ***********************************************************************

 *  EXIT CONTROL BLOCK                                                 *

 ***********************************************************************

         $ECBDS

         TITLE 'CCIDDS: CCID TABLE'

 ***********************************************************************

 *  DSECT FOR LOAD MODULE CCIDTBL                                      *

 ***********************************************************************

 CCIDS    DSECT

 CCIDEYE  DS   CL4                EYECATCHER 'CCID'

 CCIDENV  DS   CL8                ENVIRONMENT NAME

 CCIDSYS  DS   CL8                SYSTEM NAME

 CCIDCCID DS   CL12               CCID NAME

 CCIDSLN  EQU  *-CCIDS            DSECT LENGTH

     TITLE 'REGISTER EQUATES'

 ***********************************************************************

 *  REGISTER EQUATES                                                   *

 ***********************************************************************

 R0      EQU   0

 R1      EQU   1

 R2      EQU   2

 R3      EQU   3

 R4      EQU   4
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 R5      EQU   5

 R6      EQU   6

 R7      EQU   7

 R8      EQU   8

 R9      EQU   9

 R10     EQU   10

 R11     EQU   11

 r14     EQU   12

 R13     EQU   13

 R14     EQU   14

 R15     EQU   15

         TITLE 'MAIN: MAINLINE LOGIC'

 ***********************************************************************

 *  MAINLINE LOGIC                                                     *

 ***********************************************************************

 C1UEXT06 CSECT

          SAVE (14,12),,'EXAMPLE OF EXIT 6'

          LR  r14,R15                   POINT AT THIS PROGRAM

         USING C1UEXT06,r14

          L   R7,0(,R1)                 POINT AT $ECBDS

         USING $ECBDS,R7

          ICM  R6,B'1111',ECBUEXT       Q: HAS TABLE BEEN LOADED?

          BZ  MAINEXIT                  A: NO, RETURN TO CALLER

         USING CCIDS,R6

          CLC  CCIDEYE,=CL4'CCID'       Q: IS THIS THE CCID TABLE?

          BNE  MAINEXIT                 A: NO, DO NOT DELETE TABLE

          DELETE EP=CCIDTBL             DELETE THE CCID LOAD MODULE

          XC  ECBUEXT,ECBUEXT           CLEAR CCID TABLE ADDRESS

          SPACE

 MAINEXIT DS  0H

          XR  R15,R15                   CLEAR R15 FOR NEATNESS

          RETURN (14,12)                RETURN TO CALLER

          END

Notification Utility Exit Programs

Several exit programs are provided with Endevor for use with the Notification utility. The source for all of the exit programs
is located in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN library. After tailoring them to meet the requirements of your site, these exit
programs can be used in place of, or in addition to, your own programs. For those users who write their own exit
programs, the samples that are provided with Endevor can serve as examples of the kinds of programs that you would
need to write.

The control blocks to use when writing your own exit programs are $NOTIFY for assembler and NOTIFYDS for COBOL.
Both control blocks are found in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN library. JCL to assemble and link the exit programs is also
included with Endevor and is located in the iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL.

The sample exits programs that are provided with Endevor include the following:

• XIT7MAIL
• CALLMLIF
• XIT7APNT (and the COBOL version, which is XIT7APNC)
• XIT7NTFY (and the COBOL version, which is XIT7NTFC)
• XIT2NTFY
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XIT7MAIL

XIT7MAIL sends an email notification to Endevor package approvers, and is called when a package is cast. Email
notification also is sent to newly added Dynamic Approvers when their user ID is added to the Dynamic Approver package
approver record, provided their user ID is in the ESMTPTBL or the ESMTPTBL includes the DFTID=USERID parameter.
XIT7MAIL is provided as a source member in Endevor's source library, iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN. JCL member, BC1JTABL,
found in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL can be used to assemble it.

To activate this option, add XIT7MAIL to the user exits table, C1UEXITS, as an EXIT#=7 entry. Ensure that the ANCHID is
unique among the exit 7 exit programs.

When a package that requires approval is successfully cast, the program searches the ESMTPTBL table for a match
on approver groups that are associated with the package. If no match is found on approver groups, then the program
scans for a match on individual approver mainframe IDs. If a match is found, an email is addressed to the email ID
associated with the approver group or approver. If no match is found, no email is sent. If your ESMTPTBL includes the
DFTID=USERID parameter, when a package is cast requiring an approval from one or more users not defined in the
table, for example, peter01 and sally02, Endevor will send an email to peter01@yourco.com and sally02@yourco.com,
in addition to emails to users defined in the table. By including the URL of Change Manager Enterprise Workbench in the
email, the recipient can access the Login Page with a single click.

NOTE
If an approver is a member of multiple internal approver groups and is listed in ESMTPTBL by his individual
mainframe ID, only one email notification is sent to that approver. To prevent multiple emails from being sent
to the same recipient, Endevor builds a list of up to 255 approver IDs. If there are more than 255 approvers
associated with a package, multiple emails may be sent. Also, if an approver is a member of multiple approver
groups that are mapped to email groups, the user will receive an email for every email group of which she or he
is a member.

If you want to disable the notification of newly added Dynamic Approvers, delete the following lines of code before
assembling and linking the XIT7MAIL module:

MVI  PECBD1BE,C'Y'        ENABLE BEFORE DYNAMIC ADd

MVI  PECBD1AF,C'Y'        ENABLE AFTER DYNAMIC Add

MVI  PECBDUBE,C'Y'        ENABLE BEFORE DYNAMIC UPD

MVI  PECBDUAF,C'Y'        ENABLE AFTER DYNAMIC UPD

XIT7MAIL also allows you to do the following:

Query ESMTPTBL
To find out if a specific user ID is referenced in ESMTPTBL, you have to use similar logic as used by subroutine
SCANRUTN in XIT7MAIL. SCANRUTN will call BC1PNTFY with function SMTPF to query ESMTPTBL. The
return code of BC1PNTFY will inform SCANRUTN if the user ID was found. If the specified user ID was not found,
the return code will tell you whether or not DFTID=USERID is defined in ESMTPTBL.

Improve Readability
Your emails may be easier to read if you use strings of variable records, instead of a single variable record. The
delivered XIT7MAIL source sends multiple chained variable length records. To control the readability of emails,
use the sample program CALLMLIF described in the following section.

From (Sender) Address Options

Emails generated by XIT7MAIL use a default from (sender) address. You can edit the XIT7MAIL program to use one of
the other optional from address formats. Using multiple options is not supported. The options you do not want to use must
be commented out. As delivered, only the default is not commented out. The following three options are available:

• Use the default. As delivered, no changes to the XIT7MAIL program are needed. However, if you uncomment out the
other options, and then decide not to use them, but to use this option instead, make sure you comment out the other
options.
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For example, the default "FROM:" location looks like the following where HOSTNAME=USABC01 DOMAIN=CAI.COM:
CAEndevorSoftwareChangeManager@USABC01.CAI.COM

• Use the PECBUSER field.
For example, where USER01 is the contents of PECBUSER and HOSTNAME=USABC01 DOMAIN=CAI.COM, the
"FROM:" location looks like:
USER01@USABC01.CAI.COM

• User choice. Change the value within the apostrophes to any preferred value.
For example:
– If you specify =CL38'GOL1234@ca.com ', the "FROM" location location looks like this:

GOL1234@ca.com
– If you specify =CL38'from ENDEVOR email notify ', the "FROM" location looks like this:

from ENDEVOR email notify

CALLMLIF

A sample COBOL email program, CALLMLIF that makes use of BC1PMLIF is provided in the installation source library
CSIQOPTN.

BC1PMLIF is an interface program that allows you to write simple email programs to be called at exit points or in
processors. Your email program can call BC1PMLIF with an easy to use parameter list. BC1PMLIF formats the required
internal control blocks and calls the existing Endevor email interface modules. BC1PMLIF gets the email address from
ESMTPTBL, formats the message, and sends it to the email server. To use this utility, you do not need an in-depth
knowledge of the $NOTIFY block or the ESMTP table lookup.

When BC1PMLIF is called in a processor, you cannot make use of the exit block information the way it is done in the
supplied sample program.

The sample COBOL email program, CALLMLIF, provided in the installation CSIQOPTN library is shown next. For sample
JCL to compile and link a COBOL exit, see CSIQJCL member BC1JEXIT.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*

* NOTE: PROGRAM-ID Name must match the expected exit number

*       C1UEXTnn irrespective of the name that is given to the

*       final load module.

*

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 PROGRAM-ID.     C1UEXT03.

 AUTHOR.         CA.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 CONFIGURATION SECTION.

 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-S390.

 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-S390.

 DATA DIVISION.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 01 PGM                                   PIC X(8).

 01 MYSMTP-MESSAGE                        PIC X(80).

 01 MYSMTP-USERID                         PIC X(8).

 01 MYSMTP-FROM                           PIC X(50).

 01 MYSMTP-SUBJECT                        PIC X(50).
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 01 MYSMTP-TEXT.

   03 MYSMTP-COUNTER                      PIC 9(2).

   03 MYSMTP-MSG-TEXT.

     05 MYSMTP-LINE                       PIC X(133) OCCURS 99.

 01 MYSMTP-URL                            PIC X(1)  VALUE 'Y'.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 LINKAGE SECTION.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 COPY EXITBLKS.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING

     EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK

     REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK

     SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK

     SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

     SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK

     TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK

     TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

     TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 MAIN SECTION.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

   INITIALIZE MYSMTP-MESSAGE

        MYSMTP-USERID

        MYSMTP-FROM

        MYSMTP-SUBJECT

        MYSMTP-TEXT

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

* Use Endevor userid (caller) as person to receive message.

* And provide retrun address and email subject

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

   MOVE ECB-USER-ID               TO MYSMTP-USERID

   MOVE 'SAMPMLIF_CASCMM_eMail'   TO MYSMTP-FROM

   MOVE 'Sample EXIT3 calling BC1PMLIF to send email.'

                             TO MYSMTP-SUBJECT

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

* Build message lines as needed (Up to 99 lines possible)

* Remember to set the counter to actual number of lines required

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

   MOVE 'Dear CASCMM User,'      TO MYSMTP-LINE(2)

   MOVE 'This is a sample email generated from CASCMM Exit 3. '

                                 TO MYSMTP-LINE(4)

   MOVE 'It has full access to the CASCMM exit blocks (where'

                                 TO MYSMTP-LINE(6)

   MOVE 'it can get information about the current Action,'

                                 TO MYSMTP-LINE(7)

   MOVE 'Element, System, Subsystem, CCID etc.).'

                                 TO MYSMTP-LINE(8)

   MOVE 'Message text can be written line by line, up to 133'

                                 TO MYSMTP-LINE(10)

   MOVE 'Characters, and up to 99 lines. Trailing blanks/'

                                 TO MYSMTP-LINE(11)

   MOVE 'nulls will stripped in the final email.'
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                                 TO MYSMTP-LINE(12)

   MOVE 15                       TO MYSMTP-COUNTER

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

* Send mail and exit

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

   PERFORM P-NOTIFY-MAIL

   GOBACK.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

 P-NOTIFY-MAIL.

*-----------------------------------------------------------------

   MOVE 'BC1PMLIF'    TO    PGM

   CALL PGM           USING MYSMTP-MESSAGE

                            MYSMTP-USERID

                            MYSMTP-FROM

                            MYSMTP-SUBJECT

                            MYSMTP-TEXT

                            MYSMTP-URL

   EVALUATE TRUE

    WHEN RETURN-CODE = 0

       EXIT

    WHEN OTHER

       DISPLAY 'CALL BC1PMLIF RC = ' RETURN-CODE

       DISPLAY MYSMTP-MESSAGE

   END-EVALUATE

   EXIT.

Other Sample Exit Programs

These sample programs are also provided in the Endevor iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN library.

XIT7APNT
Extracts internal approver groups and notifies each user via the Notification utility. External approvers cannot be
notified, because they are unknown to Endevor.You can choose whether you want to send the notification using
the TSO, TPX, or XMIT protocol by modifying the source. It can be called from the post-cast, post-execution, pre-
reset, and post-backout exit points.

XIT7APNC
The COBOL version of XIT7APNT.

XIT7NTFY
A package exit program that sends notifications to users via the TSO protocol. You can also choose to send the
notification using either the TPX or XMIT protocol by modifying the source. It can be called from any of Endevor's
exit points.

XIT7NTFC
The COBOL version of XIT7NTFY.

XIT2NTFY
An exit program for pre- and post-action exits that notifies users via the TSO protocol. You can also choose to
send the notification using either the TPX or XMIT protocol by modifying the source. It can be called from the pre-
and post-action exit points.

Using Exit Control Blocks
Endevor provides the relevant information for the fields of the exit control blocks which are passed to exit programs
whenever a user exit is invoked.
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When a user exit is invoked, Endevor formats a series of control blocks with information relevant to the exit. In the
following illustration, register 1 points to an address list, which in turn points to the control blocks.

This section describes each of the control blocks in this structure. In all cases where specific fields do not apply for the
processing at hand, alphabetic fields are space-filled and numeric fields are zero-filled.

NOTE
If the control block is not relevant to the user exit, then the control block will not contain valid data.

Exit Control Blocks for EPC1UEXT

EPC1UEXT makes control blocks available to exit programs written in high-level languages such as COBOL. If
EPC1UEXT is linked with a high-level language exit program, the control blocks are always passed to the exit program in
the following order:

1. Exit Control block
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2. Request Information block
3. Source Environment block
4. Source Element Master Information block
5. Source File block
6. Target Environment block
7. Target Element Master Information block
8. Target File block
9. Alter Action block. A pointer to the Alter Action exit control block (ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK). The address of the

ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK control block is only available at the time of an Alter action exit 2 or exit 3 call. This field
contains zeros in all other instances.

10. SMF Action Record

NOTE
For more information, see the "Exits and High-Level Languages" section of Exits Reference.

Primary Information Exit Control Block

The primary information control block is the first and primary information block passed to exit programs. It is pointed to by
Register 1: 0(R1), and is passed using standard calling conventions.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $ECBDS DSECT.
• The COBOL control block EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member

EXITBLKS.

Assembler Field Descriptions ($ECBDS DSECT)

The following list contains descriptions of the fields in the $ECBDS DSECT. Unless otherwise noted, exit programs cannot
modify these fields.

ECBLEN
Size of the Exit Control block ($ECBDS), in bytes.

ECBVERS
Version number to identify the Exit Control block ($ECBDS) written by the exit handler. This should always be 1.
Use the ECB$VERS label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

ECBID
Code that identifies this as the Exit Control block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always "$ECB".

ECBFLAG

A four-character field for special flags. Currently only the first character is used and it is used for the ECBSRCHR field.

ECBSRCHR
Indicates, if not blank, the Search and Replace utility is being run. Values are as follows:
E -- The utility is adding or updating an element.
O -- The utility is updating an output data set name component.

ECBRTCD
Modifiable by exits 1-6. This field contains the return code.
On entry to the exit, this field is generally set to 0. An exception occurs with exit 1, if Endevor has detected a
security violation in its own checking (in which case this is passed as 4, 12, or 16, as described for exit 1).
On return from the exit, this field has meaning as follows. (Any value other than those listed next is set to 8.) For
further detail, see the individual write-up of each exit. Values are:

• Value: 0
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– Label: ECB$OK.
– Meaning: Successful (or continue processing). Applies for all exits.

• Value: 4
– Label: ECB$MOK.
– Meaning: Successful (continue processing), but some control block data was modified by the exit. Applies

for exits 1-5. Make sure to modify the changed data if necessary before proceeding.
• Value: 8

– Label: ECB$FAIL.
– Meaning: Stop action processing for exits 1, 2, and 4.

• Value: 12
– Label: none
– Meaning: Used only on entry to an exit 1 program.

• Value: 16
– Label: none
– Meaning: Used on entry to an exit 1 program. Also, exit 2, using existing capability to issue a message and

set the return code, has the capability of terminating Endevor processing if the return code is set to 16.

ECBARGS
Number of parameters passed to the exit in the address list (R1). The last word of the list is X'80', indicating end-
of-list.

ECBEXTN
Number identifying the exit being invoked: Values are:

• Value: 1
– Label: ECB$CON1
– Meaning: Exit 1 invoked.

• Value: 2
– Label: ECB$CON2.
– Meaning: Exit 2 invoked

• Value: 3
– Label: ECB$CON3
– Meaning: Exit 3 invoked

• Value: 4
– Label: ECB$CON4
– Meaning: Exit 4 invoked

• Value: 5
– Label: ECB$CON5
– Meaning: Exit 5 invoked

• Value: 6
– Label: ECB$CON6.
– Meaning: Exit 6 invoked

ECBUSER
User ID associated with the current processing. Modifiable by exit 5.

ECBMODE
Indicates whether the current action was requested in foreground or batch. Values are as follows:

• Value: T
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– Label: TSO
– Meaning: Action was requested in foreground.

• Value: B
– Label: ECB$BAT
– Meaning: Action was requested in batch.

ECBINTNL
Indicates whether the current processing relates to building a panel dynamically or to an action request. Values
are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: ECB$YES
– Meaning: Processing involves dynamic TSO panel building

• Value: N
– Label: ECB$NO
– Meaning: Processing involves an action request

ECBSMFAC
Indicates whether Endevor was installed to support SMF recording, as defined by the SMFREC# parameter of the
Defaults Table: Y (yes) or N (no).

ECBSMFWR
Applicable if ECBSMFAC is Y. Indicates whether Endevor is set up to write out SMF action and/or security
records, as defined by the SMFACT and SMFSEC parameters of the Defaults Table: Y (yes) or N (no).

ECBFUNC
Action code. The codes correspond to the actions as follows:
1-Add
2-Update
3-Retrieve
4-Delete
5-Generate
6-Display
7-Move
8-Archive
9-Signout
10-Reserved
11-CHGTYPE
12-Signin
13-Override Signout
14-ENVRNMGR
15-Print
16-Transfer
17-Validate
18-Restore
32-Alter

ECBFUNAM
Literal to describe the current action (ADD, UPDATE, and so forth). Passed to exits 1-4.

ECBMSGCD
Modifiable by exits 1-6. Default value is 0000. Used to construct the message code written to the Endevor
Execution Report by the exit handler. A message code precedes each message written to the report, and applies
if the ECBMSG field contains a non-blank value.
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For messages produced by user exits, the error code is formatted as C1Unnnns, where nnnn is defined by this
field, and s is a severity code associated with ECBRTCD (I for return code of less than 8, E for return codes of 8
and above).

ECBMSGLN
Not used.

ECBMSGSZ
Not used.

ECBMSG
Modifiable by exits 1-6. Error message associated with the current activity. For exit 1, this is set on entry if a
security violation has occurred. For the other exits, this is blank on entry.
103 characters in this field are available for messages. The first 29 positions are for Endevor-generated
information.
If there is a message in this field when you return from the user exit, the exit handler records the message in
the Endevor Execution Report. The message is preceded in that report with an error code (C1Unnnns format,
described previously for the ECBMSGCD field).

ECBCALR
Indicates that the Exit is executing under Endevor or Quick-Edit. Values are as follows:

• Value: E
– Label: ECB$NDV
– Meaning: Exit is running under Endevor

• Value: Q
– Label: ECB$QE
– Meaning: Exit is running under Quick-Edit

If the Exit is called as a second level Endevor function, for example, if C1BM3000 is used in a processor or if an
API program is running in an Endevor Exit, then the content of ECBCALR reflects the secondary level. In both
these examples, the ECBCALR value is E.

ECBPKG
Indicates if the action runs under a Package or is being called during package validations (Cast or Inspect).
Values are as follows:

• Value: N
– Label: ECBPKGN
– Meaning: No. The action is executed outside a Package.

• Value: Y
– Label: ECBPKGY
– Meaning: Yes. The action is executed as part of a Package.

• Value: I
– Label: ECBPKGI
– Meaning: Inspect. The exit is called as part of package validation during Cast or Inspect. This is NOT an

executing action.

ECBREQA
A pointer to the Request Information block (DSECT $REQPDS).

ECBPNLT
Indicates the type of panel being processed when the exit was invoked. Values are as follows:

• Value: 0
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– Label: ECB$NONE
– Meaning: No panel information is available

• Value: 1
– Label: ECB$PENV
– Meaning: Exit was called while processing an Environment Definition panel

• Value: 2
– Label: ECB$PPRM
– Meaning: Exit was called while processing the Primary Options Menu

• Value: 3
– Label: ECB$PFOR
– Meaning: Exit was called while processing a foreground panel

ECBUEXT
Modifiable by exits 1-6. User field, used to save (and pass) information between user exits. Generally, this field
contains an address that points to a block of user data. When you are using anchor IDs, this field is used to store
address values read by exit programs from the anchor ID table. Any value placed in this field remains there until
the end of the Endevor session, or until another user exit loads a new value in this field.

ECBIFUNC
Same as ECBFUNC (above).

ECBHIRC
Highest return code set by previously executed system and user exits for this exit number.

ECBCPKGI
Indicates the current package ID.

ECB255RC
Indicates the registration error return code for the message severity for the IMGR255 message.

ECB257RC
Indicates the registration error return code for the message severity for the IMGR257 message.

ECBAPI
Indicates what kind of API call is in progress. W indicates this is a Change Manager Enterprise Workbench call
to the API; A indicates that this is not a Change Manager Enterprise Workbench call to the API; and a blank
indicates that no API call is in progress.

ECBALTRA
A pointer to the Alter Action exit control block (DSECT $ALTRDS). The address of the $ALTRDS control block is
only available at the time of an Alter action exit 2 or exit 3 call. This field contains zeros in all other instances.

ECBALTRF
Indicates the name of the field being altered, for an Alter action during Exit 1 processing only.

ECBSIZE
Size of the $ECBDS DSECT.

COBOL Field Descriptions (EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK)

The following list contains descriptions of the fields in the EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK. Unless otherwise noted, exit
programs cannot modify these fields.

ECB-LENGTH
Size of the Exit Control block (EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCKS), in bytes.
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ECB-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit Control block (EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCKS) written by the exit handler. This
should always be 1.
Use the (ECB-CURRENT-VERSION) label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your
exit.

ECB-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Exit Control block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always "$ECB".

ECB-FLAG
Not used.

ECB-SRCHR
The value of this field, if not blank, indicates that the Search and Replace utility is being run. The values are as
follows:
E -- The utility is adding or updating an element.
O -- The utility is updating an output data set name component.

ECB-RETURN-CODE
Modifiable by exits 1-6. This field contains the return code.
On entry to the exit, this field is generally set to 0. An exception occurs with exit 1, if Endevor has detected a
security violation in its own checking (in which case this is passed as 4, 12, or 16, as described for exit 1).
On return from the exit, this field has meaning as follows. (Any value other than those listed next is set to 8.) For
further detail, see the individual write-up of each exit. Possible values are as follows:

• Value: 0
– Label: RETURN-OK
– Meaning: Successful (or continue processing). Applies for all exits

• Value: 4
– Label: RETURN-OK-MODS
– Meaning: Successful (continue processing), but some control block data was modified by the exit. Applies

for exits 1-5. Make sure to modify the changed data if necessary before proceeding.
• Value: 8

– Label: RETURN-ABORT
– Meaning: Stop actiFon processing for exits 1, 2, and 4.

• Value: 12
– Label: none
– Meaning: Used only on entry to an exit 1 program.

• Value: 16
– Label: none
– Meaning: Used on entry to an exit 1 program. Also, exit 2, using existing capability to issue a message and

set the return code, has the capability of terminating Endevor processing if the return code is set to 16.

ECB-ARGUMENTS
Number of parameters passed to the exit in the address list (R1). The last word of the list is X'80', indicating end-
of-list.

ECB-EXIT-NUMBER
Number identifying the exit being invoked: Values are as follows:

• Value: 1
– Meaning: C1IEXT01
– Exit 1 invoked

• Value: 2
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– Label: C1IEXT02
– Meaning: Exit 2 invoked

• Value: 3
– Label: C1IEXT03
– Meaning: Exit 3 invoked

• Value: 4
– Label: C1IEXT04
– Meaning: Exit 4 invoked.

• Value: 5
– Label: C1IEXT05
– Meaning: Exit 5 invoked.

• Value: 6
– Label: C1IEXT06
– Meaning: Exit 6 invoked.

ECB-USER-ID
User ID associated with the current processing. Modifiable by exit 5.

ECB-TSO-BATCH-MODE
Indicates whether the current action was requested in foreground or batch. Values are as follows:

• Value: T
– Label: TSO
– Meaning: Action was requested in foreground

• Value: B
– Label: BATCH
– Action was requested in batch

ECB-CALL-FLAG
Indicates whether the current processing relates to building a panel dynamically or to an action request. Values
are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: INTERNAL-CALL
– Meaning: Processing involves dynamic TSO panel building

• Value: N
– ACTION-CALL
– Processing involves an action request

ECB-SMF-FLAG
Indicates whether Endevor was installed to support SMF recording, as defined by the SMFREC# parameter of the
Defaults Table: Y (yes) or N (no)

ECB-SMF-WRITE-FLAG
Applicable if ECB-SMF-FLAG is Y. Indicates whether Endevor is set up to write out SMF action and/or security
records, as defined by the SMFACT and SMFSEC parameters of the Defaults Table: Y (yes) or N (no). .

ECB-ACTION-CODE
Action code. The values correspond to the actions as follows:
1-Add
2-Update
3-Retrieve
4-Delete
5-Generate
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6-Display
7-Move
8-Archive
9-Signout
10-Reserved
11-CHGTYPE
12-Signin
13-Override Signout
14-ENVRNMGR
15-Print
16-Transfer
17-Not used
18-Restore
32-Alter

ECB-ACTION-NAME
Literal to describe the current action (ADD, UPDATE, and so forth). Passed to exits 1-4.

ECB-MESSAGE-CODE
Modifiable by exits 1-6. Default value is 0000. Used to construct the message code written to the Endevor
Execution Report by the exit handler. A message code precedes each message written to the report, and applies
if the ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT field contains a non-blank value.
For messages produced by user exits, the error code is formatted as C1Unnnns, where nnnn is defined by this
field, and is a severity code associated with ECB-RETURN-CODE (I for return codes less than 8, E for return
codes of 8 and above).

ECB-MESSAGES-LENGTH
Not used.

ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT
Modifiable by exits 1-6. Error message associated with the current activity. For exit 1, this is set on entry if a
security violation has occurred. For the other exits, this is blank on entry. The first 29 positions are for Endevor-
generated information.
If there is a message in this field when you return from the user exit, the exit handler records the message in
the Endevor Execution Report. The message is preceded in that report with an error code (C1Unnnns format,
described previously for the ECB-MESSAGE-CODE field).

ECB-CALLER-ORIGIN
Action is executing under Endevor or Quick-Edit. Values are as follows:

• Value: E
– Label: CALLER-Endevor
– Meaning: Exit is running under Endevor

• Value: Q
– Label: CALLER-QUICKEDIT
– Meaning: Exit is running under Quick-Edit

If the Exit is called as a second level Endevor function, for example if C1BM3000 is used in a processor
or if an API program is running in an Endevor Exit, then the content of ECB-CALLER-ORIGIN reflects the
secondary level. In both these examples, the ECB-CALLER-ORIGIN value is E.

ECB-UNDER-PACKAGE
Action is running under a package. Values are as follows:

• Value: Y
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– Label: PACKAGE-YES
– Meaning: Action is running under a package.

• Value: N
– Label: PACKAGE-NO
– Meaning: Action is not running under a package.

• Value: I
– Label: PACKAGE-INSPECT
– Meaning: The exit is called as part of package validation during Cast or Inspect. This is NOT an executing

action.

ECB-REQUEST-POINTER
A pointer to the Request Information block (REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK).

ECB-PANEL-TYPE
Indicates the type of panel being processed when the exit was invoked. Values are as follows:

• Value: 0
– Label: NO-PANEL-INFO
– Meaning: No panel information is available

• Value: 1
– Label: ENVIRONMENT-PANEL
– Meaning: Exit was called while processing an Environment Definition panel

• Value: 2
– Label: MAIN-PANEL
– Meaning: Exit was called while processing the Primary Options Menu

• Value: 3
– Label: FOREGROUND-PANEL
– Meaning: Exit was called while processing a foreground panel

ECB-EXIT-HOLD-FIELD
Modifiable by exits 1-6. User field, used to save (and pass) information between user exits. Generally, this field
contains an address that points to a block of user data. When you are using anchor IDs, this field is used to store
address values read by exit programs from the anchor ID table. Any value placed in this field remains there until
the end of the Endevor session, or until another user exit loads a new value in this field.

ECB-SECURITY-FUNCTION
Same as ECB-ACTION-CODE (above).

ECB-HIGH-RC
Highest return code set by previously executed system and user exits for this exit number.

ECB-ALTER-POINTER
A pointer to the Alter Action exit control block (ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK). The address of the ALTER-ACTION-
BLOCK control block is only available at the time of an Alter action exit 2 or exit 3 call. This field contains zeros in
all other instances.

ECB-ALTER-FIELD
Indicates the name of the field being altered, for an Alter action during Exit 1 processing only.

Request Information Block

Endevor passes this block to programs for exits 1-4. Exit 2 programs can change the information in this block.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:
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• The assembler $REQPDS DSECT.
• The COBOL control block REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member

EXITBLKS.

$REQPDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the $REQPDS DSECT. Unless otherwise noted, exit 2
programs can modify these fields.

REQLEN
Size of the Request Information block ($REQPDS), in bytes. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQVERS
Version number of the Request Information block. This should always be 2.
Use the REQ$VERS label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit. Exit 2
programs cannot modify this field.

REQID
Code that identifies this as the Request Information block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning
your modules visually. Value is always "$REQ." Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQCCID
CCID associated with the current action request.

REQCOMM
Comments associated with the current action request.

REQFLAG
Not used.

REQSISOF
Indicates whether the current action requested a sign-out override. Values are as follows:

• Value: 1
– Label: REQ$YES
– Meaning: Action requested a signout override.

• Value: 2
– Label: REQ$NO.
– Meaning: Action did not request a signout override.

REQSISOC
Applicable for a RETRIEVE action. Indicates whether the current action specified NO SIGNOUT: Y (yes) or N
(no).

REQEXPND
Applicable for a RETRIEVE action. Indicates whether the current action requested that INCLUDEs be expanded:
Y (yes) or N (no).

REQOVRWR
Applicable for a RETRIEVE action. Indicates whether the current action requested an overwrite if a member by
the same name exists already in the output library: Y (yes) or N (no).

REQRTCOD
Action return code.

REQELVER
Applicable for an ADD or TRANSFER action. Indicates the version number of the element being added or
transferred. The version number defaults to 01 for an element being added or to the from location version number
of the element being transferred. You can change the version number under certain circumstances to any value
from 01-99.
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REQCPYBK
Applicable for a GENERATE action. Indicates whether you want to copy the element from up the map and then
generate it in the stage specified in the SCL.

REQBENE
This field is only used by the Endevor Interface to the Natural Environment and is applicable for the ADD,
UPDATE and TRANSFER actions. Although you can modify this field, we do not recommended that you do so. It
indicates if the editing of the element name should be bypassed: Y (yes) or N (no).

REQOEMCH
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option ELEMENT MASTER is in effect for
the current action to check whether the element has been successfully generated.

REQOSYCH
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option SYNCHRONIZATION is in effect for
the current action to check whether the element is involved in an out-of-sync condition.

REQOCMCH
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option COMPONENT VALIDATION is in
effect for the current action to check whether the element components exists and are valid.

REQOTMSGS
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option TERSE MESSAGES is in effect for
the current action to limit the amount of message detail written to the C1MSGS1 report.

REQDEL
Applicable for all actions where the deletion of a member/element applies. This includes ADD, ARCHIVE,
DELETE, MOVE, TRANSFER, and UPDATE. Indicates whether the member (for an ADD or UPDATE) or element
(for an ARCHIVE, DELETE, MOVE, or TRANSFER) will be deleted upon successful completion of the requested
action: Y (yes) or N (no). This value is X'40' if a delete does not apply for the current action.
Can only be modified during ADD, ARCHIVE, MOVE, TRANSFER, and UPDATE actions.

REQMOVWH
Applicable for a MOVE action. Indicates whether the current action requested a MOVE WITH HISTORY: Y (yes)
or N (no).

REQUPDT
Applicable for an ADD action. Indicates whether you want to update the element if it exists already: Y (yes) or N
(no).

REQBYGEN
Applicable for an ADD, UPDATE, TRANSFER, and RESTORE action. Indicates whether you want the generate
processor to execute after the source management has been performed: Y (yes--bypass the processor) or N (no--
execute the processor).

REQONLCMP
Applicable for Endevor ACM users only. Indicates whether you want to delete both the element component list
and the element, or the element component list only. Y (yes--delete just the element component list) or N (no--
delete the element as well as the element component list). If you specify COMPONENT ONLY, REQDEL will be
blank and this (REQONLCMP) flag will be set to y (yes).

REQSYNC
Applicable for a TRANSFER or MOVE action. Indicates whether you want to create a sync level at the at the
target when the current level of the element differs from the base level of the FROM location element. For more
information, see SCL Reference and Using.

REQIGGF
Applicable for a TRANSFER action. Indicates whether you want to ignore the *FAILED* flag for the action and
perform the action, whether or not the element was previously generated or moved successfully.
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REQBYDP
Applicable for a MOVE or TRANSFER action. Indicates whether you want the delete processor to execute for this
element.
Y-The element will be deleted but the delete processor will not be executed, bypassing the delete of any outputs
associated with this element.
N-The delete processor will be executed and the elements and all outputs will be deleted.

REQOPGRP
Applicable for an ADD, UPDATE, or GENERATE action. The name of the processor group to be used. If you leave
this field blank, the system defaults to the processor group last used for this element (that is, when the element
was last generated).

REQSOUID
Applicable for a SIGNIN action. The user ID of the user to whom you are signing out or reassigning the element.

REQOSRCH
Applicable for the ALTER, GENERATE, and RETRIEVE actions. Indicates if Endevor is to search the map when
building a list. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field for the ALTER action.

REQORSGN
Applicable for MOVE and TRANSFER actions. Indicates whether to retain signout at the target location of the
action.

REQOJUMP
Applicable for the MOVE action. Indicates whether Endevor allows you to move elements when a version of the
element exists at an intermediary stage that is not on the map.

REQOSGNI
Applicable for the MOVE and TRANSFER actions. Indicates whether to sign in elements at the target location of
the action.

REQUSR
User data that will be written to the MCF record at the target of action. EXIT 2 can define up to 80 bytes of user
data that will be stored in the element record of the MCF. Set this field to spaces if you want to clear existing user
data. This field is ignored for the ALTER action.

REQOAUTG
Applicable for the ADD, UPDATE, and GENERATE element actions. Indicates whether the AUTOGEN action
option was specified or not. The possible values for this field are: Y (Yes) or N (No). If the value of REQOAUTG is
“Y”, then the value REQOAUTX will be “N”. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQOAUTX
Indicates whether this using element was generated on behalf of a component element. The possible values for
this field are: Y (Yes) or N (No). If the value of REQOAUTX is “Y”, then the value of the REQOAUTG field will be
“N”. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQNOSRC
Applicable for the GENERATE element action. Indicates whether to fetch an element’s source back to the target
location from up the map or not. The possible values for this field are: Y (Yes) or N (No).

REQORGH
Applicable for the Restore action. Indicates whether the generate history of the element is to be kept when the
element is restored. Possible values for this field are: Y(Yes) or N(No).

REQOSPAN
Applicable for the Add, Update, and Generate actions and is an extension of the Autogen option. Indicates
whether to automatically generate using elements that are found in different Systems and Subsystems within the
Environment and Stage of the logical map of the AUTOGEN'd component. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this
field. Acceptable values are:
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N
Label: REQOSNON
Meaning: Generate only those using elements that are in the same logical map as the component
specified.

A
Label: REQOSALL
Meaning: Generate using elements from all Systems and Subsystems.

S
Label: REQOSSYS
Meaning: Generate using elements from all Systems with the same-named Subsystem of the component
specified.

B
Label: REQOSSUB
Meaning: Generate using elements from all Subsystems with the same-named System of the component
specified.

REQAUPDT
Applicable for an ALTER action. Indicates whether you want to update the element. Valid values are: Y (yes) or N
(no). Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQASRCH
Applicable for an ALTER action. Indicates whether you want Endevor to search and alter all elements in the map
or only the first element found up the map. Acceptable values are: A (All) or F (First Found). Exit 2 programs
cannot modify this field.

REQAXACT
Applicable for an ALTER action. Indicates whether the Exact Match option is enabled or not. Valid values are: Y
(yes) or N (no). Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQONDOC
Applicable for a TRANSFER action. Indicates whether you want to bypass checking for duplicate processor output
type. Valid values are: Y (yes) or N (no).

REQSIZE
Size of the $REQPDS DSECT. Exit 2 cannot modify this field.

COBOL REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK PARAGRAPH. Unless otherwise
noted, exit 2 programs can modify these fields.

REQ-LENGTH
Size of the Request Information block (REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK), in bytes. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this
field.

REQ-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number of the Request Information block. This should always be 2.
Use this label to verify that the correct version of this control block layout was passed to your exit. Exit 2 programs
cannot modify this field.

REQ-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Request Information block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning
your modules visually. Value is always "$REQ." Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQ-CCID
CCID associated with the current action request.

REQ-COMMENT
Comments associated with the current action request.
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REQ-REQUEST-FLAG
Not used.

REQ-SISO-INDICATOR
Indicates whether the current action requested a sign-out override. Values are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: SIGNOUT-OVERRIDE
– Meaning: Action requested a signout override

• Value: N
– Label: NO-SIGNOUT-OVERRIDE
– Meaning: Action did not request a signout override

REQ-COPY-INDICATOR
Applicable for a RETRIEVE action. Indicates whether the current action specified NO SIGNOUT: Y (yes) or N
(no).

• Value: Y
– Label: RETRIEVE-COPY-ONLY
– Meaning: Action did not request a signout

• Value: N
– Label: RETRIEVE-FOR-UPDATE
– Meaning: Action requested a signout

REQ-OVERWRITE-INDICATOR
Applicable for a RETRIEVE action. Indicates whether the current action requested an overwrite if a member by
the same name exists already in the output library: Y (yes) or N (no).

• Value: Y
– Label: WRITE-OVER-MEMBER
– Meaning: Action requested overwrite

• Value: N
– Label: NO-WRITE-OVER-MEMBER
– Meaning: Action did not request overwrite

REQ-ACTION-RC
Action return code.

REQ-NEW-VERSION
Applicable for an ADD or TRANSFER action. Indicates the version number of the element being added or
transferred. The version number defaults to 01 for an element being added or to the from location version number
of the element being transferred. You can change the version number under certain circumstances to any value
from 01-99.

REQ-GEN-COPYBACK
Applicable for a GENERATE action. Indicates whether you want to copy the element from up the map and then
generate it in the stage specified in the SCL. Values are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: GEN-COPYBACK
– Meaning: Action requested that element be copied

• Value: N
– Label: NO-GEN-COPYBACK
– Meaning: Action did not request copy
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REQ-BENE
This field is only used by the Endevor Natural Interface Application, and is applicable for the ADD, UPDATE and
TRANSFER actions. Although you can modify this field, we do not recommended that you do so. It indicates if the
editing of the element name should be bypassed: Y (yes) or N (no).

REQ-EM-CHK
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option ELEMENT MASTER is in effect for
the current action to check whether the element has been successfully generated.

REQ-SY-CHK
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option SYNCHRONIZATION is in effect for
the current action to check whether the element is involved in an out-of-sync condition.

REQ-CM-CHK
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option COMPONENT VALIDATION is in
effect for the current action to check whether the element components exists and are valid.

REQ-TMSG
Applicable for the Validate action. Indicates whether the Validate action option TERSE MESSAGES is in effect for
the current action to limit the amount of message detail written to the C1MSGS1 report.

REQ-DELETE-AFTER
Applicable for all actions where the deletion of a member/element applies. This includes ADD, ARCHIVE,
DELETE, MOVE, TRANSFER, and UPDATE. Indicates whether the member (for an ADD or UPDATE) or element
(for an ARCHIVE, DELETE, MOVE, or TRANSFER) will be deleted upon successful completion of the requested
action: Y (yes) or N (no). This value is X'40' if a delete does not apply for the current action.
Can only be modified during ADD, UPDATE, MOVE, TRANSFER, and ARCHIVE actions. Values are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: DELETE-AFTER-ACTION
– Meaning: Action requested delete

• Value: N
– Label: NO-DELETE-AFTER-ACTION
– Meaning: Action did not request delete

REQ-MOVE-WITH-HISTORY
Applicable for a MOVE action. Indicates whether the current action requested a MOVE WITH HISTORY: Y (yes)
or N (no).

• Value: Y
– Label: MOVE-WITH-HISTORY
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: MOVE-WITHOUT-HISTORY
– Meaning: Option not requested

REQ-ADD-WITH-UPDATE
Applicable for an ADD action. Indicates whether you want to update the element if it exists already: Y (yes) or N
(no).

• Value: Y
– Label: ADD-WITH-UPDATE
– Meaning: Option requested.

• Value: N
– Label: ADD-WITHOUT-UPDATE
– Meaning: Option not requested.
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REQ-BYPASS-GEN-PROC
Applicable for an ADD, UPDATE, TRANSFER, and RESTORE action. Indicates whether you want the generate
processor to execute after source management has been performed. Values are:
Y-The element will be deleted but the delete processor will not be executed, bypassing the delete of any outputs
associated with this element.
N-The delete processor will be executed and the elements and all outputs will be deleted.

• Value: Y
– Label: BYPASS-GEN-PROC
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: NO-BYPASS-GEN-PROC
– Meaning: Option not requested.

REQ-DEL-COMPS-ONLY
Applicable for Endevor ACM users only. Indicates whether you want to delete both the element component list
and the element, or the element component list only. Y (yes--delete just the element component list) or N (no--
delete the element as well as the element component list). If you specify COMPONENT ONLY, REQ-DELETE-
AFTER will be blank and this (REQ-DEL-COMPS-ONLY) flag will be set to y (yes).

• Value: Y
– Label: DEL-COMPS-ONLY
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: NO-DEL-COMPS-ONLY
– Meaning: Option not requested

REQ-SYNCHRONIZE
Applicable for a TRANSFER or MOVE action. Indicates whether you want Endevor to create a sync level at the
target when the current level of the element differs from the base level of the FROM location element. Values are
as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: YES-SYNCHRONIZATION
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: NO-SYNCHRONIZATION
– Meaning: Option not requested.

REQ-IGNGEN-FAIL
Applicable for a TRANSFER action. Indicates whether you want to ignore the *FAILED* flag for the element and
perform the action, whether or not the element was previously generated or moved successfully. Values are:

• Value: Y
– Label: IGNORE-GEN-FAIL
– Meaning: Option requested.

• Value: N
– Label: NO-IGNORE-GEN-FAIL
– Meaning: Option not requested.

REQ-BYPASS-DEL-PROC
Applicable for a MOVE or TRANSFER action. Indicates whether you want the delete processor to execute for this
element. Values are as follows:
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Y-The element will be deleted but the delete processor will not be executed, bypassing the delete of any outputs
associated with this element.
N-The delete processor will be executed and the elements and all outputs will be deleted.

• Value: Y
– Label: BYPASS-DEL-PROC
– Meaning: Option requested.

• Value: N
– Label: NO-BYPASS-DEL-PROC
– Meaning: Option not requested.

REQ-PROCESSOR-GROUP
Applicable for an ADD, UPDATE, or GENERATE action. The name of the processor group to be used. If you leave
this field blank, the system defaults to the processor group last used for this element (that is, when the element
was last generated).

REQ-SIGNOUT-USRID
Applicable for a SIGNIN action. The user ID of the user to whom you are signing out or reassigning the element.

REQ-SEARCH-OPTION
Applicable for ALTER, GENERATE, and RETRIEVE actions. Indicates if Endevor is to search the map when
building a list. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field for the Alter action. Values are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: SEARCH-ENV-MAP
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: NO-SEARCH-ENV-MAP
– Meaning: Option not requested.

REQ-RETAIN-SIGNOUT-OPT
Applicable for MOVE and TRANSFER actions. Indicates whether to retain signout at the target location of the
action. Values are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: RETAIN-SIGNOUT
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: NO-RETAIN-SIGNOUT
– Meaning: Option not requested.

REQ-JUMP-OPTION
Applicable for the MOVE action. Indicates whether Endevor allows you to move elements when a version of the
element exists at an intermediary stage that is not on the map. Values are as follows:

• Value: Y
– Label: JUMP-IS-OK
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: NO-JUMP-SPECIFIED
– Meaning: Option not requested

REQ-SIGNIN-OPTION
Applicable for the MOVE and TRANSFER actions. Indicates whether to sign in elements at the target location of
the action. Possible values are as follows:
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• Value: Y
– Label: SIGNIN-IS-SPECIFIED
– Meaning: Option requested

• Value: N
– Label: NO-SIGNIN-SPECIFIED
– Meaning: Option not requested.

REQ-USER-DATA
User data that will be written to the MCF record at the target of action. EXIT 2 can define up to 80 bytes of user
data that will be stored in the element record of the MCF. Set this field to spaces if you want to clear existing user
data. This field is ignored for the ALTER action.

REQ-AUTOGEN
Applicable for the Add, Update and Generate actions. This option can only be specified in batch requests. If
enabled, all the using elements associated with this component will automatically be generated. Exit 2 programs
cannot modify this field. Acceptable values are:

• Value: Y
– Label: REQ-AUTOGEN-YES
– Meaning: Automatically generate using elements associated with this component. If the REQ-AUTOGEN

flag is set to REQ-AUTOGEN-YES, then REQ-AUTOGENX will be set to REQ-AUTOGENX-NO.
• Value: N

– Label: REQ-AUTOGEN-NO
– Meaning: Do not automatically generate using elements.

REQ-AUTOGENX
Indicates whether this using element was generated on behalf of a component element. Exit 2 programs cannot
modify this field. Acceptable values are:

• Value: Y
– Label: REQ-AUTOGENX-YES
– Meaning: This is a using element that was generated as a result of AUTOGEN on a component element.

If the REQ-AUTOGENX flag is set to REQ-AUTOGENX-YES, then REQ-AUTOGEN will be set to REQ-
AUTOGEN-NO.

• Value: N
– Label: REQ-AUTOGENX-NO
– Meaning: This is not a using element that was generated as a result of AUTOGEN on a component

element.

REQ-GEN-NOSOURCE
Applicable for the GENERATE element action. Indicates whether to fetch an element’s source back to the target
location from up the map or not. Acceptable values are:

• Value: Y
– Label: GEN-NOSOURCE
– Meaning: Indicates not to fetch the elements source back to the target location.

• Value: N
– Label: GEN-SOURCE
– Meaning: Indicates to fetch the elements source back to the target location.

REQ-RETAIN-GEN-HST
Applicable for the Restore element action. Indicates whether the generate history of the element is to be kept
when the element is restored. Acceptable values are:

• Value: Y
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– Label: RETAIN-GENHST
– Meaning: The history of the element’s last generate processing information is retained when the element is

restored.
• Value: N

– Label: NO-RETAIN-GENHST
– Meaning: The history of the element’s last generate processing information is not retained when the

element is restored.

REQ-AUTOGEN-SPAN
Applicable for the Add, Update, and Generate actions and is an extension of the Autogen option. Indicates
whether to automatically generate using elements that are found in different Systems and Subsystems within the
Environment and Stage of the logical map of the AUTOGEN'd component. Exit 2 programs cannot modify this
field. Acceptable values are:

• Value: N
– Label: REQ-AUTOGEN-SPAN-NON
– Meaning: Generate only those using elements that are in the same logical map as the component specified.

• Value: A
– Label: REQ-AUTOGEN-SPAN-ALL
– Meaning: Generate using elements from all Systems and Subsystems.

• Value: S
– Label: REQ-AUTOGEN-SPAN-SYS
– Meaning: Generate using elements from all Systems with the same-named Subsystem of the component

specified.
• Value: B

– Label: REQ-AUTOGEN-SPAN-SUB
– Meaning: Generate using elements from all Subsystems with the same-named System of the component

specified.

REQ-ALTER-WITH-UPDATE
Applicable for an ALTER action. Indicates whether you want to update the element. Valid values are: Y (yes) or N
(no). Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQ-ALTER-SEARCH
Applicable for an ALTER action. Indicates whether you want Endevor to search and alter all elements in the map
or only the first element found up the map. Acceptable values are: A (All) or F (First Found). Exit 2 programs
cannot modify this field.

REQ-ALTER-EXACT-MATCH
Applicable for an ALTER action. Indicates whether the Exact Match option is enabled or not. Valid values are: Y
(yes) or N (no). Exit 2 programs cannot modify this field.

REQ-BYP-DUP-OUTPUT-CK
Applicable for a TRANSFER action. Indicates whether you want to bypass checking for duplicate processor output
types. Valid values are: Y (yes) or N (no).

Assembler Environment Block (Exits)

Endevor passes this control block to programs written for exits 2-4. It describes the environment used by the current
action request. Two copies of this block are passed to each exit. Each copy contains the following information:
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• The first copy contains information describing the source location used by the action, and is pointed to by Register 1:
4(R1).

• The second copy contains information describing the target location for the action, and applies for ADD, ALTER,
UPDATE, RETRIEVE, MOVE, TRANSFER, ARCHIVE, and RESTORE actions. The second copy is pointed to by the
ENVNEXT field in the first copy.

The Environment block serves as an anchor to more detailed information. Depending on the action, each block points
to either an Element Master Information block (for environments internal to Endevor) or a File block (for environments
external to Endevor).

The assembler $ENVDS DSECT sample control block is delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

$ENVDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the $ENVDS DSECT. Unless otherwise noted, exit programs
cannot modify these fields.

ENVLEN
Size of the Environment block ($ENVDS), in bytes.

ENVVERS
Version number to identify the Environment block ($ENVDS). This should always be 3. Use the ENV$VERS label
to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

ENVID
Identifies this as an Environment block. Value is always "$ENV".

ENVFLAG
Not used.

ENVSPEC
Indicates whether the location is defined to Endevor. Values are:

• Value: C
– Label: EVNV$C1.
– Meaning: The location is defined to Endevor. ENVFCBA points to an Element Master Information block

• Value: E
– Label: ENV$EXT
– Meaning: The location is not defined to Endevor. ENVFCBA points to a File block

• Value: A
– Label: ENV$ARCH
– Meaning: The location is defined to Endevor. When RESTORE or TRANSFER actions are initiated from an

Archive or Unload file, ENVFCBA points to an Element Master Information block.

ENVIOTY
Indicates whether this block describes a source (from) or target (to) location. Values are:

• Value: I
– Label: ENV$INP.
– Meaning: First environment block for source

• Value: O
– ENV$OUT.
– Meaning: Second environment block for target

ENVNEXT
Applicable for the first $ENVDS block. Address of the second (target location) $ENVDS block.
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ENVFCBA
Address of the Element Master Information block ($ELMDS) or File block ($FILDS) pointed to by this Environment
block. If ENVSPEC is C, this field points to the $ELMDS. If ENVSPEC is E, this field points to the $FILDS.

ENVSITE
Endevor site ID, as defined to the Defaults Table.

ENVSTGID
Stage number for the current action request: 1 or 2.

ENVSTGCD
Stage ID for the current action request.

ENVDATAC
Indicates whether source management found that the data had changed. N means no source change took place;
Y means change took place. This field is valid only for exit 3, and is only in the target (second) copy of $ENVDS.

ENVEVER
Version number associated in the MCF with the element. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

ENVELVL
Current level of the element. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

ENVENVM
Environment name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

ENVSTAGE
Stage name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

ENVSYSTM
System name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

ENVSYSUD
Not used.

ENVSYSCC
Indicates whether system has CCID validation turned on. Values are:
Y-System has CCID validation turned on.
N-System does not have CCID validation turned on.

ENVSUBSY
Subsystem name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

ENVSUBUD
Not used.

ENVTYPE
Element type for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

ENVTYPUD
Not used.

ENVELEMT
First 10 characters of the element name specified for the current action request.

ENVEAOFF
Offset from the beginning of the block. This points to the element name area. This area is contained within
ENBFAREA. The element name area is composed of 2 parts; a 2 byte length field followed by the element name
field. The length value field contains the binary length of the element name.

ENBFAREA
Area Buffer, contains the element name area
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ENVSIZE
Size of the $ENVDS DSECT.

COBOL Environment Block

Endevor passes this control block to programs written for exits 2-4. It describes the environment used by the current
action request. Two copies of this block are passed to each exit. Each copy contains the following information:

• The copy SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK contains information describing the source location used by the action.
• The copy TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK contains information describing the target location for the action and applies

for ADD, ALTER, UPDATE, RETRIEVE, MOVE, TRANSFER, ARCHIVE, and RESTORE actions. This copy is pointed
to by the SRC-ENV-NEXT-ENV-POINTER field in the first copy.

The Environment block serves as an anchor to more detailed information. Depending on the action, each block points
to either an Element Master Information block (for environments internal to Endevor) or a File block (for environments
external to Endevor).

The sample COBOL control block XXX-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in
member EXITBLKS delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK control block layout. Unless
otherwise noted, exit programs cannot modify these fields.

SRC-ENV-LENGTH
Size of the Environment block (SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK), in bytes.

SRC-ENV-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Environment block (SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK). This should always be 3.

SRC-EVN-BLOCK-ID
Identifies this as an Environment block. Value is always "$ENV".

SRC-ENV-FLAGS
Not used.

SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK
Indicates whether the location is defined to Endevor. Values are:

• Value: C
– Label: SRC-INTERNAL-C1-BLOCK
– Meaning: The location is defined to Endevor SRC-ENV-FILE-POINTER points to an Element Master

Information block.
• Value: E

– Label: SRC-EXTERNAL-ENV-BLOCK
– Meaning: The location is not defined to Endevor SRC-ENV-FILE-POINTER points to a File block

• Value: A
– Label: SRC-ARCHIVE-FILE
– Meaning: The location is defined to Endevor. SRC-ENV-FILE-POINTER points to an Element Master

Information block.

SRC-ENV-IO-TYPE
Indicates whether this block describes a source (from) or target (to) location. Values are:

• Value: I
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– Label: SRC-SOURCE-LOCATION
– Meaning: Block describes an input or source/from location

• Value: O
– Label: SRC-TARGET-LOCATION
– Meaning: Block describes an output or target/to location

SRC-ENV-NEXT-ENV-POINTER
Applicable for the first SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK block. Address of the second (target location) TGT-
ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK block.

SRC-ENV
Address of the Element Master Information block (SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK) or File block (SRC-
FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK) pointed to by this Environment block. If SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK is C, this field
points to the SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. If SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK is E, this field points to the
SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK.

SRC-ENV-SITE-NAME
Endevor site ID, as defined to the Defaults Table.

SRC-ENV-STAGE-ID
Stage number for the current action request: 1 or 2.

• 1-SRC-STAGE-ONE
• 2-SRC-STAGE-TWO

SRC-ENV-STAGE-CODE
Stage ID for the current action request.

FILLER
Not used

SRC-ENV-ELEMENT-VERSION
Version number associated in the MCF with the element. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

SRC-ENV-ELEMENT-LEVEL
Current level of the element. Applicable if the value in the SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

SRC-ENV-ENVIRONMENT-NAME
Environment name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field
is C.

SRC-ENV-STAGE-NAME
Stage name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

SRC-ENV-SYSTEM-NAME
System name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

SRC-ENV-SYSTEM-DATA
Not used.

SRC-ENV-SYS-CCID-VALDT
Indicates if system has CCID validation turned on. Values are:

• Value: Y
– Label: SRC-SYSTEM-VALIDATE
– Meaning: System has CCID validation turned on.

• Value: N
– Label: SRC-SYSTEM-NO-VALIDATE
– Meaning: System does not have CCID validation turned on.
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SRC-ENV-SUBSYSTEM-NAME
Subsystem name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is
C.

SRC-ENV-SUBSYSTEM-DATA
Not used.

SRC-ENV-TYPE-NAME
Element type for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the SRC-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

SRC-ENV-TYPE-DATA
Not used.

SRC-ENV-ELEMENT-NAME
First 10 characters of the element name specified for the current action request.

SRC-ENV-ELEMENT-NAME-OFFSET
Binary offset value from the beginning of the block which points to the actions element name area. The element
name area is made up of 2 parts; a 2 byte binary length field, followed by the element name. The length field
contains the actual length of the element name which immediately.

SRC-ENV-ELEMENT-AREA-OFFSET
Binary offset value from the beginning of the block which points to the actions element name area. The element
name area is made up of 2 parts; a 2 byte binary length field, followed by the element name. The length field
contains the actual length of the element name which immediately follows.

SRC-ENV-AREA-BUFFER
Area buffer space which contains the element name area.

TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK control block layout. Unless
otherwise noted, exit programs cannot modify these fields.

TGT-ENV-LENGTH
Size of the Environment block (TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK), in bytes.

TGT-ENV-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Environment block (TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK). This should always be 3.

TGT-ENV-BLOCK-ID
Identifies this as an Environment block. Value is always "$ENV".

TGT-ENV-FLAGS
Not used.

TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK
Indicates whether the location is defined to Endevor. Values are:

• Value: C
– Label: TGT-INTERNAL-C1-BLOCK
– Meaning: The location is defined to Endevor TGT-ENV-FILE-POINTER points to an Element Master

Information block
• Value: E

– Label: TGT-EXTERNAL-ENV-BLOCK
– Meaning: The location is not defined to Endevor. TGT-ENV-FILE-POINTER points to a File block

• Value: A
– Label: TGT-ARCHIVE-FILE
– Meaning: The location is defined to Endevor TGT-ENV-FILE-POINTER points to an Element Master

Information block
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TGT-ENV-IO-TYPE
Indicates whether this block describes a source (from) or target (to) location. Values are:

• Value: I
– Label: TGT-SOURCE-LOCATION
– Meaning: Block describes an input source/from location

• Value: O
– Label: TGT-TARGET-LOCATION
– Meaning: Block describes an output target/to location

TGT-ENV-NEXT-ENV-POINTER.
Applicable for the first TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK block.

TGT-ENV-FILE-POINTER
Address of the Element Master Information block (TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK) or File block (TGT-
FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK) pointed to by this Environment block. If TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK is C, this field
points to the TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. If TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK is E, this field points to the
TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK.

TGT-ENV-SITE-NAME
Endevor site ID, as defined to the Defaults Table.

TGT-ENV-STAGE-ID
Stage number for the current action request: 1 or 2

• 1-TGT-STAGE-ONE
• 2-TGT-STAGE-TWO

TGT-ENV-ELEMENT-CHANGES
Indicates whether source management found that the data had changed. N means no source change took place.
This field is valid only for exit 3, and is only in the TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK block.

• 1-TGT-SOURCE-CHANGES
• 2-TGT-NO-SOURCE-CHANGES

TGT-ENV-ELEMENT-VERSION
Version number associated in the MCF with the element. Applicable if the value in the ENVSPEC field is C.

TGT-ENV-ELEMENT-LEVEL
Current level of the element. Applicable if the value in the TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

TGT-ENV-ENVIRONMENT-NAME
Environment name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field
is C.

TGT-ENV-STAGE-NAME
Stage name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

TGT-ENV-SYSTEM-NAME
System name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

TGT-ENV-SYSTEM-DATA
Not used.

TGT-ENV-SYSTEM-CCID-VALDT
Indicates if system has CCID validation turned on. Values are:

• Value: Y
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– Label: TGT-SYSTEM-VALIDATE
– Meaning: System has CCID validation turned on.

• Value: N
– Label: TGT-SYSTEM-NO-VALIDATE
– Meaning: System does not have CCID validation turned on.

TGT-ENV-SUBSYSTEM-NAME
Subsystem name for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is
C.

TGT-ENV-SUBSYSTEM-DATA
Not used.

TGT-ENV-TYPE-NAME
Element type for the current action request. Applicable if the value in the TGT-ENV-TYPE-OF-BLOCK field is C.

TGT-ENV-TYPE-DATA
Not used.

TGT-ENV-ELEMENT-NAME
First 10 characters of the element name specified for the current action request.

TGT-ENV-ELEMENT-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
Binary offset value from the beginning of the block which points to the action element name area. The element
name area is made up of 2 parts; a 2 byte binary length field, followed by the element name. The length field
contains the actual length of the element name which immediately follows.

TGT-ENV-AREA-BUFFER
Area buffer space which contains the element name area.

Assembler Element Master Information Block

Endevor passes this block to programs written for exits 2-4. It describes the element specified by the current action
request. It is pointed to by the Environment block, which describes a location internal to Endevor (field ENVFCBA).

NOTE
On a Transfer action, this control block is not filled out if the element does not exist at the target.

NOTE
The assembler $ELMDS DSECT sample control block is delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

$ELMDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The following contains brief descriptions of the fields in the $ELMDS DSECT. None of these fields are modifiable by exits.

ELMLEN
Size of the Element Master Information block ($ELMDS), in bytes.

ELMVERS
Version number to identify the Element Master Information block ($ELMDS). This should always be 6. Use the
ELM$VERS label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

ELMID
Identifies this as the Element Master Information block. Value is always "$ELM".

ELMFLAGS
Not used.

ELMMVERS
Version number of the element specified in the action request. This field has the same value as the ENVEVER
field in the Environment block.
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ELMMLLVL
The current (highest) level of the element. This field has the same value as the ENVELVL field in the Environment
block.

ELMMINS
Count of statements added to the element source by the last action that invoked source management.

ELMMDEL
Count of statements deleted from the element source by the last action that invoked source management.

ELMNAME
Name of the MCF element name. Element names longer than 10, or names containing special characters or
mixed case characters will have a generated MCF element name. The actual name will be placed in the buffer
area. See also ELMEAOFF.

ELMCCID
Last-specified CCID for the element.

ELMM1STL
The base level of the element.

ELMMBTOT
Count of source statements in the base level of the element in the current stage.

ELMMBDTE
Base date for the element.

ELMMBTIM
Base time for the element.

ELMBCOM
Base comment for the element.

ELMBUSID
Base user ID for the element.

ELMPUSID
Generate processor user ID for the element.

ELMPDSTP
Generate processor date for the element.

ELMPTSTP
Generate processor time for the element.

ELMFDSN
Name of the data set from which the element was last added, updated, or restored.

ELMFMBR
Name of the member from which the element was last added, updated, or restored. Applicable if the source data
set was a library; blank otherwise.

ELMPRFLG
Flag used to describe the last processor run for the element (and related information). This field may reference a
delete processor (in the case where a delete processor was the last processor run for the current action). Values
are:

• Value: X'00'
– Label: ELMPRONX
– Meaning: No processor has been run yet for the element

• Value: X'80'
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– Label: ELMPROFL
– Meaning: The last processor failed

• Value: X'40'
– Label: ELMPROGN
– Meaning: The last processor was a generate processor

• Value: X'20'
– Label: ELMPROMV
– Meaning: The last processor was a move processor

• Value: X'10'
– Label: ELMPRODL
– Meaning: The last processor was a delete processor

• Value: X'08'
– Label: ELMPROUN
– Meaning: The element has been restored but not yet processed. Therefore, processor statistics are

unchanged from the archived statistics for the element

ELMLPROD
Processor date for the element.

ELMLPROT
Processor time for the element.

ELMLPROU
Processor user ID for the element.

ELMLPRON
(Element) name of the processor last run for the element.

ELMMPRC
Processor return code for the element.

ELMMRC
Endevor return code for the element. Values are:

• Value: X'10'
– Label: ELMMPRSA.
– Meaning: Processor had a system abend

• Value: X'20'
– Label: ELMMPRUS
– Meaning: Processor had a user abend

ELMMPRSA
Not used.

ELMMPRUA
Not used.

ELMPCOM
Generate processor comment for the element.

ELMCCOM
Current-level comment for the element.

ELMMLDTE
Current-level date for the element.

ELMMLTME
Current-level time for the element.
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ELMLUSID
Current-level user ID for the element.

ELMMLACT
Most recent action executed for the element. Once executed, each action is recorded as the last action--except
ALTER, ARCHIVE, LIST, PRINT, and DISPLAY.

ELMMLTOT
Count of source statements for the element, as of the current level.

ELMMVDTE
Date the element was last moved.

ELMMVTIM
Time the element was last moved.

ELMMUSID
User ID associated with the last move of the element.

ELMRDSTP
Date the element was last retrieved.

ELMRTSTP
Time the element was last retrieved.

ELMRIID
User ID associated with the last retrieve of the element.

ELMRCOM
Comment associated with the last retrieve of the element.

ELMTDSN
Name of the data set to which the element was last retrieved.

ELMTMBR
Name of the member to which the element was last retrieved. Applicable if the target data set for the last retrieve
request was a library; blank otherwise.

ELMRCCID
CCID associated with the last retrieve of the element.

ELMGCCID
CCID associated with the last generate of the element.

ELMODACT
Last action that modified the element. For example, an ADD or UPDATE would modify an element. A RETRIEVE
would not.

ELMLCCID
CCID associated with the last action that modified the element.

ELMLCOMM
Comment associated with the last action that modified the element.

ELMLUID
User ID of the user who performed the last action that modified an element.

ELMLADT
Date of last action that modified the element.

ELMLATM
Time when the last modifying action was performed.
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ELMSOID
ID of the user to whom the modified element is signed out.

ELFRFLAG
Flag used to indicate whether or not there is information in the following fields which describe the FROM
information in a MOVE or TRANSFER action. For example, the value X'80' with the label ELFR$VAL means the
flag is set to ON.

ELFRACT
The last action. Either MOVE, TRANSFER, or RESTORE.

ELFRUSID
The user ID of the person performing the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

ELFRDATE
The date of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

ELFRTIME
The time of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

ELFRSITE
The site of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

ELFRENV
The environment of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

ELFRSYS
The system of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

ELFRSBS
The subsystem of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

ELFRELM
The MCF name of the element in the FROM location.

ELFRTYPE
The type of the element in the FROM location.

ELFRSTG#
The stage number of the element in the FROM location.

ELFRVER
The version of the element in the FROM location.

ELFRLVL
The level of the element in the FROM location.

ELMUPDT
Element name in delta library.

ELMBASE
Element name in base library.

ELMLOWL
Internal use only.

ELMIPCTG
Percentage of previous inserts deleted.

ELMDPCTG
Percentage of previous deletes reinserted.

ELMFPESD
Name of footprinted object (ESD) module.
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ELMEDFMT
Element delta format.

ELMENPAK
Element base is not compressed when value is Y.

ELMLPROV
Version number of last processor.

ELMPROL
Level number of last processor.

ELMFMID
ID of record format. For Release 3.6, all elements returned should have the value 36 in this field.

ELMV2R1
21 - Release 2.1 format ID.

ELMV2R5
25 - Release 2.5 format ID.

ELMV3R5
35 - Release 3.5 format ID.

ELMV3R6
36 - Release 3.6 format ID.

ELMCFMID
Current record format ID for all releases 3.6 or greater this is equal to 36.

ELMXDNAM
Component list delta member name.

ELMXBVER
Component list delta member version number.

ELMXBTOT
Component list base total.

ELMXLTOT
Component list last level total.

ELMXBLVL
Component list base level number.

ELMXLLVL
Component list last level number.

ELMXINS
Inserts at last level.

ELMXDLS
Deletes at last level.

ELMXRGIN
Component list regression insert percent.

ELMXRGDL
Component list regression deletes percent.

ELMXBDTE
Component list base date.

ELMXBTIM
Component list base time.
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ELMXLTIM
Component list last level time.

ELMXLDAT
Component list last level date.

ELMXFLAG
Component list status flag.

ELMX$MON
Component list built using MONITOR=COMPONENT statement in processor.

ELMX$CPY
Component list built by copy or restore.

ELMXDFMT
Component list delta format.

ELMXUPDT
Internal use only.

ELMSPKG
ID of last package processed.

ELMSPKGT
Time stamp on last processed package. The 8-byte time stamps are 2 4-byte values. Each 4-byte value is a
hexadecimal translation of a decimal date or time. For example, if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831'
and X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209 and the time 14094865 (14:09:48.65).

ELMOPKG
Package associated with element outputs.

ELMOPKGT
Time stamp on package outputs. The 8-byte time stamps are 2 4-byte values. Each 4-byte value is a hexadecimal
translation of a decimal date or time. For example, if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831' and
X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209 and the time 14094865 (14:09:48.65).

ELMPRGRP
Processor group name.

ELMSIZE
Size of the $ELMDS DSECT.

ELMCPKG
Element locked to package.

ELMCPKGT
Element locked to package time stamp. The 8-byte time stamps are 2 4-byte values. Each 4-byte value is a
hexadecimal translation of a decimal date or time. For example, if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831'
and X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209 and the time 14094865 (14:09:48.65).

ELMFFFLG
From data set flag type.

• Blank-no from the data set
• P-Dataset is a path name; data can be found in the path or filename data areas. See also the fields

ELMFPAOFF and ELMFNAOFF.
• D-Dataset is a DSN. See also the fields ELMFDSN and ELMFMBK.

ELMTFFLG
To data set flag type.
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• Blank-No from data set
• P-Dataset is a path name. Path and file names are contained in data areas. See also fields ELMTPAOFF and

ELMTNAOFF.
• D-Dataset is a DSN. See fields ELMTDSN and ELMTMBR.

ELMFPAOFF
When ELMFFFLG indicates a path, the field will contain the offset value to the "FROM" path name area from the
beginning of $ELMDS. The path area is composed of a 2 byte binary path name length, followed by the name.

ELMFNAOFF
When ELMFFFLG indicates a path, the field will contain the offset value to the "FROM" file name area from the
beginning of $ELMDS. The name area is composed of a 2 byte binary file name followed by the name.

ELMTPAOFF
When ELMTFFLG indicates a path. This field will contain the offset value to the "TO" path name area from the
beginning of the $ELMDS. The path name is composed of 2 byte binary path name length value, followed by the
name.

ELMTNAOFF
When ELMTFFLG indicates a path. This field will contain the offset value to the "TO" path name area from the
beginning of the $ELMDS. The path name is composed of 2 byte binary path name length value, followed by the
name.

ELMEAOFF
Contains the offset to the element name areas from the beginning of $ELMDS. The element area is composed
of a 2 byte binary element name length value, followed by the name. This area contains the true name of the
element which can be up to 255 character.

ELMBVERS
The element base version number.

ELMXLVER
The element component last version number.

ELMNOSRC
Indicates if this is a sourceless element or not.

ELMBFAREA
This buffer area contains the space where all areas are contained.

ELMUSR
This field contains the CURRENT USER DATA contents of the element record in the MCF.

COBOL Element Master Information Block

Endevor passes this block to programs written for exits 2-4. It describes the element specified by the current action
request. It is pointed to by the Environment block, which describes a location internal to Endevor (field SRC-ENV-FILE-
POINTER).

NOTE
On a Transfer action, this control block is not filled out if the element does not exist at the target.

NOTE
The sample COBOL control block ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL
copybook in member EXITBLKS delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following contains brief descriptions of the fields in the SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. None of these fields
are modifiable by exits.
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SRC-ELM-LENGTH
Size of the Element Master Information block SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCKS), in bytes.

SRC-ELM-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Element Master Information block (SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK). This
should always be 5.

SRC-ELM-BLOCK-ID
Identifies this as the Element Master Information block. Value is always "$ELM".

SRC-ELM-FLAGS
Not used.

SRC-ELM-ELEMENT-VERSION
Version number of the element specified in the action request. This field has the same value as the SRC-ENV-
ELEMENT-LEVEL field in the Environment block.

SRC-ELM-ELEMENT-LEVEL
The current (highest) level of the element. This field has the same value as the SRC-ENV-ELEMENT-LEVEL field
in the Environment block.

SRC-ELM-NUMBER-INSERTS
Count of statements added to the element source by the last action that invoked source management.

SRC-ELM-NUMBER-DELETES
Count of statements deleted from the element source by the last action that invoked source management.

SRC-ELM-ELEMENT-NAME
Name of the MCF element name. Element names longer than 10, or names containing special characters or
mixed case characters will have a generated MCF element name. The actual name will be placed in the buffer
area. See also SRC-ELM-NAME-ARE-OFFSET.

SRC-ELM-CURRENT-CCID
Last-specified CCID for the element.

SRC-ELM-BASE-LEVEL-NUMBER
The base level of the element.

SRC-ELM-BASE-TOTAL-STMTS
Count of source statements in the base level of the element in the current stage.

SRC-ELM-BASE-DATE
Base date for the element.

SRC-ELM-BASE-TIME
Base time for the element.

SRC-ELM-BASE-COMMENT
Base comment for the element.

SRC-ELM-BASE-USERID
Base user ID for the element.

SRC-ELM-GEN-USERID
Generate processor user ID for the element.

SRC-ELM-GEN-DATE
Generate processor date for the element.

SRC-ELM-GEN-TIME
Generate processor time for the element.

SRC-ELM-FROM-DSN
Name of the data set from which the element was last added, updated, or restored.
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SRC-ELM-FROM-MEMBER
Name of the member from which the element was last added, updated, or restored. Applicable if the source data
set was a library; blank otherwise.

SRC-ELM-PROCESSOR-FLAG
Flag used to describe the last processor run for the element (and related information). This field may reference a
delete processor (in the case where a delete processor was the last processor run for the current action). Values
are:

• Value: X'00'
– Meaning: No processor has been run yet for the element

• Value: X'80'
– Meaning: The last processor failed

• Value: X'40'
– Meaning: The last processor was a generate processor

• Value: X'20'
– Meaning: The last processor was a move processor

• Value: X'10'
– Meaning: The last processor was a delete processor

• Value: X'08'
– Meaning: The element has been restored but not yet processed. Therefore, processor statistics are

unchanged from the archived statistics for the element

SRC-ELM-PROCESSOR-LAST-DATE
Processor date for the element.

SRC-ELM-PROCESSOR-LAST-TIME
Processor time for the element.

SRC-ELM-PROCESSOR-USERID
Processor user ID for the element.

SRC-ELM-PROCESSOR-NAME
(Element) name of the processor last run for the element.

SRC-ELM-PROCESS-RC
Processor return code for the element.

SRC-ELM-PROCESSOR-C1-RC
Endevor return code for the element. Values are:

• Value: X'10'
– Meaning: Processor had a system abend

• Value: X'20'
– Meaning: Processor had a user abend

SRC-ELM-PROCESSOR-LAST-COMMENTS
Generate processor comment for the element.

SRC-ELM-LEVEL-COMMENT
Current-level comment for the element.

SRC-ELM-LEVEL-DATE
Current-level date for the element.

SRC-ELM-LEVEL-TIME
Current-level time for the element.
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SRC-ELM-LEVEL-USERID
Current-level user ID for the element.

SRC-ELM-LAST-ACTION
Most recent action executed for the element. Once executed, each action is recorded as the last action--except
ALTER, ARCHIVE, LIST, PRINT, and DISPLAY.

SRC-ELM-LAST-LEVEL-TOTAL
Count of source statements for the element, as of the current level.

SRC-ELM-MOVE-DATE
Date the element was last moved.

SRC-ELM-MOVE-TIME
Time the element was last moved.

SRC-ELM-MOVE-USERID
User ID associated with the last move of the element.

SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-DATE
Date the element was last retrieved.

SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-TIME
Time the element was last retrieved.

SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-USERID
User ID associated with the last retrieve of the element.

SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-COMMENT
Comment associated with the last retrieve of the element.

SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-DSN
Name of the data set to which the element was last retrieved.

SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-MEMBER
Name of the member to which the element was last retrieved. Applicable if the target data set for the last retrieve
request was a library; blank otherwise.

SRC-ELM-RET-CCID
CCID associated with the last retrieve of the element.

SRC-ELM-GEN-CCID
CCID associated with the last generate of the element.

SRC-ELM-MOD-ACTION
Last action that modified the element. For example, an ADD or UPDATE would modify an element. A RETRIEVE
would not.

SRC-ELM-ACTION-CCID
CCID associated with the last action that modified the element.

SRC-ELM-ACTION-COMM
Comment associated with the last action that modified the element.

SRC-ELM-ACTION-USER
User ID of the user who performed the last action that modified an element.

SRC-ELM-ACTION-DATE
Date of last action that modified the element.

SRC-ELM-ACTION-TIME
Time when the last modifying action was performed.
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SRC-ELM-SIGNOUT-ID
ID of the user to whom the modified element is signed out.

SRC-ELM-LOC-FLAG
Flag used to indicate whether or not there is information in the following fields which describe the FROM
information in a MOVE or TRANSFER action. For example, the value X'80' means the flag is set to ON.

SRC-ELM-FR-ACTION
The last action. Either MOVE, TRANSFER, or RESTORE.

SRC-ELM-FR-ACT-USERID
The user ID of the person performing the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

SRC-ELM-FR-ACT-DATE
The date of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

SRC-ELM-FR-ACT-TIME
The time of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

SRC-ELM-FR-SITE
The site of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

SRC-ELM-FR-ENV
The environment of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

SRC-ELM-FR-SYS
The system of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

SRC-ELM-FR-SUBSYS
The subsystem of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

SRC-ELM-FR-ELEMENT
The name of the MCF element in the FROM location.

SRC-ELM-FR-TYPE
The type of the element in the FROM location.

SRC-ELM-FR-STG-NBR
The stage number of the element in the FROM location.

SRC-ELM-FR-VER
The version of the element in the FROM location.

SRC-ELM-FR-LEVEL
The level of the element in the FROM location.

SRC-ELM-UPDATE-MEMBER-NAME
Element name in delta library.

SRC-ELM-BASE-MEMBER-NAME
Element name in base library.

SRC-ELM-LOWER-LEVEL-IND
Internal use only.

SRC-ELM-PCT-PREV-INSERT-DEL
Percentage of previous inserts deleted.

SRC-ELM-PCT-PREV-DELS-REINS
Percentage of previous deletes reinserted.

SRC-ELM-ESD-FP-NAME-IF-OBJ
Name of footprinted object (ESD) module.
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SRC-ELM-DELTA-FORMAT
Element delta format. Values are as follows:

• Value: F
– Label: SRC-ELM-FORWARD-DELTA
– Meaning: Forward format

• Value: R
– Label: SRC-ELM-REVERSE-DELTA
– Meaning: Reverse format

• Value: I
– Label: SRC-ELM-IMAGE-DELTA
– Meaning: Full-image format.

• Value: L
– Label: SRC-ELM-LOG-DELTA
– Meaning: Log format.

SRC-ELM-PACKED-INDICATOR
Element base is not compressed when value is Y.

Y-SRC-ELM-BASE-NOT-PACKED
Element base is not packed when value is Y.

SRC-ELM-LAST-PROC-VERSION
Version number of last processor.

SRC-ELM-LAST-PROC-LEVEL
Level number of last processor.

SRC-ELM-RECORD-FORMAT
ID of record format. For all releases 3.6 or greater, all elements returned should have the value x'36' in this field.

• x'21'-Release 2.1 format ID.
• x'25'-Release 2.5 format ID.
• x'35'-Release 3.5 format ID.
• x'36'-Release 3.6 format ID.
• x'36'-Current Record format ID.

SRC-ELM-CONF-DELTA-MEM-ID
Component list delta member name.

SRC-ELM-CONF-DELTA-VERSION
Component list delta member version number.

SRC-ELM-CONF-BASE-TOTAL
Component list base total.

SRC-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-TOTAL
Component list last level total.

SRC-ELM-CONF-BASE-LVL-NBR
Component list base level number.

SRC-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-NBR
Component list last level number.

SRC-ELM-INSERTS-LAST-LEVEL
Inserts at last level.
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SRC-ELM-DELETES-LAST-LEVEL
Deletes at last level.

SRC-ELM-CONF-REGRES-INS-PCT
Component list regression insert percent.

SRC-ELM-CONF-REGRES-DEL-PCT
Component list regression deletes percent.

SRC-ELM-CONF-BASE-DATE
Component list base date.

SRC-ELM-CONF-BASE-TIME
Component list base time.

SRC-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-TIME
Component list last level time.

SRC-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-DATE
Component list last level date.

SRC-ELM-CONF-COMP-STAT-FLAG
Component list status flag.

• Value: X'80'
– Meaning: Component list built using MONITOR=COMPONENT statement in processor. Values are:

• Value: X'40'
– Meaning: Component list built by copy or restore

SRC-ELM-CONF-DELTA-FORMAT
Component list delta format.
Y-SRC-ELM-CONF-BASE-IN-DELTA

SRC-LAST-PROC-PACKAGE
ID of last packaged processed.

SRC-ELM-PACKAGE-TIMESTAMP1
Time stamp on last processed package. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date. For
example, if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209.

SRC-ELM-PACKAGE-TIMESTAMP2
Time stamp on last processed package. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal time. For
example, if the field contains a time stamp of X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the time 14094865
(14:09:48.65).

SRC-ELM-PACKAGE-WITH-OUTPUT
Package associated with element outputs.

SRC-ELM-OPACKAGE-TIMESTAMP1
Time stamp on package outputs. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date. For example,
if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209.

SRC-ELM-OPACKAGE-TIMESTAMP2
Time stamp on package outputs. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal time. For
example, if the field contains a time stamp of X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the time 14094865
(14:09:48.65).

SRC-PROCESSOR-GROUP-NAME
Processor group name.

SRC-ELM-PACKAGE-RESERVED
Element locked to package
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SRC-ELM-PKG-RES-TIMESTAMP1
Time stamp when element is locked to the package. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal
date. For example, if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831' then converting to decimal gives the date
20060209.

SRC-ELM-PKG-RES-TIMESTAMP2
Time stamp when element is locked to the package. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal
time. For example, if the field contains a time stamp of X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the time
14094865 (14:09:48.65).

SRC-ELM-FROM-FILE-TYPE-FLG
"FROM" data set flag type

• Blank-No "FROM" data set type
• P-Data set is a path. Path and file names are contained in data areas. See SRC-ELM-FROM-PATH-AREA-

OFFSET and SRC-ELM-FROM-NAME-AREA-OFFSET.
• D-Data set is a DSN. See fields SRC-ELM-FROM-DSN and SRC-ELM-FROM-MEMBER.

SRC-ELM-TO-FILE-TYPE-FLG
"TO" data set flag type

• Blank-No "TO" data set type
• P-Data set is a path. Path and file names are contained in data areas. See SRC-ELM-TO-PATH-AREA-

OFFSET and SRC-ELM-TO-NAME-AREA-OFFSET.
• D-Data set is a DSN. See fields SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-DSN and SRC-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-MEMBER.

SRC-ELM-FROM-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
When SRC-ELM-FROM-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path, the field will contain the offset value to the "FROM"
path name area from the beginning of SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. The path area is composed of a
2 byte binary path name length, followed by the name.

SRC-ELM-FROM-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
When SRC-ELM-FROM-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path, the field will contain the offset value to the "FROM" file
name area from the beginning of SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. The name area is composed of a 2
byte binary file name followed by the name.

SRC-ELM-TO-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
When SRC-ELM-TO-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path. This field will contain the offset value to the "TO" path
name area from the beginning of the SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. The path name area is composed
of 2 byte binary path name length value, followed by the name.

SRC-ELM-TO-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
When SRC-ELM-TO-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path. This field will contain the offset value to the "TO" file name
area from the beginning of SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. The file name area is composed of 2 bytes
binary file name length value, followed by the name.

SRC-ELM-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
Contains the offset to the element name areas from the beginning of SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK.
The element area is composed of a 2 byte binary element name length value, followed by the name. This area
contains the true name of the name of the element which can be up to 255 character.

SRC-ELM-BASE-ELM-VERSION
The element base version number.

SRC-ELM-CONF-LAST-VERSION
The component last version number.

SRC-ELM-NOSOURCE-FLG
Indicates if this is a sourceless element.
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SRC-ELM-AREA-BUFFER
This buffer area contains the space where all areas are contained.

SRC-ELM-USER-DATA
This field contains the CURRENT USER DATA contents of the SOURCE element record in the MCF.

TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following contains a brief description of the fields in the TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK control block layout.
None of these fields are modifiable be exits.

TGT-ELM-LENGTH
Size of the Element Master Information block (TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK), in bytes.

TGT-ELM-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Element Master information block (TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK). This
should always be 5.

TGT-ELM-BLOCK-ID
Identifies this as the Element Master Information block. The value is always "$ELM"

TGT-ELM-FLAGS
Not used.

TGT-ELM-ELEMENT-VERSION
Version number of the element specified in the action request. This field has the same value as the TGT-ENV-
ELEMENT-VERSION field in the Environment block.

TGT-ELM-ELEMENT-LEVEL
The current (highest) level of the element. This field has the same value as the TGT-ENV-ELEMENT-LEVEL field
in the Environment block.

TGT-ELM-NUMBER-INSERTS
Count of statements added to the source by the last action that invoked source management.

TGT-ELM-NUMBER-DELETES
Count of statements deleted from the element source by the last action that invoked source management.

TGT-ELM-ELEMENT-NAME
Name of the MCF element specified in the current action request. Element names longer than 10, or names
containing special characters or mixed case characters will have a generated MCF element name. The actual
name will be placed in the buffer area. See also TGT-ELM-NAME-AREA-OFFSET.

TGT-ELM-CURRENT-CCID
Last-specified CCID for the element.

TGT-ELM-BASE-LEVEL-NUMBER
The base level of the element

TGT-ELM-BASE-TOTAL-STMTS
Count of source statements in the base level of the element in the current stage.

TGT-ELM-BASE-DATE
Base date for the element.

TGT-ELM-BASE-TIME
Base time for the element.

TGT-ELM-BASE-COMMENT
Base comment for the element.

TGT-ELM-BASE-USERID
Base user ID for the element.
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TGT-ELM-GEN-USERID
Generate processor user ID for the element.

TGT-ELM-GEN-DATE
Generate processor date for the element.

TGT-ELM-GEN-TIME
Generate processor time for the element.

TGT-ELM-FROM-DSN
Name of the data set from which the element was last added, updated, or restored.

TGT-ELM-FROM-MEMBER
Name of the member from which the element was last added, updated, or restored. Applicable if the source data
set was a library; blank otherwise.

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-FLAG
Flag used to describe the last processor run for the element (and related information). This field may reference a
delete processor (in the case where a delete processor was the last processor run for the current action). Values
are:

• Value: X'00'
– Meaning: No processor has been run yet for the element.

• Value: X'80'
– Meaning: The last processor failed

• Value: X'40'
– Meaning: The last processor was a generate processor

• Value: X'20'
– Meaning: The last processor was a move processor

• Value: X'10'
– Meaning: The last processor was a delete processor

• Value: X'08'
– Meaning: The element has been restored but not yet processed. Therefore, processor statistics are

unchanged from the from the archived statistics for the element.

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-LAST-DATE
Processor date for element.

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-LAST-TIME
Processor time for element.

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-USERID
Processor user ID for element.

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-NAME
(Element) name of the processor last run for the element.

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-RC
Processor return code for the element.

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-C1-RC
Endevor return code for the element. Values are:

• Value: X'10'
– Meaning: Processor had a system abend

• Value: X'20'
– Meaning: Processor had a user abend
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TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-LAST-COMMENT
Generate processor comment for the element.

TGT-ELM-LEVEL-COMMENT
Current-level comment for the element.

TGT-ELM-LEVEL-DATE
Current-level date for the element.

TGT-ELM-LEVEL-TIME
Current-level time for the element

TGT-ELM-LEVEL-USERID
Current-level user ID for the element.

TGT-ELM-LAST-ACTION
Most recent action executed for the element. Once executed, each action is recorded as the last action-except
ALTER, ARCHIVE, LIST, PRINT, DISPLAY.

TGT-ELM-LAST-LEVEL-TOTAL
Count of source statements for the element, as of the current level.

TGT-ELM-MOVE-DATE
Date the element was last moved.

TGT-ELM-MOVE-TIME
Time the element was last moved.

TGT-ELM-MOVE-USERID
User ID associated with the last move of the element.

TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-DATE
Date the element was last retrieved.

TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-TIME
Time the element was last retrieved.

TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-USERID
User ID associated with the last retrieve of the element.

TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-COMMENT
Comment associated with the last retrieve of the element.

TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-DSN
Name of the data set to which the element was last retrieved.

TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-MEMBER
Name of the member to which the element was last retrieved. Applicable if the target data set for the last retrieve
request was a library; blank otherwise.

TGT-ELM-RET-CCID
CCID associated with the last retrieve of the element.

TGT-ELM-GEN-CCID
CCID associated with the last generate of the element.

TGT-ELM-MOD-ACTION
Last action that modified the element. For example. an ADD or UPDATE would modify an element. A RETRIEVE
would not.

TGT-ELM-ACTION-CCID
CCID associated with the last action that modified the element.
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TGT-ELEM-ACTION-COMM
User ID of the user who performed the last action that modified an element.

TGT-ELM-ACTION-DATE
Date of last action that modified the element.

TGT-ELM-ACTION-TIME
Time when the last modifying action was performed.

TGT-ELM-SIGNOUT-ID
ID of the user to whom the modified element is.

TGT-ELM-LOC-FLAG
Flag used to indicate whether or not there is information in the following fields which describe the FROM
information in a MOVE or TRANSFER action. For example, the value of X'80' means the flag is set to ON.

TGT-ELM-FR-ACTION
The last action, either MOVE, TRANSFER, or RESTORE.

TGT-ELM-FR-ACT-USERID
The user ID of the person performing the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

TGT-ELM-FR-ACT-DATE
The date of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

TGT-ELM-FR-ACT-TIME
The time of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

TGT-ELM-FR-SITE
The site of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

TGT-ELM-FR-ENV
The environment of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

TGT-ELM-FR-SYS
The system of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

TGT-ELM-FR-SUBSYS
The subsystem of the last MOVE, TRANSFER, or RETRIEVE.

TGT-ELM-FR-ELEMENT
The name of the MCF element in the FROM location.

TGT-ELM-FR-TYPE
The type of the element in the from location

TGT-ELM-FR-STG-NBR
The stage number of the element in the FROM location.

TGT-ELM-FR-VER
The version of the element in the FROM location.

TGT-ELM-FR-LEVEL
The level of the element in the FROM location.

TGT-ELM-UPDATE-MEMBER-NAME
Element name in the delta library.

TGT-ELM-BASE-MEMBER-NAME
Element name in the base library.

TGT-ELM-LOWER-LEVEL
Internal use only.
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TGT-ELM-PCT-PREV-INSERT-DEL
Percentage of previous inserts deleted.

TGT-ELM-PCT-PREV-DELS-REINS
Percentage of previous deletes reinserted.

TGT-ELM-ESD-FP-NAME-IF-OBJ
Name of footprinted object.

TGT-ELM-DELTA-FORMAT
Element delta format. Values are:

• Value: F
– Label: TGT-ELM-FORWARD-DELTA
– Meaning: Forward format.

• Value: R
– Label: TGT-ELM-REVERSE-DELTA
– Meaning: Reverse format.

• Value: I
– Label: TGT-ELM-IMAGE-DELTA
– Meaning: Full-image format.

• Value: L
– Label: TGT-ELM-LOG-DELTA
– Meaning: Log format.

TGT-ELM-PACKED-INDICATOR
Element base is not compressed when the value is Y.
Y-TGT-ELM-BASE-NOT-PACKED.

TGT-ELM-LAST-PROC-VERSION
Version number of last processor.

TGT-ELM-LAST-PROC-LEVEL
Level number of last processor.

TGT-ELM-RECORD-FORMAT
ID of record format. For release 3.6 and above, all elements returned should have a value of x'36' in this field.

• x'21'-Release 2.1 format ID.
• x'25'-Release 2.5 format ID.
• x'35'-Release 3.5 format ID.
• x'36'-Release 3.6 format ID.
• x'36'-Current record format ID.

TGT-ELM-CONF-DELTA-MEM-ID
Component list delta member name.

TGT-ELM-CONF-DELTA-VERSION
Component list delta member version number.

TGT-ELM-CONF-BASE-TOTAL
Component list base total

TGT-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-TOTAL
Component list last level total.

TGT-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-NUMBER
Component list last level total.
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TGT-ELM-INSERTS-LAST-LEVEL
Inserts at last level

TGT-ELM-DELETES-LAST-LEVEL
Deletes at last level

TGT-ELM-CONF-REGRES-INS-PCT
Component list regression insert percent.

TGT-ELM-CONF-REGRES-DEL-PCT
Component list regression deletes percent.

TGT-ELM-CONF-BASE-DATE
Component list base date.

TGT-ELM-CONF-BASE-TIME
Component list base time.

TGT-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-TIME
Component list last level time.

TGT-ELM-CONF-LAST-LVL-DATE
Component list last level date.

TGT-ELM-CONF-COMP-STAT-FLAG
Component list flag. Values are:

• Value: X'80'
– Meaning: Component list built using MONITOR=COMPONENT statement in processor.

• Value: X'40'
– Meaning: Component list built by copy or restore.

TGT-ELM-CONF-DELTA-FORMAT
Component list delta format.
Y-TGT-ELM-CONF-BASE-IN-DELTA Comp base in Delta library.

TGT-ELM-LAST-PROC-PACKAGE
ID of last package processed.

TGT-ELM-PACKAGE-TIMESTAMP1
Time stamp on last processed package. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date. For
example, if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209.

TGT-ELM-PACKAGE-TIMESTAMP2
Time stamp on last processed package. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal time. For
example, if the field contains a time stamp of X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the time 14094865
(14:09:48.65).

TGT-ELM-PACKAGE-WITH-OUTPUT
Package associated with element outputs.

TGT-ELM-OPACKAGE-TIMESTAMP1
Time stamp on package outputs. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date. For example,
if the field contains a time stamp of x'01321831' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209.

TGT-ELM-OPACKAGE-TIMESTAMP2
Time stamp on package outputs. A 4-byte value that is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal time. For
example, if the field contains a time stamp of X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the time 14094865
(14:09:48.65).

TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-GROUP
Processor group name.
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TGT-ELM-FROM-FILE-TYPE-FLG
"FROM" data set flag type

• Blank-No "FROM" data set type
• P-Data set is a path. Path and file names are contained in data areas. See TGT-ELM-FROM-PATH-AREA-

OFFSET and TGT-ELM-FROM-NAME-AREA-OFFSET.
• D-Data set is a DSN. See fields TGT-ELM-FROM-DSN and TGT-ELM-FROM-MEMBER.

TGT-ELM-TO-FILE-TYPE-FLG
"TO" data set flag type.
Blank-No "TO" data set type
P-Data set is a path. Path and file names are contained in data areas. See TGT-ELM-TO-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
and TGT-ELM-TO-NAME-AREA-OFFSET.
D-Data set is a DSN. See fields TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-DSN and TGT-ELM-RETRIEVE-TO-MEMBER.

TGT-ELM-FROM-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
When TGT-ELM-FROM-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path, the offset value to the "FROM" path name area from
the beginning of the TGT-ELM-FROM-INFO-BLOCK. The path area is composed of 2 byte binary path name
length value, followed by the name.

TGT-ELM-FROM-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
When TGT-ELM-FROM-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path, the offset value to the "FROM" path name area from
the beginning of the TGT-ELMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. The name area is composed of 2 byte binary path
name length value, followed by the name.

TGT-ELM-TO-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
When TGT-ELM-TO-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path. This field will contain the offset value to the "TO" path
name area from the beginning of the TGT-ELMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. The path name is composed of 2
byte binary path name length value, followed by the name.

TGT-ELM-TO-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
When TGT-ELM-TO-FILE-TYPE-FLG indicates a path file. This field will contain the offset value to the "TO" file
name area from the beginning of the TGT-ELMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK. The file name is composed of 2 byte
binary path name length value, followed by the name.

TGT-ELM-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
Contains the offset to the element name areas from the beginning of TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK.
The element area is composed of a 2 byte binary element name length value, followed by the name. This area
contains the true name of the element which can be up to 255 characters. The file name is composed of 2 byte
binary path name length value, followed by the name.

TGT-ELM-BASE-ELM-VERSION
The element base version number.

TGT-ELM-CONF-LAST-VERSION
The component last version number

TGT-ELM-NOSOURCE-FLG
Indicates if this is a sourceless element.

TGT-ELM-AREA-BUFFER
This buffer area contains the space where all areas are contained.

TGT-ELM-USER-DATA
This field contains the CURRENT USER DATA contents of the TARGET element record in the MCF.
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Assembler File Block

Endevor passes this block to programs written for exits 2-4. It describes the external file used by the current action
request: either the source file for an ADD or UPDATE request, or the target file for an ARCHIVE or RETRIEVE request. It
is pointed to by each Environment block that describes a location external to Endevor (ENVFCBA field).

The assembler $FILDS DSECT sample control block is delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

$FILDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the $FILDS DSECT. Unless otherwise noted, exit programs
cannot modify these fields.

FILLEN
Size of the File block ($FILDS), in bytes.

FILVERS
Version number to identify the File block ($FILDS). This should always be 2. Use the FIL$VERS label to verify that
the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

FILID
Identifies this as the File Control block. Value is always "$FIL".

FILDSN
Modifiable by exit 4 programs. Data set name of the external file used by the current action.

FILDSMEM
Modifiable by exit 4. Member name of the element for which the action applies. Applicable when the data set is a
library; blank otherwise.

FILDDN
Modifiable by exit 4. DDname associated with the data set named above. If you change this field using exit 4, it is
your responsibility to allocate the file (data set name) associated with the new DDname. In order for Endevor to
recognize the change(s), you must return a code of 4 ($ECBDS field ECBRTCD). You do not have to change the
FILDSN, FILDSMEM, and/or FILDSTY fields to be correct for the new DDname.

FILDSTY
Modifiable by exit 4. Type of data set named by the FILDSN field: DA, PSU, PO, IS, and so forth. The possible
values are the same as those that apply for the DSORG JCL parameter.

FILPAOFF
When the data set type is USS, it contains the offset from $FILDS to the path name area within the buffer
space, FILBFAREA. The first 2 bytes of the path area contain the binary length value of path name. The name
immediately follows.

FILNAOFF
When the data set type is USS, it contains the offset from $FILDS to the file name area within the buffer space,
see FILBFAREA The first 2 bytes of the area contain the binary length value of file name. The name immediately
follows.

FILBFAREA
Buffer which contains the path and file areas.

FILSIZE
Size of the $FILDS DSECT.

COBOL File Block

Endevor passes this block to programs written for exits 2-4. It describes the external file used by the current action
request: either the source file for an ADD or UPDATE request, or the target file for an ARCHIVE or RETRIEVE request.
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It is pointed to by each Environment block that describes a location external to Endevor (field SRC-ENV-FILE-POINTER
AND TGT-ENV-FILE-POINTER).

The sample COBOL control block XXX-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in
member EXITBLKS delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK. Unless otherwise noted,
exit programs cannot modify these fields.

SRC-FIL-LENGTH
Size of the File block (SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK), in bytes.

SRC-FIL-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the File block (SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK). This should always be 2. Use the label
to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

SRC-FIL-BLOCK-ID
Identifies this as the File Control block. Value is always "$FIL".

SRC-FIL-DATASET-NAME
Modifiable by exit 4 programs. Data set name of the external file used by the current action.

SRC-FIL-DATASET-MEMBER
Modifiable by exit 4. Member name of the element for which the action applies. Applicable when the data set is a
library; blank otherwise.

SRC-FIL-DDNAME
Modifiable by exit 4. DDname associated with the data set named above. If you change this field using exit 4, it is
your responsibility to allocate the file (data set name) associated with the new DDname. In order for Endevor to
recognize the change(s), you must pass a return code of 4 (EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK field ECB-RETURN-CODE).
You do not have to change the SRC-FIL-DATASET-NAME, SRC-FIL-DATASET-MEMBER, or SRC-FIL-DATASET-
TYPE to be correct for the new DDname.

SRC-FIL-DATASET-TYPE
Modifiable by exit 4. Type of data set named by the SRC-FIL-DATASET-NAME field: DA, PSU, PO, IS, and so
forth. The possible values are the same as those that apply for the DSORG JCL parameter.

SRC-FIL-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
When the data set type is USS, it contains the offset from SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK to the path name area
within the buffer space, SRC-FIL-AREA-BUFFER. The first 2 bytes of the path area contain the binary length
value of path name. The name immediately follows.

SRC-FIL-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
When the data set type is USS, it contains the offset from SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK to the file name area
within the buffer space, see SRC-FIL-AREA-BUFFER. The first 2 bytes of the area contain the binary length value
of file name and the name immediately follows.

SRC-FIL-AREA-BUFFER
Buffer which contains the path and file areas.

TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following list contains brief descriptions of the fields in the TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK. Unless otherwise noted,
exit programs cannot modify these fields.

TGT-FIL-LENGTH
Size of the file block (TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK), in bytes.

TGT-FIL-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the File block (TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK). This should always be 2. Use the label
to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.
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TGT-FIL-BLOCK-ID
Identifies this as the Exit Control block. Value is always "$FIL".

TGT-FIL-DATASET-NAME
Modifiable by exit 4 programs. Data set name of the external file used by the current action.

TGT-FIL-DATASET-MEMBER
Modifiable by exit 4. Member name of the element for which the action applies. Applicable when the data set is a
library; blank otherwise.

TGT-FIL-DDNAME
Modifiable by exit 4. DDNAME associated with the data set named above. If you change the field using exit 4, it
is your responsibility to allocate the file (data set name) associated with the new DDname. In order for Endevor to
recognize the change(s), you must return a code of 4 (EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK field ECB-RETURN-CODE). You
do not have to change the TGT-FIL-DATASET-MEMBER, or the TGT-FIL-DATASET-TYPE to be correct for the
new DDname.

TGT-FIL-DATASET-TYPE
Modifiable by exit 4. Type of data set named by the TGT-FIL-DATASET-NAME field: DA, PSU, PO, IS, and so
forth. The possible values are the same as those that apply for the DSORG JCL parameter.

TGT-FIL-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
When the data set type is USS, it contains the offset from TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK to the path name area
within the buffer space, TGT-FIL-AREA-BUFFER. The first 2 bytes of the path area contain the binary length
value of path name. The name immediately follows.

TGT-FIL-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
When the data set type is USS, it contains the offset from TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK to the file name area
within the buffer space, see TGT-FIL-AREA-BUFFER. The first 2 bytes of the area contain the binary length value
of file name and the name immediately follows.

TGT-FIL-AREA-BUFFER
Buffer which contains the path and file areas.

SMF Action Record

For actions other than Alter, Endevor passes this block to programs written for exit 3, when SMF recording is in effect. It is
used to log/record information using SMF. The address list passed to the exit is pointed to by Register 1: 8(R1).

NOTE
For the assembler DSECT layout and field descriptions, see Administrating.

Alter Action Control Block

The Alter action exit control block contains information associated with the Alter action. This block is pointed to by the
primary information exit control block.

This block is only available at the time of exit 2 and exit 3 calls for the Alter action.

• The address of the $ALTRDS exit block is available in the $ECBDS ECBALTRA field. This field is set to zeros unless
this is an exit 2 or exit 3 Alter action call.

• The entire $ALTRDS block is initialized to spaces.
• The header information fields (length, version, and ID) are always set to the proper values.
• The request replace flags (ALTRxxx) are set to a value of Y or N, depending on whether a replace clause was coded

on the Alter action SCL statement.
• If a replace clause is not coded for a field, then this condition has the following results:
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– The request replace flag (ALTRxxx) is set to a value of N.
– The from- and to-values (ALTFxxx and ALTTxxx) remain as the initialized values of spaces. For user data, the

halfword fields (FPOS, TPOS, TLEN and TTLEN) are initialized to zeros.
– The match flag (ALTMxxx) remains as its initialized value of a space.
– The update flag (ALTUxxx) remains as its initialized value of a space.

• If a replace clause is coded for a field, then this condition has the following results:
– The request replace flag (ALTRxxx) is set to a value of Y.
– The from- and to-values (ALTFxxx and ALTTxxx) are populated from the values coded on the request.
– For exit 3 only, the match flag (ALTMxxx) is set to a value of Y or N depending on whether a match was found for

this field.
– For exit 2, the update flag (ALTUxxx) is set to a value of N. For exit 3, the update flag will be Y or N depending on

whether the field was updated.
• For exit 3 only, ALTMATCH is set to a value of Y or N depending on whether any matches were found for the fields

requested.
• ALTUPDTE is set to a value of Y or N depending on whether any updates were performed for the request. The value is

always N at exit 2, because the action has not been performed yet. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether
any fields were updated.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $ALTRDS DSECT.
• The COBOL control block ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member

EXITBLKS.

Assembler Field Descriptions ($ALTRDS DSECT)

The following list contains descriptions of the fields in the $ALTRDS DSECT.

ALTLEN
Size of the exit control block ($ALTRDS) in bytes.

ALTVERS
Version number to identify the exit control block ($ALTRDS) written by the exit handler. This should always be 1.
Use the ALT$VERS label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

ALTID
Code that identifies this as the $ALTRDS exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning
your modules visually. Value is always "$ALT".

ALTRCCG
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Generate CCID value in the Master Control File.
Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTRCCL
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Last Action CCID value in the Master Control
File. Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTRCCR
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Retrieve CCID value in the Master Control File.
Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTRDES
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Description value in the Master Control File. Valid
values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).
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ALTRPRG
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Processor Group value in the Master Control
File. Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTRSGN
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Signout Userid value in the Master Control File.
Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTRUSR
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a User Data value in the Master Control File. Valid
values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTMATCH
Indicates whether any matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only available for exit 3
(the after action exit). All the match flags are initialized to a space. There will always be spaces on the exit 2 calls.
For the exit 3 calls, the value can be the following:
Y -- At least one match was found.
N -- No matches were found.
a space -- If the Replace clause on the Alter action did not specify a field value to replace.

ALTMCCG
Indicates whether any Generate CCID matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTMCCL
Indicates whether any Last Action CCID matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTMCCR
Indicates whether any Retrieve CCID matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTMDES
Indicates whether any Description matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTMPRG
Indicates whether any Processor Group matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTMSGN
Indicates whether any Signout Userid matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTMUSR
Indicates whether any User Data matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALTUPDTE
Indicates whether any fields were updated by the Alter action. The value is always N at exit 2, because the action
has not been performed yet. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether any fields were updated.
Note: This value is not related to the NOUPDATE mode option, which identifies the elements that meet the Alter
selection criteria, but does not update the Master Control File.
Y -- At least one field was updated. This information is only available for exit 3 (the after action exit).
N -- No fields were updated. This information is only available for exit 3 (the after action exit). At exit 2 (the before
action exit), the value is always N, because the action has not been performed yet.

ALTUCCG
Indicates whether the Generate CCID field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y
or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
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specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALTUCCL
Indicates whether the Last Action CCID field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is
Y or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALTUCCR
Indicates whether the Retrieve CCID field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y
or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALTUDES
Indicates whether the Description field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y or
N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALTUPRG
Indicates whether the Processor Group field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is
Y or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALTUSGN
Indicates whether the Signout Userid field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y
or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALTUUSR
Indicates whether the User Data field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y or N. If
the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was specified,
or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
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N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALTBGCID
Indicates the Generate CCID current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALTFGCID
Indicates the Generate CCID from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALTTGCID
Indicates the Generate CCID to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Generate CCID from-value
(ALTFGCID) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALTBLCID
Indicates the Last Action CCID current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALTFLCID
Indicates the Last Action CCID from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File. All the from- and to-value fields are initialized to spaces.
If there is no request to alter that field, the corresponding from- and to-values remain as spaces.

ALTTLCID
Indicates the Last Action CCID to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Last Action CCID from-value
(ALTFLCID) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALTBRCID
Indicates the Retrieve CCID current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALTFRCID
Indicates the Retrieve CCID from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALTTRCID
Indicates the Retrieve CCID to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Retrieve CCID from-value
(ALTFRCID) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALTBDESC
Indicates the Description current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action processing.

ALTFDESC
Indicates the Description from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-value
against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALTTDESC
Indicates the Description to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Description from-value (ALTFDESC)
matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALTBPRGN
Indicates the Processor Group current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALTFPRGN
Indicates the Processor Group from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALTTPRGN
Indicates the Processor Group to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Processor Group from-value
(ALTFPRGN) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.
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ALTBSGNI
Indicates the Signout Userid current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALTFSGNI
Indicates the Signout Userid from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALTTSGNI
Indicates the Signout Userid to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Signout Userid from-value
(ALTFSGNI) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALTBUSRD
Indicates the User Data current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action processing.

ALTFPOS
Indicates the User Data from-position coded on the Alter action request. Beginning at the User Data from-position,
the Alter action matches the value in the Master Control File to the User Data from-value (ALTFUSRD).

ALTFTXL
Indicates the length of the User Data from-value coded on the Alter action request. ALTFTXL indicates the actual
length of the text string (ALTFUSRD) specified in the request.

ALTFUSRD
Indicates the User Data from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches the Master
Control File to the User Data from-value beginning at the User Data from-position (ALTFPOS).

ALTTPOS
Indicates the User Data to-position coded on the Alter action request. If the Alter action matches the User Data
from-value (ALTFUSRD), the User Data to-value (ALTTUSRD) replaces the Master Control File beginning at the
User Data to-position.

ALTTLEN
Indicates the User Data to-length value coded on the Alter action request. ALTTLEN indicates the total length of
the current value in the Master Control File that will be replaced.

ALTTTXL
Indicates the length of the User Data to-value coded on the Alter action request. ALTTTXL indicates the actual
length of the text string (ALTTUSRD) specified in the request. For example, if the User Data was coded as
follows, the to-length (ALTTLEN) is 80, the to-text length (ALTTTXL) is 16:
USER DATA      (1,'ENV1')  WITH (1,80,' ','ENV1234 SYSTEM01')

ALTTPAD
Indicates the User Data pad character coded on the Alter action request. The pad character indicates the
character that is used to pad the replacement string value (ALTTUSRD) to the total length (ALTTLEN) specified on
the request. This pad character will only be used if the to-length (ALTTLEN) is greater than the to-value text length
(ALTTTLEN) specified.

ALTTUSRD
Indicates the User Data to-value (replacement text string) coded on the Alter action request.

ALTSIZE
Size of the $ALTRDS DSECT.

COBOL ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following list contains descriptions of the fields in the ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK.

ALT-ACT-LENGTH
Size of the exit control block (ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK), in bytes.
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ALT-ACT-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the exit control block (ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK) written by the exit handler. This should
always be 1.

ALT-ACT-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you
are scanning your modules visually. Value is always $ALT.

ALT-REQ-CCG
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Generate CCID value in the Master Control File.
Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-REQ-CCL
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Last Action CCID value in the Master Control
File. Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-REQ-CCR
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Retrieve CCID value in the Master Control File.
Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-REQ-DES
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Description value in the Master Control File. Valid
values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-REQ-PRG
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Processor Group value in the Master Control
File. Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-REQ-SGN
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a Signout Userid value in the Master Control File.
Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-REQ-USR
Indicates whether the Alter action requests the replacement of a User Data value in the Master Control File. Valid
values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-MATCH-FLAG
Indicates whether any matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only available for exit 3
(the after action exit). All the match flags are initialized to a space. There will always be spaces on the exit 2 calls.
For the exit 3 calls, the value can be the following:
Y -- At least one match was found.
N -- No matches were found.
a space -- If the Replace clause on the Alter action did not specify a field value to replace.

ALT-MATCH-CCG
Indicates whether any Generate CCID matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-MATCH-CCL
Indicates whether any Last Action CCID matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-MATCH-CCR
Indicates whether any Retrieve CCID matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-MATCH-DES
Indicates whether any Description matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).
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ALT-MATCH-PRG
Indicates whether any Processor Group matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-MATCH-SGN
Indicates whether any Signout Userid matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-MATCH-USR
Indicates whether any User Data matches were found by Alter action processing. This information is only
available for exit 3 (the after action exit). Valid values are Y (for yes) or N (for no).

ALT-UPDTE-FLAG
Indicates whether any fields were updated by the Alter action. The value is always N at exit 2, because the action
has not been performed yet. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether any fields were updated.
Note: This value is not related to the NOUPDATE mode option, which identifies the elements that meet the Alter
selection criteria, but does not update the Master Control File.
Y -- At least one field was updated. This information is only available for exit 3 (the after action exit).
N -- No fields were updated. This information is only available for exit 3 (the after action exit). At exit 2 (the before
action exit), the value is always N, because the action has not been performed yet.

ALT-UPDTE-CCG
Indicates whether the Generate CCID field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y
or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALT-UPDTE-CCL
Indicates whether the Last Action CCID field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is
Y or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALT-UPDTE-CCR
Indicates whether the Retrieve CCID field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y
or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALT-UPDTE-DES
Indicates whether the Description field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y or
N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.
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ALT-UPDTE-PRG
Indicates whether the Processor Group field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is
Y or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated..
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALT-UPDTE-SGN
Indicates whether the Signout Userid field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y
or N. If the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was
specified, or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field
was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALT-UPDTE-USR
Indicates whether the User Data field was updated. If the replace clause was specified, the field value is Y or N. If
the replace clause was not specified, the field is blank. At exit 2, the value is always N if the clause was specified,
or blank if the clause was not specified. At exit 3, the value is N or Y, depending on whether the field was updated.
Y -- The field was updated.
N -- The field was not updated at exit 3. At exit 2, the value is always N, because the action has not been
performed yet.

ALT-BEFORE-GCID
Indicates the Generate CCID current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALT-FROM-GCID
Indicates the Generate CCID from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALT-TO-GCID
Indicates the Generate CCID to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Generate CCID from-value (ALT-
FROM-GCID) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALT-BEFORE-LCID
Indicates the Last Action CCID current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALT-FROM-LCID
Indicates the Last Action CCID from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File. All the from- and to-value fields are initialized to spaces.
If there is no request to alter that field, the corresponding from- and to-values remain as spaces.

ALT-TO-LCID
Indicates the Last Action CCID to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Last Action CCID from-value
(ALT-FROM-LCID) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current
value.

ALT-BEFORE-RCID
Indicates the Retrieve CCID current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALT-FROM-RCID
Indicates the Retrieve CCID from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.
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ALT-TO-RCID
Indicates the Retrieve CCID to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Retrieve CCID from-value (ALT-
FROM-RCID) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALT-BEFORE-DESC
Indicates the Description current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action processing.

ALT-FROM-DESC
Indicates the Description from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-value
against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALT-TO-DESC
Indicates the Description to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Description from-value (ALT-FROM-
DESC) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALT-BEFORE-PRGN
Indicates the Processor Group current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALT-FROM-PRGN
Indicates the Processor Group from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALT-TO-PRGN
Indicates the Processor Group to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Processor Group from-value
(ALT-FROM-PRGN) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current
value.

ALT-BEFORE-SGNI
Indicates the Signout Userid current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action
processing.

ALT-FROM-SGNI
Indicates the Signout Userid from-value coded on the Alter action request. The Alter action matches this from-
value against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALT-TO-SGNI
Indicates the Signout Userid to-value coded on the Alter action request. If the Signout Userid from-value (ALT-
FROM-SGNI) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces the current value.

ALT-BEFORE-USRD
Indicates the User Data current value. This is the value in the Master Control File before Alter action processing.

ALT-FROM-POS
Indicates the User Data from-position coded on the Alter action request. Beginning at the User Data from-position,
the Alter action matches the value in the Master Control File to the User Data from-value (ALT-FROM-USRD).

ALT-FROM-TXL
Indicates the length of the User Data from-value coded on the Alter action request. ALT-FROM-TXL indicates the
actual length of the text string (ALT-FROM-USRD) specified in the request.

ALT-FROM-USRD
Indicates the User Data from-value coded on the Alter action request.The Alter action matches this from-value
against the current value in the Master Control File.

ALT-TO-POS
Indicates the User Data to-position coded on the Alter action request. If the Alter action matches the User
Data from-value (ALT-FROM-USRD), the User Data to-value (ALT-TO-USRD) replaces the Master Control File
beginning at the User Data to-position.
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ALT-TO-LEN
Indicates the User Data to-length value coded on the Alter action request. ALT-TO-LEN indicates the total length
of the current value in the Master Control File that will be replaced.

ALT-TO-TXL
Indicates the length of the User Data to-value coded on the Alter action request. ALT-TO-TXL indicates the actual
length of the text string (ALT-TO-USRD) specified in the request.

ALT-TO-TLEN
Indicates the length of the User Data to-value coded on the Alter action request. ALT-TO-TLEN indicates the
actual length of the text string (ALT-TO-USRD) specified in the request. For example, if the User Data was coded
as follows, the to-length (ALT-TO-LEN) is 80, the to-text length (ALT-TO-TLEN) is 16:
USER DATA      (1,'ENV1')  WITH (1,80,' ','ENV1234 SYSTEM01')

ALT-TO-PAD
Indicates the User Data pad character coded on the Alter action request. The pad character indicates the
character that is used to pad the replacement string value (ALT-TO-USRD) to the total length (ALT-TO-LEN)
specified on the request. This pad character will only be used if the to-length (ALT-TO-LEN) is greater than the to-
value text length (ALT-TO-TLEN) specified.

ALT-TO-USRD
Indicates the User Data to-value (replacement text string) coded on the Alter action request. If the User Data
from-value (ALT-FROM-USRD) matches the current value in the Master Control File, then the to-value replaces
the current value.

Using Exit Points
Endevor provides seven exit points that are used for writing user exit programs which occur on specific actions and
perform relevant functions.

The following table summarizes the exit point functions. When Endevor is reinvoked by executing Endevor from within a
processor, each exit point is also reinvoked, according to this information.

Exit Point Occurs

1 After each Endevor security check.

2 Before an action is executed (in either the foreground or batch)
after all input has been validated.

3 After an action has been completed and the MCF, base library,
and/or delta library have been updated for the action. If SMF
recording is in effect, this exit is called after the SMF record is
written out.

4 Called before exit 2 for add, update, and retrieve processing.

5 At job initialization, either before the first action is executed
(batch), or before the first Endevor panel is displayed
(foreground).

6 Immediately before Endevor terminates processing.

7 Before and after each package function.

Example: Use Endevor to Call Exit Programs
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This example illustrates when Endevor calls exit programs, and suggests exits that a user might write for each point.

1. You select Endevor on ISPF Main Menu. Endevor reads the Defaults Table, the C1UEXITS table, loads exit programs,
then calls exit 5 programs.
You might write a program for exit point 5 that logs Endevor activity.

2. You select an environment on the Environment Options Menu. Endevor checks your authority to select the chosen
environment, then calls exit 1 programs.
You might write a program for exit point 1 that also checks your security profile in ACF2.

3. You submit an ADD request. Endevor calls exit 4 programs to make sure the element to be added is in PDS format,
then calls exit 2 programs.
You might write an exit 2 program that:
– Changes the DELETE INPUT SOURCE option from N to Y whenever a user adds or updates an element.
– Sends a message to the owner of a module that is signed out, informing the owner that you want to add the

module.
4. Endevor adds the element, builds and writes the SMF record, and updates the Master Control File, base and delta

libraries, then calls exit 3 programs.
You might write an exit 3 program that sends a message to the production control supervisor that the element has
been added.

NOTE
You cannot update the SMF record prior to it being written.

5. You log off Endevor. Endevor calls exit 6 programs.
You might write an exit 6 program that completes the log of Endevor activity initiated at the start of the session.

The following section describes each exit point in detail.

Exit Point 1 Programs

Exit point 1 occurs after each Endevor security check, and Endevor calls exit 1 programs when the following happens:

• Building a menu panel, after making a separate security check to verify access to each menu option.
• Before performing an action, after checking the Access Security Table, User Security Table, and Resource Security

Table to determine whether the user is authorized to perform the action.

You should use exit 1 programs to do the following:

• Validate the return code from the Endevor security check.
• Perform additional security checking. For example, you might write an exit to interface with another security package

(for example,ACF2 or Top Secret).

Exit Point 1 Assembler Control Blocks

The following table lists the Assembler Exit Control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
($ECBDS)

ECBRTCD
ECBUEXT
ECBMSGCD
ECBMSG

Source Environment Block
($ENVDS)

None

Target Environment Block
($ENVDS)

ENVNEW (Y/N)
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Request Information Block
($REQPDS)

REQCCID
REQCOMM
REQSISOF
REQSISOC
REQEXPND
REQOVRWR
REQRTCOD
REQELVER
REQCPYBK
REQBENE
REQOEMCH
REQOSYCH
REQOCMCH
REQOTMSG
REQDEL
REQMOVWH
REQUPDT
REQBYGEN
REQONLCMP
REQSYNC
REQIGGF
REQBYPD
REQOPGRP
REQSOUID
REQOSRCH
REQORSGN
REQOJUMP
REQOSGNI
REQUSR
REQNOSRC
REQONDOC

Element Master Information Block ($ELMDS) and/or File Block
($FILDS)

None

Exit Point 1 COBOL Control Blocks

The following table lists the COBOL control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs

Exit Control Block
(EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK)

ECB-RETURN-CODE
ECB-EXIT-HOLD-FIELD
ECB-MESSAGE-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT

Source Environment Block
(SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

None

Target Environment Block
(TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

TGT-ENV-MAP-NEW(Y/N)
TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-GROUP
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Request Information Block
(REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK)

REQ-CCID
REQ-COMMENT
REQ-SISO-INDICATOR
REQ-COPY-INDICATOR
REQ-EXPINCL-INDICATOR
REQ-OVERWRITE-INDICATOR
REQ-ACTION-RC
REQ-NEW-VERSION
REQ-GEN-COPYBACK
REQ-BENE
REQ-EM-CHK
REQ-SY-CHK
REQ-CM-CHK
REQ-TMSG
REQ-DELETE-AFTER
REQ-MOVE-WITH-HISTORY
REQ-ADD-WITH-UPDATE
REQ-BYPASS-GEN-PROC
REQ-DEL-COMPS-ONLY
REQ-SYNCHRONIZE
REQ-IGNGEN-FAIL
REQ-BYPASS-DEL-PROC
REQ-PROCESSOR-GROUP
REQ-SIGNOUT-USRID
REQ-SEARCH-OPTION
REQ-RETAIN-SIGNOUT-OPT
REQ-JUMP-OPTION
REQ-SIGNIN-OPTION
REQ-USER-DATA
REQ-GEN-NOSOURCE

Element Master Information Block
(SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK)
(TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK)
and/or File Block
(SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)
(TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)

None

Exit Point 1 Control Block Return Codes

Endevor passes the return code from its security check to exit 1, in the ECBRTCD for Assembler and ECB-RETURN-
CODE for COBOL, of the Exit Control block. The associated error message is ECBMSG in Assembler and ECB-
MESSAGE-TEXT for COBOL, on entry to the exit. The following describes the return codes:

0
When passed to exit: the user is authorized to perform the action. When passed back to Endevor: passed
successfully.

4
The user is not defined to the Access Security Table or the User Security Table; however, the element is
referenced in the Resource Security Table, and the requested action is valid.

8
When passed to exit: not passed to exit programs. When passed back to Endevor: failed. Abort the request.

12
The user is not authorized to access the system/subsystem named by the action.
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16
The requested action cannot be issued against the requested element, based on the Resource Security Table.

NOTE
If you are using the SMF Interface, Endevor writes an SMF Security Record out if an error is returned from the
exit.

Exit Point 2 Programs

Endevor calls exit 2 programs before executing the following actions, both in foreground and in batch: ADD, ALTER,
UPDATE, RETRIEVE, GENERATE, MOVE, DELETE, SIGNIN, TRANSFER, ARCHIVE, and RESTORE. The programs
are called just before the action is executed, after the data for the action is validated but before the actual processing
starts. Under Quick Edit, exit 2 is invoked before to open the temporary data set "userid.QERCVYnn.RECOVERY", before
the element is edited or created.

Your exit 2 programs can be called during package validation processing to determine during CAST or INSPECT if
conditions exist that would cause failure. For example, CCID validation by your own programs would cause failure. To
enable this feature, activate the following option in ENCOPTBL:

EXIT02_CAST_INSPECT=Y

NOTE
If this option is enabled, exit 2 is called twice during package execution, first during action validation (inspect)
and then during the actual action execution. The first time the exit trace shows: ECBPKG 00BB. The second
time the exit trace shows: ECBPKG 00BB - Y.

WARNING
If you enable this feature, be sure to test the setting of the ECBPKG field in the ECB. If this field contains Y or
N, the exit is called immediately before action execution. If this field contains I, the exit is called during validation
processing. There will be no call to EXIT03 if ECBPKG contains I.

Use exit 2 programs to do the following:

• Cancel an action.
• Change some of the input to an action.
• Modify Endevor defaults automatically. For example, you might write an exit program to change the DELETE INPUT

SOURCE option from N to Y whenever a user adds or updates an element.
• Add or update the user data.
• Before an ADD action:

– To find out if the element exits further up the map.
– To find out what processor group will be used for the element.

NOTE
Prior to release 4.0, this information was only available if the element to be added already existed at the
target stage.

Exit Point 2 Assembler Control Blocks

The following table lists the Assembler control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
($ECBDS)

ECBRTCD
ECBUEXT
ECBMSGCD
ECBMSG
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Source Environment Block
($ENVDS)

None

Target Environment Block
($ENVDS)

ENVNEW (Y/N)

Request Information Block
($REQPDS)

REQCCID
REQCOMM
REQSISOF
REQSISOC
REQEXPND
REQOVRWR
REQRTCOD
REQELVER
REQCPYBK
REQBENE
REQOEMCH
REQOSYCH
REQOCMCH
REQOTMSG
REQDEL
REQMOVWH
REQUPDT
REQBYGEN
REQONLCMP
REQSYNC
REQIGGF
REQBYPD
REQOPGRP
REQSOUID
REQOSRCH
REQORSGN
REQOJUMP
REQOSGNI
REQUSR
REQNOSRC
REQONDOC

Element Master Information Block ($ELMDS) and/or File Block
($FILDS)

None

The Exit Point 2 ENVFCBA Field (Assembler)

The Source $ENVDS block points to the source of the action. The Target $ENVDS block points to the target location.
As shown in the following table, the ENVFCBA field in each $ENVDS block points to either an Element Master block
($ELMDS) or a File block ($FILDS), depending on the action requested.

Element Action Source $ENVDS Block Points To Target $ENVDS Block Points To

Add $FILDS ENVNEW (Y/N) -- This field contains Y or N
for ADD actions.
If a MAPPED element exists (further up the
map), ENVNEW contains N (for not new).
If this is the first occurrence of the element
in the MAP from the target location then
ENVNEW contains a Y.
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Alter $ELMDS $ELMDS

Update $FILDS $ELMDS

Retrieve $ELMDS $FILDS

Generate $ELMDS $ELMDS
When the element is not present at the
target inventory location for the Generate
action with the Copyback option specified,
the target Environment will not have a valid
ENVFCBA.

Move $ELMDS $ELMDS -- When the element is at the
target prior to move.
None -- When the element is not at the
target prior to move.

Delete $ELMDS $ELMDS

Signin $ELMDS $ELMDS

Transfer $ELMDS $ELMDS

Archive $ELMDS $FILDS

Restore $FILDS $ELMDS

Exit Point 2 COBOL Control Blocks

The following table lists the COBOL control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs

Exit Control Block
(EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK)

ECB-RETURN-CODE
ECB-EXIT-HOLD-FIELD
ECB-MESSAGE-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT

Source Environment Block
(SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

None

Target Environment Block
(TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

TGT-ENV-MAP-NEW(Y/N)
TGT-ELM-PROCESSOR-GROUP
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Request Information Block
(REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK)

REQ-CCID
REQ-COMMENT
REQ-SISO-INDICATOR
REQ-COPY-INDICATOR
REQ-EXPINCL-INDICATOR
REQ-OVERWRITE-INDICATOR
REQ-ACTION-RC
REQ-NEW-VERSION
REQ-GEN-COPYBACK
REQ-BENE
REQ-EM-CHK
REQ-SY-CHK
REQ-CM-CHK
REQ-TMSG
REQ-DELETE-AFTER
REQ-MOVE-WITH-HISTORY
REQ-ADD-WITH-UPDATE
REQ-BYPASS-GEN-PROC
REQ-DEL-COMPS-ONLY
REQ-SYNCHRONIZE
REQ-IGNGEN-FAIL
REQ-BYPASS-DEL-PROC
REQ-PROCESSOR-GROUP
REQ-SIGNOUT-USRID
REQ-SEARCH-OPTION
REQ-RETAIN-SIGNOUT-OPT
REQ-JUMP-OPTION
REQ-SIGNIN-OPTION
REQ-USER-DATA
REQ-GEN-NOSOURCE

Element Master Information Block
(SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK)
(TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK)
and/or File Block
(SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)
(TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)

None

NOTE
For ADD actions a DUMMY TARGET ELEMENT MASTER INFORMATION BLOCK is presented with the
PROCESSOR GROUP name. This is the content of the OVERIDE PROCESSOR GROUP option of the ADD
Action, or the system determined processor group name. No other fields are available in this control block,
because ELEMENT MASTER INFORMATION BLOCKS are normally only built for existing master record
information while in the present case no element exists at the target location. UPDATE actions (or ADD with
option UPDATE) have a complete TARGET ELEMENT MASTER INFORMATION BLOCK.

Exit Point 2 COBOL Source and Target Fields
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The Source SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK block points to the source of the action. The Target TGT-ENVIRONMENT-
BLOCK block points to the target location. As shown in the following table, each Environment block points to either an
Element Master block or to a File block, depending on the action requested:

Element Action Source SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK
Block Points To

Target TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK
Block Points To

Add SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK None

Alter SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Update SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK

Retrieve SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-FILE-CONTROL -BLOCK

Generate SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK
When the element is not present at the
target inventory location for the Generate
action with the Copyback option specified,
the target Environment will not have a valid
ENVFCBA.

Move SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-when
element is at target prior to move
None-when element not at target prior to
move

Delete SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK

Signin SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK

Transfer SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK

Archive SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-FILE-CONTROL -BLOCK

Restore SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK

Exit Point 2 Control Block Return Codes

You signal the results of the exit using the return code field ECBRTCD in Assembler or ECB-RETURN-CODE in COBOL.
Place the appropriate code in the field of the Exit Control block, before returning to Endevor. These return codes are
described as follows:

0
Proceed with the action. The exit did not change any action-related data.

4
Proceed with the action, but the exit changed fields in the Request Information block, and the revised fields should
be used for action processing.

8
Abort the action request.

Exit Point 3 Programs

Endevor calls exit 3 programs after executing the following actions, both in foreground and in batch: ADD, ALTER,
UPDATE, RETRIEVE, GENERATE, MOVE, DELETE, SIGNIN, TRANSFER, ARCHIVE, and RESTORE. The programs
are called after each action is completed, including execution of any processors, and the master control file base and/or
delta libraries have been updated.

If SMF recording is in effect, Endevor passes the SMF Action Request record to the exit programs for non-Alter actions. It
is passed as the second parameter in the parameter list.

Use exit 3 programs to do the following:
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• Perform general logging and recording.
• To retrieve the user data.

Exit Point 3 Assembler Control Blocks

The following table lists the Assembler control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
($ECBDS)

ECBRTCD
ECBMSGCD
ECBMSG
ECBUEXT

Request Information Block
($REQPDS)

None

SMF Action Record None

Source Environment Block
($ENVDS)

None

Target Environment Block
($ENVDS)

None

Alter Block ($ALTRDS) None

Element Master Information Block ($ELMDS) and/or File Block
($FILDS)

None

The Exit Point 3 ENVFCBA Field

The Source $ENVDS block points to the source of the action. The Target $ENVDS block points to the target location.
As shown in the following table, the ENVFCBA field in each $ENVDS block points to either an Element Master block
($ELMDS) or a File block ($FILDS), depending on the action requested.

Element Action Source $ENVDS Block Points To Target $ENVDS Block Points To

Add $FILDS $ELMDS

Alter $ELMDS $ELMDS

Update $FILDS $ELMDS

Retrieve $ELMDS $FILDS

Generate $ELMDS $ELMDS

Move $ELMDS (if the element has not been
deleted by this action)

$ELMDS

Delete $ELMDS $ELMDS

Signin $ELMDS $ELMDS

Transfer $ELMDS (if the element has not been
deleted by this action)

$ELMDS

Archive $ELMDS (if the element has not been
deleted by this action)

$FILDS

Restore $FILDS $ELMDS

Exit Point 3 COBOL Control Blocks
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The following table lists the COBOL control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
(EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK)

ECB-RETURN-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT
ECB-EXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Request Information Block
(REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK)

None

SMF Action Record None

Source Environment Block
(SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

None

Target Environment Block
(TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

None

Element Master Information Block
(SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK)
(TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK)
and/or File Block (SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)
(TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)

None

ALTER-ACTION-BLOCK None

Exit Point 3 COBOL Source and Target Fields

The Source SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK block points to the source of the action. The Target TGT-ENVIRONMENT-
BLOCK block points to the target location. As shown in the following table, each Environment block points to either an
Element Master block or to a File block, depending on the action requested.

Element Action Source SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK
Block Points To

Target TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK
Block Points To

Add SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Alter SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Update SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Retrieve SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-FILE-CONTROL -BLOCK

Generate SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Move SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Delete SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Signin SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Transfer SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK

Archive SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-FILE-CONTROL -BLOCK

Restore SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT-MASTER -INFO-BLOCK

NOTE
This applies if the element has not been deleted by the action.

Exit Point 3 Return Codes

Valid return codes for this exit are listed next. Place the appropriate code in the ECBRTCD field for Assembler and the
ECB-RETURN-CODE field for COBOL in the Exit Control block, before returning to Endevor.
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0
Successful completion.

4
Successful completion.

Exit Point 4 Programs

Endevor calls exit 4 programs before calling exit 2 programs for the following actions: ADD, UPDATE, and RETRIEVE.
The exit program passes the File block back to Endevor. The File block describes the external file used during action
processing.

NOTE
This exit is not called for ARCHIVE and RESTORE requests, even though these actions use the File block. This
is because if you change the data set defined to the File block, you have to allocate the external file dynamically,
which is cumbersome with tape (archive) files.

Use exit 4 programs to do the following:

• Change external files, for example, from VSAM to PDS format.
• Change the DDname (FILDDN) used for the action. If you change the DDname, you must dynamically allocate the file

identified by the new DDname field, and pass a return code of 4. (At the time the exit is called, Endevor has already
allocated the data set for the DDname passed to the exit.)

• Set up controls so users can only retrieve elements into certain data sets, or add elements from certain data sets.

NOTE
If you use exit 4 and change the name of the data set being used as input, you should be aware of the
following:

Exit Point 4 Assembler Control Blocks

The following table lists the Assembler control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
($ECBDS)

ECBRTCD
ECBMSGCD
ECBMSG
ECBUEXT

Request Information Block
($REQPDS)

None

Source Environment Block
($ENVDS)

None

Target Environment Block
($ENVDS)

None

File Block
($FILDS)

FILDSN (ignored)
FILDDN
FILDSMEM (ignored)
FILDSTY (ignored)

The Exit Point 4 ENVFCBA Field
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The Source $ENVDS block points to the source of the action. The Target $ENVDS block points to the target location.
As shown in the following table, the ENVFCBA field in each $ENVDS block points to either an Element Master block
($ELMDS) or a File block ($FILDS), depending on the action requested.

Element Action Source $ENVDS Block Points To Target $ENVDS Block Points To

Add $FILDS $ELMDS

Update $FILDS $ELMDS

Retrieve $ELMDS $FILDS

Exit Point 4 COBOL Control Blocks

The following table lists the COBOL control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
(EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK)

ECB-RETURN-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT
ECB-EXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Request Information Block
(REQUEST-INFO-BLOCK)

None

Source Environment Block
(SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

None

Target Environment Block
(TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK)

None

File Block
(SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)
(TGT-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK)

SRC-FIL-DATASET-NAME (ignored)
TGT-FIL-DATASET-NAME(ignored)
SRC-FIL-DDNAME
TGT-FIL-DDNAME
SRC-FIL-DATASET-MEMBER (ignored)
TGT-FIL-DATASET-MEMBER (ignored)
SRC-FIL-DATASET-TYPE (ignored)
TGT-FIL-DATASET-TYPE (ignored)

Exit Point 4 COBOL Source and Target Fields

The Source SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK block points to the source of the action. The Target TGT-ENVIRONMENT-
BLOCK block points to the target location. As shown in the following table, each Environment block points to either an
Element Master block or a File block depending on the action requested.

Element Action Source SRC-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK
Block Points To

Target TGT-ENVIRONMENT-BLOCK
Block Points To

Add SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT- MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Update SRC-FILE-CONTROL-BLOCK TGT-ELEMENT- MASTER-INFO-BLOCK

Retrieve SRC-ELEMENT-MASTER-INFO-BLOCK TGT-FILE-CONTROL -BLOCK

Exit Point 4 Return Codes

Valid return codes for this exit are listed next. Place the appropriate code in the ECBRTCD field for Assembler or ECB-
RETURN-CODE for COBOL in the Exit Control Block, before returning to Endevor.
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0
Proceed with the action.

4
Proceed with the action, but the exit changed fields in the Request Information block and the revised fields should
be used for action processing. If you change the data set used, make sure to allocate the file before returning a
code 4.

8
Abort the action request.

Exit Point 5 Programs

Endevor calls exit 5 programs at session initialization, immediately after Endevor allocates its internal control blocks. In
batch, it is called before the first action is executed. In foreground, it is called before the first Endevor panel is displayed.

Use exit 5 programs to do the following:

• Change the User ID.
• Make calls to SMF records.
• Create a log of activity against Endevor.

Exit Point 5 Assembler Control Blocks

The following table lists the Assembler control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
($ECBDS)

ECBRTCD
ECBUSER
ECBMSGCD
ECBMSG
ECBUEXT

Exit Point 5 COBOL Control Blocks

The following table lists the COBOL control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
(EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK)

ECB-RETURN-CODE
ECB-USER-ID
ECB-MESSAGE-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT
ECB-EXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Exit Point 5 Return Codes

Valid return codes for this exit are listed next. Place the appropriate code in the ECBRTCD field for Assembler or the ECB-
RETURN-CODE for COBOL in the Exit Control block, before returning to Endevor. If you change the User ID, make sure
to pass a return code of 4.

0
Successful completion. The exit did not change the User ID.

4
Proceed with the action, but the exit changed the USER ID field in the Exit Control block, and the revised ID
should be used for subsequent processing.
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Exit Point 6 Programs

Endevor calls exit 6 programs before it ends a session. In batch, these programs are called just before the job terminates.
In foreground, they are called just before Endevor returns to ISPF.

Use exit 6 programs to do the following:

• Collect statistics.
• Complete logging activity started by an exit 5 module.

Exit Point 6 Assembler Control Blocks

The following table lists the Assembler control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
($ECBDS)

ECBRTCD
ECBMSGCD
ECBMSG
ECBUEXT

Exit Point 6 COBOL Control Blocks

The following table lists the COBOL control blocks and the fields that can be modified by exit programs:

Control Block Fields Modifiable by Exit Programs
Exit Control Block
(EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK)

ECB-RETURN-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-CODE
ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT
ECB-EXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Exit Point 6 Return Codes

Valid return codes for this exit are listed next. Place the appropriate code in the ECBRTCD field in Assembler or the ECB-
RETURN-CODE for COBOL in the Exit Control block, before returning to Endevor.

0
Successful completion.

Issue Messages from Exit Programs

To issue messages from your exit programs, you must code the exit programs.

To code Assembler programs

When coding Assembler programs, fill in the following fields:

Exits Control Block Return code Message code
(optional)

Message text (batch
only)

1-6 $ECBDS ECBRTCD ECBMSGCD ECBMSG

7 $PECBDS PECBRTCD PECBMGCD PECBMSG

To code COBOL programs
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When coding COBOL programs, fill in the following fields:

Exits Control Block Return code Message code
(optional)

Message text (batch
only)

1-6 EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK ECB-RETURN-CODE ECB-MESSAGE-CODE ECB-MESSAGE-TEXT

7 PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK PECB-NDRV-EXIT-RC PECB-MESSAGE-ID PECB-MESSAGE

The message code default is 0000. If you want the message to have an ISPF equivalent, the message code format should
be 0nnn.

An example of a return code is 12.

An example of a message code is 0801.

The following message codes are reserved:

• 0001
• 09nn

How Endevor Builds Messages

In foreground, Endevor builds a message identifier by combining the message code and return code (0801E), dropping
the first digit of the message code (801E), and then adding CIUU to the result: CIUU801E.

In batch, Endevor builds the message itself starting with CIU, adding the message code and severity code (CIU0801E),
adding the string 'exit # - ' (CIU0801E EXIT 2&$RB.-&$RB.), then adding the message text. For example:

CIU0801E EXIT 2 - ACTION DENIED. USER IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM THIS ACTION

How Endevor Issues Messages

In foreground, Endevor passes the message identifier (CIUU801E) to ISPF, which searches for that string in member
CIUUnn in the installed message library, iprfx.iqual.CSIQMENU, where nn are the second and third digits of the message
code.

You must create this member in order to issue ISPF messages. In this example, you would create member CIUU80, which
can contain multiple messages. Each message must take up two lines, so member CIUU80 might look like this:

CIUU801I 'ACTION ALLOWED'                .ALARM=YES

'USER IS AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM THIS ACTION      '

CIUU801E 'ACTION DENIED '                .ALARM=YES

'USER IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM THIS ACTION    '

CIUU802E 'INVALID PKID'                 .ALARM=YES

'THE SPECIFIED PACKAGE ID IS INVALID FOR YOUR USE   '

Line 1 contains a message identifier and short message text of up to 25 characters.

Line 2 contains long message text. This text can be up to 80 characters.

NOTE
For more information about building ISPF messages, see the IBM website at http://www.ibm.com. Then, search
for "ISPF Guide".

When ISPF finds the string CIUU801E, it displays the short message text, in this case ACTION DENIED.

In batch, Endevor writes the formatted message to the Batch Execution Report.
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Using Package Exit Control Blocks
Endevor allows you to process Package Exit Control Blocks that can pass specific applicable information whenever
certain package exit actions occur.

When a package exit is invoked, Endevor formats a series of control blocks with information relevant to the exit action.
Register 1 points to an address list, which in turn points to the control blocks.

The following illustration shows the order in which control blocks are always passed to exit programs:
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As previously illustrated, if the control block is not relevant to the package exit action or it doesn't exist, the address in the
parameter list is zeros (=F'0'). The last six control blocks are filled in if the user requests approver, element ID, backout, or
shipment records.

As a rule, all package exit actions can modify the return code fields, message fields, and the record request flags in the
$PECBDS (Assembler), or PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK (COBOL). In addition to these fields, if a package action can modify a
field on a panel, then the package exit action can modify the field at the before-exit point.

These control blocks are located in iprfx.iqual.CSIQOPTN. The assembler control blocks are maintained as individual
members. The COBOL control blocks are all located in one member PKGXBLKS.

The following table shows the information stored in each control block:

Control Block (DSECT Name) Contains
Package Exit Control Block
($PECBDS)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK)

Information related to the current package action, including the
exit action, function, call type literals and codes, return code and
message fields. This is the first and primary information block
passed to the package exit.

Package Request Block
($PREQPDS)
(PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK)

Information specific to the current package action; special flags,
comment, package options, and so forth.

Package Header Block
($PHDRDS)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-HEADER-BLOCK)

General historic package data. It exists and is passed if the
package exists, and includes data such as date and time stamps
for execution, cast, approval, and execution history.

Package File Block
($PFILDS)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK)

Data set information for external data sets. This block is relevant
to the package exit actions with external data sets.

Package Action Request Block
($PACTREQ)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK)

A source or target ID record extracted from the package file on
request from the user exit. After the record is extracted, data such
as environment, system, subsystem and action is placed in this
block and the parameter list. This block is available to all exit
actions on request only.

Package Approver Request Block
($PAPPREQ)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP)

Approver data extracted from the package file on request from
the user exit. Each block contains one group per call. This block
is also used to gather approver groups from the user exit on the
before-cast call, should the user choose to send such a request.
This block is available to all exit actions on request only.

Package Backout Request Block
($PBODREQ)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-BACKOUT-BLOCKS)

Backout data extracted from the package file on request from the
user exit. Each block contains one record per call. This block is
available to all exit actions only on request.

Package Ship Request Block
($PSHPREQ)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-SHIPMENT-BLOCKS)

Ship data extracted from the package file on request from the
user exit. Each block contains one record per call. This block is
available to certain exit actions on request only.

Package SCL Request Block
($PSCLREQ)
(PACKAGE-EXIT-SCL-BLOCK)

SCL statements extracted from the package file on request from
the user exit. Each block contains 1 to 10 SCL statements. This
block is available to certain exit actions only on request.

Control Block Initialization and Availability

The following matrix summarizes initialized control blocks for each exit point action and request for data control block
availability. Initialized Control blocks have the designation "ICB" preceding their names; Request for Data Control blocks
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have the designation "RDCB" preceding their names. Also, each control block initialization or request is shown to occur, in
relation to the action, either B=before the action, A=after the action, or M=midway into the action (indicating at some point
into the action).
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NOTE
For the package action request block ($PACTREC) for element action backout or backin, the ID record related to
the action is immediately passed to the exit, without the need to request this data.

Package Exit Control Block

This is the first and primary information block passed to the exit. The information in this block relates to the current
Endevor configuration and processing, and includes the package ID, the package action, function, and exit type, an area
for the exit to pass back a return code, and a message area.

Primary Information Block for Assembler

This block is the hold area, PECBUEXT. When you are using anchor IDs, this field is used to store address values read by
exit programs from the anchor ID table. Any value placed in this field remains there until the end of the Endevor session,
or until another user exit loads a new value in this field.

NOTE
PECBUEXIT is the same field as the ECBUEXIT field used for exits 1-6.

The assembler $PECBDS DSECT sample control block is delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

$PECBDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PECBDS DSECT are described as follows:

PECBLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PECBDS), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PECBVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PECBDS) written by the exit handler. The current version of the
block is 3. It is not modifiable by exits. Use the PECB$VER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT
was passed to your exit.

PECBID
Identifies this DSECT as the Exit control block. Value is always "PECB." Not modifiable by any exits.
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PECBPKID
Current Endevor package ID.

NOTE
The next six fields contain the action, function, and type codes. User exits use these values to determine which
package exit has been invoked.

PECBFNCD
Package action code. Acceptable values are 0-18.
0

Setup exit options
1

Back in package
2

Back out package
3

Cast package
4

Commit package
5

Create package
6

Delete package
7

Display package
8

Execute package
9

Export package
10

Generate package ID
11

Generate list
12

Modify package
13

Reset package
14

Review package
15

Ship package
16

Archive package
17

Collect Product
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18
Dynamic Approver

PECBSFCD
Package function code. Acceptable values are 0-41.
0

Approve
Related Action: Review

1
Deny
Related Action: Review

2
Build
Related Action: Create & Modify

3
Copy
Related Action: Create & Modify

4
Edit
Related Action: Create & Modify

5
Import
Related Action: Create & Modify

6
Approver
Related Action: Display

7
Backout
Related Action: Display

8
SCL
Related Action: Display

9
Package
Related Action: Display

10
ELMSUM
Related Action: Display

11
Reports
Related Action: Display

12
XMIT
Related Action: Ship

13
Confirm
Related Action: Ship
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14
Build
Related Action: List

15
Cast
Related Action: List

16
Review
Related Action: List

17
Execute
Related Action: List

18
Ship
Related Action: List

19
Back out
Related Action: List

20
Commit
Related Action: List

21
Utility
Related Action: List

22
Display
Related Action: List

23
Collect
Related Action: List

24
Stage
Related Action: Collect

25
Corrinfo
Related Action: Display

26
Archive
Related Action: List

27
Confirm
Related Action: Collect

28
Inspect
Related Action: List

29
Back-out
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Related Action: Package
30

Backin
Related Action: Package

31
Delete
Related Action: Package

32
Export
Related Action: Package

33
Reset
Related Action: Package

34
Cast
Related Action: Package

35
Commit
Related Action: Package

36
Execute
Related Action: Package

37
Add
Related Action: Dynamic Approver Record

38
Update
Related Action: Dynamic Approver Record

39
Delete
Related Action: Dynamic Approver Record

40
EABKO
Related Action: Element action backout

41
EABKI
Related Action: Element action backin

PECBBACD
Package before/mid-cast/after code.
00

Before
01

After
02

Mid-cast
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PECBFNNM
Literal for requested package action. For example, CREATE.

PECBSFNM
Literal for requested package function. For example, IMPORT.

PECBBANM
Values are either BEFORE (for before-exits), MID (for mid-cast exits) or AFTER (for after-exits).

PECBAUTO
Indicates whether the exit is being called after the successful execution of a Promotion Package.

PECBAPI
Indicates to a package exit whether it is executing under the Endevor SCM API.

NOTE
The following fields are used during Setup. The Setup call allows an exit program to indicate whether it is
designed to handle calls while operating under TSO and/or as a batch program (without TSO services) and also
allows the exit program to enable those exit points which it was designed to process.

NOTE
The user exit must indicate which operating environments it can handle. Acceptable values are N (not enabled
for this operating environment) and Y (enabled).

Field (Set to Y) To Operate Default Value

PECBTSOX Under TSO Y

PECBBATX Batch (no TSO) N

The user exit must indicate which exit points are enabled. For an exit to get control, both the proper operating environment
setup flag and the exit point setup flag must be Y. Acceptable values for exit point setup flags are N (not enabled: default)
and Y (enabled).

Field (Set to Y) To Invoke this Exit Point

PECBARBE Before-archive

PECBARAF After-archive

PECBBIBE* Before-backin

PECBBIAF* After-backin

PECBBOBE* Before-backout

PECBBOAF* After-backout

PECBEABX* Element action before or after backout or backin *

PECBCABE Before-cast

PECBCAMD Mid-cast

PECBCAAF After-cast

PECBCSBE Before-collect

PECBCSAF After-collect

PECBCOBE Before-commit

PECBCOAF After-commit

PECBCBBE Before-create/build

PECBCBAF After-create/build
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PECBCCBE Before-create/copy

PECBCCAF After-create/copy

PECBCEBE Before-create/edit

PECBCEAF After-create/edit

PECBCIBE Before-create/import

PECBCIAF After-create/import

PECBDEBE Before-delete

PECBDEAF After-delete

PECBDABE Before-display approver

PECBDBBE Before-display backout

PECBDSBE Before Display SCL

PECBDXBE Before Display element summary

PECBDPBE Before Display packages

PECBDRBE Before Display reports

PECBD1BE Before-dynamic approver add

PECBD1AF After-dynamic approver add

PECBDUBE Before-dynamic approver update

PECBDUAF After-dynamic approver update

PECBDDBE Before-dynamic approver delete

PECBDDAF After-dynamic approver delete

PECBEXBE Before Execute

PECBEXAF After Execute

PECBEPBE Before Export

PECBEPAF After Export

PECBGPBE Before GENPKGID

PECBGPAF After GENPKGID

PECBLTBE Before List

PECBLTAF After List

PECBMBBE Before Modify/Build

PECBMBAF After Modify/Build

PECBMCBE Before Modify/Copy

PECBMCAF After Modify/Copy

PECBMEBE Before Modify/Edit

PECBMEAF After Modify/Edit

PECBMIBE Before Modify/Import

PECBMIAF After Modify/Import

PECBRSBE Before Reset

PECBRSAF After Reset
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PECBRABE Before Review/Approve

PECBRAAF After Review/Approve

PECBRDBE Before Review/Deny

PECBRDAF After Review/Deny

PECBSXBE Before Ship transmit

PECBSCBE Before Ship confirm

PECBSXAF After Ship transmit

PECBSCAF After Ship confirm

NOTE
*Note: The before backin (PECBBIBE), after backin (PECBBIAF), before backout (PECBBOBE), and after
backout (PECBBOAF) fields apply to packages and element actions. However to enable these fields for element
actions, the PECBEABX field must also be set to Y.

The following fields pertain to the requests for data. Endevor sets the five existence flags before calling the user exit. The
user exit should check these fields before setting request for data flags:

PECBACTE
Action, element, data set records exist.

PECBAPPE
Approver group records exist.

PECBBODE
Backout records exist.

The next five fields are the request for data flags. Endevor clears a flag each time the user exit returns to Endevor.
Therefore the user exit must reset the request flag each time it requests a record. An exit can request only one data block
each time it returns to Endevor.

PECBACTR
Request for action element, data set records.

PECBAPPR
Request for approver group record.

PECBBODR
Request for backout record.

PECBSHPR
Request for ship record.

PECBSCLR
Request for SCL record.

PECBCOLR
Request for collection record.

PECBRQRC
Request for data return code. This field is modified by Endevor to inform the user exit of the request for data
results.

• 1-PECBRROK
• 2-PECBREOF
• 3-PECBNFD
• 12-PECBRERR
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When an EOF or NFND condition occurs, Endevor returns this information to the user exit, but does not allow
further requests against that data type.

PECBNDRC
Endevor high return code.

PECBNDAB
Endevor abend code.

PECBNDMG
Endevor message text.

PECBNDML
Endevor message length.

PECBRTCD
Return code. Modifiable by all exit programs.

• 0-PECB$OK. Successful.
• 4-PECB$MOK. Successful, but the exit modified some control block data.
• 8-PECB$CAN. Stop package processing. This return code can only be bypassed by before-exits.

PECBUSER
User ID associated with the current processing.

PECBMODE
Indicates whether the current action was requested in foreground or batch. Not modifiable by exits.

• T-PECB$TSO. Action requested in foreground.
• B-PECB$BAT. Action requested in batch.

PECBMGCD
Modifiable by all exits. The default is 0000. Used to construct the message code written to the Endevor Execution
Report for the current action. A message code precedes each message written to the report, and applies if the
PECBMSG field contains a non-blank value. For messages produced by user exits, the error code is formatted as
C1UNNNNs, where NNNN is defined by this field, and S is a severity code associated with PECBRTCD (W, C, E,
or S, respectively for return codes 4, 8, 12, and 16).

PECBMGLN
Length of the error message.

PECBMGSZ
Error message size.

PECBMSG
Error message associated with the current activity. This is blank on entry and modifiable by all exit points. If there
is a message in this field when the program returns from the user exit, the exit handler records the message in
the Endevor Execution Report. The message is preceded in that report with an error code (C1UNNNNs format,
described further above for the PECBMGCD field).

PECBCALR
Exit is executing under Endevor or Quick-Edit.

• E-Labeled as PECB$NDV, indicates the exit is running under Endevor.
• Q-Labeled as PECB$QE, indicates exit is running under Quick-Edit.

PECBENPK
Indicates whether this is a Enterprise Package.

PECBUEXT
User field, used to save (and pass) information between user exits. Generally, this field contains an address that
points to a block of user data. Modifiable by all exit points.
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PECBHIRC
Highest return code set by previously executed system and user package exit for this action/function and before/
after code.

PECBUECB
Update Endevor fields related to fields in the PECBDS (value Y/N). When this flag is set, Endevor copies the
PECBDS fields to the correlating Endevor control block fields.

PECBUREQ
Update Endevor fields related to fields in the PREQPDS (value Y/N). When this flag is set, Endevor copies the
PREQPDS fields to the correlating Endevor control block fields.

PECBUFIL
Update Endevor fields related to fields in the PFILDS (value Y/N). When this flag is set, Endevor copies the
PFILDS fields to the correlating Endevor control block fields.

PECBUAPP
Update Approver Group Records (value Y/N). Valid only for before-cast exit call.

PECB#APG
Number of approver groups sent.

PECBSIZE
Size of the $PECBDS DSECT. Not modifiable by exits.

Primary Information Block for COBOL

This block is the hold area PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD. When you are using anchor IDs, this field is used to store address
values read by exit programs from the anchor ID table. Any value placed in this field remains there until the end of the
Endevor session, or until another user exit loads a new value in this field.

NOTE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD is the same field as the ECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD field used for exits 1-6.

The sample COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member
EXITBLKS delivered in the CSIQOPTN library.

PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK Field Descriptions

Brief descriptions of the fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK control block layout follow:

PECB-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PECB-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK) written by the exit handler. This should
always be 2. It is not modifiable by exits.

PECB-BLOCK-ID
Identifies this DSECT as the Exit control block. Value is always "PECB." Not modifiable by any exits.

PECB-PACKAGE-ID
Current Endevor package ID.

NOTE
The next six fields contain the action, function, and type codes. User exits use these values to determine which
package exit has been invoked.
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PECB-FUNCTION-CODE
Package action code. Acceptable values are 0-18. They are listed according to value and meaning:

Value Equates Meaning

0 SETUP-EXIT-OPTION Setup exit options

1 BACK-IN-PACKAGE Backin package

2 BACK-OUT-PACKAGE Backout package

3 CAST-PACKAGE Cast package

4 COMMIT-PACKAGE Commit package

5 CREATE-PACKAGE Create package

6 DELETE-PACKAGE Delete package

7 DISPLAY-PACKAGE Display package

8 EXECUTE-PACKAGE Execute package

9 EXPORT-PACKAGE Export package

10 GENERATE-PACKAGE-ID Generate package ID

11 LIST-GENERATION Generate list

12 REPLACE-SCL Modify package

13 RESET-PACKAGE Reset package

14 REVIEW-PACKAGE Review package

15 SHIP-THE-PACKAGE Ship package

16 ARCHIVE-PACKAGE Archive package

17 DISTRIB-COLLECT Collect product

18 DYNAMIC APPROVER Dynamic Approver

PECB-SUBFUNCTION-CODE
Package function code.

Equates Value Meaning Related Action

0 PECB-APPROVE Approve Review

1 PECB-DENY Deny Review

2 PECB-BUILD Build Create & Modify

3 PECB-CREATE Copy Create & Modify

4 PECB-EDIT Edit Create & Modify

5 PECB-IMPORT Import Create & Modify

6 PECB-DISP-APPRVER Approver Display

7 PECB-DISP-BACKOUT Backout Display

8 PECB-DISP-SCL SCL Display

9 PECB-DISP-PKG Package Display

10 PECB-DISP-ELMSUM ELMSUM Display

11 PECB-DISP-REPORTS Reports Display
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12 PECB-SHIP-XMIT XMIT Ship

13 PECB-SHIP-CONFIRM Confirm Ship

14 PECB-LIST-BUILD Build List

15 PECB-LIST-CAST Cast List

16 PECB-LIST-REVIEW Review List

17 PECB-LIST-EXECUTE Execute List

18 PECB-LIST-SHIP Ship List

19 PECB-LIST-BACKOUT Back out List

20 PECB-LIST-COMMIT Commit List

21 PECB-LIST-UTILITY Utility List

22 PECB-LIST-DISPLAY Display List

23 PECB-LIST-COLLECT Collect List

24 PECB-COLLECT-STAGE Stage Collect

25 PECB-DISP-CORRINFO Corrinfo Display

26 PECB-LIST-ARCHIVE Archive List

27 PECB-COLL-CONFIRM Confirm Collect

28 PECB-LIST-INSPECT Inspect List

29 PECB-PKG-BACKOUT Back-out Package

30 PECB-PKG-BACKIN Backin Package

31 PECB-PKG-DELETE Delete Package

32 PECB-PKG-EXPORT Export Package

33 PECB-PKG-RESET Reset Package

34 PECB-PKG-CAST Cast Package

35 PECB-PKG-COMMIT Commit Package

36 PECB-PKG-EXECUTE Execute Package

37 PECB-DYNAMIC-ADD Add Approve

38 PECB-DYNAMIC-UPDATE Update Approve

39 PECB-DYNAMIC-DELETE Delete Approve

40 PECB-ELEMENT-BACKOUT EABKO Approve

41 PECB-ELEMENT-BACKIN EABKI Approve

PECB-FUNCTION-LITERAL
Literal for requested package action. For example, CREATE.

PECB-SUBFUNC-LITERAL
Literal for requested package function. For example, IMPORT.

PECB-BEF-AFTER-LITERAL
Values are either BEFORE (for before-exits), MID (for mid-cast exits) or AFTER (for after-exits).
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NOTE
The following fields are used during Setup. The Setup call allows an exit program to indicate whether it is
designed to handle calls while operating under TSO and/or as a batch program (without TSO services) and also
allows the exit program to enable those exit points which it was designed to process.

The user exit must indicate which operating environments it can handle. Acceptable values are N. (not enabled for this
operating environment) and Y. (enabled).

Field (Set to Y) To Operate Default Value

PECB-TSO-EXECUTE Under TSO Y

PECB-BATCH-EXECUTE Batch (no TSO) N

The user exit must indicate which exit points are enabled. For an exit to get control, both the proper operating environment
setup flag and the exit point setup flag must be Y. Acceptable values for exit point setup flags are N (not enabled: default)
and Y (enabled).

Field (Set to Y) To Invoke this Exit Point

PECB-BEFOR-ARCHIVE Before-archive

PECB-AFTER-ARCHIVE After-archive

PECB-BEFORE-BACKIN Before-backin*

PECB-AFTER-BACKIN After-backin*

PECB-BEFORE-BACKOUT Before-backout*

PECB-AFTER-BACKOUT After-backout*

PECB-REQUEST-ELEMENT-ACTION-
BACKOUT-BACKIN

Request-element-action-backout and backin*

PECB-BEFORE-CAST Before-cast

PECB-MID-CAST Mid-cast

PECB-AFTER-CAST After-cast

PECB-BEFORE-COLLECT Before-collect

PECB-AFTER-COLLECT After-collect

PECB-BEFORE-COMMIT Before-commit

PECB-AFTER-COMMIT After-commit

PECB-BEFORE-CREATE-BLD Before-create/build

PECB-AFTER-CREATE-BLD After-create/build

PECB-BEFORE-CREATE-COPY Before-create/copy

PECB-AFTER-CREATE-COPY After-create/copy

PECB-BEFORE-CREATE-EDIT Before-create/edit

PECB-AFTER-CREATE-EDIT After-create/edit

PECB-BEFORE-CREATE-IMPT Before-create/import

PECB-AFTER-CREATE-IMPT After-create/import

PECB-BEFORE-DELETE Before-delete

PECB-AFTER-DELETE After-delete
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PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-APPR Before-display approver

PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-BKOUT Before-display backout

PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-SCL Before Display SCL

PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-ELMSM Before Display element summary

PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-PKG Before Display packages

PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-RPT Before Display reports

PECB-BEFORE-DYNAMIC-ADD Before-dynamic approver add

PECB-AFTER-DYNAMIC-ADD After-dynamic approver add

PECB-BEFORE-DYNAMIC-UPDATE Before-dynamic approver update

PECB-AFTER-DYNAMIC-UPDATE After-dynamic approver update

PECB-BEFORE-DYNAMIC-DELETE Before-dynamic approver delete

PECB-AFTER-DYNAMIC-DELETE After-dynamic approver delete

PECB-BEFORE-EXEC Before Execute

PECB-AFTER-EXEC After Execute

PECB-BEFORE-EXPORT Before Export

PECB-AFTER-EXPORT After Export

PECB-BEFORE-GENPID Before GENPKGID

PECB-AFTER-GENPID After GENPKGID

PECB-BEFORE-LIST Before List

PECB-AFTER-LIST After List

PECB-BEFORE-MOD-BLD Before Modify/Build

PECB-AFTER-MOD-BLD After Modify/Build

PECB-BEFORE-MOD-CPY Before Modify/Copy

PECB-AFTER-MOD-CPY After Modify/Copy

PECB-BEFORE-MOD-EDIT Before Modify/Edit

PECB-AFTER-MOD-EDIT After Modify/Edit

PECB-BEFORE-MOD-IMPT Before Modify/Import

PECB-AFTER-MOD-IMPT After Modify/Import

PECB-BEFOR-RESET Before Reset

PECB-AFTER-RESET After Reset

PECB-BEFORE-REV-APPR Before Review/Approve

PECB-AFTER-REV-APPR After Review/Approve

PECB-BEFORE-REV-DENY Before Review/Deny

PECB-AFTER-REV-DENY After Review/Deny

PECB-BEFORE-SHIP-XMIT Before Ship transmit

PECB-AFTER-SHIP-XMIT After Ship transmit

PECB-BEFORE-SHIP-CON Before Ship confirm

PECB-AFTER-SHIP-CON After Ship confirm
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*Note: The before backin (PECB-BEFORE-BACKIN), after backin (PECB-AFTER-BACKIN), before backout (PECB-
BEFORE-BACKOUT), and after backout (PECB-AFTER-BACKOUT) fields apply to both packages and element actions.
However to enable these fields for element actions, the PECB-REQUEST-ELEMENT-ACTION-BACKOUT-BACKIN field
must also be set to Y.

The following fields pertain to the requests for data. Endevor sets the five existence flags before calling the user exit. The
user exit should check these fields before setting request for data flags:

PECB-ACT-REC-EXIST-FLAG
Action, element, data set records exist.

PECB-APP-REC-EXIST-FLAG
Approver group records exist.

PECB-BAC-REC-EXIST-FLAG
Backout records exist.

The next six fields are the request for data flags. Endevor clears a flag each time the user exit returns to Endevor.
Therefore the user exit must reset the request flag each time it requests a record. An exit can request only one data block
each time it returns to Endevor.

PECB-REQ-ACTION-ID-REC
Request for action element, data set records.

PECB-REQ-APPROVER-REC
Request for approver group record.

PECB-REQ-BACKOUT-REC
Request for backout record.

PECB-REQ-SHIP-RECORDS
Request for ship record.

PECB-REQ-SCL-RECORDS
Request for SCL record.

PECB-REQ-COLL-RECORDS
Request for collection record.

PECB-REQ-REQUEST-RETURNCODE
Request for data return code. This field is modified by Endevor to inform the user exit of the request for data
results.

• Equates: PECB-SUCCESSFUL-RECORD-SENT
– Value: 1

• Equates: PECB-END-OF-FILE-FOR-REC-TYPE
– Value: 2

• Equates: PECB-NO-RECORDS-FOUND
• Value: 3
• Equates: PECB-SEVERE-ERROR

– Value: 12

When an EOF or NFND condition occurs, Endevor returns this information to the user exit, but does not allow
further requests against that data type.

PECB-NDVR-HIGH-RC
Endevor high return code.

PECB-NDVR-ABEND-CODE
Endevor abend code.
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PECB-NDVR-MESSAGE-TEXT
Endevor message text.

PECB-NDVR-MESSTEXT-LEN
Endevor message length.

PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
Return code. Modifiable by all exit programs.

• Equates: PECB-ALL-IS-OK
– Value: 0
– Meaning: Successful.

• Equates: PECB-ALL-IS-OK-WITH-MODS
– Value: 4
– Meaning: Successful, but the exit modified some control block data.

• PECB-ABORT-RC
– Value: 8
– Meaning: Stop package processing. This return code can only be bypassed by before-exits.

PECB-USER-BATCH-JOBNAME
User ID associated with the current processing.

PECB-MODE
Indicates whether the current action was requested in foreground or batch. Not modifiable by exits.

• Equates: PECB-TSO-MODE
– Value: T
– Meaning: Action requested in foreground.

• Equates: PECB-BATCH-MODE
– Value: B
– Meaning: Action requested in batch.

PECB-MESSAGE-ID
Modifiable by all exits. The default is 0000. Used to construct the message code written to the Endevor Execution
Report for the current action. A message code precedes each message written to the report, and applies if the
PECBMSG field contains a non-blank value. For messages produced by user exits, the error code is formatted as
C1UNNNNs, where NNNN is defined by this field, and S is a severity code associated with PECBRTCD (W, C, E,
or S, respectively for return codes 4, 8, 12, and 16).

PECB-ERROR-MESS-LENGTH
Length of the error message.

PECB-MESSAGE
Error message associated with the current activity. This is blank on entry and modifiable by all exit points. If there
is a message in this field when the program returns from the user exit, the exit handler records the message in
the Endevor Execution Report. The message is preceded in that report with an error code (C1UNNNNs format,
described further above for the PECB-MESSAGE-ID field).

PECB-CALLER-ORIGIN
Exit is executing under Endevor or Quick-Edit.

• Equates: CALLER-Endevor
– Value: E
– Meaning: Exit is running under Endevor

• Equates: CALLER-QUICK-EDIT
– Value: T
– Meaning: Exit is running under QUICK-EDIT
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PECB-REQUEST-ELEMENT-ACTION-BACKOUT-BACKIN
Specifies whether element action backin and backout exit calls are enabled.

PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD
User field, used to save (and pass) information between user exits. Generally, this field contains an address that
points to a block of user data. Modifiable by all exit points.

PECB-HIGH-PREV-RC
Highest return code set by previously executed system and user package exit for this action/function and before/
after code.

PECB-MODS-MADE-TO-PECB
Update Endevor fields related to fields in the PECBDS (value Y/N). When this flag is set, Endevor copies the
PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK fields to the correlating Endevor control block fields.

PECB-MODS-MADE-TO-PREQ
Update Endevor fields related to fields in the PREQPDS (value Y/N). When this flag is set, Endevor copies the
PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK fields to the correlating Endevor control block fields.

PECB-MODS-MADE-TO-PFIL
Update Endevor fields related to fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK (value Y/N). When this flag is set,
Endevor copies the PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK fields to the correlating Endevor control block fields.

PECB-USENDING-APP-GRPS
Update Approver Group Records (value Y/N). Valid only for before-cast exit call.

PECB-NBR-APPR-GRPS-SENT
Number of approver groups sent.

Package Request Control Block

This is the second information block passed to the exit, and is pointed to by Register 1: 4(R1). The information in this
block relates to the package options associated with the current package ID.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PREQPDS DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member

EXITBLKS.

$PREQPDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PREQPDS DSECT control block are described as follows:

PREQLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PREQPDS), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PREQVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PREQPDS) written by the exit handler. This should always be
1. It is not modifiable by exits.
Use the PREQ$VERS label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

PREQID
Code that identifies this as the Exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always "PREQ." Not modifiable by any exit point.

PREQFLAG
Not used.

PREQCOMM
Comments associated with the current package ID. Modifiable by create and modify package exits.
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PREQBOEN
Backout enabled flag for package. Value are:

• Y-PREQ$BYS. Backout is enabled.
• N-PREQ$BNO. Backout is not enabled.

PREQDEL

• Delete enabled flag for package. Value are:
• Y-PREQ$DYS. Delete is enabled.
• N-PREQ$DNO. Delete is not enabled.

PREQPSHR
Share enabled flag for package. Value are:

• Y-PREQ$SYS. Share is enabled.
• N-PREQ$SNO. Share is not enabled.

PREQPAPD
Append SCL enabled flag for package.

• Y-PREQ$PYS. Append SCL is enabled.
• N-PREQ$PNO. Append SCL is not enabled

PREQEWSD
Execution window start date. Format ddmmmyy.

PREQEWST
Execution window start time. Format hh:mm.

PREQEWED
Execution window end date. Format ddmmmyy.

PREQEWET
Execution window end time. Format hh:mm.

PREQIPKG
Source package ID. COPY function only.

PREQDEST
Destination ID. SHIP action only.

PREQSTYP
Shipment type. Possible values are:

• PKG-PREQS$PKG. Package shipment.
• BKO-PREQS$BKO. Backout shipment.

PREQSCMP
Indicates whether complementary data sets are to be shipped.
YES-

PREQS$CO. Complementary data sets requested.
NO-

PREQS$NC. Complementary data sets not requested.
PREQSCNF

Type of confirmation.
HXMT-

PREQ$HXMT. Transmitted from host to remote site.
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RCPY-
PREQ$RCPY. Copied from staging to production data sets at remote site.

PREQSRES
Shipment results.
EX

PREQ$EXEC. Shipment executed (return code not available).
AB

PREQ$ABND. Shipment abended (return code not available).
GT

PREQ$RCGT. Shipment executed with return code greater than PREQSRCV value.
LT

PREQ$RCLT. Shipment executed with return code less than PREQSRCV value.
EQ

PREQ$RCEQ. Shipment executed with return code equal to PREQSRCV value.
GE

PREQ$RCGE. Shipment executed with return code greater than or equal to PREQSRCV value.
LE

PREQ$RCLE. Shipment executed with return code less than or equal to PREQSRCV value.
PREQSRCV

Threshold return code value for shipment confirmation.
*-PREQ$NONE. No return code if values returned in the PREQ$EXEC or PREQ$ABND fields.

PREQAPGP
Override approver group. (Approver groups can only be overridden from the before-cast exit point.)

PREQAPID
Override approver ID. (Approver groups can only be overridden from the before-cast exit point.)

PREQDARC
Delete package after successful archive. Modifiable by archive package exit. Values are:

• Y-PREQ$AYS. Delete is enabled
• N-PREQ$ANO. Delete is not enabled

PREQNOTE
Package notes.

• Y-PREQNYS. Notes are enabled.
• N-PREQNNO. Notes are not enabled.

PREQPROM
Promotion packages.

• Y-PREQPROY. Promotion package.
• N-PREQPRON. Option is not enabled.

PREQCDPH
Commit action, delete promotion history.

• Y - PREQCDPY. Delete promotion history
• N -PREQCDPN. Option is not enabled

PREQCVAL
Component validation setting (Y/N/W).
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PREQCONN
DistribuLink connection ID.

PREQSIZE
Size of the $PREQPDS DSECT. Not modifiable by any exit.

PREQCTYP
Collection type. Possible values are:

• PKG-PKEQC$PKG. Package collection.
• BKO-PREQC$BKO. Backout collection.

PREQCRCV
DistribuLink API (SDSBAPI) return code value.

PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The fields in the PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK control block layout are described as follows:

PREQ-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PREQ-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK) written by the exit handler. This
should always be 1. It is not modifiable by exits.

PREQ-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always "PREQ." Not modifiable by any exit point.

PREQ-SPECIAL-FLAGS
Not used.

PREQ-PACKAGE-COMMENT
Comments associated with the current package ID. Modifiable by create and modify package exits.

PREQ-BACKOUT-ENABLED
Backout enabled flag for package. Values are:

• Equates: PREQ-BACKOUT-YES
– Value: Y
– Meaning: Backout is enabled.

• Equates: PREQ-BACKOUT-NO
– Value: N
– Meaning: Backout is not enabled.

PREQ-DELETE-ENABLED
Delete enabled flag for package. Values are:

• Equates: PREQ-DELETE-YES
– Value: Y
– Meaning: Delete is enabled.

• Equates: PREQ-DELETE-NO
– Value: N
– Meaning: Delete is not enabled

PREQ-SHARE-ENABLED
Share enabled flag for package. Values are:

• Equates: PREQ-SHARED-YES
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– Value: Y
– Meaning: Share is enabled.

• Equates: PREQ-SHARED-NO
– Value: N
– Meaning: Share is not enabled

PREQ-APPEND-PACKAGE
Append SCL enabled flag for package.

• Equates: PREQ-APPEND-YES
– Value: Y
– Meaning: Append SCL is enabled.

• Equates: PREQ-APPEND-NO
– Value: N
– Meaning: Append SCL is not enabled.

PREQ-EXEC-START-DATE
Execution window start date. Format ddmmmyy.

PREQ-EXEC-START-TIME
Execution window start time. Format hh:mm.

PREQ-EXEC-END-DATE
Execution window end date. Format ddmmmyy.

PREQ-EXEC-END-TIME
Execution window end time. Format hh:mm.

PREQ-SOURCE-PACKAGE
Source package ID. COPY function only.

PREQ-SHIP-DESTINATION
Destination ID. SHIP action only.

PREQ-SHIPMENT-TYPE
Shipment type. Possible values are:

• Equates: PREQ-PACKAGE-SHIP
– Value: P
– Meaning: Package Shipment

• Equates: PREQ-BACKOUT-SHIP
– Value: B
– Meaning: Backout Shipment

PREQ-SHIP-COMPLEMENTS
Indicates whether complementary data sets are to be shipped.

• Equates: PREQ-COMPLEMENTS
– Value: Y
– Meaning: Complementary data sets requested.

• Equates: PREQ-NO-COMPLEMENTS
– Value: N
– Meaning: Complementary data sets not requested.

PREQ-SHIP-COMPLE-TYPE
Type of confirmation.

• Equates: PREQ-HOST-TRANSMIT
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– Value: HXMT
– Meaning: Transmitted from host to remote site.

• Equates: PREQ-REMOTE-COPIED
– Value: RCPY
– Meaning: Copied from staging to production data sets at remote site.

PREQ-SHIP-CONFIRM-RESUL
Shipment results.

• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-EXECUTED
– Value: EX
– Meaning: Shipment executed (return code not available).

• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-ABENDED
– Value: AB
– Meaning: Shipment abended (return code not available).

• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-GT-SRVC
– Value: GT
– Meaning: Shipment executed with return code greater than

• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-LESS-THAN
– Value: LT
– Meaning: Shipment executed with return code less than PREQ-SHIP-CONF-RETURN-CODE value.

• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-EQUAL
– Value: EQ
– Meaning: Shipment executed with return code equal to PREQ-SHIP-CONF-RETURN-CODE value.

• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-MORE-EQUA
– Value: GE
– Meaning: Shipment executed with return code greater than or equal to PREQ-SHIP-CONF-RETURN-CODE

value.
• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-LESS-EQUA

– Value: LE
– Meaning: Shipment executed with return code less than or equal to PREQ-SHIP-CONF-RETURN-CODE

value.

PREQ-SHIP-CONF-RETURN-CODE
Threshold return code value for shipment confirmation.

• Equates: PREQ-SHIP-NO-RC
– Value: *
– Meaning: No return code if values returned in the PREQ-SHIP-EXECUTED or PREQ-SHIP-ABENDED

fields.

PREQ-OVERRIDE-APPR-GRP
Override approver group. (Approver groups can only be overridden from the before-cast exit point.)

PREQ-OVERRIDE-APPR-ID
Override approver ID. (Approver groups can only be overridden from the before-cast exit point.)

PREQ-DELETE-PKG-ARCH
Delete package after successful archive. Modifiable by archive package exit. Values are:

• Equates: ARCHIVE-WITH-DELETE
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– Value: Y
– Meaning: Delete is enabled

• Equates: ARCHIVE-NO-DELETE
– Value: N
– Meaning: Delete is not enabled

PREQ-NOTES
Package notes.

• Equates: PREQ-NOTES-YES
– Value: Y
– Meaning: Notes are enabled

• Equates: PREQ-NOTES-NO
– Value: N
– Meaning: Notes are not enabled

PREQ-PROMPKG
Promotion packages.

• Equates: PREQ-PROMPKG-YES
– Value: Y
– Meaning: Promotion package

• Equates: PREQ-PROMPKG-NO
– Value: N
– Meaning: Option is not enabled

PREQ-COMMIT-DELPH
Commit action, delete promotion history.

• Equates: PREQ-COMMIT-DELPH-YES
– Value:Y
– Meaning: Delete promotion history

• Equates: PREQ-COMMIT-DELPH-NO
– Value:N
– Meaning: Option is not enabled

PREQ-PKG-CAST-COMPVAL
The component validation setting as the user set it. Valid values are Y, N, or W, for yes, no, or warn. The before
CAST package exit program can override this setting.

Package Header Control Block

This is the third information block passed to the exit, and is pointed to by Register 1: 8(R1). The information in this block
is general package data such as cast date/time, execution status, and so on. None of the fields are modifiable by the
package user exits.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PHDRDS DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-HEADER-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in

member EXITBLKS.

$PHDRDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PHDRDS DSECT control block are described as follows:
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PHDRLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PHDRDS), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PHDRVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PHDRDS) written by the exit handler. This should always be 1.
Use the PHDR$VER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.

PHDRID
Code that identifies this as the Package Header Exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you are
scanning your modules visually. Value is always PHDR. Not modifiable by any exit.

PHDRTYPE
Package type (emergency/standard).

PHDRSTAT
Package status. This is a formatted literal field with the following possible values:

• IN-EDIT
• IN-APPROVAL
• DENIED
• APPROVED
• IN-EXECUTION
• EXEC-FAILED
• EXECUTED
• COMMITTED

PHDRBOST
Package backout status. This is a formatted character field with values of either blank, BACKED-OUT,
ELMBACKOUT, BACKIN I/P, BKOUT I/P.

PHDRCRD
Package creation date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRCRT
Package creation time. Format hh:mm.

PHDRXRC
Package execution return code.

PHDRPUD
Date of last update to package SCL. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRPUT
Time of last update to package SCL. Format hh:mm.

PHDRCD
Cast date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRCT
Cast time. Format hh:mm.

PHDRAD
Final approval/denial date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRAT
Final approval/denial time. Format hh:mm.

PHDRXD
Execution date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRXT
Execution time. Format hh:mm.
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PHDRCMD
Commit date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRCMT
Commit time. Format hh:mm.

PHDRBOD
Backout date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRBOT
Backout time. Format hh:mm.

PHDRBID
Backin date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDRBIT
Backin time. Format hh:mm.

PHDREEXD
End execution date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDREEXT
End execution time. Format hh:mm.

PHDRSIZE
Size of the $PHDRDS DSECT.

PHDRCRUS
Package create user ID.

PHDRUPUS
Package modify user ID.

PHDRCAUS
Package cast user ID.

PHDREXUS
Package exec user ID.

PHDRBOUS
Package backout user ID.

PHDRBIUS
Package backin user ID.

PHDRCMUS
Package commit user ID.

PHDR#NOTES
Number of note fields containing data.

PHDRNOTE1 through PHDRNOTE8
Eight note fields with cast or review notes.

PHDRCVAL
Selected component validation setting. This value is set at cast time and does not change unless the package is
reset. Before cast, or after reset, this field contains blanks. After cast, this field contains the component validation
setting when the package was cast. Possible values:
blank-

Package has not been cast.
Y-

Component validation was or is active and unconditional.
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N-
Component validation was or is not active.

W-
Component validation was or is active but in warn mode.

PHDRWSD
Execution window start date.

PHDRWED
Execution window end date.

PHDRWST
Execution window start time.

PHDRWET
Execution window end time.

PHDRPROM
Promotion Package Indicator. Values are:

• Y -- Package is a promotion package
• N -- Package is not a promotion package

PHDROPKGID
Original (parent) package ID. Available for promotion packages.

PHDRPPKGID
Previous (historic) package ID. Available for promotion packages.

PHDRENV
TARGET LOC environment name. Available for promotion packages.

PHDRSTGID
TARGET LOC stage id. Available for promotion packages.

NOTE
The target fields in the $PACTREQ DSECT are not used.

PACKAGE-EXIT-HEADER-BLOCK Field Descriptions

Brief descriptions of the fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-HEADER-BLOCK control block layout follow:

PHDR-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-HEADER-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PHDR-CURRENT-VERSIONS
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-HEADER-BLOCK) written by the exit handler.
This should always be 1.

PHDR-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Package Header Exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you are
scanning your modules visually. Value is always PHDR. Not modifiable by any exit.

PHDR-PACKAGE-TYPE
Package type (emergency/standard).

PHDR-PACKAGE-STATUS
Package status. This is a formatted literal field with the following possible values:
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• IN-EDIT
• IN-APPROVAL
• DENIED
• APPROVED
• IN-EXECUTION
• EXEC-FAILED
• EXECUTED
• COMMITTED

PHDR-PKG-BACKOUT-STATUS
Package backout status. This is a formatted character field with values of either blank or BACKED-OUT.

PHDR-PKG-CREATION-DATE
Package creation date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-CREATION-TIME
Package creation time. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-EXEC-RC
Package execution return code.

PHDR-PSCL-LAST-UPD-DATE
Date of last update to package SCL. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PSCL-LAST-UPD-TIME
Time of last update to package SCL. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-PKG-CAST-DATE
Cast date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-CAST-TIME
Cast time. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-PKG-FIN-APPR-DATE
Final approval/denial date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-FIN-APPR-TIME
Final approval/denial time. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-PKG-EXEC-STRT-DATE
Execution date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-EXEC-STRT-TIME
Execution time. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-PKG-COMMIT-DATE
Commit date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-COMMIT-TIME
Commit time. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-PKG-BACKOUT-DATE
Backout date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-BACKOUT-TIME
Backout time. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-PKG-BACKIN-DATE
Backin date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-BACKIN-TIME
Backin time. Format hh:mm.
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PHDR-PKG-END-EXEC-DATE
End execution date. Format ddmmmyy.

PHDR-PKG-END-EXEC-TIME
End execution time. Format hh:mm.

PHDR-PKG-CREATE-USER
Package create user ID.

PHDR-PKG-UPDATE-USER
Package modify user ID.

PHDR-PKG-CAST-USER
Package cast user ID.

PHDR-PKG-EXEC-USER
Package exec user ID.

PHDR-PKG-BACKOUT-USER
Package backout user ID.

PHDR-PKG-BACKIN-USER
Package backin user ID.

PHDR-PKG-COMMIT-USER
Package commit user ID.

PHDR-PKG-NOTE-WDATA-CT
Number of note fields containing data.

PHDR-PKG-NOTE1 through PHDR-PKG-NOTE8
Eight note fields with cast or review notes.

PHDR-PKG-CAST-COMPVAL
Selected component validation setting. This value is set at cast time and does not change unless the package is
reset. Before cast, or after reset, this field contains blanks. After cast, this field contains the component validation
setting when the package was cast. Possible values:
blank-

Package has not been cast.
Y-

Component validation was or is active and unconditional.
N-

Component validation was or is not active.
W-

Component validation was or is active but in warn mode.
PHDR-PKG-PROMOTION

Promotion Package Indicator. Values are:

• Y -- Package is a promotion package
• N -- Package is not a promotion package

PHDR-PKG-ORIG-PKGID
Original (parent) package ID. Available for promotion packages.

PHDR-PKG-PREV-PKGID
Previous (historic) package ID. Available for promotion packages.

PHDR-PKG-ENV
TARGET LOC environment name. Available for promotion packages.
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PHDR-PKG-STGID
TARGET LOC stage ID. Available for promotion packages.

Package File Control Block

This is the fourth information block passed to the exit. The information in this block includes external data set and
DDnames.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PFILDS DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member

EXITBLKS.

$PFILDS DSECT Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PFILDS DSECT control block are described as follows:

PFILLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PFILDS), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PFILVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PFILDS) written by the exit handler. This should always be 2.
Use the PFIL$VER label to verify that the correct version of this was passed to your exit.
Not modifiable by any exits.

PFILID
Code that identifies this as the File Exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PFIL. Not modifiable by any exit.

PFILDSN
Data set name associated with the external file used by the current package.

PFILMEM
Member name associated with the element for which the action applies, within the above data set. Applicable
when data set is a library, blank otherwise.

PFILDDN
DDname associated with the data set named above. If you change this field, the exit program must allocate the
file (data set name) associated with the new DDname.

PFILDSTY
Type of data set named by the PFILDSN field; DA, PSU, PO, IS and so forth.

PFILPAOFF
If the data set type is USS, this field contains a binary offset value from $PFILDS to a path name area. The area is
composed of 2 parts; a 2 byte binary path name length value, followed by a name. The space is taken out of the
PFILBFAREA buffer.

PFILNAOFF
If the data set type is USS, this field contains a binary offset value from $PFILDS to a file name area. The area is
composed of 2 parts; a 2 byte binary file name length value, followed by it's name. The space is taken out of the
PFILBFAREA buffer.

PFILBFAREA
Contains space for $PFILDS areas.

PFILSIZE
Size of the $PFILDS DSECT.

PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK control block are described as follows:
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PFIL-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PFIL-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK) written by the exit handler. This
should always be 2.
Not modifiable by any exits.

PFIL-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the File Exit control block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PFIL. Not modifiable by any exit.

PFIL-DATASET-NAME
Data set name associated with the external file used by the current package.

PFIL-MEMBER-NAME
Member name associated with the element for which the action applies, within the above data set. Applicable
when data set is a library, blank otherwise.

PFIL-DD-NAME
DDname associated with the data set named above. If you change this field, the exit program must allocate the
file (data set name) associated with the new DDname.

PFIL-DATASET-TYPE
Type of data set named by the PFILDSN field; DA, PSU, PO, IS and so forth.

PFIL-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
If the data set type is USS, this field contains a binary offset value from PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK to a path
name area. The area is composed of 2 parts; a 2 byte binary path name length value, followed by a name. The
space is taken out of the PFILBFAREA buffer.

PFIL-PATH-NAME-OFFSET
If the data set type is USS, this field contains a binary offset value from PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK to a file
name area. The area is composed of 2 parts; a 2 byte binary file name length value, followed by it's name. The
space is taken out of the PFIL-AREA-BUFFER buffer.

PFIL-AREA-BUFFER
Contains space for PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK areas.

Package Action Request Block

This is the fifth information block passed to the exit, and is pointed to by Register 1: 16(R1). This block is built only on
request from the user exit. The block contains target and source element data such as action, version and level numbers
of the elements involved, and so on. None of the fields are modifiable by user exits.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PACTREQ DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member

EXITBLKS.

$PACTREQ DSECT Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PACTREQ DSECT control block are described as follows:

PACTLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PACTREQ), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.
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PACTVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PACTREQ) written by the exit handler. This should always
be 1. Use the PACT$VER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit. Not
modifiable by any exits.

PACTID
Code that identifies this as the Package Action request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning
your modules visually. Value is always PACT. Not modifiable by any exit.

PACTSEQ#
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested. Output only. Not
modifiable. When the element action backout or backin is being performed, the initial action ID record presented
to the exit before any request for data calls contains zero in the PACTSEQ# field.

Action fields
PACTACTN

Endevor action literal.
PACTCCID

Endevor action CCID.
PACTCOMM

Endevor action comment.
PACTNDRC

High Endevor return code.
PACTPRRC

High processor return code.
PACTBEXD

Beginning execution date for this element. Format ddmmmyy.
PACTBEXT

Beginning execution time for this element. Format hh:mm.
PACTEEXD

Ending execution date for this element. Format ddmmmyy.
PACTEEXT

Ending execution time for this element. Format hh:mm.
Source element/member ID fields:

PACTSSIT
Site ID of source element.

PACTSENV
Environment of source element.

PACTSSYS
System name of source element.

PACTSSBS
Subsystem of source element.

PACTSELM
Source element name.

PACTSTYP
Type name of source element.
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PACTSSTG
Stage name of source element.

PACTSSTI
Stage ID of source element.

PACTSVL
Version and level number of the source element.

PACTSDD
Delta date of source element.

PACTSDT
Delta time of source element. Format hh:mm.

PACTSGD
Date the source element was last generated. Format ddmmmyy.

PACTSGT
Time the source element was last generated. Format hh:mm.

PACTSPD
Last process date of source element. Format ddmmmyy.

PACTSPT
Last process time of source element. Format hh:mm.

PACTSDSN
External data set name associated with source element.

PACTSMBR
External member name associated with source element.

PACTSPPI
Previous package ID associated with source element.

PACTSCTS
Cast time stamp associated with source element. The 8-byte time stamps are 2 4-byte values. Each 4-
byte value is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date or time. For example, if the field contains a
timestamp of x'01321831' and X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209 and the
time 14094865 (14:09:48.65).

Target element/member ID fields:
PACTTSIT

Site ID of target element.
PACTTENV

Environment of target element.
PACTTSYS

System name of target element.
PACTTSBS

Subsystem of target element.
PACTTELM

Target element name.
PACTTTYP

Type name of target element.
PACTTSTG

Stage name of target element.
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PACTTSTI
Stage ID of source element.

PACTSTM#
The SCL statement number of this action ID record.

PACTT41
Reserved for future use.

PACTTDSN
External data set name associated with target element.

PACTTMBR
External member name associated with target element.

PACTTPPI
Previous package ID associated with target element.

PACTTCTS
Cast time stamp associated with target element. The 8-byte time stamps are 2 4-byte values. Each 4-
byte value is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date or time. For example, if the field contains a
timestamp of x'01321831' and X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209 and the
time 14094865 (14:09:48.65).

PACTSFLAG
Source file type indicator.

• Blank-None
• D-Data set fields: see fields PACTSDSN and PACTSMBR.
• P-Path, see path and file name areas: PACTSPAOFF and PACTSNAOFF.

PACTTFLAG
Target file type indicator.

• Blank-None
• D-Data set fields: see fields PACTTDSN and PACTTMBR.
• P-Path, see path and file name areas: PACTTPAOFF and PATTNAOFF.

PACTSEAOFF
Source element area binary offset from beginning of $PACTREQ. Area composed of 2 parts; a binary
name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACTSPAOFF
Source path area binary offset from beginning of $PACTREQ. Area composed of 2 parts; a binary name
length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACTSNAOFF
Source file name area binary offset from beginning of $PACTREQ. Area composed of 2 parts; a binary
name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACTTEAOFF
Target element area binary offset from beginning of $PACTREQ. Area composed of 2 parts; a binary
name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACTTPAOFF
Target path area binary offset from beginning of $PACTREQ. Area composed of 2 parts; a binary name
length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACTTNAOFF
Target file name area binary offset from beginning of $PACTREQ. Area composed of 2 parts; a binary
name length value, immediately followed by the name.
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PACTBFAREA
Space where all area is built

PACTSIZE
Size of the $PACTREQ.

PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PACTREQ DSECT control block are described as follows:

PACT-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PACT-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK) written by the exit handler.
This should always be 1. Use the PACT$VER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to
your exit. Not modifiable by any exits.

PACT-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Package Action request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning
your modules visually. Value is always PACT. Not modifiable by any exit.

PACT-SEQ-NBR-FOR-ENTRY
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested. Output only. Not
modifiable. When the element action backout or backin is being performed, the initial action ID record presented
to the exit before any request for data calls contains zero in the PACTSEQ# field.

Action fields:
PACT-C1-ACTION

Endevor action literal.
PACT-ACTION-CCID

Endevor action CCID.
PACT-COMMENT

Endevor action comment.
PACT-HIGH-NDVR-RC

High Endevor return code.
PACT-HIGH-PROCESSOR-RC

High processor return code.
PACT-BEGIN-EXEC-DATE

Beginning execution date for this element. Format ddmmmyy.
PACT-BEGIN-EXEC-TIME

Beginning execution time for this element. Format hh:mm.
PACT-END-EXEC-DATE

Ending execution date for this element. Format ddmmmyy.
PACT-END-EXEC-TIME

Ending execution time for this element. Format hh:mm.
Source element/ member ID fields:

PACT-S-SITE-ID
Site ID of source element.

PACT-S-ENVIRONMENT
Environment of source element.
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PACT-S-SYSTEM
System name of source element.

PACT-S-SUBSYSTEM
Subsystem of source element.

PACT-S-ELEMENT
Source element name.

PACT-S-TYPE
Type name of source element.

PACT-S-STAGE-NAME
Stage name of source element.

PACT-S-STAGE-ID
Stage ID of source element.

PACT-S-VERSION-LEVEL
Version and level number of the source element.

PACT-S-DELTA-DATE
Delta date of source element.

PACT-S-DELTA-TIME
Delta time of source element. Format hh:mm.

PACT-S-GENERATE-DATE
Date the source element was last generated. Format ddmmmyy.

PACT-S-GENERATE-TIME
Time the source element was last generated. Format hh:mm.

PACT-S-LST-PROCESS-DATE
Last process date of source element. Format ddmmmyy.

PACT-S-LST-PROCESS-TIME
Last process time of source element. Format hh:mm.

PACT-S-DATASET-NAME
External data set name associated with source element.

PACT-S-MEMBER-NAME
External member name associated with source element.

PACT-S-PREV-PKG-ASSOC
Previous package ID associated with source element.

PACT-S-CAST-TIMESTAMP
Cast time stamp associated with source element. The 8-byte time stamps are 2 4-byte values. Each 4-
byte value is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date or time. For example, if the field contains a
timestamp of x'01321831' and X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209 and the
time 14094865 (14:09:48.65).

Target element/ member ID fields:
PACT-T-SITE-ID

Site ID of target element.
PACT-T-ENVIRONMENT

Environment of target element.
PACT-T-SYSTEM

System name of target element.
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PACT-T-SUBSYSTEM
Subsystem of target element.

PACT-T-ELEMENT
Target element name.

PACT-T-TYPE
Type name of target element.

PACT-T-STAGE-NAME
Stage name of target element.

PACT-T-STAGE-ID
Stage ID of target element.

PACT-SCL-STMT-NBR
SCL statement number of this action ID record.

PACT-T-DATASET-NAME
External data set name associated with target element.

PACT-T-MEMBER-NAME
External member name associated with target element.

PACT-T-PREV-PKG-ASSOC
Previous package ID associated with target element.

PACT-S-FILE-TYPE
Source file type indicator.

• Blank-None
• D-Data set fields: see fields PACT-S-DATASET-NAME and PACT-S-MEMBER-NAME.
• P-Path, see path and file name areas: PACT-SRC-PATH-AREA-OFFSET and PACT-SRC-NAME-

AREA-OFFSET.

PACT-T-FILE-TYPE
Target file type indicator.

• Blank-None
• D-Data set fields: see fields PACT-T-DATASET-NAME and PACT-T-MEMBER-NAME.
• P-Path, see path and file name areas: PACT-TGT-PATH-AREA-OFFSET AND PACT-TGT-NAME-

AREA-OFFSET. PATTNAOFF.

PACT-SRC-ELM-AREA-OFFSET
Source element area binary offset from beginning of PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK. Area composed
of 2 parts; a binary name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACT-SRC-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
Source path area binary offset from beginning of PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK. Area composed of 2
parts; a binary name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACT-SRC-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
Source file name area binary offset from beginning of PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK. Area composed
of 2 parts; a binary name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACT-TGT-ELM-AREA-OFFSET
Target element area binary offset from beginning of PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK. Area composed of
2 parts; a binary name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACT-TGT-PATH-AREA-OFFSET
Target path area binary offset from beginning of PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK. Area composed of 2
parts; a binary name length value, immediately followed by the name.
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PACT-TGT-NAME-AREA-OFFSET
Target file name area binary offset from beginning of PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK. Area composed
of 2 parts; a binary name length value, immediately followed by the name.

PACT-AREA-BUFFER
Space where all areas are built.

PACT-T-CAST-TIME-STAMP
Cast time stamp associated with target element. The 8-byte time stamps are 2 4-byte values. Each 4-
byte value is a hexadecimal translation of a decimal date or time. For example, if the field contains a
timestamp of x'01321831' and X'00D71211' then converting to decimal gives the date 20060209 and the
time 14094865 (14:09:48.65).

Package Approver Request Block

This is the sixth information block passed to the exit. This block is used both as an input block (before-cast) and as a
output block (request for data). In both cases the block is used only on the request of the user exit. The block contains
internal approver group record information. There can be 1 group and up to 16 internal approver IDs per group. As an
input block, certain fields are required; these are marked with an "(RI)"-required input.

NOTE
These blocks do not contain the added-by information that is present in the Dynamic Approver records.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PAPPREQ DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in

member EXITBLKS.

$PAPPREQ DSECT Field Descriptions

Brief descriptions of the fields in the $PAPPREQ DSECT control block follow:

PAPPLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PAPPREQ), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PAPPVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PAPPREQ) written by the exit handler. This should always be
1.
Use the PAPP$VER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit. Not modifiable
by any exits.

PAPPID
Code that identifies this as the Approver request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PAPP. Not modifiable by any exit point.

PAPPSEQ#
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested. Output only. Not
modifiable.

PAPPGPNM
Approver group name (RI).

PAPPEVNM
Environment associated with approver group (RI).

PAPPQUOR
Required approval quorum count (RI).

PAPPADSQ
Approver Group Disqualification flag
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PAPPFLAG
Overall package approver flag.

PAPPGTYP
Indicates if the approver group is internal or external. Possible values are I and E.

PAPPAPP#
Number of approvers in the group (RI).

Fields that occur for each approver in group:
PAPPAPID

Approver ID (RI).
PAPPAPDA

Approval/denial date. Format ddmmmyy.
PAPPAPTI

Approval/denial time. Format hh:mm.
PAPPAFLG

Individual approver's flag.
PAPPAREQ

Approver's approval required flag (RI).
PAPPAPLN

Length of individual approver segment.
PAPPAPID02-PAPPAPID16

Second through sixteenth occurrence of PAPPAPID.
PAPPDT02-PAPPDT16

Second through sixteenth occurrence of PAPPAPDA.
PAPPTI02-PAPPTI16

Second through sixteenth occurrence of PAPPAPTI.
PAPPFL02-PAPPFL16

Second through sixteenth occurrence of PAPPAFLG.
PAPPRQ02-PAPPRQ16

Second through sixteenth occurrence of PAPPAREQ.
PAPPAP$L

Length of approver list data. Not modifiable.
PAPPSIZE

Size of $PAPPREQ DSECT.
PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP Field Descriptions

The fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP control block are described as follows:

PAPP-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PAPP-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP) written by the exit handler.
This should always be 1. Not modifiable by any exits.

PAPP-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Approver request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PAPP. Not modifiable by any exit point.
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PAPP-SEQUENCE-NUMBER
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested. Output only. Not
modifiable.

PAPP-GROUP-NAME
Approver group name (RI).

PAPP-ENVIRONMENT
Environment associated with approver group (RI).

PAPP-QUORUM-COUNT
Required approval quorum count (RI).

PAPP-APPR-GRP-DISQ
Approver Group Disqualification flag

PAPP-APPROVER-FLAG
Overall package approver flag.

PAPP-APPR-GRP-TYPE
Indicates if the approver group is external or internal. Possible values are E and I.

PAPP-APPROVAL-DATA
Number of approvers in the group (RI).

Fields that occur for each approver in group:
PAPP-APPROVAL-ID

Approver ID (RI).
PAPP-APP-DEN-DATE

Approval/denial date. Format ddmmmyy.
PAPP-APP-DEN-TIME

Approval/denial time. Format hh:mm.
PAPP-APPROVAL-FLAG

Individual approver's flag.
PAPP-APPR-REQUIRED

Approver's approval required flag (RI).

Package Backout Request Block

This is the seventh information block passed to the exit. This block contains backout data set information. This block is
only built on request from the user exit. None of the fields are modifiable by exit programs.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PBODREQ DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-BACKOUT-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in

member EXITBLKS.

$PBODREQ DSECT Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PBODREQ DSECT control block are described as follows:

PBODLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PBODREQ), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PBODVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PBODREQ) written by the exit handler. This should always be
1.
Use the PBOD$VER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.
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Not modifiable by any exits.
PBODID

Code that identifies this as the Backout request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PBOD. Not modifiable by any exit point.

PBODSEQ#
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested.

PBODFLG1
Backout source flag. Values are:

• 1-PBOD$SRC. Backout record is associated with action source.
• 2-PBOD$TRG. Backout record associated with action target.
• 4-PBOD$USS. Backout library is a USS file.

PBODFLG2

• Backout history flag. Values are:
• 1-PBOD$BKO. Member has been backed out.
• 2-PBOD$BKI. Member has been backed in.

PBODDSN
Backout data set name.

PBODCMBR
Current member.

PBODNMBR
New member (blank if deleted).

PBODSMBR
Save member (blank if new member)

PBODSIZE
Size of $PBODREQ DSECT.

PBODFLG1
Backout library is a USS file.

PBODSFILE
USS save file name. Blank if the file did not exist prior to execution, that is the file is new. This field has a value
only when the backout library is USS.

PBODCAOFF
Current file name area binary offset from beginning of $PBODREQ. This area is composed of a binary name
length followed by the name. This field has a value only when the backout library is USS.

PBODNAOFF
New file name area binary offset from beginning of $PBODREQ. This area is composed of a binary name length
followed by the name. If the file is deleted, there is no new name, so this field is set to binary zero. This field has a
value only when the backout library is USS.

PBODPAOFF
Backout USS path name. This field has a value only when the backout library is USS.

PBODBFAREA
Buffer area that holds the data areas for the USS current file name, the USS new file name, and the USS backout
path name.

PACKAGE-EXIT-BACKOUT-BLOCK Field Descriptions

Brief descriptions of the fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-BACKOUT-BLOCK control block layout follow:
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PBOR-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-BACKOUT-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PBOR-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-BACKOUT-BLOCK) written by the exit handler.
This should always be 1. Not modifiable by any exits.

PBOR-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Backout request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PBOD. Not modifiable by any exit point.

PBOR-SEQUENCE-NUMBER
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested.

PBOR-BACKOUT-FLAG1
Backout source flag. Values are:

• Equates: PBOR-BO-REC-ASSOC-WITH-SOURCE
– Value: 1
– Meaning: Backout record is associated with action source.

• Equates: PBOR-BO-REC-ASSOC-WITH-TARGET
– Value: 2
– Meaning: Backout record associated with action target.

PBOR-BACKOUT-FLAG2
Backout history flag. Values are:

• Equates: PBOR-MEMBER-BEEN-BACKED-OUT
– Value: 1
– Meaning: Member has been backed out.

• Equates: PBOR-MEMBER-BEEN-BACKED-IN
– Value: 2
– Meaning: Member has been backed in.

PBOR-DATASET-NAME
Backout data set name.

PBOR-CURRENT-MEMBER
Current member.

PBOR-NEW-MEMBER
New member (blank if deleted).

PBOR-SAVE-MEMBER
Save member (blank if new member)

PBOR-USS-SAVE-NAME
USS save file name. Blank if the file did not exist prior to execution, that is the file is new. This field has a value
only when the backout library is USS.

PBOR-USS-CURR-NAME-OFFSET
Current file name area binary offset from beginning of $PBODREQ. This area is composed of a binary name
length followed by the name. This field has a value only when the backout library is USS.

PBOR-USS-NEW-NAME-OFFSET
New file name area binary offset from beginning of $PBODREQ. This area is composed of a binary name length
followed by the name. If the file is deleted, there is no new name, so this field is set to binary zero. This field has a
value only when the backout library is USS.
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PBOR-USS-PATH-OFFSET
Backout USS path name. This field has a value only when the backout library is USS.

PBOR-USS-BUFFER-AREA
Buffer area that holds the data areas for the USS current file name, the USS new file name, and the USS backout
path name.

Package Ship Request Block

This is the eighth information block passed to the exit. This block contains backout data set information. This block is only
built on request from the user exit. None of the fields are modifiable by exit programs.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PSHPREQ DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-SHIPMENT-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in

member EXITBLKS.

$PSHPREQ DSECT Field Descriptions

The fields in the $PSHPREQ DSECT control block are described as follows:

PSHPLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PSHPREQ), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSHPVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PSHPREQ) written by the exit handler. This should always be
1.
Use the PSHP$VER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.
Not modifiable by any exits.

PSHPID
Code that identifies this as the Ship request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PSHP. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSHPSEQ#
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested.

PSHPPKID
Package ID associated with the ship record.

PSHPDSUB
Date SHIP request was submitted. Format ddmmmyy.

PSHPTSUB
Time SHIP request was submitted. Format hh:mm.

PSHPDEST
Shipment destination.

PSHPTYPE
Shipment type. Label values are:

• P-PSHP$PKG; Package shipped
• B-PSHP$BKT; Backout shipped

PSHPCOMP

• Complementary file indicator. Label values are:
• Y-PSHPC$YS; Ship complementary files
• N-PSHPC$NO; Do not ship complementary files.
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PSHPCCST
Completion code for shipment staging. The label that follows the field identifies the value in the field. Label values
are:

• R-PSHPC$RC; the value is a return code
• X-PSHPC$XX; value is an exit cancellation.
• S-PSHPC$SA; value is a system abend.
• U-PSHPC$UA; value is a user abend.
• E-PSHPC$EX; action was executed but return code is unavailable.
• A-PSHPC$AB; action abended but return code is unavailable.

PSHPCCTR
Completion code for shipment transmission. Labels and acceptable values are the same as for PSHPCCST.

PSHPCCRM
Completion code for remote copy delete. Labels and acceptable values are the same as for PSHPCCST.

PSHPSIZE
Size of $PSHPREQ DSECT.

PACKAGE-EXIT-SHIPMENT-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-SHIPMENT-BLOCK control block are described as follows:

PSHP-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-SHIPMENT-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSHP-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-SHIPMENT-BLOCK) written by the exit handler.
This should always be 1. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSHP-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the Ship request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PSHP. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSHP-SEQUENCE-NUMBER
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested.

PSHP-PACKAGE-ID
Package ID associated with the ship record.

PSHP-DATE-SUBMITTED
Date SHIP request was submitted. Format ddmmmyy.

PSHP-TIME-SUBMITTED
Time SHIP request was submitted. Format hh:mm.

PSHP-SHIP-DESTINATION
Shipment destination.

PSHP-SHIPMENT-TYPE
Shipment type. Label values are:

• P-PSHP-PACKAGE-SHIPPED: Package shipped
• B-PSHP-BACKOUT-SHIPPED: Backout shipped

PSHP-COMPLEMENT-FILES-FLAG

• Complementary file indicator. Label values are:
• Y-PSHP-COMPLEMENT-REQUIRED: Ship complementary files
• N-PSHP-NO-COMPLEMENT-REQUIRED: Do not ship complementary files.
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PSHP-STAGING-COMPL-CODE
Completion code for shipment staging. The label that follows the field identifies the value in the field. Label values
are:

• R-PSHP-CC-IS-A-RETURN-CODE: the value is a return code
• X-PSHP-CC-IS-AN-EXIT-CANCEL: value is an exit cancellation.
• S-PSHP-CC-IS-A-SYSTEM-ABEND: value is a system abend.
• U-PSHP-CC-IS-A-USER-ABEND: value is a user abend.
• E-PSHP-FUNCTION-EXECUTED: action was executed but return code is unavailable.
• A-PSHP-FUNCTION-ABENDED: action abended but return code is unavailable.

PSHP-TRANSMI-COMPL-CODE
Completion code for shipment transmission. Labels and acceptable values are the same as for PSHP-STAGING-
COMPL-CODE.

PSHP-REMOTE-CPY-DEL-CODE
Completion code for remote copy delete. Labels and acceptable values are the same as for PSHP-STAGING-
COMPL-CODE.

Package SCL Request Block

This is the ninth information block passed to the exit. This block contains package SCL information. This block is only built
on request from the user exit. None of the fields are modifiable by exit programs.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PSCLREQ DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-SCL-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in member

EXITBLKS.

$PSCLREQ DSECT Field Descriptions

The following describes the fields in the $PSCLREQ DSECT control block:

PSCLLEN
Size of the Exit control block ($PSCLREQ), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSCLVERS
Version number to identify the Exit control block ($PSCLREQ) written by the exit handler. This should always be
1.
Use the PSCLVER label to verify that the correct version of this DSECT was passed to your exit.
Not modifiable by any exits.

PSCLID
Code that identifies this as the SCL request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PSCL. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSCLSEQ#
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested.

PSCL#STM
Number of SCL statements in request block. Maximum is 36 statements.

The following four fields occur once for each SCL statement:

PSCLSTMT
Actual SCL statement. The block is large enough to hold 36 statements.

PSCLSLNG
Length of the SCL statement.
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PSCLSC$L
Length of SCL statement list.

PSCLSIZE
Size of the $PSCLREQ DSECT.

PACKAGE-EXIT-SCL-BLOCK Field Descriptions

The following describes the fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-SCL-BLOCK control block:

PSCL-LENGTH
Size of the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-SCL-BLOCK), in bytes. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSCL-CURRENT-VERSION
Version number to identify the Exit control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-SCL-BLOCK) written by the exit handler. This
should always be 1. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSCL-BLOCK-ID
Code that identifies this as the SCL request block, for use in rapid identification when you are scanning your
modules visually. Value is always PSCL. Not modifiable by any exits.

PSCL-SEQUENCE-NUMBER
Sequential number set by Endevor to tell the user exit the number of records it has requested.

PSCL#STM
Number of SCL statements in request block. Maximum is 36 statements.

The following field occurs once for each SCL statement:

PSCL-STATEMENT
Actual SCL statement. The block is large enough to hold 36 statements.

Product Collection Request Block

This is the tenth information block passed to the exit. This block contains DistribuLink product collection information. This
block is only built on request form the user exit. None of the fields are modifiable by exit programs.

The following sample control blocks are delivered in the CSIQOPTN library:

• The assembler $PCOLREQ DSECT.
• The COBOL control block PACKAGE-EXIT-COLLECT-BLOCK record layout resides in the COBOL copybook in

member EXITBLKS.

Package Exit Example

You can use package exits to streamline the package approval process.

Example: Package Signoff

Consider an organization that requires three approver groups to sign off on all packages. These approver groups are
Programmers (Group G1), QA (Group G2), and Production (Group G3). The organization also requires that Group G1
must approve the package before Group G2, and that Group G2 must approve the package before Group G3.

To implement this approval procedure, the site administrator does the following:

• Writes an after-cast exit that notifies each approver in Group G1 that there is a package to review.

NOTE
Program BC1PAPNT, in iprfx.iqual.CSIQAUTH, is a sample exit program that can be used for after-cast
notification of approvers.

• Writes after-review exits to notify:
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– Each approver in Group G2 that there is a package to approve.
– Each approver in Group G3 that there is a package to approve.

• Writes List exits to build the lists for each approver group.

Using Package Exits
The Endevor Package Exits provide exit points before and after package actions, and enabling package exit points writes
exit programs for package actions.

Package processing consists of several actions that are used throughout the life cycle of the package. An example of
a package action is CREATE or CAST. The package exit facility provides an exit point before and after most package
actions. Exceptions are noted in the text. You must include exit programs for package actions in the user exit table just like
the other Endevor exits.

Package exit points differ from other user exit points in the following ways:

• Standard Endevor exits have a separate number per exit point. Package exit points all share one number--seven (7).
• There is a separate exit point reserved for package exit setup. After building the user exit table during initialization,

Endevor calls all programs identified as exit 7 programs, indicating that Setup is in progress. The Setup call allows
users to enable just those package exit points that their exit 7 programs require. During the session, Endevor only
invokes exit processing at those package exit points enabled by the setup call to each exit 7 program.

• Package exit programs can request data from Endevor after they are called. This information is returned to the exit
program in a control block. There can be multiple requests for a given exit point.

• Package exits written in high-level languages do not need to follow the conventions for user exits that are discussed in
the section High-Level Language Support.

Writing Exit Programs for Package Actions

Exit programs for package actions must do the following:

• Determine which package function has invoked exit processing. This information is provided in the main exit control
block ($PECBDS in Assembler) and (PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK in COBOL).

• Include a routine called Setup. Endevor reads the control block returned by the exit 7 program during the setup call
to determine which package exit functions the exit enables. For more information about Setup, see the "Enabling
Package Exit Points" section of this article.

NOTE
Your program must recognize the Setup call. Endevor calls all exit modules within the setup function. If your
program does not change the necessary control block fields from N to Y, Endevor does not call it again.

• Include request flag and return code logic if you wish to obtain certain information from Endevor after the exit is called.

NOTE
For more information, see the "COBOL Request Flags and Return Codes" section of this article.

• Not assume that you are executing in an ISPF environment. The Endevor Batch Package Facility does not provide
ISPF information to the exits. Any exit that relies on ISPF specific fields must have to be modified to execute in a batch
environment.

The following item is applicable only for COBOL:

• Do not link the utility EPC1UEXT into high-level language exit load modules as you would for a user exit.

Otherwise, when writing exit programs for package functions follow the guidelines provided for standard exit programs.

NOTE
For more information, see Exits Reference.
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Package Exit Points

Endevor supports exit programs before and after the following package actions and functions:

• Archive.
• Backin.
• Backout.
• Cast (before-, after-, -mid-).
• Commit.
• Create, and its related functions Build, Copy, Edit, Import, and Define.
• Delete.
• Display (before- only), and its related functions Approver, Backout, SCL, Element Summary, Packages, Reports.
• Dynamic.
• Execute.
• Export.
• GENPKGID.
• List, and its related functions Build, Cast, Review, Execute, Ship, Backout, Commit, Utilities, and Display.
• Modify, and its related functions Build, Copy, Edit, Import.
• Reset.
• Review, and its related functions Approve, Deny.
• Ship, and its related functions Transmit, Confirm.

NOTE
In foreground, if you enter the PACKAGE NOTES (N) option on a package panel and press Enter, an AFTER
EXIT call is made to obtain the notes within an EXIT. This result occurs whether or not NOTES have been
added, provided the Package Exit Before/After flag is set.

Enabling Package Exit Points

You enable package exit points by setting flags in the Package Exit Control block ($PECBDS) during the Setup call. An
exit program receives control once during the Setup call if its name was specified as an “@C1UEXIT EXIT#=7” entry in
the user exit table.

NOTE
For more information, see the How to Identify Exits section of Exits Reference.

The Setup call occurs only once per session during Endevor initialization. Setup information is stored for the life of the
Endevor session. During the Setup call the exit program must do the following:

• Indicate whether the exit program can operate under TSO and/or as a batch program (without TSO services). The
default for TSO is Y(Yes). You can set the default for batch with the @C1UEXIT macro.

• Specify which of the exit points the exit program is designed to handle.

Endevor extracts the Package Exit Control block ($PECBDS) values from all defined exit 7 programs at initialization, using
them to generate a table of enabled package exits. Endevor uses this table during the session to determine whether to
invoke an exit program at a point.

When Endevor passes the $PECBDS control block during the Setup call, it loads the following values:
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• PECBPKID CL16 'INITIAL'
• PECBFNNM CL8 'SETUP'
• PECBFNCD DC H'0000'
• $PECBDS Fields
• The user exit must indicate to Endevor the operating environments in which the user exit is designed to execute by

setting the following $PECBDS fields to Y or N.

Environment Field

TSO (including ISPF) PECBTSOX

Batch (with no TSO or ISPF services available) PECBBATX

The user exit must also indicate to Endevor which exit points it can handle by setting the following $PECBDS fields to Y
(enable):

To enable this exit point Set this field to Y

Before-archive PECBARBE

After-archive PECBARAF

Before-backin * PECBBIBE

After-backin * PECBBIAF

Before-backout * PECBBOBE

After-backout * PECBBOAF

Element action before- or after- backout or backin * PECBEABX

Before-cast PECBCABE

Mid-cast PECBCAMD

After-cast PECBCAAF

Before-collect PECBCSBE

After-collect PECBCSAF

Before-commit PECBCOBE

After-commit PECBCOAF

Before-create/build PECBCBBE

After-create/build PECBCBAF

Before-create/copy PECBCCBE

After-create/copy PECBCCAF

Before-create/edit PECBCEBE

After-create/edit PECBCEAF

Before-create/import PECBCIBE

After-create/import PECBCIAF

Before-delete PECBDEBE

After-delete PECBDEAF

Before-display approver PECBDABE

Before-display backout PECBDABE
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Before-display SCL PECBDSBE

Before-display element summary PECBDXBE

Before-display packages PECBDPBE

Before-display reports PECBDRBE

Before-dynamic/add PECBD1BE

After-dynamic/add PECBD1AF

Before-dynamic/update PECBDUBE

After-dynamic/update PECBDUAF

Before-dynamic/delete PECBDDBE

After-dynamic/delete PECBDDAF

Before-execute PECBEXBE

After-execute PECBEXAF

Before-export PECBEPBE

After-export PECBEPAF

Before-GENPKGID PECBGPBE

After-GENPKGID PECBGPAF

Before-list PECBLTBE

After-list PECBLTAF

Before-modify/build PECBMBBE

After-modify/build PECBMBAF

Before-modify/copy PECBMCBE

After-modify/copy PECBMCAF

Before-modify/edit PECBMEBE

After-modify/edit PECBMEAF

Before-modify/import PECBMIBE

After-modify/import PECBMIAF

Before-reset PECBRSBE

After-reset PECBRSAF

Before-review/approve PECBRABE

After-review/approve PECBRAAF

Before-review/deny PECBRDBE

After-review/deny PECBRDAF

Before-ship/transmit PECBSXBE

Before-ship/confirm PECBSCBE

After-ship/transmit PECBSXAF

After-ship/confirm PECBSCAF
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NOTE
The before backin (PECBBIBE), after backin (PECBBIAF), before backout (PECBBOBE), and after backout
(PECBBOAF) fields apply to packages and element actions. However to enable these fields for element actions,
the PECBEABX field must also be set to Y.

NOTE
For more information about each field, see the Package Exit Control Blocks section of Using Package Exit
Control Blocks.

Sample SETUP Routine

The following setup routine enables four exit points:

SETUP  DS  0H

*

     MVI  PECBTSOX,C'Y'   ENABLE   ENABLED FOR TSO EXECUTION

     MVI  PECBBATX,C'Y'   ENABLE   ENABLED FOR BATCH EXECUTION

     MVI  PECBBOAF,C'Y'   ENABLE   AFTER BACKOUT EXIT

     MVI  PECBCAAF,C'Y'   ENABLE   AFTER CAST  EXIT

     MVI  PECBEXAF,C'Y'   ENABLE   AFTER EXECUTE EXIT

     MVI  PECBRSBE,C'Y'   ENABLE   BEFORE RESET EXIT

*

     BR  R12

COBOL Exit Points

You enable package exit points by setting flags in the Package Exit Control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK) during the
Setup call. An exit program receives control once during the Setup call if its name was specified as an “@C1UEXIT
EXIT#=7” entry in the user exit table.

NOTE
For more information, see the How to Identify Exits section of Exits Reference.

The Setup call occurs only once per session during Endevor initialization. Setup information is stored for the life of the
Endevor session. During the Setup call, the exit program must do the following:

• Indicate whether the exit program can operate under TSO and/or as a batch program (without TSO services). The
default for TSO is Y(Yes). You can set the default for batch with the @C1UEXIT macro.

• Specify which of the exit points the exit program is designed to handle.

Endevor extracts the Package Exit Control block (PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK) values from all defined exit 7 programs at
initialization, using them to generate a table of enabled package exits. Endevor uses this table during the session to
determine whether to invoke an exit program at a point.

When Endevor passes the PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK control block during the Setup call, it loads the following values:

• PECB-PACKAGE-ID PIC X(16).
• PECB-FUNCTIONAL-LITERAL PIC X(8).
• PECB-FUNCTIONAL-CODE PIC 9(4) COMP SYNC.

PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK Fields

The user exit must indicate to Endevor the operating environments in which the user exit is designed to execute by setting
the following PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK fields to Y or N:

Environment Field

TSO (including ISPF). PECB-TSO-EXECUTE

Batch (with no TSO or ISPF services
available)

PECB-BATCH-EXECUTE
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The user exit must also indicate to Endevor which exit points it can handle by setting the following PACKAGE-EXIT-
BLOCK fields to Y (enable):

To enable this exit point Set this field to Y

Before-archive PECB-BEFORE-ARCHIVE

After-archive PECB-AFTER-ARCHIVE

Before-backin* PECB-BEFORE-BACKIN

After-backin* PECB-AFTER-BACKIN

Before-backout* PECB-BEFORE-BACKOUT

After-backout* PECB-AFTER-BACKOUT

Element-action-before or after-
backout or backin*

PECB-REQUEST-ELEMENT-ACTION-
BACKOUT-BACKIN

Before-cast PECB-BEFORE-CAST

Mid-cast PECB-MID-CAST

After-cast PECB-AFTER-CAST

Before-collect PECB-BEFORE-COLLECT

After-collect PECB-AFTER-COLLECT

Before-commit PECB-BEFORE-COMMIT

After-commit PECB-AFTER-COMMIT

Before-create/build PECB-BEFOR-CREATE-BLD

After-create/build PECB-AFTER-CREATE-BLD

Before-create/copy PECB-BEFORE-CREATE-COPY

After-create/copy PECB-AFTER-CREATE-COPY

Before-create/edit PECB-BEFORE-CREATE-EDIT

After-create/edit PECB-AFTER-CREATE-EDIT

Before-create/import PECB-BEFORE-CREATE-IMPT

After-create/import PECB-AFTER-CREATE-IMPT

Before-delete PECB-BEFORE-DELETE

After-delete PECB-AFTER-DELETE

Before-display approver PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-APPR

Before-display backout PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-BKOUT

Before-display SCL PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-SCL

Before-display element summary PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-ELMSM

Before-display packages PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-PKG

Before-display reports PECB-BEFORE-DSPLY-RPT

Before-dynamic/add PECB-BEFORE-DYNAMIC-ADD

After-dynamic/add PECB-AFTER-DYNAMIC-ADD

Before-dynamic/update PECB-BEFORE-DYNAMIC-UPDATE

After-dynamic/update PECB-AFTER-DYNAMIC-UPDATE
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Before-dynamic/delete PECB-BEFORE-DYNAMIC-DELETE

After-dynamic/delete PECB-AFTER-DYNAMIC-DELETE

Before-execute PECB-BEFORE-EXEC

After-execute PECB-AFTER-EXEC

Before-export PECB-BEFORE-EXPORT

After-export PECB-AFTER-EXPORT

Before-GENPKGID PECB-BEFORE-GENPID

After-GENPKGID PECB-AFTER-GENPID

Before-list PECB-BEFORE-LIST

After-list PECB-AFTER-LIST

Before-modify/build PECB-BEFORE-MOD-BLD

After-modify/build PECB-AFTER-MOD-BLD

Before-modify/copy PECB-BEFORE-MOD-CPY

After-modify/copy PECB-AFTER-MOD-CPY

Before-modify/edit PECB-BEFORE-MOD-EDIT

After-modify/edit PECB-AFTER-MOD-EDIT

Before-modify/import PECB-BEFORE-MOD-IMPT

After-modify/import PECB-AFTER-MOD-IMPT

Before-reset PECB-BEFORE-RESET

After-reset PECB-AFTER-RESET

Before-review/approve PECB-BEFORE-REVAPP

After-review/approve PECB-AFTER-REV-APP

Before-review/deny PECB-BEFORE-REV-DENY

After-review/deny PECB-AFTER-REV-DENY

Before-ship/transmit PECB-BEFORE-SHIP-XMIT

After-ship/transmit PECB-AFTER-SHIP-XMIT

Before-ship/confirm PECB-BEFORE-SHIP-CON

After-ship/confirm PECB-AFTER-SHIP-CON

NOTE
*Note: The before backin (PECB-BEFORE-BACKIN), after backin (PECB-AFTER-BACKIN), before backout
(PECB-BEFORE-BACKOUT), and after backout (PECB-AFTER-BACKOUT) fields apply to packages and
element actions. However, to enable these fields for element actions, the PECB-REQUEST-ELEMENT-
ACTION-BACKOUT-BACKIN field must also be set to Y.

NOTE
For more information about each field, see the Package Exit Control Blocks section of Using Package Exit
Control Blocks.

Sample SETUP Routine

The following setup routine enables four exit points:

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING
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        PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK

        PACKAGE-REQUEST-BLOCK

        PACKAGE-EXIT-HEADER-BLOCK

        PACKAGE-EXIT-FILE-BLOCK

        PACKAGE-EXIT-ACTION-BLOCK

        PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP

        PACKAGE-EXIT-BACKOUT-BLOCK

        PACKAGE-EXIT-SHIPMENT-BLOCK

        PACKAGE-EXIT-SCL-BLOCK.

    IF SETUP-EXIT-OPTIONS

       MOVE 'Y' TO PECB-AFTER-BACKOUT

       MOVE 'Y' TO PECB-AFTER-CAST

       MOVE 'Y' TO PECB-AFTER-EXEC

       MOVE 'Y' TO PECB-BEFORE-RESET

       MOVE ZEROS TO RETURN-CODE

       GO TO 800-SET-RETURN.

Requests for Data

This section describes how the user exit requests data from Endevor and how the package exit facility processes the
requests.

The Record-Level Interface

Throughout the life cycle of a package, there are groups of records that are created, updated, and deleted as a function
of package processing. They may or may not be in existence at certain points of the process. Also, they are variable in
number and existence per package. Due to the variable aspects of such data, the package exit facility was designed with
a record-level interface that allows the user exit to drive its own resource requirements

NOTE
This process is very different from the other Endevor exits in that it allows for multiple calls to a single exit
module.

The following are types of variable data available to user exits:

• Element ID records
• Approver group records
• Backout records
• SCL records
• Shipment records
• Collection records

You control which and how much of a resource type is passed to a program, thereby controlling how much storage and
processing the user exit requires. The request process is managed through a series of request for data flags and request
return codes.

How Requests for Data Work

The exit fills in a request for a certain type of data. Assuming that the type of data is available at the exit point, the exit
driver builds a control block, clears the USER REQUEST field, sets the request for data return code with the appropriate
value, and returns to Endevor (if any error occurs) or to the user exit. This interactive process continues per request type
until one of the following conditions occurs:
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• The user exit returns to Endevor without resetting the request for data flag.
• Endevor encounters an EOF on the request.
• Endevor encounters a NOT FOUND condition on the request.
• An error occurs.

The package exit facility processes these requests for data serially per exit module called. So if you have one exit 7
module, the exit program has one chance to process each of the available data types.

The following sections detail return codes and request for data flags, availability considerations, and the hierarchical
relationship between standard exit return codes, updating Endevor fields, message processing, and REQUEST FOR
DATA fields.

Assembler Request Flags and Return Codes

There are six fields in the $PECBDS associated with request for data processing: five request flags (one per type) and
one return code field. The five request flags are used by the user exit to tell Endevor that there is a request for a record to
be sent. These fields are described next, the default value is N.

PECBACTR DC C'N'
Request for element ID record.

PECBAPPR DC C'N'
Request for approver group record.

PECBBODR DC C'N'
Request for backout record.

PECBSCLR DC C'N'
Request for SCL record.

PECSHPR DC C'N'
Request for shipment record.

PECBCOLR DC C'N'
Request for collection record.

After processing the request for data, Endevor sets a return code for the user exit to interrogate. The return code field is
described as follows:

PEC-REQ-REQUEST-RETURNCODE
Request for data return code. This field is modified by Endevor to inform the user exit of the request for data
results.

• Equates: PECB-SUCCESSFUL-RECORD-SENT
– Value: 1

• Equates: PECB-END-OF-FILE-FOR-REC-TYPE
– Value : 2

• Equates: PECB-NO-RECORDS-FOUND
– Value: 3

• Equates: PECB-SEVERE-ERROR
– Value: 12

When an EOF or NFND condition occurs, Endevor returns this information to the user exit, but does not allows further
requests against that data type.

COBOL Request Flags and Return Codes

There are six fields in the PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK associated with request for data processing: five request flags (one
per type) and one return code field. The five request flags are used by the user exit to tell Endevor that there is a request
for a record to be sent. These fields are described next (note the default value is 'N'):
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PECB-REQ-ACTION-ID-REC
Request for element ID record.

PECB-REQ-APPROVER-REC
Request for approver group record.

PECB-REQ-BACKOUT-REC
Request for backout record.

PECB-REQ-SCL-RECORDS
Request for SCL record.

PECB-REQ-SHIP-RECORDS
Request for shipment record.

After processing the request for data, Endevor sets a return code for the user exit to interrogate. The following describes
the return code field:

PEC-REQ-REQUEST-RETURNCODE
Request for data return code. This field is modified by Endevor to inform the user exit of the request for data
results.

• Equates: PECB-SUCCESSFUL-RECORD-SENT
– Value: 1

• Equates: PECB-END-OF-FILE-FOR-REC-TYPE
– Value : 2

• Equates: PECB-NO-RECORDS-FOUND
– Value: 3

• Equates: PECB-SEVERE-ERROR
– Value: 12

When an EOF or NFND condition occurs, Endevor returns this information to the user exit, but does not allows further
requests against that data type.

Data Record Availability

Five types of records may be available through the request for data facility. Not all records are available at all times.

Use this as a reference while coding exit programs.

When an exit program requests a type of data that is not valid at the exit point, Endevor issues an error message and the
function abends. There is a distinction between an invalid data request and a not found condition:

• An invalid request is a request for a record type that never exists at the exit point.
• A not found condition occurs when the data type may exist, but the package does not use that record type.

Assembler Data Record Availability

To assist exit programs in the request for data process, Endevor sets three flags in $PECBDS to inform exit programs
which types of data exist. These field names are PECBACTE, PECBAPPE, and PECBBODE. These flags are initialized
on the first call.

The timing of the request for data is also regulated. The five types of record requests are processed sequentially. Each
valid request type is processed once per exit module. The record types are processed in the following order:

1. PECBACTR (element ID records)
2. PECBAPPR (approver records)
3. PECBBODR (backout records)
4. PECBSCLR (SCL records)
5. PECBSHPR (shipment records)
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6. PECBCOLR (collection records)

Once a valid request type has been processed or bypassed (per user exit) the flag is not checked again. If the exit
program does not set any request for data flags the first time it returns to Endevor, Endevor does not reinvoke the exit
program.

NOTE
Endevor sets the PECBRQRC field to 2 for EOF conditions, and to 3 for Not Found (NFND) conditions. It returns
once to the exit program with this information. Make sure that your exit programs detect and act on an EOF or
NFND condition, because, if the exit attempts to request more data after the EOF or NFND has been set, an
error occurs.

COBOL Data Record Availability

To assist exit programs in the request for data process, Endevor sets three flags in PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCKS to inform
exit programs which types of data exist. These field names are PECB-ACT-REC-EXIST-FLAG, PECB-APP-REC-EXIST-
FLAG, and PECB-BAC-REC-EXIST-FLAG. These flags are initialized on the first call.

The timing of the request for data is also regulated. The five types of record requests are processed sequentially. Each
valid request type is processed once per exit module. The record types are processed in the following order:

1. PECB-REQ-ACTION-ID-REC (element ID records)
2. PECB-REQ-APPROVER-REC (approver records)
3. PECB-REQ-BACKOUT-REC (backout records)
4. PECB-REQ-SCL-RECORDS (SCL records)
5. PECB-SHIP-RECORDS (shipment records)
6. PECB-REQ-COLL-RECORDS (collection records)

Once a valid request type has been processed or bypassed (per user exit) the flag is not checked again. If the exit
program does not set any request for data flags the first time it returns to Endevor, Endevor does not reinvoke the exit
program.

NOTE
Endevor sets the PECB-REQUEST-RETURN-CODE field to 2 for EOF conditions, and to 3 for Not Found
(NFND) conditions. It returns once to the exit program with this information. Make sure that your exit programs
detect and act on an EOF or NFND condition, because, if the exit attempts to request more data after the EOF
or NFND has been set, an error occurs.

Package Exit Actions

There is a package exit point before and after each package action or function. The user exit is responsible for
determining action, function, and type (before or after).

In Assembler, the control block fields PECBFNNM, PECBSFNM, and PECBBANM contain action, function, and type
literals respectively. The control block fields PECBFNCD, PECBSFCD, and PECBBACD contain numeric codes for action,
function, and type.

In COBOL, the control block fields PECB-FUNCTION-CODE, PECB-SUBFUNC-LITERAL, and PECB-BEF-AFTER-
LITERAL contain action, function, and type literals respectively. The control block fields PECB-FUNCTION-CODE, PECB-
SUBFUNCTION-CODE and PECB-BEFORE-AFTER-CODE contain numeric codes for action, function and type.

The following section describes each package exit action in terms of the following:

• Possible uses for the exits.
• Control blocks passed, and the fields in each control block that exits can modify.
• Data available to exit programs.

All exit points must be explicitly enabled by the Setup exit. In general, use before-exit calls to determine if a package
action should be cancelled or allowed to continue, and after-exit calls for notification and logging purposes.
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NOTE
After-exits can only modify set messages and return codes up to a maximum of 4. If an exit program sets a
return code higher than 4, the exit driver reduces the return code to 4.

Package Exit Return Codes

All exit programs return the same return codes to the PECBRTCD field in Assembler and PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC for
COBOL in the Package Exit control block. The following table describes these return codes:

Return Code Description

0 The exit didn't change any action-related data. Print messages,
call the next exit program (if any), and proceed with package
action.

4 The exit changed one or more control block fields. Print
messages, check the request update flags in the $PECBDS for
Assembler and PACKAGE-EXIT-BLOCK in COBOL and updates
the appropriate Endevor fields, calls the next exit program (if any),
and proceeds with the package action.

8 Print messages and cancel the package action. This return code
can be passed only by before-exits. The after-action exit is still
invoked.

With the request for data processing, when Endevor receives a control block from an user exit, it interrogates the
PECBRTCD field in Assembler and PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC in COBOL, for cancel, update, and/or message requests.
However, instead of calling the next exit in the table, Endevor checks to see if a request for data is currently in progress; if
so it continues. If there are no request for data flags the first time the user exit returns to Endevor, Endevor treats the exit
as a single call exit.

The Archive Package Exit

Endevor performs the ARCHIVE package action after a package is committed (if backout is enabled) or after a package is
executed (if backout is not enabled).

Before-archive programs can restrict who, by user ID, can perform an ARCHIVE. The before-archive package action can
also allow or disallow the DELETE package action. After-archive programs can work with logging and user notification.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks to ARCHIVE exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Package File Block PFILDDN
PFILMEM
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Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks to ARCHIVE exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Package File Block PFIL-DD-NAME
PFIL-MEMBER-NAME

The following resources are available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

Package SHIP Before/After

Product COLLECT Before/After

The Backin Package Exit

Endevor performs the BACKIN package action when a package that has been previously backed out is being reinstalled.

Before-backin programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the BACKIN action.
• Check an external process to see if backin criteria have been met.

After-backin programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks to the BACKIN exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None
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Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks to the BACKIN exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Backin exit programs can request the following data:

Request Block Available to these Exits

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package Backout Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship Before/After

Product Collect Before/After

The Backout Package Exit

The BACKOUT package action returns all the outputs affected by the execution of a package to their prior state:

Before-backout programs can be used to do to the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the BACKOUT action.
• Check an external process to see if backout criteria have been met.

After-backout programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification
• Distribution

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks to the BACKOUT exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None
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Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks to the BACKOUT exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Backout exit programs can request the following data:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package Backout Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship Before/After

Product Collect Before/After

Element Action Backin or Backout Exits

The Element Action Backout action lets you back out a single element action that was executed within a package. After
the output members have been backed out, you can use the Element Action Backin action to back them in again. The
package exits before backin, after backin, before backout, and after backout apply to packages and element actions.
However to enable these fields for element actions, an additional field must be activated.

To activate Element Action Backout, Backin exits, set the Assembler field PECBEABX field (or the COBOL field PECB-
REQUEST-ELEMNT-ACTION-BACKOUT-BACKIN ) in the Package Exit Control Block to Y. In addition, any of the
following package backout, backin exits must also be set to Y:

• Package backout before
• Package backout after
• Package backin before
• Package backin after

How Element Action Backout, Backin Exits Work

The Element Action Backout, Backin exits are processed in the following manner. The backout processing described here
similarly applies to backin processing.

• Element action backout exit points are given control for every element action backout. For example, if working in
foreground you back out three element actions, the exit is given control three times.

• Element action backout calls can be distinguished from package backout calls by the subfunction code (PECB-
SUBFUNC-LITERAL) in the PECB:
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– The code for element action backout is EABKO; for package backout, it is BACKOUT.
– The code for element action backin is EABKI; for package backout, it is BACKIN.

• The element action backout point is given control after validation of the element backout by Endevor.
• On each element action backout call, the exit receives a parameter for the action-ID record for the element action

being backed out. This allows the exit to identify which element action is being backed out.
• The ACTION-ID record that gets passed has its sequence number (PACTSEQ# - PACT-SEQ-NBR-FOR-ENTRY) set

to zero. The SCL statement number (PACTSTM# - PACT-SCL-STMT-NBR) in the record is set to the SCL statement
number of the element action being backed in or backed out.

• A request for data is allowed in element action backout calls. However, when package records are requested, the
records for all the actions in the package are returned to the program.

The Cast Package Exit

Endevor performs the CAST package action to freeze the elements included in the package and gather approvers
associated with the inventory and, optionally, to validate package components.

NOTE
The CAST action has a MID exit point. Endevor executes it after the CAST is internally complete, just before
returning to the caller. The user can cancel the cast at this point, and Endevorperforms a cleanup.

Before-cast programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the CAST action.
• Check an external process to see if cast criteria have been met.
• Supply approver groups from an external source.
• Override the component validation setting in the package request control block field PREQCVAL (or PREQ-PKG-

CAST-COMPVAL).

Mid-cast programs can be used to cancel or allow a cast based on the following:

• Inventory structure
• Approvers

After-cast programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks to CAST exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block PREQBOEN
PREQEWSD
PREQEWST
PREQEWED
PREQEWET

Package Header Block None
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Package Approver Request Block
(modifiable as before function only)

PAPPGPNM
PAPPEVNM
PAPPQUOR
PAPPAPP#
PAPPAPID
PAPPAREQ

NOTE
If PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC is set to Return Code 8 during a mid-cast exit, the after cast exit is still executed.

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks to CAST exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block PREQ-BACKOUT-ENABLED
PREQ-EXEC-START-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-START-TIME
PREQ-EXEC-END-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-END-DATE

Package Header Block None

Package Approver Request Block
(modifiable as before function only)

PAPP-GROUP-NAME
PAPP-ENVIRONMENT
PAPP-QUORUM-COUNT
PAPP-APPROVER-NUMBER
PAPP-APPROVAL-ID
PAPP-APPR-REQUIRED

NOTE
If PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC is set to Return Code 8 during a mid-cast exit, the after cast exit is still executed.

CAST exit programs can request the following data:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Mid/After

Package Approver Mid/After

Package SCL Before/Mid/After

NOTE
The before-cast exit function is unique in that the user exit may pass back an approver group record from an
external source, to be used by the cast package during the gathering of approvers.

In Assembler, the exit program initiates this task by performing the following actions:

• Setting the PECBUAPP flag to Y.
• Filling in the empty $PAPPREQ block that was passed as part of before-cast exit processing.

In COBOL, the exit program initiates this task by performing the following actions:

• Setting the PECB-USENDING-APP-GRPSP flag to Y.
• Filling in the empty PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP block that was passed as part of before-cast exit processing.
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When Endevor encounters the update request, it performs the following actions:

• Validates and stores the data from the request block.
• Clears the request block and flag.
• Returns to the user exit to see if there are more approver groups to be added.

The Commit Package Exit

Endevor performs the COMMIT package action after a package has been accepted as correct. Once a package is
committed, it cannot be backed out.

Before-commit programs can be used to restrict who, by user ID, can perform the COMMIT action.

After-commit programs in Assembler can be used for logging and approver notification.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks to Commit exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

After-commit programs in COBOL can be used for logging and approver notification.

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks to Commit exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

The following resources are available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package Backout Before

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship Before/After

Product Collect Before/After

The Create Package Exit

Endevor performs the CREATE package function to create a package from scratch, from another package, or from an
external source. There are four functions with this exit action: BUILD, IMPORT, EDIT, and COPY.
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Before-create programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the CREATE action.
• Check some external process to see if criteria for create has been met.
• Perform security checking on the external data set.

After-create programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks to CREATE exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block PREQBOEN
PREQEWSD
PREQEWST
PREQEWED
PREQEWET
PREQCOMM
PREQDEL
PREQAPD
PREQPSHR
PREQIPKG (COPY)

File Information Block PFILDDN (IMPORT)
PFILMEM(IMPORT)

Package Header Block None

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks to CREATE exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block PREQ-BACKOUT-ENABLED
PREQ-EXEC-START-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-START-TIME
PREQ-EXEC-END-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-END-TIME
PREQ-PACKAGE-COMMENT
PREQ-DELETE-ENABLED
PREQ-APPEND-PACKAGE
PREQ-SHARE-ENABLED
PREQ-SOURCE-PACKAGE
(COPY)
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File Information Block PFIL-DD-NAME (IMPORT)
PFIL-MEMBER-NAME
(IMPORT)

Package Header Block None

The following resources are available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package SCL Before/After

The Delete Package Exit

The DELETE package action is performed to delete a package.

Before-delete programs can be used to restrict who, by user ID, can perform the DELETE action.

After-delete programs can be used for logging and approver notification.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the DELETE exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the DELETE exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

The following resources are available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before

Package Approver Before

Package Backout Before

Package Header Before

Package SCL Before

Package Ship Before

Product Collect Before

The Display Package Exit
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The DISPLAY package action is used to display packages or parts of packages. There are five functions with the display
package exit function: APPROVERS, ACTION SUMMARY, REPORTS, BACKOUT, and SCL.

NOTE
A package exit call (list/before) is issued for each package that meets selection criteria (based on package
name, masking, and so on) to determine if the user is authorized to access a package during the process of
building a list of packages for DISPLAY or LIST functions. No other package exit calls are issued for the Display
and List package functions.

NOTE
Before-display programs can be used to restrict or tailor who, by user ID, can display certain parts of the
packages.

NOTE
Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the DISPLAY exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

NOTE
Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the DISPLAY exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

NOTE
The following resources may be available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before

Package Approver Before

Package Backout Before

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship Before

Product Collect Before

The Dynamic Package Exit

Endevor performs the DYNAMIC package action to approve or deny a package.
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Before-dynamic add programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict, by user ID, who can add a dynamic approver group to a package.
• Check an external process to see if criteria for the addition of a dynamic approver group has been met.

After-dynamic add programs can be used to do the following:

• Logging.
• Approver email notification.

Before-dynamic update programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict, by user ID, who can update a dynamic approver group from a package.
• Check an external process to see if criteria for the update of a dynamic approver group has been met.

After-dynamic update programs can be used to do the following:

• Logging.
• Approver email notification.

Before-dynamic delete programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict, by user ID, who can delete a dynamic approver group from a package.
• Check an external process to see if criteria for the deletion of a dynamic approver group has been met.

After-dynamic delete programs can be used to do the following:

• Logging.
• Approver email notification.

The exit cannot change fields in the Dynamic Approver Group record. However, it can cancel the creation, deletion,
or update of the record in the before exit. The exit is passed to the Dynamic Approver Group record, if it exists, as it
currently exists in the package file. The exit is not passed a version of the Dynamic Approver Group record with the user's
proposed changes. In some cases, the dynamic approver record is not passed to the exit. A null value is passed. The
user's exit should always check for a null value. For example, the record is not passed during the before-add and after-
delete exit because the record would, in most cases, not exist. Note that the record might exist at the after-delete exit if
the before-delete exit point had cancelled the delete action.

The Approver Group Exit Record maps, $PAPPREQ (Assembler) and PACKAGE-EXIT-APPROVER-MAP (COBOL) in the
copy member PKGXBLKS, do not include the new added-by information.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the DYNAMIC exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Package Approver Request Block
(for the Dynamic Approver Group)

None
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Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the DYNAMIC exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Package Approver Request Block
(for the Dynamic Approver Group)

None

The following resources are available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

The Execute Package Exit

Endevor uses the EXECUTE package action to execute qualified packages.

Before-execute programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can execute packages.
• Check external requirements.
• Perform additional SCL validation.

After-execute programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification

Notification of external processes in case of an abend in the execute process.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the EXECUTE exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block PREQEWSD
PREQEWST
PREQEWED
PREQEWET

Package Header Block None
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Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the EXECUTE exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block PREQ-EXEC-START-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-START-TIME
PREQ-EXEC-END-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-END-TIME

Package Header Block None

The following resources are available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package Backout After

Package SCL Before/After

The Export Package Exit

Endevor uses the EXPORT package action to create an external copy of the package SCL.

Before-export programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can export packages.
• Check external processes.
• Perform data set checking.

After-export programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the EXPORT exit function:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Package File Block PFILDDN
PFILMEM
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Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the EXPORT exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block PREQ-EXEC-START-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-START-TIME
PREQ-EXEC-END-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-END-TIME

Package Header Block None

Export exit programs can request the following data:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package Backout Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship Before/After

Product Collect Before/After

The GENPKGID Exit

Endevor uses the GENPKGID exit action for package ID generation.

Endevor invokes this exit function when you create a package and leave the PACKAGE ID field blank. When you press
Enter:

• If the GENPKGID exit point has been enabled, Endevor displays a Create/Modify Package panel with a package ID
assigned.

• Otherwise, Endevor displays a Package Selection list.

The after-exit point for GENPKGID is after the completion or cancellation of the CREATE process. Endevor executes
based on whether or not the package ID was generated, and the status of the after-exit flag from the before-GENPKGID
call.

Before-GENPKGID programs can be used to do the following:

• Provide Endevor with a package ID from an external source.
• Check external requirements.

After-GENPKGID programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Package ID cancellation
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Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the GENPKGID exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT
PECBPKID

Package Request Block PREQCOMM

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the GENPKGID exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD
PECB-PACKAGE-ID

Package Request Block PREQ-PACKAGE-COMMENT

No data blocks can be requested by a user exit.

Example

This discussion shows how you can use an exit 7 program to automate the generation of valid package IDs that meet your
site's naming standards.

Using exit 7 to generate a package ID is a three-step process:

• Write the exit program. A program to generate a package ID must populate the package ID field with a predetermined
value if the package ID field is blank. The name of the program is up to you.

• Compile and link-edit your program, placing it in an Endevor APF-authorized library.
• Add an entry for the program to the C1UEXITS table.

NOTE
For more information about the C1UEXITS table, see the How to Identify Exits section of Exits Reference.

A sample table entry for the program MYEXIT7 is shown as follows:
@C1UEXIT EXIT#=7,NAME=MYEXIT7,ANCHID=_,AUTH=YES

NOTE
Recompile and re-link your C1UEXITS table so Endevor can recognize the exit 7 program.

An exit 7 program to generate package IDs must consist of a setup exit options statement and a generate package ID
statement.

The setup exit options routine is called at Endevor initialization time. Your code must set the Generate package ID flag
(PECB-BEFORE-GENPID) to a value of 'Y' at this point. If you intend for this exit to be called for batch package actions be
sure to also set the PECB-BATCH-EXECUTE flag to a value of 'Y'. The default value is 'N'. Your code should look similar
to the following:

IF SETUP-EXIT-OPTIONS

   MOVE 'Y' TO PECB-BATCH-EXECUTE

               PECB-BEFORE-GENPID

   MOVE ZEROS TO RETURN-CODE

   GO TO 900-MAIN-EXIT.
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A simple generate package ID routine might read an ID from an external file, increment that ID by one, and then write
the new ID back out to the file for use in the next package ID request. This routine is called before the execution of the
Define/Create package action. The generate package ID is only called if the package ID specified by the user is blank.
The following sample code assumes there is a parmlib file that contains the next available package ID. Be sure to set the
modifications made flag to a value of 'Y' and set the return code to a value of 0.

IF GENERATE-PACKAGE-ID

   READ PKGID-REC FROM PARMLIB

   MOVE PRM-NEXT-PKGID TO PECB-PACKAGE-ID

   MOVE 'Y' TO PECB-MODS-MADE-TO-PECB

   MOVE _ TO PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC

   GO TO 900-MAIN-EXIT.

The List Package Exit

Endevor can invoke LIST exit programs whenever it builds a package selection list. Use them to further tailor the criteria
that determines which packages appear on, and can be selected from, that list.

To effectively use LIST package exits, it is important to understand how Endevor builds package selection lists. Endevor
determines the content of package selection lists using a two-step process, described as follows:

1. Selects all packages with a status required for the requested action. For example, if you specify the CAST option,
Endevor first selects all packages with a status of in-edit.

2. Uses the current user ID to further refine this list, based on whether or not the package has been cast.
– If a package has not been cast, it is included on the list if the user created it, or if it is sharable.
– If a package has been cast, it is included on the list if the user is an approver for the package.

Endevor performs these two steps before displaying a selection list, to determine which packages appear on the list, and
after a selection is made from the list, to determine if the selection is valid.

Before-list and after-list exit programs are invoked for all packages that pass Step 1. If a package does not pass Step 1,
exit programs are not invoked for that package.

WARNING
If a user allows a pre-list package exit to override the default Endevor processing and allows a package
to be put on a list, the user becomes responsible for the actions that take place. Overriding an exit that is
automatically issued by Endevor requires the user to further ensure invalid actions do not occur.

A package exit call (list/before) is issued for each package that meets selection criteria (based on package name,
masking, and so on) to determine if the user is authorized to access a package during the process of building a list
of packages for DISPLAY or LIST functions. No other package exit calls are issued for the Display and List package
functions.

Before-list programs can override the second selection list check and control which package IDs are included on a
selection list.

NOTE
After-list programs can override the second selection list check and control which package IDs can be selected
from a selection list.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the LIST exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBSFNM
PECBUEXT
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Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the LIST exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-SUBFUNC-LITERAL
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

The following resources may be available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before

Package Approver Before

Package Backout Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship Before

The Modify Package Exit

Endevor performs the MODIFY package action against an existing package. There are four functions with this exit action:
BUILD, IMPORT, EDIT, and COPY.

Before-modify programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the MODIFY action.
• Check some external process to see if criteria for modify has been met.
• Perform security checking on the external data set.

After-modify programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the MODIFY exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT
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Package Request Block PREQBOEN
PREQEWSD
PREQEWST
PREQEWED
PREQEWET
PREQCOMM
PREQDEL
PREQAPD
PREQPSHR
PREQIPKG (COPY)

File Information Block PFILDDN (IMPORT)
PFILMEM (IMPORT)

Package Header Block None

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the MODIFY exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block PREQ-BACKOUT-ENABLED
PREQ-EXEC-START-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-START-TIME
PREQ-EXEC-END-DATE
PREQ-EXEC-END-TIME
PREQ-PACKAGE-COMMENT
PREQ-DELETE-ENABLED
PREQ-APPEND-PACKAGE
PREQ-SHARE-ENABLED
PREQ-SOURCE-PACKAGE
(COPY)

File Information Block PFIL-DD-NAME (IMPORT)
PFIL-MEMBER-NAME
(IMPORT)

Package Header Block None

The following resources may be available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package SCL Before/After

The Reset Package Exit

The RESET package action is performed to put a package back into a status that can be modified, recast, and re-
executed.

Before-reset programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the RESET action.
• Check some external process to see if criteria for reset has been met.
• Approver notification.
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After-reset programs can be used for logging.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks to RESET exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks to RESET exit programs:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD
PECB-UEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

The following resources may be available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before

Package Approver Before

Package Backout Before

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship Before

The Review Package Exit

Endevor performs the REVIEW package action to approve or deny a package.

Before-review programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the REVIEW action.
• Check some external process to see if criteria for review has been met.
• Restrict reapproving a package.

After-review programs can be used for the following:

• Logging
• Approver notification
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Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the REVIEW exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the REVIEW exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

The following resources are available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

The Ship Package Exit

Endevor uses the SHIP action to ship packages to predefined destinations and to confirm transmission of package per
destination. The SHIP action has two functions: XMIT and CONFIRM. SHIP uses the following functions:

• XMIT function during the job that builds the transmit deck and performs the transmission.
• CONFIRM function in a standalone utility that checks for verification from target destinations.

Before-ship programs can be used to do the following:

• Restrict who, by user ID, can perform the SHIP action.
• Check an external process to see ship criteria have been met.

After-ship programs can be used for the following:

• Operational notification.
• Invoking an external process in case of transmission failure.

Endevor passes the following Assembler control blocks with the SHIP exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECBRTCD
PECBMGCD
PECBMSG
PECBUEXT
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Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

Endevor passes the following COBOL control blocks with the SHIP exit action:

Control Block Modifiable Fields

Package Exit Control Block PECB-NDVR-EXIT-RC
PECB-MESSAGE-ID
PECB-MESSAGE
PECB-UEXIT-HOLD-FIELD

Package Request Block None

Package Header Block None

The following resources may be available on request from the user exit:

Request Block Availability

Package Action Before/After

Package Approver Before/After

Package Backout Before/After

Package SCL Before/After

Package Ship After

Using the Package Shipment Exit
The Endevor Package Shipment exit lets you modify the JOB statement parameters in a Job Control Language stream
that is executed at a remote site.

The job copies the package members to remote production data sets. The exit (contained in a user-written program
named C1BMXJCG) is invoked if it is found to be present in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB library concatenation or in the link
list.

The exit program can be located in the STEPLIB data sets, the JOBLIB data sets, or the link list.

The exit program is called prior to writing the remote JOB statement to the AHJOB JCL data set and prior to writing it to
the optional CHJOB JCL data set. These data sets are built to contain the JCL needed to copy package members into
the appropriate remote production libraries. The default JOB statement is obtained from the Destination Definition of the
remote site.

The four lines of the JOB statement, along with a package-id and user-id, are passed to C1BMXJCG. The JOB statement
can be modified in any way desired. Upon return, all four lines are written to the JCL data set being processed.

NOTE
The default JOB statement is not edited for syntax when it is made part of the Destination Definition; nor is there
a syntax check after the JOB statement is modified by C1BMXJCG.

Assembler Calling Conventions

Standard IBM linkage conventions are used in the call to C1BMXJCG.

Upon entry to C1BMXJCG:
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Register 13 points to an 18 fullword save area into which C1BMXJCG must save the caller's registers. If C1BMXJCG
is designed to CALL other programs, then it must provide itself with its own save area and should cross-chain the two
together.

• Register 14 contains the caller's return address.
• Register 15 contains the entry point address of C1BMXJCG.
• Register 1 contains an address pointing to three contiguous full words:

– Parm 1: Points to a 16 character area containing the package id.
– Parm 2: Points to an 8 character area containing the id of the user executing this shipment.
– Parm 3: Points to four contiguous 80 character areas. Each contains a single line of the default JOB statement set

up in the Destination Definition.

To return to the calling program:

• Register 13 must be restored to the value it contained at the time the exit program was entered. Registers 14 and 0
through 12 must then be restored to their original values (as shown in the RETURN statement next).

• Register 15 can be set to a return code.
• Register 14 contains the return address.

Assembler Example

Given: The default Destination Definition JOB statements look like this:

 //JOBNAME (ACCT),IPACKAGE SHIPMENT',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,

 // NOTIFY=USRNAME

 /*ROUTE XEQ REMOTE01

 //*

Required: The exit changes the JOBNAME and USRNAME to the id of the user executing this shipment.

• The LINKAGE SECTION must contain an 01 level data description for each of the three parms that are passed by the
caller.
LINKAGE SECTION.

 01 LS-PACKAGE-ID        PIC X(16).

 01 LS-USER-ID          PIC X(8).

 01 LS-JOB-STATEMENT.

  05 LS-JOB-LINE-1.

    10 LS-JL1-SLASH-SLASH  PIC XX.

    10 LS-JL1-JOBNAME    PIC X(8).

    10 FILLER        PIC X(70).

  05 LS-JOB-LINE-2.

    10 FILLER        PIC X(11).

    10 LS-JL2-USER-ID    PIC X(8).

    10 FILLER        PIC X(61).

  05 LS-JOB-LINE-3       PIC X(80).

  05 LS-JOB-LINE-4       PIC X(80).

• The PROCEDURE DIVISION statement must "use" the three parms in the same order that they are passed.
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LS-PACKAGE-ID LS-USER-ID LS-JOB-STATEMENT.

• The JOB statement is now addressable through the LINKAGE SECTION field names and can be modified.
MOVE LS-USER-ID TO LS-JLl-JOBNAME.

MOVE LS-USER-ID TO LS-JL2-USER-ID.

• The RETURN-CODE special register can be used to pass a value back to the caller.
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COBOL Calling Conventions Example

Given: The default Destination Definition JOB statements look like this:

//JOBNAME (ACCT),IPACKAGE SHIPMENT',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,

// NOTIFY=USRNAME

/*ROUTE XEQ REMOTE01

//*

Required: The exit changes the JOBNAME and USRNAME to the id of the user executing this shipment.

• The LINKAGE SECTION must contain an 01 level data description for each of the three parms passed by the caller.
LINKAGE SECTION.

01 LS-PACKAGE-ID           PIC X(16).

01 LS-USER-ID              PIC X(8).

01 LS-JOB-STATEMENT.

05 LS-JOB-LINE-1.

10 LS-JL1-SLASH-SLASH      PIC XX.

10 LS-JL1-JOBNAME          PIC X(8).

10 FILLER                  PIC X(70).

05 LS-JOB-LINE-2.

10 FILLER                  PIC X(11).

10 LS-JL2-USER-ID          PIC X(8).

10 FILLER                  PIC X(61).

05 LS-JOB-LINE-3           PIC X(80).

05 LS-JOB-LINE-4           PIC X(80).

• The PROCEDURE DIVISION statement must "use" the three parms in the same order that they are passed.
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LS-PACKAGE-ID LS-USER-ID LS-JOB-STATEMENT.

• The JOB statement is now addressable through the LINKAGE SECTION field names and can be modified.
MOVE LS-USER-ID TO LS-JLl-JOBNAME.

MOVE LS-USER-ID TO LS-JL2-USER-ID.

• The RETURN-CODE special register can be used to pass a value back to the caller.

Additional Exit Design Considerations

The various other points to consider are as follows:

• C1BMXJCG is loaded only once during the shipment utility run. The exit need not be re-entrant, but must be serially re-
useable.

• If C1BMXJCG loads below the 16M line, it is entered in AMODE 24; otherwise it is entered in AMODE 31. The save
area and parameters are located below the 16M line.

• (Applicable to Assembler only.) The save area is cleared to binary zeros (low values) prior to branching to C1BMXJCG.
Therefore, data cannot be stored in the save area between calls.

• The return code that is passed back in register 15 by Assembler programs and in the RETURN-CODE special register
of COBOL programs is reported as part of message ClBMX541:
ClBMX541 C1BMXJCG WAS ENTERED FOR DESTINATION <dest-id> AND RETURNED WITH CODE <return-code>.

The return code is displayed as eight hexadecimal digits and is used for reporting purposes only. The message is
written to the ClBMXLOG (sysout) data set.

Sample Exit Program

The following example is a sample exit program:

    IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

    PROGRAM-ID.         C1BMXJCG.
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    AUTHOR.           DAVE BERRY.

    DATE-WRITTEN.        01-23-95.

    ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

    INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

    FILE-CONTROL.

    DATA DIVISION.

    FILE SECTION.

   *****************************************************************

   *  THIS PACKAGE SHIPMENT EXIT ALLOWS USER MODIFICATION          *

   *  TO BE MADE TO THE JOB CARD THAT EXECUTES AT THE REMOTE       *

   *  SITES (THE IEBCOPY JOB IN THE PRODUCTION DATACENTERS).       *

   *                                                               *

   *  THE EXIT IS CALLED PRIOR TO WRITING THE REMOTE JOB CARD      *

   *  TO THE "AHJOB" JCL DATASET AND PRIOR TO WRITING IT TO THE    *

   *  OPTIONAL "CHJOB" JCL DATASET. THESE DATASETS ARE BUILT TO    *

   *  CONTAIN THE JCL NEEDED TO COPY PACKAGE MEMBERS INTO THE      *

   *  DESTINATION DEFINITION OF THE REMOTE SITE.                   *

   *                                                               *

   *  BASICALLY THIS PROGRAM CHANGES THE JOB CARD FROM WHAT THE    *

   *  DESTINATION PANEL JOB CARD SAYS TO WHAT THE EQUIVALENT OF    *

   *  WHAT THE PACKAGE EXECUTION JOB CARD SHOULD HAVE BEEN. IT     *

   *  ALSO ADDS ,USER=EV0001 TO THE JOB STATEMENTS. - DJB          *

   *                                                               *

   *****************************************************************

   *

    WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

   *

    01 WS-PACKAGE-ID.

      05 WS-PACKAGE-SYS-ID    PIC X(02).

      05 WS-PACKAGE-NUMBER.

        10 WS-PACKAGE-SERIES  PIC X(01).

        10 WS-PACKAGE-TRAILER PIC X(03).

      05 FILLER         PIC X(10).

   *

    01 WS-JOB-NAME.

      05 WS-PROD-JOBNAME.

        10 WS-PROD-JOB-EV   PIC X(02).

        10 WS-PROD-SYS-ID   PIC X(02).

        10 WS-PROD-TRAILER   PIC X(03).

        10 WS-PROD-POUND    PIC X(01).

      05 WS-NON-PROD-JOBNAME REDEFINES WS-PROD-JOBNAME.

        10 WS-JOB-USER-ID   PIC X(06).

        10 WS-JOB-POUND    PIC X(01).

        10 WS-JOB-SPACE    PIC X(01).

   *

    01 WS-USER-EQ.

      05 FILLER         PIC X(12) VALUE ',USER=EV0001'.

   *

    LINKAGE SECTION.

   *

    01 LS-PACKAGE-ID        PIC X(16).

   *

    01 LS-USER-ID         PIC X(08).
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   *

    01 LS-JOB-STATEMENT.

      05 LS-JOB-LINE-1.

        10 LS-JL1-SLASH-SLASH PIC X(02).

        10 LS-JL1-JOBNAME   PIC X(08).

        10 FILLER       PIC X(70).

      05 LS-JOB-LINE-2.

        10 FILLER       PIC X(26).

        10 LS-JL2-USER-EQ   PIC X(12).

        10 FILLER       PIC X(42).

   *

    PROCEDURE DIVISION USING

      LS-PACKAGE-ID

      LS-USER-ID

      LS-JOB-STATEMENT.

    1000-MAIN-PROCESS.

   ********************************************************************

   * PUT DIFFERENT "USER=" ON JOB STATEMENT SO JOB HAS AUTHORIZATION

   * TO COPY INTO REMOTE DATASETS.

   *******************************************************************

      MOVE WS-USER-EQ      TO LS-JL2-USER-EQ.

      MOVE SPACES        TO WS-JOB-NAME.

      MOVE LS-PACKAGE-ID    TO WS-PACKAGE-ID.

      IF WS-PACKAGE-NUMBER > '3999'

       PERFORM 2000-PROD-PKG THRU 2000-EXIT

      ELSE

       PERFORM 3000-NON-PROD-PKG THRU 3000-EXIT.

    1000-EXIT.

      GOBACK.

    2000-PROD-PKG.

      MOVE 'EV'         TO WS-PROD-JOB-EV.

      MOVE WS-PACKAGE-SYS-ID  TO WS-PROD-SYS-ID.

      MOVE WS-PACKAGE-TRAILER  TO WS-PROD-TRAILER.

      MOVE '#'         TO WS-PROD-POUND.

      MOVE WS-PROD-JOBNAME   TO LS-JL1-JOBNAME.

    2000-EXIT.

      EXIT.

    3000-NON-PROD-PKG.

      MOVE LS-USER-ID      TO WS-JOB-USER-ID.

      MOVE SPACES        TO WS-JOB-SPACE.

      MOVE '#'         TO WS-PROD-POUND.

      MOVE WS-NON-PROD-JOBNAME TO LS-JL1-JOBNAME.

    3000-EXIT.

      EXIT.

sbomz CLI Reference
Contains a complete list of sbomz CLI commands, actions, and options.
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Issue sbomz --help to display subcommands. Issue sbomz <subcommand> --help to display subcommand specific
help.

NOTE
In most cases, CLI options will override your configuration.

Subcommands

sbomz uses a nested group structure for subcommands. Run sbomz --help to view the subcommands from your
terminal. The following subcommands and groups are available:

• config
• endevor
• generic
• help
• sha256
• sign
• team-build

For detailed information on each subcommand, review the Subcommand section in the documentation.

Option Types

sbomz supports the following option types:

Type | Description

• string | Option that accepts a string
• boolean flag | Option that accepts no parameters (flag)
• string array | Enables you to specify the option multiple times on a single command

Global and Root Options

Global options apply to every command and are always present.

--config-no-apf

Type: boolean

If true, forces sbomz to attempt to mark embedded utilities APF with extattr +a .

For more information, see the Embedded Utilities section in the installation document.

--config-path

Type: string

Specifies an alternate location of the sbomz configuration file.

For more details, see sbomz Configuration File.

--config-work-directory

Type: string

Specifies an alternate location for sbomz embedded utilities.
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--help

Type: boolean

Displays the help text.

--log-debug

Type: boolean

Specifies whether sbomz should produce debug logging to stderr.

--log-debug-file

Type: string

Specifies whether sbomz should produce debug logging to the chosen file.

--version

Type: boolean

Displays the version.

Common Options

Many of the sbomz options are not specific to a command or group but appear across commands and groups. All
available options for each subcommand are documented in this section.

Run sbomz <subcommand> --help to view the available options on a command.

SBOM Options

Options that are prefixed with --sbom are used to supply information to include in an SBOM and control various aspects
of SBOM generation.

--sbom-metadata-organization-name

Type: string

Specifies the organization that creates and distributes the SBOM. The option resides within the SBOM metadata.

Default: none

--sbom-metadata-organization-url

Type: string

Specifies the URL of the organization that creates and distributes the SBOM. The option resides within the SBOM
metadata.

Default: none

--sbom-metadata-application-name

Type: string

Specifies the name of the application that the SBOM describes. The option resides within the SBOM metadata.

Default: none
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--sbom-metadata-application-version

Type: string

Specifies the version of the application that the SBOM describes. The option resides within the SBOM metadata.

Default: none

--sbom-metadata-application-license-text

Type: string

Specifies the license text for the application that the SBOM describes. The option resides within the SBOM metadata.

Default: none

--sbom-metadata-application-license-path

Type: string

Specifies the z/OS UNIX path to a text file that contains the license text for the application that the SBOM describes. The
option resides within the SBOM metadata.

Default: none

--sbom-metadata-purl-template

Type: string

Specifies a go template that is used to generate a custom package URL for the application that the SBOM describes. The
option resides within the SBOM metadata.

For more details, see Go Template and Package URL.

Default: none

--sbom-output-spec

Type: string

Specifies the output SBOM specification. Valid values include the following formats:

• spdx (SPDX Format)
• cdx (CycloneDX Format)

Default: cdx

For more details, see SBOM Specifications.

--sbom-output-format

Type: string

Specifies the SBOM document format. Valid values include the following formats:

• json (JSON document format)
• xml (XML document format)

Note: Only the CycloneDX specification supports XML SBOM format.

Default: json
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--sbom-no-file-hashes

Type: boolean flag

If specified, no file hashes are placed within the SBOM.

Default: false

--sbom-data-set-short-form

Type: boolean flag

If specified, truncates data set names to only include the low-level qualifier (and a member if present). Use this option if
your data set names is sensitive information.

Default: false

--sbom-no-system-info

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits any system specific information in the SBOM. At times, the z/OS system name is placed within the
SBOM.

Default: false

--sbom-purl-file-template

Type: string

Specifies a Go template that is used to generate a custom package URL for files that are placed within the SBOM.

Default: none

--sbom-no-endevor-outputs

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits any Endevor output components from the SBOM. By default, sbomz endevor sbom attempts to
derive Endevor output component artifacts for each element that is placed into the SBOM.

Default: false

--sbom-no-endevor-elements

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits any Endevor elements from the SBOM. By default, when specifying an Endevor location, sbomz places
all elements in that location within the SBOM.

Default: false

--sbom-no-endevor-package-source-elements

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits Endevor package source elements from the SBOM. By default, when specifying an Endevor package
ID, sbomz places all source elements within the packages actions in the SBOM.

Default: false
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--sbom-no-endevor-package-target-elements

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits Endevor package target elements from the SBOM. By default, when specifying an Endevor package ID,
sbomz places all target elements within the packages actions in the SBOM.

Default: false

--sbom-no-endevor-locations

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits Endevor location information from the SBOM. Use this option if your Endevor locations (environment/
system/subsystem/stage) is sensitive information.

Default: false

--sbom-no-endevor-element-properties

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits Endevor element metadata from the SBOM. By default, sbomz places element metadata returned from
the LIST ELEMENTS CSV request within the SBOM. Fields, such as VV, LL, CCID, are placed in the SBOM. Use this
option if your element metadata is sensitive information.

Default: false

--sbom-endevor-include-package-source-components

Type: boolean flag

If specified, sbomz attempts to derive output components from source elements within the actions of the package. Use
this option before the package is executed.

Default: false

--sbom-endevor-include-package-target-components

Type: boolean flag

If specified, sbomz attempts to derive output components from target elements within the actions of the package actions.
Use this option after the package is executed.

Default: false

Signature Options

Options that are prefixed with --signature . The options control the way digital signatures for SBOMs and files are
generated.

--signature-private-key-path

Type: string

Specifies the path to a private key that is used to sign the SBOM. The supported key algorithms are:

• ed25519
• rsa
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Run sbomz sign key-gen to generate a suitable ed25519 key or use keys that are generated using the following
formats:

• OpenSSH ed25519
• OpenSSH rsa

For more information, see sbomz sign key-gen.

Default: none

--signature-output-path

Type: string

Specifies the z/OS UNIX file path where sbomz places the digital signature that is generated for an SBOM.

Key Options

Options that are prefixed with --key . The options control how keys are generated for digital signing.

For more information, see Sign and Verify SBOMs

--key-path-private

Type: string

The path to the private key file.

Default: none

--key-path-public

Type: string

The path to the public key file.

Default: none

Matcher Options

Options that are prefixed with --matcher . The options control how information is extracted from various sources.

--matcher-data-sets

Type: string array

Regex that is used to match against genrule properties is extracted from bldz query -j .

For more details, see sbomz team-build sbom.

Default: ^.*_out_dataset[s]?$

--matcher-files

Type: string array

Regex that is used to match against genrule properties is extracted from bldz query -j .

Default: ^.*_out_file[s]?$
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Filter options

Options that are prefixed with --filter . The options filter on information extracted using matcher options.

--filter-data-set

Type: string arrag

Regex that is used to filter data set values that are extracted by the matcher options.

Default: none

--filter-file

Type: string array

Regex thta is used to filter file values that are extracted by the matcher options.

Default: none

Endevor Options

Options that are prefixed with --endevor . The options control Endevor information that is placed within generated
SBOMs.

--endevor-environment

Type: string array

Specifies the Endevor environment for the Endevor location you want to place in the SBOM. Endevor wild-carding is
accepted.

If an Endevor location option is specified, but --endevor-environment is omitted, --endevor-environment
defaults to * .

--endevor-system

Type: string array

Specifies the Endevor system for the Endevor location you want to place in the SBOM. Endevor wild-carding is accepted.

If an Endevor location option is specified, but --endevor-system is omitted, --endevor-system defaults to * .

--endevor-subsystem

Type: string array

Specifies the Endevor subsystem for the Endevor location you want to place in the SBOM. Endevor wild-carding is
accepted.

If an Endevor location option is specified, but --endevor-subsystem is omitted, --endevor-subsystem defaults to *
.

--endevor-stage-number

Type: string array

Specifies the Endevor stage number for the Endevor location you want to place in the SBOM. Endevor wild-carding is
accepted.
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If an Endevor location option is specified, but --endevor-stage-number is omitted, --endevor-stage-number
defaults to * .

--endevor-type

Type: string array

Specifies the Endevor type for the Endevor location you want to place in the SBOM. Endevor wild-carding is accepted.

If an Endevor location option is specified, but --endevor-type is omitted, --endevor-type defaults to * .

--endevor-steplib

Type: string array

Specifies the Endevor STEPLIB that is needed to execute an Endevor SCL processor, such as BC1PCSV0 , in the
foreground.

Default: none

--endevor-conlib

Type: string array

Specifies the Endevor CONLIB that is needed to execute Endevor SCL processor, such as BC1PCSV0 , in the foreground.

Default: none

--endevor-list-element-path

Type: string array

Specifies a z/OS UNIX file path to a CSV file that was previously generated by the LIST ELEMENTS request.

For more information, see Endevor Comma-separated Value (CSV) Reporting Utility.

Example: SCL for generating the CSV

LIST ELEMENT * TO FILE ddname

FROM ENV the_env SYSTEM the_system SUBSYSTEM the_subsys TYPE the_type STA NUM the_stage .

Use this option as an alternate to sbomz invoking the SCL processor directly.

Default: none

--endevor-print-component-path

Type: string array

Specifies a z/OS UNIX file path to a component report file that was previously generated by the PRINT ELEMENT OPT
COMPONENTS request.

For more information, see Endevor Print Element Syntax.

Example: SCL for generating the PRINT COMPONENTS report

PRINT ELEMENT <element_name> TO DDN <ddname>

FROM ENV <the_env> SYSTEM <the_system> SUBSYSTEM <the_subsys> TYPE <the_type> STA NUM <the_stage>  

OPT COMPONENTS NOCC .

Use this option as an alternate to sbomz invoking the SCL processor directly.
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Default: none

--endevor-list-package-id-path

Type: string array

Specifies a z/OS UNIX file path to a CSV file that was previously generated by the LIST PACKAGE ID request.

Example: SCL for generating the CSV

LIST PACKAGE ID <package_id> TO FILE <ddname> .

Use this option as an alternate to sbomz invoking the SCL processor directly.

Default: none

--endevor-list-package-action-path

Type: string array

Specifies a z/OS UNIX file path to a CSV file that was previously generated by the LIST PACKAGE ACTION request.

Example: SCL for generating the CSV

LIST PACKAGE ACTION TO FILE <ddname> 

FROM PACKAGE ID <package id>

Use this option as an alternate to sbomz invoking the SCL processor directly.

Default: none

--endevor-package-id

Type: string array

Specifies the ID of a package to include in the SBOM. Endevor wild-carding is accepted.

Default: none

Output Options

Options that are prefixed with --output . The options ares used by some commands to control the format of command
output.

--output-json

Type: boolean flag

If specified, the option outputs the command results in JSON format.

Default: false

--output-unformatted

Type: boolean flag

If specified, the option outputs the command results unformatted.

This option is useful for some sbomz endevor list commands. For example, sbomz endevor list-element-
components --output-unformatted dumps the verbatim Endevor PRINT ELEMENT OPT COMPONENTS report to
stdout.
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Team Build Options

Options that are prefixed with --team-build . The options control information that is placed in an SBOM from a Team
Build project.

--team-build-query-target

Type: string

Specifies the target genrule when issuing bldz query &lt;target&gt; . Use the option to control bldz genrules
that are placed in the SBOM.

Default: none

--team-build-no-dependencies

Type: boolean flag

If specified, omits the --dependencies flag from bldz query .

Default: false

sbomz config
Lists options and examples of the sbomz config command group

The sbomz config command group contains configuration and initialization commands.

The following sbomz config subcommands are available:

• deploy-utils
• dump
• init

deploy-utils

sbomz config deploy-utils deploys the sbomz embedded utilities.

For more information, see Embedded Utilities section in the installation document.

Example: Deploy embedded utilities to /z/sbomz

sbomz config deploy-utils --config-work-directory /z/sbomz

dump

sbomz config dump loads any existing config, merges the config with any CLI options specified, and dumps the
configuration to stdout. The subcommand displays or updates your existing configuration.

Example: Load existing config ./config.json, override an option on the CLI, and redirect updated config to file

sbomz config dump --config-path ./config.json --sbom-no-system-info > new.config.json

init

sbomz config init creates a physical sbomz config file sbomz.config.json . You can specify various command
line options to populate the generated configuration file.

View the complete set of configurable options by issuing sbomz config init --help .

Example: Create a configuration with CLI overrides
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sbomz config init --sbom-metadata-application-name my_app --sbom-metadata-application-version v1.0.0

sbomz endevor
Lists options and examples of the sbomz endevor command group

The sbomz endevor command group contains commands that can extract information from Endevor and generate an
SBOM from Endevor metadata.

The following sbomz endevor subcommands are available:

• list-element-components
• list-elements
• list-package-actions
• list-packages
• sbom

Some sbomz endevor commands require the sbomz embedded utilities to function. The embedded utilities enable
sbomz to execute Endevor SCL, using the batch processor BC1PCSV0 in the foreground. sbomz endevor commands
that invoke BC1PCSV0 are as follows:

• sbomz endevor sbom
• all sbomz endevor list commands

Depending on your sites Endevor configuration, you may have to supply your Endevor STEPLIB(s) and/or CONLIB(s)
when executing the above commands. If your Endevor STEPLIB(s) and CONLIB(s) are present in your LINKLIST, then
you do not need to supply them on the commands. If the STEPLIB(s) and CONLIB(s) are not in LINKLIST, supply them on
the commands, using the --endevor-steplib and --endevor-conlib options.

Some Endevor configurations might prevent sbomz from automatically extracting information from Endevor, using the SCL
batch processors. For example, automatic extraction of information can be prevented if you have a custom batch wrapper
for the Endevor SCL processors.

For more information, see Embedded Utilities section in the installation doc.

list-element-components

sbomz endevor list-element-components invokes the Endevor SCL batch program in the foreground to perform a
PRINT COMPONENTS request for the specified element.

Example: List components for element MYELM in JSON format

sbomz endevor list-element-components MYELM --endevor-steplib NDVR.LOADLIB --output-json

list-elements

sbomz endevor list-elements invokes the Endevor SCL batch program in the foreground to perform a LIST
ELEMENTS request for the specified Endevor location.

Example: List elements from Endevor location PROD/APP/GA/2

sbomz endevor list-elements --endevor-steplib NDVR.LOADLIB --endevor-environment PROD --endevor-system APP --

endevor-subsystem GA --endevor-stage-number 2

list-package-actions

sbomz endevor list-package-actions invokes the Endevor SCL batch program in the foreground to perform a
LIST PACKAGE ACTION request for the specified package.
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Example: List package MYPKG actions

sbomz endevor list-package-actions MYPKG --endevor-steplib NDVR.LOADLIB

list-packages

sbomz endevor list-packages invokes the Endevor SCL batch program in the foreground to perform a LIST
PACKAGE ID request for the specified package(s).

Example: List all packages starting with PKG

sbomz endevor list-packages "PKG*" --endevor-steplib NDVR.LOADLIB

sbom

sbomz endevor sbom generates an SBOM from Endevor. You can include the following information in an Endevor
SBOM:

• Endevor location information (elements and output components)
• Endevor package information (package, elements, and output components)
• Data sets and z/OS UNIX files that are specified on the command or in the config

You can mix and match package, element, and component information to create a complete SBOM.

By default, sbomz endevor sbom runs the Endevor batch SCL processor in the foreground to extract information from
Endevor, using the following requests:

• LIST ELEMENTS
• PRINT ELEMENT OPT COMPONENTS
• LIST PACKAGE ID
• LIST PACKAGE ACTION

If your Endevor configuration prevents sbomz from automatically extracting the CSVs and reports (for example, your
site has a custom Endevor batch SCL wrapper program), sbomz endevor sbom enables you to specify previously-
generated CSVs and report files. Use the following options to manually supply the CSV and report files:

• --endevor-list-element-path
• --endevor-print-component-path
• --endevor-list-package-id-path
• --endevor-list-package-action-path

Notes:

• Each file option is an array, meaning you can specify the option multiple times to include multiple files.
• You can mix and match the above options to create an SBOM that satisfies your use case.

You can also use the generic data set and file options to include specific files in your SBOM. Use this options if sbomz
cannot derive output artifacts from Endevor components and you do not use the Endevor MONITOR COMPONENTS
capabilities.

Options | Description

--generic-file-source | Generic data sets or files. For valid values, please refer to the sbomz generic command.

Example: Generate an Endevor SBOM from an Endevor Location PROD/APP/GA/2 with elements and LOADLIB
components

sbomz endevor sbom --endevor-steplib NDVR.LOADLIB --endevor-enviroment PROD --endevor-system APP --endevor-

subsystem GA --endevor-stage-number 2 --filter-data-set "^.*\\.LOADLIB(\\(.*\\))?$"
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The SBOM includes elements, and associated metadata of the elements, from the PROD/APP/GA/2 location, as well as
any output components that match the --filter-data-set regex (only LOADLIB data sets are added to the SBOM).

Example: Generate an Endevor SBOM from an Endevor Package MYPKG

sbomz endevor sbom --endevor-steplib NDVR.LOADLIB --endevor-package-id MYPKG --filter-data-set "^.*\

\.LOADLIB(\\(.*\\))?$" --sbom-endevor-include-package-source-components

The SBOM includes package elements and associated actions of the elements. --sbom-endevor-include-package-
source-components instructs sbomz to attempt to derive output components from the source elements in the package.
For example, if you do not use MONITOR COMPONENTS in Endevor, sbomz cannot derive components.

Example: Generate an Endevor SBOM from previously generated CSV and report files

sbomz endevor sbom --filter-data-set "^.*\\.LOADLIB(\\(.*\\))?$ --endevor-list-element-file elements.csv --

endevor-list-package-action-file package.actions.csv --endevor-list-package-id-file package.csv --endevor-

print-component-file components.txt

Example: Generate an Endevor SBOM from Endevor Location PROD/APP/GA/2 together with generic USS files
and data set members

sbomz endevor sbom --endevor-steplib NDVR.LOADLIB --endevor-enviroment PROD --endevor-system APP --endevor-

subsystem GA --endevor-stage-number 2 --generic-file-source /z/user/agreements/**/license-*.txt" --generic-

file-source "//USER.README.PDS"

sbomz generic
Lists options and examples of the sbomz generic command group

The sbomz generic command group contains commands that generate SBOMs from z/OS UNIX files and data sets.
The command group contains the sbom subcommand.

sbom

sbomz generic sbom generates an SBOM from any z/OS data sets and files.

For data sets, the option supports PDS(E) and PS. You can select all members in a PDS(E) data sets or a subset of
members by using a regex string.

For z/OS UNIX files, the option accepts a path to a single file or a directory. You can also use a git-style file glob string to
select some particular files.

You can specify multiple sources (data sets or paths) in one sbomz generic sbom command. If you need to put files
from multiple sources into once SBOM file, run the command with the specified file sources once.

NOTE
sbomz does not update existing SBOM files.

Example: Generate an SBOM from all members in a PDS(E) data set

sbomz generic sbom "//MY.PDS"

Example: Generate an SBOM from a subset members in a PDS(E) data set. The member names start with "ab..."

sbomz generic sbom "//MY.PDS(^ab.*)"

Example: Generate an SBOM from a PS data set
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sbomz generic sbom "//MY.PS"

Example: Generate an SBOM from a specific USS file

sbomz generic sbom "/z/bin/my_binary"

Example: Generate an SBOM from a USS directory (including the files in all the sub-directories)

sbomz generic sbom "/z/bin"

Example: Generate an SBOM with particular USS files. The files are in the "/z" and all the sub-directories, the file
names end with "_binary"

sbomz generic sbom "/z/**/*_binary"

Example: Generate an SBOM from 4 file sources

sbom generic sbom "//MY.PDS(^ab.*)" "//MY.PS" "/z/bin-1" "/z/bin-2/**/*_binary"

sbomz help
Lists options and examples of the sbomz root help

sbomz help displays the help for the root.

sbomz help and sbomz --help are equivalent.

View help for a specific subcommand by issuing sbomz <subcommand> --help .

sbomz sha256
Lists options and examples of the sbomz sha command group

sbomz sha256 generates a SHA-256 checksum hash for the file or data set specified.

Example: Generate a SHA-256 for MY.PDS(MEMBER)

sbomz sha256 "//MY.PDS(MEMBER)"

sbomz sign
Lists options and examples of the sbomz sign command group

sbomz sign command group contains commands that perform digital signing and verification of SBOMs.

The following sbomz sign subcommands are available:

• file
• json-file
• key-gen
• verify-file
• verify-json-file

file

sbomz sign file generates a digital signature for the specified file.
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Example: Generate a digital signature for my_file.txt

sbomz sign file my_file.txt ed25519_private.key

json-file

sbomz sign json-file signs a JSON document, using JSON signature format. JSF embeds the signature in the
JSON document on a signature root property.

Example: Sign a previously generated SBOM in JSON format

sbomz sign json-file sbom.json ed25519_private.key

key-gen

sbomz sign key-gen generates a public and private key pair, using the ED25519 algorithm.

Example: Generate a private and public key pair

sbomz sign key-gen

verify-file

sbomz sign verify-file verifies the digital signature of a file, using the signature and public key.

If the signature verification fails, the command exits with a non-zero exit code.

Example: Verify the digital signature of my_file.txt

sbomz sign verify-file my_file.txt signature.txt ed25519_public.key

verify-json-file

sbomz sign verify-json-file verifies that the JSON signature format signature that is embedded within a JSON
document is valid.

If the signature verification fails, the command exits with a non-zero exit code.

Example: Verify the digital signature of my_file.txt

sbomz sign verify-json-file sbom.json ed25519_public.key

sbomz team-build
Lists options and examples of the sbomz team-build command group

sbomz team-build command group contains commands that generate SBOMs from Team Build projects.

The sbomz team-build group includes the sbom subcommand.

The sbom Subcommand

sbomz team-build sbom generates an SBOM from a Team Build (bldz) project.

Before you generate an SBOM from a Team Build project, ensure to build the project using bldz. After the build is done,
you can issue sbomz team-build sbom from the same directory as your root BUILDZ.js file (the main project build
file).

sbomz team-build sbom invokes bldz query to extract information about your Team Build project. Ensure that bldz
is in your z/OS UNIX PATH variable. Alternatively, you can specify the path in your sbomz config file. For more information,
see sbomz Configuration File.
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By default, sbomz team-build sbom includes all output artifacts that are identified by bldz genrules . Output artifacts
are specified on genrule properties that are suffixed with the following names:

• _out_file (z/OS UNIX output file)
• _out_files (z/OS UNIX output files)
• _out_dataset (z/OS data set output file)
• _out_datasets (z/OS data set output files)

However, in a normal build, many of the output files are listings and other artifacts that may not be needed in your SBOM.
You can configure what sbomz places into the SBOM by using the following matchers and filters options:

Option | Default | Description

• --matcher-data-sets | ^.*_out_dataset[s]?$ | A regex that identifies genrule properties that denote output
data sets. The default value matches data set properties, using the standard _out_dataset(s) prefix.

• --matcher-files | ^.*_out_file[s]?$ | A regex that identifies genrule properties that denote output files. The
default value matches data set properties, using the standard _out_files(s) prefix.

• --filter-data-set | n/a | A regex that filters on the data sets that are extracted by --matcher-data-sets .
For example, you could filter using something similar to ^.*LOADLIB(.*)$ to only include LOADLIB data sets in the
SBOM.

• --filter-file | n/a | A regex that filters on the z/OS UNIX files that are extracted by --matcher-files .

Use the matcher options to set genrule properties that will be extracted from the bldz query -j response. Also, use
the filter options to filter the values from the matched properties.

You can also use the generic data set and file options to include specific files in your SBOM.

TIP
Use this option if your release package has some additional data sets or files that are not parts of the Team
Build project.

Options | Description

--generic-file-source | Generic data sets or files. For more information, see the sbomz generic command group.

The file option is an array, so you can specify the option multiple times to include multiple files.

Example: Generate an SBOM from a Team Build project which only includes library "lib*.a" artifacts

sbomz team-build sbom --filter-file "^.*lib.*\.a$"

The resulting SBOM contains the final libraries (i.e. "lib*.a") only.

Example: Add some additional USS files and data set members to the previous example

sbomz team-build sbom --filter-file "^.*lib.*\.a$" --generic-file-source /z/user/agreements/**/license-*.txt"

 --generic-file-source "//USER.README.PDS"

The resulting SBOM has the final libraries (such as lib*.a ) and some additional USS files and data set members.
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